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My reading Walter Scott Cooper Byron The
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II
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pleasure of eating Sauerkraut at the Parthenon

ON

the supernumerary clerks at twelve hundred francs per

annum

to the position of being a regular

January 1824

I

hundred.

I

I

was promoted from being one of

employ^

at fifteen

considered this a most flourishing condition of

and thought that it was now time to send for my mother.
had not seen her for nine months, and the long separation
began to grieve me. During these nine months I had made
a sad discovery, which it was quite as well I should make,
^^n amely, that I had not learnt anything at all that I needed to
affairs,

I

^Bearn,

my

in order to further

progress in the career I wished to

I

'

IL^hat

j

But

take up.

Bhat
so

I

time
it

this

did not discourage me, for

I

was now, once

I

should not starve, thanks to

redoubled
I

had

my

for

zeal,

all,

Unfortunately, after subtracting

III.

satisfied

my

and

125 francs per month;

my

end,

I

resolved to use

myself to study.

my

office hours,

very

little

had to be at the Palais-Royal by halfthe morning, and we did not leave until five in the

time remained to me.
past ten in

felt

and, ceasing to think of the limit of

fixed wherein to attain

in applying

I

firmly established in Paris

—

I

;
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Moreover, there was a peculiar function connected
office, which did not hold with respect to

evening.

with the secretary's

any other
till

Either Ernest or I had to return, from eight

office.

ten o'clock in the evening, while the

Due

d'Orleans lived

what was called the porte-feuille
and the Due d'Orleans, being fond of a country life, spent
The task was not a
three-quarters of the year at Neuilly.
difficult one, but it was imperative; it consisted in sending
off by courier to the Due d'Orldans the evening papers and
at Neuilly, in order to attend to

his day's letters,

next day.

and

in receiving in return the orders for the

This meant a

and, of course,

made

it

at the Theatre-Frangais,
fair to

say that

loss of

two hours

in the evening,

impossible to go to any play except

which adjoined our

M. Oudard, who had

offices.

It is

but

three tickets a day at his

disposal for any seat in the theatre, sometimes indulged us

with one of them

except

when poor

—an act of generosity hardly ever
plays were on.

Still,

plays" must only be understood to
neither

Talma nor Mademoiselle

displayed
the expression " poor

mean

the

Mars was

days when

acting.

But,

since I wanted to go to the theatre for purposes of study,

those days of poor plays were often profitable exhibitions for

me. Then, too, I entered into an arrangement with Ernest by
which each of us had his week, and, in this way, we secured
fifteen free nights per month.
I had made the acquaintance of a young doctor, named
Thibaut; he had no practice at that time, although he was
One cure he brought about made his
not without ability.
He cured Felix Devioreputation, and another his fortune.
the young cousin of whom I have several times spoken
laine
and of whom I shall have occasion to speak again of a chest

—

—

complaint that had reached the last stages, by means of
inducing articular rheumatism, which drew off the inflammation ; and by sheer skill he managed to cure the Marquise de

whom he accompanied to Italy, of a chronic
which was considered incurable. When the marquise
was restored to perfect health, she was so grateful that she
married him, and they both live to-day on their estates near

Lagrange,
affection

i

STUDY PHYSIOLOGY

I

As Thibaut has

Gros-Bois.
to

3

the control of a fortune of forty

thousand Hvres income, he no longer practises the
of medicine except to benefit his flowers and fruits.

fifty

craft

But, at this period, Thibaut, like Adolphe

and myself, was
we were both his patients, and, pecuniarily speaking,
How came we to be Thibaut's patients ? I
very bad ones.
In 1823 and 1824 it was all the fashion to
will explain.
penniless

;

from chest complaint ; everybody was consumptive,
it was good form to spit blood after each
;

suffer

poets especially

emotion that was

at all inclined to

both young,

tall

to this privilege,

some

right

course, Adolphe and I,
and thin, considered we were fully entitled
and many people who knew us agreed we had

thereto.

be

tinction, but, to

I
fair

have now

claim to this dis-

lost all

towards Adolphe, he

now, at forty-six, he is just as
when he was twenty-one.

u

be sensational, and to die

Of

before reaching the age of thirty.

and

tall

still

as thin as

has his

;

for

he was then,

Thibaut knew everything of which I was ignorant, so he
my education, and it was no light task. We spent

ndertook

nearly

all

our evenings together in a tiny room in the rue du
on the passage V^ro-Dodat. I was

Pelican, which looked out

hundred yards

off the Palais-Royal, so

my

ing imaginable to go from

acket for the courier.

In the morning,

was the

it

quarters

easiest

make up my

to

I often

accompanied

jThibaut to the Hopital de la Charity, where I picked up a
ttle

knowledge of physiology and anatomy, although

ever been able to overcome

my

I

have

aversion towards operations

nd dead bodies. From these visits accrued a certain amount
f medical and surgical knowledge, which has often come in
ery

usefully

maury, where

my

my

in
I

novel-writing.

and

for

example,

heroine, Madeleine, with such accuracy that once

the compliment of a visit from

me

As,

M.

Noailles,

his

son-in-law,

Madeleine's

had

illness,

who were both
recognised

their

in

I

was paid

who came

to stop the run of this novel in the Fresse.

consumption,

in

traced the various phases of a lung disease in

the

precise

to ask

His daughter

same stage of
symptoms in

and both waited impatiently each morning
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for the paper, to

know whether M. d'Avrigny's daughter was
As M. d'Avrigny's daughter had been

going to die or not.

condemned

death both by fate and by her author, the

to

was

feuilleton
invalids,

interrupted and,

improvised,

I

in

to

raised their hopes, but which, alas
health.

comfort

manuscript,
!

a

the

two poor

conclusion which

did not restore them to

TYi^ feuilleton was not resumed until after their death.

The

readers of the Presse had noticed the interruption, but
were ignorant of its cause. Now they know.
I have said that I went with Thibaut to the Hopital de
In the
la Charite most mornings, from six to seven o'clock.

evening,

we studied physics and chemistry

in his

room; and

was in his room that I made my first study of the poisons
used by Madame de Villefort in Monte- Cristo a study which

it

—

and perfected later, with Ruolz.
A good-looking young neighbour named Mademoiselle
Walker, who was a milliner, used to join us in our researches.
Like la Fontaine's hen, she failed to set Thibaut and me at
I followed

variance, although she tried

none was

successful,

all

and we

sorts of devices, but happily

all

three

managed

to

keep on

friendly terms.
I

as

owe much
well

as

to

for

Thibaut, whose
dix

anSj

Thibaut for teaching
knowledge. I

actual

name

is

me method
will

relate

in working,
later

how

several times quoted in PHistotre de

by Louis Blanc, was obliged, by reason of

relationship with the family of Marechal

his

Gerard, to play a

certain part in the Revolution of July.

At Lassagne's persuasion I branched out in other directions,
and began a course of reading. Walter Scott came first.
The first novel I read by the " Scottish Bard," as he was then
Accustomed to the mild plots of
called, was Ivanhoe.

Madame

Cottin, or to the eccentric pranks of the author of

the Barons de Felsheim and of the Enfant du Carnaval^

took

me some

it

time to get used to the rude, uncouth ways of

Gurth the swineherd, and to the facetious jokes of Wamba,
Cedric's jester.

But when the author introduced me to the
when I had seen the fire

old Saxon's romantic dining-hall;

—
READ SCOTT, COOPER AND BYRON

I
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on the hearth, fed by a whole oak tree, with its Hght sparkling
on the monk and on the dress of the unknown pilgrim when
I saw all the members of the family of the thane take their
places at the long oak board, from the head of the castle, the
king of his territory, to the meanest servitor when I saw the
Jew Isaac in his yellow cap, and his daughter Rebecca in her
gold corselet when the tourney at Ashby had given me a
foretaste of the powerful sword-shakes and lance-thrusts that
then, little by
I should again come across in Froissart, oh
little, the clouds that had veiled my sight began to lift, I
saw open out before me more extended horizons than any
that had appeared to me when Adolphe de Leuven worked
these changes in my provincial imagination that I have
;

;

;

!

already mentioned.

Next followed Cooper, with

his big forests, his vast prairies,

—

his boundless oceans, his Pioneers^ his Prairie^ his Redskins

three masterpieces of description, wherein absence of substance
well concealed beneath wealth of style, so that

IS
is

hole way through

i

ound ever ready

at,

a novel

of his, like

yawn open and swallow one

to

nevertheless, one

is

up,

upheld, not by faith but by

rom the first page to the last.
Then came Byron Byron,
ied at Missolonghi just when

—

Paris.

one goes the

the apostle, upon

lyric

and dramatic

and
style,

poet,

who

was beginning to study him
There had been a tremendous rage over Lord

yron for some time

;

I

the glory of the poet

had derived

fresh

from the Greek camp bivouacs; his name would
enceforth be associated with those of the famous Greeks of
Id ; not only would Byron be spoken of as akin to Sir Walter

:lamour

cott

and Chateaubriand, but

in the

same breath

as the

names

Mavrocordato, Odysseus and Canaris.

f

One
as

ill,

day, before the world even

we read

in the

knew

papers as follows
**

"
11

ix

for

our

famous poet

Missolonghi, 20 April

Our town presents a most touching

gone into mourning,

that the

:

spectacle

;

illustrious benefactor

o'clock yesterday evening, the 19th instant."

we have
died at

;
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Byron had died at the age of thirty-seven, Hke Raphael he
had died during the Easter celebrations, and thirty-seven volleys
were fired one for each year of his life in every town,
spreading the news of his death from Thrace to the Piraeus,
and from Epeirus to the Asiatic coasts.
Courts of justice, public offices and shops were closed for
three days ; for three days dancing, public amusements and the
sound of musical instruments were forbidden ; and the public
mourning lasted for three weeks.
Poor Byron he only desired to fight and to help to win a
victory, or, if conquered, to die arms in hand.
As a general,
it would have given him great joy to lead the Souliotes at the
siege of Lepanto; Lepanto, the land of Don Juan and of
Charles the Fifth, seemed to him a fitting name with
which to link his own it was a noble land to bleed for and
;

—

—

!

;

to die in.

But he was not to realise that happiness; he died at
it was
he who made an unknown land
famous, instead of himself receiving lustre from a sacred land
people say, " Byron died at Missolonghi," not " Missolonghi,
the place where Byron died."
The great man had no notion that, in dying for the Greeks,
he was only dying so that Europe, as the Due d'Orleans once
expressed it to me, might have the pleasure of eating
sauerkraut at the foot of the Parthenon
Poor immortal bard, who died in the hope that the news of
what would he
his death would resound through all hearts
have said if he could have heard, as I rushed in, the newspaper
Missolonghi, and

!

!

containing the fatal notice in

"Byron

"Who

is

my

hand, crying despairingly,

dead," one of the assistants in

our

office

ask,

Such a question caused me both pain
and pleasure mixed I had, then, found someone even more
ignorant than myself, and he one of the chief clerks in the
office.
Had it been only an ordinary copying clerk I should
was Byron?"

;

not have

felt

so consoled.

This unlooked-for death of one of the greatest poets of the
time

made

a deep impression upon

me;

I felt instinctively

BYRON, PROPHET AND

MARTYR
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Byron was more than a poet, that he was one of those
whose inspired utterances, in the silence of the night
and in the obscurity in which art lives, are heard throughout
all nations, whose
shining rays lighten the whole world.
Such men are usually not only prophets but also martyrs.
that

leaders

create from out their own sufferings the divine thoughts
which act as incentives to others it is at the spectacle of
their own tortures that they utter cries which clutch the heart.
Had Prometheus or Napoleon been poets, think what verses
each would have engraved on his rock of doom
We will try, then, to give an account of the sufferings of this
man, who was driven from his own country as though he were
a Barabbas, to die for the Greeks as Christ did for the Jews.
Death must be passed through before there can be

They

;

!

transfiguration.

—

—

"

CHAPTER

11

— His grief being lame — Mary DufF—The Malvern
— How Byron and Robert Peel became acquainted — Miss
Parker — Miss Chaworth — Verses on her portrait — Mrs. Musters
Lady Morgan English Bards and Scotch Reviewers— Byron's
to his mother — He takes
the House of Lords
seat

Byron's childhood

at

fortune-teller

letters

his

in

BYRON

was born on 22 January 1788, of so ancient and
it could take rank with many royal
families.
At his birth, the child who was predestined to
become so famous had his foot dislocated and no one noticed
the fact.
This accident made him lame, and we shall see
what an influence this infirmity had upon his life.
Four celebrated men belonging to the close of the eighteenth
and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries were lame
Mar^chal Soult, M. de Talleyrand, Walter Scott and Lord
Byron. A woman writer has said that " Byron would have
given half his fame if he could but have been as proud of his
feet as he was of his hands."
We are assured that Juno's
bird, the peacock, forgot his rich plumage and uttered a cry
of distress every time he looked down at his feet.
And Byron,
king of poets, who had a good deal of the peacock about him,
was not more philosophical than that king of birds.
" What a beautiful child " some lady once remarked, when
Byron was three years old and she saw him, whip in hand,
playing at his nurse's knee ; " but what a pity he is
noble a family that

:

!

crippled

The
woman

!

up his whip and lashed the
Dinna say that " he said.

child turned round, lifted

with

all his

might.

"

!

His mother, strange to say, never understood how proud the
child was.
Byron was misunderstood by the two beings who.

—

:

"

!
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when they understand a man, can shed most happiness upon
Byron's mother, as we have
his Hfe
his mother and his wife.
said, never realised the child's pride, and used to call him " my

—

lame boy."
If you would learn what this flaw in maternal love cost the
lad, read what Arnold says in the first scene of The Deformed
Transformed

—

''A Forest

Enter
Bej't.

Arnold and

Out, hunchback

his mother

Bertha

!

Am.

was born

I

so,

mother

!

Out,

Bert.

Thou incubus
Thou nightmare
The sole abortion
Would that
!

!

Of seven

sons,

!

Am.

And
Bert.

never seen the light

had been

so,

I would so too
But as thou hast hence, hence and do thy best
That back of thine may bear its burthen ; 'tis
More high, if not so broad as that of others.
It bears its burthen
but, my heart
Will it
Sustain that which you lay upon it, mother?
I love, or, at the least, I loved you
nothing
Save you, in nature, can love aught like me.
You nursed me do not kill me
!

—

Am.

I

!

—

:

—

!

:

—

At the age of
lere they paid

five

!

Byron was sent

to school in

Aberdeen,

I had
more cheaply than

but five shillings a quarter for him.

fought no child had ever been educated

had but I was mistaken, and I present my congratulations
Byron as a brother at least in poverty.
Although the future poet spent a whole year in this school,
le of his biographers tells us he hardly managed to learn his
Fetters.
I had this further advantage over Byron that my
mother taught me to read God gave me at least half of what
Byron was denied a good mother.
From the school at Aberdeen, Byron passed to the
university of the same town.
Alas he was one of the worst
scholars, and was always at the bottom of his class.
Many of
;

:

!
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lo

his schoolfellows

made

can

tell stories

of the jokes which his masters

at his expense.

In 1798 the old Lord Byron died. He had been a roud
who had had any number of love affairs and duels.
He killed his friend Chaworth in one of his duels an event

of quality,

—

upon his son's life too.
Two years before, young Byron had paid a visit to the
Scotch Highlands, from whence he derived that love of high
peaks, shared by eagles and poets, which made him later
sing the praises of the Alps, the Apennines and Parnassus.
her
It was during this tour our Dante met his Beatrice
name was Mary Duff, and she was only eight years old.
The old Lord Byron died at Newstead Abbey, and Byron
was his heir. He left Aberdeen with his mother. They sold
another point
their furniture for seventy-five pounds sterling
of similarity between us (I hope I may be pardoned my
comparisons, I shall not have much pride in pressing them
further)
and they reached Newstead. There they put the
young man under the care of a quack doctor called Lavemde
to try and cure his foot, for this infirmity occupied the greatest
portion 6f his thoughts.
As it was seen that the young lord's

which was to have

its

influence

;

—

—

lameness was neither better nor worse for this charlatan's
treatment, he was sent to London, where he was entrusted for
his physical requirements to Dr. Baillie, and for his moral

equipment to Dr. Glennie. There, both doctors had a certain
measure of success, for Dr. Glennie had the satisfaction, after
having put him on the way, of beholding his pupil surpass all
his contemporaries, in letters and poetry.
Dr. Baillie managed to cure his foot sufficiently to enable
him to wear an ordinary boot, so that his lameness did not
seem more than a slight limp. Great was the proud youth's
joy, and he communicated it to his nurse, whom he greatly
loved.

80 1, when he was thirteen, Byron followed his mother
where the view of the Malvern Hills, recalling
his first visit to the Highlands, made a deep impression upon
In

1

to Cheltenham,

him, especially as he saw them

in

the early morning and

I

—
BYRON AND
When

evening.

SIR

ROBERT PEEL

ii

he and his mother were out riding together

they learnt from the country people of a celebrated sorceress

and Lady Byron took a fancy to consult her.
She said nothing of the lad, and introduced herself to the
witch as an unmarried woman.
But the sorceress shook

of those parts,

her head.

"You

"you have been a wife
you have a son who will be in danger
of being poisoned before he has attained his majority ; he will
marry twice, and the second time it will be with a foreigner."
We shall see directly that, if he was not exactly poisoned,
he was in fear of being so, and it is well known that, if he did
not marry a second time, at all events he found a beautiful
Venetian lady of rank who made up to him for his first
and

are not a maid," she said;

now

are

a widow

;

marriage, save in the recollection of

From

Dr. Drury was
detect

its

unhappiness.

Dr. Glennie's tutelage, Byron proceeded to Harrow.

then headmaster, and he was the

some few faint glimpses

first

to

of what the poet would one day

become.

"Here

I

made my

iceived but coldly
it

Harrow
It

was

:

I

at

Lobert Peel,

;

first

verses," said

Byron,

"they were

but, in revenge, I fought glorious battles

only lost one fight out of every seven

"
!

Harrow that he made the acquaintance of Sir
and the way in which they became fast friends

some idea of the character of Byron.
of their comrades, taller and stronger than they, with
rhom consequently they had no dealings, was discovered by

;ives

One

Jyron thrashing poor Peel.

Byron came up and said
" How many more blows do you mean to give Robert ? "
"What business is it of yours?" retorted the combatant.
"
[** Why do you ask such a question ?
Because, if you please, executioner, I will take half the
blows you intend for him and will return them to you later,
^ou understand,

when

It

I

am

bigger."

young man went to finish his education
the University of Cambridge ; but he was ever impatient of

After Harrow, the

—
12

"

:
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regular study, just as he was of ordinary

the only thing he learnt was

how

to

swim

modes
;

of enjoyment

his only recreation

was the training of a bear.
In 1806, when he was eighteen, he joined his mother at
Newstead. The relations between mother and son were not
on the contrary, the two were nearly
at all of a tender nature
One of these quarrels even went so far
always quarrelling.
;

one day that each in turn called at a chemist's, within five
minutes of one another, to inquire if he had sold the other
poison, and, on being told not, begged him not to do so.
Besides little Mary Duff, with whom he fell in love when he
was nine, Byron conceived a passion when he was twelve for
his cousin. Miss Parker, for whom he composed his first verses.
They were lost, and the poet never remembered what they
Miss Parker died, and gave place to Miss Chaworth,
were.
the daughter of the man whom old Lord Byron had killed.
But this time it was the real passion of budding manhood,
tender and deep, and

Miss

Chaworth

wealthy.
" Alas

"

was

it

left

its

beautiful,

mark

for the rest of his

charming

in

life.

manner and

said Byron, " our union

would have wiped out the
it would
have reunited two rich estates and two beings who would have
Ah, well,
agreed well enough together, and then and then
God knows what might have happened
But Byron was lame he was obliged to avoid all kinds of
exercise that could expose his deformity, and consequently
Now Miss Chaworth was particularly fond of dancing,
dancing.
and Byron would stand, leaning against a corner by the door
or against the chimneypiece, his arms crossed, frowning, with
his lips curled with anger, whilst the music carried far away
from him the girl he loved, some dancer more lucky than
!

recollection of the blood shed between our fathers

—

;

—

!

;

he leading her through the

figures of a quadrille or guiding

Once, someone said to Mary
Chaworth
" Do you know that Byron seems deeply in love with you ? "
" Well, what does it matter to me ? " replied Mary.

her in the whirl of a valse.

—

;

TO

MARY

13

do you mean what you say ? "
" Of course I do.
Do you really think I could care for that
lame boy ? "
Byron heard both questions and answers, and he said it was
These words
as though a dagger had struck him to the heart.
were uttered at midnight; but he rushed out of the house
like a madman and ran without stopping to Newstead, where,
on arrival, he fell nearly fainting from exhaustion.
And yet, the disdainful Miss Chaworth having one day sent
" What

!

her portrait to him, Byron, in exchange, sent her the following
verses

:

TO MARY
ON RECEIVING HER PICTURE
"This faint resemblance of thy charms,
Though strong as mortal art could give,

My

constant heart of fear disarms,

my

Revives

Here

I

hopes, and bids

me

live.

can trace the locks of gold

Which round thy snowy forehead wave,
The cheeks which sprung from beauty's mould,
The lips which made me beauty's slave.
Here

I

can trace

Whose
Must

all

And

— ah,

no

!

that eye,

azure floats in liquid

fire.

the painter's art defy,

bid

him from the

task retire.

Here

I behold its beauteous hue
But Where's the beam so sweetly straying.
Which gave a lustre to its blue,
Like Luna o'er the ocean playing?

Sweet copy

!

far

more dear

to

me.

Lifeless, unfeeling as thou art.

Than

all

the living forms could be.

Save her who placed thee next

She placed

it,

my

heart.

sad, with needless fear,

Lest time might shake

my

wavering

Unconscious that her image there

Held every sense

in fast control.

soul,

—

:

;
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Through

My
In

hours, through years, through time, 'twill cheer

hope, in gloomy moments, raise
last conflict 'twill

life's

And meet my

;

appear.

fond expiring gaze."

A

year later, Miss Chaworth married.
" Pull out your handkerchief, my son,"

Lady Byron

said to

the lad, one day on returning home.

"What

mother?"
bad news

for,

" Because I have

"What

is

for you."

it?"

" Miss Chaworth is married."
Byron drew his handkerchief out of his pocket and blew his
nose, and with that expression of sarcasm which he knew so
well how to assume at certain times, he said
"Is that all?"
" Isn't it enough ? " asked Lady Byron, who knew well
enough the real pain he was concealing beneath that apparent
indifference.

"

Enough

make me shed

to

put his handkerchief back

tears ?

No

indeed

!

"

and Byron

into his pocket.

When Lady Byron had announced to her son in this callous,
mocking way his adored Mary's marriage, and Byron had put
on a smiling appearance of indifference to the news, returning
his handkerchief to his pocket unwet by a tear, the poor youth
went to his own room heart-broken, and, taking up in his hand
the portrait of his unfaithful sweetheart, the poet tried to comfort the lover, inviting

himself to 'mourn, lashing his passion

into words.

Hence

resulted those mournful sighings of a broken heart

addressed to Mrs. Musters

—

TO A LADY
'

Oh

!

had

my

As once

fate

this

been join'd with

thine,

pledge appear'd a token,

These follies had not then been mine.
For then my peace had not been broken.

— —
;;

:

;

;

TO A LADY
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To thee these early faults I owe,
To thee, the wise and old reproving
They know my sins, but do not know
'Twas thine

For once

my

:

break the bonds of loving.

to

soul,

like thine,

was pure,

And all its rising fires could smother
But now thy vows no more endure,
Bestow'd by thee upon another.

Perhaps his peace

And

I

could destroy,

spoil the blisses that await

him

;

Yet let my rival smile in joy,
For thy dear sake I cannot hate him.

Ah

!

since thy angel form

My

heart no

But what

it

more can

with any

sought in thee alone,

Attempts, alas

Then

gone,

is

rest

!

to find in

many.

fare thee well, deceitful

'Twere vain and

maid

!

thee

fruitless to regret

Nor hope, nor memory yield their aid.
But pride may teach me to forget thee.
Yet all this giddy waste of years.
This tiresome round of palling pleasures ;
These varied loves, these matron's fears,
These thoughtless strains to passion's measures
thou wert mine, had all been hush'd
This cheek, now pale from early riot.
With passion's hectic ne'er had flush'd,
But bloom'd in calm domestic quiet.
If

:

Yes, once the rural scene was sweet.

For Nature seem'd

And

my

once

For then
But now

To

I

it

to smile before thee

;

breast abhorr'd deceit,

beat but to adore thee.

seek for other joys

think would drive

my

—

soul to

madness

In thoughtless throngs and empty noise
I conquer half my bosom's sadness.

—
—
1
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Yet, even in these a thought will steal

In spite of every vain endeavour,

And friends might pity what I feel,
To know that thou art lost for ever."
Miss Chaworth was not, as Mrs. Musters, to be happier
man she had forsaken. She married
John Musters, Esq., in the August of 1805, and lived miserably
until 1832, when she died in as melancholy a way as she had
Alas

!

in her marriage than the

lived.
fire

A

band of insurgents from Nottingham came and set
She and her daughter

to Colwick Hall, where she lived.

took refuge in a potting-shed, and, being already in poor health,
fell ill, and died practically of the same comByron had died of eight years before.
As Byron says in the second verse of his poem to Mrs.
Musters, it was in consequence of the rupture of his friendship
with Miss Chaworth that he flung himself exclusively into the

she took cold and

plaint that

pursuit of pleasure.

He

flirted,

rode, gambled, kept dogs, took

up swimming, fencing and pistol-shooting.
But he found time to write a book called Hours of Idleness
in the midst of all these revels and athletic exercises.
He had
just published this book when Lady Morgan, with whom I was
to become acquainted thirty years afterwards, met him for the
time.

first

This

is

her description of the meeting

" Suddenly

my dazzled

:

looks were arrested by an exceedingly

young man. His expression was taciturn, and yet
seemed as much shyness as scorn in it. He was alone,
and stood in a corner near a door, with his arms folded
across his breast, and one felt that although he was in the
middle of an animated and brilliant crowd, yet he did not
beautiful

there

belong to
"

'

How

it.

do you

do.

Lord Byron ? a pretty young
'

creature,

dressed in the height of the fashion, asked him.
"

Lord Byron

!

At that word

all

the brave Byrons that

had

belonged to English and French chivalry rose before my mind
but I did not know that the handsome youth who was their

;

descendant was destined to give an even greater right to the

—
—

—

2
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than the most valiant

knight of France, or than the most loyal cavalier of England

who

had ever borne the same name. Fame spread very slowly in
our province of Tirerag and although Lord Byron had already
taken the first step in that career which was to end in the
triumphant acknowledgment of his wonderful genius, and
the injustice and ingratitude of his fellow-countrymen, I knew
nothing of this future fame then, when I heard the name of
Byron, save what prompted me to say to myself, the Go, hang
thyself, Byron,' of Henry iv."
Poor Lady Morgan she was not happy in her historical
quotations but what matters it ? she did not look too closely
into them.
It was Biron without the y whose head Henry cut
off
and it was of Crillon that he wrote, " Go, hang thyself "
But the literary fame Byron lacked was soon to be given
him by the critics. The Edinburgh Review^ in an article
written by Mr. Brougham, who afterwards became Lord
Brougham, attacked the young poet violently.
Lord Byron's life was destined to be one continuous fight.
Born lame, he persevered until he became the finest swimmer,
the best shot and the most dauntless horse-rider of his time.
The world denied his genius, so he made up his mind he
would become the first poet of his age.
His response to the article in the Edinburgh Review was that
terrible satire hurled at his critics under the title of English
Bards and Scotch Reviewers^ at the head of which appeared
these two epigrams from Shakespeare and Pope
;

'

!

!

!

;

:

'*

I

had rather be a

Than one

of these

and cry mew
same metre ballad-mongers "

kitten,

!

!

Shakespeare,

"Such shameless

bards we have; and yet 'tis true,
There are as mad, abandon'd critics too." Pope.

When Byron had hurled this lance, he could not draw back.
He had pledged himself heart and soul to poetry, he had
taken upon him the mantle of Nessus which was to consume

him but

also to immortalise him.

HI.

—

And

yet

he hesitated

for

—
1
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By

a brief period.

birth

he had a right to

in the

sit

House

of Lords, and he decided he would take his seat there.
his aristocratic peers received

He

might happen?

might

him
give

cordially,

up

idea of his journey to Persia with

If

who knew what

everything,

even the

Hobhouse,

his friend

follow his schoolfellow Robert Peel in a political career.

to
It

depend on a smile or a hand-shake and for such
an acknowledgment he would fling away the pen that had
written the Hours of Idleness and English Bards and Scotch
Reviewers for a smile and a hand-shake he would bid farewell
to games, betting, races, drunkenness, and break himself
off from those youthful follies in which he had tried to drown
the memory of Miss Chaworth; he would leave them all,
even the woman who had followed him to Brighton dressed as
a man, whose scandalous presence had roused the indignation

should

all

;

\

of the prudish English aristocracy

!

was at this crisis he wrote to his mother the following
letter, which shows what a degree of coldness existed between
It

mother and son

:

"To THE Honourable Lady Byron
'
'

Newstead Abbey, Notts
October

"

Dear Madam,

body
not

—

else at present.

I

have no beds

The Hansons

know

for the

T,

1808

Hansons

sleep at Mansfield.

or anyI

do

that I resemble Jean Jacques Rousseau.
I have
no ambition to be like so illustrious a madman but this
I know, that I shall live in my own manner, and as much
alone as possible.
When my rooms are ready I shall be glad
to see you
at present it would be improper and uncomfort-

—

:

hardly object to my rendering
notwithstanding my departure for
Persia in March (or May at farthest), since you will be tenant
till my return ; and in case of any accident (for I have already
arranged my will to be drawn up the moment I am twentyone), I have taken care you shall have the house and manor
for life^ besides a sufficient income.
So you see my improvements are not entirely selfish. Adieu. Believe me, yours
very truly,
Byron "

able to both parties.

my mansion

You can

habitable,

—

—
IN
In another

adds
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mother, dated 6 March 1809, he

letter to his

:

''What you say is all very true: come what may, Newstead
and I stand or fall together. I have now lived on the spot,
I have fixed my heart upon it, and no pressure, present or
induce me to barter the last vestige of our
have that pride within me which will enable
me to support difficulties. I can endure privations ; but
could I obtain in exchange for Newstead Abbey the first
fortune in the country, I would reject the proposition.
Set
your mind at ease on that score; Mr. Hanson talks like
I feel like a man of
a man of business on the subject,
/ shall get viy seat
honour, and I will not sell Newstead.
on the return of the affidavits from Carhais, in Cornwall,
and will do something in the House soon : I must dash^ or
it is all over.
My Satire must be kept secret for a month \
after that you may say what you like on the subject.
Lord
Carlisle has used me infamously, and refused to state any
particulars of my family to the Chancellor.
I have lashed him
in my rhymes, and perhaps his lordship may regret not being
more conciliatory. They tell me it will have a sale; I hope
so, for the bookseller has behaved well, as far as publishing
Believe me, etc.,
well goes.
Byron
future,

shall

inheritance.

I

—

^''

P.S.

—
—You

shall

have a mortgage on one of the farms."

But Byron was doomed

in advance.

"title

He

had the

greatest

papers necessary to establish his

culty in obtaining the

above
on 9 March 1809, six weeks after having
majority
he presented himself in the House of

to the peerage, and, three days after writing the

^letter

—that

^ttained

is

his

to say,

—

^^<ords.

^^H As we have
^^Hepend.

'^^

secret

said, upon this test his whole career was to
As he told his mother, his Satire was to be kept
for a month longer, and if he were well received by

his illustrious colleagues,

the poet

it

was to remain unpublished and

unknown.

It was the will of Providence that these aristocrats should
be unjust towards this young man, this boy, nay, more than

unjust, cruel.

i
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He

House alone, and looked calm, although
was deadly pale; not one kindly glance encouraged
him, not a single hand was held out towards his ; he searched
entered the

his face

in vain for a single friendly look throughout that illustrious

assembly, but

He

then

all

heads were turned away.

made up

his

mind.

He, Lord Byron, would make

a fresh claim to nobility for his posterity, since his present
title

to

it

his Satire,

was slighted by his contemporaries. He published
and set out, with Mr. Hobhouse, in the June of that

same year 1809.

—

;

CHAPTER

—

—

—

III

—How he quarrelled with
own countrymen— His
— His of mad
and subsequent depression
— His marriage — His conjugal squabbles — He again quits England
wife and child — His
His farewell
and amours at Venice — He
and death
out
Greece — His
Missolonghi — His

Byron

Lisbon

at

poem

his

Childe Harold

folly

fits

to

life

arrival at

for

sets

THE

first

illness

news received from the

Lisbon, and

poet-traveller

was from

bore the mark of that gloomy

spirit

of

mockery which, when fully developed, becomes genius.
The letter was addressed to Mr. Hodgson, and began

in

the following strain

it

:

" I am very happy here, because I loves oranges, and talk
Latin to the monks, who understand it, as it is like their
m, and I goes into society (with my pocket-pistols), and
swims in the Tagus all across at once, and I rides on an
or a mule, and swears Portugese, and have got a
IS
irrhoea and bites from the mosquitoes.
But what of that ?
)mfort must not be expected by folks that go a pleasuring."
id

—

"

And
rite

while he was mocking in this fashion, he could

yet,

such mournful lines as these in Childe Harold

CANTO

:

I

IX

"And none did love him: though to hall and
He gather'd revellers from far and near,
He knew them flatt'rers of the festal hour
The
Yea

bower

heartless parasites of present cheer.

—

none did love him not his lemans dear
But pomp and power alone are woman's care,
And where these arc light Eros finds a feere ;
Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare,
And Mammon wins his way where Seraphs might despair.
!

—

—

;

:
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Childe Harold had a mother

— not

forgot,

Though

parting from that mother he did shun

A

whom

sister

Before his weary pilgrimage begun
If friends

;

he loved, but saw her not

he had, he bade adieu

:

to none.

Yet deem not thence his breast a breast of steel
Ye, who have known what 'tis to dote upon
A few dear objects, will in sadness feel
Such partings break the heart they fondly hope to

heal.

XI

His house,

home, his heritage, his lands,
The laughing dames in whom he did delight,
Whose large blue eyes, fair locks, and snowy hands,
Might shake the saintship of an anchorite.
And long had fed his youthful appetite
His goblets brimm'd with every costly wine,
And all that mote to luxury invite.
Without a sigh he left, to cross the brine,
And traverse Paynim shores, and pass Earth's central line."

And

it

was

early travels

;

who
name on

his

in this spirit that

and

inquired

this

his

the

he

left

England

to begin his

member of the aristocracy
young Lord Byron was who had inscribed
list of peers, those who were best informed
perchance, any

if,

would reply
"

He

is a young rake, grand-nephew of the old Byron who
Chaworth in a duel
he possesses an old tumbledown Abbey; and a fortune that has been cut up and
squandered.
When he was at college, where he never did
any good, he kept a bear; since he left college he has
drinking till
associated
with prostitutes and
swindlers,

killed

tipsy

;

out

of

a

human

skull,

and,

when

drunk, writing

poetry."

Byron

left

stanza of the

his country at
first

enough to set him
more serious matter

war with

canto of the

his fellow-men,

poem

at loggerheads with
:

just

and one

referred to was

women

too

—a much

—

"

:

CHILDE HAROLD'S PILGRIMAGE
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I

LVIII

The

seal Love's dimpling finger hath impress'd
Denotes how soft that chin which bears his touch
Her lips, whose kisses pout to leave their nest,
Bid man be valiant ere he merit such

**

:

Her glance how wildly beautiful how much
Hath Phoebus woo'd in vain to spoil her cheek,
Which glows yet smoother from his amorous clutch
!

Who round the North for paler dames would seek ?
How poor their forms appear how languid, wan and
!

Such an anathema as

!

weak

hurled by the poet at

this,

!

that

England which Shakespeare compared to a swan's nest in the

midst of a great lake, met with widespread notoriety;
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage^ the

for

canto of which Byron

first

wrote during his travels, had a tremendous reception.

Byron
Sicily

Portugal, the South of Spain, Sardinia

visited

and

then he went through Albania and lUyria, travelled

;

through the Morea, stopping at Thebes, Athens, Delphi and
Constantinople.

If

we

are

to

believe

looked forward with dread to his return
" Indeed,
in

my

my

his

own

he

words,

:

prospects are not very pleasant.

Embarrassed

private affairs, indifferent to public, solitary without the

wish to be

a body a

enfeebled by a succession
unbroken, I am returning
home without a hope, and almost without a desire. The
first thing I shall have to encounter will be a lawyer, the next a
creditor, then colliers, farmers, surveyors, and all the agreeable
attachments to estates out of repair, and contested coal-pits.
In short, I am sick and sorry, and when I have a little repaired
my irreparable affairs, away I shall march, either to campaign
in Spain, or back again to the East, where I can at least have
cloudless skies and a cessation from impertinence."
social, with

of fevers, but a

The writer of

spirit,

I

little

trust, yet

the above was barely twenty-four years of age, he

bore one of the oldest names in the British
of England

The

first

and was

canto of

latter capacity,

sterling.

to

Isles,

he was a peer

become the leading poet of his time
Childe Harold was to reveal him in the

and he sold

!

his

poem

for

two hundred pounds

—

:

"

;

:

;
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His mother died suddenly

in Scotland

two months

after his

return, in 1811.

"One

"I heard she was ill; the
was dead
Nor was this all. Almost at the same time his two best
friends, Wingfield and Matthews, both died.
Byron wrote to Mr. Davies
day," said Lord Byron,

next, I learnt that she

!

:

"Some curse hangs over me and mine. My mother lies a
corpse in this house; one of my best friends is drowned in
What can I say, or think, or do ? Come to me. I
a ditch.
am almost desolate left almost alone in the world."

—

We

find traces of these sorrows at the close of the second

—

canto of Childe Harold
**

All thou couldst have of mine, stern Death

The

Ne'er yet for one thine arrows flew so

And
Hath

grief with grief continuing

snatch'd the

!

thou hast

and now the more than friend

parent, friend,

little

joy that

still

life

fast,

to blend.

had yet

to lend.

What is the worst of woes that wait on age?
What stamps the wrinkle deeper on the brow?
To view each loved one blotted from life's page,
And be alone on earth, as I am now.
Before the Chastener humbly let me bow,
O'er hearts divided and o'er hopes destroyed
Roll on, vain days full reckless may ye flow,
!

Since

And

Time hath

with the

ills

Byron rejoiced
first

reft

of

whate'er

Eld mine

my

soul enjoy'd.

earlier years alloy'd."

greatly in the success that

had greeted the

canto of his Childe Harold) the second was composed after

his return to

England, as the stanza upon his mother's death

proves.

the Edinburgh Review made amends for its mistake
denying that the author of Hours of Idleness had a vocation

Even
in

for poetry.

"Lord Byron," the Scottish critics now remarked, "has
improved much since we last had his work under review. This
new volume is full of originality and talent ; the author herein

BYRON'S POPULARITY
makes amends

for the literary sins of his youth,
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and does more,

he promises to give us better work still."
Lord Byron received ^600 for the first two cantos of Childe
Harold^ and so great was its success that, for the third part, he was
It was said then,
paid ;^i575, and for the fourth ;^2too.
and with some truth, that he sold his poems at the rate of a
for

guinea a Hne.

With success came popularity. All the world wanted to see
poet who had appeared suddenly among them like a
brilliant meteor, lighting up the darkness of the night, and to
buy his works. They beheld his face and saw that he was
beautiful they uttered his name and remembered that, by his
father, he came of an illustrious race, and, by his mother,
being descended from Jane Stuart, daughter of James 11. of
He had said in
Scotland, he had royal blood in his veins.
his poem that he had seen everything worth seeing and was
bored with it all, that he had committed all kinds of sins and
even crimes he had said a most extraordinary confession for
this

;

—

;

a poet of only twenty-five years of age

—that he could not

fall

even the most beautiful of women London had
Those pale and languid flowers of the Northy as he

in love with

to show.
10
s

Kaillied

them, vowed, in their turn, to make him break his oath.
was not a difficult matter for those who knew Lord Byron ;
ny succeeded without much effort; Lady Caroline Lamb
succeeded best of all. She was the daughter of the Earl of
Bamborough, and had married, in 1805, William Lamb,
son of Lord Melbourne.
I5cond
Byron fell madly in love with her, and offered to run away
jith her
What was the cause of the bitter
but she declined.
ipture between them that ended in Lady Lamb writing the
It

ft
I

;

ovel called

Gle?iarvon against her former lover, and in his
disdain throughout the remainder of
should probably have found an answer to these

treating her with great
his life ?

We

questions in the
burnt.

Memoirs

Who knows?

that episode.

of

Lord Byron

that

Thomas Moore

perhaps he burnt them on account of

After this quarrel, Byron earned a reputation for

being a dandy;

he became

the

fashionable frequenter

of

—

"

;;
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watering-places and of aristocratic assemblies.

But this kind
ended as it was sure to do, in weariness and in disgust
and on 27 February 18 14 the poet wrote:
of

life

"

Here

I

was asked,
says

True

A

—am am myself

I
:

am, alone, instead of dining at Lord H.'s, where I
not inclined to go anywhere.
Hobhouse
growing a loup garou^ a solitary hobgoblin.

—but

'

I

—

alone.'

strange idea next took hold of the misanthrope, of the

poet whose inspirations had run dry, of the

man

of

many

he would marry and settle down.
He had
exhausted every pleasure youth could give
he aspired to
something fresh, no matter even if it meant misery. This
dissipations

:

;

unknown and

painful experience Lady Byron had in store for
But the strangest thing was that he wished to marry for
the sake of getting married, and not for the sake of the
woman. He, who had once betted fifty pounds with Mr. Hay
that he would never marry, was in such a hurry to marry
that he did not mind who the lady was.
He discussed his intention with Lady Melbourne, and Lady
Melbourne proposed a young lady whom Byron did not know
Byron suggested Miss Milbanke.
"You are wrong," said Lady Melbourne, "and for two
reasons
first, because
you have need of money and Miss
Milbanke could only bring you ten thousand pounds; and
in the second place, because you want a wife who will admire
you, and Miss Milbanke admires no one but herself."
" Well, then," said Lord Byron, " what is the name of your
young lady ? "
Lady Melbourne mentioned her name, and Byron at once
wrote to her parents, who sent him a refusal.
" Good " said Byron.
" You now see that Miss Milbanke is
to be my wife."
And he sat down at once and wrote to
Miss Milbanke to make known his wishes to her.
But Lady Melbourne did not mean matters to end thus
she snatched the letter out of Byron's hands when he had
finished it and took it to the window to read, while Byron

him.

:

!

i

—

;
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remained quietly in his seat. When she had read
" Well, I must admit this is a very pretty letter ;
it

should not go."

it

off."

"Then

give

it

me," said Byron, "and

I will seal

it,

she said,

it

is

it

and send

a pity

letter back to Byron, and he
and saw that it reached its address.
He was married on 2 January 181 5, from Sir Ralph
He sent the fifty pounds to Mr. Hay
Milbanke's house.
the same day, without waiting till he was asked for the
money.
Exactly a month later, he wrote

Lady Melbourne gave the

sealed

it

:

''Feb. 2, 1815

"The

treacle-moon

myself married.
[but, for a fool, I

is

over,

and

I

am awake, and find
man ever married';

Swift says, 'No wise
think it is the most ambrosial of

all

possible

{future states."

The honeymoon was
[after that,

spent at Sir Ralph Milbanke's house

the young couple went to their house in Piccadilly.

[But here the worries of housekeeping overtook them.

Milbanke's

;£" 10,000

-Byron's creditors.
[at all is

dowry had only served

to irritate

Miss

Lord

Creditors only rest quietly whilst nothing

given them, for then they are in despair

;

but partial

Urged on by the ;£" 10,000
[they had secured, the duns did not give the young couple a
moment's peace; in proportion as these annoyances increased,
the relations between the husband and wife grew colder and
[more distant. Then, when her husband was at his unhappiest,
and only saved from imprisonment through being a peer of the
realm. Lady Byron left London under cover of a visit to her
^payment rouses them to

fury.

I

i

father.

Their farewell parting was, conventionally speaking,
and they agreed to meet in a month's time.

quite affectionate,

During her journey. Lady Byron wrote quite a tender letter to
husband ; then, one morning. Lord Byron learnt from his
father-in-law, Sir Ralph Milbanke, that he must not expect ever

[her

[to see his wife

and

his

daughter again.

—

—
28
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What was

the reason for this sudden separation, which, in

spite of all Byron's protests,

put

—

it

down

ended

in

The poet

a divorce ?

the influence of an old governess of

to

whom

Lady

he

launched that
terrible satire entitled "A Sketch," and this epigram and
apostrophe from the the Moor to lago:
Byron,

Mrs.

Clermont,

If

dot dioa

against

be'st

a

devil, I

" Hoiest, hcoest lago 1
cannot kill thee."

ivhich begins with these lines:

•*Bom

in the gairet, in the kitchen bred.

Promoted thence to deck her mistress' head;
Next for some gradons service raiexpress'd.
And from its wages only to be guess'd
Raised from the toilette to the table, where

—

Her wonderii^ brtters wait behind her chair.
With eye unmoved, and forehead nnabash'd.
She dines from

off the plate she lately wash'd."

Immediately a tremendous clamour arose in the papers
in society against the poet who, by force of genius, had
already overcome those of his opposers who might be termed

and

the

fiist

coalition against him.

It is ever the case with

the eye of the public:
existence of which

is

men

in high places

tempests

arise

who

are before

unexpectedly,

not suspected by the victim

till

the

they

They may be compared with waterand they pour down on the poet, be he a Schiller or a
Dante, an Ovid or a Byron, utterly overwhelming him, rending his heart and body, tearing down his fame, overturning his
reputation, uprooting his honom-.
These storms come from
the enmities, hatred and jealousies roused by his genius ; they
are the hyenas that dog his steps through the darkness, who
dare not attack him while he can stand firm and upright, but
which spring on him directly he totters, and devour him as
burst over his head.
spouts,

soon as he

falls.

he would have to give way before his
enemies; so he left England, meaning to rally his forces
amidst the undisturbing smroundings of foreign lands, for

BjTon

realised

—

—

:

!

!

POEMS TO WIFE AND DAUGHTER
He
some means of revenging himself upon them.
England on 25 April 18 16. He had published during

29
left

his

London, the first two cantos of Childe Harold,
The Giaour^ The Bride of Abydos, The Siege of Corinth^ Lara
and The Corsair.
He departed, and his saddest regrets were for the wife who
had exiled him, and for the daughter whom he had hardly
seen, and whom he was never to look upon again.
six years in

**

Fare thee well

!

and

Still for ever, fcire

Even though

if for ever.

thee well

unforgiving, never

'Gainst thee shall

my

heart rebel.

Would that breast were bared
Where thy head so oft hath
While

Which thou
Both

came

that placid sleep

ne'er canst

shall live, bat every

Wake

lain.

o'er thee

know

again:

morrow

us firom a widowed bed-

And when

When

before diee

thou wouldst solace gather.

our child's

first

accents flow.

Wilt thou teach her to say

Though

his care she

When her little
When her lip

hands

*

Father!'

must forego?
shall press thee,

to thine is press'd.

Think of him whose prayer shall bless
Think of him thy love had bless'd

thee.

Should her lineaments resemble
Those thou never more may's! see.

Then thy
With a

heart will softly tremble
pulse yet

tme

to

me."

This was to the mother: then, in Childe Harold^ he addresses his child:

" Is

thy face like thy mother's,

my

fair child

Ada, sole daughter of my boose and heart ?
When last I saw thy young blue qres they smiled.

And

then

we

parted,

But with a hope.

—not

as

now we

part.

:

——

;
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My
My
I

daughter

!

daughter

!

with thy
with thy

name
name

song begun

this

thus

much

shall

end

;

see thee not, I hear thee not, but none

Can be

so wrapt in thee

To whom
Albeit

My

;

thou art the friend

the shadows of far years extend

my brow

thou never shouldst behold,

voice shall with thy future visions blend,

And

A

reach into thy heart, when mine is cold,
token and a tone, even from thy father's mould.

To aid thy mind's
Thy dawn of little

development, to watch

joys, to sit and see
Almost thy very growth, to view thee catch
Knowledge of objects, wonders yet to thee
To hold thee lightly on a gentle knee,
And print on thy soft cheek a parent's kiss,
This, it should seem, was not reserved for me
Yet this was in my nature
as it is,
know not what is there, yet something like to

—

!

;

:

I

this.

Yet, though dull Hate as duty should be taught,
I know that thou wilt love me ; though my name
Should be shut from thee, as a spell still fraught
With desolation, and a broken claim
Though the grave closed between us, 'twere the same,
I know that thou wilt love me ; though to drain
My blood from out thy being were an aim.
And an attainment, all would be in vain,
Still thou wouldst love me, still that more than life retain.

—
:

—

The

child of love, though born in bitterness,

And

nurtured in convulsion.

Of

thy sire

These were the elements, and thine no less.
As yet such are around thee, but thy fire
Shall be more temper'd, and thy hope far higher.
O'er the sea
Sweet be thy cradled slumbers
And from the mountains where I now respire,
Fain would I waft such blessing upon thee.
As, with a sigh, I deem thou might'st have been to me."
!

"

Ah

!

"

remarked

Madame

de Stael (the poor

exile

who,

standing by the Lake of Geneva, sighed for the gutter that ran
in the rue

du

Bac),

— "ah!

I

would not mind being unhappy

—

;

BYRON AND MADAME DE STAEL
I

if

in

were Lady Byron, to have inspired such

my husband's brain "
May be but Lord Byron and Madame
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lines as those

!

;

made an

de Stael would have

extraordinary couple, and no mistake.

Byron was not

in

such a hurry to travel

far afield this

time

perhaps he only wanted to stretch the double cord that bound

him

to

He

England, and not to snap it altogether.
landed in Belgium, visited the field of Waterloo,

still

wet with the blood of three nations ; sailed down the Rhine
and settled for a time on the borders of the Lake of Geneva.

was that he met Madame de Stael, who was almost
of an exile under the Restoration as under the
" My greatest pleasure amidst the magnificent
Empire.
pictures round Lake Geneva was to gaze upon the author of
Corinner
At Diodati, Byron renewed his swimming feat of Abydos by
crossing the Lake of Geneva where it is four leagues wide.
And it was at Diodati that he wrote the third canto of Childe
Harold^ The Prisoner of Chillon and Manfred.
Goethe in

Here

it

much

as

German

journal laid claim to the original idea of Manfred^
though Manfred did not descend as directly from Satan as
Faust had from Polichinelle
O thou poor rich man with
all thy European fame and thy world-wide reputation, wouldst
thou snatch back the leaf that thy brother-poet so sinfully
plucked from thy laurel crown
Can we not almost hear what D'Alembert said of the author
of Zaire and of the Dictionnaire philosophique
This man is past comprehending
he has fame that

a

as

!

!

!

:

!

^ould satisfy a

of men,

million

and

yet

he wants another

^ha'porth."

Byron took

his revenge

by dedicating some of

his

poems

to

Goethe.

Byron
Milan

left for Italy in

the

month of October, stopping

first

Ambrosian Library. His next halt was at
[Verona, where he saw the tomb of Juliet and, finally, he took
ip his residence in Venice, where his name became a houseat

to visit the

;

[hold word.
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Venice had never possessed any horses except the four
bronze ones which had figured for twelve years on top of
Carrousel's triumphal

he was therefore the

arch.

first

But Byron never walked, and

person whose living horses clattered

Mark, on the quai des Esclavons and
on the banks of the Brenta.
It was in Venice that the real romance of his life began.
Here he had three love affairs, each in a different rank of
Venetian society with Marguerite, Marianne and
Alas
the most faithless of the three was the great lady who shall be
nameless she whom Byron loved more than all, perhaps,
more than Miss Chaworth, more than Caroline Lamb.
in the Square of Saint

.

:

.

.

!

—

It

is

curious

to

think that this lady, even

thirty-three years after the time of

a fascinating woman.

when she was

I

in the full

made

which

I

am

at

this

writing, is

her acquaintance in

day,
still

Rome

bloom of her beauty, when she was

almost as wonderful to listen to as to look

at,

to hear as

to see.

upon the memories of the great poet whom
seemed as though the years of their love
constituted the one bright spot in her life, and in looking
She

lived solely

she had loved.

It

back the obscurity that formed the rest of her life was ignored
by her. But if I began to speak of her, I should have to
reveal her name ; I should have to speak of the walks we had
together by moonlight in the Forum and the Coliseum; I
should have to repeat what she told me among the shadows
of those great ruins, when she never spoke but of the illustrious
dead, who had trodden with her the same stones that we were
treading and had sat by her side in the same places where

we

rested.

Why were you unfaithful to the
madam, madam
memory, when your memories of him had gone on
increasing in strength, aided by his death, until you had
magnified your love into a god? Why was not the honour
Oh

!

!

poet's

of having been Byron's

taking any

he might

title

mistress

that a husband,

be, could give

you ?

quite sufficient, instead of

no matter how distinguished

^

—

!
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might only venture to repeat here what D^jazet once

If I

said to Georges, with reference to

Napoleon

fancies and eccentricities
and passions, cannot have been a very pleasant lover. But
she should have been faithless to him when he was alive, and
not after he was dead.
The world has forgiven the Empress Josephine her
It

true that Byron, with

is

infidelities in

all his

the Tuileries, but

it

will

never forgive Marie-

Louise, the widow, her faithlessness at Parma.

We

not say any more, madam ; we will think, instead,
poems Byron wrote at Venice. Here he composed
Marino Fa/iero, The Two Foscari^ Sardanapalus^ Cam^ The
Prophecy of Dante and the third and fourth cantos of
will

of the

Don Juan,
When Naples

and 182 1, Byron wrote

rebelled in 1820

to the

Neapolitan Government and offered his purse and his sword.
So,

when

reaction set

time from

Sicily,

and Ferdinand returned a second

in,

and the

published throughout Italy,

be of the number of

exiles.

of proscribed persons were
was feared Byron's name might
Then it happened that the poor

lists
it

people of Ravenna drew up a petition to the cardinal praying

might be allowed to stay among them.
man who boldly and openly offered the Neapolitans
'thousand louis was a never failing source of helpfulness to
le poor of Venice and its surrounding countryside ; no poor
man ever held out a hand towards him and drew it back
empty, even if Byron himself were in the greatest straits, and

Ie

This

^more than once he had to
^Bis but too well when he

^me

and so

so long

be done to

»Thus,

said, "

cruelly will

me when

this

hand

wherever he went, he

dazzled,

warmed

in order to give.
He knew
Those who have persecuted
triumph, and justice will only

borrow

is

as cold as their hearts."

left

an impression as of

fire,

or scorched.

Byron left Venice, in whose streets no one had
him on foot the Brenta, upon whose banks no one
bad ever seen him take a walk ; the Square of St. Mark,
whose beauties he had never contemplated except from a
In 182

1,

ever seen

i

III.—

;

—

;
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window, for fear of revealing to the beauties of Venice the
which not even the width of his
trousers could disguise.
From Venice he went to Pisa. There the news of two fresh
troubles awaited him
the death of his natural daughter by

slight deformity of his leg,

:

an English woman, and the death of his friend Shelley, who
was drowned during a sailing trip from Livorno to Lerici.

He

sent his daughter's

To

body

to

England

for burial.

save the body of his friend Shelley from the attentions

Italian priests would no doubt have given it, he determined to
have it burnt after the custom of the ancients.
Trelawney, the bold pirate, was present, and relates the
strange funeral rites, as he relates his lion hunt or his fight
with the Malay prince.
He was a companion worthy of the

and was himself

noble poet,

marvellous descriptions,

all

poet; his book is full of
more wonderful because they

a

the

are always true, although sounding incredible.

"

We were

lay the sea

on the seashore," said Trelawney " in front of us
and its islands, behind us the Apennines, and by our
;

The

side was the great blazing funeral-pyre.

flames, fanned

by the wind from the sea, took a thousand fantastic shapes.
The weather was very fine the lazy waves from the
;

Mediterranean gently kissed the shore, the sands were golden
yellow and contrasted sharply with the deep blue of the sky
the mountains lifted their snowy crests up into the clouds,

and

the flames from the pyre steadily burnt higher and higher
into the air."

From Pisa Byron went to Genoa.
once the Queen of the Mediterranean
idea

of going

to

Greece,

to

do

It

—

was

in this

city

for

that he conceived the

that

"

Niobe of the

Nations," as he called her, the same offices Naples had not

thought

fit

to accept

when

offered to her.

So far, Byron had devoted himself mainly to individuals;
now he intended to devote himself to a people.
In the month of April 1823 he entered into communication with the Greek Committee, and towards the end of July
he left Italy. His reputation had increased extraordinarily.

—

—
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not only

France and Germany,

Italy,

in
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England

but in

too.

One

some idea of the height

fact will give

to

which his

reputation had attained.

An

had broken out

insurrection

in

Scotland in the county

The

where his mother's property was situated.

Lady Byron's

cross

reach

to

estates

their

rebels

had

on the confines of the property they paused and decided
cross in single

They did not

in the crops.

down

so as only to tread

file,

take the

to

destination, but
to

a narrow path

same precaution on other

which they completely devastated.

estates,

Byron often related this incident with pride.
" See," he said, " how the hatred of my enemies

is

being

avenged."
Before he

had been
"If

left Italy

lent

that

all

England again
)t

he wrote on the margin of a book that

him
said of

is
;

if all

deserve to see

me

me

be

true, I

they say of

me

am unworthy

is

false,

to see

England does

again."

But he had a presentiment that he had left his native land
ever ; and Lady Blessington told me herself that, when she
it Byron at Genoa, the day before he was to set sail, he said
her

"We

have met again to-day, but to-morrow we shall be
who knows for how long ? Something here (and he

)arated,
id his
it

>m

hand on

time

;

I

his heart) tells

am

going to

me

that

Greece,

we

and

are meeting for the
shall

never return

it."

Towards the end of December Byron landed in Morea, and,
later, he made his way into the town, in spite of the

few days

Turkish flotilla that
ith

was besieging Missolonghi. He was greeted
by the people, who led him in triumph

enthusiastic shouts

to the

house they had got ready

When
in the

for him.

established there, Byron's whole soul was concentrated

one desire

to see the

triumph of the cause he had espoused,

or to die in defending a fresh Thermopylae.

hopes was to be granted him.

He was

Neither of these

seized by a violent attack
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of fever on 15 February 1824, which ran

caused him
as soon as
rides

much

its

course rapidly,

and weakened him greatly.
he was sufficiently recovered he resumed the

But

suffering

on horseback which were

his greatest

daily

recreation.

On

9 April he got very wet when out riding, and although he
changed everything on his return home, he felt ill, for he had

been more than two hours in his wet clothes. During the
night there was a slight return of the fever, although he slept
well; but about eleven o'clock on the morning of the loth he
complained of a violent pain in the head and of suffering in
his arms and legs ; nevertheless, he managed to mount his
His old servant, Fletcher, from whose
horse in the afternoon.
account we shall now borrow the final details, waited for his
return.

"How
"

The

have you got on, my lord?" he asked.
saddle was not dry," replied Byron, " and I

the dampness has

And

made me

ill

am

afraid

again."

it was plain to see next morning that Byron's
had become more serious he had been feverish
Fletcher made him a
all night, and seemed very depressed.
cup of arrowroot ; he tasted a few spoonfuls, then he handed

indeed

indisposition

:

the drink back to the old servant.
" It is excellent," he said, " but I cannot drink any
of

more

it."

On
him.

the

third day

During

all

Fletcher grew seriously

his other

uneasy about

rheumatic attacks his master had

never been sleepless, but this time he could not sleep at
all.

So he went to the two doctors in the town, Drs. Bruno and
and asked them several questions as to the nature
of the illness from which they thought Lord Byron was
Both assured the old valet that he need not be
suffering.
alarmed, that his master was in no danger, but that in two or
three days he would be up again, and then, they said, the
This w^as on the 13th. On
attack would not return again.
the 14th, as the fever had not left his master and the invalid
still had no sleep, Fletcher begged Byron, in spite of the
Millingen,

—
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assurance of the two doctors, to

let

him send

37
Thomas,

for Dr.

from Zante.

"Consult the two doctors," the sick

man

replied,

"and

act

as they direct."

Fletcher obeyed, and the two doctors said that there was

not any necessity for

back

this

"I

my

answer to

am much

a third opinion.

Fletcher

brought

who shook his head and said
they do not know anything at all about

his master,

afraid

illness."

"In

that

my

case,

lord,"

Fletcher insisted,

"do

call

in

another doctor."
"

They

tell

me," Byron continued, without replying directly

to Fletcher, " that

" But

I

am

it is

a

my

sure,

one before," replied the

such as I have had before."
you have never had such a serious

chill

lord,

valet.

"I agree with you," was Byron's reply j and he fell into
a reverie from which no amount of persuasion could arouse
him.

^^ On
^^Hal

the 15 th, Fletcher, whose faithful devotion divined the

condition of his

^^owed to fetch

Dr.

master, again

Thomas ; but

asked permission to be

the doctors of Missolonghi

persisted there was no cause for alarm.
Until now, they
had treated their patient with purgatives, which, as Byron had
taken a cup or two of broth during eight days, were much

still

D

strong remedies and could not have any desirable effect,

ley

but increased the weakness, which was already extreme

On

the evening of the 15 th, however, the doctors began to

ilycause of want of
uneasy,

sleep.

and talked of bleeding

but he strenu;
he thought the need
for bleeding was urgent.
The doctor replied that he believed
he could put it off, without danger, until next day.
So, on
the evening of the i6th, they bled Byron in the right arm,
taking sixteen ounces of greatly inflamed blood out of him.
Dr. Bruno shook his head as he examined the blood.
"I always told him he ought to be bled," he murmured,

ously opposed

" but

this,

their patient

asking Dr. Millingen

he would never

let it

be done."

if

——

"
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Then

the doctors

fell

into a lengthy dispute over the time

lost.

Again Fletcher proposed

to

send to Zante

for Dr.

Thomas,

but the doctors replied
" It would be useless

; before he could get here, your master
be either out of danger or dead."
In the meantime the disease grew worse, and Dr. Bruno
Fletcher broke it to his master
advised a second bleeding.
that the two doctors deemed another bleeding indispensable,
and this time Lord Byron did not make any resistance; he

will

held out his arm and said
"

Here

is

my arm

added, " Did

I

not

stand anything at

they

:

all

may do what

they wish."

Then he

you, Fletcher, that they do not under-

tell

about

my

illness

!

Byron grew weaker and weaker. On the 17th, they bled
him in the morning, and twice again in the afternoon of the
same day. He fainted away after each bleeding, and from
that day he himself gave up all hope.
" I cannot sleep," he said to Fletcher, " and you know that
I have not had any sleep for a week ; now, it is a fact that a
man cannot live without sleep for any length of time after a
I would rather
time he goes mad, and nothing can save him.
blow my brains out ten times than go mad. I am not afraid
of death, I shall watch its approach with more composure
than people would believe."
On the 1 8th, Byron was perfectly satisfied of his approaching
;

end.
" I fear," he said to Fletcher, " that Tita and you will both
fall ill

with nursing

Still,

me

like this,

both refused to take any

enough

to take

away

day and night."
rest.

his master's

his reach, ever since the

1

6th,

Fletcher had been wise

pistols

and dagger out of

when he saw

that the fever

was

produce delirium.
On the 1 8th, he repeated several times that the Missolonghi
doctors did not understand his case at all.
" Well, then," Fletcher replied for the tenth time, " let me go

likely to

and

fetch Dr.

Thomas from

Zante."

I

——
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"

No, do not go.

about

.

Send

.

.
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for him, Fletcher, but

be quick

it."

Fletcher did not lose a second in despatching a messenger,

and then he informed the two doctors
for Dr. Thomas.
"

quite right," said they, " for

You were

begun

had

just sent

we have

ourselves

that he

to feel very anxious."

On

re-entering his master's room, Byron said to Fletcher
" Well, have you sent ? "
" Yes, my lord."

"

A

Good I wish to know what
few moments later, he was

" I begin to believe

am

I

to die sooner

Will

instructions.

;

to carry

own

able to attend to your

"No,"
[come.

am

If I

ill.

you some

them out for me ? "
lord, you can be sure of my faithfulness," the valet
" but you will live for long enough yet, I hope, and

you be sure
" Oh, my

la

seriously

I expected, I desire to give

jplied

the matter with me."

seized with a fresh attack of

and when he recovered consciousness, he remarked

delirium,

than

is

!

...

must

I

moment's

affairs."

"no, the end has
you everything, Fletcher, and without

Byron, shaking his head;

said

tell

loss of time."

" Shall I fetch

pen and ink and paper,

my

lord

? "

asked the

[valet.

"Oh

no; we should waste too much time, and we have
Pay attention."

[none to lose.
"I

am

Your

future

"

Oh

my

!

my

listening,

"

is

lord."

assured."

lord," cried the

poor

valet, bursting into tears, " I

[entreat you to think of more important matters."
" My child !" murmured the dying man, " my dear daughter,

my

poor Ada,

children.
[Tell her

.

.

.

.

.

.

'estimation

.

.

The

if

I

Fletcher;

blessing,

could but have seen her
also

You must
tell

to

my

take

sister

too, to

it,

her everything

.

.

.

!

Take her my

Augusta and to her

Lady Byron.

you stand well

.

.

.

in her

."

dying man's voice failed him, and, although he

made

—
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to continue speaking,

efforts

make out

the valet could only

disjointed expressions, from which, with the greatest difficulty,

he gathered the following
"Fletcher ... if you do not carry out ... the orders I
have given you ... I will haunt you ... if God will let
:

me

.

.

."

"But, my lord," cried the valet in despair, "I have not
been able to hear a word of what you have been saying
to me."
" Oh
my God, my God " whispered Byron, " then it is
now too late.
Have you really not heard me ? "
" No, my lord ; but try again to make me understand your
!

!

.

.

wishes."
" Impossible
"it

is

come

too late

.

.

!

.

...

is

...

close, Fletcher

And

impossible

.

all

over

.

!

.

"

murmured

.

and yet

... my

everything

.

.

all

was

as,

You know all
you know my wishes."

sister.
.

.

.

come

man

;

close,

I will try again."

he renewed his attempts, but

only utter a few broken words, such
child

the dying

.

.

.

"
.

in vain

My
you

wife

;

!

he could
.

.

will tell

.

my

them

Nothing more was intelligible.
This was at midday on the i8th. The doctors held a fresh
consultation, and decided to give the patient quinine in wine.
He had only taken, as I have said, a little broth and two

He

spoonfuls of arrowroot for eight days.

and showed by

signs that he

wanted

took the quinine,

to sleep;

he did not

speak again unless questioned.
"

Would you

like

me

to fetch

Mr. Parry ?

"

Fletcher asked

him.
" Yes, go and fetch him," he replied.

A moment

later,

leant over his bed,

the valet returned with him.

and Byron became excited

him.
" Lie quite quiet," said Mr. Parry

few tears and then seemed to

fall

;

Mr. Parry

as he recognised

and the

invalid shed a

asleep.

This was the beginning of a state of coma that lasted nearly
twenty-four hours.

I

"
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Then, towards eight in the evening, he roused, and Fletcher
."
say, "And now I must go to sleep
They were the last words he uttered. His head fell back

heard him

.

motionless on his pillow.

He

never

hours; there were occasional spasms

raucous sound in his breathing

:

moved

.

for twenty-four

of suffocation

that was

and a

Fletcher called

all.

him raise the head of the invalid, who seemed
numbed, and the two servants raised his head every time

Tita to help
quite

the signs of suffocation returned.

This lasted until the 19th, when,

at

six in the

evening,

Byron opened and closed his eyes without any sign of pain
and without moving any other part of his body.
*'
Oh my God," cried Fletcher, " I think my lord has
!

breathed his

The

last

doctors

!

came near and

felt his pulse.

."
"You are right," said they; "he is dead!
On 22 April, Byron's remains were taken to the church
where Marco Bozariz and General Normann lie buried. The
.

body was enclosed
)y

a black mantle,

rough wooden coffin ; it was covered
and on the mantle they placed a helmet,

in a

sword and a wreath of laurels.
Byron had expressed a wish that
his native

his

body should be buried

land; but the Greeks asked to be allowed to

and those who |had cruelly made that
when he was alive, gave it up when he was dead.

jp his heart,

leed

.

heart

His daughter Ada, whom I have since seen in Florence,
declared the adopted daughter of Greece.
I do not
low whether King Otho i. remembered this fact when he
ime to the throne.
IS

—

—
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Usurped celebrity M. Lemercier and his works Racan's white hare
LeFiesque by M. Ancelot The Romantic artists Scheffer Delacroix
Sigalon Schnetz Coigniet Boulanger Gericault La Miduse in
the artist's studio Lord Byron's funeral obsequies in England
Sheridan's body claimed for debt

—

—

WHILE

—
—

France

—

—

—

Lord Byron's body was being

Missolonghi
in

—

was

M. Lemercier each

to

steadily

England,

the

progressing.

carried

literary

M.

from

movement

Liadiere

and

did their best in grappling with Shakespeare

and Rowe, each produced Jane Shore \ M. Liadiere at the
Odeon on 2 April, and M. Lemercier at the TheatreFrangais on the ist. M. Liadiere's production just managed to
pay its way, while M. Lemercier's was a failure, in spite of
Talma, who played two parts in it those of Gloucester and
a beggar. Talma was wonderful in this play, poor though it
was.
In it he attempted what was in those days looked upon
He, a man of fine presence,
as a very extraordinary thing.

—

graceful in bearing, full of poetry, lofty in

mind and

eloquent,

played the part of the hunchbacked cripple Richard. The
way he managed to make his right shoulder look higher than

and his arm appear paralysed was a miracle of
and the denunciatory scene was a miracle of talent.

skill,

now

high

his left

nothing could save such a wretched piece.

It is

But

time some undeserved reputations, supported by fine coteries
and associations of intrigue and shuffling, should be shown in
their true light.

For instance, there is the author of Agamemno?t and of
he did not deserve a quarter of the reputation he

Pinto,

—

received.

Agamemnon

is

a dull, lifeless play, devoid of poetic
42

—
FORGOTTEN DRAMAS
feeling, sense,

rhythm and

the Orestes of ^schylus

style;

Pinto

?

what

is

43
compared with

it

a drama of the school of

is

Beaumarchais, the worst type of dramatic school

I

know;

the play would have died a natural death at the end of eight
or ten representations

the Imperial Censor

if

stupid as to attempt to

stifle

The

it.

had not been so

persecution accorded

it a species of celebrity, but, let it be played
nowadays and one would soon see the worthlessness of the
imitation of ^schylus and Seneca, the so-called original
And yet these two plays were the author's principal
creation.

to Pinto gave

works.
Try, too, to read a number of other tragedies and dramas
and poems that have fallen, buried beneath the cat-calls,
laughter and hootings of the public
Try to read Meleagre
or Lovelace or le Levite d^Ephraim ; then, when you have
thrown these first three works of the same author aside, and
feel sufficiently recovered and can breathe freely once more,
take up the task again and try to read Ophis^ Plaute or la
!

Comedie latine, Baudouin^ Christophe Colombo Charlemagne^ Saint
Demence de Charles VL, Fredegonde and Brunehaut^

Louis, la

which Mademoiselle Rachel for some unknown purpose drew
from the tomb, and galvanised three or four times without
being able to bring back to life. Then, what else? Stay
... we should be lost on the battlefield, among the profell stark dead
and Cahin-Caha and

ductions that did not even linger wounded, but
Camille and

Masque

le

Panhypocrisiade

:

folly

de poix,

succeeding mediocrity

;

la

sheer nonsense

and balderdash.

And

yet,

although wounded by these rebuffs and completely

maimed by
arm-chair in

M. Droz, M.

his

the

falls,

M. Lemercier

Palais

Mazarin

sat

—as

quietly

did

his

on

in

his

colleagues,

and M. Lebrun, one trying to make people
little volume on Bonheur, another
that he had perpetrated a tragedy called Nitius LL., and the
third, that he had missed fire in his le Cid d'Andalousie and
mangled Schiller's Maria Stuart he need not have troubled
to say anything, the world would have let him sleep as quietly

forget that

Briffaut,

he had written a

—

—
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in his tomb as the spectators had fain have slept at the performance of his pieces, if hissing had never been invented. But
When M. Lemercier perceived
nothing of the kind happened
the literary movement of 1829 he cried out at the sacrilege, want
of good taste and scandal of the thing; he signed petitions
!

have the representation of Henri III. and of
Delorme stopped; he barred the entrance to the
Academy when Lamartine and Victor Hugo endeavoured to
gain an entrance he set the Archbishop of Paris against the
one and produced a M. Flourens to checkmate the other he
to the king to

Marmi

;

;

recovered the use of his legs sufficiently to run about collecting

and the use of his right hand to turn the
Thank Heaven I had very little to do
with this wicked little cur, neither have I had any personal
quarrel with him, as I have never had any dealings with the
Academy but since someone must rise up and speak for
votes against them,

lock against them.

;

justice I

claim the

privilege

of being

the

to set the

first

example.

When M.

Flourens was nominated in place of Hugo,

passing through
I

forget

the

what the

green-room

new

play was,

of

the

but

I

was

Theatre-Frangais.

M. Lemercier was

holding forth there against the author of Notre-Dame de Paris

and of Marion Delorme and the Orienfales, just
opposed him all day long, silently, in the Academy.
to his diatribe for a few minutes, then, shaking

him
Monsieur

as

he had

I listened

my

head, I

said to

"

you have refused your vote to
one thing you will some day be
compelled to yield him, and that is your own place. Take
care lest, instead of the ill-natured things you are saying against
him here, he be not obliged to say a kind word for you
some day to the Academy."
And it happened just as I had predicted. It was no easy
Victor

Lemercier,

Hugo; but

matter to

praise

there

is

Lemercier,

but

Hugo accomplished

the

matter by describing the period instead of speaking of the

man,

by

referring

to

the

emperor

rather

than

to

the

poet.

I

"

;
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Have you read my speech ? " Hugo asked me
he had made it.

"

the day

after

"Yes."

do you think of it ? "
"I think you read as though you had
" Well, what

Bonaparte

a

as

M. Lemercier as
" The deuce
!

How

than myself.

"As Racan

my

just

succeeded

member of the Institute, instead of
a member of the Academy."
I would much rather have seen you there

did,

would you have got out of it ? "
by saying my big white rabbit had eaten

speech."

Racan,

it

will

Academy

the

be remembered, once presented himself before
scraps of a speech he had meant

with the

to read.

" Gentlemen," he said, " I had prepared a splendid speech,
which could not fail to have won your suffrages ; but my big
white rabbit gobbled it up this morning. ... I have brought

you the remains, and you must
of them
" Ah

but

it

make

try to

the best you can

!

indeed," replied

!

Hugo

"

;

could have done that,

I

never occurred to me."

M. Liadiere's Jane Shore did for Mademoiselle Georges
what M. Lemercier's y"««^ Shore had done for Talma. It was,
besides, the first attempt Mademoiselle Georges had made in
Shakespearean drama she led up to it in Christi?ie and in
:

Lucrece Borgia.
It

be

was the age of limitations

original.

They had

they sought

frontier;

shoulders of

Rowe

quietly put the

came a
their

no one was strong enough
for

admission

or Schiller

German

cropper, they

;

to look

fell

:

if

fresh

to

the

to

things across the

on

theatres

the

they were successful, they

or English author outside;

on him, and

it

if

they

broke the shock of

fall.

After

M. Liadiere's production of Jane Shore, the Od^on
M. Ancelot's Fiesque, But M. Ancelot was a

presented
purist:

he never

for

one moment supposed that

Fiesque could be presented complete as in the

Schiller's

German

play
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and

therefore he entirely

discreetly suppressed the character of

the Moor.

Can you imagine Fiesque shorn of the Moor without the
Without
Moor the main peg on which the drama is hung
the Moor the character for which Schiller constructed his
When shall we have a law which, whilst permitting
play
The Italians have no law
translation, will forbid mutilation ?
!

!

!

!

!

affecting translators

;

but they have a proverb as short as
it is true, " Traduttore^ traditore.^^

it is

expressive, as concise as

Meanwhile, the Romantic school, although

and

theatrical

branches of

M.

literary

was

boldly

still

invading

shy in
other

art.

Thiers, in history,

and Botta

circles,

had published

his Histoire d' Italic

;

his Revolution fran^aisey

M. de Barante was producing

Chronique des dues de Bourgogne^ a work full of
knowledge and brilliancy, which justly, this time, though
accidentally, opened the Academy doors to its author.
But
the struggle was more noticeable in painting.
David dead
and Girodet just dead, their successors were such men as
Scheffer, Delacroix, Sigalon, Schnetz, Coigniet, Boulanger and
The works of this galaxy of bold young artists
Gericault.
adorned the walls of the Salon of 1824. Scheffer hung his
Mort de Gaston de Foix, It was one of his first pictures, and
rather gaudy in colouring, but the face of the warrior kneeling
at the head of Gaston stood out most remarkably
Scheffer
was the painter-poet, the best translator of Goethe I know ; he
re-created a whole world of German characters, from Mignon
to the King of Thule, from Faust to Marguerite.
It was Scheffer who transferred to canvas Dante's great and
exquisite story of Francesca da Rimini, a conception which all
dramatic poets have failed to reproduce Scheffer found time

his excellent

;

;

to join in every conspiracy going, in Dermoncourt's, Caron's

and

and yet managed to become one of the
France has ever produced.
Then there was Delacroix, whose Massacre de Scio roused
la

Fayette's,

finest painters

much discussion among all schools of painters. Delacroix
was doomed to be pursued by fanatical ignoramuses and
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he
determined vilifiers, just as was Hugo in literature
had already become known though his Dante traversant le
Styx and all his life he maintained the privilege rare among
of being able to arouse a storm of hatred and of
artists
Delacroix
admiration upon the production of each fresh work.
is an intellectual man, full of knowledge as well as imagination,
but he has one idiosyncrasy, he will persist in trying to become
the colleague of M. Picot and of M. Abel de Pujol, who, let
us hope, will happily have none of him.
Next comes Sigalon, with his rough, passionate Southern
His picture, Locuste faisant sur un esclave tessai de ses
nature.
poisons^ had been recommended to the notice of M. Laffitte,
and this banker patron of art bought it, probably before he
had seen it when it was hung in his salon, it terrified the
bank clientele and all the jobbers of the money market.
Everyone asked the future minister why he had bought such a
horrible picture, rather than one of Madame HaudebourgLescaut's or Mademoiselle d'Hervilly's little gems.
M.
Laffitte was plagued to such an extent that he sent for
Sigalon and begged him to take back his Locuste^ which
;

—

\

—

;

threatened to send the great ladies of the commercial world
into hysterics, imploring

him

to paint

him something

else in

its

^olace.

^fc

Sigalon took back his Locuste, but

^^ve

in exchange.

Alas

!

Sigalon was

I

do not know what he

among

the

number

of

He

was sent to Rome
copy Michael Angelo's Last Judgfnent, and he had but
t time to bequeath that great piece of work to France,
d to stretch out his arms towards his country, before he

those destined to premature death.

,ed.

Schnetz had three pictures in the Salon of 1824
vases which might have been painted by
ell

he

is

as

—

two great
anybody just as

by himself, and one of those genre paintings in which
This genre painting was called tin Sixte-Quint

inimitable.

enfant, the subject being a gipsy

become

pope.

The

woman

reader will

predicting he would

guess with what

fidelity

Schnetz succeeded in depicting in his canvas, six foot high by

1
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four feet wide, an old fortune-teller, a shepherd lad

Roman

girl

and a young

the Sixte- Quint was a masterpiece.

:

le Massacre des Innocents was hung opposite the
and riveted attention directly people entered. It
showed a woman crouching down, disordered in appearance
by a long journey, terror in her looks and very pale, hiding

Coigniet's

door,

herself, or rather hiding

her child, in the corner of a ruined wall,

whilst the massacre was proceeding in the distance.

It

was

a fine piece of work, every detail of which, well thought out,
well executed, well painted, I can

still

recall, after twenty-five

years.

Boulanger had taken the subject of his painting from the
works of the famous poet who had just died. Mazeppa,
captured, is being bound to a wild horse, which is going to
bear him away, heart-broken, fainting and dying, to those
lands where a kingdom awaited
of

contortions
stiffening,

the

young limbs

strong

against the villains

back of the savage

him on

who were

his

awaking.

as

they

lashing

new
The

struggled,

him

to the

beast, offered a marvellous contrast, not

flesh, which was quite
even more so in the physical and moral suffering

only in the technical presentation of the
excellent, but

Mazeppa

of

as

compared with the

callous

strength

of his

executioners.
Finally, there was Gericault, who, although he was not
represented in that year's Salon, was talked about almost as
much as those whose pictures hung on its walls. And this

new school, wanting a leader, felt that
was the man, even although so far he had only
He had just finished le Hussard and
painted a few studies.
which the Musee lately bought back, on the
le Cuirassier^
was

because the

Gericault

—

accession

of

King

Meduse.

before

his

death.

The

acquainted with Gericault

?

!

In the same way that

quainted with Beranger and Manuel.

M.

Arnault's house, I often

—

and he was finishing
he too was to die, and to die
his Meduse.
I saw him a week
reader wonders how I became

Louis-Philippe,

Poor Gericault
miserably, after he had done
his

I became acAt my weekly dinners at

met Colonel Bro, a

brave, excellent

—

4

THE DYING ARTIST
whom

soldier, to
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every thought of the army was dear, and

me

who

was the son of a
general who served in the Revolution.
Of course Bro was
opposed to the Bourbon Government. He had a house in the
rue des Martyrs, No. 23, and in that house there lodged

had been

friendly to

solely

because

I

various people according to their varying fortunes

the deputy

and

poet

the

who had been

"Come and
himself, before

One day when we had been

Gericault.

speaking of Gericault,
see

he

Bro said to me
and the painter
so that you can at least say you have

who was
his

dies,

dying,

picture la Meduse^

seen one of the greatest painters
I

— Manuel

expelled from the Chamber, B^ranger

took care not to refuse, as

who

ever lived."

will readily

be believed, and

the meeting was arranged for the following day.

You

ask

and observe how, at every
turn, fate seemed to put a cross against his name.
He
possessed some fortune, an income of about twelve thousand
livres
he loved horses and painted them admirably. One
day, as he was mounting a horse, he noticed that the buckle
of his breeches belt had come off: he tied the two ends of the
strap together and set off at a gallop.
His horse threw him,
the knot of the strap bruised two vertebrae of the spinal
rd as he fell.
He was under treatment at the time for a
disease which settled in this place the wound never healed,
and Gericault, the hope of a whole century, died of one
the longest and most painful diseases there is
decay of
spine. When we called upon him, he was busy drawing
left hand with his right.
"What on earth are you after, Gericault?" asked the

what Gericault died of?

Listen,

;

*d

j

—

lonel.

"You

see,

my

tter

anatomical study than

;oist is

"I am
hand will never find a
hand can offer it, and the

dear fellow," said the dying man,

ning myself to account.

My
my

right
left

taking advantage of the fact."

And, indeed, so thin was Gericault that one could see the
nes and the muscles of his hand through the skin, as they
are seen in plaster casts used for models by art students.
III.

—
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"My

"how

dear friend," asked Bro,

operation yesterday

"Very

...

well

was a very curious experience. Just
were cutting me about for ten

it

butchers

those

imagine,

bear your

did you

"

?

minutes."

"You must have

suffered horribly."

"

Not very much. ...

"

What

"

A

"

How

I

thought of other things."

did you think about

?

"

picture."
"

was that ?
" It was very simple.

had the head of my bed turned

I

the glass, so that, while the doctors were working at

my

to

back,

myself on my
would make a
Only, my
noble sequel to Andre V^sale's study in anatomy
anatomical study would be taken from a living man."
This was the very scene which, two years later. Talma
rehearsed before Adolphe and me, when he was in his bath,
Bro asked permission of the sick man for me to go upstairs
and see his Meduse.
" Do what you like," said Gericault " you are in your own
house." And he went on drawing his hand.

could see what they were doing when

I

elbows.

Ah

!

if I

could but recover,

I

I raised

swear

I

!

;

I

I

stood a long time before the marvellous picture, although

was

it

at

at that

its

time ignorant about

true worth.

overturned canvas.
of

it

As
I

picked

art

and unable

to estimate

the studio, I stepped

I left

upon an

up, looked at the right side

it

and saw a wonderful head of a

fallen angel

:

I

gave

it

to Bro.

"See,"

I said,

Bro went back
"

"what

I

have found on the

floor."

to the sick man's room.

Why, my dear

fellow,

you are mad, to leave such things as

these lying about on the floor."
" Do you know whose head

that

is ? "

Gericault asked

laughingly.

" No."
" Well,

He came

my good
into my

friend,

it

is

the head of your porter's son.

studio the other day,

and

I

was so struck

BYRON'S BURIAL
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I asked him to sit for me,
had done that study from it. Would

with the possibilities of his face that

and
you

minutes

in ten

like to

have

it ?

I

Take

it."

" But if it is a study, you did it for an object."
" Yes, for the object of study itself.
It will perhaps

come

you some day."

in useful to

Some day, my dear Bro, is a far cry, and in the meantime
much water will have flowed under the bridges and many dead
"

bodies

have been taken through the gates of the cemetery

will

Montmartre."

"Well! well!" said Bro.
"Take it, my friend, and keep it," G^ricault replied; "if
I ever want it, I shall be able to find it at your house."
Then he bowed us adieu, and we left him ; Bro bringing
away his angel's head. A week later, Gdricault died, and his
intimate friend and executor, Dreux-d'Orcy, had the greatest
difficulty

purchase

in
la

getting

Meduse

the

now considered one

is

)f

Beaux-Arts to

the

thousand francs

—a

canvas which

of the most valuable possessions of the

Yet the Government wanted

Musde.

of

authorities

for six

it

merely for the purpose

cutting out five or six of the heads as studies for

copy.

Happily,

De

Dreux-d'Orcy stopped

;fore

it

got beyond

But

I

see I have forgotten to speak of

its

They

shall

pupils

sacrilege

inception.

Ingres and of Delaroche, each of
lention.

its

this

Horace Vernet, of

whom

deserves special

receive notice presently, but

first

one

more about Lord Byron.
On 5 July, the body of the noble lord reached London

rord

)m Missolonghi.

It lay in

a perforated shell steeped in a

When

the body was taken ashore
fom the Florida^ in which it had been conveyed, the captain was
joing to throw this liquid overboard ; but now that Lord Byron
^as dead, even his own countrymen became his worshippers,
id these admirers begged the captain for the spirits of wine
which Lord Byron's body had been preserved, offering a
jk

)uis

of spirits of wine.

a pint for

it.

The

ium thus received was

captain accepted the

at the

same

offer,

and the
it was

rate per pint as, so

;
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line.
Two days after the
post-mortem examination was made, and
the doctors, who really ought to be able to find out a few things,

said,

the

poet had received per

arrival of the body, a

discovered that Lord Byron had died because he had refused

His body was

to be bled.

had

special tickets given

laid in state,

them by

but only those

his executor

of this precaution, the crowd was so great

yet, in spite

who

were admitted
it

was

necessary to call in the aid of an armed force to keep order.

The

spirits

of wine had preserved the flesh well enough for the

had kept
hands of which the
eccentric nobleman had taken such good care that, even when
swimming, he had worn gloves
His beautiful hair, of which
he had been very proud, had become nearly grey, although he
was but thirty-seven. Each white hair in the poet's head could
Such had been the public excitement
tell a tale of sorrow.
over Byron, that the question at once arose of burying him in
Westminster Abbey ; but his friends were afraid the authorities
might refuse the request, and the family declared that his body
should be buried in the vault at Newstead Abbey, where his
Even his death raised the clamour of tongues
ancestors lay.
On the 12 th, an immense
that pursued him through life.
crowd collected from break of day along the route the cortege
was to take. Colonel Leigh, Byron's brother-in-law, was chief
mourner ; and in the six coaches that followed were the most
poet to be

almost

still

life-like

recognisable

in

their

:

his hands, especially,

beauty

—those

!

famous Opposition
Douglas Kinnaird,
surgeon

to

the

Members
Sir

emperor.

carriages, followed the

of

Francis

Duke

Then,

Parliament
Burdett,
in

their

— Hobhouse,

and

own

O'Meara,
private

of Sussex, brother of the king,

of Lansdowne, Earl Grey, Lord Holland, etc.
Greek deputies closed the procession. When it reached
Hampstead Road, the pace was quickened it was planned to
spend the night at Welwyn, and to set out early the next day,
Tuesday, to reach Higham-Ferrers that evening ; on Wednesday
on Thursday, Nottingham ; and Newit was to reach Oakham
The arrangement was punctually
stead Abbey on Friday.
carried out, and on Friday, 17 August, the body was laid

the Marquis

Two

;

;

—
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in the burying-place of his ancestors.

exiled by his wife, hunted

down by

his

Byron,

own
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who had been

family

and repulsed

by his contemporaries, had at last earned the right to return
He was dead
triumphantly to his country and to his home.

!

And

might have happened to him as it happened to
Sheridan's dead body ; poor Sheridan, who drank so much
yet

it

rum, brandy and absinthe that Lord Byron once said to him
during an orgie
" Sheridan Sheridan

you drink enough alcohol to set fire
you wear next your skin."
And the prophecy was fulfilled Sheridan drank so much
Sheridan was dead ; and
that his flannel vest was scorched.
he left both his pockets and his bottles empty. This did not
prevent the highest people in the land from doing him honour,
as he lay dead in his home, which had been stript bare of
everything by his creditors.
Those friends who had, perhaps,
refused to lend him ten guineas the day before, gave him a
royal burial.
The coffin was just going to be borne to the
hearse, when a gentleman clad in deep mourning from head
to foot, and apparently overcome with grief, came into the
room in which were assembled the most aristocratic gentlemen
of the three kingdoms, and, advancing to the coffin, begged,
as a particular favour, to be allowed to look for the last time
)n the features of his unfortunate friend.
He was refused at
first,
but his entreaties were so vehement, his voice was
so broken, he was so shaken with sobs, that they did not like
to refuse such grief a hearing.
The top of the coffin was unscrewed and the body of Sheridan uncovered. Then the
expression on the face of the gentleman in mourning changed
completely, and he drew out of his pocket an order for the
seizure of the body and took possession of it.
He was a
)ailifl'.
Mr. Canning and Lord Lydmouth took the man
ioutside and settled the amount he claimed, namely, the
!

!

to the very flannel vest

:

mm

of ;^48o.

—

;

CHAPTER V
My

—

mother comes to live with me A Due de Chartres born to me
Chateaubriand and M. de Villele Epistolary brevity Re-establishment of the Censorship A King of France should never be ill
Bulletins of the health of Louis xviii.
His last moments and death
Ode by Victor Hugo M. Torbet and Napoleon's tomb La Fayette's
voyage to America The ovations showered upon him

—

—

—
—

MY

—

—

mother had been quite
been without her, so,

—

me as I had
my letter, she

as lonely without
in response to

up the tobacco-shop, sold a portion of our shabby
and wrote telling me she was coming to Paris,

shut

furniture,

bringing with her her bedstead, a chest of drawers, a table,

two arm-chairs, four chairs and a hundred louis in hard cash.
A hundred louis Why, it was exactly double my year's
income and we should now have 2400 francs a year for the
next two years, so for that time we should feel quite safe.
It was all the more important to be settled since, on 29 July
1824, whilst the Due de Montpensier came into the world at
the Palais-Royal, a Due de Chartres was born to me at No. i
!

place des ItaHens.
little

my
my mother,

This, together with the smallness of

yellow chamber, where there was no

room

for

was one of the reasons that obliged me to look out for fresh
To find a new home was a serious consideration
lodgings.
lodgings were very dear close to the Palais-Royal, and if I
were too far away from the Palais-Royal my four journeys a
day, to and fro, meant a serious wear and tear in shoe-leather.
Any expense comes heavy on a man who only earns four
francs five sous per day.

two or three plays in hand with de Leuven,
was compelled to admit to myself that probably de

I had, indeed,

but

I
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—

^H.euven, who had not managed to succeed with Souli^ whom
we acknowledged to be the best of us all would not have
more chance with me. His Bon Vieillard had been declined
at the Gymnase ; his Pauvre Fille had been rejected by the

—

and his Chdteau de Kenilworth had not even
been read Mademoiselle L^veque had politely sent word that
she had not " time at the moment " to pay attention to a new
part, and the Porte-Saint-Martin had received a melodrama

Vaudeville,

—

upon the same subject.
So I had to find a lodging, as I have said, that should not
be too far away and yet that was not too high a rent. I set
to work, and discovered rooms at No. 53 Faubourg St. Denis,
We had two rooms
in a house adjoining the Lion d* Argent.
on the second floor looking on the street, one serving for
We soon found out
store-room, dining-room and kitchen.
that for these apartments

p

they were

350

we paid a

great deal too

Finally everything

francs.

mother sent her goods on by

and arrived

carrier,

much

my

was settled;
at the

same

We

were delighted to be together again once
trifle uneasy and unable
and plans ; for she could
all
hopes
in
my
believe
share
and
to
look back upon a long and sad life, wherein she had ex-

time they did.

more;

my

mother, however, was a

perienced

all

kinds

of

disappointments and

consoled her to the best of

my

the

first

four or five days of her

all

the

influence

I

Adolphe de Leuven
week's time

customed
other.

to

On

we were
our new

sorrows.

life

I

make

power, and, in order to
in Paris pleasant, I

used

had with M. Oudard, M. Arnault and
In a

to get her tickets for the theatre.
settled in
life

as

our

little

nest,

and

as

ac-

though we had never known any

the same landing with us, but on the opposite side,

lodged a worthy fellow of forty years of age,

named

Despr^s,

who

was employed in a ministerial department. He was one of the
WL most regular attenders at the Caveau he composed songs after
Hnthe style of Brazier and Armand Gouffd and he had had one
^Hor two pieces played at second-rate theatres. He was dying of
^consumption. When, after the payment of two terms, we found
|i

;

;
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"Wait

my death, which will not be long now;
my rooms, which are very convenient, and

until after

then you can take

only two hundred and thirty francs."

And, as a matter of

he died

fact,

six

weeks

in that quiet, gentle, calm, philosophical

after this

mood

that

— died
have

I

who were born in the eighteenth
century.
And, as he had bidden us, we took his rooms when
they were vacant, and found ourselves accommodated according
noticed in the case of nearly

all

to our means.

In the meantime,
Villele

(whom my

and who,

in

his

political

friend
turn,

changes were taking place.

Mery was

also returned

sharing political power with

to

make

M. de

so celebrated

the compliment)

was

M. de Chateaubriand; and

for

two years they presented the unusual spectacle of an alliance
between a financier and a poet. It is easy to believe that
such a connection was not likely to last long, and the two
ministers quarrelled over tw^o proposed laws.
M. de Chateaubriand thought to cement the monarchy by the Act of septennial
duration, M. de Villele thought to enrich the State by an Act
the conversion of consols (rentes).
The law
concerning the conversion of consols was rejected by the
Chamber of Peers by a majority of 128 votes against 94. It

concerning

was noticed that M. de Chateaubriand, who seemed opposed
to the Act, did not get up to defend it at the Tribune.
It was
even said that he voted against it. Such opposition as this,
directed against the president of the Council, was punished
with the callous bluntness of feeling peculiar to men of money.
When M. de Chateaubriand went to mass on Whitsunday,
he received information that a very urgent despatch awaited
him at the ministry. He immediately went there, and found
a letter from the president of the Council in the following
terms

:

—

" M. LE VicoMTE,
I am obeying the King's
handing you the enclosed mandate."

The mandate
M. de

enclosed was a dismissal.

Villele, in his turn,

command

Ten minutes

in

later,

had received M. de Chateaubriand's

—

—

—

DISMISSAL OF CHATEAUBRIAND
The

reply.

"
!
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the Minister for Foreign Affairs was just as

letter of

laconic as the letter received from the Minister of Finance

—

" M. LE CoMTE,
I have
ment is at your disposal."

left

the Foreign Office

:

the depart-

;

There were exactly fifteen words in each letter it was the
words themselves, and not of M. de Chateaubriand,
that the answer ^ contained four letters more.
This dismissal was a very bitter pill for the author of le
Genie du Christianisme^ and it was in connection with this
event that he gave utterance to the words which we believe we
have already quoted
" I hadn't even stolen a watch from the king's mantelpiece
he had said on leaving the Foreign Office.
The order had been drawn up by M. de Renneville, to
whom we shall refer in due course, the secretary described by
M^ry and de Barthelemy as being sewed to M. de Villele's
:

fault of the

:

!

—

—

coat-tails.

"

M. de

Renneville," says Chateaubriand in his Memoires^

good as to appear embarrassed in my presence
And, good God, who is this M. de Renneville, that I should
does he
ever think of him ?
I meet him often enough,
happen to know that I am aware that the order striking my
name off the list of ministers was in his handwriting ? "
There were actually men, under the Empire, who were
cowardly enough to cut off their first fingers to prevent their
being made soldiers. It is a pity some men are not brave enough
to cut off the whole hand before they write certain things.
But at the time when M. de Chateaubriand was being ejected
from the ministry, Providence was signing an order, in terms
"

is

still

so

.

almost as brusque, for Louis xviii. to quit this

was

ill

at the

time of the Feast of

Louis, so

St.

.

The

life.
ill

on him

answered,
to be

"A

;

it

but, with his usual sententiousness, the

King of France may

die,

In the French original.

was
would
king

but he ought never

ill."
^

king

that he

advised not to entertain on account of the fatigue
entail

.

Trans,
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As though Louis

xviii.

wished to leave the path easy for his
of the appeal of the

successor, with regard to the rejection

public ministry in the

affair

of the Aristarque^ he revived the

—

law of 31 March 1820 and 26 July 1821
that is to say, he
re-established the Censorship.
It is an odd coincidence that,

when

this

happens, kings are generally either about to

The

to die.

re-establishment of the Censorship

fall

or

produced a

commotion ; to do justice to the literary men of that time,
none of them dare accept or publicly exercise the function of
Censor a secret commission had to be organised and placed
under the presidency of the conseiller d'Etat^ directeur general of

terrible

;

the police.

M. de Chateaubriand then threw himself openly

into

the Opposition against the measure, and published his Lettres

sur la Censure,

In a few days, both the Liberal Oppositionist

and the Royalist papers

offered nothing but blank

columns

to

their subscribers.

Two days after Louis xviii. had said that a King of France
might die but he ought never to be ill that is to say, on 27
and 28 August, during his last two walks at Choisy, he perceived
that he must seriously face the question of death.
But he con-

—

tinued to give audiences, to preside in the Council and to direct
the work of the ministers with a courage one cannot help but

admire,

when one remembers

that

he was suffering from
and even

mortification of the legs, the cellular tissue, muscles

bones of which were decayed; the right foot entirely and
lower part of the leg as high as the calf had become
mortified, the bones of it were quite soft, and four toes had
the

was not until after a consultation of doctors
1 2 September, that it was decided that the
condition of the King of France could no longer be concealed
from his subjects. Up to that time Louis xviii. had been
rotted away.

It

held the night of

faithful to the principles

"

enunciated by him, and had refused to

You do not know what

it means to tell
means they must close the Stock
Exchange and places of amusement; my sufferings will be
protracted, and I do not want public interests to suffer for such

admit that he was ill.
a people its king is

a length of time."

ill.

It

THE

KING'S ILLNESS
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On

the morning of 13 September two bulletins appeared at
same time in the Moniteur^ signed by the doctors and by
the First Gentleman of the Chamber.
They announced the illness of the king, and made it very
evident that his disease was incurable.
At the end of the
second bulletin came the command which Louis xviii. had
greatly dreaded, ordering the Bourse and theatres to be closed.
These were the first bulletins France had read for half a century
that is to say, since the death of Louis xv.
and they were to
the

—

—

be the

last

they were to read.

First Bulletin of the

I

Kin^s

" The Tuileries,

health
12 September^ 6 a.m,

"The

King's chronic and long-seated infirmities have become
nsibly worse for some time past, his health has been very
considerably impaired and his condition necessitates more

equent consultations.
" His Majesty's constitution and the care he has taken of
self had caused hope to be felt for some time that he might
restored to his usual state of health ; but the fact cannot
ow be disguised that his strength has declined considerably
d that the hopes entertained are less likely to be realised.
{Signed)
Portal, Alibert, Montaigu, Distel,

DUPUYTREU, Th^VENOT
First

Gentleman of the King's Chamber

COMTE DE DaMAS"
Second Bulletin
**9 p.m.

"The

The lower
has increased during the day.
bs have become extremely cold
weakness and lethargy
also increased, and the pulse has been very weak and
fever

:

irregular.

ihave
I

L
K

Portal, Alibert, Montaigu, Distel,
Dupuytreu, Th]^venot
First Gentleman of the King's Chamber

{Signed)

COMTE DE DaMAS

I

" In consideration of the King's state of health,

nd places of public amusement,

all

theatres

as well as the Bourse, will

be

—

"
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closed until further orders, and public prayers will be offered
in every parish."

On

the

6th, at four o'clock in the morning,

1

Louis xviii.

He

had blessed the two royal
Then, turning to
children of France the previous evening.
his brother, the Comte d'Artois, who was about to change
his title for that of Charles x., and pointing to the Due de
Bordeaux, he said, " Brother, look well after the crown for that
breathed his

last

breath.

child."

The

dying king's fears for his nephew's future were almost

He

had rallied all his remaining strength to utter
His breathing soon became husky and his
pulse intermittent, and a crisis was reached during which the
king sank into an alarmingly quiet state. At two in the morning, the pulse hardly beat and his voice had completely failed
prophetic.

these last words.

him, although he signified, with his eyes, that he understood,

and could

still

Finally,

hear, the exhortations of his confessor.

at four o'clock in the

morning, when the

last sign of life

ceased

and the body became still for ever, M. Alibert drew one of
the king's hands outside the bed-covering and said, " The king is
dead." At the words, the Comte d'Artois, who had not left his
brother's side for two days, knelt down by the side of the bed
and kissed his hand. Madame la Duchesse d'Angouleme and
Mademoiselle followed his example; then both flung themarms of the Comte d'Artois and remained there
for some time, weeping bitterly.

selves in the

As

the

new king

left

the

death-chamber to return to his

apartments, a herald-at-arms exclaimed three times
"

The

And

king

is

dead, gentlemen

!

from that moment Charles

Long
x.

live

the king

!

On

was King of France.

23 September we watched out of our windows the funeral
procession of the last king that was to be taken to Saint-Denis.

Chateaubriand wrote a poem,

k Roi est

mort 1 vive

le

roil

about the death of the king, and it was one of the poorest
productions that ever came from his pen.

The same

occasion inspired Victor

Hugo

to publish his

ks

—

;

;

'

;

;

;

VICTOR HUGO'S POEM
XVIII., and it was one of his
need not ask the forbearance of my readers if

Funerailles de Louis
I

6i
finest odes.
I

quote a

few stanzas;
"

Un

autre avait dit

:

Ce grand tombeau

*

De ma

race

sera le port

Je veux, aux rois que je remplace,
Succeder jusque dans la mort.

Ma

depouille

ici

doit descendre

C'est pour faire place a

ma

!

cendre

Qu'on depeupla ces noirs caveaux
II faut un nouveau maitre au monde
A ce sepulcre que je fonde
II faut des ossements nouveaux
;

!

ma

*Je promets

A

poussiere a ces voutes funestes.

honneur ce temple a seul des droits
veux que le ver qui rongera mes restes

cet insigne

Car

je

Ait deja devore des

rois.

mes neveux, dans leur
Domineront I'Europe entiere,

Et, lorsque

Du
lis

Kremlin a

fortune altiere,

I'Escurial,

viendront tour a tour dormir dans ces lieux sombres,

Afin que je sommeille, escorte de leurs ombres,

Dans mon

linceul imperial

!

Celui qui disait ces paroles
Croyait, soldat audacieux,

Voir, en magnifiques symboles,

Sa destinee

ecrite

aux cieux.

Dans ses etreintes foudroyantes.
Son aigle, aux serres flamboyantes,
Eut

romain
compagne,
Et le globe de Charlemagne
Etait trop l^ger pour sa main

La

Eh

etouffe I'aigle

victoire etait sa

!

bien, des potentats ce formidable maitre

Dans

I'espoir

de sa mort par

le ciel fut

trompe.

De

ses ambitions, c'est la seule peut-etre

En

vain tout secondait sa marche meurtriere

Dont

En

le

but

lui soit

^chapp6.

vain sa gloire incendiaire

"
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En

tous lieux portait son flambeau

Tout charge de

Ce

;

faisceaux, de sceptres, de couronnes,

vaste ravisseur d'empires et de tr6nes

Ne

put usurper un tombeau

Tomb6

sous la main qui chatie,

L'Europe
Premier
II

en

!

le fit prisonnier.

roi

de sa dynastie,

fut aussi le dernier.

Une lie ou grondent les tempetes
Re9ut ce geant des conquetes,
Tyran que nul n'osait juger,
Vieux guerrier qui, dans sa misere,
Dut I'obole de Belisaire
A la pitie de I'etranger.
Loin du sacre tombeau

qu'il s'arrangeait naguere,

du royal appareil,
II dort enveloppe de son manteau de guerre,
Sans compagnon de son sommeil.
Et, tandis qu'il n'a plus, de I'empire du monde,
Qu'un noir rocher battu de I'onde,
Qu'un vieux saule battu du vent,
Un roi longtemps banni, qui fit nos jours prosperes.
Descend au lit de mort ou reposaient ses peres,
Sous la garde du Dieu vivant

C'est la que, depouille

!

But the poet is too generous towards Napoleon in describing
him as ce vieux saule battu du vent'' (old weather-beaten
''''

willow tree), for at

that very

moment

the authorities in

St.

Helena having abolished the toll that had at first been exacted
from, and submitted to by, visitors to Napoleon's tomb,
M. Torbet, the owner of the ground in which the emperor was
interred, when he found that he could not gain any more
from the body, requested that it should be exhumed and
removed elsewhere. There was a long controversy about it,
and M. Torbet threatened that he himself would disinter the
body of the man who had, notwithstanding what the poet had
written, usurped everything, even his own grave, and that he
would throw the remains out on the highway, until at last the
Government decided that the India Company should purchase

—
LA FAYETTE'S VISIT TO AMERICA
the land from Torbet

was decided that
given to

for five

in future, in

hundred pounds
consequence of

M. Torbet, people should

free of charge.

three times

:

let

visit

the

tomb

sterling.

this

of
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douceur

Napoleon

We

have already mentioned M. Torbet's name
us say it a fourth, in order that it may not be

forgotten.

make up for such a disgrace to humanity,
such deeds as M. Torbet revelled in, it would be the
reception accorded forty years afterwards to la Fayette in
America, when that nation sent one of its finest ships, the
If anything could

for

Cadmus^ to fetch him to America as the nation's guest. It
was indeed a fine sight to see a whole nation rising up to do
honour to one of the founders of its liberty.
Directly the two Chambers heard, on 12 January, that la
ayette was contemplating the paying of a visit to the United
States, they drew up a resolution, upon the motion of Mr.
Mitchell, to the following effect

:

"Seeing that the illustrious champion of our liberty and
of our Revolution, the friend and comrade of
Washington, Marquis de la Fayette, who was a volunteer
general officer during the War of our Independence, has
expressed a strong desire to pay a visit to our country, to
whose liberty his courage, his blood and his wealth contributed in a very large degree,
" It is resolved, that the President be asked to convey to the
Marquis de la Fayette an expression of the feelings of respect,
gratitude and affectionate attachment that the Government
and the American people harbour towards him, and to assure
the hero

him

that the fulfilment of his desire

and intention

to visit their

country will be received by both people and Government with
deep pleasure and patriotic pride.
"It is besides, resolved, that the President shall inform
himself as to the time that it would be most agreeable to the
Marquis de la Fayette to pay his visit, so that one of the
nation's vessels may be offered him as a means of transport."

accordance with this offer, la Fayette embarked at
on board the Cadmus^ 13 July, and reached New
York on 15 August, after a voyage of thirty-two days. No
So,

Havre,

in

—
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more saintly
had scarcely a
population of three millions now seventeen millions welcomed
him.
Everything was changed
forests had become plains,
plains had become towns, and millions of steam-boats, the
first of which had been launched in 1808 by Fulton, after
having been refused by France, now plied up and down rivers
as big as lakes, and on lakes as big as oceans.
Nor were
the towns of the artificial kind that Potemkin built along
the Catherine Road which crosses the Crimea; modern
civilisation was striding across the Atlantic as though it were a
national fete ever did honour to a finer
character.

When

he

left

North America

or a
it

;

:

stream, to plant

its

foot for the

first

time in the

New

World.

After four months of fetes given to and honours showered upon
the friend of Washington, a special committee brought in a
Bill

on 20 December

as

under

:

"That the sum of 200,000 dollars be offered to MajorGeneral la Fayette in recognition of his valuable services, and
to indemnify him for his expenses in the American Revolution ;
also that a portion of land be set aside from the as yet
unappropriated lands, for the establishment of a township for
Major-General la Fayette, and that this Act be handed him by
the President of the United States."
This

was carried with enthusiasm by the Chamber of
December and by the Senate on the 23rd.
We must just mention before we take leave of the year
1824, that, on 2 December, M. Droz and M. de Lamartine
were competitors for the Academy, and that M. Droz was
Bill

Representatives on 22

elected

and M. de Lamartine

rejected.

5

CHAPTER
Tallancourt and Betz
challenge

my

—A

—The

sensations

ON

cafe Hollandais

lesson in shooting

— My

seconds hunt him out

VI

opponent

— The

fails

— My

keep

to

— First
—Analysis of
appointment —The

Quiroga cloak

eve of

my

his

duel

— The duel —Tallancourt and the mad dog

name

3 January 1825, one of our friends, by
Tallancourt, having, by Vatout's solicitations,

been
promoted from his office, to the Due d'Orleans' library, he
treated me and another of our friends called Betz to a dinner at
the Palais-Royal.
Both were old soldiers. Tallancourt had
fought at Waterloo.
After the defeat, he felt in his pockets
and found that they were empty, he struck his stomach and
felt that it was hollow, therefore, catching sight of a small
dismounted cannon, and being endowed with herculean
strength, he lifted it upon his shoulder and sold it, two leagues
away, to an ironfounder, for ten francs.
francs,

he managed to

effect quite a

Thanks

to these ten

comfortable retreat, and

he returned to his native country of Semur, where Vatout got

him a berth

first

in the

Due

d'Orleans' offices

After dinner, these gentlemen,

library.

and

finally in

who were

the

inveterate

smokers, as becomes old soldiers of thirty-two and thirty-five
years of age, proposed to adjourn to the cafd Hollandais to

smoke a

cigar.

did not wish to desert them, in spite of

I

aversion to tobacco caf^s,
say for the last time in

and

my

life, I

famous establishment which
sign of a ship.
in

those

I

l)y

obtaining

III.—

it

is

first,

and

I

hope

I

my
may

crossed the threshold of that

decorated outside with the

possessed a large cloak, romantically called

I had coveted such a cloak as
had the famous top-boots, and I had ended

days a Quiroga

passionately as I

for the

;

with just as

much

difficulty.

Apparently,

my

—
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mode of dress annoyed one of the habitues who at
moment was playing billiards he exchanged some words
;

that

with

accompanied by a glance in my direction, and a
This was quite sufficient to infuriate
me, so I picked up a cue, and mixing up all the balls, I said
*'
Who would like to play at billiards with me ? "
"But," remonstrated Tallancourt, "the table belongs to

his antagonist,

burst of laughter followed.

those gentlemen."
" Well," said

I,

looking straight at the player

I specially

wished

have dealings with, "we will turn these men out, and
will tackle this gentleman " ; and I advanced towards him.

to

The
raise

provocation was too gross and too pointed not

knew me

insult

anyone

my

assistance, for

too well not to be aware that I
in

this fashion

we cared about was
abroad that we had taken part
chief thing

my

to

ire.

Betz and Tallancourt at once sprang to
they

I

adversary and

should not

The

without good occasion.
that

it

should not be noised

in a miserable cafe quarrel, so

exchanged cards and arranged a meeting
for the next day but one, at nine o'clock in the morning, by
the cafe which adjoins the threshold of the big lonely house
which stood for a long while in the middle of the place du
I

Carrousel, called the hotel de Nantes.

Of

course, Tallancourt

and Betz were my seconds, although they were a little uneasy
about their commission first, because I was very young, and it
was my first duel; then, because I had just come from the
provinces and they did not know whether I knew how to
handle the firearms I was about to use. They had arranged
with the seconds of my adversary, M. Charles B
our
:

,

meeting for the following day at four o'clock in the afternoon,
in the garden of the Palais-Royal, opposite the Rotonde, in
order to give them more time to coach me.
of

On leaving the cafe they asked me to
my quarrel, which I hastened to do;

tell

them the cause

then, as they were

commissioned to deal with the question of arms, they asked
me which weapon I preferred. I replied that the question of
weapons was a matter of indifference to me, and that as I had

PRACTISING FOR THE DUEL
confided

my

interests into their hands,

My

not mine.

it

was

6^

Tallancourt nevertheless insisted

I

my

but

;

should have some practice,

next morning at nine, in Gosset's shooting gallery.

put foot in a shooting gallery since

and

their affair

assurance somewhat eased their minds

had come

I

I

had not

to Paris

but

;

M. de Leuven's Kukenreiter cannot have
been forgotten, nor my broken slates, and the frogs I shot in
two and the pieces of cardboard held in the hand as targets at
familiarity with

Tallancourt asked for a dozen bullets.
Ponce's.
" Does the gentleman want to shoot a la poupee or a la

mouche ?

As

"

the lad asked me.

did not quite understand Parisian shooting habits and

I

terms, I turned to Tallancourt,

who asked

on the spike

for a poupee.

The

—without

doubt the
biggest the establishment could produce ; for the boy (whose
name was Philippe one recalls the minutest details connected
boy placed a metal

doll

—

with

events

of

shooting-gallery methods, took
court,

too,

concerning

it

my

sort) noticing

this

me

utter

ignorance

for a schoolboy.

of

Tallan-

was quite evident, shared the lad's opinion
I
must confess this unanimity piqued

me.

me.
"Tell me,"
costs ?

I

"what

asked Tallancourt,

that

metal toy

"

" Four sous," he said.
'*

And how many

"

A

bullets

have you applied

for ?

"

dozen."

"Well, then, as

I

luxury of smashing

am
a

not rich enough to allow myself the

dozen

dolls,

present of eleven of the bullets,

and

will

make

I will

smash

I

this
it

one a

with the

twelfth."

"

"

my

What do you mean ? " asked Tallancourt.
You shall see how we played this game at

Villers-Cotterets,

dear Tallancourt."

went up to the

drew a

doll, and
had anticipated.
I did what I had done a score of times with de Leuven and
de la Ponce, but as Tallancourt was witnessing my proceedings
I

I

began operations.

target, I

circle

round the

Everything went off as

I
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for the

time, he was perfectly astounded at

first

what took

place.

" Well,

be all right with pistols, I see, and I shall feel
you get in the first shot," said he; "but
"
suppose they choose swords ?
" Well, if they choose swords, we must fight with swords, my
it

will

easy enough

if

friend, that is all."

Can you defend yourself with a sword ? "
"I hope so."
"I ask this," added Tallancourt, "as I do not
"

"

I

"

I shall

"You
" You

not accept unless I

will

let

am

compelled."

be quite right."

agree with me, then

?

" Absolutely."
" Well, so much the better

and

like pistols."

agree with you, they are fiendish weapons."

"

Give the boy twenty-four sous

!

us go to breakfast."

was but the fourth day of the month, so I could
We breakfasted, and went to the
office.
Betz was already there, and he took Tallancourt aside,
no doubt to inquire about my qualifications but I had every
ground for believing that Tallancourt reassured him. At five
o'clock, Betz and Tallancourt came to tell me my adversary
had chosen swords. The rendezvous was to be the same, at nine
next day, by the M^el de Nantes.
I returned home with a
Fortunately,

it

afford the twenty-four sous.

;

smiling face, although

of courage I had
to

myself.

my

made

heart beat fast enough.

In matters

the following observations with respect

was of a sanguine temperament, and readily
if the danger were im-

I

threw myself in the way of danger

;

my courage never
If, on
was kept up by excitement.
the
contrary, I had to wait some hours, my nerves gave way, and
But, by degrees,
I relented having exposed myself to danger.
after reflection, moral courage overcame physical cowardice,
and vigorously commanded it to conduct itself properly.
When arrived on the spot, I shivered to the bottom of my
minent, and

could attack

I

it

instantly,

failed

me,

back

but I never showed the slightest external signs of

j

for

I

my

;;
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fought a duel in 1834, and Bixio was

my

second

;

he was a medical student at the time, and, feeling my pulse
just after I had taken up my pistol, it only indicated sixty-nine
The
pulsations to the minute, two beats faster than normal.

For that matter,

longer I wait, the calmer I become.

I believe

endowed with sensitive organisations,
naturally fears danger, and if left to his own instincts, would
do his best to escape it he is kept back simply and solely by
moral strength and manly pride, and exposes himself to death
and suffering with a smiling face. As a proof of this theory,
every man, especially

if

;

I

may mention

in his

that a

waking hours,

the soul

is

absent,

man
is

who

of this temperament,

a coward in his dreams

and the animal

part of

;

is

brave

for in sleep

him alone remains

and, in the absence of his strength, his will-power and his
pride, the physical part of

Well,

I

returned

home

him

is

afraid.

without saying a word of what had

my mother the whole night.
had not to go and make up the
portfolio.
I rose at eight next morning, and making some
sort of excuse to my mother, I kissed her, and went out with
my father's sword under my cloak. Tallancourt had underpassed
It

;

but

I

stayed in with

was mid-winter, so

I

taken to provide a second

sword.

I

reached the hotel de

and we found there my
adversary's two seconds.
I had not had any breakfast, for
Thibaut, who accompanied us, had advised me not to eat, in
Nantes

at

ten

minutes to nine,

case I might have to be bled.

eleven struck.

We

waited

:

half-past nine, ten,

Betz and Tallancourt were dreadfully impatient,

my adversary's delay was making them late at their office.
must admit that, so far as I was concerned, I was enchanted
T had been in hopes that the affair would conclude with
excuses, and I should have liked nothing better.
At eleven

for

I

o'clock my adversary's godparents gave up waiting, in disgust,
and suggested to my seconds that they should all go and call
upon their godson, who lived, I believe, in the rue Coquilli^re.
As for me, they sent me back to the office, and, in case we
were grumbled at for our absence, I was to explain frankly to
Oudard what had passed and tell him the cause of our
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absence.
But there was no need to confess anything, as I
found Oudard had been sent for by the Duchesse d'Orleans.
Betz and Tallancourt returned half an hour later they had
found my adversary in bed
When they pointed out to him
that he ought to have been elsewhere than in his bed,
M. Charles B
replied that, having been skating on the
canal the whole of the previous day, at seven that morning he
felt so utterly fatigued he had not sufficient strength to get up.
His own two seconds considered this such a feeble excuse that
they told him he need not count on their services again, if the
quarrel were followed up.
Upon which they withdrew. But
Betz and Tallancourt, who were much angrier than I was
:

!

my heart of hearts, had remained, and they had
on M. Charles B
informing them at what hour
they might expect to see him take the field the next day.
He promised to meet us, with two fresh seconds, at the
Rochechouart barrier, the following day, at nine o'clock.
The fight could take place in one of the Montmartre quarries.
Thus the matter was only postponed. I thanked my two
seconds very cordially, telling them they had done quite right
and that I would wait. The day passed by quietly enough,
and by becoming absorbed in my work and in conversation I
even managed to forget I was to fight on the morrow. Nevertheless, a slight spasm would attack my heart from time to
time, to be stifled in a yawn.
I returned home early, as on the previous day, and stayed in
myself in

insisted

with

my

mother.

Next day was Twelfth Night, and someone had presented
us with a bean-cake.
My mother was the queen. I kissed
her and wished I might be able to kiss her for thirty years
longer at the same hour, day and occasion.
I knew only too
I slept
well what I was doing when I wished such a wish.
soundly for the

first

four or five hours of the night, badly

remaining two or three. I left my mother at
half-past eight, as on the previous morning, only I had no
sword to carry this time, Tallancourt had taken charge of

enough

both.

for the

At ten minutes

to

nine

we reached

the barrier at

I

CHOICE OF GROUND
Rochechouart
and his two

;
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man

and, as nine struck, a cab brought our

fresh

seconds.

They

got out, bowed, silently

crossed the outer boulevard and reached the ramparts of the

One

mount.

of the seconds of

my

adversary,

who has

since

mine (in common with the majority of
those who, not knowing me, began by being my enemies), came
up to me and, evidently taking me for one of the witnesses,

become a

friend of

We

entered into conversation with me.

walked

for

half an hour before a suitable spot could be found.

very cold and had snowed
nearly

As

night

;

it

was

still

snowing

was
;

so

the quarries were occupied.

all
it

all

nearly
It

not a usual

is

sight

for

six

people to be walking

across fields at ten in the morning in such weather, the people

became inquisitive about our tramp and
had already quite a considerable following,
and it was probable that the farther we thus went the more it
would increase; so it was imperative we should stop at the
the

in

quarries

followed us.

first

We

place that appeared, I will not say suitable, but possible,

for our purpose.

ong had
witness.

I

At

I

confess the walk would have

not talked the whole way with
last

seemed very

my

adversary's

they settled upon a sort of plateau, ten paces

wide by twenty long, which was as

Here we stopped.

much room

as

we needed.

Tallancourt drew forth the swords from

under his cloak and handed them to the witnesses to be
The one he had brought was two inches longer
an the other ; Tallancourt had not made a choice, he had

examined.

first that came to his hand ; so he proposed to draw
which should have the longest sword. I ended the
ebate by declaring that I would take the shortest, which was

ken the
ts

as to

I much preferred to lose the two extra inches of
y father's.
rather than to have my father's sword turned against my

eel,

It was only at this juncture that my opponent's
cond discovered that the man he had been talking with the
hole way was the other duellist.
There was little time to
are by the time the ground was chosen and the swords
istributed
it
was horribly cold, and our audience was
creasing every moment.

reast.

;

;
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my coat and stood on guard. Then my opponent
take off my waistcoat and my shirt as well
as my coat.
The demand seemed to me an exorbitant one
but, as he insisted, I stuck my sword in the snow and I threw
down my waistcoat and my shirt on top of my coat. Then,
as I did not want even to keep on my braces, and as, like poor
Gericault, I had lost the buckle from my trousers, I tied the
two straps into a knot to gird up my loins. These elaborate
preparations took a minute or two, during which my sword
I flung

asked

ofi"

me

to

remained fixed in the snow. Then I picked it up, and stood
on guard in a pretty bad temper. My opponent had delivered
his commands with a great air of self-confidence, and as he
had also selected swords as our weapons, I expected to find
I had to deal with an experienced swordsman.
So I set to
work cautiously. But to my great astonishment, I found he
put himself very carelessly on his guard and exposed himself
to my sword.
Of course, his carelessness might be just a
ruse to put me off my guard, when he could take advantage
of my imprudence.
I took a step backwards and lowered my
sword.

"Ready, monsieur," I said; "defend yourself!"
" But what if I do not choose to put myself into a position
of defence

? "

replied

" Well, that
I

must

is

my

your

adversary.

affair,

.

.

.

but your taste

is

peculiar,

say."

I fell back on guard, I attacked him en quarte^ and without
making a pass with my sword in order to feel my way with my
man, I thrust out freely en tierce. He gave a leap backwards,
stumbled over a vine-root and fell head over heels.
" Oh
oh " exclaimed Tallancourt, "have you really killed
him at the first blow ? "
"No," I replied, "I think not; I had not even passed, I
!

!

hardly touched him."

In the meantime, my opponent's seconds had run up to
who was getting up. The point of my sword had

M. B

,

pierced his shoulder, and

as

frozen the steel, the sensation

its
it

position in the snow had
had given my opponent was

!
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so startling that, lightly though he was wounded, the shock

Luckily I had not passed

had overturned him.

should certainly have run him right through.

It

first,

or I

turned out

had never handled a sword before
this confession, and in consideration of the
wound he had received, it was decided the fight should stop
there.
I put up my sword in its shield ; I donned my shirt,
waistcoat and coat
I wrapped myself in my Quiroga, and I
descended the ramparts of Montmartre with a much lighter
heart than I had ascended them.
Such was the cause, such were the sensations, such was the
issue of my first duel.
What has become of the two men who
were my seconds ? I have lost sight of Betz he obtained a
post as receveur particulier in the provinces.
A vague rumour
that the poor lad

When

he made

;

:

has since reached
fellow

me

As

of his death.

saw him die most

I

!

for Tallancourt,

poor

unfortunate

and

miserably,

unhappy.
The Due d'Orl^ans took a fancy to him ; for
he was of the type of tools the prince loved
active but
not too clever.
Moreover, Tallancourt possessed a further

—

qualification

when
king,

to

although he was sufficiently intelligent, he

:

appear stupid.

he sent

for Tallancourt, for

made through being
any

rate,

secure.

d'Orl^ans during 27,

Due

the

knew

d'Orl^ans became

he could not do without him.

were not exactly made

If his fortune

at

When

—fortunes

associated with kings

— his

are not often
position was,

As Tallancourt had not left the Due
28 and 29 July, he knew a fair number

of state secrets concerning the Revolution of 1830.

When

the

king was at Neuilly, he would purposely send Tallancourt to
Paris,

and the Hercules of a

seated

on

at

foot, in

lungs a

One

his

desk,

order to

fellow,

ill

at ease in his arm-chair,

would walk the distance
breathe the open air and distend his big
in his

office,

bit.

enormous savage dog leapt out of the ditch by
and sprang at him. Tallancourt
instinctively put up his hands to save his face, and, by unheardof good luck, in so doing he seized the beast round its neck.
It was useless for the dog to struggle against the powerful
day, an

the side of the high road

;
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grip of two such
tighter

and

fists

tighter,

as Tallancourt's, which throttled the

and

in

about

five

dog

minutes' time the brute

was strangled and the giant had never even received a scratch.
But during these five minutes of struggle and mortal danger
Tallancourt's brain underwent a terrible strain, and five or six
months later, softening of the brain set in. For a year poor
Tallancourt grew visibly feebler, both morally and physically
his strength and intellect, his power of motion, and even his
voice declined, and he died by inches, after eighteen months

of suffering.

"
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The Due d'Orleans

title

is

of Charles x.

la

at

to

letters

MY

mother never knew anything of the story of

my

duel;

she would have died of grief had she had the faintest

As we did not return to the office until nearly
we had to tell Oudard everything and he appeared
quite content, after hearing Betz and Tallancourt's account, with
Besides, the
the way his employ^ had conducted himself.
Palais-Royal had been in a constant state of fete since the

suspicion of it.

one

o'clock,

;

accession of His Majesty Charles x. to the throne.

d'Orleans had just been granted the

from the new king

title

The Due

of Royal Highness

—

a favour he had begged in vain from
As we have already mentioned, Louis xviii.
refused everybody who asked him to grant M. le

Louis XVIII.
persistently

Due
"

d'Orleans this privilege.

He

would

will

always

be sufficiently close to the throne," he

reply.

in other ways, Charles x. made himself most popular.
As a pendant to his phrase, " Nothing is changed in France,
there is simply one more Frenchman in it," he added another
dictum, simpler still, and quite as much appreciated

And

"

My

And
for his

friends, let there

be wider criticism

coronation went on in

1

merrymaking the preparations
sumptuous style.

in the midst of the general

75
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The

few coronations had brought ill-fortune in their train.
be remembered that, at Reims, Louis xvi. had quickly
removed the crown from his head.
last

It will

" What is the matter, sire ? " asked the archbishop.
"That crown hurts me," replied Louis xvi. And, twenty
years later, he died upon the scaffold.

Napoleon wished to be crowned by a higher official than
an archbishop; he wished to have a pope, and had sent for
Pius VII. to come from the Vatican at Rome to Notre-Dame
at Paris.

"

II fallut

Le

presqu'un Dieu pour consacrer cet
pretre,

homme

!

monarque de Rome,

Vint sacrer son front mena9ant,

Car sans doute, en secret
II

effraye

de lui-meme,

voulut recevoir son sanglant diademe

Des mains

d'oii le

pardon descend

"
!

Fifteen years later, Napoleon died at St. Helena
And now
was the turn of Charles x.
Every sovereign in Christendom had been informed of the
solemn celebration, and sent their ambassadors extraordinary.
Austria was represented by Prince Esterhazy; Spain by the
Duke of Villa-Hermosa ; Great Britain by the Duke of
Northumberland; Prussia by General de Zastrow; and
Russia by Prince Volkonski.
The king and the dauphin left the Tuileries at half-past
eleven on the morning of 24 May, and set out for Compiegne.
All went well as far as Fismes ; but an accident augured ill to
the king, whose reign was only to last six years, and to end in
his exile.
As they descended at Fismes, the batteries of the
Royal Guard, which were mounted in a dingle to the left of
!

it

the road, fired a salute to

and

its

echo were

terrible,

greet the king.

and

The

detonation

at the noise of the firing the

horses attached to the carriage containing the Dues d'Aumont

and de Damas, and the Counts de Cosse and Curial, ran away
the carriage was overturned and smashed to bits on the causeway.

Two

out of the four occupants of the

carriage were

;

CORONATION OF CHARLES X
seriously injured

the

Had

latter's
it

tj

— MM. the Due de Damas and Count Curial

case was worst, he

had

his

collar-bone broken.

not been for the coachman's strength and presence

would not have escaped a similar
His horses bolted; but the coachman had the
sense not to try to stop them, and used all his efforts to keep
them in the centre of the roadway; and after ten minutes'
unrestrained career they calmed down.
At the village of Tinqueux the king found the Due d'Orldans
and the Due de Bourbon awaiting him. The rain, which had
never stopped pouring all morning, ceased, and the sun, which
had not hitherto shown itself, now shone forth brilliantly. The
king, M. le Dauphin, M. le Due d'Orldans and M. le Due de
of mind, the king himself

accident.

Bourbon entered the coronation coach, and

in the language of

the Report of the Coronation^ "the whole of the

was one arc de

way

to

Reims

triomphe.^^

After the coronation service, Charles x. signed the amnesty

granted to

men who had

offenders.

France.

It

was

this

Thirteen years

Madame

deserted from the navy and to political
amnesty that brought Carrel back to
later,

Charles x. died at Goritz.

Duchesse d'Orl^ans had been present at the
coronation, and wrote an account of it in her private diary
in Italian.
On her return to Paris, she desired to have it
translated into French, and commissioned Oudard to do it.
Gudard was much embarrassed, and handed the album over
to me, giving me a couple of days' holiday to translate it for
him.
This album was the book in which the Duchesse
d'Grl^ans wrote her most secret thoughts and related her
private deeds.
I was not forbidden to read it, so of course I
read it.
However, there was not a single word throughout
the book that could have put an angel to the blush, though
it
contained the actions and reflections of the Duchesse
d'Grl^ans for the last ten years, though she never intended
it to leave her own hands, not even to pass into those of the
Due d'Grl^ans, since it was for the Due d'Grldans that the
translation was being made.
Gne thing above all struck me
as I read, and that was the profound gratitude of Madame la
la

;;
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Duchesse d'Orl^ans for the favours that the new king, Charles x.,
had lavished on the prince her husband, and for the kindness
displayed every day towards her and her family by Madame la
Duchesse de Berry.
Alas and alas how many times the remembrance of that
album came into my mind when I saw King Charles x. at
Gratz, and Madame la Duchesse de Berry at Blaye, and it
!

made me shudder

as I thought of

must have

how deeply

the religious-

when, because of
what princes term "political necessities," the honour of the
one, and the crown of the other, were broken in her husband's

hearted Marie-Amelie

suffered,

hands.

Another page

also riveted

long time enthralled, wherein

my attention and kept me for a
Madame la Duchesse d'Orleans re-

how lovingly and tactfully her husband broke to her the
news of the death of her father, Ferdinand i. Now, Ferdinand i.
was the very king who had kept my father a prisoner in the
dungeons of Naples for eighteen months the very same man
who had allowed people to try and poison him three times,
and once to attempt his assassination ; he, the shepherd who
had devoured his own flock during those terrible years of
1798-99, had just been called to render an account of his
It was a strange coincidence that
stewardship to the Lord.
I, the son of one of the king's victims, should hold this album
in my hands and read the sorrowful outpourings of the daughter's
lated

;

grief at the

death of her father

!

What

a strange juxtaposition

However, he was dead, even as just
men have to die he who had watched those whom he called
his friends hung before his very eyes, burnt beneath his very
windows, disembowelled and torn to pieces in his very presence
the people whom a treacherous capitulation had yielded into
those who, under another reign, might have been
his hands
the honour of their king and the glory of the country
On 3 January 1825 he was quietly sleeping, at two in the
morning. His attendants heard him cough several times
then, at eight o'clock, as he had not summoned them to him
according to his usual custom, the officers of his chamber,
of destiny and fortunes

!

;

;

!
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followed by the Court doctors, entered his room, and found

Ferdinand

him dead from a stroke of apoplexy.
reigned

years,

sixty-five

when

he

died

at

i.

had

just

age

the

of

seventy-four.

Oudard got his translation, which he re-copied in
and handed to the Duchesse d'Orldans as

writing,

me

True, he faithfully retailed to
received for

—two

it,

tickets

adding that
for

the

for

first

the

which

I

his
his

own
own.

compliments he had
was far more grateful

representation of

Roman

at the

was a capital five-act comedy in verse, by
de Laville de Miremont, already known because of Folliculaire^
a piece more commendable for its action than for any other
by
quality.
I knew de Laville very well: an accusation
Lemercier worried him greatly. Lemercier had accused de
Theatre-Fran^ais

Laville,

;

it

who had occupied

the post of Censor, of having sup-

and of having afterwards used his
But, in the first place, de Laville plainly
plot and ideas.
proved both by Folliculaire and by Roman that he did not
need to borrow ideas from other people's plays; besides, he
was utterly incapable of doing such an action. There was a
a father who was friendly to
charming creation in Roman
and almost a companion in the escapades of a son born to
him when he was only twenty. Nothing could have been more
natural than this situation, which de Laville was the first to
employ in a play.
Owing to the kindness of Talma, I had several times seen
the Ctd d^ Andalousie.
Casimir Delavigne's example was
infectious
Talma having taken part in comedy. Mademoiselle
Mars asked why she might not play in tragedy; hence the
new reunion of the two actors in the Cid d^ Andalousie. But
M. Pierre Lebrun, author of an Ulysse which had not been
played, or what is far worse, which had only run one or two
nights, was not Casimir Delavigne.
There was nothing at
the time to support him as there had been in 1820 when, in
Maria Stuart, he had had the sturdy framework of Schiller to
fall back upon.
Reduced to drawing from Spanish romanceros,
which only suggested simple scenes, he was lacking in everypressed his Charles

VI.

:

:

!

!
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— power,

and

and

of

the

unusual support of both Talma and Mademoiselle Mars,

who

thing

originality

style,

had doubled the power of a strong

creator

in

spite

and who could not

conceal the weakness of a feeble writer, the Cid (TAndalousie
fell

at the first

flat

representation,

managed

to

survive the

second, upheld by hired applause, dragged on miserably for

and then finally was taken out of the bill.
was the beginning of the fortune of M. Pierre
Academician, peer of France and Manager of the

five or six nights,

This

failure

—

Lebrun
Royal Printing-house.

O

thou venerable

deity,

Mediocrity

Surely thou hast the

!

Phaon by Venus to
ours
Thou who for

secret of the precious essence given to

assure successfulness

in this world of

!

long rejected Hugo, Lamartine and Charles Nodier

who

left

and Balzac

Soulie

a third of what thou

who ignored
ality,

didst

die without doing

to
for

Alfred de Musset,

—

M.

Lebrun

Pierre

!

for
!

Thou
them

Thou

wisely, for all light of origin-

nervous strength, makes thy owl's eyes to blink

all

Thou whose

leaden-based statue ought to be a hundred feet

fall on the Pont des Arts and
which it leads
O Mediocrity
sole divinity for whom France has not a 21 January, a
29 July or a 24 February! Thou whom I despise above
ev^x^4.v,-j^g
gjgg -j^ ^j^g world, and would fain hate if I could ever
nate anytnmg
l..oU ^^to>. ocVarice on me and be benign to
my enemies, that is the sole favour I ask thee. And, on this
condition, may thou remain in undisturbed possession of the
future, as thou hast been of the past

high, so that

its

the respectable

shadow should

monument

to

!

!

i

Now

let

us note well that the failure of the Cid d'Andalouste

1825.
One might therefore reasonably have
by 1838, thirteen years later, the unlucky C/^ would
have been forgotten by everybody, even by its author.
Nothing of the kind. At Compiegne, in his country house,

took place in

hoped

the

that

Due

d'Orleans entertained his comrades with sport in the
at night he opened his drawing-rooms to

forest

by day, and

those

who

One

preferred card-playing, dancing and conversation.

evening a

fatal idea

came

into the unfortunate prince's

—
6

—
;

CAUGHT NAPPING

8i

Turning towards several poets who stood round, he

head.

them
"Gentlemen,

said to

some poetry

us see which of you has

let

to

read to us."

Everybody kept

silence, as will

moved a step or two backwards
who stepped forward.
" I

monseigneur," he said

will,

manuscript

a

manuscript

!

out

—and,

of

;

;

be readily understood, and
except M. Pierre Lebrun,

and he

sat

— think

down and drew

it
a whole
midst of the general silence, he read

his

in the

pocket

of

!

the title—
" Gentlemen, the Cid d^Anda/ousie"

They

all

stared at

him

were trapped, and M.

;

le

but there was no way out of

Due

d'Orldans most of

all.

it,

they

Upon

my word, it was a great success. When the reading was over
and compliments had been paid, the Due d'Orldans said to me
" Dumas, can you tell me what was the reason of the
noise I heard by the side of the window, which interrupted
M. Lebrun, towards the beginning of the third act ? "
who squatted
"Monseigneur," I replied, "it was A
l^kehind the curtains, where he could sleep more comfortably
IHut it would seem he had a nightmare he gave a cuff to
small stand, and has smashed a table full of Sevres china,
,

:

IB
Hdi which he excessively sorry."
IH " He need not be unhappy about
and
Hf him he did quite
is

right,

tell

it,"

said the

I will

Due

d'Orldans

bear the cost of the

china."

The poor duke was
good as

St.

Louis

as wise a prince as

Solomon, and as

!

In other respects, too, the Th^atre-Fran^ais was not very
fortunate at this time.

After playing

the

Cid d'Anda/ousie

M. Lebrun, it put on M. de Comberousse's Judith and
Belisaire^ by M. de Jouy.
An important change had taken
of

Baron Taylor
had been appointed royal commissioner in place of M. Choron,
upon the recommendation of MM. Lemercier, Viennet and
Alexandre Duval.

place at the theatre in the rue de Richelieu.

III.

—

—

!
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When

Charles x. returned to Paris after the coronation, and

the Bishop of Orleans issued orders for prayers to be offered

up

in thanksgiving for the safe

mony

concluded, M.

just

accomplishment of the cere-

Bergeron, cure

of the

commune

canton of Blois, after delivering from his
mandate, added these simple
the bishop's

of Saint-Sulpice,

reading-desk

words

:

"My

beloved

dearly

brethren,

as

Charles x.

not

is

a

keep the Charter, which is an Act
contrary to religion, we ought not to pray for him, any more
than for Louis xviii., who was the founder of that Charter;
Christian, as he desires to

Those who agree with me, please rise."
hundred rose, and
declared that they were entirely of the same

they are both damned.

And

three

by that act

hundred

opinion as their

Alas

priest.

Academy could have known what kind

If the

!

man Baron

Taylor was,
the

introduced into
If

to

it

listeners out of four

whom

sanctuary of

the

Comedie-FranQaise

could only have guessed that he was to open

MM.

of

order of Charles x. had

the

Alexandre Dumas, Victor

Hugo and de

its

doors

Vigny,i

have followed the cure Bergeron's example and
it would
excommunicated King Charles x. But it knew nothing at
all

about

it.

bad turn the new commissioner of the king did to'
was to have M. Viennet's Sigismond de Bourgogne
played, and M. Lemercier's Camille.
I need hardly mention

The

first

his patrons

that

both

these

plays

fell

flat.

This did not discourage

M. Lemercier: he decided to change his style of play, and
began a melodrama called the Masque de poix. This elated
M. Viennet, who, instead of changing his method, like his
honoured confrere, made up his mind, on the contrary, to
force his method into acceptance, and began by reading his
had been written twenty
and which had been accepted ten years ago.

Achille in the salons, a play which

years before,
^

my

It will, of course, be understood that I place my own name and those of
honoured confreres according to the chronological order of the repre-

sentations of

Henri

III,

Marion Delonne and

Othello.

—
VIENNET'S STYLE

M.

"Do
to

M.

"

my

you not think

Achille

is

83

very heroic?" he said

Arnault, after one of these readings.

"Yes," replied M. Arnault, "as fierce as a turkey-cock !"
But very few men could be more brilliant at repartee than
M. Viennet. It was like watching a tilting bout in the lists to
hear him, save that he never retorted when his adversary missed
fire.
He certainly offered a favourable target for such attacks,
and people were not slow to avail themselves of their opportunities.
Once, at Nodier's house, he went up to Michaud.
"Tell me, Michaud," he began, in a manner that was
peculiarly his own,
"tell me what you think, I have just
finished a poem of thirty thousand lines."
" It will need fifteen thousand men to read them," replied
Michaud.

—

On another occasion, at a dinner party, M. Viennet made
an attack upon Lamartine.
"He is a puppy," he said, "who thinks himself the greatest
politician of his age,

and who

is

not even the

first

poet

!

"At all events," Madame Sophie Gay retorted from the
other end of the table, " he is not the last
that place is already

—

occupied."

Besides

M.

couple of letters

quote them in

a proper idea of their

nomination of

—

Viennet wrote in verse fables,
he wrote a
in prose which are perfect models.
We will
toto and verbatim ; extracts would not give

everything

comedies, tragedies, epistles and epic poems

Hugo

style.

an

One was

in

—

reference to the

Legion d'honneur;
the other was in connection with his own nomination to the
peerage.
For M. Viennet was both a deputy and a peer of
France,

besides

d'honneur and a

Here
"

is

M.

also

Viennet's

Monsieur,

Je
—de

donn^e au chef de

En

otant

I'avait placd,

j'ai

of the

Commander

of the

Legion

Academy.

first letter

:

pas dit que je ne voulais plus porter
Legion d'honneur, depuis qu'on I'avait

n'ai
la

I'^cole

mon

officer of the

being a

member

la croix d'officier

"

as

romantique.

ruban de la boutonni^re ou I'empereur
suivi seulement I'exemple de la plupart des

—
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gen^raux de la vieille armee, qui trouvaient plus facile de se
faire remarquer en paraissant dans les rues sans decoration.
II ne s'agissait ici ni de romantiques ni de classiques.
" II est tout naturel qu'un ministre romantique ddcore ses
amis il serait cependant plus juste de donner la croix de
chevalier k ceux qui auraient eu le courage de lire jusqu'au
bout les vers ou la prose de ces messieurs, et la croix d'officier k ceux qui les auraient compris.
Je desire, en outre,
qu'on n'en donne que douze par an aux ecrivains qui font
des libelles contre les grands pouvoirs de I'Etat, les ministres
il
faut de la mesure dans les encourageet les deputes
;

:

ments.

—Agreez,

And

this is

etc.,

M.

peerage of France

Viennet"

Viennet's letter about his nomination to the
:

—

"Monsieur, Sur la foi d'un journal judiciaire que je ne
connais pas, vous publiez, que, des vendredi dernier, je me
suis empresse d'ecrire k M. Vedel, pour mettre opposition h
la representation des Serments^ et vous accompagnez cette
annonce d'une fort jolie epigramme contre cette comedie.
L'epigramme me touche fort peu, elle sort peut-etre de la
meme plume qui avait loue I'ouvrage quand I'auteur avait
cesse d'etre un homme politique. Je ne pretends pas I'empecher
de continuer, mais le fait n'est pas vrai et je me recrie. II n'y
a eu de ma part ni possibility ni volonte de faire ce qu'on
m'impute. Je suis parti vendredi de la campagne, et je suis
arrive chez moi, k Paris, vers les sept heures, sans me douter
de ce que le Moniteur avait public, le matin, d'honorable pour
C'est mon portier qui m'a salue du titre de pair, attendu
moi.
expedie, le matin meme, pour mon village, une lettre
qui portait ce titre, et comme cette lettre ne m'est pas
encore revenue, j'ignore k quel ministre je suis redevable de ce
premier avis. Quant k ma volonte, elle n'existe point, elle
c'est m'insulter que de me croire capable
n'existera jamais
qu'il avait

officielle

!

d'abjurer les travaux et les honneurs litteraires, pour un honneur
La Charte n'a pas etabli d'incompatibilite entre le
politique.
poete dramatique et le pair de France j si elle I'eut fait, j'aurais

Les lettres et les succes de theatre honorent
refuse la pairie.
ceux qui cultivent les unes et qui obtiennent les autres sans
intrigue et sans bassesse. Au lieu d'y renoncer, je sollicite, au
contraire, avec plus d'instance la representation des Ser?nentSj
la

mise en scene d'une de mes tragedies et

la lecture

d'une

—
LtoNIDAS
com^die en cinq

M.

le

ma

faveur.

actes.

Si
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vous avez quelque credit auprbs de

du Thdatre-Frangais, veuillez Temployer en
Les dpigrammes dont on m'a poursuivi comme

directeur

d^put^ sont bien us^es; vous devez desirer qu'on en renouvelle la matibre, et une nouvelle com^die, une nouvelle tragedie de moi, seraient de merveilleux aliments pour la verve
satirique de mes adversaires.
Rendons-nous mutuellement ce
service ; je vous en serai tr^s-reconnaissant pour mon compte,
et je vous prie d'agr^er d'avance les remerciments de votre

Viennet "

tres-humble serviteur,

We

now

return to Baron Taylor

and the changes he
At the Panoramaramatique he had produced Ismad d Marya?n alone;
'ertram in collaboration with Nodier; and Ali-Pacha with
will

brought about at the Theatre-Frangais.

^

ichat's assistance.

Pichat was a young
of his, Leonidas,

man

of twenty-eight at that time

:

a play

had been received two or three years before

at the Theatre-FranQais.

Taylor extracted Leonidas from the

pandemonium he found himself in, and had it put in rehearsal.
Talma was cast for the role of Leonidas
not that his supreme
:

—

was mistaken about the part, which, dramatically
speaking, was nothing at all but in the matter of " business "
it contained something fresh to do, and poor Talma, to the
day of his death, was ever seeking new worlds, and, less
rtunate than Vasco de Gama, he never succeeded in finding
hem. Besides, it was a very appropriate moment for the
playing of Leonidas; all Europe was looking towards the
ccessors of the three hundred Spartans.
And the new
iece, so it was announced in advance, was to be staged
ith unusual sumptuousness and unheard-of effects.
I well
member the first performance of the tragedy of Leonidas^
herein one felt the dawn of new ideas, wherein every historic
saying which immortalised
the famous defence of the
Thermopselians was
felicitously adapted,
and admirably
rendered by Talma.
One hemistich of the young Agis was
intellect

;

substituted for the written line. Agis
"lis sont tous morts

.

.

.

wounded,

fell,

Je meurs

..."

!

exclaiming

!
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The

play

met with a most

on account
was played. It was a
he looked like an antique statue

enthusiastic reception,

of the circumstances under which

splendid success for

Talma

:

it

descended from its column. After the performance, when the
curtain had fallen, I saw a noisy group of rejoicing people rush
along the corridor and the foyer, anxious to convey their friendly
congratulation.
A fine-looking young man, with a face as
radiant as a conquering Apollo, formed the centre and was
He was the author of Leonidas. Alas
the hero of the group.
he died only two years later died before he had hardly
But Taylor
lifted the intoxicating cup of success to his lips.
!

—

had

at least the

happiness of holding out to him the nectar

which sweetened his last moments. Without Taylor, Pichat
would have died in obscurity, and even though he were but
an ephemeral meteor, many people, myself among the number,
recollect the brilliant light he gave during his short career

"

CHAPTER

VIII

— His funeral —The Royal Highness—Assassination
— Death of the Emperor Alexander — Comparison
of England and Russia — The reason why these two powers have
creased during the
century— How Napoleon meant to conquer India

Death of General Foy

of Paul-Louis Courier

in-

last

SINCE

we have

secrate

this

just uttered

the word deaths

chapter entirely to

pale

the

let

us con-

daughter of

Erebus and Night.

On

26 June, Princess Pauline Borghbse died at Florence,

my

and, with her, one of the most striking memories of

early

youth passed into the regions of eternity.

news which was a more
As I was coming out of
the office, I saw people talking together and heard them say,
*'
You have heard that General Foy is dead
They were inclined to doubt the information
But there is
\
a kind of news about which one is never in doubt; for who,
if it were false, dare spread the news which the brazen lips
of Destiny alone has the right to announce?
Yes, General
Foy had died directly after returning from a journey among
the Pyrenees, where he had been to take the waters
he died
)f an aneurism, and news of his death came before the news
>f his illness.
They had concealed the fact of the disease,
hope that it might not prove fatal ; but for a week past it
Then, on 28 November,

I

learnt

personally disastrous shock to me.

!

!

;

made

;

attacks of suffocation, beginning at

intervals of fifteen minutes,

succeeded one another more rapidly,

^had

terrible strides

and sickness occurred

constantly.

The

two nephews
moment, lavishthey were both men,

general's

iwere with him, never leaving his bedside for a
jing every possible care
le

on him, and as

did not attempt to hide from them his serious condition.
87

—

" I can feel," he said, "

will

—
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me

;

;

;

I

am

conquer

When

some destroying power

fighting against

my

it,

but

it

is

at

work within

too strong for me, and

efforts."

felt the need of more
was November, and he longed for the comforting rays of the pale winter sunshine.
His nephews placed
him on a couch in front of the window, but he could not
manage to sit up for more than a moment.
"My lads," he said to his nephews, "my dear lads, carry
me back to my bed, and with God be the final issue."

air,

the final hour approached, he

although

it

He

had scarcely spoken the words before God freed his
spirit from the body in which it was confined.
I went home to my mother utterly miserable.
Obscure as I
was, I felt that the great man who had just passed away had
a right to have expected some return from the unknown youth
whose career in life he had really started. So I wrote the
piece of poetry of which I have already quoted a stanza.
They were not my first lines, God pardon me the others,
but they were the first in which, however old and defective
the form, appeared something that resembled an idea.
Of
some two hundred and fifty to three hundred lines, only that
one stanza, happily, has remained in my memory. I had this
ode printed at my own expense, of course. It cost my poor
mother two or three hundred francs; still, neither of us
regretted it.
All the poems that were written on this occasion
were collected under the title Couronne poetique du General
Foy, and they made a volume in themselves.
The most remarkable verses in the whole volume were by
a beautiful young girl of seventeen or eighteen, called Delphine
Gay, who had just become known by a volume of Essais
poetiques.
This is the elegy which the death of General Foy
inspired her to write it was quoted in all the newspapers of
the day and was immensely popular
pure and loyal

—

—

;

:

*'

Pleurez, Fran5ais, pleurez

Pleurez

le

!

la patrie est

en deuil

defenseur que la mort vous enleve

Et vous, nobles

guerriers, sur son

muet

cercueil

Disputez-vous I'honneur de deposer son glaive

!

—

;

:

FUNERAL OF GENERAL FOY
Vous ne I'entendrez plus, I'orateur redout^
Dont I'injure jamais ne souilla I'eloquence

89

;

Celui qui, de nos rois respectant la puissance,

En

fidele sujet parla

Le

ciel,

A

lui

de

decernant

commence

liberty

recompense,

la sainte

trop tot son immortality

!

Son bras liberateur dans la tombe est esclave
Son front pur s'est glac6 sous le laurier vainqueur,
Et le signe sacre, cette etoile du brave,

Ne

sent plus palpiter son coeur.

Hier, quand de ses jours la source fut

La

France, en

tarie.

voyant sur sa couche etendu,
Implorait un accent de cette voix cherie
le

.

Helas

au

!

.

.

par la patrie

cri plaintif jet^

C'est la premiere fois qu'il n'a pas

repondu

"
!

General Foy's funeral took place on 30 November. The
was carried from his house to the church of Notre-

illody

Dame de

Lorette

;

and

spite of a pouring rain

thirty

thousand persons followed

which

fell

four o'clock in the afternoon,

it,

in

unceasingly from noon until

and hundreds of thousands of

The livery of the Due d'Orl^ans
could be distinguished among the mourning carriages which
formed the procession. The day after the funeral the following
song, directed against the prince who had just given a public
spectators lined the roadway.

expression of his appreciation of the talent and character of

and

the noble general

every street of Paris

Air

illustrious

patriot,

could be heard in

:

— Tous

"Bon Dieu

les

bourgeois de Chdtres

quelle cohue
Quel attroupement noir
!

!

!

II

tient toute la rue

Aussi loin qu'on peut voir.
Est-ce

pompe

Est-il

funebre ou pompe triomphale?
mort quelque gros richard ?

Car j'aper9ois 1^-bas le char
D'une Altesse Royale.

90

;;;

;

:
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Est-ce un songe civique?
Est-ce un de ses heros
Qu'ainsi la republique

Un

Mene au champ du repos?
deluge nouveau fond sur la capitale

On

ferait rentrer

un canard

;

!

Dehors pourquoi voit-on le char
D'une Altesse Royale?

Appuye

Un
Me
Un

sur sa canne,

vieil et

bon bourgeois

regarde, ricane,

Et me dit a mi-voix
carbonaro mort cause tout ce scandale

Tout

frere a son billet

de part

C'est pourquoi nous voyons le char

D'une Altesse Royale.

Le defunt qu'on revere,
Foy I'homme de bien,
C'est Foy I'homme de guerre,
C'est Foy le citoyen.
*

C'est

Jamais a sa vertu, vertu ne fut egale
Moi, je n'en crois rien pour ma part
!

Mais,

ici,

j'aime a voir le char

D'une Altesse Royale.

Ce Foy, d'apres nature,
Ce depute fameux,
*

Fut un soldat

Un
Aux

parjure,

Fran9ais factieux.

vertus de Berton, la sienne fut egale

Ce

n'est pas I'effet

nous voyons

Si

ici

du hasard,
le

char

D'une Altesse Royale.
'

Sortis de leurs repaires,

Au

tricolor signal,

Les amis

et les freres

Suivent leur general.

De

la

France

c'est la I'elite liberale

Qu'ils sont bien pres

du

Qu'ils sont bien tous autour

D'une Altesse Royale

;

corbillard

!

!

du char

ASSASSINATION OF
*

COURIER

P. L.
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Philippe de ton p^re

Ne

te souvient-il pas ?

la meme carriere
Tu marches sur ses pas.

Dans

Tu

mener, tu suis

crois

Elle

En

rit

la

horde lib^rale

j

sous ce corbillard,

voyant derriere son char

Ton

Altesse Royale.'"

Although this petty insult was anonymous, the quarter
whence it came was guessed, especially as a hundred thousand
copies were printed and distributed gratis.
Only Governmentendowed poets could produce such doggerel only works that
cannot be sold are printed by the hundred thousand.
Let us
drop this wretched side of the affair. There was a great and
noble and magnificent side to it when it was noised abroad
that General Foy had died without being able to bequeath
his wife anything save his renowned name
a subscription was
started which, in three months' time, produced a million
;

:

[francs].

In the course of one year a Government and a people had
each shown that rare

article,

a fine sense of gratitude

:

the

American Government had voted a million to la Fayette,
and the French people had raised a million for the widow and
children of General Foy.

Towards the beginning of the year, the death had taken
man who had contributed as much to the emancipation of France by his pen, as General Foy had by his speeches.
About ten o'clock on the morning of 11 April, Paul- Louis
place of a

Courier de

Mdre was found,

assassinated within three-quarters

of a league of his country residence, in the

He

wood

of Lar^ay.

which had entered
his right thigh low down
the weapon had been loaded with
three small balls, one of which remained in the body, and the
other two had gone through and out again.
The wad was found
by the side of the shot inside the body, showing that the victim
had been killed at close quarters his clothes, too, were singed
round the wounded part.
Three people were arrested,
Symphorien and Pierre Dubois, carters, who both pleaded,

had been

killed

by a gun or

pistol shot,

;

;
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and were discharged and Louis Fremont,
So Paul-Louis Courier, the famous
savant, the precursor of M. de Cormenin, a pre-eminently
intellectual man, was murdered without his assassinator being
found out. The Liberal party lost in Courier one of their
hardiest champions he did for the pamphlet what Beranger

and proved, an

whom

alibi

;

the jury acquitted.

;

did for the chanson.

But the death
stirring sensation

that produced the profoundest and most
was that of the Emperor Alexander, which

was to influence not only the affairs of France, but the fate of
When I was a little child, I narrowly
the whole world.
escaped being run over at Villers-Cotterets by a small kibitz^
driven by a coachman who was bending over the three horses
he was urging forward at a great pace, by the use of a short
whip. This coachman wore a leather cap and a green uniform,
he had a budding beard, gold rings in his ears, and his face
was spotted with freckles. He was driving two officers dressed"
almost alike, wearing a star, two or three crosses and two
enormous epaulettes. One of these two officers was a species
of Kalmouk, hideous in countenance, rough in manner, noisy
of voice;

seemed

to

so far as

he swore in French at the top of his voice, and
be particularly well acquainted with our language,
its

coarse slang expressions were concerned.

The

handsome man of thirty-three or thirty-four, who
looked as gentle and as polished, as his companion seemed
vulgar and ill-bred.
His hair was golden blond, and although
he looked strong and healthy, a sad sweet smile played about
other was a

whenever he corrected his foul-mouthed companion.
was the Emperor Alexander: according to Napoleon,
His
the most beautiful and the most treacherous of Greeks.
companion was the Grand-Duke Constantine, and their driver
was the Grand-Duke Michel. A strange trio it was, an almost
grotesque vision, that passed before my eyes and impressed
his lips

He

itself

me
its

so vividly on

my memory

that I can see

to-day, thirty-seven years after

three horses, the driver

and

his

— the

pass before

it

low carriage drawn by

two companions.

possessor of the gentle and melancholy face,

who

Well, the

lived longest

—
ENGLAND'S VORACIOUS

MAW
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my memory of those three men, was the first to die.
Napoleon had done his utmost at Erfiirt to make not merely
an ally of this man, but a brother. They had called each
other Charlemagne and Constantine, and Napoleon had offered
Alexander the Empire of the East on condition he would
leave him in peaceful possession of the Empire of the West.
For the emperor had been impressed with one dominant idea
during his reign he had comprehended that our natural ally
against our natural enemy England, was Russia.
And of a
truth, I beg my readers to ponder the question well, instead
of accepting hackneyed political traditions that have been
handed on ready-made alliances between nations become
firm on account of difference of interests and not because of
similarity of principles.
Now, of what consequence was it
that England proclaimed similar principles to those of France,
if she had the same interests throughout the world?
What
in

—

:

matters

that Russia has different principles so long as her

it

from ours ? Look back over a century,
and see how England has increased in power and you will
find that she has robbed us, her neighbouring country and
ally, of all she could lay her hands on.
Look back over a
century of Russian growth and you will see that she has not
touched anything belonging to us. Reckon up the colonies
of the one and consider the limits of the other.
England,
interests are different

;

who

I

a century ago

possessed only

five

factories in India

Bombay, Singapore, Madras, Calcutta and Chandernagor ; who
possessed only Newfoundland, in North America, and that
strip

of coast-line which extends like a fringe from Arcadia

;
who possessed only the Lucaya Isles among the
Bahamas, the Barbadoes among the Lesser Antilles and
Jamaica in the Gulf of Mexico ; whose only station in the
equinoctial portion of the Atlantic Ocean was St. Helena,
of unhappy memory; to-day, like a gigantic sea-spider, has

to Florida

stretched out her

Europe
Gibraltar

the

Red

she
;

—

in

web over

possesses
Asia,

the

the five parts of the globe.

Ireland,

Malta,

Heligoland

In

and

town of Aden, which commands

Sea, as Gibraltar the Mediterranean;

Ceylon, that

;;
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great peninsula of India, Nepal, Lahore, the Sind, Baluchistan

and Kabul
that

is

;

the Singapore Isles, Poulo-Penang

and Sumatra

to say, a total of 122,333 square leagues of territory,

Without counting, in Africa,
supporting 723,000,000 of men.
Bathurst, the Isles of L^on, Sierra-Leone, a portion of the
Fernando-Po, Ascension

Guinea,

of

coast

Natal,

Rodriguez,

Mauritius,

the

and St.
Cape Colony,

Isle,

Helena, which has already been mentioned;

Socotra;

Seychelles,

in

America, Canada, the whole of the northern continent from the
Bank of Newfoundland to the mouth of the Mackenzie River
nearly the whole of the

Antilles

;

Trinidad, part of Guiana,

Tuathan and the Bermudas in the
Pacific, half of Australia, Van-Diemen's Land, New Zealand,
Norfolk Island, Hawaii, and the general protectorate of the
She foresaw everything and is ready for
Polynesian Isles.
Perhaps one day the isthmus of Panama will be
everything.
Perhaps
cut through ; if so, she has Belize ready on the spot.
the isthmus of Suez will also be opened up; if so, she has
Aden as sentry on guard. The passage from the Mediterranean
to the Indian Ocean will belong to her, and the passage
from the Gulf of Mexico to the immense Pacific Ocean. In
her Admiralty safes she will hold the keys of India and of
Falkland

Isles,

Belize,

;

the Pacific, as she already does those of the Mediterranean.

But

this is

Ionian

not

Isles,

all.

territory

Albanians.

the

of

When

title

the entrance

^gean

Adriatic and the

the

Through her

holds

she

Seas

ancient

;

of protectress of the
to

and

exit

from the

she has placed her foot on
Epirotes

and

the

modern

Ireland refuses to lend her her peasantry

and Scotland her Highlanders, when the slave-markets of men
German princes shall be closed to her, she will draw

kept by

her recruits from warlike

tribes,

she will have her Arnautes, like

the Viceroy of Egypt, or like the Pacha of Acre and of Tripoli.

She

will

have a squadron

reach the

Dardanelles

in

Cephalonia an army which
of the Balkans in a week.
our influence at

at

a

Corfu which

few days;

will

she

be able to
have at

will

be able to reach the summit
Then, when she has destroyed
Constantinople, she will do her utmost to
will

—
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only need

will

a few warships to destroy the whole of Austria's commercial
That is what England has been doing ; and you
seaboard.

can see with what powerful allies she has increased her
you can
Canada, India, the Antilles and Mauritius
see how she has complete control of the Mediterranean,
strength

—

;

which Napoleon called a French
no other masters than ourselves

—

and which was to have
you can see how England

lake
;

has snatched from us piecemeal our protectorate over the
Holy Land, Egypt and Tunis, envying us our possession of

which we bought with blood and treasure and which

Algiers,

she managed to cheat us of twenty years ago.

Now

pass on to Russia, and see what a foreign
compared with our own. A hundred years ago,
Russia extended from Kiev to the island of St. Lawrence,
from the great Ural Mountains to the Gulf of Yenisei, and
us

let

country

it

is

possibly those are in the right

who

think that

it

was with a

view to setting a bound to her extension that Behring discovered
the Straits which bear his name.

Russia was not to be kept back and has not stopped there
she has broken her ancient limit of Kiev.

The Scandinavian

serpent which enfolded two-thirds of the globe has expanded

opened

its

jaws to devour Prussia

the Vistula on the one side,

In the East, in one of

;

—

in the West,

its

:

it

has

jaws touch

and on the other the Gulf of Bothnia.

its

worm-like expansions,

it

has leapt

and has come to a full stop only
upon meeting the domains of England. Divided from the
other extremity of the world, at the foot of Mt. Saint-Elias and
the Blackburn Mountains, as though a barrier mounted up
behind it, it bears sway to-day over the whole of that indented
coast-line which, by way of an ultimate limit to the surface
of the globe, fringes the Arctic Ocean from the Piasina river
to the Bear Isles
from Lake Piasina to Holy Cape. Thus,
in a century, Russia has acquired Finland, Abo, Viborg,
Esthonia, Livonia, Riga, Reval and a part of Lapland from
Sweden
Kurland and Samogitia from Germany
Lithuania,
across the Behring Straits

;

;

—

Volhynia,

;

a

part

of

GaUcia,

Mohileff,

—

Vitebsk,

Polotsk,
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Kamenetz, Tarnopol, Vilna, Grodno,
Minsk, Bialystok,
Warsaw, from Poland ; part of Little Tartary, the Crimea,

—

Bessarabia, the coast of the

Black Sea, the protectorate of

—

Moldavia and of Wallachia, from Turkey ; Georgia,
and a part of Circassia from Persia; the
Tiflis, Erivan
Aleutian Isles and the north-west part of the northern continent
from the St. Lawrence archipelago, from America. From the
Servia, of

other side of the Black Sea, she watches Turkey,

—

whom

she

is

ever ready to invade, as soon as France and England permit

Then if, as seems probable, she some day annexes
Sweden, she can close the Straits of Sund on the west and the
Dardanelles on the east, and no one can then enter without
her leave the Black Sea or the Baltic, those two great mirrors
in which are reflected already the towers of Odessa and of
her.

St.

Petersburg.

and her

Her

greatest width

territory she has not

greatest length
is

1400 leagues.

extends 3800 leagues,
In all that extent of

one inch of land once

She has

ours.

70,000,000 inhabitants and not one single soul ever belonged
to us.

On

24

had a
upon

raft

constructed on the

it.

On

June

1807,

Lariboissi^re,

general

of

artillery,

Niemen and placed a

the 25th, at one in the afternoon, the

pavilion

Emperor

Napoleon, with the Grand-Duke de Berg, Murat, Marshals
Berthier and Bessieres, General Duroc, and Caulaincourt the

grand equerry, crossed from the left bank of the river to visit
this pavilion, prepared for him.
The Emperor Alexander set
out at the same time from the right bank, accompanied by
the Grand- Duke Constantine, Benigsen, General-in-chief Prince

Labanof, General Ouvarov and Count de Lieven, general aide-decamp. The two boats both reached the raft at the same time,
and thus two emperors stepped on the floating island, confronted
one another, clasped hands with each other and embraced.
This meeting was the prelude to the peace of Tilsit and the
peace of Tilsit was meant to destroy England. First of all, by
:

the Berlin decree concerning the Continental blockade, England

had been placed in the dock before a European tribunal.
In the North Seas, Russia, Denmark and Holland, and in the

7
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Mediterranean, France and Spain, had closed their ports to her,
and had solemnly engaged to hold no commerce with her
There were therefore only Portugal on the Atlantic Ocean
and Sweden on the Baltic open to her.
By a treaty dated 27 October 1807, Napoleon decided
that the House of Braganza had ceased to reign, and on 27
September 808, Alexander determined to go to war against
Gustavus IV. But this was not all.
Upon that raft, and in
that pavilion, on the Niemen, a much more terrible scheme
j

was arranged.
" It is through India that England must be struck down,"
Bonaparte had said when he was inducing the Directory to
And, from Alexandria, he had
begin the Egyptian campaign.
despatched a messenger to Tippoo-Sahib, to encourage him to

But the messenger did not get beyond Aden
had fallen and Tippoo-Sahib was dead.
From that moment, the conquest of India, which had been one
of Bonaparte's dreams, became the rooted purpose of Napoleon.
Why had he made his peace with Alexander ? Why had he
embraced him on the Niemen ? Why had he addressed him
as Constantine ?
Why had he offered him the Empire of the
East? In order to gain him as a sure ally, so that, supported
on the alliance, he could conquer India. What was to hinder
Napoleon from doing what Alexander had done, two thousand
two hundred years before his time ? It would be ridiculously
easy, as you will perceive
Thirty-five thousand Russians
could embark on the Volga, descend the river as far as
Astrakan, sail down the Caspian Sea and land at Astrabad.
Thirty-five thousand French could descend the Danube to the
Black Sea there, they could embark, and at the extreme end
of the Sea of Azov land on the banks of the Don ; they could
ascend the river for nearly a hundred leagues, cross the twelve
or fourteen leagues that separated the two rivers, the Don and
take

up arms.

:

the throne of Mysore

!

;

the Volga, at the point of their nearest

down the

latter river as far as

to join the Russians at Astrabad.

meet

—

sail

men would
England was aware of their

Seventy thousand

in the heart of Persia before
III.

approach, then

Astrakan, and at Astrakan embark
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movements. At Astrabad, they would be exactly a hundred
and fifty leagues off the kingdom of Kabul, and it would only
take them twelve days to reach India ; a dozen days would be
sufficient to reach Herat from Astrabad by way of the fertile
valley of Herio Rud.
From Herat to Kandahar there were a hundred leagues of
splendid road; from Kandahar to Ghizni fifty leagues; from
Ghizni to Attock, sixty and the two armies would be on the
Indus, a river with a flow of about a league an hour, with any
number of fords, never more than ten to fifteen feet deep,
Moreover, it was
between Attock and Dera-Ismail-Khan.
the route followed by all previous Indian invaders, from the
from Mahmoud de Ghizni to Nadir-Shah.
year looo to 1729
Mahmoud de Ghizni alone had invaded India seven times
between the years 1000 and 102 1. In his sixth expedition, in
three months he had penetrated from his capital at Ghizni,
to Chanaud, a town situated a hundred miles south-west of
Delhi; in the seventh, he penetrated as far as the centre of
Gujarat and razed the temple of Somnath.
Then, in 1184,
came Mahomet Gouri, who marched upon Delhi by the same
route, via Attock and Lahore, seized the town and substituted
his dynasty for that of Mahmoud de Ghizni.
Then, in 1396,
came Timur the lame, known commonly as Tamerlane. He
;

—

from Samarcand, crossed the river Amou, leaving
descended Kabul by the defile of Andesab,
followed the river banks until he reached Attock, where he
crossed it and invaded the Punjaub, seizing Delhi, which he
put to fire and sword, and, the next year, after fourteen
months' campaign, returned to Tartary.
Then came Baber
set forth

Balkh on

in
at

his right,

1505, who again crossed the Indus, established himself
Lahore, and from Lahore attacked Delhi, which he took,

Finally, in 1739,
founding the Mongolian dynasty there.
Nadir-Shah descended from Persia upon Kabul, and, following

the same route to Lahore, took possession of Delhi, which
he pillaged for three days. It would probably be at Delhi
that the two combined armies of Russia and France would
meet the Anglo-Indian forces. When Napoleon and Alexander
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had demolished that army, they would march next upon
Bombay, rather than on Calcutta, which is only a commercial
centre; the destruction of Bombay would be far more
damaging to England than that of Calcutta, since it is
through Bombay that England communicates with the Red
Sea and Europe. If Bombay were taken, the head of the
serpent would be crushed there would only be Madras left,
with its poor fortification, and Calcutta with its fortress, which,
without being able to support them, would need fifteen thousand
;

men

to defend

it.

England's power in India would be annihilated, and Russia

would succeed her
Turkey in Europe,
while

we should

whole of the

Red Sea

with

Alexander would take

:

Turkey

take

African
its

in

Holland,

Asia,

as

Spain,

his

share,

and India;

Persia

Portugal,

the

seaboard from Tunis to Cairo,

the

Christian

Italy,

colonies

and Syria as

far

as

the Persian Gulf.

need hardly add that Malta, the Ionian

Isles

the Dardanelles, would also be yielded

up

I

to

»then

and Greece,
to us.

And

Mediterranean would be truly a French lake^ by
means of which we should share the commerce of India with

I

our

the

sister Russia.

Had

Alexander but kept his promise, instead of betraying
dream would have become a reality.
will be seen that there was another reason for the

his ally, this

So it
war with Russia, besides the refusal of the hand of Princess
Olga, which everyone persists in thinking the sole cause.
Alexander conquered, he would be compelled by force to do
what he had refused to do out of goodwill.
But God saw
•

otherwise.

—

—

CHAPTER

IX

The Emperor Alexander— Letter from Czar Nicolas
History after the style of Suetonius and

and Potemkin

—

— Madame

Braniska

—The

drive A ball at M. de Caulaincourt's
The emperor's boatman and coachman

to

Karamsine

Saint-Simon

cost

— The

—Catherine

of the imperial cab-

man

with the pipe

WE

will now devote a few words to the emperor who
had failed Napoleon in his lofty mission of sharing
the world, and to the Grand-Duke Constantine, whom the
whole of Europe, in ignorance of the family secret we are
about to relate, looked upon as his successor.

Russian history
not because
dare write

it.

it is

is

less

known than

that of other countries,

not worth being known, but because no one

One man

only,

Karamsine, received that mission,

but he died before he had accomplished his task, on 3 June
1826, in the palace of the Taurida, where the emperor had
lodged him.

Three weeks before his death, the Emperor Nicolas, who
had been six months on the throne, wrote him the following
letter, which might very well serve as an example to certain
heads of Governments, who
are

more

Russias

flatter

themselves that their ideas

liberal than, say they, are those of the

Czar of All the

:

" CzARKOsjELO, 25 May 1826

—

" NicoLAi-MiKAiLOViTCH,
As your failing health makes it
necessary for you to leave your native country for a time to
seek a warmer climate, it gives me much pleasure to express
to you, on this occasion, the earnest hope that you will soon
return among us with renewed strength, still to serve the
interests and the honour of your country as you have hitherto

TWO WAYS OF WRITING HISTORY
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I have much pleasure in bearing witness, on behalf of
done.
the late Emperor, who was aware of your noble and disinterested devotion to his person, on my own behalf and in the
name of all Russia, to our grateful recognition of your services
both as citizen and author. The Emperor Alexander said to
you, The Russian people deserves to know its history ; and
the history you have written is worthy of the Russian people.
" I now fulfil the intention which my brother had not time
The accompanying paper will assure you of my
to carry out.
goodwill ; it is but an act of justice, so far as I am concerned,
but I also regard it in the light of a sacred legacy deputed me
by the Emperor Alexander.
*'
I trust your travels will be beneficial to you, and give you
ample strength to finish the principal work of your life."
'

'

This

letter

might have been signed by Francois i., Louis xiv.
simply signed "Nicolas." With it
it was

or Napoleon, but

was a ukase, informing the Minister of Finance that His
Imperial Majesty had granted a pension of five thousand
roubles to M. de Karamsine, to be continued to his wife and to
his children ; the sons were to enjoy the pension until they were
old enough to enter the army, the daughters till they married.
Karamsine died before he could finish his history ; but, had
it been finished, it would only have informed us of the general
facts and great events connected with the Russian Empire, and
it would not have given us any details of the kind we are about
to relate.

There are two ways of writing history
of

Tacitus,

the

other

after

:

Voltaire, the other like Saint-Simon.

one, after the fashion

Suetonius; one

of

that

Tacitus

but we find Suetonius more amusing.
clear,

but Saint-Simon

We

will

now

French

history.

—

a

Roman
The

few

them or

left

limpidly

Russian history as

and

Saint-Simon wrote

reader, of course,

them

not proscribed them.

is

pages of

history

name ? she whom Voltaire
who gave pensions to our
scribed

Voltaire

like

magnificent,

a far more picturesque writer.

is

write

Suetonius wrote

is

as

knows Catherine

called the Semiramis of the
literary

to die of

men when Louis

ii. by
North ;

xv. pro-

hunger even when he had
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Catherine

ii.

was

thirty-three years of age

benevolent and pious

;

up

to that age she

;

she was beautiful,

had been considered

her husband, Peter in., when, all at once, she learnt
emperor intended to repudiate her, in order to marry
Countess Voronzof, and as an excuse for this repudiation he
proposed to declare that the birth of Paul-Petrovitch had been
illegitimate.
She quickly perceived that it was a matter of
life and death for her, and of the throne for her son ; there
was a game to be played, and he who was first in the field
would win. The tidings were announced to her at ten one
night.
By eleven, she had left the castle of Peterhof, where
she lived, and, as she did not wish her departure to be known
by ordering her carriage to be made ready, she stopped a
peasant's cart and mounted beside him, the carter imagining
he was merely taking up a country woman. She reached St.
Directly she
Petersburg just as day was beginning to dawn.
faithful to

that the

arrived, she ordered out the regiments in the garrison there

without revealing for what object, got together the few friends

upon whom she believed she could

rely,

with them before the assembled soldiers.

back up and down the
their chivalry as

as soldiers

men

lines,

and went on parade
She rode on horse-

addressed the

of honour

to their loyalty

then she seized hold of a sword, drew

;

invoking

officers,

and appealing

it

from

its

scabbard, flung the scabbard far from her, and, fearing lest
the

might

sword

drop

out of her

a sword-knot to

unaccustomed

A

hands,

young

asked

for

officer

of twenty-eight heard his sovereign's request through

tie

it

to her wrist.

the din of the shouts of enthusiasm raised by the regiments,

broke through the ranks, ran up to her side offering her his
sword-knot then, when Catherine had accepted his offer with
;

the gracious smile of a

woman

bent on reigning as empress,

a queen in quest of a throne, the young officer turned aside
to

fall

back in

his place

;

but his horse, which was one day to

share in his master's good fortune, refused to turn aside;

it

reared and danced about, and, being used to cavalry manoeuvres,
persisted in ranging itself by the side of the empress's horse.

Catherine,

who was

as superstitious as

all

are

who

stake their

POTEMKIN
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augured from the
would become one of her
most powerful defenders and she promoted him. A week
later, after Peter in., who had been made prisoner by the very
person whom he thought to make captive, had resigned into
Catherine's hands the crown which he had intended to snatch
from her, the empress sent for the young officer from the
place du Senat, made him one of her suite and appointed him
groom of the chamber in her palace. This young man's name
was Potemkin. From that day, without hindering in the least
the reign of the twelve Caesars, as the new regime was dubbed,
Potemkin became the favourite of the empress, and her
partiality for him continued to increase.
Many, hoping to replace him, sought to undermine his
A young Servian, called
position and ruined themselves.
Lovitz, himself a protege of Potemkin, imagined he had
He had been placed near the empress by his
succeeded.
patron, and resolved to take advantage of his protector's
How did he bring it about? That
absence to ruin him.
must remain one of the secrets of the closet which the walls of
he palace of the Hermitage has not revealed to us. It is only
known that Potemkin was sent for to the palace that, upon
entering his apartments, he was told he was utterly disgraced,
that he was exiled, and he was threatened with death if he
He went at once, travel-stained as he was
did not obey.
A young orderly
after his journey, to the empress's rooms.
officer tried to bar his entrance, but Potemkin took him
round the hips, lifted him up, flung him across the chamber,
fortunes

upon the

cast of a die, fancied she

horse's persistency that

rider

its
;

;

entered the empress's

room and,

in ten minutes' time,

came

out with a paper in his hand.
" Here, monsieur,"
still

he said

to the

young

officer,

who was

considerably knocked about by the treatment he had just

received, "this

is

the brevet of a captaincy that

Her Majesty

has been graciously pleased to sign for you."

That

same

day,

Schaklov, which was

From

time to

Lovitz

made

was

exiled

to

the

town

of

into a principality for him.

time Potemkin

dreamt of the duchy of

—
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Courland and the throne of Poland ; but, upon further refleche saw that he did not want either, for whether the
crown were ducal or regal, he knew he could not be more
powerful nor more fortunate than he was in his present
position.
Did not there pass through his hands every hour,
to play with as a cowboy plays with pebbles, more diamonds,
tion,

Had
rubies and emeralds than any one crown could contain ?
he not couriers at his beck and call to fetch him sturgeon
from the Volga, water melons from Astrakan, grapes from the
Crimea, and most beautiful flowers from whatever quarter they
could be found ? Did he not give his sovereign every New Year's
Day a plate of cherries that cost him ten thousand roubles ?
The Prince de Ligne (grandfather of the prince of that
name, with whom we are acquainted), author of the charming
memoirs which bear
refined

letters

name, and of the most intellectually
been penned, knew

his

that have probably ever

Potemkin, and said of him

"That man was a compound of

colossal,

romantic and

barbaric ideas."

The

For thirty years, not a
good or bad, was done in Russia save through
his instrumentality
angel or demon, he created or destroyed
as the caprice took him
he set everything at sixes and sevens,
but he inspired life into everything nothing went on without
himj when he reappeared everything else disappeared and,
before his presence, vanished into Limbo.
One day he conceived the notion of building a palace for
Catherine; she had just conquered Taurida, and this palace
was to be a monument in memory of that conquest. In
Prince de Ligne was right.

single action,

:

;

;

three

months' time,

capital,

the palace

was

raised

in

Catherine's

without Catherine knowing anything about

it; then,

one evening, Potemkin invited the empress to a night-fete
which he desired to give in her honour, he said, in the palace
that extended along the left bank of the Neva; and there,
amidst fine trees, brilliantly hghted up, and shining with
marble, she found the fairy palace that seemed to have
sprung up at one wave of a wand, filled with statues,

;

DEATH OF POTEMKIN
magnificently furnished,

and azure

its

lakes abounding in gold

and

silver

fishes.

Everything connected with
death as

105

well

as

his

life,

his

this

man was

mysterious, his

unexpected end just as
had passed a year in

undreamt-of beginning.
He
Petersburg in fetes and orgies of

his
St.

had succeeded in
advancing Russia's boundaries as far as the Caucasus, and
was thinking that, this new frontier line now made, he
had done enough for his and Catherine's glory. Suddenly,
he learnt that old Repnin had taken advantage of his
absence to defeat the Turks, and, forcing them to demand
peace, had accomplished more in two months than he
had in three years. So there was then no more rest for the
favourite, but more glory ahead for the general.
He was ill,
but that did not matter
He would wrestle with his disease
and slay it. He set out, crossed Jassy and reached Otchakoff,
where he halted for a night's rest; next day, at dawn, he
resumed his journey; but, after traversing several versts, the
atmosphere inside his carriage stifled him, and he had it
stopped his cloak was spread on the bank of a ditch, and he
lay down on it, panting for breath
he died in his niece's arms
before a quarter of an hour had elapsed
I knew his niece
all

kinds,

!

:

;

!

have heard her relate the details of her uncle's death as
though it had only just happened. She was seventy when I
I

knew

Her name was Madame

Braniska, and she lived
She was very wealthy, being worth between sixty
and a hundred millions, possibly. She possessed some of the
finest sapphires, pearls, rubies and diamonds in the world.
How had she begun such a collection of precious gems ? She
would relate for she dearly loved talking about anything
that concerned her uncle
that Potemkin, as we have said,
liked nothing better than playing with precious stones which
he poured in cascades from hand to hand those which,
escaping from the main stream of the cataract, dropped to the
at

her.

Odessa.

—

—

;

ground,

fell

them.

Often,

to

the spoilt child, who made a
when he composed himself to

collection of
rest,

on an

ottoman, a divan or a couch, Potemkin would push his arms

—

"

;
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under the cushion, and then, when he fell asleep, his hands
would relax and a handful of pearls dropped out, which
His niece
he would forget to pick up when he awoke.

knew

and, either during his sleep or after he awoke, she

this,

used to raise the cushion and carry off the treasures. What
did it matter to Potemkin? His pockets were full of other

were empty, had he
Samarcand, Bagdad and
of Bassora, mentioned in the Thousand and One Nights ?
This Madame Braniska was a singular character, with her
She often had fits of avarice,
sixty to a hundred millions.
interspersed with bursts of generosity very unusual traits to
find combined in one person. For instance, she would send her
precious stones

not casks

full,

!

And, when

his pockets

like the sovereigns of

—

son,

who

lived either at

francs for a
in closing

New

it,

Year's

Moscow

gift,

or St. Petersburg, 500,000

and add a

postscript to the letter

saying

" I have a dreadful cold

;

send

me some

you see a convenient opportunity;
Moscow and Odessa is ruinous

till

jujubes, but wait

the

carriage

from

!

Catherine nearly died

when she heard

of Potemkin's death

those two great hearts and lives seemed to beat in perfect
unison.

She fainted away three times on receipt of the

fatal

news, mourned him for long and ever regretted him.

whom she had saved the crown when
away from Peter iii., became the father of that rich
posterity of which I had seen a specimen in the kibitz driven by
the Grand Duke Michael, besides the emperor reigning to-day.
At that period no one for a moment thought he would ever
reign.
Ranging over her fine and numerous company of
descendants, the eyes of Catherine were most constantly fixed
on the two eldest, and by their very names one was called
Alexander and the other Constantine she seemed to have
This idea had,
divided the world in advance between them.
indeed, been so firmly rooted in her mind, that she had them
painted, while they were both infants, one cutting the Gordian
She carried the
knot, the other carrying the Roman standard.
idea even farther, and had tjiem educated in conformity with the
Paul-Petrovitch, for

she took

it

—

—

I

;
;
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same two great ideas. Constantine, whom she destined for
the Empire of the East, had only Greek nurses and tutors,
whilst Alexander, destined to rule the Western Empire, was
surrounded by English, Germans and French. Nothing could
have been more diametrically different than the methods
employed in the education of the august pupils.
Whilst
Alexander, aged twelve, said to Graft, his professor in experi-

mental physics, who was

telling

him

that light w^as a continual

emanation from the sun, "That cannot be true, or the sun
would grow smaller every day," Constantine said to his
special tutor, Saken, who was endeavouring to get him to
learn to read, " No, I do not want to learn to read ; you are
everlastingly reading, and it only makes you more and more
stupid."

We

shall

see later

how mistaken

the empress's

were with regard to Constantine; but
little

attention to the

first

we

will

forecasts

devote a

Emperor Alexander.

He

was much beloved both by the people and the nobles
loved on account of his own character, and perhaps even more
so because of the fear with which Constantine was regarded.
There are hosts of anecdotes told in his praise, doing honour

and his ability. Once, when he
was walking on foot, as was his custom, seeing threatenings of
rain, he hailed a drovsky to take him to the imperial palace
to his kindliness, his courage

on arrival, the emperor searched
no money.
" Wait," he said to the driver

in his pockets

;

and saw he had

" I will have your fare sent

out to you."
" Oh yes, I

know that tale," growled the man.
"What are you saying?" demanded the emperor.
"I am saying that I can't rely on your promises."

"

Why

not ? " asked Alexander.
Oh, I know what I am talking about," said the
"Well, let me hear all about it."
"

" I say that there are too

houses with double doors,
fares,

too

many

debtors

driver.

many persons whom I take up to
who go inside without paying me their

whom

I

never see again."

"
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"

"What

even at the emperor's palace?
" Oh, there are more there than anywhere else
!

you don't
memories great nobles have."
" But you should complain, and denounce the thieves, and
have them taken up," said Alexander.
" I have a nobleman taken up
Your excellency surely
knows that we poor devils have no power to do anything of
the kind.
If it were one of ourselves, it would be another
matter and easy enough," added the driver, pointing to his long
beard, " for they know how to get hold of us ; but all you great

know what

;

short

!

nobles have your chins too smoothly shaven for that.
Good-night, there

is

.

.

.

nothing more to be said, unless your

excellency will please search your pockets once more, in case
is a trifle with which to pay me."
" No," said the emperor, " it would be useless

there

have an idea."
"What is it?"
"

You

see this cloak

—

worth more than your

is

it

but

.

.

.

I

fare, is it

not?"
" Certainly

And

!

if

you

excellency wishes to give

"
without expecting the change
?
" No keep it as a pledge and do not give
.

.

!

someone

for

it

it

me

.

it

up

till

I

send

with your fare."

" All right, well

and good ; you are something

like a reason-

able gentleman, you are," replied the driver.

Five minutes
roubles,

in

had paid
as his

own

later,

exchange

the driver received a note for a hundred
for

the pledged cloak.

The emperor

off the debts of those

who came

to see

made

out he was

still

;

but the driver

During the time
friendly terms,

in

him

as well

out of pocket.

which Napoleon and Alexander were on

when he

inclined towards

him and smiled

at

the line,
*'

L'amitie d'un grand

homme

est

un

bienfait des dieux

!

Emperor Alexander was one night at a ball, given by
M. de Caulaincourt, the French Ambassador, and at midnight
The
the host was informed that the house was on fire.
the

A FIRE AT AN AMBASSADOR'S BALL
remembrance of the
a

fire

terrible accidents that

109

had happened

in

was still in everywhen he received news

at the Prince of Schwartzenberg's ball

body's mind, so Caulaincourt's

first

fear

was that there would be a panic and the same
He therefore
disastrous results would happen at his house.
decided to make sure first himself how serious the danger was,
so he placed an aide-de-camp at every door with directions that
no one should be allowed to go out, and he made his way up
of the

fire

to the emperor.

" Sire, the house

on

is

going myself to see

fire,"

how

he said

things are

one should be told of the danger

amount and nature of the peril.

;

in a whisper.
it

until

is

"I

am

important that no

we can

ascertain the

My aides-de-camp have received

orders to prevent any person from going

out,

except your

Majesty and their Imperial Highnesses the Grand-Dukes and

Grand-Duchesses.
draw, the way

If

your Majesty therefore desires to with-

... But

I may, perhaps, be permitted
be so ready to take fright at the
fire if they see your Majesty among them."
"Very good," said the emperor; "go, I will stay here."
is

to suggest that

clear.

no one

will

M. de Caulaincourt went out and discovered

that, as

he had

was not so grave as he had at first been
given to understand.
He went back to the ballroom, and
found the emperor dancing a polonaise. They exchanged
significant glances, and the emperor danced to the finish.
When the dance was at an end, he asked Caulaincourt how
anticipated, the danger

matters stood.
" It is all right, sire," the ambassador replied ; " the fire has
been extinguished." And that was all.
It was not until the next day that the guests who had
attended that magnificent fete learnt that, for a quarter of an
hour, they had, as M. de Salvandy expressed it, been "dancing
upon a volcano."
We have mentioned that the Emperor Alexander liked

walking alone about

the

indulged in the same habit

once journeying through

streets of

when he

St.

Petersburg; he also

travelled about.

Little Russia,

He

when he reached a

was

large

—
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no
village,

and

whilst the

grooms were changing horses he jumped

out of his carriage and told the postillions that he meant to

walk on on foot for a while, therefore they need not hurry after
Then, alone, clad simply in a military cloak, and divested
him.
When he got to the
of all his insignia, he began his walk.

he found there were two roads and did not
to take, so he went up to a man who
was dressed in a military cloak very similar to his own. The
man was sitting smoking a pipe at his front door.
" My friend," inquired the emperor, " which of those two

end of the

village,

know which he ought

roads ought I to take to get to

?

"

At this question, the man with the pipe eyed the interrogator
from head to foot and, astounded that such an ordinarylooking traveller should dare to speak with that familiarity to
a man of his importance (especially in Russia, where differences
in rank place a great gulf between superiors and inferiors), he
went on puffing at his pipe, and snapped out

"The

road to the right."

The emperor

understood, and respected the reason for his

haughty indignation.
" Forgive me, monsieur," he

went up to the
question

.

.

.

?

man

"What is it?"
May I ask your
.

A

ask one more

I

rank in the army

?

"

it."

" Well
" Higher."
"

"may

"

"

"Guess

touching his cap, as he

said,

with the pipe,

.

captain

" Higher

perhaps Monsieur

.

?

is

a lieutenant ?

"

"

still."

"Major?"
"
"

Go on."
Commandant

"

of a battalion ?
" Yes, and I didn't gain it save by hard work

!

.

.

."

The emperor bowed.
" And now," said the man with the pipe, persuaded that he
"
was talking to an inferior, " who are you, my good man ?

"
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" Guess," replied the emperor, in his turn.
" Lieutenant
'•

?

"

Higher."

"Captain?"
" Higher still."

"Major?"
"Goon."
" Commandant
"

of a battalion

?

"

Try again."

The

questioner drew his pipe out of his mouth.

,

"Colonel?"

f

" You haven't got it yet."
The man stood up and assumed

a more respectful attitude.
" Your excellency is a lieutenant-general, perhaps ? "
" You are getting nearer."
"

"

Then your Highness must be a field-marshal ?
Have one more guess. Commandant."

" His Imperial Majesty
letting his pipe fall

!

"

exclaimed the stupefied questioner,

"

and breaking

in pieces.

it

" Exactly so," Alexander replied, with a smile.
" Ah sire," cried the officer, clasping his hands together,
!

" I entreat your forgiveness
" Oh what the deuce is there to forgive ? " said Alexander.
" I asked you to tell me the way and you told me. Thank you."
!

!

And

the emperor, waving his

commandant, took the road on
up by his carriage.

On
life

another occasion

of Alexander

the

also,

hand

to the

his right

poor stupefied

and was soon caught

when he was

travelling (for the

son of Paul was spent like that of

Alexander the son of Philip,

in perpetual journeyings), while

crossing a lake in the department of Archangel, the emperor

was overtaken by a violent gale.

Alexander was of a melancholy

temperament, and the melancholy grew upon him, so he would
oftener than not travel quite alone.
He was thus alone in a
boat with only the boatman, and the waves of the lake, lashed

by the tempest, rose high and threatened to

"My

friend," said the

emperor

to the

swamp them.
boatman, who was

112
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fast losing his

nerve under the weight of the responsibility that

on him, " about eighteen hundred years ago Caesar was
placed in just such a position as we are, and he said with
pride to his boatman,
Do not be afraid, you are carrying
Csesar and his good luck
I am not Caesar ; I believe more
in God and have less faith in my luck than the conqueror of
Pompey, but just listen to me forget that I am the emperor,
look upon me simply as a man like yourself, and try to save
rested

'

!

'

:

both of us."

At these words, which the Russian boatman no doubt
much better than the pilot Opportunus understood
Caesar's injunctions, the brave fellow renewed his struggle, and
by strenuous efforts managed to land the boat safely on the

understood

shore.

Unluckily, Alexander was not so fortunate in his

coachman

When

he was once travelling
in the provinces bordering the Don, he was violently thrown
Being a slave to
out of his drovsky and his leg was injured.
that discipline which he enforced on others, and which he
as

he was with

made more

his

boatman.

efficacious

by

his

own example, he

insisted

on

continuing his journey in spite of his injuries, in order to

on the promised day. But fatigue and
want of prompt attention caused blood-poisoning from the
wound. Erysipelas set in in the leg, recurred again and again,
confining the emperor to bed for weeks, and leaving him lame
He had a violent attack of the same complaint
for months.
during the winter of 1824.
He was living at Czarkosjelo, his
favourite retreat, to which he became more and more attached,
as it enabled him to give way to the deep melancholy which
preyed upon his spirits. He had been out walking until late,
forgetting the cold, so absorbed was he in his melancholy
reflections, and when he reached home he was frozen; he
ordered his meal to be sent up to his room, and that same
night he was attacked by erysipelas, accompanied by a higher
temperature than in any of his previous illnesses. The fever
was so sharp that he became delirious in a few hours. They
took the emperor in a closed sledge to St. Petersburg, and as
arrive at his destination

—

8

;;

THE EMPEROR'S SOLITARY HABITS
soon as they got him there, they put him
the cleverest physicians.

All

these,

in the

except his

113

hands of

own

special

surgeon. Dr. Wylie, were unanimously of opinion that his leg

But Wylie took upon himself the sole
and once
more managed to save his life. The emperor returned to
Czarkosjelo almost before he had recovered from his illness
for all his other residences had become distasteful to him.
There he was alone with the phantom of his solitary grandeur
He only gave
a phantom that necessarily terrified him.
must be amputated.

responsibility of attending to the august patient,

audience at special hours to those ministers
business for

over his sins

who did

his

was more like a Trappist mourning
than that of a great emperor with countless lives

him

;

his

life

at

six

in his care.

Alexander rose

in

winter

and

at

five

in

summer,

dressed himself, went into his study, where he would find a
fine

cambric handkerchief folded and laid

at the left of his

and a packet of ten freshly-cut quill pens at the right
side of it.
There the emperor would set himself to work,
never using the same pen twice over if he were interrupted in
his labours, though his pens were only used to sign his name
then, when he had finished his morning's budget and signed
everything, he would go out into the park, where, no matter
what rumours of conspiracy were abroad (and for two years
there had been no lack of these), he would always walk
unattended, with no other guard than the palace sentinels.
About five o'clock he would return to the palace, dine alone,
and retire to bed in his private rooms to the melancholy strains
of music selected by himself, lulled to sleep in the same sad
frame of mind in which he had passed his waking hours.
The empress accepted this physical and mental separation
desk,

with a philosophy that was characteristic of her.
influence could be

felt

Her

gentle

surrounding the emperor, without ever

being perceived, and she seemed to watch over her beloved

husband

like

an angel from heaven.

The winter and spring of 1824 passed in this manner
when summer came, the physicians unanimously declared
;

III.—

but,

that

114
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a voyage was necessary

for

the restoration of the emperor's

Crimea as the best cHmate to hasten his
convalescence.
And, as though he had a prevision that he
was reaching the end of his life, Alexander made no plans for
the coming year.
He consented with profound indifference to
everything that was decided for him.
The empress was more
alarmed by this condition of morbid acquiescence, than if he
had been in a constant state of irritability she begged and
obtained leave to accompany him and, after a public service
soliciting a blessing on his journey, attended by the whole of
the imperial family, Alexander left St. Petersburg, driven by
his faithful coachman Ivan, and followed by his surgeon Wylie,
and by several orderly officers under the command of General
health, advising the

j

;

Diebitch.

He left on 13 September at four in the morning, and the
empress started on the 1 5th. Only his dead body was destined
to return to the capital four

months

later.

—

CHAPTER X
— His presentiments of his death — The two
moments
— His
Petersburg —The Grand-Duke
How they learnt of his death in
Constantine — His character and tastes — Why he renounced his right

Alexander leaves

Petersburg

St.

stars seen at

Taganrog— The emperor's

last

illness

St.

to the imperial throne

THE

—Jeannette Groudzenska

departure of the emperor naturally meant an increase

work before he left, so that he was not able to write
and bid his mother, the dowager-empress, adieu until four
o'clock on the afternoon of 12 September.
At four o'clock it
suddenly became very dark, a great cloud overshadowing the
The emperor called his valet.
light.
of

"Fcedor," he

The

said,

"bring

me

lights."

valet brought four candles; but

it

grew

light again

before the emperor had done writing, and the valet immediately

entered to put them out.
" Sire/' he asked, " shall

I

take away the lights

?

"

"Why

so?" asked the emperor.
Because we look on it as an

ill omen to write by
when it is daylight."
" What conclusion do you draw from that ? "
" I, sire ? ... I do not infer anything from it."

*'

artificial

light

" But I do.

I

understand.

by, seeing the light inside, will

You

think that people passing

imagine there has been a death

in the house."

" Exactly so, sire."
" Ah, well, take away the candles."

The emperor

did not seem to take any notice of his valet's

observations, but the incident remained in his mind.

As we have already noted, he

left

"5

the city of

St.

Petersburg

—

"

ii6
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four in the morning of 13 September, just as the sun
began to rise.
He stopped his carriage, and stood looking back at the city
of the Czar Peter, plunged in deep sadness, as though warned
by some inward voice that he was looking upon it for the last
time.
The emperor had spent the previous night in prayer,
both in the convent of Saint-Alexandre Nevsky and in the
cathedral of Kasan.
In the monastery he had an interview,
lasting nearly an hour, with the monks and the metropolitan
Seraphin.
The latter related a story to the emperor of a monk
of his convent who had voluntarily submitted himself to a life
of the most scrupulous austerity by shutting himself up in a
hollow place, scooped out of the thick walls of the convent,
where he meant to pass all his remaining days. In spite of the
lateness of the hour, the emperor asked to be taken to this
monk's cell, and talked with him for nearly twenty minutes.
Before leaving St. Petersburg, Alexander wished to see his
He mounted on horseback
beloved Czarkosjelo once more.
at

door and rode over all his favourite haunts, as
though to bid them farewell. When Foedor asked Alexander
when he expected to return to the imperial palace, he pointed
with his finger to an image of Christ and said
at the palace

"

He

alone knows

!

The emperor reached Taganrog

On

towards

the

close

of

October the empress, who could only
journey by short stages on account of her state of health, also
The emperor advanced a little ahead of the
arrived there.
empress, and together they made a solemn entry into the town.
Why had the emperor taken a liking for Taganrog? It
seemed inexplicable except on the grounds of that fatal destiny
which compels men towards the place in which it is foreSeptember.

5

ordained they are to

Taganrog

is

die.

situated in the finest climate of the Crimea, in

the midst of a

fertile

country and in a pleasant place at the

entrance to the Sea of Azov, close to the mouths of the
the Volga

;

but the town

itself

Don and

contains nothing but a heap of

tumbledown houses, of which about a

sixth are built of brick

i

—

;
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wooden
mud.
The
streets are certainly wide, but they are unpaved, and the soil is
so powdery that, after the least shower of rain, one sinks in mud
up to one's knees. Then, when the heat of the sun has dried
up this damp marsh, the cattle and horses that pass by raise
or stone, whilst the remainder are really nothing but
huts smeared over with a mixture of clay and

such clouds of dust that it is impossible in full daylight to
man from a beast of burden ten paces away.

distinguish a

This dust penetrates everything

;

it

gets through closed blinds,

and the most impenetrable curtains
way through clothing, no matter how thick it be,

tightly fastened shutters

it makes its
and fills the water with a kind of

cipitated by boiling

it

crust that can only

with salts of tartar.

be pre-

The emperor alighted

but he went out first thing in the
morning and did not return until dinner-time at two o'clock.
At four, he took another long excursion, not returning until
at the governor's house,

nightfall,

neglecting

all

precautions that the natives of

the

those parts themselves take against the

common

dangerous malarial

at night, he slept
head resting on a leather pillow.
Presentiments of his approaching end never left him. The
very evening of his arrival at Taganrog, just as his valet was
about to leave him for the night, he said to him
" Foedor, the candles that I ordered you to take out of my

fevers

along the entire coast-line

on a camp bedstead,

study at

St.

;

his

Petersburg constantly recur to

my mind

;

before

very long they will be burning for me."

During one night

in the

month of October

several of the

inhabitants of Taganrog saw, at two in the morning, above the

house where the emperor was

living,

two

stars

which

at

first

were a wide distance apart from one another, then approached
each other and then again separated. This phenomenon was
repeated three times.
into a

luminous

Then one

of the stars gradually grew

ball of considerable dimensions, obliterating

and soon afterwards disappeared below the horizon
and was no longer seen. In its fall, the bigger star left the
smaller one behind in its place ; but it, too, paled by degrees,
and soon also disappeared. The superstitious interpreted the

the other,

ii8
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and more brilliant star to be the Emperor Alexander,
and the other the empress ; they augured from the portent that
the emperor was soon to die, and that the empress was only
to survive her husband for a few months.
Besides his daily excursions, the emperor would make

larger

others

that

lasted

round the Don, or

for

at

days together, either in the country

Tcherkask or

at

Donetz.

He

was

when

Count Voronzov,
Governor of Odessa, arrived to tell the emperor that discontent
was increasing throughout the whole of the Crimea and would
cause considerable trouble, if the emperor did not quell the
insubordination, and calm the disquiet by his personal
prepared

to

start

for

Astrakan,

presence.

There was a distance of some three hundred leagues

to be

traversed; but what are three hundred leagues in Russia?

Alexander promised the empress he would return within a

month, and gave orders for his departure.
and irritable throughout the journey an

—

at variance with his usual gentle

He

was impatient

attitude of

melancholy that

it

mind

so

surprised

around him; he complained that the horses did not go
enough ; of the badness of the roads, of the cold in the
morning, the heat at noonday, the frost at night.
Dr. Wylie
advised the traveller to take precautions against the changes
of temperature which he seemed to feel so much, but here
the emperor's wayward mood showed itself: he rejected both
cloaks and capes, apparently courting the very dangers his
Finally, one evening
friends advised him to guard against.
he caught cold, and a persistent cough developed into an
intermittent fever, which, aggravated by the patient's obstinacy,
had, by the time they reached Oridov, become a serious fever,
which the doctor recognised as an attack of the same kind
that had raged all autumn through from Taganrog to
Sebastopol. They immediately turned back towards Taganrog,
the emperor himself giving the order to retrace their journey.
Whilst on the way back, the doctor urged upon his patient
the necessity for taking prompt measures, for he knew the
But the emperor objected.
gravity of the nature of his illness.

all

fast

—

"

"

"

ALEXANDER'S LAST ILLNESS
" Leave

what

my

I

me

need

alone," he said.

—

" Surely I

I want rest, solitude

nerves, doctor;

is

it

and

119

know myself
Look

quiet.

.

.

.

best
after

they that are in such a deplorable

state."

"Sire," replied Wylie, "kings

are

much more

subject to

nervous disorders than ordinary individuals."
" True," said Alexander in reply, " specially nowadays.

Ah

!

.

.

.

doctor, doctor," he continued, shaking his head, " I have

ample reason

for being unwell

!

In spite of the doctor's objections, Alexander would ride
on horseback part of the way, until he felt compelled to return
to his carriage, and he was so exhausted by the time he set
foot in the governor's house at Taganrog that he fainted away.
Although the empress was herself dying of heart disease,
she forgot her own sufferings, and rallied when she saw her
husband's condition. When he was a little better, Alexander
wrote to reassure his imperial mother, telling her that although

he was ill, she need not be anxious ; that he was able to
This was
take food and there was nothing serious to fear.

on 18 November. On the 24th, the fever set in with increased
and the erysipelas in the leg disappeared.
" See " cried the emperor, when he saw what had occurred,
" this is the end ... I shall die as my sister died
But he still refused to take any medicines. As Dr. Wylie
stood by his side that night, he exclaimed suddenly, as he

vigour,

I

!

—

!

turned towards the doctor

What a deed
What a
What reminiscence was
**

!

exclamation from him

?

It

deplorable act

!

that drew such a sorrowful
can hardly be doubted that he

it

was referring to the death of Paul, who was smothered in a
room above his head and whose last groans he heard, without
daring to go to his rescue.

On

gave him a
ever.

emperor at last gave himself into his
once applied leeches this application
relief, but the fever soon returned worse than

the 27th, the

doctor's hands,

who

little

They

tried

at

sinapisms,

;

but

could

reduce

not

temperature, and the patient realised then that

it

the

was time he

——
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A

prepared for his end.
five in the

confessor was brought to

him

at

morning.

" Father," Alexander said to him, as he held out his hand,
" deal with me as an ordinary being and not as an emperor."

The

drew close to his bedside, received the imperial
and administered the sacraments to the noble
Towards two o'clock the emperor's pains increased

priest

confession
invalid.
terribly.

"

God

" My
" he exclaimed, overcome by his sufferings.
must kings suffer more when they come to die than

Oh
!

other

!

"

men ?

.

.

.

During the night he became unconscious, and remained
a state of complete lethargy the whole of the next day.
the 29th he
raised.

in

On

recovered consciousness, and faint hopes were

The empress watched by

his bed,

and noticed

that

the next morning, just

dawn. He did not wake until nine
as the sun shone out from behind some

clouds as

as

he

slept a little before

brilliantly

on

the

finest

summer

day.

As

Alexander opened his eyes, he saw that he was flooded with
sunlight.

"

What

beautiful weather

!

"

he exclaimed, with that fervid

joy at sight of the sun so often noticed in the dying.

Then, turning to the empress and kissing her hand, he
said
" Madam, you

must be worn out with fatigue."
same condition of torpor from
which he had momentarily emerged. All hope of his recovery
was given up on the 30th. Nevertheless, towards two o'clock
in the morning. General Diebitch mentioned an old man, named
Alexandrovitch, who had, he said, saved several Tartars from
the same fever that had attacked the emperor.
They sent
for this old man at Dr. Wylie's instigation, and he came at
eight.
He looked at the emperor, shook his head and

Then he

relapsed into the

said

" It is too late ; besides, those I have cured did not suffer
from that complaint."
And he left, taking with him the empress's last ray of hope.

—
DEATH OF THE EMPEROR
However, the emperor reopened
ten that morning, and

all

his
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eyes towards

half-past

waited anxiously for him to speak.

But he did not utter a word he only took the empress's hand,
his heart.
The empress remained
it and laid it on
bent over him in the position her husband's hand caused
her to take, and at ten minutes to eleven the emperor died.
The empress's face was so close to his that she felt him draw
;

kissed

his last breath.

She uttered a

terrible cry

and

fell

on her knees

in prayer;

not even the doctor dared to approach the body, for she had

made

a sign to

minutes

later,

all

around not to disturb

her.

Then, some

she rose in a calmer state of mind, closed the

emperor's eyes, which had remained open, tied a handkerchief
round his head to prevent his jaws from dropping, kissed his
hands already as cold as ice, and, again falling on her knees,
she remained in prayer by the bedside until the doctors were
obliged to ask her to withdraw into another room, while they
made a post-mortem examination.
Whilst this sad operation proceeded, the widowed empress
wrote to the dowager-empress
:

"

Our angel is in heaven, while I still linger on earth.
who would ever have thought that I, weak and ill

Alas

.

.

.

as

!

I am, should have survived him ?
Mother, I entreat you
not to desert me, for I am absolutely alone in this world of
sorrow
" The face of our beloved dead has resumed its expression
of gentle kindliness ; the smile upon it assures me that he is
happy, and that his eyes see better things than here below.
My only comfort in this irreparable loss is that I shall not long
.

.

.

!

.

survive

him

!

.

.

.

.

."

And, indeed, the empress died six months later.
letter was sent off by courier to St. Petersburg, where
the emperor's illness was already known.
He had himself
written, on 17 November, to say that he had had to return
to Taganrog on account of illness.
On the 24th, the Empress
Elisabeth had written to the Grand- Duchess Helena asking her
to inform the Empress Marie that the emperor yhis ^oing on

The

;
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well.

On

that the

the 27th, however, General Diebitch had sent news

emperor was

suffering

from an attack of yellow fever

and on 29 November the Empress Elisabeth again wrote to
the dowager-empress to tell her of a temporary improvement
Although this improvement was
in the emperor's condition.
so slight, the dowager-empress and the Grand-Dukes Nicolas
and Michel gave orders for a Te Deum to be sung on 9 December
in the great metropolitan

cathedral of Kasan.

The people

flocked there joyfully, for the good news had been exaggerated

Towards the

for their sake.

Duke

close of the service the Grand-

Nicolas was advised that a messenger from Taganrog

was waiting

for

him

in the sacristy;

he was the bearer of a

despatch that had to be delivered only in person.

The

grand-

where he found the
his hands the letter we have
already read.
He did not even need to read the letter: its
contents were revealed to him by the black seal.
The Grand-Duke Nicolas sent for the metropolitan and
announced to him the melancholy tidings, charging him to

duke rose and went into the
messenger, and received from

sacristy,

break the news as gently as possible to the dowager-empress,
as he felt he had not the courage to fulfil the cruel mission
himself.

He

then returned and took his place by her who,

was praying for the life of her
dead son. The grand-duke had scarcely resumed his position
by her side before the metropolitan re-entered the choir. He
was a fine-looking old man, with a long white beard and
hair that fell almost to his waist.
At a sign from him, all the

in ignorance of the sad truth,

voices that were chanting

hymns

of thankful praise to

Heaven

and a death-like silence followed. Then, with the eyes
of all upon him, he walked slowly and solemnly towards the
altar, took down the massive silver crucifix and draped it with
a black veil; then he advanced to the dowager- empress and
gave her the black draped crucifix to kiss.
" My son is dead " cried the empress
and she fell on her

ceased,

!

knees, even

as,

Son's Cross, another Mother, the

name

;

eighteen centuries before, at the foot of her

she bore, had

Queen

of Heaven, whose

fallen.

I

—

—

;

CONSTANTINE
And

in that

way Russia

learnt she

had
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lost

her emperor.

We

promised we would relate the history of the strange
a history all
self-sacrifice by which a man gave up an empire
the more strange in that the empire was an absolute monarchy,

and

—

that he

of subjects,

would then have succeeded to fifty-three millions
and to a territory which already covered a seventh

part of the world, without reckoning future possibilities of ex-

pansion.

The

This history

is

as follows

:

reader knows what an Ukranian bear Constantine was,

grumbling or roaring, whose countenance
human being's than the face of Kalmouk
is like that of a man ; he was as rough as his brother Alexander
was courteous, as ugly as his brother Nicolas was handsome
We have
a true son of Paul when he was in a bad temper.

for ever growling,

was no more

like a

learnt his reply as a lad to his

him

own

tutor,

who

tried to

make

learn to read

" I do not want to learn to read you are always reading,
;
and you become more and more stupid every day."
It will be readily believed that a mind built in that fashion
had no inclinations in the direction of learning. But in proportion as the young prince grew to detest his mental exercises,
Here he took after
his love of military pursuits increased.
his father, Paul, who rose at five in the morning after his

control the manoeuvres of a platoon of
His military predilection led
on guard near by.
Constantine to spend all his time in soldierly exercises,
on horseback, perfecting himself in the use of the lance,
manoeuvring his men, all of which accomplishments seemed
to him far more useful than geometry, astronomy or botany.
They only succeeded in making him learn French by means
of telling him that the best books on military tactics were
written in that language.
Great was his delight when Paul
had a rupture with France and when Souvarov was sent
into Italy.
The grand-duke was placed under command
of an old marshal, a chief who exactly suited Constantine,
since he was one of the old Russian stock, more savage,
more brutal, more uncivilised, if that be possible, than his

wedding-night, to
soldiers

—
124
young
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pupil.

Constantine took part in his victories on the
among the Alps ; he watched him

Mincio, and in his defeats

dig the grave in which he wished to be buried alive.

The

consequence of association with such an uncouth companion
was to foster the young prince's own peculiarities to such an
extent, that people more than once queried whether Paul, in
being forced to leave the empire to Alexander, had made
a special point of bequeathing his mad temperament to Constantine.

French campaign and the Treaty of Vienna,
made Viceroy of Poland. It was just the
Here, placed at the head of a warlike nation,
post for him.
whose whole history is one long struggle, his military tastes grew
with redoubled energy; unfortunately, he substituted lawless
encounters for the bloody struggles in which he had just
Summer or winter whether living in the palace
taken part.
of Bruhl or residing in the palace of Belvedere he was
up and equipped in his general's uniform by three in the
morning, without the assistance in his toilet of any valet.
After

the

Constantine was

—

—

He

would then seat himself before a table covered with
lists and military orders, in a room wherein every
single panel on the walls was painted with different regimental
costumes he read the reports that had been drawn up the
day before, either by Colonel Axamilovisky or by Suboividsky,
regimental

;

the Prefect of Police, signifying his approval or disapproval
side note.
With the exception of lettersome members of his family, these were the only
This work generally took him
occasions he handled a pen.
until nine in the morning, when he partook of the hasty
breakfast of a soldier.
He then went down to the parade

of

them

in a

writing to

ground to inspect a couple of regiments of infantry or a
squadron of cavalry. The band saluted him as he approached,
and the review immediately began. The platoons marched
past the viceroy, a little way off, with mathematical precision
a sight that always filled him with childish joy, and moved
him as much as though the men were marching to a real
battle.
He would stand on foot watching them pass by,
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uniform of the Light Infantry, his cap,
which was decorated with cocks' feathers, posed on his head
in such a manner that one of the corners touched his left
epaulette, whilst the other pointed heavenwards at an alarming
attired in the green

two carbuncles, eyes that seemed
human being, set below
a narrow forehead, which was furrowed with deep lines,

Below shone,

angle.

more

like

a jackal's than those of a

like

indicating constant

and anxious preoccupation

;

and

his thick

long eyebrows were crooked from habitual frowning.

moments

In his

of extreme happiness, the strange vivaciousness of

the czarovitch's expression, coupled with the snub nose that
lip, gave
His neck, which he
could push out and withdraw at will, came in and out of
As he
his collar just like a tortoise's from below its shell.
listened to the music and saw the men he had trained and
heard the measured tramp of their feet, his whole being
expanded with delight, until he looked feverish with excitement the flush would come into his cheeks, his arms would

looked

like

a skeleton's, and his protruding lower

a very savage appearance to his head.

:

body down to his elbows, his rigid, tightly
would nervously open and close, while his restless
feet beat time, and his guttural voice every now and then,
between his harshly uttered commands, would give vent to
hoarse, raucous, inhuman cries, expressive, alternately, of
satisfaction or anger, according as matters pleased him or
he saw something that offended his sense of discipline. For,
indeed, his anger was a terrible sight, and his good humour
was that of a rough savage.
If he were pleased, he would double up in fits of laughter,
rubbing his hands together noisily and hilariously, stamping
on the ground first with one foot and then with the other:
if he caught sight of a child at the moment, he would catch
against his

stiffen

clasped

fists

hold of

make

it,

turn

it

over and over like a

the child kiss him, pinch

putting

it

monkey with

cheeks, pull

its

nose,

a doll,

and then

down, he would send it away with the first piece
its hands that he could find in his pocket.
he was angry, he roared aloud, striking the soldier

of gold or silver in

When

its
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who had

failed in his work, himself

pushing the

man

towards

the prison, shouting or rather yelling imprecations after

man was

him

His severity indeed extended
to all
to animals as well as to men. One day he had a monkey
hung because it was too noisy he lashed a horse again and
again and again with his riding-stick because it stumbled
while he had trustingly let the reins fall on its neck for a
and he had a dog shot one morning because it
little while
had kept him awake during the night with its howling.
Between these fits of anger and moments of exultation he

till

the

out of

sight.

—

:

;

was subject to hours of depression. He fell into moods of
deep melancholy which ended in complete prostration. Weak
as a woman, he would lie on his couch or roll about on the
floor,

a prey to nervous attacks.

times, not even the most favoured person dared
go near him. The last valet to leave the room would open
wide the window and the door, and upon the threshold would
appear a fair pale woman, clothed almost always in a white
dress clasped with a blue girdle, her expression as sad as a
ghost's, and, like a ghost, smiling through her melancholy.
The vision had a magical influence upon Constantine; his
spirits grew brighter, he first sighed and then sobbed, cried out,
and, after bitter and abundant tears, he rested his head on the

At these

woman's lap and would fall asleep to wake up cured.
This woman was Poland's guardian angel, Jeannette
Groudzenska. Once, when quite a child, she was praying
in the Metropolitan Church of Warsaw, before an image of
the Virgin, when a crown of immortelles that had been placed
at the foot of the picture fell on her head, resting upon it,
until she removed it and replaced it on its nail.
On her
return home, Jeannette related this incident to her father,
who told it to an old Ukranian Cossack thought to be a seer^
The old Cossack replied that the falling of the holy crown on
the maiden's head meant that God had intended an earthly
crown for her, had she not herself renounced it by returning
it to the Virgin, who would keep her a heavenly crown instead.
Both father and daughter had forgotten all about this pre-

—
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not forgotten entirely, they only thought of

diction, or,

if

as a dream,

when chance,

who was watching over

we

or rather, shall

it

say. Providence,

the interests of fifty-three millions of

men, brought Constantine and Jeannette face to face.
Then it came about that that hot-blooded savage, that roaring
bear, became as timid as a young girl
he who broke down
all opposition, who disposed of the lives of fathers and the
honour of their children, came bashfully to the old father to
;

ask for the hand of Jeannette, imploring him not to refuse
him the being without whose presence he could never be

happy

The

again.

man

old

the Cossack's pre-

recollected

diction, and, seeing in the viceroy's request the fulfilment of

Almighty designs, the viceroy obtained

Then

his

consent and that

had to be
Alexander had a constant dread of what would
become of the empire in Constantine's hands. More than
anyone else did he feel the responsibility of having had
of the

daughter.

the

emperor's

sanction

obtained.

the

charge of souls committed to him from

Heaven.

He

therefore tried to utilise this love affair for the benefit of the

community
succeed.

at large,

though without

much hope

that he

would

He granted his consent on condition that Constantine

would abdicate his succession, and awaited the brother's
answer as anxiously as his brother waited for his. Constantine
received

the

despatch, opened

imperial

shout of delight and renounced his

it,

rights.

read

it,

gave a

Yes, that strange,

man renounced his right to the throne, he, an
Olympian Jove, before whose frown a whole people trembled.
He gave up his twofold right to both an Eastern and a
Western sovereignty in exchange for the heart of a young girl

inexplicable

an empire containing two great capitals and territory that
began at the shores of the Baltic and ended at the Rocky
Mountains, an empire washed by seven seas.
Jeannette Groudzenska received from the Emperor Alexander
in

exchange, the
Nevertheless,

of Princess of Lovics.

title

when

Alexander reached

Emperor
Grand-Duke Nicolas

the news of the death of the

St.

Petersburg, the

ignored the fact of the renunciation, took oath of allegiance

—
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Grand-Duke Constantine and despatched a messenger to
him to come and take possession of the throne.
at the same time that this letter was being carried from
St. Petersburg to Warsaw, the Grand-Duke Michel was on his
way from Warsaw to St. Petersburg with the following letter

to the

him
But

to invite

from Constantine to

his brother

:

—

"My very dear Brother, It was with the most profound grief that I learnt yesterday evening the news of the
death of our adored sovereign and my benefactor, the Emperor
Alexander.
I hasten to express to you my feelings of sorrow
at this cruel misfortune, and at the same time I beg to
inform you that I am sending a letter by the same hands
to Her Imperial Majesty, our royal mother, in which I declare
that, in accordance with the edict I obtained dated February
1822, sanctioning my renunciation of the throne, it is still
unalterable resolution to cede to you all my rights of
succession to the throne of the Emperor of All the Russias.
beloved mother and those who are
I therefore beg our
concerned in this matter, to announce that my wishes in this
respect are still unchanged, in order that matters may be
settled as arranged.
" Having made this declaration, I look upon it as my sacred
duty very humbly to beseech your Imperial Majesty to let me
be the first to swear faithful allegiance and submission to you,

my

to allow me to assert that I do not wish for any fresh
dignity or any new title ; I wish simply and solely to maintain
my title of Czarovitch, which my revered father condescended
Henceforth
to confer upon me in recognition of my services.

and

my only happiness will be to tender your Imperial Majesty
tokens of my profoundest respect and of my unbounded
devotion ; I can offer in pledge thereof more than thirty years
of faithful service, and the unswerving zeal that I have displayed
Animated by these
towards my imperial father and brother.
sentiments, I will not cease to serve your Imperial Majesty
and your successors as long as life shall be granted me, in my
I am, with the most profound
present office and functions.

—

respect,

The day

after the

Constantine "

Grand-Duke Nicolas had despatched his
had informed

courier to the czarovitch, the Council of State

—

9

—

!
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'him that they had been commissioned to keep a document for
him, that had been handed to their care on 15 October 1823,
sealed with the seal of the Emperor Alexander and accom-

panied by an autograph

letter

from His Majesty,

who had

charged them to keep the document until further orders, and
in case of death to open it at an extraordinary session.

Now, as the emperor had died, the Council of State had
opened the package, and within a double wrapping they found
the Grand-Duke Constantine's renunciation of the Empire of All
This renunciation was couched in the following
the Russias.
terms

:

—

I am emboldened by the many proofs of your
"Sire,
Imperial Majesty's kindness towards me to venture to crave your
further indulgence and to lay my humble petitions at your feet.
As I do not think myself fitted by my mental endowments and
qualifications, nor gifted with sufficient capability, should I
ever be called upon to fulfil the high position my birth would
entitle me to assume, I earnestly implore your Imperial Majesty
to transfer my rights to my immediate successor, and thus to
place the empire for ever upon a stable foundation.
So far
as I am concerned, my renunciation will give an additional
guarantee and added strength to the solemn oath I took, at
The existing
the time of my divorce from my first wife.
condition of things establishes me more firmly in the opinion,
day by day, that I am right in taking this step, and it will
prove the sincerity of my sentiments to the empire and to
the whole world.
"May your Imperial Majesty be moved to listen favourably
to my entreaties, to influence our noble mother to look upon
matters in the same light and to sanction my wishes with your
imperial consent
" In the sphere of a private life I will ever strive to set a good
example to your faithful subjects and to all who are animated by
a feeling of affection towards our beloved country.
I remain,
with the most profound respect,
Constantine "

—

To
"

with

this letter the

My
all

emperor had made the following reply

very dear Brother,
the attention

III.

—

it

—

I

deserves.

have just read your
I

am

:

letter

not surprised at

its
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contents, since I have always understood and appreciated the
sentiments of your heart ; it has afforded me one proof
more of your sincere attachment to the State, and of your farlofty

seeing care for the preservation of

its

best interests.

I

have

communicated the contents of your letter to our beloved
mother, as you desired me; she has read it with the same
feelings as those I have expressed and gratefully recognises the
noble motives that have prompted you. After consideration
of the reasons you have laid before us, the only course we feel
free to take is to leave you full liberty to follow your fixed
determination and to ask Almighty God to bless your singlehearted zeal, and to cause it to produce a happy issue.
I am

—

ever your very affectionate brother,

Alexander "

Nicolas, however, waited for the czarovitch's reply,

December did he

until 25

and not

issue a manifesto accepting the

throne that had devolved upon him by his elder brother's
renunciation.

He

then fixed the following day, the 26th, for

the taking of the oath of allegiance to himself and to his eldest
son, the

And

Grand-Duke Alexander.

is the strange story of these two brothers and the
one of the most splendid crowns the world has to
and how Constantine remained simply the Czarovitch

that

refusal of
offer,

and Nicolas became the Emperor of

All the Russias.

BOOK

II

CHAPTER
Rousseau and Romieu

— The
watch — M.

— Conversation

Deux Magots

I

with the porter

—At what

—The

eight hours'

hour one should wind up one's
le sous-prefet enjoys a joke
Henry Monnier A paragraph of information On suppers— On cigars
candle

IWHILE

these

great

political spheres,

wane.

—

—

—

events

were

happening

in

high

our humble fortunes were on the

The hundred louis that my mother had brought with
come to an end; we were aghast to find we had

her had

spent nearly 4000 francs within a year and

1800

francs, that

is

to say,

more than we ought

— nearly

a half
to

have done.

It was therefore imperative that I should fulfil my promises
and add to my salary by working out of my office hours.
De Leuven and I had stuck valiantly and persistently at
collaborating together, but nothing had come of it
a result

—

made

that

us bitterly inveigh aloud against the injustice of

managers, and the want of taste of directorates, although, under

my

more

my

and
manager I would not
have accepted my own work. So we made up our minds to
make certain sacrifices, and ask Rousseau to join us, in order
that he might add those indescribable finishing touches to our
works which would make all the difference in the world.
These sacrifices consisted in our procuring several bottles of
good old Bordeaux, some flasks of rum and some loaf-sugar.
Rousseau belonged to the famous school of Favart, Radet,
Coll€, D^saugiers, Armand Gouffd and Company, who never
breath, I was

just in

criticism of our efforts,

frankly admitted to myself that were I a

13X
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worked save

sound of the popping of corks, with the
fumes of punch-bowls before their eyes.

to the

vision of seething

Rousseau had a reputation which,

later,

he was most unwillingly

obliged to share with his illustrious collaborator Romieu.

a certain period

famous

I

At

should not have dared to speak thus of the

Dordogne, for fear of injuring his
be remembered what distress was
caused by the news (which happily proved to be false) of his
having been devoured by bugs, and how his partisans hastened
to fling back the ill-natured jest into the face of the wretched
papers that had spread the report.
It is, alas
so difficult
for an intellectual man to be forgiven his wit, and for a funny
prefect

career.

political

of the
It

will

!

man

to pass for a serious one, that

from
deserved, when,

to recover

Romieu had

scarcely

begun

duplex reputation, unluckily but too well

this

after

ten

years

at

the

sous-prefecUire

and

Roman

a similar fate overtook him to that of the poor
cobbler who taught a raven to exclaim, " Vive Cesar

Auguste

1 "

prefecture^

the Caesar Augustus of France

pains and labours were

lost,

retired into private

and the

life,

opera

contrary to the laws of gravity,

gave us
trouve

full liberty

and the Ere

et

fell,

and

all

impensa periit.

Romieu's

Romieu

above referred to, which,
operated from the base upwards,
fall

with respect to the author of the Enfant
des Cesars.

In 1825, then, Romieu was collaborating with Rousseau;
Adolphe and myself, they got absolutely

but, as in the case of

it beyond a crowd of adventures each more
amusing than its predecessor, which defrayed their
expenses at the cafe du Roi and the cafe des Varietes.
Let us make it clear, for there might be some ambiguity in
the matter, and it might be thought that something also came

nothing out of

delightfully

out of our collaboration.

No, nothing
jolly as

at all

came of ours

a Trappist monk, while

light-hearted,

was only able

out ever being able, in

I,

:

Adolphe had always been

as

although by nature extremely

to laugh at the farces of others, with-

all

the farces that were made, to be

more than a simple spectator. I profoundly admired Rousseau's
and Romieu's cleverness in these lines.
So there were few

—

—

!
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especially (who could not carry his wine
Romieu, but who, it should be acknowledged, went
in for excellent wines), abandoned to himself by his treacherous
Pylades, had to be led home by some patrol or other, and
taken to the police-station for making a nocturnal uproar.
But Rousseau was like those children who, as a precaution
against their being lost, are taught their name and address.
Rousseau had deeply engraved upon his memory the name
of a certain police-officer of his acquaintance, and it was so

nights

when Rousseau

as well as

firmly
fin
embedded there that neither wine, nor brandy, nor
rum nor punch was powerful enough to wash it out.

[Rousseau

IE'ousseau

staggering,

Rousseau

stuttering,

Rousseau

tight,

drunk, Rousseau dead drunk, Rousseau forgetful

name and address of his mother, the name and address
his own name and his own address, could always
distinctly articulate the name and address of that particular
of the
of

Romieu,

olice-officer

And

as

no one could

refuse a

man

as

drunk as he was the

reasonable request to be taken to a police-officer, Rousseau

was taken to
ut always

his friend,

wound up by

who

him a formal lecture,
him free.
was more keen than usual, and
delivered

setting

Once, however, the lecture
Rousseau listened to it looking very penitent.
police-officer

Then, as the

upbraided him for disturbing his slumbers, thus

waking him night

Rousseau responded
and I promise you I will henceforth
have myself taken before someone else once every three times."
kept his word.
But all police-officers were not so longBuffering as good M.
The first one before whom Rousseau
appeared sent him to the Saint-Martin guard-room and kept
him there for a couple of days. After this experience he
"

You

after night,

are quite right,

iHe

.

decided to go back to his old habit.

Rousseau and Romieu were very fond of playing pranks on
and grocers. Rousseau would put his head in at a

porters

porter's grille

and

call

out

"Good-day, my friend."
" Good-day, monsieur."

"
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" May I ask what bird that is you have in your window
" It is a blackcap, monsieur."
" Ah
indeed
Why do you keep a blackcap ? "
" Because it sings so nicely, monsieur."
!

" Really

.

.

listen.

.

.

."

the porter would put his hands on his hips and

head up and down with a smile on

his

"

"

?

"Stop and

And

.

!

?

his face as

wag

he listened

to the singing of his blackcap.

Ah you are right
You are married ?
"Yes, monsieur, been married three times."
" And where is your woman ? "
"

!

!

.

.

"

.

—

"

My

Monsieur means

wife,

?

"

" Yes, of course, your wife."
" She is at the lodger's, on the

" Indeed

on the

!

indeed

fifth floor."

And what

!

is

she doing at the lodger's

"

fifth floor ?

" Charing."
" Is the lodger on the fifth floor young or old
" Between the two."
" Good.
And your children ?
.

.

?

"

.

" I haven't any."

"You

any?"

haven't

"No."

"Then what have you been about
marriages ?
" Excuse

during

your

three

"

me

.

.

.

does Monsieur want someone

?

"

"No."
" Monsieur wants something ? "

"No."
" Well, for the past quarter of an hour Monsieur has been

asking

me

question after question."

"Yes."
"

What

did you

" Nothing at

"What!

mean by

these questions

"

all."

nothing at all?

some reason ? "

?

.

.

.

But surely Monsieur had

ROMIEU'S PRACTICAL JOKES
" None."
" Monsieur had no reason
" No."

me

the honour

"

I

i

Why,

.

.

.

"

?

much

" Well, then, I should
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like to

know why Monsieur did

?"

was passing by ... I saw the words over your
to the porter^ so I spoke to you."

I

lodge 'Speak

Romieu would

enter a grocer's shop.
" Good-morning, monsieur."
" Monsieur, your very humble servant."
"

Have you candles eight to the
" Certainly, monsieur, plenty of

in

pound ? "
them it

is an article much
demand, for there are more small purses than large ones."
" Your observation, monsieur, savours of higher matters than
;

groceries."

Romieu and the grocer bowed
" You flatter me, monsieur."

to

each other.

"
" Monsieur said that he wanted
?
" One candle of eight to the pound."
.

.

.

"Only one?"
" Yes, at

The

first

later, I will see."

;

grocer took a candle out of a packet.

"

Here it is, monsieur."
"Will you cut it in half?

" Quite so, monsieur

Here
"

I

detest fingering candles !"

they have such a strong smell.

.

.

.

your candle in two pieces."

is

Ah

;

now

!

will

you be good enough

halves into four pieces

?

to cut

each of those

"

"Into four?"

"Yes
" Here
;

I

need eight pieces of candle

for

my

purpose."

are your eight pieces, monsieur."

" Pardon me, will you oblige

me

by preparing the wicks for

me?"
"

The whole

eight

?

"

"

Seven rather, since one naturally has
"Quite so."
" That

is

all

right

.

.

.

its

there, there, very

wick ready."

good

.

.

.

there,

—
"
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thank you.

Now

then

.

.

.

them on the counter

place

three inches' distance from one another.

" But what on earth
"

You

will see.

.

.

.

is

that for

?

.

.

.

Ah

!

.

.

at

."

"

Now, would you have the goodness

to

lend me a lucifer match ? "
" Certainly
take one."
" Thanks."
.

.

.

And Romieu would
"

But what

"I

"A

am

solemnly light the eight candle-ends.

that for, monsieur

is

?

"

creating a farce."

farce?"

"Yes."
"

And now

.

.

.

?

"

"And now the farce is done, I am going"; and Romieu
would nod to the grocer and make off.
" What
are you going without paying for the candle ? "
" At least pay for the candle."
shrieked the grocer.
Romieu would turn round
" If I paid for the candle, where would be the farce ? "
And he would go on his way quite heedless of the grocer's
!

objurgations.

Occasionally, Romieu's ambitions would soar higher than

and he would play irreverent pranks in higher
commerce.
One evening, he was passing along the rue de Seine, at the

teasing grocers,
circles of

corner of the rue de Bussy, at half-past twelve midnight, when
an assistant was preparing to close the shop of les Deux Magots.
Generally, the establishment closed at eleven, so
usually late.

Romieu rushed inside the shop.
" Where is the proprietor of the

"M. P

?"

"Yes."
"

He

has gone to bed."

Has he been gone long?
"About an hour."
"

" But he sleeps in the house

?

"

establishment

?

"

it

was un-

"

"
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" Certainly."

"Take me

to him."

" But, monsieur
" Without delay."

.

"But

.

.

."

."

.

" Instantly."
" Is your communication then of so pressing a nature?"
" It

so important that I shudder lest I be too late."

is

"Since Monsieur assures
"

Come, take me

me

to him, take

."

.

.

me

to

him quickly

!

The assistant did not wait to close the shop, but took
Romieu through into an anteroom, where M. P
was
snoring like a bass-viol.

"M. P

M. P

!

"Well, what

it?

is

!

Go

.

.

."

shouted the shopboy.

to the devil with

you!

What do

you want ?
" It is not I
" What do you
.

."

.

mean by saying it is not you ? "
gentleman who wishes a few words

" No, it is a
" At this time of night ? "
" He says it is very urgent."
"

Where

"

He

is

is

the gentleman

at the door.

Romieu entered on

?

with you."

"

Come
tiptoe,

in,

monsieur,

hat

come

in."

hand, with a smiling

in

countenance.
" Pardon,

monsieur,

you."
" Oh, do not mention

your business

?

a

thousand

pardons

it,

monsieur;

it

is

for

nothing.

disturbing

What

is

"

" I wish to speak with your partner."
" With my partner ? "

"Yes."
"

But

"

You

I

have no partner."

haven't

?

"

" No."

"Then why

put on your sign,

deceives the public

"
!

^

Aux Deux

Afagots*}

It

;
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But sometimes it happened that the hoaxer was recognised,
and then he was caught in his own trap.
One day Rousseau went into a watchmaker's.
" Monsieur, I wish to see some good watches."
*'
Monsieur, here is the very article you desire."
"

Whose make

is it ?

"

"Leroy's."

"Who

is

Leroy?"

"

One of the most famous
"Then you can guarantee
"

I

of
it?

my

craft."

"

can."

"
times a week does it need winding ?
"Once."
" Morning or evening ? "
"Whichever you prefer; though it is really better to wind

"

How many

it

in the morning."

"Why

so?"
one may be drunk in the evening, Monsieur
Rousseau, and break the mainspring."
Rousseau was caught this time; he left, promising the
watchmaker his custom a promise he never fulfilled, bearing
in mind the watchmaker's retort.
It will be seen that when Romieu became first a sub-prefect
and then a prefect he could not continue this kind of pleasantry
nevertheless, I understand that the old Adam in him would
" Because

—

crop out from time to time, for

it

is

very difficult to efface

natural propensities, which, according to the poet of Auteuil,
will persist in

returning

full tilt.

one night the sub-prefect was return;
when Romieu was
in Paris and took supper out he never returned home until
the following morning ; but every creature knows, alas that
and he caught sight of three or
Paris is not the provinces
four street lads belonging to the district, busy throwing stones
at the complimentary street lamp that was always Ht in front
of the sous-prefecture however, as it was not Paris, but only a
provincial town, the young guttersnipes were country lubbers.

So

ing

it is

home

related that

at eleven o'clock, after supper

—

!

!

;

—

—

"

MONNIER DINES WITH ROMIEU
and had already thrown four or

The

to touch the spot.

five stones

to contain himself at the sight of

up

to

without being able

them without being

sub-prefect saw

seen and shrugged his shoulders.
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Finally, being totally

unable

such clumsiness, he came

them, took his place in the midst of the astonished

—

stone he saw, threw it and behold,
"That is how it should
be a lamp.
be done, messieurs," he said, and he entered his house,
urchins, picked

lo

!

up the

— the lamp ceased

first

to

muttering
"

Oh

!

the

young

folk of to-day are a degenerate lot

!

Sometimes, too, M. le prdfet, in his brave braided coat of
would condescend to be gluttonous, for who does not
have his bad moments ? even the wisest sin seven times a day,

—

office,

so surely the intellectual

man may make

once a year.
Henri Monnier, the witty

caricaturist,

a beast of himself

charming creator of

when passing through Pdrigueux,
went to call on his old comrade Romieu and invited himself
to dinner that day.
M. le prefet gave a formal dinner party,
the guests being mostly departmental officials, the stiffest and

proverbes and friend of

all,

most punctilious he could find. It took a great deal to overawe Henri Monnier he chattered away, told all sorts of tales
just as freely as if he had been in his own house, or in yours or
in mine
But he noticed
in other words, he was delightful.
;

;

that,

although he persistently addressed Romieu in familiar

language,

Romieu was

equally persistent in being formal with

him.

This was entirely contrary to their habits and customs.
Henri Monnier made quite certain that he was not labouring
under any misapprehension ; then, when he was sure he was
right, he shouted from one end of the table to the other,
"

Look

here,

my

dear Romieu,

you while I use the
you for my valet."

Paris really missed

possessed Rousseau

Romieu a

why ever do you address me as
The company here will take

familiar thoti ?

;

Romieu when he

left

it,

although

prefect, Paris

would have liked him

it still

on making

as the authorities were bent
to

be prefect

"

!
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How

of Paris, but apparently that was not possible.

could

Ah
behind him in Paris ?
He wrote a very
Rousseau never forgave him for doing that
pretty song about it, which I will give my readers, if I can
Romieu have

left

Rousseau

!

find

it.

When Romieu
for joy

of the

it

;

was appointed sub-prefect, Rousseau jumped

would, he argued, be a grave omission on the part

Government to make Romieu a sub-prefect without
some title or other; and as Rousseau had

giving Rousseau

not asked for even a sub-prefecture after the Revolution,

it

was

but reasonable to refrain from blaming the Government, and,

proud than Caesar, he was quite willing to play second
He went in search of Romieu.
" Well done, my dear friend, I congratulate you."
" Oh you have heard ? "
" The deuce I have
"Yes, they have made me a sub-prefect."

less

fiddle.

!

!

"Well?"
"Well, what?"
" I hope you are thinking of me."
" Thinking of you ? In what way ? "
" You will require a secretary, I should think."

"Yes, so I shall."
" You have not got one yet
" No."

"Very
francs,

that

well,

my

is

board, lodging

?

"

berth,

and your

hundred

Twelve

then.

society.

could ask for

I

nothing better."
" Indeed ? " said Romieu.
" Come, now "
!

" Return the day after to-morrow,

and

I will tell

thing be possible."
" Possible
What the devil should prevent
!

Rousseau took

He

it

.

.

you

.

?

"Well? "he asked.

my

dear friend,

I

am

in despair."

the

"

his departure, and returned two days
found Romieu looking very serious, even anxious.

" Well,

if

later.

—

"
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"Why?"
" Impossible
" Impossible to take
!

"Yes
"No,

.

.

you see

.

me
.

.

with you

?

"

."

I don't see."

"Before

me

could take you with

I

I

had

to

make some

inquiries."

"About me?"
" Yes, about you,
" You learnt
.

"

I learnt

.

.

and
?

I learnt

.

.

."

"

you drank."

that

Rousseau left but this time he did not return again. Poor
Three months before his death, he related this
Rousseau
story to my son and me, with tears in his eyes.
" Romieu will come to a bad end," he said in tones as tragic
as those of Calchas ; " he is an ungrateful being."
;

!

May Heaven preserve Romieu from Rousseau's prediction
Romieu stayed in the provinces for three years without coming
!

back to

and during those three years

Paris,

his

absence led to

great changes in the capital, as the following distich by an

unknown author appears
*'

to state

:

Lorsque Romieu revint du Monomotapa
Paris ne soupait plus, et Paris ressoupa."

I said great

changes had taken place

said fatal changes.

The

in Paris, I

should have

cessation of supper parties has brought

about more troublesome consequences in a civilised world than
might be supposed. I attribute our present state of intellectual
degeneration to the cessation of supper parties and the innovation of the cigar.

God

mental

not equal to our

son

abilities are

who would not

forbid I should state that our sons'

forgive

me

if I

But they are of a different type of
which is the better of the two.

own I, at least, have a
made such a statement.
mind.
Time alone can
;

settle

We men

of forty years

and upwards

still

preserve something

of the aristocratic spirit of the eighteenth century, tempered

with the chivalrous spirit of the Empire.

;
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Women

had great influence over minds of that

supper parties were a real social

By

period,

and

factor.

all the cares of the day are cast
and one knows there are still from six to eight hours to
spend at one's ease between the night ends and day comes.
When one sits at a well-filled table, face to face with a pretty
girl, amid the pleasurable excitement of lights and flowers,
the mind lets itself be carried away into the realm of dreams,
though wide awake, and at such a time it attains its highest
flights of brilliancy and exaltation.
It is not only that one is
more brilliant at supper-time than at any other meal, and that
one has more wit than at any other repast, but one's very
nature seems to be different.

eleven o'clock at night

aside,

I

am

sure that the greater

number

of the witty sayings of the

eighteenth century were said at supper-time.

have more of these supper
what made them so brilliant.

Now

let

parties,

us turn to the cigar.

Let

and we

us, therefore,

shall not lack

Formerly, after dejeuner,

men

and women would proceed to the billiard-room or to the garden
after dinner, they would adjourn to the drawing-room; and there
the conversation would continue on the same lines, whether
Nowadays, men have scarcely risen
desultory or more general.
from table before they say to one another, " Come, let us have
a cigar."

Then they go out, and walk up and down
ing.

There they meet women

also,

the pavements smok-

but not at

same type of wit as those whom they have just
room.

whom

all

capable of the

left in

the drawing-

Men's minds are raised to the level of the women with
they associate one cannot demean oneself before the
;

And this generalisation is
most lovely half of creation.
proved true every day.
One does not meet the same people in the public promenades
two days running, but, though the people change, the type of
Imperceptibly
conversation is pretty much the same always.
the tone of mind becomes lower.
If you add to this the
influence of the narcotic contained in tobacco, you can judge
what the state of society will be in half a century if the
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on increasing incessantly. We shall
have about as much intellectual activity in France in 1950 as
there is in Holland at the present time.
The reader will see that we have travelled far from Rousseau
taste for the cigar goes

and Romieu.

We

let us, therefore,

have only Rousseau now to deal with, and

return to him.

—

—

CHAPTER
The

—

II

V Amour— Rousseau's part in — The couplet
—The couplet de fadure — How there may be hares
I'Ambigu — My
and hares — Reception
receipts as an author
Who Porch
was — Why no one might say anything against
lantern

La

Chasse

et

it

about the hare

at

first

er

Melesville

DE LEUVEN

and

I

went to hunt up Rousseau, who was

then living in the rue du Petit-Carreau with a woman.

We found him in a mad state of mind. The night before,
he had been supping, and supping very well, too, at Philippe's
may as well mention here that I can recommend
I

—

Philippe as the only

man

left

at

whose place one can

still

have a good supper. Rousseau had left with Romieu at
about one o'clock in the morning, just tipsy. He had not
taken two steps before the fresh air had its usual effect, and
he became drunk; after walking about a hundred paces he

was dead drunk. Romieu made heroic efforts to lead him
he could; but, when he had been dragged down
to the pavement twice, he decided to place him in the safest
as far as

position possible
thirty

and then

to leave him.

Consequently, at

paces from his door, recognising the impossibility of

dragging him

farther,

Romieu

laid

him comfortably down

outside a fruiterer's shop-door, on a heap of cabbage leaves

and dead carrot tops which he found there, propping his head
up against a wall. Then, by the aid of his knuckles and
boots, he knocked up a grocer hard by, where he bought a
lantern, which he lighted and placed by Rousseau's side.
Then he bid adieu to his unlucky friend, addressing him in
the following terms, half in satisfaction of a duty fulfilled and
half in supplication to the Powers above
:
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OUR
"And
will
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No

now, sleep peacefully, son of Epicurus.

trample upon you

one

"
!

Rousseau spent the night quite quietly, thanks to the lamp
which kept watch over him, and he woke up finding two or
three sous in his hand.
Some kind souls had given him alms,
taking him for a poor wretched outcast.
But, as he was in
his
own neighbourhood, when daylight broke, he was
recognised by both grocer and fruiterer, and was exceedingly
humiliated by the fact.
We comforted him by the offer of
a good breakfast at the cafe des Varietes^ and, being Sunday,

and therefore a holiday,

we

afterwards

took

him

off

to

Adolphe's rooms.

Adolphe had a very charming apartment
had

built in the rue

de

la

The house

at

that

time,

M. Arnault
Bruy^re was a very nice one, and

almost as pretty as Souli^'s.

that

Leuven family had followed the Arnaults from the
rue Pigalle to the rue de la Bruyere.
We sat down and
had some tea, Rousseau declaring he was dying of thirst, and
then we each read in turn to our guest the whole of our
the de

in order that he might judge for himself
which he thought worthiest of his exalted protection. By
the time we had come to the second scene, Rousseau pretended that he could listen better if he lay down on
Adolphe's bed, and consequently he mounted it; at the
fourth scene he was snoring
which testified that, no matter
how soft the bed of herbs lent him by the fruiterer in the
literary attempts,

—

rue

du Petit-Carreau, one never

stays out all night.

when one
and waited
he awoke, his head felt

sleeps properly

We respected Rousseau's

sleep,

When
till he awoke again.
heavy and he could not put two ideas together, so he asked
to be allowed to take our MSS. away with him, and promised
patiently

them

to read

We

carefully at

home and

confided our treasures to him,

—

let

us

know

the result.

— two melodramas and three

comic operas, and we arranged to dine with him at Adolphe's
rooms on the following Thursday. Madame de Leuven
herself undertook to see that the dinner should be good and
well served, for she was conscious of the importance of the
III.

— 10
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and Rousseau was invited by letter as well as
At the bottom of the letter, where one puts on
" Dancing," we put, " There will be two
ball invitations
bottles of champagne"; and Rousseau, of course, turned
occasion,

verbally.

up.

The

Neither melodramas nor vaudevilles had pleased him.
melodramas were borrowed from novels too well known,
which plenty of melodramas had already been taken.
vaudevilles were founded on ideas which were dull

beginning to end.

been

down

cast

Stronger

men

idea which supported

courage

our

The
from

than we might well have

such a verdict.

at

from

But Adolphe had an
and soothed our self-

respect.

"

He

has not read them," he whispered to me.

" Quite likely," I replied.

This semi- conviction somewhat restored our
dessert, I told several stories,

"What do you mean,"

At

spirits.

and among them a hunting

"by

exclaimed Rousseau,

tale.

telling

and yet amusing yourself by
cribbing melodramas from Florian and tales from M. Bouilly ?
Why, in the story you have just related, there is a comedietta
complete in itself, la Chasse et P Amours
" Do you think so ? " we both exclaimed.
(At that period of our friendship we addressed Rousseau
such capital

stories

as

that

in formal parlance.)

'^Thedeuceldo."
"
" But suppose we were to write this comedietta
?
" Let us do it " we repeated in chorus.
"Wait a moment; not so fast," said Rousseau. "There is
still another bottle of champagne
let us drink it."
" Yes," said Adolphe, " and we must have a third to toast
our new venture.
We will begin work upon it immediately."
.

.

.

!

;

" Amen " cried Rousseau ; and he raised his glass.
the success of la Chasse et V Amour " he cried.
!

"

To

\

We

took good care to do

was renewed
left in

until

the bottle.

full

justice to the toast,

not one drop of the golden

which

liquor was

;

COLLABORATION AND CHAMPAGNE
"

The

third bottle

!

Rousseau, as he drained the

" said

drops of the second into his

set to work on the
be brought up."

" All right,

We
and

let

us start

!

last

glass.

"Let us
shall
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" cried

rang for the servant,

draft.

.

.

.

The

third bottle

Rousseau.

who removed

cloth, leaving only the three glasses

;

the plates, dishes

then pens, ink and

IK

paper were put on the table, a pen was stuck into my hand,
and the third bottle was brought up. It was emptied in a

m^r

quarter of an hour's time,

.

was drawn up.

Do

and by the end of an hour the plan

not ask

me

to describe the play, I have

remember it. We divided the twenty-one scenes
believe, composed the work, into three divisions of
My seven were those of the beginning, Rousseau
seven each.
took the seven dealing with the denouement and de Leuven
Then we arranged to meet again at dinner
the middle seven.

l^^no wish
l^r which, I

to

in a week's

time to read the play, each undertaking to complete

his part in a week.

were composed.

This was how plays of the old school

Scribe has changed

of Moliere's doctor,

who had

the heart on the right.
before Scribe's time in

all that, after

the fashion

left and
That which had been undertaken
a spirit of caprice and flippancy was

located the liver on the

turned by him into a serious

business.

My

seven scenes

At the appointed day
had done our parts, but

were written by the following night.

all met; both Adolphe and I
Rousseau had not written a word of his. He declared that he
was so accustomed to writing in company that his ideas would
not flow when he was alone, and he could not do a thing.
We told Rousseau that that need certainly not stop him, for
we would keep him company.
It was arranged that the evening of that day should be
given up to revising Adolphe's and my portions, and that the
following day the sittings should begin, during which Rousseau
should compose his part.
My part was read, and was received with great applause
one couplet especially astonishing
Rousseau. The comic role was filled by a Parisian sportsman,
bespectacled, a sportsman of the plain of Saint-Denis, in fact

we

—

——

—

:
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and he sings
prowess

the

following

lines

in

explanation

of

his

:

" La

terreur de la perdrix
Et I'effroi de la becasse,
Pour mon adresse a la chasse,
On me cite dans Paris.
Dangereux comme la bombe,
Sous mes coups rien qui ne tombe,

Le

cerf

A ma
Tout

comme

la colorabe,

seule vue, enfin,
le gibier

a la fievre

;

Gar, pour mettre k bas un lievre,

Je

sais

un fameux lapin "
!

Adolphe read his part, and received honourable mention for
workmanship in the couplet de facture}- No one nowadays
has any knowledge of the couplet defacture, save the Nestors
of art, who have pleasant memories of the bis and fer [repeated
encores] which almost always welcomed the couplet de facture.
Here are Adolphe's couplets to every man his due
his

—

:

Air du vaudeville des Blouses
" Un seul instant examinez le monde,
Vous ne venez que chasseurs ici-bas.
Autour de moi quand on chasse a la ronde,
Pourquoi done seul ne chasserais-je pas?

Dans nos

De

salons,

un

fat

parfume d'ambre

vingt beautes chasse a la fois les coeurs,

Un intrigant rampant dans I'antichambre
Chasse un cordon, un regard, des faveurs.
Sans consulter son miroir ni son age,
Une

En
Que

Un

coquette, a soixante-dix ans,

minaudant, chasse encore I'hommage
I'on adresse a ses petits-enfants.

lourd journal que la haine devore,

Toujours en vain chasse des souscripteurs
Et rOpera, sans en trouver encore,
Depuis longtemps chasse des spectateurs.

Un

jeune auteur, amant de Melpomene,

Chasse
^

its

"

A couplet

rhymes."

;

la gloire et

parvient a sen but

written for effect and especially notable for the wealth of

Littr^.

:

!
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autre croit, sans prendre autant de peine,

sufifit de chasser I'lnstitut.
Pendant vingt ans, les drapeaux de la France
Sur I'univers flotterent en vainqueurs,
Et I'etranger salt par experience,
Si nos soldats sont tous de bons chasseurs
Un seul instant examinez le monde,
Vous ne verrez que chasseurs ici-bas.
Autour de moi quand on chasse a la ronde,
Pourquoi done seul ne chasserais-je pas?"

Qu'il lui

As we have
done.

We

said,

set to

only Rousseau's part

the making up of the mail-bag,
o'clock,

and we did not

Rousseau to the rue Poissonniere.

one
it

in the

fell

to

be

to

because of

but,

we could not begin

finish before

the faubourg Saint-Denis,

I lived in

now remained

work the following evening,

until nine

As

morning.

me

to

conduct

But when Rousseau

left

our hands he was nearly always in a sound state of mind and
body, so

I

had no occasion

to

go to the expense of purchasing

lanterns to keep watch over him.

When
theatre

the play was finished,

we would

present

preference in the matter

;

we had

our

what
had no

to consider to

chef-d^ ceuvre,

I

so long as the play was acted at

all,

and taken up promptly, I cared little at what house I was
presented.
Adolphe and Rousseau were in favour of the
Gymnase, and, as I had nothing to say against that house, it was
agreed.
Rousseau asked for a reading, and, as he had had
his pieces played there before, they could not refuse him a
hearing.

He

who was

the mainspring of the

three weeks.

therefore obtained a reading,

though Poirson,

Gymnase, kept him waiting
There was nothing to be done but to wait we

—

had been waiting for the past two years
The great day arrived at last. We had arranged that the
names of only two of the authors should appear in the matter.
I generously yielded the post of honour to de Leuven, for I
did not wish my name to be known until I had done some
really important work.
All depends in this world on a good
beginning, and to make myself known by la Chasse et VAmour^
remarkable though that work was, did not seem to my

—

"
;

"

—

;
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ambitious pride a sufficiently worthy debut.

my
my
I

For, although
hopes had been dwindling during the past two years,
pride was still to the fore.
It was therefore decided that

should not appear either in the matter of the reading or on

my name, Dumas, should be published
when the play was printed.
The great day arrived at last. We breakfasted together at
the cafe du Roi then, at half-past ten, we separated Rousseau
the play-bills, but that

;

:

and Adolphe went to the Gymnase, and I went to my office.
Oh I must confess I passed through a terrible strain from
eleven till three o'clock.
At three, the door opened, and
through the crack I caught a glimpse of two sorrowful faces.
Rousseau came in first, followed by de Leuven. La Chasse
et r Amour had been declined unanimously.
There hadn't
been a single dissentient voice. Poirson seemed astounded
that anyone should have dreamed of reading such a piece of
work at a theatre that bore the lofty title Theatre de Madame.
He was dreadfully scandalised by the passage which ended
!

with these four lines
"

:

A ma
Tout

seule vue, enfin,
le gibier

a

la fievre

Car, pour mettre a bas un lievre,

Je suis un fameux lapin

Rousseau pointed out

to

him

!

that

there had not always

been, even in prohibited seasons, such a horror of game, since,
in the Heriiiere, Scribe

up an old hare

that he
'*

had made his colonel say, whilst holding
drew from out his game-bag

Voyez

:

ces favoris epais

Sous lesquels se cachent ses levres
C'est le Nestor de ces forets,
C'est le patriarche des lievres

D'avoir pu

Je

me

Car,

glorifirai sans cesse,

je tardais d'un instant,

si

II allait

But Poirson retorted
the comparison which

!

le tuer vivant,

mourir de

vieillesse

!

that there were hares

M.

Scribe

made

of

and hares

his, to

;

that

a patriarch

—

"

REJECTION OF OUR PIECE
and

to Nestor, elevated
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in the eyes of all cultured people,

it

words we had allowed ourselves by
opposing the word lihjre to lapin was in the worst possible
taste, and would not even be tolerated by a theatre de boulevard.
I innocently asked if the Gymnase was not a boulevard
whilst the horrible play of

and now it was Rousseau's turn to pay me out he
;
was very angry with me, as he looked upon my passage as

theatre

:

the cause of our rejection.
" You must learn, my dear friend, that there are boulevards

and boulevards,

just as there are hares

and

hares."

was immensely surprised I had never made any distinction
between hares, other than in dividing them into hares tender
and hares tough ; or, in the matter of boulevards, beyond in
summer preferring those that were shadiest to those that were
sunniest, and in winter those that were sunny to those in the
I

;

shade.

I

was mistaken

:

hares and boulevards had degrees of

rank.

We

parted,

Lassagne

arranging

after

noticed

that

I

was

When

sympathetic towards me.

a

meeting

for

that

night.

down, and was most
Ernest's back was turned, he
cast

said

"Never

mind,

my

dear

friend,

it?"

I cried,

we

will

write

a

play

together."

"Do
"

you

Hush

!

"

really

mean

he said

;

leaping for joy.

" don't go dancing like that in the passages

and bellowing in the office."
" Oh, don't be anxious "
" I read your ode to General Foy
it
is
crude, but it
contains several excellent lines, and two or three good
metaphors.
I will help you to succeed."
" Oh, thank you, thank you
" But we may perhaps be obliged to call in a third person,
for neither you nor I could attend the rehearsals
besides, it
must not be known that I have had anything to do with it."
"Add whoever you like. But when can we begin?"
"Well, try to think of a subject, and I will do the same;
we will then select whichever seems the likeliest."
!

;

!

;

"
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Then Ernest came

back, and Lassagne put his finger on his
nodded, and the matter was settled. That night, as
arranged, Adolphe, Rousseau and I met.
Can anything possibly be more melancholy than a meeting
Unless one is
of authors whose works have been refused?
I

lips.

a Corneille or a

M. Viennet,

there

is

always

the

haunting

doubt that the manager may be correct, and the author selfRather than settle this momentous question outdeceived.
right, we adopted a via media, and that was to read it before
But to which should we take it?
some other theatre.
Poirson had contemptuously condemned us to the boulevard
The
theatres, so Rousseau offered to read it at the Ambigu.
manager, Warez, was a friend of his, so there was a chance
he could get a hearing at once, which would certainly not

be the case elsewhere. We therefore sanctioned the proposal,
and the reading, which Rousseau, asked on the following day,
was accorded for the ensuing Saturday.
We awaited that day in great anxiety, I especially for the
result, miserable though it might be, was almost a matter of
life or death to me.
My mother and I were terrified to see
how nearly we had reached the end of our resources.
Although our neighbour Despr^s was dead and we had taken
his rooms as he advised, since they were a hundred francs
cheaper than ours, and although we exercised the greatest
;

possible

economy

ing, little

by

uneasiness as

be reduced

The
I

but quite

fast

enough

were lessen-

to give us serious

we contemplated the time when we should

to living

on

my income

only.

eventful Saturday arrived.

went

At one
it

in our expenses, our resources

little,

to

my

office,

the others to the reading.

o'clock the door of

my

office

opened, but behind

me no more room
doubt than I had had the first time.
" Accepted ? " I cried.
" With acclamation, my dear boy," said Rousseau.
" And what about the hare passage ? "
" Encored
stood two faces whose expression

for

!

left

"

OUR PIECE ACCEPTED
Oh

human judgment

instability of

!

volted

M. Poirson

M. Warez

sent

!

had

that which

re-

into ecstasies.

seemed, then, that there were indeed hares and hares,

It

boulevards and boulevards.

ascertained

I

what the

of the author of a vaudeville written for the

»
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rights

Ambigu would

amount to.
They consisted of twelve francs for author's
and six seats in the theatre. That meant four francs
each per night and two seats. These two places were valued

rights

The

at forty sous.

d^but would be

total I

understood, equalled

should make out of

francs a day.

six

my

and half

salary

my

dramatic

Six francs a day, be
as

much

it

Only,

again.

when would our

first representation be given?
They had
promised Rousseau it should be as soon as possible, and, as
a matter of fact, he was summoned to read it to the actors
in a week's time.
That was indeed a red-letter day. When
he came back after the reading, Rousseau drew me aside.

*"

Listen," he said

;

"

we have become intimate

friends during

our ups and downs of disappointment and delight

—

if you
up for a little money ..."
" Hard up for money ?
I should think I am, indeed
^p " All right if you are in need, I will tell you of a decent
fellow who will lend you some."
*

are hard

^

!

;

On
" On
" On
"

"

what security

?

your
what

"

"

tickets."

tickets ?

Why, on your

theatre tickets."

two seats a day ? "
"Yes, that is what I mean. I have sold him both my tickets
and my rights ... he has paid me two hundred and fifty
"

On my

francs

outright.

So, I said

myself, I

to

mustn't forget

my

him you were a young
fellow just beginning your career, but that you showed considerable promise.
I left him under the impression that you
were going to surpass Scribe and Casimir Delavigne altogether,
and he is expecting you this evening at the caf^ de I'Ambigu."

friends.

"

What

I

puffed you up well

is

your man's name

" Porcher."

I

;

?

"

told
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Good

I will go."

!

Rousseau had already gone a

little

way when he came back

again.

" By the bye, talk to him about whatever you like, but don't
run down Melesville to him."
" Why ever do you suppose I should say anything against
?
I think nothing but good of him."
" Oh, you callow lad
Don't you know that in the literary

Melesville

!

arena

of those one thinks the best that one says the worst

it is

"

things ?
" No, I did not know.
ill

.

of Melesville to Porcher ?

.

.

But why must one not speak

"

" Some day when I have time I will tell you."
And Rousseau nodded amicably to me, and, with
his hand, went off jingling his 250 francs, leaving me
as to
I

why

I

a wave of
to puzzle

might not run down Melesville to Porcher.

did not wait

till

the usual closing hour, but ran

home

news to my mother. I did not,
however, mention the offer Rousseau had made me. That
evening, after making up my second mail-bag, I went to
He was
the cafe de I'Ambigu and asked for M. Porcher.
I went up
pointed out to me playing a game of dominoes.
to him, and he probably knew who I was, for he got up.
" I am the young man Rousseau spoke about," I said to him.
"I am at your service, monsieur. Are you in a hurry,
"
or will you allow me to finish my game of dominoes ?
" By all means finish it, monsieur
I am in no hurry
I
will take a walk on the boulevard."
I went outside the cafe to wait, and Porcher came out five
the good

with

gleefully

—

minutes

later.

"So you have had
began.
" Yes, and
" I know.
tickets ?

it

a play accepted at the

Ambigu?" he

has been put in rehearsal to-day."

And you want money advanced on

your

"

"Listen

him

;

!" I said;

in a few

"this

is

how

I

am placed."
my Ufe.

And

I told

words the whole story of

I

"

PORCHER AND MfiLESVILLE
"

How much

do you want on your

they are only worth two francs per day
" Oh yes, I know that only too well

tickets ?
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You know

"
?

"
!

I cannot therefore give you much."
" I know that also."
" For the piece may not be a success."
" Well, what can you give me ? "
''

"

How much ?
rallied

I

.

.

.

my

all

Let us see

request was exorbitant.
" Can you give me fifty francs

Oh yes,"
"When?"

"

!

courage, for

?

thought myself that the

I

"

said Porcher.

—

"Immediately I haven't the amount with me, but I will
it from the caf^."
" And I will come in and give you a receipt."
" No need ; I shall put your name down on my register,
as I do M. Melesville's and other authors'
but it is an understood thing, is it not, that you will always do business with

get

;

me?"
" I agree,

my

on

Porcher went

them

to me.

I

got fifty francs from the desk and handed
have experienced few sensations as delightful

as the touch of the

what
"

I

sacred honour."

in,

first

money

I

had earned had been but

Look

earned by
for

my

here," he said, " be sensible,

my pen

:

hitherto,

orthography.

work hard, and

I will

introduce you to Melesville."
I

looked at Porcher:

pronounced the name
cautioned

"Why

me

this

was the second time he had
which Rousseau had

in connection with

particularly.

should

I

make

Melesville's

acquaintance?"

I

ventured to ask timidly.
"

Why,

to

work along with him,

to

be

sure.

If

you worked

with Melesville, your future would be assured."

looked at Porcher.
" Listen, monsieur," I said

I

am

going to say to you

may

;

" I

am awfully

displease you."

afraid that

what

I

"

!
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"Oh! oh!"

"You

Porcher began.

are not

anything against M. Melesville to me, are you
"

Heaven

monsieur

forbid,

no

;

!

I

?

have only seen M.
he is a man

Melesville once or twice, I believe, at the most

of about thirty-five,

is

going to say

"

:

"

he not ?

"Yes."

"Dark and thin?"
"Yes."
" Always laughing ?

"

" Yes."
" With a splendid set of teeth ? "

"That

is he."
" Well, M. Melesville is a man of infinite genius."
" He is indeed
" But I have an ambition."
!

"What is it?"
" To succeed by my own
" At what house

"At
"

?

efforts in a year or two's time."

"

the Theatre-Frangais."

Ah

ah !— that would be a bad
At the Theatre-Frangais ? "

"

!

job."

" Yes."

"For whom?"
"

For me."

"Why?"
"Ah! you have no

idea

of

the

difficulties

make

they

deuced theatre. Never mind
Authors' rights are good, and if you manage to get in there,
only, I warn you, it won't be
why you will do very well
an easy matter."
"I know that well enough; but I know M. Talma
over

their

tickets

that

at

.

!

.

.

slightly."

"
ing,

Oh
'

ahead

all right,

!

know

I
.

.

.

then

;

the pope.'

that

is

equivalent to the

Good,

but don't forget that your

with Porcher."
" I will remember."

Roman

excellent, magnificent
first

!

say-

Go

transactions were

—

;

PORCHER'S BUSINESS
"Have

memory; people

a good
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with good memories

are

generally good-hearted."

"Monsieur,

think you are a living proof of your

I

own

statement."

"Why

so?"

" Because you have mentioned the

name

of M^lesville three

times."

" M^lesville

Why, monsieur,

!

sake."
" I will not be so

inquisitive

would

I

kill

myself for his

as to inquire the reason of

this devotion."

" Oh,
to cut

it

M.

I was a hairdresser and used
he was in Fortune's good books,
he wrote plays. Ten or twelve years

easily explained.

is

M^lesville's hair

but that didn't matter

!

;

ago that was, and then authors did not
gave them away."

sell

their tickets, they

"Monsieur Porcher, believe me, if I were richer I would
mine with the greatest pleasure."
do not understand tickets, in those times, were
given away, not sold.
M. Melesville, then, gave me his tickets
I went to see his plays with friends, and I applauded.
He
produced so many plays, and gave me so many tickets, that an
idea came into my head namely, instead of taking them and
giving them away for nothing, to buy them from him, and sell
give you
" You

:

;

them,

so

I

proposed

the

business

you make out of that?'

my

dear

fellow.'

From

that

and

I

I

if

shall

show you

time,

'Let

tried

I

have

I

it,

me

his

it.

try.'

monsieur,

it

Come home

portrait

on

carried

ever acquire a fortune,

owe

along

to

him.

'

You

are

a

'What the deuce could

simpleton, Porcher,' he said to me.

*0h, try if you like,
and it succeeded.

my

little

business,

be to M. Melesville
with me,
and I will
will

with those of

my

wife

and

children."
I have been several times to Porcher's home since then,
probably a hundred times to ask his help, once only to give

him

assistance,

—and

looked at M^lesville's

every time

I

portrait, raised

have been there

I have
by the gratitude of that

—
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worthy

man

to the level of those of his wife

and children.

Once, Porcher had something or other to ask of Cave, when
Cav^ was Director of the Beaux-Arts. I took Porcher to
Cave's house, and I said to the latter
" Look here, I am bringing you a
for literature during the

man who

has done more

past five-and-twenty years than you

and your predecessors and successors have done, or

will do, in

a century."

And

I only said

what was

true.

It

never enters the head

of any literary struggler to apply to the Minister of the Interior
or to the Director of the Beaux-Arts in his pecuniary difficulties.

But

it

aided.

does occur to him to apply to Porcher, and he

He

Porcher's
Office.
all

will

find

a

—two things he

cheerful

face

will certainly

Theaulon, Soulie and Balzac

authors

now

alive, will

bear

me

will

and open bank

not find at the

among

be
at

Home

the dead,

and

out.

During the past five-and-twenty years Porcher has probably
men 500,000 francs. I am as grateful on my
own account to Porcher, as Porcher was to Melesville, and
when I visit him nowadays I feel both proud and delighted
to see my own portrait, in bust, pastel and medallion, hangBut I am the
ing up beside the portraits of his own children.
most grateful of all for those first fifty francs he gave me,
which I carried to my mother, and which revived in her heart
And ask
the heavenly flower of hope that had begun to fade
Madame Porcher, who has known all the finest minds in
France, to let you see some of the charming letters she has
She certainly ought to publish a selection from them.
received.
They would not yield in interest to those of Madame de
Sevigne, although they would be of a somewhat different
We will select one at haphazard, sent her by an author
nature.
of our acquaintance it is not one of mine, though the signature is extraordinarily like mine.
He had asked for the
modest loan of a hundred francs, and had received the
reply that he must wait for a few days, after which the transaction could in all probability be carried out.
This is the

lent to literary

!

;

letter :-—

—
AN AUTHOR'S LETTER
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Why, that is the same as
"'Wait a few days,' madame
or
telHng a man whose head is to be cut off to dance a jig
make a pun ; why, in a few days I shall be a millionaire
If I apply to you, if I
I shall have got five hundred francs
bother you, it is because I am reduced to such a state of
wretchedness that I could even give points to Job the most
If you do not send the hundred
unfortunate hero of times past.
francs by my slave, I shall squander my last remaining sous
in procuring a clarionette and a poodle-dog, and I shall come
and perform with them in front of your door, with the inscription
Have pity on a literary man
writ large on my stomach
whom Madame Porcher has deserted.' Would you have me
come and ask you for the hundred francs on my head, or cry,
Vive la r^publique,' or marry Mademoiselle Morales ?
Would you rather I went to I'Oddon, or unearthed talent ^
Cachardy, or wore chapeaux gibus ? I will do exactly what you
command me, if only you will send me the hundred francs.
With
Send it me ten times over rather than not at all
deepest and reiterated devotion,
!

—

!

!

—

'

:

'

!

X

—

P.S.
It does not matter to me whether the hundred francs
are in silver, in gold or in notes
send whichever is convenient
'•''

to you."

—

CHAPTER
The

III

— My three stories — M. Marie and his
— A bad speculation —The Pdtre, by
Montvoisin — The Oreiller— Madame Desbordes-Valmore — How she
became a poetess — Madame Amable Tastu — The Dernier jour de
Pantile —Zdphire
success

of

orthography

my

play

first

— Madame

Setier

T A

Chasse et V Amour was played at a special performance
on 2 2 September 1825. It was an immense success.
Dubourjal took the principal part ; I entirely forget who were
the other actors.
I should certainly have forgotten the title of
the play as well as the names of the actors, if I had not
wished to indicate the starting-point of the hundred dramas
I shall probably compose, as I shall presently indicate the
starting-point of the six hundred volumes I have written.
This

/ ^

success inspired Porcher with sufficient confidence to lend

me

a hundred crowns in addition to what I had already had, and

on the strength of my future tickets. Now you shall hear
what became of the hundred crowns. Whilst la Chasse et
V Amour was in rehearsal, and whilst I was looking about me
for a subject to start work upon with Lassagne, I had written
It was the
a little book of tales that I wished to publish.
period of great successes in small matters.
I have previously made the same remark with reference to Soumet's
Pauvre Fille and M. Guirand's Savoyards^ and I repeat it. It
was the same with regard to two or three stories just published by Madame de Duras and Madame de Salm, though
not with regard to mine.

I

the nature of these successes,
tion they produced.

I

did not thoroughly understand
or,

more

correctly, of the sensa-

did not realise the part played by the

social position of illustrious authors,
i6o

and

I

did not see

why

I

MARLE'S ORTHOGRAPHY

M.

i6i

should not have the same reputation and the same success

my stories that Mesdames de Duras and de
Salm {Ourika, etc.) had had with theirs. I had written three
tales, which formed a small volume, and I offered this little
volume to six publishers who refused it at the first glance, and,
These
to give them their due, without the least hesitation.
but
three tales were called Laurette^ Blanche de Beaulieu and
But of Blanche
I have totally forgotten the title of the third.
de Beaulieu I have since made the Rose rouge and from the
third, the title of which I have forgotten, I constructed the
with respect to

—

;

Cocher de Cabriolet.
at the publishers,

After encountering refusal after refusal

and being convinced

my book would produce

that the appearance of

quite as great a sensation in the

world as Ourika, I made up my mind to print the
volume at my own expense.
There lived somewhere, at that time, a man who put forth
He claimed to upset all the rules
a most peculiar claim.
of orthography, and to substitute for them an orthography
without any rule.
According to his notion, each word ought
to be written as it was pronounced, and he did not trouble his
head whether it were derived from Greek or Celtic, Latin,
Arabic or Spanish. Thus he would write the adverb aucunement, of which we have just made use, oqu?iemen.
It was difficult enough to read, but he considered it much
easier to write.
His name was M. Marie. M. Marie hunted
far and wide for recruits for his orthography
he realised that
he could not bring about any revolution unless, Attila-like, he
could muster a force of a miUion or so of followers.
Now, having doubtless made up his mind that men of
letters, and vaudevillists in particular, would be the most
literary

;

likely of all to disregard correct orthography,
efforts

to

raise

recruits

among

us,

and,

he made special
worthy man, he

published a journal written in the strange tongue

above referred

to.

He

we have

published the journal at a printing-

owned by Setier, who lived in the cour des Fontaines.
I made M. Marie's acquaintance, I also made that of
M. and Madame Setier. Madame Setier was a remarkable
mi —II

office

When
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She was English, or, at any rate, she knew the
She offered to translate some English
plays for me, which she made out I could easily get taken up
on the French stage. As the cour des Fontaines was close to
my office, to which, as I have said, I was obliged to go back
every evening, and also close to the passage Vero-Dodat where
my friend Thibaut lived, to whom I went every day, I

woman.

language perfectly.

frequently called

in

at

the

establishment in the

cour des

Fontaines.

When my three stories were
Madame Setier to read. Madame

finished,
Setier,

I

gave them to

being a woman, had

an indulgent nature ; she thought my stories charming, and
A
got her husband to print them at half his usual prices.
thousand copies of the tales I thought we couldn't print
too many would cost 600 francs, and M. Setier agreed
He would stand the remaining
to print them for 300.
300 francs. After he had repaid himself the 300 francs, we
were to divide the profits in equal shares between us. That
was why I asked Porcher to lend me 300 francs upon my
I took my 300 francs to M. Setier,
next tickets as author.
handed him my MS. and, two days later, I experienced
Who would have
the delight of correcting my first proofs.
thought that what at that time gave me great joy would, in

—

—

life, become a weariness to the flesh ?
At the end of a month, during which la Chasse et V Amour
had a triumphant run, bringing me in 180 francs in
author's royalties and in the sale of my tickets, my volume of

after

stories

appeared under

my

name, with the

title

Nouvelles

contemporaines.

Four copies of
in the Figaro.

it

were sold, and an article on it was written
article was by Etienne Arago.
When this

The

chapter appears, I hope he will have returned to France.

In

any case, should it come under his notice, in his exile, great will
be his surprise, no doubt, to find that I recollect, after a lapse
of twenty-five years, an article which he will have forgotten.
The four copies sold brought in ten francs to M. Setier's till.
Thus, M. Setier was out of pocket to the tune of 290 francs for

—
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having printed the Nouvelles contemporaines, and I 300 francs
It was an unlucky speculation
for having written them.

both of

for

us.

then remembered the advice given

I

a very shrewd publisher, M. Bossange
" Make a name for yourself, and then

I

me by

publish your

will

works."

That was

the

just

It is the

oneself/

forth to carve his

he asks himself,
fulfilled

;

own

in despair,

To make a fiame for

!

down

for every

When

career.

how

and, nevertheless, he

do not believe

I

very difficulty

condition laid

it

is

the condition

fulfils

man who

first
is

sets

put to him,
ever to be

it.

in the existence of ignored talent,

or in

There must have been reasons

genius that remains unknown.

Gilbert and Hegesippe Moreau died in the hospitals.
There must have been reasons why Escousse and Lebras
committed suicide. It is a hard thing to say, but neither
of these two poor fooHsh fellows, if they had lived, would have
earned by the end of twenty years' work the reputation that

why

Beranger's epitaph gave them.

So

I set to

to sell

my

work very earnestly

books, in order that

I

to

make

a

name

sufficient

should no longer have to pay

half the cost of printing them.

And, moreover,

name,
to be
known in the land. Vatout had read my Ode au general Foy
and my Nouvelles contemporaines (for it will be realised that
the sale of only four copies had given a wide field to my
generosity in the matter of presentation copies), and one day
he sent me three or four lithographs, asking me to take one,
and compose some lines to go under it. This requires exVatout published the Galerie du Palais-RoyaL It
planation.
was a sumptuously printed work and appeared under the
It was a lithographic repropatronage of the Due d'Orldans.

short

and humble though

duction of

all

it

the pictures in the gallery of the Palais-Royal,

with notices, information or lines

men of the day.
that I was included among these
Vatout asked me for some lines.
by

all

that

was, had already begun

the literary

composed in their honour
It would therefore seem
literary personages,

My

since

reasoning thus was

—
1

64
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more in the nature of sophistry than a dilemma but, as I had
no one with whom to discuss the matter, it presented itself
to me as a dilemma and became an encouragement to
there was nothing I needed then more than
me. Oh
encouragement from all sides. I selected a print depicting
The
a Roman shepherd lad, after a picture by Montvoisin.
boy was lying down asleep in the shade of a clump of vines.
I do not reproduce the verses I made on this subject for their
merit, but rather as an interesting study of my progress in
;

!

poetical diction

:

une heure plus brulante
soleil, au zenith arrete,
Suspend sa course devorante,
Et verse des torrents de flamme et de clarte.
Alors, un ciel d'airain pese au loin sur la terre,
Les monts sont desertes, la plaine est solitaire,
L'oiseau n'a plus de voix pour chanter ses amours,
*'

II est

Ou

le

La

fleur

char du

Et, sur la rive dessechee,

Le

implore en vain, immobile et penchee,
ruisseau tari dans son cours.

une place au bocage

II est

s'arrondissant en berceaux,

Oil,

Le

lierre et la

vigne sauvage

Se prolongent en verts arceaux.
C'est la qu'etendu sous I'ombrage,

Un berger du prochain village
Trouve un sommeil reparateur
Et pres de lui son chien fidele
Veille, attentive sentinelle,

troupeaux et le pasteur.

Sur

les

Tu

dors

Et mon

!

jeune

fils

des montagnes,

aux debris epars autour de
Reconnalt ces vastes campagnes,

Ou
Tu

dors

ceil,

florissait le
!

et,

peuple

toi,

roi

des mortels ignorant

le delire,

Nul souvenir de gloire a ton coeur ne vient
Que tes membres lasses ont trouve le repos
Sur

la poussiere

Et sur

la

d'un empire

cendre des heros.

dire

;

;

ODE SUGGESTED BY A PICTURE
Ces grands noms, qu'aux siecles qui naissent
Leguent les siecles expirants,
Et qui toujours nous apparaissent

Debout

sur les d6bris des ans,
nos cceurs sublimes idoles,
Sont pour toi de vaines paroles,
Dont les sons ne t'ont rien appris

De

Et,

ta

si

bouche

comme

C'est

Des accents

les repete,

I'echo qui rejette

pas compris.

qu'il n'a

Conserve done cette ignorance,

Gage d'un

paisible avenir,

Et qu'une molle

Que de

indifference

meme un

T'epargne

souvenir.

tes jours le flot

limpide

Coule comme un ruisseau timide
Qui murmure parmi des fleurs,
Et, loin des palais de la terre,
Voit dans son onde solitaire

Le

Si

ciel reflechir ses couleurs.

du

Tu

fleuve orageux des ages

voulais remonter les bords.

Que

Du

verrais-tu, sur ces rivages?

sang, des debris et des morts

Les laches clameurs de

I'envie

La vertu toujours poursuivie,
Aux yeux des rois indifferents
Et,

profanant les jours antiques,

Sur

la

Des

autels dresses

Que

dirais-tu,

cendre des republiques,

aux tyrans.

lorsque I'histoire

Viendrait derouler k tes yeux

Ses fastes sanglants,

o\i

la gloire

Recueille les erreurs des cieux?
Ici,

Que

les fils

tour

h.

de Corn^lie,
tour la tyrannic

Ecrase, en passant, sous son char

Li, trahi du dieu des

bataillcs,

Caton d^chirant ses cntrailles
Pour fuir le pardon de C^sar

!

;
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Pres de ces illustres victimes,

Que

Tu

pleure encor la liberie,

de leurs crimes,
Les grands fonder I'impunite
Lorsque sa rage est assouvie,
verrais, puissants

:

Un

Sylla terminant sa vie,

Tranquille au

Un

toit

de ses aieux

Tibere que Ton encense,

Et qu'a sa mort un peuple immens

Ose

placer au rang des dieux.

Alors, h cette heure voilee,

Ou

I'ombre remplace

Quand

les

le jour,

echos de la vallee

Redisent de doux chants d'amour,
Seul peut-etre, au pied des collines,

D'ou Rome

sort

de ses ruines,

Viendrais-tu sans chiens, sans troupeaux,
Et, regrettant ton ignorance,
Fuirais-tu les jeux et la danse,

Pour soupirer sur des tombeaux

Meanwhile,
journal,

M. Marie had been

and Adolphe and

I

''
!

obliged to give

up

his

proposed to turn his two or three

to account by making of these good
monthly publication. After a great deal
of discussion as to whether the publication had better be in
prose or verse, we decided it should be both in verse and prose
and should be styled Psyche. This was an admirable way for
me to publish all I had previously written both in prose and
Neither prose nor
verse without having to pay half the expense.
poetry inserted in Psyche would bring us in anything, but at
We published,
the same time it would not cost us anything.
at this period, some delightful verses by Madame DesbordesValmore and by Madame Amable Tastu. Here are those by
Madame Desbordes-Valmore

hundred subscribers

folk a nucleus for a

:

"Cher

petit oreiller,

doux

et

chaud sous

Plein de plume choisie, et blanc, et

Quand on
Cher

ma

fait

tete,

pour moi,

a peur du vent, des loups, de la tempete,

petit oreiller,

que Ton dort bien sur

toi

"

;

;

LOREILLER
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Beaucoup, beaucoup d'enfants pauvres et nus, sans mere,
Sans maison, n'ont jamais d'oreiller pour dormir
O destin^e am^re
lis ont toujours sommeil.
.

Cela, douce

maman,

cela

.

!

.

me

fait

gemir.

.

.

.

Et, quand j'ai pri6 Dieu pour tous ces petits anges
Qui n'ont point d'oreiller, moi, j'embrasse le mien,
Et, seul en mon doux nid, qu'^ tes pieds tu m'arranges,

Je

ma

te b^nis,

mere,

touche

et je

le

tien

Je ne m'eveillerai qu'^ la lueur premiere
De I'aube au rideau bleu c'est si beau de
;

Je vais

faire,

ma

tout bas,

Donne encore un

la voir

!

plus tendre priere

douce

baiser,

!

maman

;

bonsoir

!

PRifeRE

Dieu des enfants

!

le coeur

d'une petite

Plein de priere, ^coute, est

Helas

Dans

!

ici

dans

fille,

tes mains.

on m'a parle d'orphelins sans famille ;
mon Dieu, ne fais plus d'orphelins

I'avenir,

!

Laisse descendre, au soir, un ange qui pardonne,
Pour repondre ^ des voix que I'on entend gemir
Mets, sous I'enfant perdu que sa mere abandonne,
Un petit oreiller qui le fera dormir
;

!

Madame Desbordes-Valmore was born at Douai.
"I was my mother's last born, and her only fair child,"
she wrote to me once, "and I was christened with special
honours on account of the colour of my hair, which was much
She was as beautiful as a
admired in my mother's case.
Madonna, and everybody hoped
thing

but

;

I

been loved,
great

I

should be like her in every-

only resembled her slightly, and
it

beauty.

I

if

My

father

was a heraldic painter

painted arms on carriages and church decorations.

was close

to the

Douai.

I

it

at the

have ever

has certainly been for other attractions than

he also
;
His house

cemetery of the lowly parish of Notre-Dame de

thought the dear old house very big when

age of seven

;

but

I

have since seen

it,

and

I quitted
it is

one

1
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of the smallest and meanest in the town.

All the same, I

any other place in the whole world, for
I have never really had such peace and happiness as there.
Then, suddenly, came great and overwhelming misery, when
my father could get no more carriages to paint or coats of
arms to design. ... I was four when France was going
love

it

better than

through the period of
uncles,

its

who had been

revocation of the

greatest troubles.

My

father's great-

previously exiled to Holland, at

Edict of Nantes,

offered

their

the

immense

if we would renounce the Catholic faith for
These two uncles were centenarians and
lived in Amsterdam, unmarried, where they had established a
I possess some books printed by them in
publishing-house.

inheritance to us

Protestantism.

A family council was called. My
poor little library.
mother wept sorely; my father was in a state of vacillation
Finally, the inheritance was declined from
and kissed us.
fear of selling our souls, and we remained in our miserable
state of poverty, which grew worse and worse as the months
passed by, leaving an impression of unhappiness on me which
My mother was brave and daring,
has never been obliterated.
and she made up her mind to go to America to look for
a wealthy relative there, in the hope of re-establishing the
Her four children shuddered at the
fortunes of her family.
I was
prospect of the voyage, so she only took me with her.
wining enough to go with her, but the sacrifice cost me all my
lightness of heart, for I worshipped my father as one worships
God Himself. That long journey, the seaports, the great
ocean filled me with terror, and I sheltered against my
When we
mother's garments as my only harbour of refuge.
reached America, my mother found her cousin a widow,
The colony had
driven from her estate by the negroes.
risen in revolt, and the yellow fever was raging in, all its
horror.
Awakened thus rudely from her cherished dream, she
could not bear up under the fresh blow that had overtaken
I
us.
It killed her, and she died at the age of forty-one.
nearly died by her side when they took me in my mourning
dress from the rapidly depopulating isle and shipped me from
my

A SAD LIFE
was restored again to

vessel to vessel, until I

who were now poorer than
theatre

offered

us

was of no use;

it

ever.

Then

a harbour of refuge.

sing; I tried hard to recover

but
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my

I

my

relatives,

was that the
was taught to

cheerfulness of disposition

managed

I

it

better

in

melancholy

That is practically the whole of
my life-story. I was taken on at the Theatre Feydeau,
and everybody predicted a brilliant future before me. I
was made a member before I was sixteen, without either
passion-fraught parts.

or

hoping or asking for it; but at that time my insignificant
part only brought me in eighty francs per month, and the
poverty with which I struggled passes description.
I was

and
At twenty,

obliged to sacrifice the future for the sake of the present,
for

my

father's sake I returned to [the provinces.

a great sorrow compelled

my

sound of

me

up

to give

The

singing.

very

me

voice would set

weeping ; but the music
still rang in my unhappy head, and the measured rhythms
unwittingly forced my thoughts to keep pace with them.
I
felt compelled to commit my fevered ideas to paper, and when
it was done I was told I had written an elegy.
M. Alibert,
who looked after my very frail health, recommended me to
write as a curative, for he

of any

ledge

avail.

or

study of

extra trouble,
to

express

in

1822.

poet.

I

I

my

because

my
You

knew nought

followed

And

would be
any know-

else that

without

advice

subject.
I

gave

this

me much

could never find the right words

thoughts.

asked,

his

My

dear

first

friend,

can only answer you by

volume was

how

telling

published

came to be
you how I came
I

a
to

write."

Madame Tastu had had

a less troublous and unhappy
and one discerns it in the calm pulsations of her lines.
She had quite simply accepted, her position as a woman,
and given her life to her mother, to her husband, to her
life,

children.

She had lived her life in the light of these three loves,
nothing beyond them, regretting nothing, pouring
forth poetry from her heart when it became too full to contain
desiring

—
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as

following

melancholy

water

from

overflows

example
style

give

will

a

too

some

full

idea

:

'Dejk

la rapide

journee

Fait place aux heures du sommeil,

Et du dernier

de I'annee

fils

S'est enfui le dernier soleil.

Pres du foyer, seule, inactive,
Livree aux souvenirs puissants,

Ma

pensee erre, fugitive,

Des

jours passes aux jours presents.

Ma

vue, au hasard arretee,

Longtemps de

la

flamme agitee

Suit les caprices eclatants,

Ou

s'attache a I'acier mobile

Qui compte sur I'email fragile
Les pas silencieux du Temps.
Encore un pas, encore une heure,
Et I'annee aura, sans retour,
Atteint sa derniere demeure,
L'aiguille aura fini son tour
Pourquoi de mon regard avide
!

La poursuivre ainsi tristement,
Quand je ne puis, d'un seul moment,
Retarder sa marche rapide?

Du

temps qui vient de s'ecouler

Si quelques jours pouvaient renaitre,
II

n'en est pas un seul, peut-etre.

Que ma

voix daignat rappeler

.

.

.

Mais des ans la fuite m'etonne ;
Leurs adieux oppressent mon coeur.
C'est encore une fleur
Je dis
:

Que
Et

'

I'age enleve a

livre

ma

couronne,

au torrent destructeur

C'est une

ombre

ajoutee a I'ombre

Qui deja s'etend sur mes

Un

jours,

printemps retranche du nombre

De ceux dont je verrai le cours
Ecoutons
le timbre sonore
Lentement fremit douze fois
II

se tait

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

je I'ecoute encore,

Et I'annee expire a sa

voix.

of

vessel.

her

The
gentle,

—

;;

;

Z&PHIRE
C'en est

Adieu

fait

.

!

.
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en vain je I'appelle

!

!

Salut, sa soeur nouvelle

.

!

quels dons chargent ta main

?

Quel bien nous apporte ton aile?
Quels beaux jours dorment dans ton sein

?

Salut

Que

Ne

!

.

.

.

dis-je

!

k

mon ame

tremblante

revele pas tes secrets

!

D'espoir, de jeunesse et d'attraits,

Aujourd'hui tu parais brillante

Et

ta course, insensible et lente,

Peut-etre

amene

les regrets.

Ainsi chaque soleil se leve

Temoin de nos voeux

insenses,

Et, chaque jour, son cours s'ach^ve

En

emportant,

comme un

Nos voeux de9us

vain reve,

et disperses

.

.

.

Mais I'esp^rance fantastique,
R6pandant sa clart6 magique
Dans la nuit du sombre avenir,

Nous

guide, d'annee en d'ann^e,

Jusqu'a I'aurore fortunee

Du

jour qui ne doit point

finir

"
!

There was still another poet at this time, a most charming
whose very name is now, perhaps, forgotten save by
myself, and I registered a vow never to forget him.
He was
called Denne-Baron.
We published a poem by him called
Zephire^ that Prudhon's picture had inspired him to write.
Here it is. Tell me if you have ever read smoother
poet,

!

lines

:

"II

un demi-dieu, charmant, leger, volage
I'aurore, et, d'ombrage en ombrage,
II fuit devant le char du jour
Sur son dos ^clatant, ou fremissent deux ailes,
S'il portait un carquois et des fleches cruelles,
Vos yeux le prendraient pour I'Amour.
II

est

;

devance

C'est lui qu'on voit, le soir,

quand

les

heures voil^es

Entr'ouvrent du couchant les portes 6toil6es,
Glisser dans

I'air

i petit bruit

donne encore une voix aux Naiades,
Des soupirs ^ Syrinx, des concerts aux Dryades
Et de doux parfums \ la nuit.

C'est lui qui

"

;
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Z6phire est son doux

comme

Pure

nom

;

sa leg^re origine,

trompa I'oeil de Lucine,
Et n'eut pour temoins que les airs
D'un souffle du printemps, d'un soupir de I'aurore,

Dans son

I'ether,

liquide azur, le ciel le vit eclore

Comme

un alcyon sur

mers.

les

Ce

n'est point un enfant, mais il sort de I'enfance;
Entre deux myrtes verts, tant6t il se balance
Tant6t il joue au bord des eaux,

Ou

glisse sur

Les

Et

un

lac,

d'Arachne,

filets

le

ou promene sur I'onde
vagabonde,

la feuille

nid leger des oiseaux.

Souvent sur les hauteurs du Cynthe ou d'jfcrymanthe,
Sous les abris voutes d'une source ecumante
II lutine Diane au bain
Ou, quand, aux bras de Mars, Venus s'est endormie,
Sur leur couche efFeuillant un rosier d'Idalie,
II les

Parfois,

De

cache aux yeux de Vulcain.

aux antres creux,

—palais

bizarre et

sombre

sauvage Echo, du sommeil et de I'ombre,
Du Lion il fuit les ardeurs

la

;

un vieux chene, aux forets de Cybele,
calme des nuits il berce Philomele,

Parfois, dans

Dans le
Son

O

nid, ses chants et ses malheurs.

puisses-tu, Zephire, aupres

de ton poete.

mes vers, au fond de ma retraite
Caresser un jour mes vieux ans
Et, si le sort le veut, puisse un jour ton haleine
Sur les bords fortunes de mon petit domaine
Bercer mes epis jaunissants
Pour

seul prix de

!

!

—

CHAPTER
Talma's

— How

my

—

—

—

His nephews
He
he would have acted Tasso
M. de Quelen Why his children renounced his
His death La Noce et V Enterreinent Oudard lectures me on

illness

—

receives a visit from
faith

IV

fondness for theatre-going

—

—
—The capital reply that put the Palais-

Royal in a gay humour I still keep the confidence of Lassagne and
I obtain a success anonymously at the Porte-Saintla Ponce
Martin

—

de

the midst of these
IN had
flung ourselves with

literary labours, into

first

news

for the

Talma was

cause of art spread throughout Paris.

He had

attacked with a fatal disease.

which we

the ardour of youth, terrible

all

reached the zenith

just

Demence de
Adolphe and I
he was hoping to

of his talent, perhaps, in his last creation of the

The

Charles VI.

reader will recollect the

call

paid him, and how, as he was feeling better,

and his pointing to his
him admirably in taking upon
of the aged emperor.
But Talma was struck

return to the theatre to play Tiblre^

lean cheeks which would serve

himself the role

with a mortal disease.

ance

—an appearance

Charles
finer

vi.

youth or of his mature years

—and

take the part of Tiberius.

We

that matter, to

of Talma's

life

was to be

his last appear-

than any of the creations of his

Michelot was destined to

were not the only people, for

have similar recollections. Towards the close
he made a short stay at Enghien, where Firmin

went to see him. Firmin was just going to act Tasso^ which
had been allotted to Talma, but which he had been obliged

Talma was

to renounce.

very fond of Firmin

;

his

enthusiasm

enchanted him, and he had often given him advice.
" Well,

my

to play Tasso

dear friend," he said to him, " so you are going
?

"
»73
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"To my
much

was Firmin's reply. "I would
it; it would have been a
me and I should have learnt a lesson from it."
but a poor play," said Talma, " although there is a
regret,"

infinite

you play

rather have seen

study for
" It is

where, in the hope of restoring

fine scene in the fifth act,

madman, people tell him of the honours
being prepared for him and of the crown awaiting

reason to the poor
that are

you are aware, Firmin, at the word couronne
what is being said to him.
A crown for
If that be so, Alphonse will no longer
me he exclaims.
Where is this crown ? Where is
refuse me his sister
it?'
Then, when they show it him, he looks at it and says
And,

him.

as

he seems to

realise

*

'

!

'

!

sorrowfully, 'It

...

the

is

.

.

.

not a golden crown, only a laurel wreath

brother will

never

give

consent

his

!

'

Listen,

."
Talma; "this is how I should play it
his
bed,
he
went
through
half
in
the
sitting
up
scene
And,
in such telling accents, and with such pathetic and dejected
expression, filled throughout with both despair and insanity,
that Firmin, who knew nothing but what he had just seen,
felt inclined to throw up the part.
Towards the beginning of October, the improvement which
had somewhat restored hope disappeared, and the disease
made such rapid progress that Talma himself expressed a

Firmin," said

.

desire to see those

whom

he loved

best,

nephew, Am^dee Talma, a surgeon-dentist
After the sick

and never

man had been

left

whose occupations
these was his

Among

placed them at a distance from him.
arrived on 9 October,

.

at Brussels.

his uncle

prepared for

till

this visitor,

He

the end.

Amedee

room and went up to his uncle's bedside.
It
his hand, drew him close and kissed him.
but the young man saw by the dampness of his

Talma entered
Talma held out

the

was dark,
uncle's cheek that he was weeping.
soon recovered himself, and,

after

The

sick

man, however,
he

a moment's pause,

said

"You must not stay here more than two or three days.
Your business will not admit of longer absence. I sent for
you because you have known for a long time the disease I am

—

—

TALMA'S LAST ILLNESS
and

suffering from,

them about

it

my
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doctors wish to learn what you can

tell

before they were called in."

A fresh consultation was therefore held on the 12th, at
which the young doctor was present. Only two or three out
of the eleven medical men present thought there was any hope.
the new remedies suggested allayed the attacks of
Still,
When
vomiting, and these ceased altogether towards the end.
Talma said to them
do anything you desire
but I doubt if you can pull me through, and I have reconciled
But the thing that troubles me most
myself to the inevitable.
and what I want you to care for most is my eyesight I am
came

the doctors

"Well,

is

it

to his bedside,

all

up?

I

will

.

.

.

:

afraid I

am

going to lose

my

sight."

Another of Talma's nephews, named Charles Jeannin,
on the i6th. The greatest precautions
were necessary in breaking the news of this fresh visitor to
Talma. Nothing that went on round him escaped his notice.
MM. Dupuytren, Biett and Begin were standing by the
fireplace talking in low voices, when Talma caught a word or
two of their conversation.
" What are you talking about ? " he asked.
M. Dupuytren did not answer him, but went up to Amdd^e
Talma.
"I was asking these gentlemen," he said to the
young man, "whether Talma had been told of the arch-

arrived from Brussels

bishop's visits."

As a matter of
"

him

The archbishop ? "

about the archbishop

Am6d6e
"

the archbishop called almost daily, but

fact,

they had not allowed

?

to see the patient.

repeated Talma.

"

What are you saying

"

hastened to reply

M. Dupuytren was

telling

these gentlemen,

uncle,

the Archbishop of Paris has called every day to

you."
" Oh

what

!

exclaimed.

" I

... I used to
Wagram he is
:

that

ask after

good a fellow the archbishop is " Talma
am much touched by his remembering me.
meet him at the house of the Princesse de
a very excellent man."
!
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Am^d^e

"Yes,"

every day."
" Here ? "
"

Here

"

Oh

reiterated,

Talma

— "yes,

he has called nearly

asked.

have spoken to him myself twice ; I have even
promised him that, when you are better, you will see him."
;

I

Talma

no, no," said

!

quickly

" but

;

when

I

am

better

he shall be the first on whom I will call. I remember once
he was good enough to send an ecclesiastic to me to tell me
that he had nothing to do with the insult put on my children
in the matter of the distribution of prizes and that the whole
blame should fall on the headmaster of the school."
I will give the story of what had happened: the event
wounded Talma to the quick, for he adored his two children.
The Archbishop of Paris was asked to preside at a prize
Now it seems that the
distribution at the College Morin.
authorities

did not dare to ask the ecclesiastic to reward

names of the two
M. de Quelen's
they had earned were handed to

the two sons of the great actor, so the
lads were omitted,

and

was not

it

departure that the prizes

them
to

Talma

privately.

instantly

renounce the Catholic

longed to the Reformed

The
"I

what

am

faith,

to

that time they be-

and,

they were

as

leaving,

M.

Amedee

going to the chateau

shall I say to

caused his two children

and from

religion.

withdrew,

doctors

Dupuytren said

until after

him ?

:

if

I

meet the archbishop

"

" Why, monsieur," the young man replied, " I do not think
you can do better than tell him what we have just heard

and

my

uncle's

answer to what

asks for him, I shall have

much

I said;

if,

later,

my

uncle

pleasure in sending for

him

at once."

But, instead of following out these instructions,

who

did not meet

write to

him and

made

tell

the

archbishop,

M. Dupuytren,

took upon himself to

him he could go and

see Talma.

The

which he
had no idea came only from M. Dupuytren; but, as on preOn
vious occasions, he was received by Amedee Talma.
archbishop

haste to attend

to the request,

—

—
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18 October

and return

M. Charles Jeannin was obliged
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to leave his uncle

keep an engagement in Brussels for the 20th.
19 October, at six in the morning, seeing Amdd^e by

On

to

his bedside,

Talma

my

" What,

said

dear boy, have you not gone yet

?

"

"There was only one vacant seat in the diligence, uncle,
and I gave it up to Charles, who was urgently wanted in
Brussels."

When do you go ? "
''To-morrow morning."
"At what time?"
" Six o'clock ... if I can get a seat."
Talma gently shook his head.
"You are deceiving me," he said; "you have not been
able to save me, and you wish to stay with me to the end.
If I had been a peasant from Brunoy, I could have been
cured; but they have bungled over me.
However, my
death will enable them to learn how they ought to treat
someone else. So much for doctoring
Now go and fetch
MM. Nicod and Jacquet."
These were his lawyers. The gardener was called and sent
on this errand. Talma recognised him.
" Ah
is that you, Louette ? " he said.
Then, turning to his nephew, he added
" I have not paid him for the last two months you must
tell Madame it is most essential.
But, by the bye, where
"

.

.

.

.

!

!

;

.

is

Caroline

?

.

.

"

"She is asleep."
Which means she is crying."
Madame Talma heard, and she came up to the bedside.
" What time is it ? " Talma continued, not seeing her.
"

" Six o'clock, uncle."
" It is always six o'clock with you."

He
"

I

tried to set going the repeater of his watch.

cannot any longer hear

"Would you
" Yes

;

III.

like a

go and fetch

— 12

my

watch," he said.

timepiece?"

me

the one out of

my

bedroom."

.

.

——

—

—
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His nephew went, and

Madame Talma

was exposed to

"

we must now put

view.

"

Ah

!

there you are, Caroline," he said

;

matters right for you."

His nephew brought the clock and put

on the night

it

table.

"I

am

am

very unsightly,

I not,

my good Amed^e ? " Talma

" My beard is so long.
remarked.
" You shall have it trimmed to-day."
.

" Give

me

He

took

"I

tell

a looking-glass."

and looked at himself.
Amedee, I am losing
have something done for my eyes.
I

it

you,

cannot see

The
Talma

."

.

my
Oh

sight
!

I

;

for pity's sake,

them

shall lose

at all to-day."

lawyers arrived and, with them,

M.

But

Davilliers.

tried in vain to discuss business matters

— he was

past

that ; he could only speak in whispers, although he believed
he was speaking very loudly, and his speech grew more and
more indistinct. MM. Arnault and de Jouy were announced.
Talma signed for them to be brought to him. M. Arnault
embraced Talma, to whom he was tenderly attached, and, as
he did so, the word "Adieu" escaped from his lips.
" Are you going away, then ? " asked Talma.
"Yes," Amedee answered hastily, "these gentlemen are
all

going to Brussels."

Both men embraced him and,
quickly from

the

room

;

as

to hide their sobs, rushed

Talma saw them go out he

said

"Quite right, be quick and
you again soon ; the sooner you

go, then I

hope to see
you will come

shall

go, the sooner

back."

When MM.

de Jouy and Arnault had gone away,

children were brought him,
to them, to

be kissed.

A

and Talma held out

few minutes

later,

he uttered three

words
"Voltaire!

.

.

.

like Voltaire

!

.

.

two
hands

his

his

."

Then, immediately afterwards, he murmured

—

;
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"The cruellest thing of all is to lose one's sight."
The next moment, some piece of furniture cracked very
loudly, and Talma turned his head in the direction of the
sound. A lady who had just arrived took advantage of this
movement to say
" Talma,

The

it is I,

dying

Mademoiselle Menocq."
a slight token of acknowledgment

man made

and pressed her hand.

It struck

half-past

took his handkerchief in both hands,

Talma
up slowly to

eleven.

lifted

it

mouth, wiped his lips and then put it behind his head,
After the lapse of a few
holding it in both hands.
seconds, his hands released their hold and fell down by his

his

still

His nephew took hold of the hand nearest him, and
was returned feebly. At eleven thirtyfive, without any convulsion or muscular contraction of the
face, one sigh escaped his lips
it was his last breath.
When Garrick died, four peers of England claimed it as
an honour to bear the four corners of his pall, and to follow
their English Roscius to his resting-place among the tombs
sides.

that his pressure

felt

—

of kings.

One hundred thousand

persons followed Talma's funeral

procession, but not a single representative from those in high

among

places in the State were

the number.

Lassagne had told me to think of a subject for a vaudeville.
had done so, and believed I had found one. It was in the
Arabian Nights^ one of the episodes in the travels of Sinbad
I

the sailor, I believe.
sure,

ing

and the matter

my

I

is

say " I believe," for I

am

not quite

not really worth the trouble of ransack-

desk to find out.

Sinbad, the indefatigable traveller,

reaches a country where they bury wives with their husbands,

and husbands with their wives.
He imprudently marries
his wife dies, and he has a narrow escape of being buried with
her.
A mere trifle. But the episode suggested a vague plan,
which I took to Lassagne.
Lassagne read

it,

and,

kindly disposed towards

if

me

that were possible

even than

at the

he was more
when he

first,

;
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saw how determined I was to succeed. With the exception
of a few corrections, which he undertook to make, he
He therefore comdecided that the scheme would serve.
municated with a clever young fellow named Vulpian, a
friend of his, who was also later to become one of mine.
Vulpian is one more name to be marked with a cross in
We met together two
these recollections; for he is dead.
This time I had to
or three times and shared the task.
do with collaborators who were more punctilious in keeping
At the first
their promises than poor Rousseau had been.
meeting, each of us had his part ready.
pieces

together

and

made

them

We joined

the three

something

into

touches to the work, which took him three or four days.
this was done, the three authors, pronouncing it
perfect,

decided

it

a

like

Lassagne undertook to put the polishing

harmonious whole.

should be read under the

title

When
to

be

of la Noce

V Enterrement at the Vaudeville, where Lassagne and
Vulpian knew Desaugiers. Unluckily, Desaugiers, who was

et

already affected with the disease that eventually killed him,

was

at

home undergoing

a second or third operation, and

could not be present at the reading.

The upshot

of his

P Enterrement received almost as
abrupt a refusal at the Vaudeville as la Chasse et V Amour
had at the Gymnase. It seemed I was not to be favoured
I felt
with good luck while I shared my work with others.
But I felt worse still the day after the
terribly discouraged.
reading, when Lassagne put in an appearance with an
It was so rarely he was
expression of gloom on his face.
depressed that I rose from my seat feeling sure something
was wrong.
absence was that la Noce

"

What

is

the matter

et

now ? "

I asked.

my

poor friend; for somehow or other
it has leaked out, although your name was not breathed at
the reading, that I have written a play with you; and, in

"Matter enough,

consequence, Oudard has just sent for me."

"Well?"
" Well, he

made

out I had given you a taste for literature

UNFAIR OPPRESSION
he says

you

in

your future career and he has

taste will ruin

this

made me

pass

my word

any other

play,

i8i

of honour not only to cease helping

but also to cast aside the one already

finished."

"

And

" I

felt

General
I

don't

to

M.

did you promise

? " I

asked.

obliged to do so for your sake, Dumas.

You

haven't

Foy any longer to uphold your interests here.
know who has done you a bad turn by speaking
de Broval, but they do not at all look upon your

literary propensities with friendly eyes."

do not think my heart ever felt heavier. The two or
hundred francs which la Chasse et r Amour had brought
had so sensibly lightened our circumstances, that I had

I

three
in

been looking forward to the time when

I

should be drawing

not merely twenty to twenty-five francs more per month, but
earning four times that amount by literary work.
a portion of what la Noce

me
300

in

was

hypothecated

francs.

What

well overthrew all

Moreover,
PEnterrement was to bring

et

Porcher,

to

had

Lassagne

my

castles

in

who had
told

just

Spain.

It

lent

me

seemed

me

pretty
to

me

most cruel to forbid me working for the drama out of office
hours, and to insist that my mother, my son and I should
be compelled to live on 125 francs per month. This feeling
was so strong that it fired me with courage to go straight to
Oudard. I entered his office with tears in my eyes but my
voice under control.
" Is it true, monsieur," I asked, " that you have forbidden
Lassagne to work with me ? "
" Yes," was his reply.
" Why do you ask me that ? "
" Because I should not have thought you would have had
the courage to do so."
" What do you mean by that? "

"Well,

it

seems

to

me a man

needs courage to condemn three

persons to live on a hundred and twenty-five francs a month."

"And

it

fortunate to

seems to me you ought to think yourself very
have the hundred and twenty-five francs per

month, instead of despising them."

—
1
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"I do not despise them, monsieur; on the contrary, I am
who give them to me; only, I repeat
that the sum is not sufficient and that I think I ought to be
allowed the right to add to it so long as it does not interfere
very grateful to those

with attention to

"It

may

very soon

my

office

work."

not interfere with your office work now, but

it

will."

" That will be the time, then, for

you to be anxious."
no affair of mine," said M. Oudard. " I simply
and solely convey the views of the chief director."
"Of M. deBroval?"
" Yes, of M. de Broval."
" I thought M. de Broval pretended to foster Hterature."
" Literature ?
Perhaps he does
but do you call la
"
Chasse et V Amour and la Noce et V Enterrement literature ?
"Most surely not, monsieur. But my name was not put
on the bills at the Ambigu, where la Chasse et V Amour was
played, and it will not be put on the bills of the theatre,
whatever it may be, which may accept la Noce et
"It

is

really

.

.

.

V Enterrement.^^
"Still, if

you are ashamed

to

own those

productions,

why

make them ? "
"First, monsieur, because at present I

able to do better,

and because, such

comfort to our poverty

.

.

.

yes,

do not

myself

feel

as they are, they bring

monsieur, to our poverty

do not shrink from the truth. One day, you somehow
learnt that I had sat up several nights to copy some stage
plays which brought in four francs an act, and that, under
the same conditions, I copied out M. Theaulon's comedy,
the Indiscrete
well, you complimented
me then on my
I

—

pluck."
" Quite true."
" How then, may

I

ask,

am

I

more

guilty in

making

my own

You

must, of

copying out those of others?
course, be aware that Adolphe also writes plays

plays than

in

"

"

Which Adolphe ?

"

Adolphe de Leuven."

?

'"'

INTERVIEW WITH HIS CHIEF
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"What then?"
"

Why, I heard you speak to M. de Broval the other day in
support of Adolphe's request for a post in the offices of the

Due

d'Orleans."

" M. Adolphe de Leuven was highly recommended to me."
" And I, monsieur, was not I also highly recommended to

you ?
True, de Leuven was highly recommended to you
by Benjamin Constant, General Gerard and Madame de
Valence, whilst I was only recommended to you by General
Foy."
"

And what

" It

my
"

"

means

supporter

does that mean

that

"

Adolphe de Leuven's patrons are

alive while

dead."

is

."
M. Dumas
do not be put
!

Oh

?

.

.

!

out.

I

see I have hit the right nail

on

the head."
" Then you absolutely insist on continuing your writing ? "
" Yes, monsieur ; I desire to do so both from inclination, and

from necessity."
" Very well, produce literature like Casimir Delavigne's

and

instead of blaming you, we will give you encouragement."
" Monsieur," I replied, " I am not M. Casimir Delavigne's
age,

who has been poet

received the education

laureate since 181

1

;

neither have I

M. Casimir Delavigne had

am

at

one of

I
No,
busy educating myself every day, probably at the cost of

the best colleges in Paris.

health, for all I learn

—

—and

I

I

only twenty-two

assure you I

am

;

studying

am
my

many

amusing
themselves.
So I cannot, just at this moment, produce work
like M. Casimir Delavigne's.
But, M. Gudard, I would ask
you, in conclusion, to listen carefully to what I am about to
did
if I
say, strange though it may sound to your ears
not believe I could do different work in days to come than
M. Casimir Delavigne's, well, monsieur, I should meet you and
M. de Broval more than half-way in your wishes, and at this
very instant I would give you my sacred promise, I would take
a solemn oath, never to touch literature again."
subjects

I learn

when other people

are fast asleep or

:

1
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Gudard looked

at

me

took his breath away.

minutes

later,

if it

;

for

my

pride

bowed to him and went out. Five
M. Deviolaine to tell him of my insane
I

he went to

M. Deviolaine inquired

carryings on.

presence,

with expressionless eyes

were really to him, that

I

if it

were

really in his

had said such monstrous

things.

" Yes, it was in my presence and to me," said Oudard.
" I will tell his mother about it," said M. Deviolaine ; " and
if

he continues possessed with

him

I will take

into

my

this

office

madness, send him to me.
that he doesn't go

and see

altogether stark staring mad."

And, indeed,

When

I

my

mother was told

that very

returned from making up the portfolio,

I

same

night.

found her in

M. Deviolaine had sent for her, and told her of all that
had passed between M. Oudard and me that morning. Next
day, the crime of which I had been guilty was public property
throughout the offices. The sixty-three clerks of His Royal
Highness never lost an opportunity of saying to each other as
they met, " Have you heard what Dumas said to M. Oudard
tears.

yesterday

And

?

"

the clerk to

reply with either a

whom

the question was addressed would

Yes or a No.

the story was related with

If

he replied in the negative,
embellishments and

corrections,

exaggerations, that did the greatest credit to the imagination of

my

During the whole day and for several days to
homeric laughter could be heard throughout the corridors
There was
of the Maison de la rue Saint-Honore No. 216.
one solitary book-keeping clerk who had only been engaged the
previous day, and whom no one as yet knew, who did not laugh.
colleagues.

follow,

"Why,"

said the others to him, "you aren't laughing."
" No."
" Why don't you laugh ? "
" Because it doesn't seem to me a laughing matter."
" What
Don't you think it a huge joke that Dumas said
!

he would do better things than Casimir Delavigne ? "
" In the first place, he did not say he would do better, he
said he would do something different."

—

;
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"

the same."

It is all

" No,

it is

quite different."

" But do you know Dumas ? "
" Yes, and because I know him I

thing

;

I

185

know what

don't

it

tell

will be,

you he

but

do someyou that that

will

I tell

something will astonish everybody, save myself."
This employ^, who had just joined the office, in the bookkeeping department, was my old German and Italian master,

Amede^ de

la

Ponce.

So there were two people out of the seventy-two persons,
heads and employes, who composed His Royal Highness's
Lassagne and he.
official staff, who did not despair of me
From this time began the warfare of which Lassagne had
warned me when I first entered the office. But, no matter what
the war was going to be like, or how long it was going to last, I
made up my mind to fight to the end.
A week later, a ray of comfort came to me. Vulpian came
to tell Lassagne and me that our play had been accepted by
!

the theatre of the Porte-Saint-Martin for Serres' d^but.

was gently drawing nearer to the Thdatreenough to understand the
proverb, " Che va piano va sano."
The author's rights were also higher. The theatre of the

So

it

will

be seen

I

had

Fran^ais, but I

learnt Italian

Porte-Saint-Martin paid eighteen francs for a vaudeville,

and

allowed twelve francs' worth of tickets.

So

—

this

meant

exactly

me

for

me

double, this

eight francs per night instead of six
time,

what

my

office

work brought

in.

La Noce

My mother

et

P Efiterrement was played on 21

November

1826.

saw my play from the orchestra. As my name
did not transpire, and as I was totally unknown, I experienced
no inconvenience from allowing myself the satisfaction of being
present.
The play succeeded admirably ; but, even as the
Roman emperors, in their days of triumph, were reminded
by a slave that they were mortal, so, lest my success should

and

I

intoxicate me. Providence placed a neighbour

remarked, as he rose at the

fall

of the curtain

on

my

left

who

1
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"Come, come,

it

isn't

such

stuff as

this that will

uphold

the theatre."

My

and he knew what he was talking
he was a fellow-writer.
The play was acted some forty times, and, as Porcher
generously left me half my rights, claiming only the remaining
about

neighbour was

all

the

more

right,

in that

half to liquidate previous advances, the four francs per night
that

I received

from the

winter of 1826 to 1827.

tickets

helped us to get over the

—

CHAPTER V
Soulie at the mechanical saw-mill
to write a

drama with him

—

— His

platonic love of gold

laine,

is

I

desire

Fiesque

— My pay increased
saved by
faculty,
h Pironne — Talma's theatrical wardrobe — The
amour— The disbanding of the National Guard

Lafarge

—

— Death of Auguste
and my position lowered — Felix Devio-

I translate

condemned by the medical

is

illness
loi

Louis XI.

de justice et

cT

moment
FROM
Ferdinand
that

made up my mind

I

firmly;

like

had burnt my boats, and I had
Unfortunately, I was
either to succeed or to hang myself.
not staking for myself alone my poor mother was also equally
involved in the game.
Although Soulie had been less fortunate than we had been,
in not yet having had anything of his acted, I had divined
what strength of imagination lay in his work, and I had
decided to attempt a work of some importance in collaboration
with him.
At heart, I really agreed with M. Oudard's estimate
of my first two productions, and I had shown it by not wishing
Cortez, I

;

my name to appear in connection with either of them, while,
by some instinct that did not lead me far astray, I had signed
the Ode sur la mort du general Foy^ the Nouvelles contempoand PAtre romain. But I quite decided not to sign my
any theatrical work until I could do something that
would make a great sensation. Soulie had moved he lodged
near La Gare.
By some means or other, he had become
head of a saw-mill, in which upwards of a hundred workpeople were employed.
In comparison with us, Soulie was
wealthy.
He had a small allowance from his father, plus his
salary as manager of this industrial establishment
so he could

raines

name

to

;

;

jingle a little gold in his pockets,
187

which was quite out of the
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question in our case.
Souli^ had a real passion for gold, and
he liked to look at it and to handle it. Towards the close of
his life, he was earning between forty and fifty thousand francs
per annum and, when he had contracts to pay by the end
;

of the month, he would often keep the two or three thousand
francs thus hypothecated, in his drawer, from the 15 th to the
20th.

Then,

in order to procure the joy

which the

sight of

gold gave him, he would change his five-francs piece or his

bank-notes for napoleons, asking that the newest and most
glittering coins

should be sent him, even at the expense of four

—

for Soulie had not the good fortune
happy period of the depreciation of gold, then,
when the end of the month came, it cost him such anguish to
part from his gold, that, although the sum owing lay there in
his drawer, he seldom settled his account when it was due,
preferring to pay twenty, thirty, fifty or a hundred francs
extra, in order to feast his eyes upon the rich metal for a few
days longer.
And yet nobody could be more generous or
He loved gold ; but do
liberal-handed or lavish than Soulie.
not misunderstand us, it was not after the fashion of a miser
that he loved it, but as the representative of luxury, as the
surest means to procure all the pleasures of life
he loved
gold for the power it bestows.
So he had a very special
I hope I may
predilection for the romance of Monte- Crista.
be forgiven if I dwell at too great length on Soulie he was
one of the most interesting personalities I ever met, and I say
of him, as Michelet once said of me, " he was one of the forces

or five sous per napoleon,

—

to live in the

:

;

of nature."

I

could picture Soulie poaching in the forests of

America, a pirate in the Indian Seas or in the Arctic Ocean,

an explorer along the shores of Lake Tchad or Senegal,

far

better than as a romance-writer or a dramatist.

He

was consummate,

workmen

in the midst of his hundred
he directed them by a nod of the

too,

at the saw-mill, as

head, by a wave of the hand, giving his orders in a tone of
voice at once gentle and firm, kindly yet

full

of power.

He

had just finished his imitation of Shakespeare's Romeo a7idJuliet.
There were some fine lines in that piece of work, well conceived.

;

SOULIli:

AND DUMAS COLLABORATE
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some

great thoughts vigorously handled ; but, in the main, it
was a mediocre production. He had started it two years too
late, and had not attempted anything fresh at a time when to
be original was one of the conditions of success.
I told Soulid frankly that I had come to ask him to write a

drama with me

;

but, as neither of us felt at all strong

to attempt anything in the

way of

original creation,

to take a subject from Walter Scott.

enough

we decided

Walter Scott was

all

the

Kenilworth Castle had just been played with great
success at the Porte-Saint-Martin, and a version of Quentin
Durward was to be acted at the Th^atre-Frangais. Talma
was allotted the part of Louis xi., and he had intended it to
rage

;

his

What a glorious thing it would have been
Talma to have personated a character from
We settled upon Old Mortality. There were
John Balfour of Burley and
in Old Mortality

follow his Tiberius.
for the

drama

Walter Scott

!

for

—

two characters
Bothwell that completely fascinated Soulit^.
When our subject was chosen, we set to work with great
zest ; but in vain did we put our heads together, the plan did
not go well. To put it baldly, we each of us had too much
individuality, and we were continually knocking against each

—

other's angles.

At the end of two

or three

labour, after five or six useless meetings,

headway

months of fruitless
we had made no
advanced than at

and were scarcely farther
But I had gained enormously by my
struggle with this rough champion; I felt all kinds of new
forces springing up in me, and, like a blind man whose sight
has been restored, each day, little by little, my range of vision
seemed to widen.
Meantime, I was practising how to handle dramatic poetry
by translating Schiller's Fiesque into verse. I undertook the
task in order to teach myself, and not in hope of payment
and, although it was not to bring me in a penny, and we stood
in the greatest need of work that would pay me, I had the
courage to finish it from end to end.
About this time, my poor mother, who was always in fear of
my losing my place, and who, I must confess, was quite
our

first

at

all,

meeting.

:
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had a

justified in her fears,

to bring before

my

notice.

fresh instance of deceived hopes

My

compatriot, Auguste Lafarge,

who had momentarily revolutionised
Villers-Cotterets, and who had been obliged

the stylish lawyer's clerk

the whole town of

to sell his business to pay his debts, because he could not find

a rich wife to save the situation, had flung himself into literature
for want of other means of livelihood, and had just died after

two or three

years' struggle against horrible poverty.

vain I said to

my mother that Lafarge never had

dramatic poet in him
but,

;

in vain I told her

on the contrary, had given

It

was

in

the making of a

he had never struggled,

in without a fight

;

in vain I

urged that Lafarge never possessed a fraction of my energy and
perseverance; the material fact was that he had suffered hunger

and misery and had died in consequence of his privations.
Another fact that ought to have set her fears to rest only
gave her fresh anxiety. Betz had been promoted. The reader
that Betz was the nice lad who had been
will recollect
He had been made
my second in the duel with M. B
chief clerk at a salary of 2400 francs, and his post as order
clerk at 2000 francs was given to Ernest, who, in his turn,
As I had attended
left his place of 1800 francs vacant.
to my office work with a regularity that not even my worst
enemy could have found fault with, and as, although they may
have been unjust towards me, they were not really ill-intentioned,
they could hardly refuse to give me Ernest's place, which I
asked of Oudard as though it were my due. My request was
acceded to, but they changed me from the Secretarial Department to the Relieving Offices. The Bureau des secours was
really a branch of the Secretariat, but it was looked upon as
I should most of all have regretted
a subordinate department.
leaving Lassagne, but a change had been made some time
before in the arrangement of the offices, and a room had
been given him to himself, in consideration of his position as
deputy head-clerk. So it came about that I was quite as near
him in the Relief Office as I had been under the new arrangements at the Secretariat, I gained two things by this change
first, an increase of salary; secondly, a greater freedom of
.

—
F^LIX DEVIOLAINE
action

since, having

;

unfortunate people

to

obtain

who asked
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information concerning the

for help,

I

spent whole days

in going about from one end of Paris to the other.

I

should

have been well pleased, as compensation for the two advantages
thus gained, to have given up my portfolio making, but there

was no way out of
In spite of
gained,

my

this.

increase of salary,

my mother

looked upon

in the nature of a disgrace.

she had been,

and the greater freedom

this

change

in

my

She was not deceived

M. Deviolaine would have taken

I

position as
;

and,

if

care to put

her right on this head.
this, a very real calamity was threatening to
household with which we were closely con-

In addition to
strike

at

nected.

that

For some time

past,

Fdix Deviolaine, who looked

the very picture of health, had been troubled with a cough,

He grew uneasy at the weakness he
losing flesh.
be growing on him, and one day he sought me out and
begged me to take him to Thibaut, whose medical skill he

and was
felt to

had often heard me praise. I hastened to do him this service,
and took him to Thibaut, begging him to examine Felix very
Thibaut made him strip to the waist, tapped his
carefully.
chest, listened to his breathing both with his ear and with
the

stethoscope; and, after ten

him

plainly that he

minutes' examination, told

was suffering from a serious lung complaint,
But to me he whispered
although he was in no danger.
" The lad is doomed."
I
cannot describe the grief and dismay this curtly
expressed declaration caused me.
F^lix had never been
particularly friendly towards me ; he was of a somewhat jealous
disposition, and had rather repelled than drawn me in to share
the enjoyments which, thanks to his father's social position,
he could have obtained for me, especially with regard to
shooting, which I loved above all else.
But, nevertheless, his
was one of the tender friendships of my early days, and if this
prophecy were fulfilled it would be the first leaf that death
would tear from the golden branch of my childish recollections.
I did not want to announce this sad news to M. Deviolaine,
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him what had transpired.
for F^lix had seemed,
until now, the most unlikely subject to die of pulmonary
consumption; but I sent for Thibaut himself, and Thibaut
repeated to him the fatal verdict he had told me.
Without
telling the whole truth to M. Deviolaine, Oudard gave him to
so I sought out

Oudard

Oudard and

told

utterly declined to believe

it

;

understand that Felix required great care, and, as Felix did
not wish to have any other doctor than Thibaut, it was
arranged that Thibaut should pay him daily visits.
It was
then that I made the special study of pulmonary consumption
which I later turned to account in my romance, Amaury. I
have already stated that, just as Thibaut's prediction was on
the point of being realised, and all hopes were given up
even
in his mother's heart, that last sanctuary of hope
Felix
Deviolaine was miraculously saved by articular rheumatism,
which drew off the inflammation, and did what no other
remedies had been able to effect.
Whilst these events were happening, the representation of
the drama of Louis XI. a Pironne^ in which Talma was to have
acted, took place at the Theatre-Frangais. It was a great event
for all of us young writers who were aspiring to produce some
novel creation ; Taylor had urged its production, had seen
that the costumes were accurate and the staging perfect.
The
play owed its success partly to the astonishment it evoked, and

—
—

partly to

its

intrinsic worth.

I

did not

see

it

at

presentation, because I was unable to procure a ticket

too poor to afford to buy one at the doors

;

the

first

and was

but Soulie joined

us afterwards at the cafe des Varietes and told us

all about it.
was most enthusiastic over it. This inspired us with courage, and we tried to take up our Puritains d'Ecosse once more.
Talma's dramatic succession at the Theatre-Frangais had
been divided Michelot took Tiberius and Louis xi. ; Firmin
took Tasso ; Joanny was prepared to undertake the whole of
the illustrious dead actor's repertory; Lafond had become
both the one and the other ^ everybody regarded Talma as an
obstacle, and now that this obstacle was removed, each strove

He

:

;

^

See

vol.

ii.

p. 442.

.

SALE OF TALMA'S PROPERTIES
to acquire for himself the

eclipsed

reputation

other reputations.

all

of the
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man who had

In order not to lose any

chance of success, they divided his costumes among themselves, as they divided his roles.
A public sale of Talma's
wardrobe was announced for 27 April. Here are some of the
prices that the different costumes fetched.

hoped

to

buy

The

his talent with his clothes, did not

actors

who

pay dear

for

them.
Francs
Charles VI. et sa perruque

205
230
62
100
120

Ladislas

Le Cid
Mithridate

.

Richard in.
Les deux Neron
La couronne de Neron
Othello, une fois joue i I'Ope
L^onidas

412
132
131

200

Clovis

97
120

Joad

Nicomede
Le Maire du

60
palais

115

.

Philoctete

40
96

Typpo-Saeb.
Leicester

321

Meynau
Danville

45
42
130

Le Misanthrope

400

Falkland

Bayard
Le grand maltre des Templiers
Jean de Bourgogne
Manlius

SI

40
79
80
160

.

Sylla, avec la perruque

Hamlet, avec
L'Oreste

le

236
100
80

poignard

^ Andromaque

L'Oreste de Clytemnestre
Total,

Two

items

and the

may be noted

other,

III.— 13

in the

fr

above one, Les deux Nerony
d P Optra, These two

Othello^ une fois jou'e

:

—
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show how conscientiously Talma hunted up
costumes.
Once he discovered in
Suetonius that Nero had entered the Senate in a blue mantle
embroidered with gold stars he instantly had a costume made
after the same pattern, and came on to the stage in just such a
blue mantle with gold stars as Nero had worn on entering the
But, next day, some critic, who had not bothered his
Senate.
head to read Suetonius, and who took this costume to be a
freak of the actor, said in one of the papers that Talma looked
descriptions
particulars

about his

;

like

Night in the prologue to Amphitryon.

enough

On

to prevent

Talma from wearing

This was quite

the star-spangled robe.

another occasion, before playing Othello at the Op^ra for

a benefit, he reflected that as the Moor had become a Venetian
general he must necessarily have discarded his Oriental

costume and adopted the Venetian dress. So he wore a very
exact copy of a Venetian costume of the fifteenth century.
But, in casting aside the turban, the girdle and the baggy
ornamental pantaloons, half the picturesque effect had fled and
not even all Talma's genius was able to make up for it, so,
disappointed himself, and thinking that the change of costume
had had a damaging effect on his play, he went back to the
traditional costume for the remainder of the performances and
never used the other again. The costume for the Misanthrope,
found in Talma's wardrobe, indicated the lifelong desire he
had cherished to play the part of Alceste, but it was a wish he
had never dared to satisfy. The person who bought it was not
modesty.

afflicted with like

Whilst these events

were occurring, that were of such

secondary importance to France, but so

vitally interesting to

Government was slyly attempting to re-establish
In the king's speech to
the Censorship that it had abolished.
the Chamber, he had said
"I should have preferred, had it been possible, not to pay
any attention to the press but, since the habit of publishing
ourselves, the

;

political articles

which

require

repression.

has developed,

more

It is

it

efficacious

has produced fresh abuses

and

extensive

means

of

time to put a stop to painful scandals, and

I

—
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to preserve the liberty of the press itself from the danger of

own

its

excesses; a project will be submitted to you with this

object in view."

This paragraph was nothing more nor less than a threat,
which translated itself into a Bill presented to the Chamber
under the title of Projet de lot sur la police de la presse. The
reading of this Act was interrupted by the Opposition a score
of times and ended in a scene of terrible agitation.
Casimir
P^rier jumped up from his seat, exclaiming
" You might just as well bring forward a Bill consisting of
the single clause,

Printing

*

is

"
Belgium
M. de Chateaubriand called

benefit of

And

France to the

!

the

to

suppressed in

'

outcry

the

in

this

law a law of Vandalis7ti.
the whole of France

capital,

responded, sending joint and separate petitions to implore the

Chamber

to reject the Bill as destructive of all public liberties,

commerce and an attack on the sacred rights of
In the midst of that terrible manifestation which,

disastrous to

property.

in 1827, predicted the

had

armed opposition of 1830, the Moniteur

— one never can
—to
an

either the cleverness or the perfidiousness

quite fathom the Moniteur^s real sentiments

insert in

favour of the law the phrase characterising

article in

ofjustice and of love.

Oh

!

what an opportunity

this

it

as a

law

gave for the

weapon of sarcasm, always powerful in France
It fastened
upon this phrase and used it as a weapon with which, on every
possible occasion, to prick the heart of M. de Peyronnet.
Everybody exclaimed against this Act, even the Academy
!

itself.

It

was M. de Lacretelle who ventured to take the

hazardous and

Immortals

in

difficult step of

their

chairs.

attempting to awake the Forty

He

read a rousing discourse to

them on 4 January, on the disadvantages of the projected
and the fetters it would put upon thought ; he repudiated

law,
this

which was to make printers judges of authors,
and demanded that the Academy should make use of its prefresh Censorship,

rogative

and

petition the king to accede to the entreaties of

the Forty by withdrawing the Bill.
it

After an hour's discussion,

was decided almost unanimously that

this petition

should be

—

—
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presented to the king, and

MM.

and Villemain were deputed

to

the following notice appeared in

"Art.

I.

The appointment

requetes to the Council of State,

Then, lower down

de Chateaubriand, Lacretelle
draw it up. On 2 1 January,
the Moniteur
:

of Sieur Villemain, mattre des
is

revoked

.

.

."

:

"By order

of the King, M. Michaud of the French Academy
no longer be one of His Majesty's readers.
"By command of His Excellency the Minister of the
Interior, dated to-day, M. de Lacretelle has been dismissed

will

from the post of Dramatic Censor."
This persecution was received by a burst of indignation
against

the

Government and with demonstrative sympathy

towards the victims of Ministerial cruelty.

Finally, the chorus

of opposition rose to such a threatening pitch that the Govern-

ment grew frightened and withdrew on 1 8 April the Act that it
had introduced on 29 November. A furore of delight then
broke out in Paris

:

houses poured forth their inhabitants into

the streets, and every face glowed with joy

hands were held
and journeymen printers ran through the
boulevards shouting, " Vive le roi " waving white flags and a
But
general illumination took place all over Paris that night.
the mortified Government sent out troops, shots were fired and
wounds received, and the withdrawal of the famous loi dejustice
et d^ amour should be accredited not to the king's intelligence,
;

out in greeting,

!

;

but to his

When

fear.

Charles x.

—poor,

blind,

deaf monarch

that the enthusiasm aroused by his accession

to

— believing
the throne

would last for ever, commanded a review of the National
Guard to be held on 29 April, on the Champ de Mars, he
heard, to his vast surprise, mingled with those cries of
" Vive le roi " with which sovereigns are intoxicated, and
thrill on their thrones, the bitter and raucous cries of " A bas
These cries came
les ministres " and " A bas les Jesuits "
particularly from the ranks of the second, third, fifth, seventh
!

!

!

—
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and eighth
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legions, those, namely, belonging to the financial

and the lower middle classes. Astounded by such
a reception, Charles x. drew up for an instant then, spurring
his horse to the front ranks of the legion that had uttered the
aristocracy

;

he exclaimed
have come here to receive homage and not

bitterest of these invectives,

" Messieurs,

I

lectures."

Alas! the kings of 1827, like those of 1848, should have

known that homage blinds and lectures enlighten.
By six o'clock next morning every post of the National Guard
and by seven o'clock,
on the review, there
appeared the order to disband. From that moment there was
The
a breach between the Elder Branch, and the middle class.
was relieved by troops of the

line,

instead of a leading article in the Moniteur

former possessed
it

and

to die with

its
it.

king, elected by divine right, to reign over

But from that hour

far-seeing eyes could

discern the approaching clouds that were bringing on their

wings the tempest of 1830.

—

CHAPTER
English actors in Paris

—The

VI

— Literary importations

Trente Ans, or la Vie (Fun

—
—

Hamlet of Kemble and Miss Smithson A bas-reHef of
Mademoiselle de Fauveau Visit to Frederic Soulie He declines to
write Christine with me A night attack
I come across Adele d'Alvin
once more I spend the night au violon

Joueur

—

—

SOMEWHERE

—

—

about 1822 or

'23, I believe, a

company

of

English actors attempted to give a series of representations in the theatre of the Porte-Saint-Martin, but they were

much opposition and hooting, and so many
and oranges had been flung at the unfortunate actors
from the pit, that they were compelled to abandon the field of
received with so

apples

battle

under the heavy

firing of projectiles.

the national spirit expressed

And

that was

how

But then, in 1822,
any theatre where the produc-

itself in

1822.

was considered degrading for
MM. Caignez and Pixerecourt were performed (not
to mention those of Corneille and Molibre) to lend its boards
to such a barbarian as Shakespeare, and to the train of ceuvres
immondes which followed in his wake.
Only five years had gone by since that period, and now
the second Theatre-Frangais greatly astonished everybody by
advertising that a company of English actors was going to act
the chief plays of Shakespeare.
So quickly did ideas mature
it

tions of

in the burning

sun of the nineteenth century that only

five

years were necessary to bring about such an enlightenment of

However, the example of courtesy
by our neighbours across the Channel.
Mademoiselle Georges had just succeeded thanks, no doubt,
in obtaining
to the political reminiscences that surrounded her
what Talma never obtained, in spite of his Anglo-French

public opinion as

had been

set

this.

us

—

Z98

—
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performance of a

descent, namely, a public non-subsidised

French

On
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play.

28 June

1827,

Mademoiselle Georges gave a most

successful representation of Semiramis^ under the patronage of

the

Duke

of Devonshire.

hundred pounds

The

receipts

sterling (20,000

amounted

A

francs).

to eight

few days

later,

This twofold

again with similar success, she played Merope.

triumph suggested to the director of the Od^on the idea of
inviting a company of English actors over, and a series of
performances, announced for the beginning of September, was

looked forward to eagerly. In fact, opinion had changed from
complete disdain of English literature to enthusiastic admiration
M. Guizot, who did not then know a word of English
of it.

and who has known

it

but too well since

Shakespeare with the help

—had

re-translated

Walter

Letourneur.

of

Scott,

Cooper and Byron were in everybody's hands. M. Lemercier
M. Liadibre had
had made a tragedy out of Richard III.
produced another on Jane Shore, Kenilworth Castle had been
played at the Porte-Saint-Martin ; Louis XL i Perofme at the
People talked of
Th^atre-Frangais ; Macbeth at the Op^ra.
Fr^ddric Soulie's Juliette and of Alfred de Vigny's Othello.
Assuredly, the wind had veered round to the west and pointed
Nor was this all a play was produced
to a literary revolution.
at the Porte-Saint-Martin, with a denouement borrowed from
Werner's Vingt-Quatre Fevrier^ which had brought about a
revolution both by its style and its execution.
We should like to say a few words with reference to Trente
Ans, or la Vie (Tun Joueur^ by MM. Victor Ducange and
Goubaux. Besides the dramatic importance of this work, it
brought to light two eminent artistes, Frederick and Madame
Dorval.
It is rarely one finds two actors so highly endowed,
the one as good as the other.
He, as a matter of fact, was
the wretched tragedian who, three years before, had played
one of the brothers Macchab^e at the Od(§on
She was the
little girl, forgotten as soon as she had played the thankless
part of Malvina, in the Vampire
Popular drama had its Talma, and boulevard tragedy its
\

:

!

\
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Mademoiselle Mars. Everybody has become familiar with
Trente Ans ; everybody has seen it played by the two artistes
But not everybody witnessed the fever of
I have just named.
excitement that mastered both actors and spectators during
those

first

representations.

So the English

found Parisian playgoers warmly
demanding new emotions to take the place
of those they had just experienced.
Such moments as these
are experienced at various times and seasons when everything
artistes

enthusiastic, eagerly

is

As

quiet outside the realms of imagination.

physical

life is

no danger, minds sigh after imaginary dangers; human
sympathy must exercise itself on something. Twelve years
of calm caused everyone to cry out for emotion ten years of
laughter called aloud for tears.
With a national spirit restless
and adventurous by nature, we must ever express ourselves
dramatically, whether on the stage or in real life.
In 1 8 2 7 the theatre had things all its own way. On 7 September
the English actors gave their first performance. Abbott opened
the proceedings with a short speech in very carefully pronounced
French, and they played T/ie Rivals by poor Sheridan, who had
just been buried amidst financial difficulties
then Allingham's
Caprice of Fortune.
The comic actors of the company carried
off the honours of the first night, and, although one noticed a
comic actor called Liston, and a sweetheart played by Miss
Smithson, we felt quite certain that the much longed for
company had not been brought across the Channel just for
this exhibition of its powers.
I had made up my mind to
attend these English performances with some assiduity, and
as Porcher had nearly got back the advances he had lent me,
I asked him for two hundred francs, a hundred and fifty of
which went towards our housekeeping expenses, and fifty were
in

;

;

intended to

drama.
period

initiate

;

into the beauties revealed in the English

first

knew Shakespeare by

heart at this

but plays, according to the Germans, are meant to be

seen and not read.
the

me

I already nearly

So

representation,

in Shakespeare.

I

resisted the temptation of going to

and waited

to see the English

company

EFFECT OF HAMLET
They announced Hamlet.
it

Fortunately,

this time.

portfolio.

my

I

left

There was no

201

fear of

my

missing

was Ernest's week to make up the
at four o'clock and went to take

it

the office

position in the queue, rather better informed, this time,

than

I

my

had been on

first

visit to

so well that I did not need to

Paris.

buy the words

I

knew Hamlet

;

I

could follow

the actors, translating the words as soon as they were uttered.

must admit that the impression made upon me far exceeded
expectations Kemble was wonderful as Hamlet, and Miss
Smithson made a divine Ophelia. The stage scene, the screen
scene and that of the two portraits, the mad scene and that in
the graveyard electrified me.
Only then did I realise what the
drama could be, and from the ruins of my past feeble attempts,
which the shock of this revelation brought about, I saw what
was needed to create a new world.
" And darkness was upon the face of the deep, and the Spirit
of God moved upon the face of the waters"; as the Bible
I

my

:

puts

it.

This was the

Now

time that

first

I

had seen

men and women

the stage, inspiring

real passions

on

of real flesh and blood.

understood Talma's moans over each fresh part he

I

created; I understood that everlasting aspiration for a
ture that could give

litera-

him the chance of depicting a hero who

should be a living being;

I

understood his despair

at

dying

before he had given expression to that side of his genius which

perished

unknown

generation will

studies have

childish

as

within

with

him and with him.

not understand what

made

it

I

am

The

present

saying; for

its

as familiar with Walter Scott

Shakespeare as with Moli^re.
Our
become pre-eminently a century of appreincredulously when it hears that a comedian

Lesage,

with

century, which has
ciation, smiles

could be hissed because he was an Englishman, or a play
hooted because it was by Shakespeare.

These representations continued with increasing popularity.
After
finally,

stage.

Hamlet came Romeo and
one

Jitliety

then Othello

after the other, all the masterpieces of the

To Kemble and

Miss

Smithson belonged

;

then,

English
all

the
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honours of these representations.

It is

impossible to describe

the scene of Ophelia's madness, the balcony scene in Juliet^

the poisoning scene in the vault
jealousy and

the

among

the dead, Othello's

death of Desdemona, as played by those

two great

artistes.
Abbott, also, showed himself a graceful
comedian in the parts he played. His Mercutio, among the
rest, was a real masterpiece of delightful acting.
And now let us notice how strange it is that events which
are to influence a man's life seem to link themselves together.

On

the loth, the English actors gave the last of their series

of representations, leaving

and

my mind

me palpitating with fresh impressions,
light.
On the 4th, six days

flooded with fresh

had just opened. At this Salon,
Mademoiselle de Fauveau exhibited two small bas-reliefs, round
which all artists congregated.
One of these bas-reliefs represented a scene from the Abbe ;
the other, the assassination of Monaldeschi.
I came up to

before, the Salon Exhibition

look at these bas-reliefs with

the

crowd,

and

I

probably

appreciated more than most of the gazers the power and

woman's fingers.
had read the Abbe^ so I knew all about one of these basreliefs; but I was so ignorant on some portions of history
delicacy of the work thus cleverly handled by a
I

that I not only did not

know

the incident the other piece of

who were either
Monaldeschi or Christine; and I left the Musde without
venturing to ask anyone to tell me.
As it was Sunday, and
as I had not seen Soulie for several days, I decided to go and
spend part of the evening with him at la Care.
At nine o'clock after telling my mother that I should
probably not be home until very late I sweetened a cup of
sculpture depicted, but I was also ignorant

—

—

tea in front of a capital fire (for

wood

is

plentiful in a saw-mill)

and began a discussion with Soulie concerning the alterations his
Juliette would need to undergo since the English acting had

come under

notice.

All at once, I recollected the bas-relief

of the death of Monaldeschi, and, not daring to ask Soulie
for particulars for fear

ignorance, I asked

he would make fun of me because of my
if he possessed a Biographic u?iiverselle.

him

—
FIRST IDEA OF CHRISTINE
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He

had one, and I read the two articles on Monaldeschi and
Then, after a few moments' reflection, in the
depths of which I seemed to see all sorts of tragic characters
moving amid the glitter of swords, I said to Soulid, as though
he had been following my thoughts
"Do you know, there is a terrible drama in all that?"
"In what?"
" In the assassination of Monaldeschi by Christine."
on

Christine.

"

I

should just think so."

we do it together ? "
"No," Soulid replied emphatically; "I do not mean
work any more with others."
" Shall

to

"Why?"
" Because David has promised
influence

M.

of

Portalis,

when

me
I

the Cross, through the

write

my

first

important

work alone."
I

looked at Souli^ in utter amazement.

I

do not think

that even he himself quite realised the nature of his brusque

outbursts.

" Therefore," he added, " I intend to use that subject for
a tragedy myself."
" Oh " I said, laying the volumes down.
" That need not prevent you wTiting your
!

own drama, you

understand, if you mean to stick to the idea."
" On the same subject as you ? "
" There are more theatres than one in Paris

;
and a dozen
ways of treating a subject."
" But which of us will read it at the Th^atre-Fran^ais ? "
" Whichever shall finish first."

Would it not annoy you ? "
" What the devil do you think it would do
" You are not very amiable to-night."
"

"I
"

am

is

is

the matter with you

the matter.

it

at

all,

or

done

?

If only I

before I had constructed

done

me ? "

not in a good temper."

What

" This

to

it

my

"

had seen the English actors

Juliette I should either not

differently."

have

—
204
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" Will you take my advice
" In what way ? "

"As

?

"

the sincere advice of a friend.

on one side as

I

have

left

my

Fiesque,

Leave your Juliette
and dream of something
.

.

.

else."

"

Bah

!

when

it is

finished

!

saw Souli^ had made up his mind to go on with it, and I
dropped the subject. Then, as I could not afford to buy the
Biographie universelle, I asked Souli^ if I might copy out the
two articles, and he let me do so. It was evident my writing
on the same subject did not inspire him with much terror.
We separated at midnight ; and, as I went along the boulevard,
It was a dark, rainy
I dreamt already of my future Christine.
night, and the boulevard was almost deserted.
When I
reached the gate of Saint-Denis, just as I was leaving the
boulevard to re-enter the street, I heard cries thirty steps
ahead of me; then, in the midst of the darkness, I could
see what looked like a group of people struggling violently on
I

the boulevard,

and

I

ran in the direction of the

fellows were attacking a

was trying to
thrown down
hung round
moment he
kneeling on

defend himself with a cane,

and the

cries.

Two

man and woman.

The man attacked
the woman had been

was trying to snatch a chain that
on the thief, and the next
was on the ground in his turn, and I was
him.
When the second thief saw this, he left
off attacking the man and ran away.
It would seem that,
unwittingly, I had been squeezing the throat of my thief
unmercifully; for suddenly, to my great surprise, he yelled
her neck.

out
" Help, help, help

thief

I leapt

!

This shout, together with those already uttered by the
and woman assaulted, brought several soldiers from the

man
mili-

I had not loosened my hold
and the soldiers dragged him out of my hands.
Then only was I able to respond to the thanks of those whom
I had rescued.
The woman's voice struck me strangely. It
was Adele d'Alvin, whom I had not seen since I left Villers-

tary station of Bonne-Nouvelle.

of the thief,

DUMAS LOCKED UP
Cotterets,

and the man was her husband.

a

performance at
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There had been
at which
la Noce et V Enterrement had been played, and knowing I had
had a hand in that masterpiece, they had wanted to see it.
The performance had not finished until late, as is usual in
the case of special representations, and Adble was hungry.
When they came out, they went to the theatre caf^ for supper,
and this had delayed them. Just as they reached Charlard's
chemist's shop they were attacked by the two ruffians of whom
I had rid them, and of whom one had been arrested by the
special

defenders of the country.

the

Porte-Saint-Martin

Unluckily, these defenders of the

country were not as intelligent as they were brave.

They

could not distinguish between robbers and robbed, between
thieves and honest folk, and they took us all to the guard-

room, informing us we must stop there till the morning. At
daybreak they sent for a police-officer, who separated the

wheat from the

We

tares.

and asked that they should
examine carefully our persons, our countenances, our appearances, and compare them with those of the man whom I had
arrested, and that they should not keep us till next day before
But to all this
rendering us the justice that was our due.
tried to explain ourselves,

the defenders of the country replied imperturbably that by
night all cats look grey, and, consequently, one might easily

be deceived, whereas, on the morrow, there would be daylight
on the matter.
The decision was neither logical nor eloquent ; but we were
the weaker party.
They made us, assaulted and assaulter alike,
go into that part of the guard-house that is called the violon^
and there was no help for it but to await the good pleasure
of M. le chef du poste.

We

leant up one against another, as people do in a
and tried to sleep. As Ad^le and her husband
had taken one corner of the camp bed for themselves, there
was one left for me. I gazed sadly at the woman for a long
time \ she was associated with the earliest recollections of my
life, and now, apparently perfectly happy, she was falling asleep
all

carriage,
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on the shoulder of another, to whom she spoke in accents of
She had two children motherhood had

familiar intercourse.

consoled her for her
neither

:

lost love.

the thief nor I

slept

They both fell asleep but
at all.
Soon my eyes tore
;

themselves away from watching Adele and her husband
thoughts retraced their steps and

I

resumed

my dream

;

my

where

it

I saw, in my mind's eye, the bas-relief
had been interrupted.
of Mademoiselle de Fauveau as it hung fastened against the
wall, and, in the guard-room of the boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle,
by the side of that woman and her husband, face to face with
the thief who was to get three years' imprisonment at the next
assizes, my imagination conjured up the first scenes of Christine.
At eight next morning the police-officer entered, took down
our depositions and addresses and then set us at liberty;
whilst our friend the thief was immediately hustled off to the
police station.
I returned home to find my poor mother
terribly upset.
She, like myself, had never closed her eyes
all night.
I saw Adble again once or twice during her stay

in Paris;

all

my

years.

but,

since that time,

my

imagination,

if

not

my

been the slave of a mistress who has supplanted
past mistresses, and even done injury to those of later
That mistress, or rather that master, was Art.

heart, has

—

—

CHAPTER
Future landmarks
Cauchois

-

— Compliments

Colonel Bro's parrot
cortege

— Hunting in

the

to

Lemaire's Orleaniste

—

VII
Due de Bordeaux Va^es
The lake of Enghien

brochure

—

—

— Doctor Ferrus — Morrisel —A tip-top funeral
cry — An autopsy — Explanation of the death

full

of the parrot

instructive to every philosophic mind to review a
IT pastmost
period of time, and to recall that once
was looked
is

it

forward to as a future.

changes came about
realised that there

evolution of things

is
;

all-powerful chance,
is

;

can then be seen how gradually
landmarks are recognised, and it is
It

nothing sudden or inexplicable in the

that which in the present

when

seen to be Providence.

Thus, Charles

ative of a dying aristocracy,

Philippe,

the

we look upon

as

investigated in the light of the past,

representative

was destined
of

x.,

the last represent-

to fall

the people

at

;

thus Louis-

its

strongest

moment, was destined to ascend the throne; and, from 1827
and 1828, everything was being prepared so that people were
ready for the great catastrophe of 1830. And yet no one can
clearly read the signs of an immediate future.
All the country's hopes seemed centred in the " phenomenal
child " {T enfant du miracle)^ as they called the Due de Bordeaux,
and, on i January, M. de Barbd-Marbois, first president of the
cours des Comptes^ addressed to him the following delightful
little speech, entirely suited to the young prince's years and
intelligence
•'

:

Monseigneur, you

will to-day receive the

customary

gifts

:

mine shall be a short story. Once upon a time, the prince
whose name you bear, who was then as young as you are,
While
returned to the Court of Navarre after being away.
207
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he was

still

seated on his horse, he was surrounded by children

of the countryside, who, delighted to see him

back again,
Caye nostre Henry I which means Here is our
just as though the young prince belonged to them.
Henri
Queen Jeanne, his mother an excellent princess who had
seen and heard everything from the palace balcony, well pleased

kept repeating,

'

'

'

!

'

—

—

by the welcome they gave the young prince, said to him, Those
children, my son, have just given you a lesson, the sweetest
you can ever receive ; by calling you " our Henry^^ they are
teaching you that princes belong to their country just as much
*

own family.' The prince remembered the lesson, and
why for more than two centuries the French have continued to call him our Henry and will always so speak of him."
M. le Due de Bordeaux listened attentively, then replied

as to their

that

is

*

'

" / will not forget
Already the previous year it had been said to him, "And
you, monseigneur, who are yet very young and upon whose
head rests the future happiness of France, always remember

—

kingdom also needs a good king a king who
and wishes it to be spoken to him a king who
despises flattery and who will banish from his presence those
who deceive him. You will remember, monseigneur, that this
"
advice has been given you by an aged white-haired man ?
M. le Due de Bordeaux had replied
" Yesr
"Your Yes^ monseigneur," added the first president, "shall
be registered in our annals, where you will find it when you

that this fine

loves truth

;

reach your majority."

Alas

!

all

these

haired veteran
past,

counsels

who had

could not foresee the

with the

gift

The whitemuch by reflection on the
future.
God only endows poets
were to be wasted.

learnt so

of clairvoyance.

who addressed

was a poet, monseigneur,

It

these words to you
"Salut, petit cousin germain

D'un

!

lieu d'exil, j'ose t'ecrire.

La

fortune te tend la

Ta

naissance la

main

fait sourire.

—

"

"

: ;

!

!

!

EXTRACTS FROM POEMS TO THE KING
Mon

premier jour aussi

fut

—
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beau,

Point de Fran9ais qui n'en convienne

Les

rois m'adoraient

au berceau

.

Et, cependant, je suis a Vienna

It

was a poet,

sire,

I

O

**

rois,

Ne
Ne

who addressed

veillez, veillez

!

.

.

!

these words to you

faites point,

:

tachez d'avoir regne.

nous reprenez pas ce qu'on avait gagne

;

des coups d'une bride rebelle,

Cabrer la liberte, qui vous porte avec elle
Soyez de votre temps, ecoutez ce qu'on dit,
Et tachez d'etre grands, car le peuple grandit
;

Ecoutez, Ecoutez

Ce bruit qui
Ce murmure
Qui roule

!

!

a I'horizon immense,

parfois

tombe

et

soudain recommence,

confus, ce sourd fr^missement

de

et qui s'accroit

moment en moment

haute mar^e
Qui monte, incessamment par son astre attir^e
Chaque siecle, k son tour, qu'il soit d'or ou de
Devore comme un cap sur qui monte la mer,
C'est le peuple qui vient

Avec

!

c'est la

ses lois, ses moeurs, les

monuments

fer,

qu'il fonde,

Vains obstacles qui font a peine ecumer I'onde,
Avec tout ce qu'on vit et qu'on ne verra plus,
Disparait sous ce flot qui n'a pas de reflux
!

Le

sol toujours s'en va, le flot toujours s'eleve

;

Malheur a qui, le soir, s'attarde sur la greve,
Et ne demande pas au pecheur qui s'enfuit
D'ou vient qu'a I'horizon Ton entend ce grand bruit
rentrez dans le siecle ou nous somraes
Rois, hatez-vous
Quittez I'ancien rivage
A cette mer des hommes
Faites place, ou voyez si vous voulez perir
Sur le siecle passe, que son flot doit couvrir
!

!

—

!

Again

it

was a poet who uttered these words

:

" Mais bientot, aux regards de ce nouveau ministre,
La nuit vint r6v61er au avenir sinistra
Des signes ^clatants, au fond des cieux Merits,
;

De

I

ces partis vainqueurs glac^rent les esprits

—

L'immortelle deesse
Et la France esp^ra
Qui prete son 6pee aux martyrs de la Grece,
Sur le fronton aigu du st^nat pleb«^ien,
!

Parut, en agitant son bonnet phrygien
III.

— 14

!

;

;
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Pantheon, la croix d'or s'eclipsa de ton dome
Sous les marbres sacres de la place Vendome,

La

was a poet,

too,

who

!

et I'oiseau souverain

terre tressaillit,

S'agita radieux sur sa base d'airain

It

—

!

.

!

.

."

uttered the following threat

:

"II est amer et triste, a I'heure ou le coeur prie,
Et dans I'effusion des plus secrets moments,
D'entendre k ses c6tes

Des clameurs de
II

les pleurs

de

la patrie,

colere et des gemissements.

dur que toujours un destin nous entraine

est

Aux civiques combats qu'on croyait acheves
De voir aux passions s'ouvrir encore I'arene,
Et

s'enfuir la

concorde et

le

bonheur

reves.

Rien qu'a ce seul penser, tout ce qu'en moi j'apaise
Est pret a

s'irriter

;

la

haine

me

reprend

!

;

Et, pour qui vent guerir toute haine est mauvaise,
Et, pourtant, je ne puis rester indifferent.

Oh
De

meurent

les soup9ons
oh Dieu nous garde encore
armes entre un peuple et son roi
Sous le soleil d'aout, dont la chaleur devore,
Le sang bouillonne vlte, et nul n'est sur de soi."
!

!

!

ces duels

True, as we have stated, the action of the Government really

helped the public cause.

Trial after trial

was brought against

the press unceasingly, but liberty always comes out triumphant

from these encounters, no matter what happens, and, by succeeding, kills those who try to suppress it.
Monarchies are not overturned, they undermine themselves and begin to totter ; then,
some day, the people seeing them shake, shout with a loud
voice and down they fall.

The

case of the Spectateur religieux was taken from court

to court,

and

finally

brought before the Court of Orleans.

M. de Senancourt, who had been sentenced by
correctionelle to

nine months' imprisonment and

francs fine for his

resume of Traditions morales

the police

five

hundred

et religieuseSy

was acquitted on appeal.
Finally, Cauchois-Lemaire was condemned to fifteen months'
imprisonment and to a fine of two thousand francs, for having

—

—

—

——

"

POLITICAL PAMPHLETS
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urged a change of government and a change in the order of
succession to the throne in his Lettre d Son Altesse royale

M.

le

Due

(T

Orleans

y

sur la

crise aciuelle.

tained the following incriminating passages.

This

letter con-

The author

bare before the prince the situation of France and added

laid

:

" But you will perhaps say to me, ' What can I do ? As a
peer of the realm, France knows that I submit to an ostracism
which forbids me to take any part in public affairs.' That,
Because you are
monseigneur, is just the point at issue.

suspended from your privileges, are you therefore suspended
from common law? Is the country circumscribed in the
Does parliamentary inertia condemn
Higher Chamber?
everybody to political lethargy ? And, because people do not
happen to belong to the aristocracy, are they therefore of no
Dangerous questions,' some will exclaim.
account ?
Unsuitable and at any rate irrelevant,' others will say.
Such questions, I would reply, are both natural and useful under a
constitutional form of government."
*

*

After that paragraph

came

the following

:

"Instead of going to Gand, he went to England, thus
saving himself from association with the system that marked
the epoch of 181 5 and from following in the wake of
1815."

Then, passing on from

"And

politics to advice,

in order not to depart

he added

:

from his custom of offering
you to exchange your

advice, the writer of this letter urges

ducal arms for the civic crown.
Come, prince, pick up
courage ; there still remains in our monarchy a fine opening
at your disposal, a position such as la Fayette might occupy in
a Republic, that of the first citizen of France. Your princedom
is but a paltry sinecure beside that moral kingdom
!

Then, on the following page
"

The French people

Let us pray

Again
"

An

it fall

is

:

like a big

baby

in

need of teaching.

not into wicked hands."

:

eager patriotism cannot hold out against a great

and

—

—

!
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noble example, an eminent position and immense wealth
three qualifications all united in your Highness's person.
With these you have but to stoop to pick up the jewel lying at
your feet, which many are striving for, but cannot obtain for
want of the qualifications you have been endowed with by the
grace of God."

Then :—
" Furthermore, a prince who saw the State in peril would
not be content to fold his arms lest the chariot, lacking
We, on our part, have done all in
direction, should overturn.
our power; it is for you to try, and to seize hold of the
wheel ere it go over the precipice."

And

finally

:

"Whilst we are declining," said the writer of that letter,
Due de Bordeaux, the Due de Chartres and even the
."
Due de Reichstadt are growing up.
" the

.

Of

the

princes

three

specified

.

by Cauchois-Lemaire

as

growing up at that period, only one survives.
The Due de Reichstadt disappeared in 1832, as a shadow
vanishes

with the

body

that

has

thrown

it.

The Due de

Chartres was violently withdrawn from society in
cause,

by

his popularity,

1842, be-

he was a substantial obstacle in the

way of plans that were developing towards their accomplishment in 1848. Finally, the Due de Bordeaux, whom Beranger
had greeted in the name of his small cousin-germ an, the
Due de Reichstadt, was to join that duke in his exile two
years

before

his

death.

What a melancholy

spectacle for the populace was that of

all

yet

eloquent

those children, born

crowns on their heads or within their grasp, who
were to cling weeping to the door-posts when the storm of
revolution came to tear them away, one after the other, from
with

the royal hostel

which passes by the name of the palace

of the Tuileries
I

all the men of the
who were beginning the work of undermonarchy at the commencement of the nineteenth

gradually

became acquainted with

Opposition party,

mining the

COLONEL BRO
century

—the uncompleted task

century.

I

met Carrel

at

often came, as he wrote for
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of the end of the eighteenth

M. de Leuven's house, where he
the Courrier^ of which paper M. de

Leuven was one of the chief editors. I met Manuel, Benjamin
Constant and B^ranger at Colonel Bro's but Bdranger was
the only one of the three with whom I had time to become
;

intimately acquainted or

me

who had

himself leisure to gauge

became known,
was but little known. Bro was much
I have previously recorded how, thanks to
attached to me.
He had one
him, I had seen G^ricault upon his dying bed.
son, at that time a charming boy named Olivier, who became
one of our bravest officers in the new army, as his father had
been one of the bravest in the old grande armee. It was his
life that was so miraculously saved by General Lamoriciere
when a Bedouin's yataghan was already at his throat. I have
the other two were to die, one before I

:

and the other when

I

not seen him since 1829, and
will

am

I

going to relate a story that

bring back recollections of childhood to

may

him wherever he

be.

Colonel Bro used to procure Adolphe and me all the
enjoyments he possibly could, and among them the sport of
shooting.
By some means or other, I know not how, he
owned, at that time, the Lake of Enghien. In 1827 and '28
the Lake of Enghien was not a pretty little smooth, trim, wellkept lake as it is now ; it had then no public gardens on its

banks

filled

with roses, dahlias

and jessamine; no Gothic
all round it; nor,

chateaux, Italian villas and Swiss chalets

indeed, upon

its

surface

had

it

a

begging for cakes from the people
francs

fifty

flotilla

who

of swans, as now,

hired boats at three

centimes the hour, furrowing the surface of

its

and as
No, the Lake of Enghien was,

waters, which were as clear as the water in a basin,

smooth

as the glass of a mirror.

at that period, a simple, natural lake, too

muddy

to be called a

and not muddy enough to be called a pond. It was
covered with reeds and water-lilies, amongst which diver birds
played, water-hens cackled and wild ducks dabbled, in quite

lake,

sufficient quantities to give sport to a score of guns.
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So Colonel Bro had arranged for a day's shooting at Adolphe's
and my entreaty and had fixed a Sunday, as on that day
Adolphe and I were free from our desks and could take part.

The rendezvous was

We

o'clock.

left

to

be

at

Colonel Bro's house at seven

the rue des Martyrs in three carriages and

Here a breakfast, worthy of a Saxon
At ten o'clock we began our
sport; by five we again found a good meal served, and by
I
eleven at night we were all back in our various homes.
were at Enghien by nine.
thane,

awaited the guests.

was always ready before other people

up

shooting, so I turned

at

were a question of

if it

Colonel Bro's house by half-past

was shown into a little boudoir, where
with an immense blue-and-red
The parroquet was on its stand and I sat
Carolina parroquet.
down on a sofa. Now I have always felt the greatest respect
for men with large noses and animals with big beaks; not
because I think them pretty, but because I believe Nature has
And on these
her reasons when she produces a monstrosity.
grounds, Colonel Bro's parrot was fully entitled to my most
profound respect. So I addressed a few polite words to it,
as I sat down, as I have said, on a couch opposite its perch.
The parroquet looked me over for a minute with that

six in the

I

morning.

found

myself

I

tete-k-tete

melancholy expression peculiar to parroquets; then, with
that precaution which never deserts them, it slowly climbed

down each branch

of its perch, by the help of its claws and
beak; then, finally, down the main pole of the perch itself,
until it reached the ground.
Then it came across to me,
waddling, stopping, looking round it on all sides, and uttering a cry at every step it took, until it had reached the toe
Touched
of my boot, when it began to try to climb my leg.
by this mark of confidence on the bird's part, I stretched

out

my hand

whether

to

spare

it

the trouble

of the

climb; but,

was under a misapprehension as to the friendliness
of my intentions, or whether it disguised a premeditated
attack behind a benevolent exterior, it had scarcely caught
it

my hand within reach when
and gave me a double bite above the

sight of

it

seized

first

my

fore-finger

joint right through

COLONEL BRaS PARROT
to the bone.

The

was unexpected.

pain was

I

all

the

more

uttered a shriek,

violent because

It fell to

wall.

Was
Was

breast, sending

it

flat

steel spring,

my

hunting-

against the

the floor, and lay there without a movement.

its

death caused by the kick or by the blow that followed

it

caused by

my

never found out, and
I

its

it

and, by a convulsive

movement, my leg stiffened with the elasticity of a
and I kicked the parrot spinning with the end of
boot, in the centre of
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boot or by contact with the wall?
I

made no attempt

heard footsteps in the next room.

I seized

to ascertain,

?

I

for

hold of the bird,

which was still motionless, I raised the cover of the couch,
I pushed it with my foot underneath into the dark depths,
I let fall the cover again and I sat down as though nothing
extraordinary had happened.
Next, I bound up my finger
with my handkerchief, and then Colonel Bro entered.
We
exchanged greetings and, as I kept my hand in my pocket,
nothing was noticed.
Everyone came, and we set out without a single cry or
movement, or sign of existence from the parroquet buried
under the couch.
When we reached Enghien, one of our party seemed to
have his hand bandaged up like mine, and fellow-feeling
opened up a current of sympathy between us. I asked him
how he had met with his accident. A door had been violently
shut by the wind just as he had his hand between it and the
doorpost, and his fingers had been caught.
As for myself,
I simply told him I had cut myself with the flint of my gun ;
This
for in those days I still used a flint-gun for shooting.
sportsman who was maimed in the same hand as I was turned
Directly he heard
out to be the celebrated Doctor Ferrus.
my name he asked me if I was the son of General Alexandre
Dumas, and, on my replying in the affirmative, he related the
story of the lifting of the four muskets with four fingers,
that I gave on his authority in the early portion of these
Memoirs.

We

had with

Telleville

us,

Arnault

—a

too,

among

the shooters,

man who was

certainly

a

friend

of

one of the

—

—
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and most original people who ever breathed
He wore spectacles and looked anything
He had just fought an unsuccessful duel
but a colonel.
which made more sensation than if it had come off successfully.
In those days, there was a cafe called the cafe Fran^ais in the
rue Lafitte, which was the rallying-place of fashionable young
men. The head waiter was a great billiard player named
Changeur, and one night he was playing with a very young man,
who found it necessary to take lessons at three francs the game,
when M. le Baron de B
accompanied by one of his friends,
entered the establishment.
M. le Baron de B
was somewhat of a tricky character, and notorious, besides, because of
two or three lucky or unlucky duels (according to the degree
of philanthropy with which the reader may be endowed, and
whether he think it fortunate or unfortunate to wound or kill
his neighbour)
he came up to the billiard-table and, without
even addressing the young man, he said
" Changeur, get us some coffee, and let us have the billiardbravest, wittiest

Colonel Morrisel.

,

;

table."

"Excuse me. Monsieur le Baron," said Changeur, in
amazement, pointing to the young man, " but I am engaged
in a game."
" Well, then, you will stop the game, that's all."
" Monsieur," said the young man timidly and politely, " we
have only a few points more to make; in ten minutes the
billiard- table will be at your service."
"I

am

not asking for

it

in ten minutes, but at once.

.

.

.

Come, Changeur, come, my lad, give me your cue."
Morrisel, who was already old, grey, thin, feeble, meanlooking and poverty-stricken in appearance, was taking a cup
of coffee in a corner.

"Changeur," he

said,

without

rising,

and

in dulcet tones,

that contrasted oddly with the words he uttered,

my

lad, I forbid

you

to give

up the

— " Changeur,

billiard-table."

" But, monsieur," replied Changeur, in great embarrassment,

"if indeed

cue

.

.

,"

M.

le

Baron de

B

wishes

me

to give

him

my

"

"

THE INSULT AT THE
" If you give your cue to

take

out of the hands of

it

your head

M.

le

CAFfi

M.
M.

le
le

"

FRANgAIS

Baron, Changeur,

Baron and break
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I shall

across

it

!

Baron de B

saw

clearly

enough

Changeur was

that

The

merely being used as a spark to kindle the flame.
thrust had, in fact,

been aimed

at

him and he returned the

stroke in the direction whence it came.
" It seems to me, monsieur," he said, " you are very anxious

me."

to pick a quarrel with

am charmed, monsieur, that you see
" And what is your excuse for picking a
" I

"

Why, because you have abused your
young

to that

appears to

it is,

"

Do

B

and

fellow,

me

!

me ? "

quarrel with

position with respect

misuse of power, no matter what

odious."

you know who

am, monsieur ? " said the Baron de

I

striding towards Morrisel with a threatening air.

,

"Yes, monsieur,"
spectacles;

M.

in

that

all

things so plainly

replied

the

calmly

latter,

M. le Baron de B
one duel and wounded M.
in
"you

much about

are

his

lifting

You

.

another.

killed
I

know

you."

" And yet you insist I shall not have the billiard-table given

up

to

me ? "

" I insist more pertinaciously than ever
" Very well, monsieur ; but you understand that I look
!

your remarks as an

upon

insult."

" I offer no objection, monsieur."
" Therefore, we shall meet to-morrow morning at six o'clock,
if

you

please, in the bois

de Vincennes, or

in the

de

bois

Boulogne."
" Monsieur, I

am

twenty-five years your senior,

more

sleep

night

long, therefore

rarely rise
toilet to

;

make

my

a player, and

I

—a

my coffee, as

I

I

need

five
I

all

and

have

I

my

habit I have maintained too long to break

When my

dejeuner.

and

generally play

do not go to bed before
before noon.
Then, when I get up,

through now.
ready

am

besides, I

toilet is finished,

my

you perceive

;

I

servant

gets

come here for
am extremely methodical. Now,

After I have had lunch, I
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takes me till two o'clock.
Therefore, to-morrow, if that
be convenient to you, I shall be at your disposal by half-

all this

will

past two, but not until half-past two."

"At

half-past

two so be

Morrisel examined

monsieur; here

it,

with attention,

it

is

bowed

my
in

card."

acknowledg-

drew forth two cards bearing his
le Baron de B
and wrapped
the other in a five-hundred franc note.
Then he called to
Changeur, M. le Baron de B
watching what he was
ment, put

it

in his pocket,

M.

address, presented one to

doing.

"Changeur,"

he

"here

said,

a

is

five-hundred

franc

? "

asked

note."

" Does

Monsieur wish

Changeur.
" No, no,

my

"What am

to

his

settle

account

lad."
I

to

do, then, with

this

five-hundred

franc

note?"
" First of

all

take Monsieur's measurements."

Changeur looked

Baron de B

at the

,

frightened out of

his wits.

Do you hear ? " said Morrisel, " and when you have taken
measure you can go with it to the undertaker's."
?"
"To the undertaker

"
his

.

" Yes, Changeur

.

.

—

and there you can order in my name in
the name of Colonel Morrisel, you quite understand?
a firstrate funeral equipage for M. le Baron de B
You understand, it is to be of the very best
I know it will come to
more ; but the five hundred francs will do on account
you
understand, Changeur? it is to be a thoroughly good
;

—

.

!

—

;

—

funeral."
tried to take it as a joke.
le Baron de B
" Monsieur," he said, " I should have thought you could

M.

left my family to make these arrangements."
Not so, M. le Baron your family is ruined so people
say and the thing would be shabbily done.
Think of carrying
M. le Baron de B
to the cemetery in a second-rate hearse,

have

—

"

;

—

or with a third-rate pall

!

Fie

!

I

have

killed twenty-two

men

A POSTPONED FUNERAL
in duels during

the

of

cost

my

mean them

funeral

?

Then, as

'

will reply,

duellist,

fellow

'

He

you know.

Dear me

whose

is

that magnificent

M.

Baron de

le

B

,

Changeur

the famous

rudely forced a quarrel on a young
himself;

Colonel

Morrisel

up cudgels for the young man
he didn't kill the Baron de B
at the

to be present, took

my

thrust

!

word,

if

It will

be an excellent example
.

.

.'

Au

for all impertinent

M. le Baron de B
You know my address, send

revoir,

is

to say, until to-morrow.

the

names of your seconds

that

!

passes along the boulevard,

it

It is that of

people and duellists

me

me, you shall be
strangers see your cortege pass

who could not defend

happened
and, upon
first

'

have always borne

I

Rely upon

When

to ask,

Baron, and

le

burials.

handsomely buried.
by, I

M.

life,

their
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;

yours

,

the choice of arms."

is

Then, turning towards the waiter: "And now, Changeur,
my lad, you understand, a first-class turn out the very best
Nothing shall be too good for M. le Baron
that can be had

—

!

deB

!"

And he
went

readjusted his spectacles, took up his umbrella

and

out.

The

quarrel

had made a

great commotion,

and next day,

from noon onwards, the caf^ Fran^ais was crowded with
inquisitive people, anxious to know what had passed and, still
more, what was going to happen.
arrived as usual, his spectacles

on

At one o'clock Morrisel

his nose, his umbrella in his

Everybody made way for him. Morrisel bowed with
accustomed politeness, went to his usual place and called
Changeur, who ran to him and hastened to serve

hand.
his

for

him.
"

My coffee, Changeur," said

melted

his sugar into the last

B

entered the caf^.

He

Morrisel

;

and he phlegmatically
le Baron de

atom, and then M.

advanced towards Morrisel, who raised his glasses, and
returned his adversary's salute with a smile on his lips.
" Monsieur le Comte," said the baron, " when I insulted you
yesterday, I was not sober ; to-day, I offer you my apologies,
will you please accept them ?
I have made reparation, and I
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can

address

therefore

you

thus

damage

without

to

my

honour."

"That

is

your

own

concern,

M.

le

Baron,"

returned

Morrisel.

Then he turned

to

Changeur

:

" Changeur, go and

tell

the

undertaker that M. le Baron's funeral is indefinitely postponed."
" It is unnecessary," said Changeur ; " I took the liberty of

Here

waiting.

"

is

Then go and

Changeur went

made
"

out

Ah

francs.

!

your note, Colonel."
ask your master for
to the desk

my

bill,

my

lad."

and returned with an elaborately

bill.

" said Morrisel, lowering his glasses, " nine

Stop, Changeur, here

is

hundred

another five-hundred franc

the change is for the waiter."
j
Then, having finished his coffee with his accustomed
nonchalance, he lowered his spectacles, took up his umbrella
and departed amidst the applause of the customers and
onlookers.
If I remember rightly, Godefroy Cavaignac wrote
a charming story on this anecdote.
Morrisel was also a card-player and would play as high as
anybody wished. One night at a party at either Madame
Regnault de Saint-Jean-d'Angely's or at Madame Davilliers', I
forget which, we heard a little discussion being carried on at a
card-table on which there were not quite twenty-five louis.
We went closer and asked what it was about. Morrisel held
the cards; he had passed seven times, and he had won six
hundred thousand francs (I purposely express the figures in
letters) from M. Hainguerlot.
M. Hainguerlot took the cards
and wagered to win back the 600,000 francs in a single game.
Morrisel was willing to wager 500,000 francs en partie liee^

note

running the risk of retaining only

100,000 francs of

the

celebrated banker's, for he looked upon himself (and rightly so,

good player, for when, finally, he rose from the
on making Charlemagne^ he had made for himself the
sum of 30,000 livres income by this throw, which was not a
bad sum for a retired colonel. When the question was
argued out, each had made a concession. M. Hainguerlot
too) as a very

table
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agreed to a stake of 500,000 francs, and Morrisel renounced his
liee.
Two witnesses were appointed for each side, as in

partie

He got up with the same
lost.
was only a question of a half-napoleon.
True, he had still won 100,000 francs.
In summer, Morrisel sometimes lived at Madame Hamelin's
Morrisel

the case of a duel.

coolness as though

it

country house at Val, near Saint-Len-Taverny.
at the

the lands of the

commune

the gamekeeper,

he

proceedings

in

Madame

was

day,

of Frepillon, where, encountering

vigorously

second

a

case of

invited to dinner

that

threatened

on the following Sunday

with legal

Morrisel

offence.

at the

was

chateau of

Regnault de Saint-Jean-d'Angely, situated on the

other side of the forbidden territory.
so

One

beginning of the shooting season, he ventured out on

it

When Sunday

arrived,

should not be said he had skulked across the

Morrisel took with him the
and four chanters, formed a square
of six with himself in the centre, and crossed the Frepillon
territory, shooting to the accompaniment of Gregorian chants.

forbidden land

unperceived,

beadle, a wind instrument

By

the time

he reached

Madame

Regnault de Saint-Jean-

d'Angely, he was followed by the whole village, whose curiosity

was greatly excited by

this

unprecedented method of going

a-hunting.

Poor Morrisel died from the

effects of a painful

disease.

In spite of surgical assistance, in spite of nitrate of
in

spite of Civiale,

that,

Pasquier and

Dupuytren,

being a plentiful drinker, he could

it

silver,

came about

not get rid of a

drop of the liquor he had drunk when it was absorbed
into his system.
They prolonged his life by using means
to make him perspire.
Finally, one day, as he did not
thoroughly understand what the doctors told him about his
disease, he asked if, before he himself died, they could not
procure him from any hospital the body of a person who had
died of the disease of which he himself was to die. The
doctors told him it was possible, and set to work to find one.
Three or four days later, they told him they had found one.
single

Morrisel

bought

it

at the

usual price

—

six

francs, I believe

222
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— had

the body

brought close to his bedside, placed

make

a table and begged one of the doctors to

When

examination.

on

it

a post-mortem

the autopsy was finished, Morrisel had

the satisfaction of knowing the exact nature of the malady

from which he was
die

to

quietly

and from henceforth was content
should be recorded, which he

suffering,

— an

act,

it

accomplished with wonderful courage.

But

to return to the parrot of the rue des Martyrs.

A fortnight

on returning to Colonel Bro's for another shooting trip
the former, I was astounded to find it on its perch again.

later,

like

But

after

a few minutes' gaze

stillness

its

:

me

struck

unusual.
I went up to it
it was stuffed
" Oh " I said to the colonel, " your poor Jacquot
!

is

as

!

is

dead,

it?"

"Ah

yes,

is,"

it

the colonel.

replied

curious incident in connection with

it

—a

me

"They

told

story I

had never

a

believed previously, namely, that certain animals hide themselves

to

and

die,

that

why

is

bodies

their

are

never

..."
"Well?"

recovered

" Well, just think of
itself to

it

!

that unlucky parroquet

die right underneath the sofa cover;

went and hid

we thought it
and finally we

was lost at first ; we searched all over for it,
found it there, the day after our shooting party."
"Did it ever bite people?" I timidly asked
Bro.
" // ^
I

Never

!

"

was the colonel's

thought of showing the colonel

badly marked; but

I

reply.

my

reflected that

it

which was still
was much better to

finger,

leave the colonel in ignorance as to his

of character and

under the

indicated, a noble death.

illusion

Now

General

that

parroquet's

that

many

it

had

defects

died,

as

years have passed

by since that event, and probably not a single feather of the
I humbly confess my crime, and
ask for forgiveness from all whom it may concern.
unfortunate Jacquot remains,

—

—

CHAPTER

VIII

—
—

—

—

Barthelemy and Mery M. Eli9a Gallay Mery the draught-player and
anatomist VJ&pitre ^ Sidi Mahmoud The Ponthieu library Soule
The VilUliade Barthelemy the printer M6ry the improvisator
The Vceux de la nouvelle annie The pastiche of Lturke

—

—

AT

poets

poets

who

—

—

—

the beginning of the preceding chapter

who were prophets ; now
fought for their

craft.

let

we spoke of

us say a

And among

little

about

these,

the

undaunted and persevering were without doubt
MM. Barthelemy and Mery, who did the roughest kind of work
as sappers, and helped in the toughest assaults in the first line
of fighters.
Both were Marseillais, but they were hardly
acquainted with one another in 1825.
M. Mdry had never
left Marseilles and M. Barthelemy, having left it as a child, had
scarcely ever been there again.
M. Barthelemy (whom, if we may, we will call simply
Barthelemy for brevity) was educated at the college of Juilly
and received there an excellent education in Greek and
Latin he had already composed at Marseilles, after the style
of Mathurin Regnier, a satire which had been much talked of,
though never printed, when he published an ode to Charles x.
at the time of the coronation.
It was lost sight of beneath the
successes of more famous poetic rivals of the period, even
before it became known, and Barthelemy saw his ode pass
away unnoticed, although it contained some striking stanzas,
among them this one addressed to Camoens

most

;

:

**

Et

toi,

chantre fameux des conquerants de I'Inde,

Fier de ton indigence et des lauriers du Pinde,

Tu

nageais sur les

flots

323

de I'abtme

irrit^,

—

1
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Et du double trepas vainqueur digne d'envie,
D'une main tu sauvais ta vie,

De

I'autre tu sauvais ton immortalite

"
!

Barthelemy had inherited a certain patrimony from his
and he lived quietly in the hotel Grand-Balcon 1
Mery had also made his debut at the age
rue Traversiere.
of eighteen, and paid for it by eight months' imprisonment.
His debut took the form of a pamphlet against M. Eliga
father,

Gallay.

When,

after

twenty- five years have flown by, one stops to

look back over one's past

many men and

one

life,

is

surprised to find

how

events are completely forgotten that in their

time occasioned much stir in the world, remembrance of
them being obliterated as soon as equilibrium was restored.
M. Eliga Gallay was Inspector of the University.
One day he arrived at Marseilles and gave his usual discourse
at

In this speech was the phrase which

the royal college.

follows;

words

we

give the

sense of

it

if

not exactly the actual

:

"Messieurs, we are obliged to have two scales of weights
When a pupil is loyal and religious anything
can be forgiven him ; but if he be a Liberal the greatest severity
must be exercised towards him."

and measures.

and measureme?it was
at the time, and it
disgusted Mery to such an extent that he wrote a pamphlet,
of a somewhat scathing nature, it would seem, against M. Eliga
Gallay; and this pamphlet, as we have said, cost our author
Mery had no means of livelieight months' imprisonment.

The use of these two
much commented upon

scales of weight
in the

newspapers

he hated a commercial life, he could
and he was an adept
He would not dream of
in the art of draughts - playing.
a commercial life, he could not count on poetry, so he
resolved to make use of the game which, played as he

hood

in

Marseilles,

write poetry with the greatest facihty

became an art.
tention of making a living
played

it,

Mery

left

for

Paris with the in-

as a draught-player.

He

was then

—

—

5
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Madame

twenty-one, and he lodged at

Caldairon's,

11

rue

des Petits-Augustins, with Achille Vaulabelle, author of the

Deux

Restauratiofis^

and began an existence divided between

the study of geology under Cuvier and perfecting himself at

draughts by playing with the best amateurs at the

So he played draughts

— M^ry

managed

On

of ten francs per day.

Manoury and

By

des Plantes.

at the Jardin

never more

at the caf^

caf(^

Manoury,

studied geology

game
make an income

playing ten sous a

for a year to

the other hand, he never missed

comparative anatomy, and Cuvier had not a

his lesson in

more assiduous pupil than he showing him great friendliness,
and predicting that he would make a name in geology. In
;

other ways,

matters shaped themselves wonderfully to

too,

the advantage of the future of our friend from

Madame
a

Marseilles.

who worshipped him, wanted him to marry
young dressmaker who was very much in the fashion at
Caldairon,

and whose business, one of the most

that time,

flourishing in

from twenty-five to thirty thousand francs a
year. The marriage was arranged, and Mery was gleefully looking
forward to a rosy future, when his young fiancee caught a
Paris,

brought

in

one cold February night

chill

in

1826,

when she and Mdry

were obliged to walk across the pont des Arts, as they could
not get a cab anywhere, either in the rue Jacob or on the

Embankment.

The

become a husband.

Mdry

;

believed himself to be

condemned

but draughts and geology are power-

without forgetting the poor dear

and,

found his mind

yet

pneumonia, she
before he had

M^ry was a widower

He

to eternal lamentation
ful consolations,

developed into

chill

died in three days and

free

enough one day

to

girl,

say to

Barth^lemy
"

My

present
politics

"

dear fellow, a

man who

and

in poetry."

Have you an

idea

? "

asked Barthdlemy.

"Yes, certainly."

"What

"An

could write satires at the

time would have a fine chance of an opening in

is

it?"

epistle to Sidi

III.-

1

Mahmoud."

—

—

"

:!
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You have forgotten who Sidi Mahmoud was, have you not ?
Well then, I will refresh your memory.
He was the envoy sent by our friend the Bey of Tunis who
was then on not quite such amicable terms with us as he is to-

—

day

— to congratulate Charles

on

x.

his accession to the throne.

was received in state on 5 May at the Foreign
by M. le Baron de Damas, surrounded by peers,

Mahmoud

Sidi

Office,

deputies and general

officers.

When

the usher announced the

exception of M. de
Damas, who, representing the King of France, remained seated
and covered. M. de Damas saluted the ambassador with a
The
wave of his hand, and signed to him to be seated.
ambassador then delivered his letters and sat down, and it
was left to an Arabian interpreter to translate them. Paris,
having nothing special at that moment with which to occupy
its attention, gave itself wholly and entirely to Sidi Mahmoud
dark face, his white dolman
his thirty years, his fine
embroidered in sky-blue silk and fastened with gold hooks, the
two shawls that formed his turban and the cashmir robe flung

ambassador,

everybody rose with the

M^ry was perfectly right ; Barth^lemy saw
he had, that the plan was excellent. Unfortunately
he had to go to London.
" Compose your epistle alone," he said to Mery, " and on
my return we will talk again about the satire."
Barth^lemy left for London, and Mery composed his epistle.
When the epistle was composed, the worst part of his task was
not over, for the question now was how to get it published.
M^ry took his epistle to Ponthieu, who declared that nobody was
Mery naturally retorted by pointing to the
reading poetry then
over his shoulder.

at once, as

!

twenty editions of Casimir Delavigne, to the

fifteen editions of

Beranger, to the twelve editions of Lamartine, to the ten editions

Hugo at each name M^ry uttered, Ponthieu said
M. Casimir Delavigne, that is a different matter
Oh M. Beranger, that is a different matter Oh M. Victor
Hugo, that is a different matter
Oh M. Lamartine, that is a

of Victor

Oh

**

;

!

!

!

!

different matter

!

!

!

Or, to translate

it

into the language of a publisher

EPISTLES TO SIDI
"

My

dear

sir, all

are celebrated

MAHMOUD

those gentlemen of

and possess

talent,

whom
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you remind

me

while you have neither of

these qualifications."

Mdry beat a

retreat, his epistle in his

hand, feeling defeated,

repulsed, routed.

He

had heard of another printer named Bdrand; but,
man held views, he was a supporter of the
Government. M^ry decided to show him his ode as a piece of
The printer's
poetry written in M. de Villele's honour.
business instincts would do the rest.
M^ry had made no mistake. The printer read the epistle to
Sidi Mahmoud, quite approved of it and offered to print it on
condition he should repay his own costs out of the proceeds
They printed two thousand copies,
of the first copies sold.
and the two thousand disappeared in less than a week.
On
Meanwhile, Barth^lemy had returned from London.
reaching Paris, he heard of the success of the epistle, and, taking
time by the forelock, he composed another epistle entitled
Adieux ^ Sidi Mahmoud^ which was almost as popular as the
first.
Mdry and Barthdlemy had at that time an intimate friend
who was one of the leading powers on the Nainjaune. His
name was Soul^, and he had just been sentenced to two
months' imprisonment for an article on St. Domingo. Soul^
had no inclination to spend his two months in prison, and, as
he and Barthdlemy happened to be very much alike in looks,
sufficiently so for him to be able to use Barth^lemy's passport,
it was lent him; he set out for London, from London took
passage to the United States, and he is to-day the foremost
lawyer in New Orleans, where he is making an income of a
hundred thousand francs per annum. Meanwhile, M^ry was
writing alone his epistle to M. de Vill^le.
These publications
being in opposition to the Government, and full of satirical
humour and the spirit of the hour, caught the public taste, and
met with great success. Two more poets had now inscribed their
names amongst those of the votaries of the poetic muse. And,
as they were running on similar lines, they decided to combine
and publish their works under the joint title of Villcliade. In

unfortunately, this

—
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the end it ran through fifteen editions.
But when the Villeliade
was finished there still remained, as in the case of the Epitre
h Sidi Mahmoud^ the great question as to what publisher
would be bold enough to publish it. Publishers had three
dangers to fear: fine, imprisonment or withdrawal of their
The monarchy of 1826 did not treat such conduct
licenses.
as a trifling matter any more than does the Republic of 1852.
Mery and Barthelemy went round to every publisher of their
acquaintance offering their poem ; one and all made as though
they would accept it at first, but handed the MS. back after
reading a verse or two, shook their heads and said
" Let who will publish your poem, it certainly shall not be

I!"

The two collaborators picked up their manuscript and went
make a fresh attempt on another publisher, with the

forth to

same

When

result.

they had exhausted the

list

of well-known

whom

publishing firms, they began to approach printers with

they had had dealings.
as publishers,

and were

withdrawal of their

Printers were in the
afraid of fine,

licenses,

just

situation

imprisonment and the
the

in

same

same

way

:

they

refused.
It is

sad work to be

poetry on

month

one's hands.

later,

left

with five or six thousand iines of

And

such lines

!

Lines which, a

know by heart. Mery
totally unknown printer.

the whole of France was to

proposed to make a last attempt with a
It was a desperate remedy, but desperate remedies sometimes
They opened the ahnanack de la librairie^
save a patient's life.
to find the

name

letters in his

some hope

of a printer which, from the succession of

name,

its

signification, or its sound,

might give

There
was a printer called Auguste Barthdlemy, who lived at No. 10
The name struck the two authors
rue des Grands-Augustins.
They took up their MS. and
as auguring good luck to them.
went to M. Barthelemy's. They found a tall young man, with
an intelligent face, a firm but pleasing expression and an honest,
either to the eyes or the ears of the

kindly air about

him.

him.

They

laid

their

two poets.

difficulties

before

BARTH^LEMY
" Your work, then,

is

229

antagonistic to the

Government ? " he

asked.

"Yes, monsieur."
" Is
**

"

it

Too
And

very strong
strong,

there

it

is

?

"

would seem."

risk in printing

it ?

"

" So we are told."
" All right.
I will print your work and run the risk

.

.

."

The two poets both held out their hands to M. Barth^lemy,
who reciprocated their greeting.
Ten days later the Villeliade^ for which he had advanced
the cost of printing, paper, binding, etc., made its appearance,
This
and, as we have said, ran through fifteen editions
printer, who favoured the Opposition in the time of the Bourbons
!

and also under Louis-Philippe, was our good and brave friend
Auguste Barthdlemy, since representative for Eure-et-Loir,
He was
both to the Constituante and to the Legislative.
obliged to flee the country after 2 December, and he stayed
five months in Brussels ; now, having returned to France and
having refused to take oath as co?tseiller general^ he lives in his
chateau of L^v^ville, a league from Chartres.

Let us hasten
was not out of his savings as a printer that he
bought this chateau ; no, alas his commercial loyalty, of
which we have just had an instance, cost him, on the contrary,
something like a hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand
francs
That is the history of the Villeliade. I have only to
add that in the notes to the Sixth Song of the Aneide
Barthdlemy stated that the poem was written by M^ry alone.

to state that

it

!

!

I

did not

know Barth^lemy

than once or twice in

my

He has been, he is and he
my closest friends. And I

of

these friends:

I

well

life;

\

met him more
knew M^ry very well.

I scarcely

but

always

I

will

have had but two or three

You

be,

probably, one

can easily count the number of
at the

most;

I

might,

however small my
house, even supposing I had a house, it would never be filled.
Nothing was stranger than the physical and moral
differences between Mdry and Barthdlemy.
Barthdlemy was

perhaps, say four.

see, therefore, that,

"
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Mdry of ordinary stature; Barth^lemy was
M^ry was as hot as fire; Barthdlemy
was self-contained and quiet, M^ry loquacious and as open

exceptionally

tall,

as cold as ice,

while

day; Barthelemy lacked wit in conversation, while
forth a perfect cascade of smart sayings, a shower
of sparks, a display of fireworks.
M^ry and here I give
up comparison knew everything, or almost everything, it is
as

the

M^ry poured

—

—

man

possible for a

Rome

know.

to

like Vitruvius,

He knew

Greek

like

Plato,

India like Herodotus; he spoke Latin

Dante, English like Lord Palmerston.

like Cicero, Italian like

Passionately fond of music, he was once arguing with Rossini,

and he

—

composer of Moses and William Tell
you need say no more, you know nothing whatever
about music
" True enough," replied Rossini.
Even the most highly gifted of men have their good and
their bad days, their moments of heaviness and of gaiety.
M^ry was never tired, Mdry was never barren. When, by
chance, he did not talk, it was not that he was resting, but
simply because he was listening ; it was never because he was
tired, it was simply that he held his tongue.
If you wanted
M^ry to hold forth, you had just to put a match to his wick
and set him on fire, and off he would go. And if you let him
have free play and did not interfere with him, no matter
whether the conversation were upon ethics, or literature, or
politics, or travels, on Socrates or M. Cousin, Homer or M.
Viennet, Napoleon or the president, Herodotus or M. Cottu,
you would have the most extraordinary improvisation you
ever heard.
Then still more incredible
added to all
this, he never said anything slanderous, or bitter, or carping,
about a friend
If Mery had but once held the tips of a man's
fingers in his clasp, the rest of the body was sacred in his eyes.
And, indeed, what is it that makes men wicked ? Envy! Butwbat
is there for M^ry to be envious about ?
He is as learned as
Nodier ; as much a poet as all the rest of us put together he
said to the

" Stay

!

!

—

!

—

!

;

is

as

idle

position,

it

as Figaro,

as

seems to me,

witty

as

—as

in the literary

Mery; a very fine
As for Mary's
world.

——
MfiRY'S

BRILLIANCY
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became

I will give two examples of it.
proverbial.
was 31 December, a group of us were discussing this facile gift, and some literary Saint Thomas, whose name
M^ry retorted by suggesting
I forget, called it in question.
that he should be supplied with a certain number of boutsrimes^ which he undertook to complete instantly.
We set our
heads together, and by a supreme effort of imagination we put
together the following rhymes

aptitude,

One

it

evening,

it

:

**

Choufleur,

Trouble,
Souffleur,

Rouble.
Clairon,

Dune,
Perron,

Lune.
Fusil,

Coude,
Gresil,

Boude.
Nacarat,

Conque,
Baccarat,

Quelconque.
Argo,
Jongle,

Camargo,
Ongle."

In

less

time than

composed the

it

had taken us

following verses

to find the

rhymes M^ry

:

VCEUX DE LA NOUVELLE ANNEE

"A
A
A

tous nos Curlius je souhaite un

choufleur;

nos l^gislateurs, des s<^ances sans
I'acteur en defaut, un excellent

souffleur

Aux

trouble;

Fran9ais en Russie, un grand d^dain du rouble.

;

"

; ;; ;
;; ;

;
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A

Buloz, le retour de Mars et de

Aux

A
A

la Sainte-Chapelle,

A
A

de

perron
lune.

la

du
un coussin pour son

soldat citoyen, I'abandon
I'ecrivain public,

moi, I'hiver sans froid, sans neige

Un

soleil

Au

Juif errant,

A

;

dune

'

un gothique

l'ap6tre Journet, I'amitie

An

Clairon

marins, le bonheur de vivre sur la

fusil

coude

et sans

gresil

qui jamais dans un ciel gris ne

boude.

un banc de velours

nacarat

I'Arabe au desert, des eaux a pleine

conque

baccarat

A

un essaim de neuf au
I'homme qui s'ennuie, une douleur

A

Leverrier,

Au

joueur,

quelconque.

Argo

un point dans le signe d'
du Bengale, un Anglais dans la
Aux danseuses du jour, les pieds de
A I'auteur qu'on attaque, une griffe pour

Au

;

jongle

tigre

Camargo
ongle

;

!

Another evening, at the house of Madame de Girardin there
was a heated discussion on Ponsard's Lucrece. The Academy,
spiteful and driven to bay, was, just because of its malice,

some show of good

obliged to simulate
it

feeling.

So, although

was not acquainted with a single word of Lucrece^ the

Academy

puffed

it

up, praised

it,

extolled

it

work became the adopted daughter of

to the skies.

all

The

those impotent

beings who, having never begot offspring, are reduced to pet
the children of others;

it

was, in short, a work which was

going to compete with Marion Delorme and Lucrlce Borgia^
the Mar'echale (TAncre and Chatterton^ Anthony and Made-

So there was mirth

moiselle de Belle-Isle.

at the palais Mazarin.

Whilst waiting for the appearance of the chef-dceuvre, we

own views on

I was acquainted with and
was an estimable tragedy
schoolboy type, conscientiously put together by its
who, perhaps slightly ignorant of the Roman eras,
to me to have confused the Rome of the kings with
the emperors, Sextus Tarquin with Caligula, TuUy

aired our

had heard Lucrke.
of the
author,

seemed
that of

with

Messalina;

I

but,

the subject.

knew

that

it

nevertheless,

I

maintained

that

the

—
MERY'S LUCRECE
devoid though

work,

it
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was of imagination and

dramatic

power, deserved a hearing because of its style, when M^ry said
" I mean to write a Lucrhe, and to get it played before
Ponsard's Lucrke

month

of the

itself

it

is

the 30th.

There

is

thousand

lines, to

;

played."
" How long will

25th

It is advertised for the

appears.

now

the 14th

—

it

will

not be played

till

more than time enough to compose two
get them read, distributed, rehearsed and
it

take you to complete your tragedy

? "

I

said to Mery.

Why four hundred lines an act, five acts in five days
" So, to-morrow night you can give us the first Act ? "
" To-morrow night, yes."

"

*'

!

We

arranged to meet again the next evening, not in the least

counting on the
all at

first

Next day we were

Act of Mary's Lucrke.

We turned

the appointed place, punctual to the minute.

ourselves into an audience to listen to his reading.

of water was brought to M^ry.

we made
his

a circle round about.

He sat down
He drew his

pocket, coughed, just moistened his

A

glass

at the table,

and

manuscript from

lips

with the water

and read the following scenes.
He had not finished the Act because he had been interrupted,
but as we entered the salle d manger he offered to finish what
was wanting before the end of the evening.

LUCRfeCE
TRAGAdIE

,

SCfeNE PREMlfeRE
La maison de I'aruspice
mont Quirinal. A

Fauslus, c'est-^-dire une vaste

treille

\ mi-c6te du

gauche, la fa9ade d'une maison en briques rouges

;

un autel supportant un dieu penate en argile au
pied du Quirinal, dans un fond lumineux, le Champ de Mars bord6
devant

par

le

la porte,

;

Tibre

Faustus,
Dieu p6nate

Un

seul,

d'argile,

h Pautel de

6

men

jour, tu seras d'or, sous

ses

dieux

dieu domestique

!

un riche portique,

;
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Rome en prepare a nos dieux immortels
sang des taureaux rougira tes autels.
Mais, aujourd'hui, re9ois avec un oeil propice

Tel que

Et

le

La

priere et le

Ces

fruits

Dans

le

don du pieux aruspice

qu'une vestale a

cueillis,

ce matin,

verger du temple, au pied de I'Aventin,

Et ce lait pur qui vient de la haute colline
Ou, la nuit, on entend une voix sibylline,
Quand le berger craintif suspend aux verts rameaux

La flute qu'un dieu fit avec sept chalumeaux.
L'aube sur le Soracte annonce sa lumiere
Si j'apporte deja

mon

offrande premiere,

G'est qu'une grande voix a retenti dans

I'air

C'est que la foudre, a gauche, a gronde sans eclair,

Et que, dans cette nuit sombre et mysterieuse,
gemi I'oiseau noir aux branches de I'yeuse.

A
O

dieu lare

!

dis-moi quel forfait odieux

Doit punir aujourd'hui
Afin que le flamine et

la colere
la

des dieux,

blanche vestale

Ouvrent du temple saint la porte orientale,
Et qu'au maitre des dieux, dans les rayons
Montent avec le jour la priere et I'encens.

SC£NE

naissants,

II

Faustus, Brutus, en tunique de couleur brune, comnie un
laboureur suburhain

Brutus
Que les dieux te soient doux, vieillard, et que Cybele
Jamais dans tes jardins n'ait un sillon rebelle
La fatigue m'oppresse ; a I'etoile du soir,
!

Hier, je vins a la

ville

.

.

.

Faustus
Ici, tu peux t'asseoir.
Modeste est ma maison, etroite est son enceinte.
Mais j'y venere encor I'hospitalite sainte,
Et j'apaise toujours la faim de I'indigent,
Comme si mon dieu lare etait d'or ou d'argent.

Brutus
Je

le sais.

I

;

;
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Faustus
Quelle

rive,

etranger, t'a vu naitre?

Brutus
Quand

dieux parleront, je

les

me

ferai connaitre.

Ma

mere est de Cap^ne ; elle m'accoutuma,
Tout enfant, a servir les grands dieux de Numa.
Du haut du Quirinal, on voit ma bergerie
Sous le bois saint aim6 de la nymphe ifegerie,
Et jamais le loup fauve, autour de ma maison,
Ne souilla de ses dents une molle toison.

Faustus
Et quel

secret dessein a la ville t'amene ?

Brutus
La

liberie

Lorsque

!

.

.

.

Jadis

Rome

etait

les rois pasteurs, sur le

son domaine,

coteau voisin,

Pauvres, se couronnaient de pampre et de raisin
Lorsque le vieux Evandre arrivait dans la plaine,
Pour pr^sider aux jeux, sous un sayon de laine,
Et que partout le Tibre admirait sur ses bords
Des vertus au dedans et du chaume au dehors . .
Mais ces temps sont bien loin Tout deg^nere et tombe
Le puissant Romulus doit fr^mir dans sa tombe,
En ^coutant passer sur son marbre divin
Des rois ivres d'orgueil, de luxure et de vin
.

!

!

Faustus
Jeune homme,

Ton
Non,

la sagesse

tu n'es pas

a parle par ta bouche.

rude me touche.
de ceux qui vont ^ nous, rampant

regard est serein

;

ta voix

Sous I'herbe des jardins, comme fait le serpent
Infames d^lateurs qui touchent un salaire
En rev^lant au roi la plainte populaire,

Et livrent au bourreau, sous I'arbre du chemin,
Tout citoyen encor fier du nom de Romain
.

.

.
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Brutus
Pretre, ^coute ton

fils.

— Tu

te souviens,

sans doute,

D'un nom sacr6, d'un nom que le tyran redoute,
D'un nom qui flamboyait sur le front d'un mortel,
Comme un feu de Cybele allume sur I'autel,

De

Brutus?

Faustus
Sa memoire

Ce nom

est-elle ensevelie?

de ceux que le Romain oublie ?
II vivra tant qu'un pretre en tunique de lin
Dira I'hymme de Rome au dieu capitolin
Je I'ai connu J'ai vu s'incliner, comme I'herbe,
Ce heros sous le fer de Tarquin le Superbe
II est mort
Morts aussi tous ses nobles parents,
Hecatombe de gloire immolee aux tyrans
est-il

!

!

.

!

.

!

!

Brutus
Pretre,

il

lui reste

un

fils.

Faustus
Je le sais corps sans
a prive de sa flamme !
:

Noble

Ombre

Au

que

front

le ciel

errante qui va

demander

ame

!

sa raison

sang liquide encore au seuil de sa maison

!

Brutus
un faux bruit sa main a la vengeance
Minerve a conserve sa raison dans sa tete.

C'est

Son pere
Sa vertu

:

lui
.

,

est pr€te

legua son visage, sa voix,
.

Faustus,

s'icriant

Dieux, je veux I'embrasser

!

Brutus

Tu

le

Faustus

Oh!

Un

voile,

{Sej'rant B nitus dans ses bras)
Les dieux quelquefois jettent sur la paupiere
comme ils font aux images de pierre ;

; !; ;

!!

LUCRkCE
La

aveugle

vieillesse est

!

Oh

!
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je te reconnais

!

Oui, mon fils, je renais
.
Je rentre dans la vie
O dieu lare, pourquoi ton funebre presage ?
.

.

Oui, voil^ bien son pas, son regard, son visage,

Son maintien de

h6ros, son geste triomphant

Brutus, mort sous

Mes

mes yeux,

ma

pleurs rejouiront

Dis, quel heurteux distin

revit

en son enfant

paupiere ridee
t'a

conduit

!

.

!

.

.

?

Brutus
Une
Le temps
Luit sur

est precieux
le

idee.

premier rayon d'or

le

;

fronton blanc de Jupiter Stator.

Apprends que, dans Rome, j'^pie
Les cyniques projets de cette race impie,
Et qu'elle nous prepare un crime de I'enfer,
Rev6 par I'Eumenide en sa couche de fer.
La ville de nos dieux par le crime est gardee
Le senat dort ; Tarquin fait le siege d'Ardee
La justice se voile et marche d'un pas lent
Sextus regne au palais Sextus
un insolent
Entoure nuit et jour de ses amis infames.
Braves comme Ixion pour insulter les femmes
Ne laissant, sous le chaume ou le lambris dore,
Dans une alcove en deuil, qu'un lit deshonore

II faut agir

!

!

!

.

.

.

!

!

Ce

matin, 6veille, I'aube luisant \ peine,

J'ai
II

vu Sextus assis sous
I'imprudent

parlait,

!

porte Cap^ne.
ne se doutait pas

la

et

Du

fantome eternel qui brule tous ses pas
Done, j'ai su qu'il attend que Rome tout entiere
S'eveille, et qu'un esclave apporle sa litiere.
Je ne puis en douter un obscene souci,
Avant le grand soleil, doit le conduire ici.
!

:

Faustus
Ici?

Brutus
Dans

maison quel dieu jaloux am^ne,
Par ce sentier desert, une dame romaine?
ta

Faustus

Une

seule

.

.

.

elle vient

aux heures du matin.

Brutus
Quel

est

son

nom?

!
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Faustus
L'hymen

I'unit

a Collatin.

Brutus
Dieux, le lys de notre gynecee
Lucrece ! .
Sainte pudeur, defends ta fille menacee
.

.

!

!

Faustus
Son 6poux

est absent, et,

quand

le

jour a

Elle vient consulter les augures pour

lui,

lui.

Brutus

Oh

!

qu'aujourd'hui des dieux la puissance immortelle

L'ecarte

Faustus

Un

bruit de pas

!

.

.

.

Brutus
Sainte pudeur

!

c'est elie

!

.

.

.

Now we certainly wanted our joke, but we did not wish to
commit a murder; and to have played this piece at the
Th^atre-Frangais or at the Porte-Saint-Martin, before M.
Ponsard's Lucrece^ would assuredly have killed the latter.
Mery, therefore, pulled himself up half-way through the first Act.
One last word about 1828.
At this period, Mery lived at 29 rue du Harlay, in the
same rooms with Carrel. Their evening gatherings generally
consisted of Rabbe, Raffenel and Reboul.
Of these five friends, who were well-nigh inseparable, four
were carried off cruelly in the prime of their life. Rabbe, by a
terrible disease that brought him to his grave as disfigured as
though his features had been gnawed by a tiger. Carrel and
Reboul were killed in duels, the one at Saint-Mande, the other
at Martinique.
Raffenel was blown to pieces on the Acropolis
by a Turkish cannon-ball.

—

CHAPTER

IX

—
—

from the Secretarial Department to the Record Office M. Bichet
I resemble Piron
My spare time M. Pieyre and M.
Parseval de Grandmaison A scene missing in Distrait La Peyrouse

I pass

Wherein

I

—A success

—

all to

—

—

myself

was in the Luxembourg
IT acquaintance
of M^ry.
I

Gardens that I first made the
was introduced to him there.
We drew together like iron and magnet; and, although I
really could not say which of us was iron and which magnet,
we became inseparable. I was already well forward with my
drama Christine. I repeated about two or three hundred
lines to him, and he encouraged me greatly.
I stood in much
need of this encouragement.
I had just undergone a change of position.
When Oudard
saw that I was incorrigible, and found out that I was working
at a drama, he moved me from the Secretarial Department to
And this was equivalent to disgracing
the Record Offices.
me. I was put there with a tiny old man of eighty years,
called

M.

Bichet,

who

since 1788

had always dressed

in a

pair of satin breeches, variegated stockings, a black cloth coat

and a waistcoat of flowered silk. This costume was finished
His face, which was surrounded by
ofl" with ruffles and frills.
a halo of snow-white hair ending in a little queue, was ruddy
and honest and kindly in expression. He tried to receive me
rudely, but did not manage to succeed.
My extreme politeness
to him disarmed him.
He showed me my place, and loaded
my table with all the accumulated arrears of work that lack of
a clerk for a month had brought about.
I finished the work
by the end of three days. I carried it to him in his office, and
asked him for something else.
339
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What

"

"

something else already?" he exclaimed.

!

" Certainly."

"Why?"
" Because I have done what you gave me."
" Completely finished it ? "

" Completely."
" Oh
oh oh " gasped
!

!

!

M.

Bichet.

he picked up my work with the air of a man who says
to himself, " It must have been pretty badly scamped
M. Bichet was mistaken my mettle had been roused.
Each report, each despatch, each copy drew from him an

And

!

:

exclamation of delight.
" Really," he said,

monsieur, excellent!

*'

.

really this is very
.

.

Your

writing

is

good
Excellent,
same style as
!

the

Piron's, monsieur."

"

The deuce

"You know

That

!

is

a fine compliment for me."

Piron's handwriting?

He

was a copying clerk

Record Office, monsieur."
"Oh, indeed! ... So m^ handwriting is like his?"

for five years in this

You have another point in common
"What is that, monsieur?"
"You write poetry."

"

" Alas

."

.

.

!

with him, I hear."

He came

up to me and said roguishly
the poems you compose the same

" x\re
" No, monsieur."
" Ah
I thought not.
!

style of thing as his ?

Piron was a gay young dog

!

.

.

.

"

I

Madame de Montesson's. ... I suppose you
never knew Madame de Montesson, did you ? "
"Yes, I did, monsieur; my father took me to her house
saw him

when

I

" She

at

was quite a child."
was a charming

woman, monsieur, a charming
woman, and she entertained the best society of Paris."
"Now, monsieur," I asked, "will you please give me some
fresh

work

?

"

"What work?"
"

Why

!

any work."

—

"

MY OFFICE TIME
" But there

"

is

no more

do
do ?

to
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!

"

What nothing else to
" No, since you have finished everything."
" But what, then, am I to do ? "
" Whatever you like, monsieur."
!

do what I like ? "
until fresh work comes, when I
"Yes
your desk, and you can then set to work on it."
*'

Do

you mean
.

.

am

I

to

.

"And
"

put

will

it

."
in my spare moments?
Young man, young man at your age you ought not
.

on

.

!

to

waste a single moment."

"I am
"

Ah

my

industry

if

you

me

will let

finish

.

.

will

be

."

"

ah

!

and you

quite of your opinion, monsieur,

convinced of
!

" I want to

know

if I

may work

at

my

tragedy in

my

spare

time?"
Notice that
to frighten

I said

M.

tragedy instead of

drama

\

I

did not wish

Bichet.

"Are you composing a tragedy, then?" he said.
Hum ... I do not know whether I ought to tell you."
"Why not? I see no harm in it. My old friend Pieyre

"

!

has written a comedy."
" Yes, monsieur,

and a very

striking

one

it

old

friend

is

:

VAcole

^es

Plresr

"You know

it?"

" I have read

it."

"Good.

.

.

.

Then,

too,

another

mine,

of

Parseval de Grandmaison, writes epic poetry."

I

"Yes Philippe- Auguste^
" You have read it ? "
" No,

I

confess

I

for instance."

have not."

me say that although the one writes
comedies and the other epic poems, they are none the less
worthy men for all that."
On the contrary, monsieur, they are both excellent
"Well

then,

let

fellows."

"

Have you met them ?
1.1.-16

I

"

vi**C
Nf^-

"*
.

^^

"'*
<"''

""

•;^

.!?-'*.'ii1^4

^^ '^^:m/:k

a

-
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" Never."

"Hum

.

.

And M.

Hum

.

.

."

.

Bichet seemed to be thinking over something to

himself.

"

." he said, after a moment's silence.
Good
"Then, monsieur, you have nothing more to say
!

present

?

.

.

me

to

at

"

"Nothing."
"

Of course

I shall

be

my

at

desk,

and

if

you want

me

.

.

."

"Certainly; you can go."

my

resumed

I

The

privilege.

with

seat

my

Lassagne and Ernest,

office-boy

Except

delight.

disgrace

me

warned

a

itself

that

arrived before

him

eleven o'clock, I should not find

losing

for

resolved
if I

there,

and

into

if I

stayed

me in when he went. So, no more
to make up, all my evenings to myself, and a chief
And,
not prevent me from writing tragedies

past four he would lock
portfolios

who

did

!

forthwith, I set to

work on

Christine.

I

cannot say

how

long

had been w^orking when the office-boy came to tell me that
M. Bichet wanted me in his office, I went in at once.
M. Bichet was not alone this time on his right stood a short
As they stood there,
old man, and on his left a tall old man.
the three judges, before whom I seemed about to be arraigned,
I
looked not unlike Minis, ^acus and Rhadamanthus.
I

;

bowed, feeling considerably surprised.
" See, there he is," said M. Bichet.
handwriting

done
"
tall

"

is

beautiful,

fifteen days'

What

did you

work
tell

it is

"

Upon my

exactly like Piron's,

word, his

and he has

in three."

me

monsieur did besides

? "

asked the

old man.

Why, he

"Ah

!

writes poetry

"
!

yes, quite so, poetry

..."

A light dawned on me.
" Have I the honour of addressing M. Parseval de Grandmaison ? " I asked.
" Yes, monsieur," he replied.
Then, turning to the other old gentleman, he said

A POOR MEMORY
my

" Only think,

dear Pieyre,

I

am

so absent-minded, that

me

the most extraordinary thing happened to

"What was
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the other day."

it?"

I forgot my own name."
"Just imagine
Bah " exclaimed M. Bichet.
!

"

!

Not your own name?" queried M.

"Your own name?
Pieyre.

*'Yes,

my

my

name,

marriage contract of

who married

"How
that?"
" Oh

.

own name!
his name

very

.

.

what's

and so
you on such

the daughter of so

can

assist

I

.

.

?

.

was

It
.

.

the

at

you know,

.

"

information

slight

as

the daughter of so and so
who is
Academy ?
who writes comedies
who wrote ... I cannot remember what it was. ... A play
"
that Mercier had already done you know well enough ?

my

!

dear, dear

.

!

colleague at the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

" Alexandre Duval

?

" Yes, yes

at the signing of the contract of what's

his
.

.

.

died

."

who married his daughter ... an architect
name
that was burned
who wrote a work on something
.

...

was

it

;

.

.

.

.

.

eruption of Vesuvius, where

in the
.

.

.

.

somebody

or other

."

" Oh, yes
Marois, who wrote a work on Pompeii^ where
Pliny died ? " I hazarded timidly.
" That is exactly it
Thanks, monsieur."
!

.

!

And he
having

.

.

quietly stretched himself back in his arm-chair, after

first

made me

"Well then,"

a gracious bow.

M.

said

Bichet,

"come, now

finish

your story,

my dear friend."
"What story?"
"

Why, the

story

you were

telling."

Was I telling a story ? "
"Of course," said M. Pieyre; "you were

"

relating,

my

dear

friend, that at the signing of the marriage contract of Marois,

who has married

the daughter of Alexandre Duval, you had

forgotten your name."

"Oh

yes,

true.

.

.

.

Well then,

this

was

it.

Everybody

"

"

:!'
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signed

then

:

myself,

I said to

'

Now comes my

turn to sign,'

what my name
was and the deuce
I couldn't remember it any longer
I thought I should be obliged to ask my neighbour what I was
called, and how humiliating that would be to me.
It was on
the ground floor, and the door opened out on the garden.
I hurried into the garden, striking my forehead and saying
to myself,
You rascal you rascal what is your name ?
Yes, indeed, if I had but had to remember my name to
save myself from being hanged I should have been hanged,
right enough.
Meanwhile my turn to sign had come, and
people were searching for me. Alexandre Duval caught sight
of me in the garden.
'Well, this is fine,' he said; 'there is
that devil of a Parseval de Grandmaison overcome by a
poetic seizure, just when he ought to be signing.
Here
That is it,' I exclaimed, that is it
Parseval de Grandmaison
Parseval
Parseval de Grandmaison Parseval de Grandmaison
and I went up to the table and signed."
de Grandmaison
" That is just the scene needed in the Distrait" I said, smiling.
" Yes, monsieur, you are quite right, it does need it ; and if
you wrote poetry I should say to you Add it.'
" But," M. Bichet interpolated, " he does write poetry, that
was the very reason why you had him called in."
" Ah, true, true
Well then, young man, come, recite

and

I

prepared to do

—

so.

I

began

to think

!

'

!

!

.

'

!

'

.

.

!

'

!

!

!

'

'

.

!

some of your

.

.

lines to us."

" Something out of your tragedy."
"
" Ah
you are writing a tragedy ?
!

"Yes, monsieur."
" What is your subject ?
"Christine

.

.

"A

"

asked M. Parseval de Grandmaison.

."

Somebody has written one on the same
good subject
Very poor ah very poor
"Pardon me, messieurs, I would much rather recite you

theme.

!

!

.

.

!

.

!

something other than lines out of my tragedy." The lines of
my tragedy were dramatic lines, which would probably not be
very

much

to the taste of these gentlemen.

rather," I added,

"recite you an ode."

"I would

far

—

;

!

;

LA PEYROUSE
Oh oh
Oh oh
" Oh
oh
"

!

!

!

!

"

!

an ode
an ode
an ode

!

M. Parse val de Grandmaison."
M. Pieyre.
said M. Bichet.
" What
the ode," said M. Parseval.

!

" said

!

" said
"

!
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" Well, then,

now for
"
is it on, young man ?
" You may remember that, for some time past, people have
been much taken up with la Peyrouse? The papers have
even

lately

been announcing that traces of the shipwreck

have been found
" Is that so
" Yes,
*'

I

it is,"

knew

la

.

.

."

asked M. Bichet.

? "

said

M.

Pieyre.

Peyrouse well," said M. Parseval de Grandmaison.

"

I, too," said M. Pieyre.
"I did not know her,"

said

M.

Bichet,

"but

I

knew

Piron."
" That

is not the same thing," said M. Parseval.
" Let us have your ode, young man," said M. Pieyre.
" This is it, monsieur, since you would like to hear it."

" Come, come, don't be afraid," said old Bichet.
I

rallied

my

all

powers, and

repeated the following
I

lines,

had made some progress

in

which

confident tones

fairly

I think

may

:

LA PEYROUSE
*
'

Le

ciel est pur,

Un

vaisseau, pres de fuir le port,

la

mer

Tourmente son ancre

est belle

!

rebelle,

Fixee au sable, qu'elle mord.
II est

impatient d'une onde

Plus agitee et plus profonde

Le g6ant

voudrait respirer

pour air les tempetes
combats pour fetes,
Et I'Oc^an pour s'6garer.
II lui faut

II lui faut

les

Silencieux et solitaire,

Un homme
Son

est

debout sur

le

pont,

regard, fix6 vers la terre,

Trouve un regard qui

lui

r^pond,

I

indicate that

;

:
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Sur

le

rivage en vain la foule,

Comme un
II

y

suit

torrent,

s'amasse et roule,

des yeux de I'amour

Celle qui, du

monde

Doit d^sormais,

exilee.

triste et voilee,

Attendre I'heure du retour.^

Son

ceil

se trouble sous ses lartnes,

Et, pourtant, ce

fils

des dangers

A
A

vu de lointaines alarmes,
vu des mondes Strangers
Deux fois le cercle de la terre,
Decouvrant pour lui son myst^re,
Des bords glaces aux bords brfilants,
Sentit, comme un fer qui dechire,
La carene de son navire
Sillonner ses robustes flancs.

Et

Ne

la fortune enchanteresse

I'entrainait pas sur les flots

L'espoir de la douce paresse

Ne

ber9ait pas ses matelots.

D6daigneux des biens des deux mondes,
II ne fatiguait pas les ondes
Pour aller ravir, tour k tour,
L'or que voit germer le Potose
L*6meraude k Golconde ^close,
Et les perles de Visapour.
une plus noble esperance
Qui soutient ses travaux divers.
Sa parole, au nom de la France,
C'est

Court interroger I'univers.
II faut que I'univers reponde
Dans son immensite feconde,

!

Peut-etre cherche-t-il encor

Quelque desert apre et sauvage,
Quelque d^licieux rivage,
Que garde un autre Adamastor.

^

Madame de

le

jusqu'k son retour

son voile jusqu'a

la

;

Peyrouse avait promis a son mari de rester voilee
madame de la Peyrouse a tenu parole, et a garde
mort.

!

!

; ;:

LA PEYROUSE
II le

trouvera

!

Mais silence
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!

Du canon le bruit a roule
Au haut du mat, qui se balance,
Un pavilion s'est d^roule.
Comme un coursier dans la carriere
;

Traine un nuage de poussiere
Que double sa rapidity,

Le

A

vaisseau s'^lance avec grace,
sa suite laissant pour trace

Un

large sillon argent6.

Bient6t ses matures puissantes

Ne

sont plus qu'un leger roseau

Ses voiles

Comme

flottent,

les ailes

blanchissantes,

d'un oiseau.

Un

mouvante surface,
un nuage qui s'efface,
point que devinent les yeux,

Qui

s'^loigne, s'eloigne encore,

Puis, sur la

C'est

Ainsi qu'une ombre s'^vapore

Et

la

mer

se

.

.

.

confond aux cieux.

Alors, lentement dans la foule,

Meurt

le

dernier cri

du depart;

Silencieuse, elle s'6coule

En

s'interrogeant

du regard.

Puis I'ombre, a son tour descendue,

Occupe

seule I'^tendue.

Rien sur

Au

la

mer, rien sur

le port

monotone de I'onde,
Pas un bruit humain qui r^ponde
bruit

L'univers fatigu6 s'endort

Les ans passent,

et leur silence

N'est interrompu quelquefois

Que par un long

cri

qui s'^lance,

Profer6 par cent mille voix.

On

a,

Trouv^

sur un lointain rivage,
les debris

d'un naufrage

.

Vaisseaux, volez sur cet ^cueil

Les vaisseaux ont revu la PVance
Mais les signes de I'esp^rance
Sont changes en signes de deuil
I

.

—
;
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Helas

!

.

.

La France

.

combien de

tromp^e,

fois,

reprit son espoir

!

Tant6t, c'est un tron9on d'epee

Qu'aux mains d'un sauvage on crut voir
Tant6t, c'est un vieil insulaire
Seduit par I'appat du salaire,
Qui se souvient, avec effort,

Que

d'etrangers d'une autre race

Jadis

il

apercut la trace

Dans une

Que
Qui

ile

.

.

.

de

fais-tu loin

la-bas

.

.

.

au nord.

ta patrie,

t'aimait entre ses enfants,

Lorsque, pour ta tete cherie,

EUe

a des lauriers triomphants?

Pour

la

toi,

mer

Dors-tu sur un

ouverte?

s'est-elle

lit

d'algues vertes?

Ou, par un destin plus

fatal,

Sens-tu tes pesantes journees

Rouler sur ton front des annees
Qu'ignore le pays natal?
Et, pourtant, te dictant ta route,

Un

roi t'a trace ton

Mais du

A

ciel le

heurte

le

chemin

;

pouvoir, sans doute,

pouvoir humain.

Et, tandis qu'a leur ignorance

Du

retour sourit I'esperance,

les tables de la loi,
deux differentes tempetes
deja voue les deux tetes
."
Du navigateur et du roi

Dieu, sur

A
A

!

.

.

I had followed with the closest attention the effect produced
upon my hearers. M. Parseval blinked his eyelids and simply
twirled his thumbs one round the other ; M. Pieyre opened his
eyes very wide and smiled, his mouth also wide open.
Old
Bichet, as curious as I was as to the impression I was making
on his two friends, seeing that this impression was favourable,

shook

his

"Just

head delightedly, saying under

like

Piron

When I had
was followed by

!

Just like Piron

his breath

!

finished, they burst out into applause,
all sorts

of encouraging advice.

which

SELF-GRATULATION
I

did not

know whether

I

stood on

my

head or

249

my

heels.

Imagine the feelings of Ovid, exiled among the Thracians,
when he found a sun more radiant than that at Rome, and
on carpets of flowers more fragrant than those of Paestum,
under trees that lent a cooler shade than those by the Tiber,
listened to the applause given his Tristia and his Metamorphoses.
I gave thanks to the gods who, unsolicited, had
granted me this moment of peace. We shall see that it was
to be of but short duration.

!

—

CHAPTER X
The

— Brutus unveiled by M. Ponsard— Madame
— Gohier — Andrieux — Renaud — Desgenettes — Larrey,
Augereau and the Egyptian mummy— Soldiers of the new school — My
dramatic education — enter the
of the Forestry Department
of empty bottles — Three days away from the
The cupboard
painter

Lethiere

Hannemann

offices

I

full

office

—Am summoned before M.

Deviolaine

the meantime, as I have stated, I had become master of
IN my
evenings as I had no longer to see after the portfolio,
I took advantage of my liberty to taste a little of life.
mother recollected an old friend of my father, and we
ventured to call upon him. He belonged to the good-natured
order of human beings, and gave us a warm welcome.
He
was the famous artist Lethiere, painter of Brutus Condamnant
ses fils^ a heroism that always seemed to me a trifle too
Spartan, but which M. Ponsard's Lucrlce has since made
clearer to me.
M. Ponsard was the first to reveal the great
conjugal mystery that the sons of Brutus were not the sons
of Brutus, but only the fruit of adultery by beheading them

and

My

:

Brutus exhibited revenge, not his devotion to them

M. Ponsard,
to

the

it

will

be noted, deserved not only to belong

Academy, but
Well,

Lettres.

my

fine picture entitled

my

also

to

the

Suscriptions

and

Belles-

was the painter of the
Condamnant ses fils. He had

father's old friend

Brutus

him just as a horse
had been shot dead under him by a cannon-ball ; my father
had also sat to him for the model of his Philoctete^ in the
painted

father's portrait, representing

We

soon made ourselves known to
He embraced both
mother and me, and invited us to look upon his house as

Chamber

of Deputies.

him, and were received with open arms.

my

:

our own,

particularly

M.

GOHIER

on

Thursdays,

with the latter

effected

should

places

were greatly delighted

have no desire to hide from

I

offer.

we were

when

We

always be laid for us at his table.
readers that
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by the gain of a dinner not

my

welcome the economy

in a position to

our own expense

at

!

M.

Lethi^re possessed fine talents, a kind heart and a winning

There

manner.

him

lived with

always

dressed

in

then, as ruling spirit in his

and thin, who nearly
name was Mademoiselle
name she became known in

household, a young woman,

tall

fair,

her

black;

and under that
and literature. She afterwards became Madame
Hannemann, and under that name became known in the
medical profession. Her nature was cold and very hard, but
d'Hervilly,

painting

possessed

she

plenty

of

Hannemann, now a widow,
who was of a very superior
Lethi^re's house

whom had
were

:

M.

will-power.
is

I

believe

character, did the honours of

and entertained

been old friends of

his

my

an

old

painter

M.

old friends, several of

father.

These old

Gohier, past President of the Directoire

Desgenettes,

Madame
This lady,

extremely wealthy.

;

friends

Andrieux,

named Renaud and

several

others.

Desgenettes,
in

Egypt,

introduced

who had known my
made friendly

at

once

me

to Larrey.

father

very intimately

overtures

to

me, and

I shall have occasion several times to refer to the latter
gentleman and his son, who was one of my best friends. The
Siege of Anvers in 1832 gloriously enabled him to prove
himself a worthy son of his father.
Of all these men, Gohier struck me as the most remarkable.
Contrary to the laws of perspective, there are certain persons

of ordinary calibre,

who

having, through stress of eventful

circumstance, occupied high positions,

loom

larger in one's

view the further away they recede.
Now I could not help
but look upon the man who had presided over Barras, Roger-

Ducos, Moulin and Sibyes as worth notice ; for, for the time
being, he had been first of the five kings who had governed
France.
But I was deceived in my estimate of his greatness
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M. Gohier was a

solid,

worthy

man who knew

of history as one cannot help learning,

just so much
who knew nothing of

and who possessed no depth of judgment. I cannot
than compare him with our Boulay (de la
Meurthe), whom history will enroll as having been three
years Vice-President of the Republic, although he may
pretend to have no idea of such a thing, even on 2
politics

do

better

December

Gohier cordially detested Bonaparte

!

hatred was neither philosophical nor
personal

Consul

matter.

He

political,

;

but his

but wholly a

could never forgive the future First

he had made him play on 18

for the ridiculous part

Brumaire, by inviting him to lunch with Josephine, and in
inviting himself to dine at his house, whilst he was changing
the whole Government.
I need not draw the portrait of Andrieux
everybody
knows that petty, old, shrivelled man, with his petty
voice and his petty eyes, the author of petty fables and
petty comedies and petty stories, who died at the age of
eighty, leaving behind him a petty reputation after having
:

raised petty hopes.

Renaud was an old

artist

who had once painted

a picture

was thought well of, the Jeunesse d^Achille. He had
grown old in painting the nude. And in his old age he
painted nothing but the Graces, naiads and nymphs, turning
that

to the public their

.

.

.

blue and rosy backs.

Desgenettes was an old libertine of an extremely quickwitted and very cynical turn of mind, half soldier, half doctor,

very fond of the

Renaud was
and
glee.

real

flesh-and-blood

goddesses

that

old

so fond of copying; he would relate in season

and most immodest of stories, with great
There was much of the eighteenth century about

out, the broadest

him.

was austerely puritanic in
contrary,
wore his hair quite long, trimmed after the
fashion of Merovingian princes he spoke slowly and seriously.
The emperor was said to have spoken of him as the most
Apart from the influence of
honest man he ever knew.
Larrey,

appearance.

on

the

He

:

—
LARRY, THE GREAT SURGEON
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among young

people,

kindliness

sincere

"

that

he

diffused

He

had known
every celebrated personage of the Empire; and he had cut
off most of the arms and legs that needed amputation
he
had collected much curious information indicative of character
or of the secrets of the soul, by listening to the first words
of the wounded and the last words of the dying.
He would
sometimes relate anecdotes which, without any malicious
intention, gave one an idea of the ignorance of those decorated
and beplumed warriors, who were in the main lion-hearted, but
also, for the most part, of dull intellect, and infinitely less
brilliant in any drawing-room than on a battlefield.
When
Larrey returned from Egypt he brought back a curiosity that
Larrey presented a curious study to us

all.

;

is

not thought

much

of nowadays, in the shape of a

mummy,

but which at that time raised scientific curiosity to the highest

When

•itch.
I

"

Ah

he met Augereau, he said to him

come now and dine with me to-morrow

!

;

I

will

show you a mummy I have brought back from the Pyramids."
" With pleasure," Augereau replied
and he went next day
;

to dinner.

"Well," he said at dessert,

mummy

yet

" Because

you

?

not seen that

it is

in

my

" Follow me,

study," said Larrey.

and

shall see it."

Larrey led the

When

^^as

"why have we

"

way, Augereau following

full

of curiosity.

they reached the study, Larrey went to the box, which

leaning up against the wall, opened

^paummy. Then Augereau
^nis finger.

it,

and revealed the

approached and touched

with

it

" I declare," he exclaimed contemptuously, "it is dead
Larrey was so astonished by this exclamation that he did
not even bethink himself to offer apologies to Augereau for
!

having disturbed him to look at so uninteresting an object as
a dead

mummy.

But throughout that period everybody was literary, not in
themselves, or from choice, but from tradition.
No one had

|»et
et

forgotten that Bonaparte

had signed

his

own proclamations

—
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to the

Army

of Egypt, and that Napoleon

had accosted M. de

Fontanes every time he met him with the question
"Well, Monsieur de Fontanes, have you found me a
poet?"
But the day and the appointed hour had come for all those

who had escaped

of M. de Fontanes and
They were springing up, blossoming and glowing like hawthorn in the month of May and their
names had already begun to give promise of the immense
sensation they were to create in the future.
Their names were
Lamartine, Hugo, de Vigny, Sainte-Beuve, M^ry, Soulie,
poets

Napoleon's munificent

the notice

offers.

;

Barbier, Alfred de Musset, Balzac

;

these were already

filling, at

and unique stream of
poetry from which France and Europe and the whole world

the cost of their heart's blood, that great

were to drink during the nineteenth century.
But the movement was taking place not only amidst that
pleiade which I have just named; a whole host of others was fighting, each helping forward the general cause by separate attacks,

make a breach in the walls of the old school of poetry.
Dittmer and Cave were publishing the Soirees de Neuilly Vitet,
the Barricades and the £.tats de Blois ; Merimde the Thtatre
de Clara GazuL
And note carefully that all these movements

to

;

took place away from the stage whereon the real struggle took

and apart from its manifestations. The real struggle
I, and Victor Hugo (I put myself first for
chronological reasons) were to take part.
I was preparing
for it not only by the continuation of my Christine, but
still more by studying humanity as a whole, combined with inplace,

was that in which

dividual characterisations.
I have referred to the immense service the English actors
had done me Macready, Kean, Young had in turn completed
the work begun by Kemble and Miss Smithson.
I had
seen Hamlet, Romeo, Shylock, Othello, Richard III. and
Macbeth. I had read and devoured not only the whole of
;

but even the whole of the foreign dramatic
had recognised that, in the theatrical world, everything emanated from Shakespeare, just as in the external world
Shakespeare,
output.

I

SHAKESPEARE DECIDES MY CAREER
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everything owes its existence to the sun ; that nothing could
be compared with him; for, coming before everyone else,
he was yet as supreme in tragedy as Corneille, in comedy as
Moli^re, as original as Calderon, as
passionate as Schiller.

many

full

of thought as Goethe, as

realised that his

I

types as the works of

all

works contained as

the others put together.

I

recognised, in short, that, after the Creator Himself, Shakespeare

had created more than any other being. As I have stated, when
I saw these English artists, actors who forgot that they were on
the life of the imagination became actual life through
a stage,
the power of Art their convincing words and gestures seeming to transform them from actors into creatures of God,
with their virtues and their vices, their passions and their
failings,
from that moment my career was decided.
I felt
I
I had received that special call which comes to every man.
felt a confidence in my own powers that I had lacked until then,
and I boldly hurled myself upon the unknown future that
had hitherto held such terrors for me. But, at the same time,
I did not disguise from myself the difficulties in the way of
the career to which I had devoted my life
I knew that it
would require deeper and more special study than any other
profession; that before I could experiment successfully on
living nature I must first perseveringly study the works of
others.
So I did not rest satisfied with a superficial study.

—

;

—

;

after the other, I

I^One

Shakespeare,
laid

them out

hand,

I

took the works of

as bodies

on a dissecting

blood.

And

after

and the
a

table, and, scalpel in

secret of the circulation of

while

admirable science they galvanised
life,

of genius, like

spent whole nights in probing them to the heart in order

to find the sources of life
their

men

Molibre, Corneille, Calderon, Goethe and Schiller,

and by what

skill

I

discovered

nerve and

with

what

muscle into

they modelled the differing types of flesh

cover the one unchangeable human
For man does not invent. God has
given the created world into his hands, and left him to apply
it to his needs.
Progress simply means the daily, monthly
and everlasting conquest of man over matter. Each individual

that were destined

framework of bone.

to

—

!
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he appears on the scene takes possession of the knowledge
it up in different ways, and
then dies
after he has added one ray more to the sum of human knowledge which he bequeaths to his sons,
one star in the Milky
Way
I was then not only trying to complete my dramatic
work but also my dramatic education. But that is an error,
one's work may be finished some day, but one's education
as

of his fathers, works

—

!

never
I had just about concluded my play, after two months' peace
and encouragement in my humble post in the Archives Office,
I received notice from the Secretariat that, as my position
was almost a sinecure, it had been done away with, and that
I must hold myself ready to enter the Forestry Department
under M. Deviolaine. So the storm that had been hanging
over my head for long had burst at last.
I said good-bye to

when

old father Bichet with tears in

MM.

my

eyes,

and

Pieyre and Parseval de Grandmaison,

follow

my

to his

two friends

who promised

to

career with sympathetic interest wherever I might

The

reader knows M. Deviolaine.
During the five
had been in the Government offices I had been
looked upon as a bete-noir^ so I entered upon my new official
work under no very favourable auspices.
The struggle began immediately I took up my new duties.
They wanted to herd me together with five or six of my
fellow-clerks in one large room, and I revolted against the
proceeding.
My companions were good enough to explain
to me in all innocence that they found it an advantageous
way of killing time that deadly enemy to employes to sit
together, for then they could talk.
Now, talk was just what I
most dreaded; to them it was a pleasure, to me a torture,
be.

years

I

—

—

for chattering distracted

ideas.

my own

ever-increasing imaginative

No, instead of wanting to be

thick with supernumeraries, clerks

in this big office, strewn

and

assistants,

I

had my

eye on a sort of recess separated by a simple partition from the
office-boy's cubicle,

were returned

to

and
him

possession of this place.

in

which he kept the ink-bottles that
I asked if I might
take
I might as well have asked for the

empty.

—
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A fearful
archbishopric of Cambrai, which was just vacant.
clamour went up at this demand, from the office boy to the
head of the department {direcieur general). The office boy
asked the clerks in the big room where he could put his
empty bottles henceforth; the clerks in the big room asked
the assistant head clerk (the one who had never heard of
Byron) whether I thought myself too good to work with
them the assistant head clerk asked the chief clerk whether
I had come to the Forestry Department to give or to receive
;

if

were usual

it

asked the head of the department

the chief clerk

orders;

have an

hundred francs to
though he were a head clerk at
The head of the department replied that it was
for

a

clerk paid fifteen

office to himself, as

four thousand.

not only absolutely contrary to administrative customs, but that

no such precedent would be allowed me, and that my claim
I was trying to fit myself into the
was most presumptuous
unlucky recess which, for the moment, formed the sum of my
ambition, when the head clerk walked haughtily from the
office of the head
of the department, bearing the verbal
command that the rebellious employ^, who had dared for one
moment to entertain the ambitious hope of leaving the
!

ordinary ranks, should at once return to his

He

place

there.

transmitted the order immediately to the assistant head

clerk,
office,

who passed it on to the
who transmitted it to the

throughout the department

:

ordinary clerks of the large
office

boy

!

There was joy

a fellow-clerk was to be humiliated

if he did not take his humiliation in a humble spirit, he
would lose his situation
The office boy opened the door
between his cubicle and mine; he had just come from
making a general clearance throughout the office and had
brought back all the empty bottles he could manage to

and,

!

unearth.

my

"But,

dear F^resse,"

I

"

said,

watching him uneasily,

how do you think I can manage here with all
or, rather, how are all those bottles going to fit
unless
boiteux

live

I
?

in

"

III.

— 17

one of them,

those bottles,
in with

after the style of

k

me,

Diadie

"
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" That's just

!

he deposited fresh bottles
Diredeur gineral does not look upon
it in that light
he wishes me to keep this room for myself, and
does not intend a new-comer to lay down the law."
I walked up to him, the blood mantling my face.
"The new-comer, however insignificant he may be, is still
your superior," I said; "so you should speak to him with
your head uncovered. Take your cap off, you young cub
And, at the same moment, I gave the lad a back-hander
that sent his hat flying against the wall, and took my
departure.
All this happened in the absence of M. Deviolaine; therefore I had not the last word in the matter.
M. Deviolaine would not return for two or three days so I
decided to go home to my poor mother, and there await his
return.
But, before I left the office, I went and told Oudard
all that had happened, who said he could not do anything
in the matter, and I told M. Pieyre, who said that he could
not do much.
My mother was in a state of despair it
reminded her too much of my return home from Maitre
Lefevre's in 1823.
She rushed off to Madame Deviolaine.
Madame Deviolaine was an excellent woman but narrowminded, and she could not understand why a clerk should
have any other ambition beyond that of ultimately becoming
it

" leered F^resse, as

"

by the old ones.

M.

le

:

!

;

:

first class clerk
why a first class clerk should desire to
become anything beyond an assistant chief clerk; why an

a

;

assistant chief clerk should

have any other ambition than that
So she did not hold
mother; for that matter, the poor

of becoming chief clerk, and so forth.

out any promises to

woman had
well knew,

and she but

influence over her husband, as she

what little she
had begged Porcher to come to
showed him my almost completed tragedy, and
rarely tried to exercise

Meanwhile,

did possess.

our house.

my

much

not

I

I

asked him whether, in case of adverse circumstances, he
would advance me a certain sum.
I

"

Confound

!

it

"

Porcher replied

—" a

had been a vaudeville I do not say but
However, get it received and we will see."

tragedy
that I

!

...

would

If
!

.

it
.

.

;

HABIT OF WORKING IN BED
"

Get

!

Therein,

received "

it

of

course,

lay
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the

whole

question.

My mother returned at that moment, and Porcher's answer
was not of the kind to reassure her. I wrote to M. Deviolaine,
and begged that my letter might be given him on his return
then

We

I waited.

spent three days of suspense

;

but during

and worked incessantly.
Why did I stop in bed? That requires an explanation.
Whilst I was at the Secretariat, and had to be at the office
from ten in the morning until five in the evening, returning
there from eight until ten o'clock, I had to traverse the
distance between the faubourg Saint -Denis No. 53 to the
rue Saint-Honord No. 216, eight times a day, and I was so
tired out that I could rarely work if I sat up.
So I went to
bed and slept, first putting my work on the table near my
bed I slept for two hours, and then at midnight my mother
woke me and went to sleep in her turn. That was the reason
This habit of working in bed attained such
I worked in bed.
hold of me that I kept it up long after I had gained freedom
of action, doing all my theatrical work thus. Perhaps this revelation may satisfy those physiologists who dilated upon the kind
of rude passion which has been noted in my earliest works, and
with which, perhaps not unreasonably, I have been reproached.
I contracted another habit, too, at that time, and that was to
write my dramas in a backward style of handwriting
this
habit I never lost, like the other, and to this day I have one
style of handwriting for my dramas and another for my
During those three days I made immense progress
romances.

those three days

stayed in bed

I

;

:

On

with Christine.

M.
and

this

time

the fourth day, I received a letter from

summoning me

Deviolaine,

my

to his office.

I

hurried there,

heart did not beat any the faster;

faced the worst that could happen and

I

had

I

was prepared

for

anything.
"

Ah

!

there

you

are,

you

M. Deviolaine, when he saw me.
"Yes, monsieur, here
"

So

!

so,

monsieur

"
!

I

am."

cursed

blockhead

!

"

cried

—
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made no reply.
"So we are too grand a lord
mortals?" M. Deviolaine continued.
I

"You

are mistaken

sufficiently

.

.

quite the contrary.

.

am

I

grand lord to work with the others, that

want to work alone."
"And you ask for an
nothing in

work with ordinary

to

it

to yourself,
"

office

but to write your dirty plays

is

on purpose

ngt a

why

I

do

to

?

" I ask for an office to myself so that I can have the right
to think while I

"And

if I

am

do not

working."
let

" I shall try to earn

you have an

my

office to yourself?

You know

an author.

living as

"
I

have no other resource."
" And if I do not immediately send you packing, you may
be very sure it is for your mother's sake and not for
your own."
"I

am

aware of

fully

that,

and

I

am

grateful to

mother's account."
" Very well, take your office to yourself, then

warning that
"

You

;

but

I give

you

."

.

.

my

you on

will give

me

double the work of any other clerk

?

"

" Exactly so."

"It

be unjust, that

will

is

all;

but, since I

am

not the

stronger, I shall submit."

" Unjust
unjust
have you know that

!

!

my

"
I

M. Deviolaine. " I would
have never done an unjust thing in

shrieked

life."

" It would seem there is a beginning for everything."
" Did you ever see oh, did you ever see such a young rip

—

continued M.

Deviolaine, as he paced

— " did you ever
Then, turning

"Very

see
to

!

did you ever see

me

again,

up and down

"
!

his office,

."
!

.

.

he said

I will not treat you unjustly; no, indeed no,
have more work to do than the others ; but you
shall have as much, and you shall be watched to see that you
get through it
M. Fossier shall receive orders from me to

you

well,

shall not

!

carry out this inspection."

"

"

CLOSE INSPECTION
I

"
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moved my lips.
What next
Have you something now

to

!

say against

M. Fossier?"
" No, only that I think

him

ugly."

then?"
"Why, I would much rather he were good-looking, on his
own account first and also on my own."
'*
But what does it matter to you whether M. Fossier be ugly
''Well, what

or beautiful

?

"

"If I have to meet a face three or four times in a
day I should much prefer it to be agreeable rather than
disagreeable."

" Well, I never

days

!

You

your taste

make up

!

.

.

in all my
me to choose my head clerks to suit
Go baclc to your office, and try to

met such a cursed young puppy

soon want

will

Get out

.

!

for lost time."

" I will do so

;

but,

first,

I

want to ask a promise from you,

monsieur."

"Well, upon

my

word,

if

he

own conditions on me "
" You will accept this one,

his

"

isn't actually

going to impose

!

Now, what do you

I

am

sure."

wish, Monsieur le poete

?

"

" I should like you yourself each day to overlook the

work
have done and see how I have done it."
"Well, I promise you that.
And when is the first
performance to take place?"
can hardly tell you; but I am very sure you will be
I

.

K"I

.

.

!

resent at it
" Yes, I will be there, in

more senses than one ; you may be
on that score.
Now, go and behave yourself
he made a threatening gesture, upon which I

uite easy

And
I^^went

!

.

.

.

out.

M. Deviolaine kept his word to me. He gave me plenty
of work to do without overdoing me.
But, as he had
promised, M. Fossier always came and brought the work to
me himself, and if, by ill luck, I was not at my desk,

Bf

—

"

!

CHAPTER

XI

—A patron,
a fashion — Nodier recommends
—The Royal Commissary and the author of Hicube—
Semi-official reading before Taylor —
reading before the
Committee — am received with acclamation — The intoxication of
written — M. Deviolaine's incredulity —
success — How history
Picard's opinions concerning my play — Nodier's opinion — Second

Conclusion of Christine

me

to

after

Taylor

Official

I

is

reading at the Theatre-Fran5ais and definite acceptance

BUT none
ing

famous

I

me

from

finish-

had, however, scarcely written

the

last line

"Eh
when

of these hindrances prevented

Christine.

I

any poor

bien, j'en ai piti6,

found myself
girl

who

in

mon

.

.

.

Qu'on I'acheve

embarrassing

as

a

!

situation

as

has just given birth to a child outside the

pale of legitimate matrimony.

bastard child of

pere

my

creation,

What was I to do with this
born outside the gates of the

Institute and the Academy?
Was I to stifle her as I had
smothered her elders? That would have been hard lines
indeed
Besides, this little girl was strong, and quite capable
!

it seemed good, therefore, to acknowledge her
;
but
was necessary to find a theatre to receive her, actors to
clothe her and a public to adopt her
Oh if only Talma were living
But Talma was dead
and I did not know anyone at the Theatre-Frangais. Perhaps it might be possible for me to manage it through
M. Arnault. But he would ask to see the work on behalf of
which his services were requested, and he would not have

of living

;

first it

!

!

read ten lines before he would

fling

it

as far

poor M. Drake had the rattlesnake that
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bit

from him as
at Rouen.

him

—
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him that my play
him for a letter of
Oudard refused under
introduction to the Thdatre-Frangais.
I had the
pretence that he did not know anyone there.
courage to tell him that his introduction as head of the
Secretariat of the Due d'Orldans would be all-powerful.
He replied, after the manner of Madame M^chin, when
she did not incline to promote any particular end
Oudard.

I went to look
for
was completed and

"

I will

I

had

my

never lend

influence in that direction."

several times noticed a

a long nose, in

the

man

Secretarial

This

tobacco Swiss-fashion.
ninety theatre tickets to

told

I

asked

boldly

I

all

with thick eyebrows and

Department, who took his

man

periodically

had the prerogative of giving away every month,
three per day.

I

know who

did not

brought the

parts of the house that

this

man

M. Oudard

at the rate of

was, but I asked.

was told that he was the prompter.
I lay in wait for this prompter, took him by surprise in the
corridor and begged him to tell me what steps were necessary
I

honour of a reading before the Committee of the
He told me I must first deposit my play
with the Examiner but he warned me that so many other works
were already deposited there that I must expect to wait at least
a year.
As though it were possible for me to wait a year
*'
But," I asked, " is there no short cut through all these

to obtain the

Theatre-FranQais.

;

!

formalities

?

"

"

Oh

I

thanked him.

dear me, yes

"There

is

!

"

he

replied, "

nothing to thank

And he was

me

if

you know Baron Taylor."

for,"

he

said.

right; there wasn't anything to thank

know Baron Taylor in the slightest.
" Do you know Baron Taylor ? " I asked Lassagne.
"No," he answered; "but Charles Nodier is his

him

for,

for I did not

intimate

friend."

"

What

of that

?

"

"Well, did you not

tell

me

that

you once talked with

Charles Nodier a whole evening at a representation of the
"
Va?npire ?
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" Certainly."

"Write

to Charles Nodier."

"Bah

he

!

*'He never
I

will

have forgotten

wrote to Charles

Elzevirs,

all

about me."

forgets anything; write to him."

Nodier, recalling to his

the rotifer, the vampires,

and

in

well-known kindliness towards young people
to introduce

me

to

what impatience

I

replied, granting

my

me

five or six

days

Baron Taylor.

It

the
I

memory
name of

entreated

little

his

him

can be imagined with

Baron Taylor himself

awaited the reply.

request and fixing an appointment with

later.

He

apologised at the same time for

the hour he had fixed; but his numerous engagements

him so

the

left

time that seven o'clock in the morning was the

only hour at which he could see me.

Although

I

am

probably

the latest riser in Paris, I was ready at the appointed hour.

Taylor then lived at
I had kept awake all the night.
No. 42 rue de Bondy, fourth floor. His suite of rooms consisted of an anteroom filled with books and busts
a diningroom full of pictures and books; a drawing-room full of
weapons and books ; and a bedroom full of manuscripts and
books.
I rang at the door of the antechamber, my heart
True,

;

beating at a terrible rate.

man who knew

The good

or

ill

natured

mood

of a

nothing about me, who had no inducement to

me out of
my play

be kindly disposed towards me, who had received
pure good-nature, was to decide

my

future

life.

If

would stand in the way of anything I
and I was very nearly at the end of
my courage and strength. I had rung the bell, gently enough,
I admit, and no one had answered it
I rang a second time,
as gently as at first; again no one took any notice of me.
And yet, putting my ear close, I seemed to hear a noise
indicative of something unusual taking place inside
confused
sounds and snarls which now sounded like bursts of anger,
and now, decreasing in pitch, seemed like a continuous
monotonous bass accompaniment. I could not imagine what
it could be ; I was afraid to disturb Taylor at such a moment
and yet it was the very hour he had himself fixed for my
displeased him,

could bring him

it

later,

;

:

—

"

"

A PERTINACIOUS AUTHOR
coming.

heard a door open, and simul-

I

had greatly
sounded louder
the door was opened by an old serving-

the mysterious noise from inside that

taneously

roused

rang louder.

I
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my

than ever.

curiosity for the last ten minutes

At

last

woman.
"

Ah

monsieur," she said, with a flustered manner, " your

!

coming

will

do M.

anxiously for you
"

"

;

le

go

Baron an excellent

He

turn.

is

waiting

in."

What do you mean ? "
Go in, go in ... do not

lose a minute."

went quickly into the sitting-room, where

found Taylor
a gentleman
near him reading a tragedy called Hecube. This gentleman
had forced his entrance, no matter what was said to him.
I

caught in his bath-tub like a

I

tiger in his den,

He

had surprised Taylor as Charlotte Corday had surprised
Marat when she stabbed him in his bath
but the agony that
the King's Commissary endured was more prolonged than
that of the Tribune of the People.
The tragedy was two
thousand four hundred lines long
When the gentleman
caught sight of me, he realised that his victim was to be
snatched away from him ; he clutched hold of the bath,
;

!

exclaiming

There are only two more
two more acts
**

acts,

monsieur,

—

there are only

!

"Two
a dagger
are

all

sword-cuts, two stabs with a knife, two thrusts with
!

Select from

kinds here

among

— choose

the arms round about

— there

the one that will slice the best

kill me straight off!"
" Monsieur," replied the author of Hecube^ " the

and

Government

appointed you co7nniissaire du roi on purpose to listen to my
play; it is your duty to listen to my play
you shall hear

my play
"Ah!

—

!

where the misfortune comes in!" cried
"Yes, monsieur, to my sorrow
cotnmissaire du roi\
But you and such people as
that

is

just

Taylor, wringing his hands.
I

am

you

.

will

make me hand

like will force

me

to give

in
it

.

.

my

resignation
you and your
up and leave France. I have
;
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had an

go to Egypt,

offer to

I

will

accept

it

;

I will

explore

the sources of the Nile as far as Nubia, right to the Mountains

—and

once and get my passport."
you like," replied the gentleman,
" but you shall not go until you have heard my play."
Taylor gave one long moan, like a vanquished athlete,
made a sign to me to go into his bedroom and, falling
back into his bath-tub, he bowed his head in resignation
Taylor's preupon his breast. The gentleman went on.
caution of putting a door between him and his reader and
me was quite useless I heard every word of the last two
acts of Hecube.
The Almighty is great and full of compassion
At last, when the
may He bestow peace on that author
play was finished, the gentleman got up and, at Taylor's
of the
*'

Moon,

You can go

I will

go

to China,

at

if

;

—

!

earnest entreaty, consented to depart.

double lock the door

after him.

The

I

heard the old

woman

bath-water had

made

good use of the time spent on the reading to grow cold,
and Taylor came back into his bedroom shivering. I would
have sacrificed a month's pay for him to have found a warmed
bed to creep into. And the reason is not far to seek; for,

man who

naturally, a
acts, is

is

half frozen, after just listening to five

not in a favourable

mood

to hear five

more

acts.

"Alas! monsieur," I said to him, " I have happened upon
a most unsuitable time, and I fear you will not be in the
least disposed to listen to me, at least with the patience I
could desire."

"Oh, monsieur, I will not admit that, since I do not yet
know your work," Taylor replied; "but you can guess what
a

trial

it

is

to

have to

to -such

listen

heard, every blessed day of

my

stuff as

I

have just

life."

"Everyday?"
" Yes, indeed, and oftener

I

two

!

See, here

is

my

agenda

for

We are to hear an Epamino7idasy
My poor Christine was caught between

Committee.
heaved a sigh.

to-day's

cross-fires of classicism.

"M.

le

Baron,"

I

came another day?"

ventured to say, "would you rather

I

I

—

"

;

CHRISTINE FINDS FAVOUR
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Oh certainly not," said Taylor, " now we are here . ."
" Very well," I said, " I will just read you one act, and

"

.

!

if

you or bores you, you must stop me."
" you are more merciful than
" All right," Taylor murmured
your confreres. And that is a good sign. ... Go on, go on

that tires

;

I

am

listening."

Tremblingly

drew

I

my

my

play from

pocket;

—

looked

it

Taylor cast a glance on the immense

a terribly big volume.

bulk with such an alarmed expression that

I

cried out to

him
" Oh, monsieur, do not be afraid
written

He

on one

breathed again.

my

not see to read;

my own

voice.

to such

modesty

somehow

^P
,

1^^

^"

The manuscript

!

began.

I

was so nervous

I

I

!

without daring to raise

resumed

Fresh

life

came

my
I

my

first

go on

act.
? "

I

asked

I

fifth.

me

in a faint voice,

eyes.

"go

on.

Upon my

!

to me,

confidence than the
self told

could

;

"Certainly, certainly," Taylor replied,
excellent

I

me he was unaccustomed
my reading, and I managed

Taylor reassured

to get through

it is

only

voice shook so that I could not hear

" Well, monsieur, shall

word,

is

side of the paper."

and

I

read

When

first.

I

my
had

second act with more
finished, Taylor him-

on with the third, then the fourth, then the
but I
an inexpressible desire to embrace him

to go

felt

;

refrained, for fear of the consequences.

When the reading was
"You must come to

finished,

the

Taylor leapt from his bed.

Th^atre-Frangais with me," he

said.

" But what must I do there ? "
" Why, get your turn to read your play as soon as possible."

"Do you
mittee?"
"

Not

mean

it?

Shall

I

read

a day later than next Saturday."

out, " Pierre

An

really

"
!

old man-servant came in.
" Give me all my clothes, Pierre."

it

And

to

the

Com-

Taylor called

—

T

:
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turning to me, he said, "You will excuse me?"
" Oh, there is nothing to excuse !..."! replied.

Then

On

the following Thursday (for Taylor would not wait until

the Saturday, but had called a special Committee) the

Com-

from chance or because Taylor had praised
my play extravagantly, was a very large one; there were as
many well-dressed men and women present as though a
dance were on the way. The ladies decked out in gay hats
and flowers, the gentlemen in fashionable dress, the large green
carpet, the inquisitive looks which were fixed upon me, every
detail down to the glass of water which Granville solemnly
mittee, whether

placed by
all

this

my

side

combined

—which

to inspire

struck

me

me

as very

ludicrous

with profound emotion.

Christine was then quite different from what it is to-day
was a simple play, romantic in style, but founded on classical
traditions.
It was confined to five acts
the action took place
entirely at Fontainebleau, and it conformed with the unity of
time, place and action laid down by Aristotle.
Stranger
still
it did not contain the character of Paula, which is now

it

;

!

the best creation in the play,

and the

real

dramatic main-

Monaldeschi betrayed Christine's
ambition, but not her love.
And yet I have rarely known
any work to have such a successful first reading. They made
me read the monologue of Sentinelli and the scene with
Monaldeschi three times over. I was intoxicated with delight.
My play was received with acclamation. Only, three or four
of the agenda papers contained the following cautious phrase
"^ second readings or the manuscript to be submitted to an
author in whom the Committee has confidence
The result of the deliberations of the Comedie-Frangaise was
that the tragedy of Christine was accepted ; but, on account
of the great innovations which it contained, they would not
undertake to perform it until after another reading, or the
manuscript had been submitted to another author, to be named
by them.
The whole thing had passed before my eyes like a mist.
I had seen face to face for the first time the kings and
spring of the whole work.

:

"

THE LOST

;

MS.
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Mademoiselle Mars,
queens of the tragic and comic stage
Mademoiselle Leverd, Mademoiselle Bourgoin, Madame
Valmonzey, Madame Paradol and Mademoiselle Demerson,
an engagingly clever soubrette, who played Moliere with great
freshness, and Marivaux with such finished style as I never
:

I knew I was accepted and that was
saw in anyone else.
wished to know the conditions I would fulfil, the diffiTherefore I did not wait until the
culties I would overcome.
I thanked Taylor, and I left the
conclusion of the conference.
theatre as proud and as light-hearted as though my first mistress
all I

:

made off for the faubourg
much as to say, " You
you haven't just come away from the

said to me, " I love you,"

had

I

Saint-Denis, ogling everybody I met, as

haven't written Christine

;

you haven't been received with acclamation,
you, you, you "
And, in the joyful preoccupation of my
thoughts, I did not take care to measure my steps across a
gutter but stumbled into the middle of it ; I took no notice
of carriages, I jostled in and out among the horses.
When I
reached the faubourg Saint-Denis I had lost my manuscript
With one
but that did not matter
I knew my play by heart.
leap, I bounded into our rooms, and my mother cried out, for
she never saw me back before five o'clock.
" Received with acclamation, mother received with acclamation " I shouted.
And I began to dance round our rooms,
which allowed but little space for such exercise. My mother
thought I must have gone mad; I had not told her I was
Th^atre-Fran^ais

;

!

!

!

!

going to the reading for fear of disappointment.
"

And what

will

M.

Fossier

say

my

? "

poor mother ex-

claimed.
" Oh " I replied, suiting my words to the tune of Malbrouck^
" M. Fossier can say whatever he likes, and if he is not satis!

fied, I will

"

Take

head

;

"

it

send him about his business
care,
will

my

dear lad,"

be you who

will

!

my mother

replied, shaking her

be sent packing and in good

earnest, too."

"All

right,

time to attend

mother; so much the better!

my

rehearsals."

It will

give

me
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And

"

suppose your play

what

situation,

will

become

is

a failure, and you have lost your

of us

?

"

" I will write another play that will succeed."
" But in the meantime we must live."

Ah

"

yes

!

it's

very unfortunate that one has to live

in seven or eight days

Yes, but while

''

my

we

we

happily,

;

something on account."
that, which you have not

shall receive

are waiting for

my

advice and return to your desk, so
no one may suspect anything, and do not boast of what
has happened to a single person."
" I fancy you are in the right, mother and although I asked
the whole day off from M. Deviolaine, I will return to my
yet got,

lad, take

that

;

desk.

It is half-past

despatch

And

my

set forth at a

I

Why,

two.

I

shall

have time to

yet

day's work."

me

The

run to the rue Saint-Honore.

needed fresh air and action ; I felt
stifled in our tiny rooms.
I found a pile of reports ready for
me; I set to my task, and by six o'clock everything was
finished.
But by this time Feresse's anger against me
amounted to hatred I had compelled him to stay till the
stroke of six before I had finished the last lines.
I had never
exercise did

good, for

I

:

written so fast or so well.
I

re-read everything twice for fear

them

gave

M.

lines

from Christine in the

But, as usual, they were innocent of poetic effusions.

reports.
I

I

might have interpolated some

back

to

Feresse,

who went

Fossier's office, growling like a bear.

I

them

with

then went

to

home

to

my

dear mother, quite spent and utterly exhausted with the
great events of that day.
It was 30 April 1828.
I spent the
evening, the
writing

my

night and

the morning of the next day in re-

manuscript afresh.

By

ten o'clock,

when

I

reached

the Administration, I found Feresse at the door of his

He

had been looking out

for

me

since

eight

morning, although he knew well enough that
before ten.
" Ah there you are," he said.
!

a tragedy,

"Who

I hear."

told

you that?"

office.

o'clock
I

that

never came

" So you have been writing

—

"

;

THE NEWS LEAKS OUT
"

Why, good

gracious,

it is

in the
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newspaper."

" In the paper ? "
" Yes, read it for yourself."

And he handed me
following lines

"The

a paper which did, indeed, contain the

:

to-day accepted with acclamation
tragedy in verse, by a young man
who has not yet produced anything. This young man is in
the administrative offices of M. le Due d'Orleans, who made
his path easy for him and who strongly recommended him to

Th^atre-Frangais

and unanimity a

five-act

the Reading Committee."

You

!

it

how

see

accurately the daily press gauged the situation

has not lost the tradition even to-day.

!

Nevertheless, although

inaccurate enough in detail, the news was fundamentally true

and

it

and from storey to
by means of people

circulated from corridor to corridor

storey.

flew

It

from

office

to

office,

Madame la Duchesse
was congratulated by
all my colleagues, some with sincerity, others mockingly ; only
But, since he
the chief of my office hid himself from view.
coming

in

and going

out, just as

though

d'Orleans had given birth to twins.

kept

me

going with four times

my

I

usual

amount of work,

it

was quite evident he had seen the paper. M. Deviolaine
came in at two o'clock and at five minutes past two he sent
for me.
I walked into his office with my head in the air and
my hands perched jauntily on my hips.
" Ah
there you are, you young blade " he said.
" Yes, here I am."
" So you asked me for a holiday yesterday in order to play
!

!

pranks
"

!

Have

I

neglected

my work ?

"

" That is not the question."
" Excuse me, M. Deviolaine, on the contrary

it

is

the only

question."

But don't you see that they have been making game of you ? "
has?"
" The Comedians."

**

"Who

"

"

"

:
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" Nevertheless, they have accepted my play."
" Yes, but they will not put it on the stage."
" Ah
we shall see
!

!

"And

they do produce your play

if

"Yes?"
" You will

"Why
it

need the approbation of the public."

still

should you imagine

Come

will

it

has pleased the Comedians
"

..."

?

not please the public since

"

now, do you want to make

me

believe that you,

who

only had an education that cost three francs a -month, will be

when such people as M. Viennet and M. Lemercier
and M. Lebrun fall flat ? ... Go along with you
" But instead of judging me beforehand, wouldn't it be
successful

!

fairer to wait ?

"

Oh

I shall

yes, wait ten years,

twenty years

be buried before your play

never see

At

"

is

I sincerely

!

acted,

and then

hope

I shall

it."

this juncture, Feresse slily

opened the door.

me, M. Deviolaine," he said, " but there is a
Comedian here (he carefully emphasised the word) asking for
" Excuse

M. Dumas."
" A Comedian
What Comedian ? " M, Deviolaine
" M. Firmin, from the Comedie-Frangaise."
!

asked.

" Yes," I replied quietly ;""he takes the part of Monaldeschi."
" Firmin plays in your piece ? "
" Yes, he takes Monaldeschi.
Oh, it is admirably cast
.

.

.

Firmin plays Monaldeschi, Mademoiselle Mars Christine ..."
" Mademoiselle Mars plays in your piece?
" Certainly."
" It is not true."

"Would you
"

Do

like her to tell

you imagine

myself you are lying
"

No

;

she

will

am

I
?

it

you herself?

"

going to take the trouble to assure

"

come

here."

" Mademoiselle Mars will come here ? "
" I am sure she will have the kindness to
"
*'

Mademoiselle Mars ?

do that

for

me."

PICARD
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" Ves, you see that Firmin ..."
" Stop
Go your own way for

upon my word you are
enough to turn my brain
Mademoiselle Mars
Mademoiselle Mars put herself out for you ? Think of it
Mademoiselle Mars " and he raised his hands to heaven in
despair that such a mad idea should ever enter the head of
any member of his family.
!

!

.

!

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

I

took advantage of

this theatrical display to escape.

was, indeed, waiting for me.

looking round the

office,

Firmin

He

had made use of his time in
and he had ascertained that the

windows of my office looked exactly across to those of the
Com^die-FranQaise a circumstance that offered great facilities
He came so that no time
for my future communications.
should be lost, to offer to take me to Picard's house, who was

—

going to read

my

Picard enjoyed the absolute

manuscript.

confidence of the Comedie-Fran9aise and the Com^die-Frangaise

would

rely implicitly

on

his decision.

I felt

my

an intense aversion

had retarded the
development of real comedy as much as Scribe had advanced the
It was out of the question that Picard
cause of the vaudeville.
could understand Christine from the point of view either of style
towards Picard, who, according to

or of construction.

I therefore

views,

fought as long as I could against

But Firmin knew
having to submit to Picard's arbitrament.
Picard very well and said that he had such a partiality for

young people, and

was so good that, rather than
was persuaded to go.
It was arranged that, at half-past four that evening, Firmin
At half-past
should call for me and take me to see Picard.
four we set off.
Christi?te had been neatly re-copied.
It may
be guessed that since I had taken such pains over the plays of
Th^aulon, I took extra care of my own
The manuscript was

vex Firmin

that his advice

at the outset of

my

career, I

!

and tied up with a
mother had given me.

rolled

Where did Picard

live?

pretty

new

piece of ribbon that

Upon my

and I will not lose any time
Wherever he lived, we arrived

to

I

find

could not say
his

address.

His appearance
had formed of him

at his house.

corresponded exactly with the idea that
III.— 18

word,

in trying

my

I

:

—

"
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he was a little, deformed man with long hands, small bright eyes,
and a nose as sharp as a weasel's. He received us with that
polite, bantering manner peculiar to him, which many people
We conversed for ten
take for intellectual good-fellowship.
minutes and he pretended entire ignorance of the news he had
been possessed of since morning ; he laid bare the object of
our

visit

and he asked us to leave the manuscript with him, and
week later. He gave us his humble advice upon

to return a
this

important matter, pleading for our leniency beforehand

if

judgment were more inclined to the shorter classic forms
of comedy, rather than to the long Romantic productions {des
grandes machines romantiques). This exordium foreboded no
We saw Picard a week later ; he was expecting us, and
good.
we found him seated in the same arm-chair, with the same
He bade us be seated and politely inquired
smile on his lips.
after our health; finally, he stretched his long fingers over
his desk and rolled up my manuscript carefully, wrapped it
and tied it up. Then, with a winning smile, he said to me
" My dear monsieur, have you any means of subsistence ? "
"Monsieur," I replied, "I am a clerk at fifteen hundred
his

francs a year in the offices of M. le Due d'Orleans."
" Well, then, my advice to you, my dear lad, is to return to

your desk

—

to return to

your desk

!

After such a declaration, the conversation was, of necessity,
brief.

I

Firmin and I rose, bowed and departed. Or, rather,
Firmin stayed behind a moment aftej me he
;

departed

:

probably wished a further explanation.

opened door

I

Through the

half-

could see Picard shrugging his shoulders with

such violence that his head seemed in danger of coming off his
The modern Moliere looked extremely repulsive thus,
body.
his expression above all being remarkably malicious.
Had
Picard really given us a conscientious opinion ? Firmin was
convinced he had, but I doubted it always. It was impossible
that an intellectual man, no matter how narrow his views might
be, should not discern
I will not go so far as to say a remarkable work in Christine^ but remarkable works belonging

—

to the school of Christine.

——

?

—

;

;

PICARD REJECTS CHRISTINE
Next day,

went

I

Taylor,

see

to

; :

!
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me my

carrying with

These annotations
consisted of crosses, bracketing and marks of exclamation,
which might well be called marks of stupefaction. Certain
lines especially seemed to have astounded the author of
the Petite Ville and the Deux Philibert.
These had been
honoured by three exclamation marks.
manuscript containing Picard's annotations.

Christine

"Vous

etes Frangais, vous; mais ces Italiens,
L'idiome mielleux qui detrempe leurs ames

Semblerait

fait

expres pour un peuple de femmes

D'energiques accents ont peine a

Un homme
II parle,

A
It

la

W

est

last

homme

il

va parler

par un brusque echange,

et,

homme, on

line

s'y meler.

croit qu'en

on se retourne,

place d'un

was to the

Ton

;

trouve une louange."

—

!

!

that the three wretched notes of

exclamation had been affixed, which were intended to express

many

For the most

things.

laconically brief.

note of interrogation
Sur

le

Picard's

part,

were

criticisms

came one huge

After the following lines
:

chemin des

rois,

I'oubli

couvre

ma

trace

;

Mon nom, comme
Ce
Et

F

n'est

un vain bruit, s'affaiblit dans I'espace
plus qu'un 6cho par I'echo rep6t6,

j'assiste vivante ^ la posterite.

— mon

Je crus que plus longtemps
Mon abdication bruirait dans

Pour

le

le

erreur fut profonde

monde

.

.

!

.

remplir encore un but m'est indiqu6

Je veux reconqu6rir cet empire abdique.
Comme je la donnai, je reprends ma couronne,

Et Ton dira que

j'ai

le

caprice du tr6ne

!

"

—

a point of interrogation which seemed to say, "Perhaps the
author understands this passage.

I,

certainly,

do not."

After the last line

"Eh

bien, j'en ai piti^,

mon

pere

was written the word " Impossible."

.

.

.

Qu'on rach^vel"

—
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Was

it

the piece which was impossible or only that

me

Picard had had the delicacy to leave
doubt.

I related

my

Hne?

the benefit of the

adventure to Taylor and showed him

Picard's notes.

"All

he said; "leave the play with

right,"

me and

return

to-morrow morning."
I left the play with him, feeling very

was beginning to learn
with the theatre

to

my

subdued

in spirits.

the opposite of those in nature, and

are

belong only to early days

—

after

that brief period one's real

took good care to keep
engagement and was with Taylor by eight next morning.
troubles immediately begin.

showed me
his

"

my

I

cost that the joys connected

I

my
He

manuscript, across w^hich Nodier had written in

own handwriting

Upon my

soul

and conscience,

of the most remarkable works

I

declare Christine

I

have read

for the last

is

one

twenty

years."

"You realise," said Taylor to me, "I shall need that to
back me up. You must keep yourself in readiness to re-read
your play on Saturday."
"Monsieur le Baron," I said
and there they are all the more

to him,

"I am

with

me

in

an

office,

I go
which bureaucratic eyes look upon as an
unpardonable crime. Could I read it on Sunday, rather than
strict

because

in for literary work,

Saturday
" It

is

?

"

contrary to

Three days

later,

all

I

custom, but
received

my

I will see

what

I

can do."

notice for the following

Sunday. The assembly was even larger than the first time
and the play was even more enthusiastically applauded, if that
be possible, than it had been on the previous reading. It was
put to the vote and accepted unanimously, subject to some
alterations which I was to arrange after consultation with
M. Samson. Fortunately, M. Samson and I did not see eye to
eye; I say fortunately, since the disagreement led to

my recasting

the whole play, which gained, by this re-handling, the prologue,
the two acts at Stockholm, the epilogue at
entire part of Paula.

When we come

Rome and

to the proper place,

the

we

CHRISTINE RE-READ
will relate

how

these transformations

came about; they
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left

the Metamorphoses of Ovid (of which a splendid edition had

published by M. Villenave) a very long way
must say a few words about M. de Villenave, who
was one of the best informed and most original men of his
day ; and I must say a little about his wife, his son, his
daughter and his home, all of which personages and things had
a great influence on this first part of my life.

just

been

behind.

I

—

CHAPTER

XII

—

—

A sitting of the Athenee M. Villenave— His
one hundred and thirty-two Nantais— Cathelineau
hunt aux bleus
Forest
A chapter of history Sauveur

Cordelier-Delanoue
family

The

—The

— The

—

Royalist

Committee

—
— Souchu — The

—

miraculous

tomb

—

Carrier

DURING
English

the period of the
actors

attendance at the

(which

offices

of

first

representations of the

coincided
the

acquaintance of a young fellow

with

Secretariat)

named

my
I

evening

made

the

Cordelier-Delanoue.

came about very naturally. We were publishing Psyche at
and Delanoue had sent us a poem which he called
Hamlet) this we inserted in our journal, he came to thank us
and Adolphe and I became friendly with him, I especially.
It

that time

Delanoue was the son of one of the generals of the Revolution,
formerly known my father; this circumstance had
drawn us together and our dramatic and political sympathies
did the rest.
One night Delanoue came to see me at the
office and suggested taking me to the Athenee while the
courier from the Palais-Royal went to Neuilly and back.
I
was ignorant about many things, so it will not be any cause
for astonishment, I hope, if I admit that I had never heard of
the Athenee.
M. Villenave was giving a literary soiree there
that evening.
I did not know who M. Villenave was
and
my ignorance in this respect was a little more excusable than
my not knowing what the Athenee was. However, I accepted.
At that time, I had not the horror of making fresh acquaintances
which beset me later. I was promised something connected
with literature and literary people, and a promise such as this
would have urged me on to cross the razor edge which serves as a

who had

;

278

;

THE

AND

ATHlfeNfiE

bridge between the

M.

Mohammadan

VILLENAVE
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Paradise and this earth.

could cross such an edge now, prone though

am

I

I

to giddiness,

would be in order to fly from the very thing I then went
So far as I can recollect, the meetings of the
Ath^n^e were held in a lower hall of the Palais-Royal, which
had its entrance from the rue de Valois. They discussed all
sorts of topics that would have been insufferable in drawingrooms, but which at the Ath^n^e were simply tedious. The
people who discussed these tedious subjects had the right to a
but

to

it

seek.

certain
their

number

families,

of tickets to distribute

and

their friends

their

among

the

members of
They

acquaintances.

could have discussed these subjects quite well alone, but, for

l^w some inexplicable reason, they preferred to have an
'^" On this particular evening the hall was full. M.
was very popular
a

certain celebrity.

It

If

my

was probably some

who

author,

it

were condemned to be hung,

treatise

1^^

^»

M. Villenave conducted

'

I^P

perhaps, at that time,

age.

He

on a second-rate

deceased

the meeting

:

standing, by the aid of a couple of candelabras

He

a glass of eau sucree near him.
of,

I

say what they talked of that night.

served as an excuse to the writer to deliver a few

raps to the living.

addressed

I

life

Villenave

meetings had

in society, and, besides, these

could not to save

audience.

some

had splendid white

was a fine-looking old

he
and

man

sixty-six or sixty-eight years of
hair,

daintily curled

about his

fire
he
was very tall but stooped a little from much bending over a desk
there was something distinguished-looking and graceful in his
movements and manners. I had stopped modestly by the
door for two reasons first, because I was yet too unknown
to imagine I had the right to put the speaker himself or

temples

;

black eyes that flashed with quite Southern

;

:

anybody

my

else out for

my

sake

;

secondly, as

I

had

to return

by half-past nine, it was more convenient to be
near the door than elsewhere, in order to escape incognito, as
Delanoue, who was more familiar with the
I had entered.
company than I, left me to go and joke with them, during the
to

I

.j^

office

short intervals

when

the sitting broke up to give

M.

Villenave
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The

usual hour for the courier having come, I was quietly

my office, when Delanoue
me up under the peristyle. He had
Villenave family to invite me to go and

escaping to return and receive him at

me and

ran after

caught

been deputed by the

take tea with them at their house, after the meeting.
this favour to the

kind things

my

I

owed

Delanoue had said

friend

about me.
I then had to inquire where the Villenaves lived.
No. 82 rue de Vaugirard. Oh but 53 faubourg Saint-Denis
!

was

a

my

five

fair

distance

years'

from

my home.

residence in Paris,

streets pretty thoroughly, so I did
first visit,

to hire a

I

Fortunately,

had

not

conveyance to take

feel obliged, as

me

during

know

learnt to

on

its

my

from the place du

The

Palais-Royal to the rue des Vieux-Augustins.

invitation

conveyed by Delanoue had been so courteously and warmly
pressed that the least I could do was to accept it.
I ran off
During
to the office, attended to the courier and returned.
the half-hour of my absence the sitting had been concluded,
and I returned to find M. Villenave in a small drawing-room
that opened out of the large hall, receiving the congratulations
of his friends.
Delanoue introduced me to M. Villenave and
to his family.

The

Villenave family consisted

Villenave, a very gracious

little

first

of

Madame

old lady, very intellectual

and

an experienced society entertainer, but very fond of grumbling
in her home-life, for she suffered, like Anne of Austria, from a
cancer which ultimately killed her ; Theodore Villenave, a
tall, energetic young fellow, an author, at that time, of various
fugitive poems, and translator of
Wallenstetn, which was
destined to make a great commotion behind the scenes of
the Odeon for three or four years before it was put on the
stage, where it had a fairly successful reception ; Madame
Mdlanie Waldor, the wife of a captain in the infantry on
service and in garrison, who only put in short and rare
appearances at Paris, where those who knew him spoke of
him as a brave and loyal soldier. Madame Waldor composed
fugitive verses, like her brother,

daily paper;

play

like

which she published

in the

her brother, too, she afterwards wrote a

which had a successful run under

the

title

of

the

THE VILLENAVE FAMILY
icole des Jeunes

Filles.
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who

Last came Elisa Waldor,

period was only a charming

little

child with the

at that

head of a

cherubin surrounded by lovely golden curly hair; she afterwards grew into a tall, beautiful woman, and was twice married

—and happily each

time, I trust.^

home on foot, in patriarchal fashion,
accompanied by five or six friends, who, like myself, were on
their way to the rue de Vaugirard, to take tea and nibble
cake together there. As I was the stranger, I was allotted the
namely, to give my arm to Madame
position of honour
Waldor. As the distance was very long, it was a good opportunity of becoming acquainted. But, as we had never seen each
other or spoken together before, the long walk would have been
embarrassing to us both, had not Delanoue joined us and made
a third in the conversation between the place du PalaisRoyal and the rue de Vaugirard. He thereby rendered us
both a great service, for which both of us were profoundly
The

family returned

—

grateful to him.

What

a strange thing these chance meetings are

astonished

I

should have been had anyone told

whose very existence

family,

become

^

own,

Alas

!

and

had not known a couple of
strangers to me, would

me

that I should traverse the road that then

since these lines were

penned death has intervened in the life and
read in the papers one day at Brussels,
of the Middle Ages which used to be placed in

happiness of this poor lady, for
in

How

two or three years almost as close to

for the next

my

!

that this

who were complete

hours before, and
as

I

me

words as cold as the

the hands of a skeleton

Madame

steel
:

—

I

daughter of Madame M61anie Waldor, has
died after a long and painful illness.
The funeral will take
place to-morrow.
Any friends who may not have received an invitation to be present are invited to attend at the cemetery at eleven
o'clock."
*'

Bataillard,

just

Unhappily, the notice came too late for me. Amongst all her many
most affectionate remembrance, and I
was denied the consolation either of seeing her before she died or

friends I certainly held her in the

The merry child, the beautiful young girl,
who should have died long after us, since
has gone before us, and we still wait here

of following her to her grave.

the serious and intelligent wife,

we saw

her grow up,

!

!
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seemed

me

to

long

so

Saint-Denis and the

rue

between the rue du faubourgde Vaugirard twice every day in

future

But I was in haste to reach our destination, to have a talk
M. Villenave. I do not remember how it was, or on
what occasion, but a pamphlet he had written fell into my
hands a little work he had published in 1794, entitled
Relation des noyades de cent trente-deux Nantais (Story of the
drowning of a hundred and thirty-two people of Nantes).
Directly I saw M. Villenave I remembered this pamphlet, and
as soon as I thought of the pamphlet I resolved to lead the
conversation to Carrier, and Nantes and the hundred and
with

—

thirty-two

Nantais.

M. Villenave
like a

It

was

not

a

difficult

matter to set

talking; only, his conversation was very

sermon.

When

he talked, one had to

let

much

him go

on,

not interrupt him, and listen to him with reverent attention.

He

had, indeed, happened to be at Nantes in 1793, at the
same time as Jean-Baptiste Carrier, of bloody memory. God
forbid we should make the faintest excuses for that terrible
proconsul and the horrors he perpetrated
But it must be
admitted that the Vendeans had themselves set him an
abominable example. Wars conducted by priests are apt to
be barbarous wars, and it is known or rather, it is not known,
!

—

that

at

hands of

the

beginning the insurrection was entirely in the

priests

;

the nobles did not involve themselves in

it

when they did take part in it, the method of
butchery became rather more humane it changed to shooting.
until later, and,

:

The

first

sacristan

person to play a part in that bloody squabble was a

named

Machiavelli says that, "

Cathelineau.

When

was decided to assassinate Julian de Medicis in the church
of Sainte-Marie-des-Fleurs, they chose ecclesiastics to do the
work of assassination, because they were less likely to be
impressed by the sanctity of the place."
It is a strange but indisputable fact that when men of peace
it

and love and charity turn
most refined in cruelty of

into executioners, they
all

;

become

the

witness the i?i'pace (dungeons)

of convents, witness the cells of the Inquisition, witness the

—

"

CATHELINEAU
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massacres of Alby, witness the auto-da-fds of Madrid, witness

Joan of Arc, witness Urbain Grandier.
This Cathelineau was what the country people between
Angers and Saint- Laurent would term a sturdy lad (gars).
Only three months elapsed between the day of his first shot
and the day when he was killed, but these three months
sufficed to make his name renowned in history.
He was
neither tall, nor had he refined manners he was but five feet
but he had well-set shoulders and the hips
four inches high
were splendidly poised, and he possessed the fine cool prudent
We have mentioned that he
courage of the men of the West.
was a sacristan, but he was many other things beside he was
mason, carrier, linen-merchant, a married man and the father
of twelve or fourteen children.
He had hardly gained a hearing
before he set up a superior council comprised chiefly of priests
they troubled themselves but little over the nobles.
The head
of this council was the famous Bernier, cur^ d'Angers.
Cathelineau was the man for him
the simple peasant disI»jpovered a quicker method of starting an insurrection than the
;

;

;

:

;

^^ope

with his bulls or the priests with their sermons.

He

advised the cures to shroud the crucifixes in black crbpe and

them thus

to carry

in their processions.

At the sight of their
no longer contain

Christ in mourning, the peasants could

themselves

I^^jid

all

^Bince

I^B

women

;

swore

to

tore their hair,

they had grieved the Saviour.

nothing could be

less

men

Republicans,

the

kill

It

beat their breasts
root

and branch,

should be added that

knightly and less patriotic

proclamations of these brave folk

than

the

:

" Down with conscription
Down with the militia! Let
us dwell in our own countryside.
People tell us the enemy
may descend on us and threaten our homes. AVell and good,
let them first trespass on our soil, we shall be ready to meet
them there
!

!

And
would

those

have

who

talked thus were well aware that the

devastated,

pillaged

and

burned

all

enemy
France

"

2
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hedges and among their furze bushes and in their sunken
pathways.
It was equivalent to saying, "What does it matter to us
what may happen to Alsace and Lorraine, Champagne and
Burgundy, the Dauphind and Provence ?
What does it
.

matter

world

us

to

?

.

.

.

Cossack leap

Now

the

if

they extinguish

Time enough

Paris,

hedges

most picturesque of

Personally, I

much

light

of

the

!

writers

difficulty in giving a patriotic turn to

.

guns when we see the

to seize our

his horse over our

.

the

would

find

great

such assertions as these.

prefer the volunteers

who

ran in front of

the Prussians as far as Valmy, to these peasants

who waited

behind their hedgerows ; and all the more so since I
not at all convinced that they were not really waiting for

quietly

am

them on purpose

compound

not

to ally themselves to them.

Why should

they

with the Prussians? they entered into plenty

the English
The war, then, began
between patriots and royalists, between citizens and peasants.
There were constitutional towns, manufacturing ones, as, for
example, Chollet, where very beautiful handkerchiefs are
made, which contained numbers of workpeople who did not
wish for Prussians in France or for friends of the Prussians.
One day they heard that the people of Bressuire had risen in
revolt; they armed themselves with pikes and rushed off to
attack them.
So the town of Chollet was especially marked
out for hatred by the peasants.
On 4 March, they attacked it in their turn. A commanding

of negotiations with

!

—

—

officer

belonging to the National Guard trusted himself

among

he went among them to endeavour to
reconcile the two parties soon, cries of pain issued from this
group, the members of which had closed round him and were
a group of royalists

;

;

slashing at his legs with his

On

the loth,

came

own

sword.

the turn of Machecoul; here, there was

to do than at Chollet.
Machecoul was a small town,
exposed on every side and easy to capture. They first learnt
the danger they were in on a Sunday ; the tocsin was rung and

less

all

the peasantry of the surrounding country

made

for the town.

;

THE VENDEANS
Two hundred

285

and bravely advanced against the
hundred against two thousand
the mass
opened, surrounded the little band and made but one mouthful
Machecoul had a constitutional curd, and the priests
of it.
who had not taken the oath to the constitution bore a grudge
against those who had they protested that the latter " spoilt
the profession " they -seized the poor man as he came to say
mass, and they killed him but there was a preconcerted plan
among them to kill him by inches by blows on the face. The
torture lasted a long time
life is sometimes very tenacious,
especially in the hands of skilful executioners, who do not
incline to chase it too quickly out of the body.
But everything
has an end the curd died a martyr, and, when he was dead,
they consulted an old huntsman, a clever bugle blower, and
organised a hunt, searching from house to house to track
assailants

patriots rallied

— two

!

—

:

;

;

:

:

down

quarry.

their

When

they unearthed a patriot they

sound of which every man, woman and
child ran out (in this kind of warfare, women and children
are even worse than men).
When the patriot was beaten
down, the hallali was bugled, then came the curee^ which lasted
a long time it was carried out, usually, by women, with the
help of scissors and nails, and by children, with the aid of
stones.
Machecoul lies on an eminence between two departments; it was judged to be a good place for establishing a
court of justice and they massacred there for forty-two days,
from 10 March to 22 April.
blew the

vue^ at the

:

;

The

reader knows how the insurrection spread from the
wer Vendue to the Higher. It was brought about by an
affair at Saint-Florent
an emigrd had sent his servant, a

^^

:

Vendean named Forest into Vendue
and opposition to the military system.
him, but he would

not

be

to

preach resistance,

They

tried

denied a hearing;

to stop

he openly

preached revolt in the streets.
A gendarme came to him;
he drew a pistol from his pocket, fired at the gendarme

and

That pistol-shot woke those who were yet
And, mark well, when this unlucky shot was
the tocsin was already ringing in six hundred parishes

killed him.

slumbering,
fired,

—
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then

it

was carried by the wind

in

could be heard but the ringing of
invisible

all

directions;

bells, as

nothing

though flocks of

The

birds were flying over their brazen tongues.

vibration of those deadly knells, which were answering

another from village to
air,

village,

grew in volume, clashing

one

in the

charging the atmosphere like a thunderstorm, with electric

currents of hatred

and of revenge.

Meantime, what was Cathelineau, the prime mover of
this, busy about ?
We will hear Michelet's version

all

:

" He had heard of the fight at Saint-Florent and the firing
of guns clearly enough; nor could he be unaware by the
1 2th of the frightful massacre of the loth, which had compromised the Vendean coast in the revolt past all drawing
back.
Even if he had not heard anything, the tocsin would
have roused him hard enough the whole country seemed in
an uproar, the very earth trembled. He began to think things
were growing serious, and whether from the foresight of the
father of a family which he was shortly to leave, or whether
from military prudence, in the matter of laying in stores of
food, he began to heat his ovens and to make bread.
First
came his nephew, with the story of the affray at Saint-Florent.
CatheHneau continued to knead his dough.
Then the
neighbours began dropping in a tailor, a w^eaver, a shoemaker, a hatter.
" Well, neighbour, what shall we do ?
" Quite twenty-seven of them had assembled there, bent on
following his counsel implicitly.
He pointed out first that a
crisis had come
the leaven had done its work, the fermentation was sufficiently advanced ; it was time to stop kneading,
wipe his hands and shoulder his gun. Twenty-seven went
forth ; at the end of the village they numbered five hundred.
It was the whole of the population, all worthy men, sturdy,
strong, steadfastly brave and honest, the very pick of the
Vendean armies, intrepid leaders almost always to be found in
the front ranks, facing the Republican cannon."
:

—

'

'

:

By the time they reached
They had seized a piece
christened the Missionnaire

Chollet, they were fifteen thousand.

of cannon at
;

and a second,

which was dubbed Marie-Jean?te.

Jallais,

at

some

which they
other place,

All along the route priests

—

"

—
;

THE INSURRECTION
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joined their ranks, exhorting, preaching, singing mass to them.

They
large

started on the 12th, as we have seen; after the 14th, a
band joined forces with them, headed by a man who was

command

to share the

This was

him.

with Cathelineau, and,

gamekeeper on M. Maulevrier's
lad, the last

later, to

succeed

another rough but brave peasant, a

Stofflet,

estate,

whose grandson, poor

descendant of the race, was killed out hunting, at

When

Vendean army reached Chollet
too, and he
gives us a good idea of the times, the place and the circumhe carried in his
stances
his head and his feet were bare
nd a crucifix crowned with thorns, bound round with a huge
the age of sixteen.

it

sent in a flag of truce

the

—a strange envoy he was,
;

:

;ary

his eyes

;

were

lifted to

heaven, as those of a mystic or

martyr, and he cried out between his sobs
" Surrender, my dear friends, or you will

and sword

summons was made

This

all

be put to

fire

!

in the

name

of coj?wia?iding

officer

and almoner Barbotin.
The whole of the garrison of Chollet comprised three
l^^undred patriots armed with muskets, and five hundred armed
^^Kith pikes; they attempted to offer resistance to fifteen
thousand men; but, of course, resistance was utterly impossible; M. de Beauveau, the head of the Republicans, fell
Stofilet

in the

The
commanded

attack.

first

castle

which

could

fire

patriots retired into

the square,

upon the Vendeans

a part of the

and from whence they

as they entered

the square

was all the easier as there was a Calvary in the square
before which every peasant knelt and prayed, heedless of

this

the

firing,

not returning to the fight until his prayers were

and the

made. These good folk
them brave folk for
they did not understand the enormity of the crimes they were
committing, since their priests had ordered them
did not
plunder, but they killed not merely during battle, which was a
necessity, but even afterwards, and they killed cruelly, as we

finished
let

sign of the cross

—

us lay stress on the word and call

!

—

shall see.

We

will

again

refer to

Michelet for an account of

how

—

;;
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you in my own words you
He, it is known, did not lie;
his chair because he told the
truth not only about the past but also about the future.

they killed;

if

I

related

it

to

would say I was romancing.
he was, indeed, driven from
Michelet says

:

" Directly a prisoner was confessed, the peasants no
longer hesitated to kill him, as his spiritual salvation was
made secure ; several escaped death by refusing confession,
and by saying that they were not yet in a state of grace
one of them was spared because he was a Protestant and
They were afraid to send him into
could not confess.
History has dealt very severely with the undamnation.
fortunate patriots who slaughtered the Vendeans; many of
them displayed heroic courage and died like martyrs. Those
who were cut into pieces could be counted by hundreds. I will
give one instance, among many, of a boy of sixteen who, over
the dead body of his father, shouted Vive la nation I until he
was pierced through by a score of bayonettes. The most
celebrated of these martyrs was Sauveur, a municipal officer
of Roche-Bernard, rather let us say of Roche-Sauveur, for it
should preserve his name. This town, which is a thoroughfare
between Nantes and Vannes, was attacked on the i6th by an
immense gathering of nearly six thousand peasants; there
were hardly any armed men in the town and it was compelled
'

to

surrender.

'

The maddened crowd began

at

once

by

butchering twenty-two persons on the square, on the pretext
of a gun going off suddenly in the air ; they rushed upon the
town hall and discovered the procureur syridic, Sauveur, a
He was seized
fearless magistrate who had stuck to his post.
and dragged off; they put him into a dungeon whence, next
They
day, he was taken out to be barbarously massacred.
sampled all kinds of weapons on him, principally pistols they
Vive le
fired at him with small shot, trying to make him cry,
InVive la republique/^
roi!^ but he would only shout,
furiated, they fired at his mouth with gunpowder and dragged
him before the Calvary to beg for mercy ; he lifted his eyes
Vive la nation/'
to heaven in adoration, but still he cried,
Next they shot his left eye out and kicked him on a few paces
mangled and bleeding, he stood with hands clasped looking
upward.
" Commend thy spirit to God
yelled his assassins.
:

'

'

*

'

!

'

—

—

"

'

MICHELET'S ACCOUNT
*'

They shot him down

he

;

fell,
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but rose again, clasping

medal and still kissing it. Again he
he fell on one knee, dragged himself to the

tightly his magisterial

was fired upon
edge of a trench with
;

stoical calmness, without a single groan
His fortitude drove the frenzied
or cry of anger or of despair
mob to madness, for his only words were
" Finish me off, my friends,' and Vive la Republique I
Do
not keep me lingering on, friends ; Vive la ?iaiion /
" He made his confession of faith to the end, and they
!

*

'

silenced

him with blows from

What do you

the butt ends of their

rifles

think of that, you Royalist gentlemen

?

!

Surely

show you anything
not all and what we are

the 2nd and 3rd of September could not
better than that

?

Wait a

bit, this is

;

about to tell, be it clearly understood, is not written for the
purpose of reviving hatred, but to make people detest civil
warfare.
If I once again borrow Michelet's words, it is not
only because they are more eloquent than mine, but so that

may be two of us to cry
see how true are his words

there
will

"

Shame

!

"

Listen,

and you

:

" One essential difference that we have noticed between the
violence of the revolutionist and that of the fanatic, urged on by
the fury of priests is, that the former, in killing, desire nothing but
to be rid of their enemy ; the latter, inspired with the feelings of
ferocity of the times of the Inquisition, have less desire to kill
than to cause suffering, to make the poor finite victim expiate
in infinite misery, in protracted agony, by way of avenging
God
To read the gentle idyllic accounts of Royalist writers,
one might think that these insurgents were saints ; that, in the
main, they only exacted vengeance and entered upon reprisals
when forced thereto by the cruelties of the Republicans. Let
them tell us what were the reprisals which caused the people of
Pontivy, on the 12th or 13th of March, led by a refractory cur^,
to murder seventeen of the National Guard in the public square
Were they reprisals which were exercised at Machecoul, for
six weeks, under the organised authority of the Royalist Committee? One Souchu, a tax-gatherer, who presided, filled and
emptied the town prisons four times. The mob had, as we
have seen, at first killed from sheer sport out of brutal delight.
Souchu put a stop to that, and took care that the executions
!

!

IIT.

— 19

:
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As executioners, he
clumsy hands caused
more protracted suffering. Seasoned men such as sailors and
soldiers could not witness these deeds without indignation, and
wanted to prevent them, so the Royalist Committee did its
they did not shoot any longer, but
murders by night
slaughtered their victims and then hastily covered up the
dying with earth. According to authentic reports made at
the Convention, 542 persons perished in one month and by
When they could find practically no
what ghastly deaths
more men to slay they proceeded to women. Many were
Republicans and not sufficiently complaisant to the priests
who had a spite against them. A frightful miracle took place
in one of the churches there was a tomb of some noted saint
or other ; they consulted it a priest said mass over the tomb
and laid hands on it. Behold, the stone moved.
" I can feel it rising up
exclaimed the priest.
should be long drawn-out and painful.

specially preferred children, because their

:

!

;

'

!

'

did it rise up? To demand a sacrifice pleasing
to God, namely, that women should no longer be spared but
Happily, indeed, the Republicans, the National
slaughtered
Guard from Nantes, arrived.
" * Alas
the townspeople said to them, coming to them
You
weeping and wringing their hands, you come too late
.'
can but save the walls, the town itself is exterminated
" And they pointed to the place where men had been buried
Horrified, they beheld a shrivelled hand which in the
alive.
fearful anguish of suffocation had seized hold of and twisted
."
the withered grasses.

"And why
!

!

'

'

!

!

.

Is

any good to

it

What would

it

of his bagnades
naires

[men

.

.

.

about Carrier after all this?
bateaux ct Soupapes\^

speak

serve to

of his manages revoliitionbound hands and feet together

republicaines

and women

of his

tell
;

and thrown into the Loire] of his deportations verticales}
would only be to set crime against crime, which
It
would prove nothing beyond the wickedness of man.
;

Besides,

Carrier

has

atoned

for

his

crimes.

I

am

well

aware that though this may have been enough to satisfy
the requirements of justice as far as the man himself
^

Translator's Note.— Carrier compelled

boats,

which were then

scuttled.

his victims to

embark on

—

;
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was concerned, it has not been sufficient to satisfy history.
It was in vain for Carrier to struggle with all his might
and main against the accusation, which came upon him
like a shock; in vain for him to exclaim, with sombre eyes,
outstretched arms and strident voice, to his old colleagues,

now become
"I

blame

me

My

.

.

you

me

!

You must be mad

me

to-day for doing what you gave

Why

!

orders to

In accusing me, the Convention accuses

yesterday?
.

his judges

do not understand you

do

itself.

condemnation, look to it, is your condemnation also
caught in the same proscription with

will find yourselves
:

if I

am

guilty, so is

one, every one

!

down

every

man

the

to

here

.

.

.

very bell on

every one, every
the

president's

table!"

But

all

his cries

were useless.

And

herein

lies

of revolutions; they reach a pitch at which the
that drove
in

them

which the

accused,

is

into action drives

callously

and

later,

terror

into reaction,

guillotine, sated with drinking the

and

blood of the

indifferently willing to drink the blood

of judges and executioners

days

them

the horror

same

!

This reaction, which set in two

saved the lives of Andrd Ch^nier and M. Villenave,

together with a hundred and thirty-one of the Nantais, his

companions.

—a

CHAPTER

XIII

—The master's despotic rule —The savant's coquetry
man of science — am admitted,
thanks to an autograph of Buonaparte — The crevice in the wall — The
—The pastel by Latour —Voyages of discovery
eight thousand
of the portrait and the death of
for an Elzevir or a Faust— The

M.

Villenave's house

Description of the sanctuary of the

I

folios

fall

the original

MEANT
I

Carrier.

to talk of

about

talking

What

M.

Villenave,

Cathelineau,

and behold

a strange thing imagination

I

have been

Sauveur

Stofflet,
is

!

and

the wayward

inhabitant of one's house, thought to be a slave therein, but
in reality
I

M.

left

its

queen

off

!

we were going

saying that

to

take

tea

at

Villenave's house.

Every bird makes

its

own

nest,

whether of twigs or of

and each man makes his own
home when he possesses one at all indicative of his
character, his temperament and his idiosyncrasy.
And so
M. Villenave's house had its own characteristics, reflecting
the taste of its occupant.
It was built of stones which had
once been white, but which time had coloured grey, and
which were fast turning into black. It did not open out on
the road; it was a severe and gloomy-looking house which
did not lend itself to any such frivolous doings; a wall, ten
feet high, faced the street, like a kind of outwork, ornamented
at the top by a formidable fringe of jagged glass.
This wall
had in it two gates, a large one and a small one. Unless
carriages wanted to enter, the large one was always kept shut,
different kinds of

feathers;

—

its

—

its lock broken; the small door, next to the
opened upon and gave access to the garden

hinges rusty,

porter's lodge,

—
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garden

trodden

hard

paths

into

without
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flower-borders,

possessing vines without grapes, and leafless trees that

did

by any chance, a flower pushed
its way up in some corner, it was a wild flower that had mistaken that damp enclosure for waste ground and had sprung
up there unawares a bindweed, a daisy or a buttercup. One
day the poor flower would hear a cry of surprise and see a
pretty, rosy-cheeked child, with curly golden hair, running to it
in breathless haste and with eager feet, her eyes fixed on it,
and then furtively grasp it as carefully as though it were a
butterfly
when she had picked it, she would run with joyful
not afford any shade.

If,

—

;

surprise to her mother, crying

" See,

I

The

mamma

!

a flower

garden, which

!

.

.

."

may have been

fifteen

metres square,

was bounded on the side of the house by a pathway of
paving-stones, leading

to

a corridor

tiled

with

square red

end completing the vista. But
before you reached this staircase, you first passed four doors.
The one on the left belonged to the dining-room, the window
of which looked out upon the tidiest part of the garden ; on
the right, opposite it, was a small room, not much used,
where a table and three or four old arm-chairs were left to
grow damp. In several places the wall paper was bulging
out and falling off, without anybody taking any notice of it,
and was becoming pitted with green and white damp spots.
Then, on the left again, came the kitchen door, and, on the
right, the larder and pantry.
This dark and damp groundfloor was like a catacomb, and was only descended into at
meal-times.
The real dwelling-rooms, where we were entertained, were on the first floor.
This floor contained a small
and a large drawing-room, and the bedrooms belonging to
Madame Villenave and Madame Waldor. We will leave the
small drawing-room and the two bedrooms and give our
whole attention to the large salon, which, after the attics
(let us hasten to mention these here, before we have the
right of entering them), was the strangest room in the house.
bricks,

Its

I

a staircase

at

the

shape was a long rectangle, having, at each of

its

angles,
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One

a console table supporting a bust.
that of the master of the house.

of these busts was

Between the two

busts, at

the bottom end, on a marble-topped table opposite the

fire-

was the most important piece of art and archaeology in
the room this was the bronze urn that had once contained
place,

:

A

the heart of Bayard.
little bas-relief encircled the urn
depicting the " chevalier sans peur et sans reproche " leaning
against a tree

and

kissing

his

a landscape.

whom
One

honour

Next came

sword handle.

—three of them
and the fourth
Let us begin with the landscape — honour to
due — the landscape was by Claude Lorraine.

four large pictures

portraits

is

Anne Boleyn and was
by whom the two other paintings
were: one was of Madame de Montespan and the other
either Madame de S^vign^ or de Grignan, I am not sure
which.
The walls were covered with one of those indefinite
papers that leave no impression on the memory the furniture
was upholstered in Utrecht velvet; large couches with thin
white arms, like the arms of a hunchback, invited friends of
the family to be comfortable; while there were chairs and
arm-chairs for more formal visitors.
That storey had both its
king and its vice-queen the king was M. Villenave, the vicequeen was Madame Waldor. We purposely say " vice-queen,"
because immediately M. Villenave entered his salon he
became the master of it, the king more than king, the
M. Villenave was inclined to be tyrannical in
despot
character, and exercised this tyranny over strangers as well as
over his own family.
Like those petty princes of Italy whose
of

the

portraits

signed by Holbein.

represented

I forget

;

:

—

!

principles people are obliged to adopt as soon as they
have crossed the borders of their limited territories, so with
M. Villenave, when you had stepped across the threshold of his
salon, he would not allow you to hold a different opinion
from his own on any subject. You became part of the
being of the man, who had seen everything and studied
everything, and, in fact, knew everything.
Although this
tyrannical spirit was tempered by the courtesy appertaining to
the master of the house, it none the less had a depressing

A DOMESTIC DESPOT
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on the company generally. Although in the presence
M. Villenave the conversation was, as they used to express it,
Men menee i.e. skilfully managed yet it was always less
amusing, more fettered and less brilliant than when he was
effect

of

—

—

like
the difference between a
It was just
minuet and the game of puss-in-the-corner. It was exactly
the reverse at Nodier's social evenings
Nodier liked people
to make themselves as much at home as he was.
This recalls to my mind that I have not mentioned Nodier

not present.

:

since I described

him

my

me

as helping

Excellent and

Th^atre-Frangais.
dearest friends

He

!

to gain entrance to the

shall not lose,

—

one of
Nodier
you may be sure, by

beloved

!

the postponement.

Happily,

M.

Villenave very rarely appeared in the

except on the Ath^n^e nights.

on the second
dinner

;

his

the

have

own

salon,

spent the rest of his time

only appearing

among

his

family for

then, after a few minutes' chat, after lecturing his son

and scolding
chair,

floor,

He

his wife,

his curls

he would stretch himself out

in

an arm-

attended to by his daughter and return to

The quarter of an hour during which
comb gently scratched his head was the

apartments.

teeth

of the

happiest time of the day to

M.

Villenave, the

only rest

he

allowed himself from his unending absorption in scribbling.
" But why did he curl his hair ? " someone asks.
That was the question I myself put.
Madame Waldor declared that it was purely an excuse for
having his head scratched.
M. Villenave must have been a
parrot in one of the metamorphoses that preceded his life as a
human being.
Madame Villenave, who had known her
husband longer than her daughter had, and who therefore could
claim to know him better, averred that it was from vanity.
And, indeed, M. Villenave, who was a good-looking old man,
must have been splendidly handsome as a young man. His
strongly marked features were wonderfully set off in their frame
of flowing white hair, which showed up the fiery light of his
fine black eyes.
In fact, although M. Villenave was a
learned man, he was also vain
a combination of virtue and

—
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fault rarely

As

cravat,
his

found together

—but he was only vain about

his head.

for the rest of his appearance, with the exception of his

which was invariably white, he

left it to his

bootmaker, or rather, to his daughter's

after these matters for her father.

Whether

tailor

and

who looked

care,

his coat

were blue or

black, his trousers wide or narrow, the toes of his boots

round
was well dressed, it
was all he cared about. We have mentioned that when his
daughter had combed and curled his locks, M. Villenave went
upstairs to his own rooms
or home, as the English say.
Good
gracious what a curious place it was, too
Follow me, reader, if these minute details after the fashion of
Balzac amuse you, and if you believe nature takes as much
pains over the making of a hyssop as over the making of a
cedar-tree.
Besides, we may perhaps be able to unearth some
curious anecdote from out the medley, concerning a charming pastel by Latour.
But we have not got there yet; we
shall come to it in the end, just as at last we have come to
or square, so long as

M.

Villenave's hair

—

!

M.

!

Villenave's sanctum.

We

have divided up the ground floor into dining-room,

and on the first floor into the small and large
and the bedrooms there was nothing like that on the
second floor. The second floor had five rooms, five rooms full
of nothing else but books and boxes.
These five rooms must
have contained forty thousand volumes and four thousand
boxes, piled up on the floor and on tables.
The anteroom
alone was a vast library.
It had two entrances
that on the
right led to M. Villenave's bedroom
a chamber to which we
shall return. That on the left opened into a large room, which,
in its turn, led into a much smaller one.
These two rooms,
be it understood, were nothing but two libraries. The four
walls of them were tapestried with books upheld on a substratum of boxes.
This was odd enough in itself, as will
readily be imagined, but it was not the most original thing that
caught one's notice. The most ingenious arrangement was a
square construction which stood in the middle of the room
like an enormous block and formed a second library within
kitchen, pantry

salons

;

;

:

—

;

A GIGANTIC LIBRARY
the

first,
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leaving only space for a pathway round the room,

and

bordered with books on

left

allow a single person to

move

have blocked the

right, just

freely

;

wide enough to

a second person would

Moreover, only M. Villenave's most

traffic.

intimate friends ever presumed to be allowed the privilege of

admission to

this

needed
of

fifty

hour

five

The substratum

sanctum sanctorum.

The age

boxes contained autographs.

hundred boxes

of Louis

xiv.

of

alone

Herein were contained the result
on this one object

!

years of daily labour, concentrated

after

hour taken up by

this

one passion.

It was, in

a

word, the gentle and ardent passion of a born collector, into

which he put his mind and happiness and joy and life
There were to be found a portion of the papers of Louis xvi.,
discovered in the iron chest; there was the correspondence
of Malesherbes, two hundred autographs of Rousseau, and
four hundred of Voltaire together with autographs of all the
kings of France, from Charlemagne down to our own time;
there were drawings by Raphael and Jules Romain, by
Leonardo da Vinci, Andrea del Sarto, Lebrun, Lesueur, Greuze,
Vanloo, Watteau, Boucher, Vien, David, Girodet, etc.
M. Villenave would not have parted with the contents of
those two rooms for a hundred thousand crowns.
There now only remain the bedroom and the black cabinet
behind M. Villenave's alcove, which was reached by a corridor,
about which we shall have occasion to say a few words. Only
those who saw that bedroom, wherein the bed was the least
conspicuous piece of furniture, can conceive any idea of what
!

;

f

bedroom of a bibliomaniac is like. It was in this room that
M. Villenave received his friends. After four or five months'

the

intimacy in the household,

had the honour of being received
I believe, Fran9oise, conducted
me to it. I had promised M. Villenave an autograph not
that of Napoleon, of which he possessed five or six, or that
of Bonaparte, of which he had three or four
but one of

in

An

it.

I

old servant, called,

—

—

Buonaparte.

He

had given orders

soon as

I arrived.

that I was to

be shown upstairs as

"

—

"

—

"

!
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Frangoise half opened the door.
"

M. Dumas is here," she said.
when anyone was announced, even were he an
intimate friend who had come unexpectedly, M. Villenave
Generally,

would

utter a loud cry, scold Frangoise

despair;

in

then,

and

fling

up

when he had indulged

finally,

arms

his
his

fit

of

and moaned and sighed his fill, he would say
" Very well, Frangoise, as he is there, show him in."
Then the intruder would be let in.
My reception was quite otherwise. M. Villenave had
hardly caught my name before he exclaimed
" Show him in show him in
despair,

!

!

In

I went.

"Ah!

here you are," he said.

not been able to find

"Well,

wager you have

I

!

it

"What?"
" That famous autograph you promised
" Yes, indeed ... I have found it."

"And have you brought
" To be sure I have
!

"Really?"
" Here it is
" Quick,

let

handed

I

window.
"Yes,
there

is

it

is

.

.

me

yesterday."

it?"
."

"
!

me
it

see

to

"
it

!

him.

M. Villenave rushed up

genuine," he said; "there

his very

own

u^

there

is

is

the w

no doubt about

!

to

the

... Oh

it.

Let us

see: '29 vend^miaire, year IV,' that is it
Stop, stop!"
He went to a box. " See, here i& one of frimaire in the same
!

.

.

.

12 frimaire'; so it must have been
between 29 vendemiaire and 12 frimaire that he dropped his
u ; this determines a great historic question
While this monologue was being carried on, I had been
glancing round the bedchamber thoroughly, and I had
noticed that the only piece of furniture that was not
encumbered with books was the arm-chair from which he had
year, signed 'Bonaparte,

!

just

risen.

After

M. Villenave had

carefully

examined the

"

!

BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS!
he put

autograph,

wrapper, placed

it

it
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a white wrapper, wrote on the

into

box

in a box, put the

and flung

in its place

himself back into his arm-chair, with a sigh of joy.
" Ah now, sit down," he said.
!

" I should like nothing better," I replied

" but what

;

do you

mean me to sit on ? "
" Why, on the couch."
"

Oh

on the couch

yes,

"What about

"Well, just look
"

Upon my

!

it?"
at the

couch

for yourself."

word, you are right

Never

of books.

it is full

;

mind, pull up an arm-chair."

I

"

With great

"

The

"

Are

"

Ah

pleasure.

arm-chairs

But the arm-chairs

littered just like the

.

?

.

"

couch."

have so many books.

I

!

.

"

?

.

.

Have you

.

noticed the

great crack in the walls of the house ? "

"No."
" It
sieur,

is

enough, nevertheless.

visible

it is

the books

!

The books

.

.

Well,

my dear mon-

down

the house."

How?"

"The books?

"Yes, twelve hundred
splendid and

.

are pulling

rare

folios

folios,

unknown ones among them,

monsieur,

even

I

;

so rare are they

hundred

twelve

believe
!

there
I

are

put

all

quite

those

and I was intending to put more there, for there
was room for another twelve hundred; when, suddenly, the
house trembled, uttered a groan and cracked,"
"Why, you must have thought it was an earthquake?"
"Exactly!
but when we found the damage was limited we
sent for an architect. The architect examined the house from the
in the garret

.

.

.

cellar to the second floor and declared that the accident could
only have been caused by too heavy a weight. And, conse-

quently, he asked to be allowed to look at the attics.
this

was what

of myself, I

has

to

visited

I

dreaded.

sacrifice

the

Oh

Alas

had only been a question
would never have given him the key; but one
I

attics,

oneself

!

if it

for

the

general

discovered

the

folios,

good.

... He

reckoned that the

"

"

"
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come to eight thousand pounds, and declared
must be sold or he would not answer for the
And they were sold, monsieur
consequences.
weight must

that

they

1

.

"At

.

.

a loss?"

Alas I made a profit of five or six thousand
on them, because, you know, books increase in value
having been in the possession of a bibliophile ; but the
hounded from beneath the roof
folios were lost to me
had sheltered them. ... I shall never come across
But pray take a chair."
a collection again.

" No.

.

.

.

!

francs

from
poor
that

such

The

—

chairs were in a similar condition to the easy-chairs

and couches

—not one was unoccupied.

I

decided to change

the conversation.
" Oh " I said to

M. Villenave, approaching towards his
back of which an open door leading to the
" Oh
corridor permitted me to see what was there.
monsieur, what a beautiful pastel you have down there
"Yes, yes," replied M. Villenave, with that old-fashioned
courtly air that I have only met with in two or three old men
who were as vain as he. " Yes, that is the portrait of an old
friend of mine
I say old, because I am no longer young,
and she, if I remember correctly, was five or six years older
than I. We became acquainted in the year 1784; you see
We have not seen each other again
that is not yesterday.
since 1802, but that has not prevented us from writing to one
another every week, or from looking forward to the weekly
letters with exactly the same pleasure.
Yes, you are right,
the pastel is charming, but if you had known the original you
would have thought her still more charming
!

recess, at

the

!

!

—

.

.

.

!

And

a sweet reflection of youth, like a ray of sunlight,

passed over the handsome face of the old man, making

it

look forty years younger.

Alas

!

I

only

intellect twice

:

I

entered

that

sacred

tabernacle

have described what happened on
immediately tell what happened

of

the

my

first

at the
and I will
But I ought previously to answer the question as to
how M. Villenave managed to collect all these valuable
visit,

second.

BOOK-HUNTING
treasures

since he

had

not a large

fortune.
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It

was

by
This

patience and perseverance, as la Fontaine would say.

had been the work of his whole life. Just as Ghiberti
began the gates of the Baptistery at Florence when he was a
young man and finished them as an old one, so M. Villenave
had given up fifty years to this task. He never burnt a single
I wrote two or three times to
paper or destroyed a letter.
well, my unworthy
M. Villenave to ask for information

collection

;

were put into their wrappers, classified and labelled.
Who can tell ? Perhaps he
was I thus honoured ?

epistles

Why

thought even
will readily

I

might some day become a great celebrity. It
that, if he preserved such letters as

be imagined

mine, he would religiously preserve other things.

meetings of learned

Notices of

marriage ceremonies,

societies, invitations to

all were kept, classified and put in their place.
cannot say what M. Villenave's collection did tiot contain ; I
saw amongst it a collection of half-burnt volumes which had

funeral cards,
I

been snatched out of the fire of the Bastille on 14 July.
M. Villenave employed two aides-de-camp, or, rather, bloodhounds one named Fontaine, himself the author of a book
called the Manuel des Autographes ; the other an employ^ in
Twice a week they went a-hunting; they
the War Office.
rummaged the shops of the grocers, who, accustomed to these
visits, would put aside all the papers that they thought might
be rare or curiosities. From amongst these papers the two
visitors would make a selection, paying the grocers fifteen sous
a pound, M. Villenave paying them at the rate of thirty sous.
There also were what might be described as royal huntingdays ; on these days M. Villenave hunted in person
every
grocer in Paris knew him, and came up to him with his hands
full of papers, far more precious to him than roses and lilies.
The reader should have seen M. Villenave when he sallied
forth to take his leisure, or, rather, when he went out to
accomplish the principal work of his life.
He was no vain,
becurled dandy on these days, neither did he wear the white
cravat or the blue coat with gold buttons
no, he did not wish
to look too well-to-do in the presence of the old second-hand
:

;

;

—

:
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booksellers amongst

whom he

was going

to glean

;

on these

days he wore a rather dirty old hat, a black cravat cut away

by

his

beard and an unbrushed coat.

Then

bibliomaniac proceeded along the quays.

hands

in his trousers' pockets,

fine intelligent

head

lit

his big

up with

desire,

the indefatigable

Here, with both

body bent down,
he would send

his
his

piercing glances right into the depths of the

assemblage of

some unknown

treasure, a text

wares, looking incessantly for

Sometimes the hunter would return
home empty-handed ; then he would be sullen, and silent at
dinner, and would grumble that his daughter was pulling his
hair while she was curling it ; after this he would pick up his
candlestick and go upstairs to his room without wishing anyone
of Faust or an Elzevir.

On the other hand, if a hunting-day proved to
be productive, and M. Villenave returned with a precious
volume or a scarce edition, then he would come in with his
good-night.

he would toss Elisa up and down
;
he would joke with his son, kiss his daughter,
pay his wife compliments on the dinner ; and, when dinner
was over, he would thank his hairdresser, purring like a con-

face radiant with smiles
in his arms;

cat.
M. Villenave had but one cause for disquiet
where was the fresh acquisition to be put ? The books were
squeezed into their shelves so tightly that you could not get
a paper knife in between.
He would walk from one side to

tented

another, turning round, tacking,

complaining,

up

lifting

his

long arms to the heavens in despair, finally deciding to put
the

book on a couch or on one of the arm-chairs or

chairs,

saying with a sigh

We must find a place for it later."
That place would never be found, and the book would
remain on the couch, the arm-chair or the chair, where it had
been placed, a fresh obstacle in the way of any visitor who
had to find a seat.
*'

I

was too well aware of M. Villenave's

dislike to

be

dis-

turbed, to have ventured on a second visit to his sanctum,

when recasting Christine afresh, I wished to consult the
autograph writing of the daughter of Gustavus-Adolphus ; I
until,

"

THE BIBLIOPHILE DREAMS
wanted to acquaint myself with certain oddities
might possibly, I thought, be reflected

that

made up my mind

So

I

in

those intellectual regions

common
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in her character
in her writing.

to venture to disturb

M. Villenave

wherein he soared

above

far

month of March 1829,
about five o'clock in the afternoon, when I rang the bell
and the gate was opened. I asked for M. Villenave and was
shown in. I had not gone many steps towards the house
humanity.

It

was

in

the

before Frangoise called me back.
" Monsieur " she said, " monsieur

!

!

"

"

What is it, Frangoise ?
" Does Monsieur want to go up to

M.

Villenave's

"

rooms ?

"Yes, Frangoise."
" I thought Monsieur was visiting the ladies as usual."
" You are wrong, Frangoise."
" Then Monsieur will be good enough to spare my poor legs
going up two flights of stairs and give M. Villenave this letter
for him that has just come."
" Willingly, Frangoise."

me the letter, and I took it and went
knocked when I reached the door, but there was
no answer. I knocked a little louder. Again no answer. I
began to feel uncomfortable ; the key was in the door, and the
Frangoise gave

upstairs.

I

presence of that key invariably indicated the presence of
M. Villenave in his room. Surely some accident must have

happened to him. I knocked a third time, meaning to enter
There was no response, and I entered.
if I was not answered.

M.

The

Villenave was asleep in his arm-chair.

in entering and, perhaps, the

draught that

I

some magnetic influences, and M. Villenave
awoke and jumped up.
"

Ah

pardons
"

!

!

Who

noise

I

made

caused, disturbed
uttered a cry,

pardon me," I exclaimed. " I beg a thousand
I have disturbed you."
are you ?
What is your business ? " asked M.

Villenave quickly.

Why, upon my word, do you not recognise me
Alexandre Dumas."

I

?

.

.

.

"
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"

Oh

!

M.

" said

Villenave, with a gasp.

monsieur,"

"Really,

said,

I

"I am very

sorry.

I

will

withdraw."
" No, no ; on the contrary, come in," said M. Villenave, as
he passed his hand across his forehead ; " you will render me a
service."
I

went

"

Take a

in.

seat,"

Eight or ten

he

said,

from customary habit.
about on the floor ;

folios lay tossed

I

formed

a pile of them and sat down on the top.
" Yes," continued M. Villenave, " it was a very singular
thing.

time,

...

my

I fell asleep, the

fire

went

dark, so I could not

was,
face,

dusk came on and,

in the

mean-

You awoke me and found me in
account for the noise inside my room

out.

the
it

;

no doubt, the draught from the passage that touched my
but, in waking, I seemed to see something white, like a

shroud, dancing before

my

eyes.

.

.

.

Curious, was

it

not

?

"

went on M. Villenave, with a shiver, as though he felt cold
"
through and through. " But here you are, so much the better
And he held out his hand to me.
I responded to his courtesy, transferring to my left hand the
letter I had brought him in my right.
" What have you there ? " asked M. Villenave.
" Ah pardon, I was forgetting ... it is a letter which Frangoise
gave me for you and that is the reason I disturbed you."
" Thanks
Stop a minute, would you please feel about
for a match ?
I am really quite bewildered still, and if I were
superstitious I should believe I had had a presentiment."
He took the match I held out to him and lit it in the
Directly the match caught fire,
red embers on the hearth.
we could distinguish objects in the room by its flickering light,
faint though it was.
" Oh
good gracious " I exclaimed suddenly, " what has
happened to your beautiful pastel ? "
"As you see, the glass and the frame are broken; I am
waiting to send it to the glazier's and picture-framer's ... it
was a most incomprehensible thing
!

!

.

.

.

!

!

!
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"What was?"
" The way it fell."
"

" Did the nail come out, or the ring break ?
" Neither the one nor the other.
The day before yesterday

was working all evening; when it reached a quarter to
was tired, but I still had to correct a proof of a
handy little edition of my Ovid. I decided to combine
rest
and work by going to bed and correcting the
proofs when I was in bed.
So I lay down I put my
candle on the table by the bedside, and the light from it
I

twelve, I

:

shone on the

portrait of

candlelight

the

usual.

...

A

and

my

poor friend

said

I

half-open

;

my

good-night

window

glance followed
the

to

picture

as

a litde breeze which

let in

blew the flame of my candle about so that it seemed to me
as though the portrait returned my good-night by bending
its

head

upon

as I

had done

movement

this

!

You

will

as visionary

understand that

and

foolish

I

but,

;

looked

whether

a vision, my mind persisted in dwelling upon the
movement, and the more I pondered over it, the more real
the incident seemed my eyes would stray from my Ovid^ and
fix themselves on that one point, the picture ; my wandering
thoughts would fly back, in spite of myself, to the days of
my youth and these early days passed before me one by
one. ... Ah me
I think I have told you that the original
of that pastel occupied a good deal of my attention in those
early days
So there I was, going at full tilt over old recollecfolly or

\

;

!

!

back; I addressed the copy as
though the original could hear me, and my memory answered
for her; it seemed as though the lips in the pastel moved;
I thought the colours of the painting began to fade, and the
tions

of twenty-five years

expression on the face grew sad and unhappy.
like a smile of farewell passed over her lips

her eyes ready to

moisten the

strike; and, in spite of myself, I
tell

!

while

The wind
the

clock

opened wide
III.

I

still

violently, I

— 20

.

.

Something

came

into

Midnight began to
why, I could not
shivered
glass.

—

blew, and, at the last

was

.

a tear

;

vibrating,

stroke

the

of midnight,

half-open

window

heard a sigh like a groan, the eyes

—

"
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of the portrait closed, and the picture
nail that held

went

out.

I

fell

without either the

or the cord being broken;

it

tried to light

and my candle
was no fire in

again, but there

it

the grate, there were no matches on the chimneypiece ; it
was midnight, everybody in the house was asleep; so there
was no way of obtaining a light. 1 shut my window again
and I went back to bed.
Although I was not afraid, I
felt much moved, I was sad, I had a great desire to weep;
I thought I heard something pass through my room like the
rustle of a silk dress. ... I heard this noise three times so
distinctly that I asked, *Is there anyone there?'
Finally, I
fell asleep, very late, and the first thing I looked at when I
woke again was my poor pastel, which I found in the state
in which you now see it."
.

"That

is

.

.

indeed a strange story

!

received your weekly letter as usual

" I said.
"

"And

have you

?

"No, and that is what makes me uneasy; that is why I
gave Fran9oise orders to bring or send up any letters that
might come for me the moment they arrive."
"Well," said I, "perhaps the one I have just brought
you

.

.

."

"

—

That is not her style of folding
still, never mind, as it
comes from Angers ..."
it over to break the envelope he exclaimed,
!;. Then, turning
*' Ah
my God it is sealed in black Poor soul, some mis:

!

!

!

fortune has befallen her

And M.

!

Villenave grew pale as he unsealed the letter

;

it

enclosed a second one.

His eyes

with tears as he read the

filled

first

lines of

the

first letter.

" Look," he said, and he held

it

out to me, " read

while he silently and sadly opened the second

the

first

and read

it

"

letter, I

;

and,

took

:

—

" Monsieur,
It is with personal grief, increased by realising
what you too will feel, that I have to inform you that Madame
— died on Sunday last, at the last stroke of midnight. The
day before, while she was writing to you, she was seized by

;
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an indisposition which we thought at first was only slight,
I have the sad duty of
but it grew worse, until she died.
sending to you the letter she had begun to write to you,
This letter will assure you that her
unfinished as it is.
affection for you remained unchanged to the end.
"I remain, Monsieur, in great grief, as you will readily
believe, your very humble and very obedient servant,

"Th6rese Miraud"
" So you see," resumed

M.

Villenave, "

stroke of midnight that the portrait

fell,

it

and

was
it

at the last

was

at the last

stroke of midnight that she died."
I

felt

needed a solitude peopled only by past
and uninterrupted by any poor attempts I could
I picked up my hat, pressed his hand
consolation.
that his grief

recollections
offer at

and

left.

me

my

on
was a
little child, and I put to myself the question that is so often asked
and never answered, " What are the mysterious bonds which
bind the dead to the living ? " Later, when I lost my mother,
whom I loved more than anyone else in the world, and who,
on her side, loved me beyond all telling, I remembered these
two visions and, kneeling down by the bed on which she had
just expired, with my lips on her hand, I implored her, if
anything of her had survived, to appear to me just once again
then, when night came, I lay down in a lonely room and
waited with a beating heart, hoping to see the beloved vision.
I counted in vain nearly all the hours of that night, and not
the slightest sound or apparition came to solace my sorrowful
watch.
After that, 1 doubted all such experiences, whether
my own or others' for my mother's love for me, and mine for
her, were so great that I knew if she had been able to rise
once more from her resting-place to bid me a last farewell
she would surely have done it.
But perhaps it is only children
and old people who are privileged children because they are
This incident recalled to

the apparition of

the very night of his death, which

father,

woke me up when

I

;

—

nearer the cradle, old people because they are nearer the grave.

—

CHAPTER XIV
—

Rom^o H Julidtte Anais and Lockroy
French actresses cannot act Juliet The studies of the Conservatoire
A second Christini at the Theatre-Fran9ais M. Evariste
Dumoulin and Madame Vahnonzey Conspiracy against me I give
up my turn to have my play produced How I found the subject of

First representation of Soulie's

—

Why

—

Henri

—

III.

— My opinion of that play

—

—

—

MEANTIME,

we had reached the beginning of June
was informed by SouHe that the Odeon
Romeo, were rehearsing it and were nearly

1828, and

had accepted

his

ready to perform
night

it.

I

We

had not seen each other since the

when we had agreed each

to write our

But he had not forgotten me, and

Christine.

own
I

version of

received two

As my mother had
me talk of Soulie, and as she knew that Soulie
was one of my friends, it was by way of preparing her for the
first representation of my work that I took her to see the first

gallery stall tickets for the first night.

often heard

It was a great treat
Poor mother
Alas I had neglected her sadly
for months past.
We become so accustomed to those guardian
angels, our mothers, that we never dream, as we leave them

representation of Soulie's.

to her to

to pursue

—a

!

go out with me.

all

!

the foolish fancies of youth, that a

—

moment

will

and unanticipated moment when they, in
their turn, will leave us
Then only do we recollect, with tears
in our eyes and remorse at our hearts, those many thoughtless
and cruel absences and we exclaim, "Good God! why did I
so often leave her for this and that, now to be separated from
"
her by you for ever ?
We made our way to the Odeon. A first representation
was a great affair in those days especially when the play to

come

terrible

!

—
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R0M£0 ET JULIETTE

SOULlfi'S
be acted

new

for the first

school.

man belongmg

time was by a

309
to the

Nevertheless, this play of Souli^ was not epoch-

been produced before the visit of the English
as exit would have been looked upon
tremely advanced, but, coming after their representations, it
was by no means up to date. There was no fear, indeed, of
its being an out-and-out failure, but there was no chance,

making

:

company

either,

was

to

same

had

it

to Paris,

Observe, too, that it
of its being a grand success.
be played on the same stage, and, probably, with the
Kemble's and
mtse-en-scene that had accompanied

Miss Smithson's acting of Shakespeare's

chef-d'oeuvre.

Anais

was
was handsome, young,
romantic and daring an actor of whom great things were
But it
expected, especially in this particular kind of role.
was otherwise with regard to Anais. In comedy she was

and Lockroy were entrusted with the
almost Lockroy's

first

appearance.

It

He

—

admirable and delightful, unfailing in
of style

principal parts.

and of interpretation

;

taste, in wit, in delicacy

but in drama and tragedy she was

And she was to appear on those same
same audience, in the same part of Juliet
which Miss Smithson had presented with wonderful skill, and
with all the qualities that go to the making of a great tragedi-

entirely inadequate.

boards, before that

enne

!

Besides, there was not a single

woman

in Paris

in

who could act Juliet, nor, we may add, have we
anyone who could do it now. What is the reason for our
lack of that charming type, the woman who combines gaiety
of spirit with dramatic and poetic faculties? Why have we
ever produced, and probably never shall until some far
distant future, anyone who will recall to both eyes and memory
those days

and Miss Faucett ? Why
was Mademoiselle Mars unequal to the part of Desdemona,
Because
and Madame Dorval herself unequal to Juliet?
the dramatic education of our actresses is only conducted on

the personalities of Miss Smithson

the lines of three masters, without doubt of great merit, but

IK

whose genius does not include, as Shakespeare's did, that
happy mixture of natural, dramatic and poetic expression to
be found in most of the works of the English poet. More-

;
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at the Conservatoire,

over,

prepared for a

are only

pupils

comedy, never for
Why, again ? Because in the
tragedy and comedy combined.
Moliere, Corneille and Racine
masters studied
these two
styles are never found intermingled.
It is a fatal mistake
to exclude comedy from the education of the tragedienne,
and tragedy from the training of the comedienne it makes
the tragedienne heavy in comedy, the comedienne affected
in tragedy.
Our seventeenth and eighteenth century theatres
knew nothing beyond the realism of Molibre's women, the
single branch of the art, either tragedy or

—

—
;

boorishness of Corneille's
of the

women

Corneille's
Aricie.

of Racine

;

women

;

the rage or the gentleness

the Agnes and Celimene of Moliere

Emilie and Rodogune; Racine's Hermione and

You

will

search in vain

among them

all for

anything

which resembles the nurse, balcony and tomb scenes, all of
which centre round the single character of Juliet. To attain
to the standard of the English actors it would be necessary
which I, for
either not to be trained at the Conservatoire
or that the
one, should look upon as a distinct advantage

—
—

Conservatoire should allow, combined with the study of the

French masters, the study of foreign masters or contemporary
whose dramatic works contain the threefold elements
It would be a
of nature, dramatic art and poetic feeling.

authors,

very

simple

matter to arrange;

it

would,

I

am

quite well

annoy MM. Samson and Provost; but what would
it matter to an intelligent Minister of the Interior to meet
opposition of that kind? It would, of course, rouse MM.
but M. Viennet is no longer a
Viennet, Lebrun and Jouy
member of the Chamber of Deputies, and M. Lebrun is no
longer a member of the Chamber of Peers M. Jouy no longer
belongs to the editorial staff of the Constitutmmel \ so what would
aware,

;

;

remonstrances matter to a Minister of the Interior who
does not care whether he belong to the Academy or not ? At
first blush it would seem to be very easy indeed to discover
their

who thinks lightly of
we are mistaken. We

a clear-headed Minister of the Interior

belonging to the

Academy

;

ah, well

have been trying to find such a

man

!

for the last thirty years

!

;
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We

have seen two revolutions without finding such a minister,
and we may have to live through two more revolutions before
he appears. I have no desire to see two other revolutions
before I die, but I should

The upshot

much

like to find the minister.

although a charming
comedienne (she was probably trained at the Conservatoire),
made an inadequate Juliette ; and Lockroy, who had studied his
part from Kemble and Macready and, above all, had thought

about

it

of

all

this is that Anais,

himself, did marvels in the part of

Juliette rise

from her tomb and walk, he

One

Romeo.

When

these marvellous things was a stroke of genius.

retreats

of

he sees

backward,

keeping his eyes fixed on her, for fear lest she whom he takes
for a ghost should vanish, and feels in the funeral couch she
has just

left,

refraining from uttering his cry of joy until

assured himself that the bed

is

empty.

The

he has

play obtained the

—

it deserved
a success that culminated in the
which was almost entirely borrowed from Shakespeare.
I do not think I ever felt so much moved at any of my
own representations as I was at this representation of Souli^

literary success
last act,

I never suffered

more than during these

I felt that the piece

that

good

this

dragged along

dulness and lack of

tasle of the poet,

life

four acts,

first

lifeless

and

arose from

who had thought

it

when

dull, realising

the

excessive

necessary to improve

on Shakespeare.

However, it was quite original enough to
and the public was content but I am very
sure that Soulie himself was not.
Meanwhile, the influence of Picard's criticism on Christine
was making itself felt at the Com^die-Fran^aise. Mademoiselle

satisfy the public,

I

I

Mars,

who was

;

enthusiasm over the part of

at first fired with

Christine, cooled in her study of

;
for, incomplete as it then
beneath her powers ; Firmin, inspired comedian
though he was, lacked a sense of composition and was beginning to feel uneasy over the part of Monaldeschi finally,

was, she

it

felt it

;

who was

have acted the part of Sentinelli, left the
Com^die-Fran9aise and went to the Od^on. Something still
more serious had happened. The Committee of the ThdatreLigier,

to

Fran^ais had received a second play entitled Christine.

;
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This second Christine had been written by a M. Brault,
formerly a prefect and a friend of

him with

all his

might.

The

M. Decazes, who supported
new tragedy,

principal role in this

namely, that of Christine, had been deputed to Madame
Valmonzey. In case you do not know anything about Madame
Valmonzey, I will tell you who she was. Madame Valmonzey
was not a good actress, but she was a very good-looking

woman, the

mistress of

fact.

I

M. Evariste Dumoulin,

editor of the

may, perhaps, be asked why I mention this
reply that it is because 1 must.
Heaven forbid I

Constitutionnel.

It

should rake up a scandal needlessly and needlessly speak ill of
the dead but I am writing the history of art and the history
;

and the

and in order that
must be told.
This was what happened on the receipt of a second Christine
at the Theatre-Frangais and in consequence of the amours of
M. Evariste Dumoulin and Madame Valmonzey. M. Evariste
of literature

may be

this history

Dumoulin

let it

history of the theatre,

history the truth

be known that

M.

if

they did not perform the

M. Alexandre Dumas
he would ruin the Theatre-Frangais by means of his journal.
This declaration of war greatly frightened the Theatre-Fran9ais
play of his friend

Brault before that of

it was a serious and unprecedented thing that
Dumoulin demanded of the Committee, they
they were quite ready to play M. Brault's Christine,

nevertheless, as

M.

Evariste

replied that

my consent to cede my turn to
have to be obtained. M. Brault, moreover,
was ill of an incurable disease, from which he died some time
after, and it would be a comfort to the poor dying man to
but

order to do so,

that, in

him would

first

died.
This was the way the
by his son, in a most polite and affable
letter, and by the Due de Decazes in the most friendly terms,
making me also offers of help. On their side, the Comedians

see

his play acted

request was put to

before he

me

of the Theatre- Frangais guaranteed, after a Committee meeting, to play

upon the

my

first

piece after they had performed

make them to do
moved by appeals

request I should

I have always been easily
But this postponement was a serious matter

to

M.

Brault's,

so.

of this kind.

my mother and

to

I

—
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me,

we were

for

literally
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looking to the production of this play

The bonuses of which I had told
mother had been distributed, but my share was fifty francs
less than those my fellow-clerks received
a warning that I
Furthermore, I was under
must behave myself better.
M. Deviolaine, who had predicted that my piece would never
be played, and who pretty well leapt for joy when he saw that
Finally, this promise
his prophecy was likely to be fulfilled.
to play my piece as soon as I should ask for it was illusory,
for after the first Christine had been performed I could hardly
ask the Comedians to play a second until at least a year had
But, as a matter of fact, I could not do anything
passed by.
save yield, for I was surrounded on all sides by solicitations, even
among the Villenave family, and besides, my own instinct fell
into line with these solicitations.
So I gave way and yielded
for the wherewithal to live.

my

—

place to

No

M.

Brault.

reward attended

my

sacrifice.

The

very next day, the

papers announced that the Committee of the Theatre-Frangais,

having discerned more chances in M. Brault's play than in
mine, had decided that M. Brault's piece should be performed,
while mine was to

be indefinitely postponed.

objected publicly, produced the letter of

M.

I

could have

Brault's son

and

by the Com^dieFran^aise.
I did nothing of the kind, and from that day to
this, I have never taken any notice of the petty intrigues of the
papers I can boast with pride, and without fear of contradiction, that I have never soiled my hands either to gain my own
ends or to injure other people. Of course, neither M. Brault,
the poor dying poet, nor his son, nor M. Decazes, had any

revealed

the

engagement

entered

into

;

hand

announcements. I even believe
had the decency to write and tell the
true version of the facts, and to thank me publicly, as he had
thanked me privately. But although I treated these hardships
My mother never
with disdain, they had their annoyances.
read the papers, but the Deviolaine family read them, and
everybody in the offices read them, and charitable souls took
care to say to my mother

that

in all these intriguing

M.

Brault's son

—

"

:
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"

"

Upon my word, your son is getting himself talked about
What about ? " my mother would ask, trembling with fright.
!

And then

they hastened to inform her, and saddened her poor

was her all in all, and she was far more anxious
I was about myself.
The rehearsals of M. Brault's Christine were pushed on as
fast as mine had been delayed
though everybody knows what
rapidity means at the Theatre-Fran gais ; M. Brault had ample
time in which to die before the representation of his play,
which had only an indifferent success. As to Madame
Valmonzey, she did not even achieve any success. All the
same, my piece was delayed indefinitely.

heart, for I

about

me

than

—

Soulie had finished his Christine and got it accepted at the
Odeon, with Mademoiselle Georges and Ligier to play the
principal parts.
And what was happening to me all this
time?
One of those chances which fate deals out only to those
marked out by destiny gave me the subject of Henri III. by
just such another accident as had led me to Christine,
The
only cupboard I had in my office the office, it will be
remembered, that I ardently coveted I had to share with
.

.

.

—
—

Fdresse

:

I

put

my

paper in

it,

he put his bottles there.

One

day, whether by inadvertence or to play a trick

on me, or to
show his superior rights over mine, he took away the key of
this cupboard when going an errand.
During his absence I
used up all the paper lying about in my office, and, as I still
had three or four reports to copy out, I went to get some
more paper. A volume of Anquetil lay open, on a desk
I mechanically cast my eyes on it, and at page 95 I read
the following lines

:

"Although attached to the king, and by rank an enemy
of the Due de Guise, Saint-Megrin was none the less in love
with the duchess, Catherine de Cleves, and it was said that
she returned his love. The author of this anecdote gives us
to understand that the husband was indifferent on the subject
He opposed the
of his wife's actual or supposed infidelity.
entreaties of his relations that he should avenge himself, and

—

—
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only punished the indiscretion or the crime of the duchess by
One day he entered her room early in the morning,
a joke.
holding a potion in one hand and a dagger in the other;
after rudely awaking his wife and reproaching her, he said in
tones of fury
" Decide, madame, whether to die by dagger or poison
" In vain did she ask his forgiveness ; he compelled her to
make her choice. She drank the concoction and flung herself
on her knees, recommending her soul to God and expecting
nothing short of death. She spent an hour in fear ; and then
the duke came back with a serene countenance, and told
her that what she had taken for poison was an excellent
Doubtless this lesson made her more circumspect
soup.
!

'

afterwards."
I

I

I

gained access to the Biographic

;

the Biographie referred

know what the
me to the Memoires
Memoires de VEstoile were; I asked M. Villenave, who lent
me them. The Memoires de rEsioile^ volume i. page 35,
de PEstoile.

contain these lines

—

I

did not

:

" Saint-Megrin, a young gentleman of Bordeaux, handsome,
wealthy and good-hearted, was one of the curled darlings kept
by the king. One night when coming away, at eleven o'clock,
from the Louvre, where the king was, in the rue du Louvre,
near the rue Saint-Honor^, he was set upon by some twenty to
thirty unknown men, with pistols, swords and cutlasses, who left
him on the pavement for dead ; he died, indeed, the next day,
and it was a wonder how he could have lived so long, for he
had received thirty-four or thirty-five mortal wounds. The king
ordered his dead body to be carried to Boisy, near the Bastille,
where Qudlus, his companion, had died, and buried at SaintPaul with as much pomp and solemnity as his companions
Maugiron and Qudlus had been buried there before him.
No inquiries were made concerning the assassination. His
Majesty having been warned that it had been done through
the instrumentality of the Due de Guise, because of the reports
of intimacy between the young mignon and the duke's wife,
and that the blow had been dealt by one who bore the beard
and features of his brother the Due du Maine. When the
King of Navarre heard the news, he said
"
I am glad to hear that my cousin the Due de Guise has
'

—

;
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not suffered himself to be cuckolded by a mignon de couchette
such as Saint-M^grin ; I wish all the other gilded youths
about court who hang round the princesses ogling them and
."
making love to them could receive the same treatment.'
.

Farther on, in the Memoires de PEstoile^

concerning the death of Bussy d'Amboise

came

.

this passage,

:

"On Wednesday, 19 August, Bussy d'Amboise, first gentleman-in-waiting of M. le Due, Governor of Anjou, Abb^ de
Bourgueil, who assumed very high and mighty airs, because of
the partiality of his master, and who had done all kinds of evil
deeds and robbed the countries of Anjou and Maine, was
slain by the Seigneur de Monsoreau, together with the wicked
lieutenant of Saumur, in a house belonging to the said Seigneur
de Monsoreau, where, at night, the said lieutenant, who was
his love messenger, had brought him to sleep that night with
the wife of the said Monsoreau, to whom Bussy had for a
long time made love ; with whom the said lady had purposely
made this false assignation in order to have him surprised by
her husband, Monsoreau; when he appeared tow^ards midnight, he was immediately surrounded and attacked by ten or
a dozen men who accompanied the Seigneur de Monsoreau,
and who rushed upon him

in fury to massacre him
this
gentleman, seeing himself so contemptibly betrayed, and that
he was alone (as on such expeditions people usually prefer to
be), did not, however, cease to defend himself to the last,
proving, as he had often said, that fear had never found room
in his heart
for so long as an inch of sword remained in his
hand, he fought on till only the handle was left him, and then
he made use of tables, forms, chairs and stools, with which he
disabled three or four of his enemies, until, overpowered by
numbers and bereft of all arms and means of defending
himself, he was beaten down, close to a window, from which he
had tried to fling himself in the hope of escape. Such was the
."
end of Captain Bussy
:

—

.

.

was from these two paragraphs relating to Bussy and to
I built up my drama.
M. Villenave told
me that I should find details as to manners in two valuable
books entitled the Confession de Sancy, and the Ik des
It

Saint-Megrin that

Hermaphrodites,

THE DRAMATIC GIFT
In connection with He^iri III,

it

is
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easy to see

that the

born with certain people. I was twenty-five
years of age, Henri III. was my second serious piece of work
let any conscientious critic take it and submit it to the most
rigorous examination and he will find plenty to blame in the
dramatic

gift is

:

style,

but nothing in the plot.

since

Henri III.

constructed.

y

I

have written

but not one of them

is

fifty

more

dramas
cleverly

—

CHAPTER XV
M. Villenave's and M. Roqueplan's — Another
— Beranger present —A few words about his
influence and popularity — Effect produced by my drama — Reception
by the Comedie-Fran9aise — Struggle
the distribution of parts
M. de Broval's ultimatum — Convicted of the crime of poetry appeal
to the Due d'Orleans — His Royal Highness withholds my salary

The

reading of Henri III. at
reading at Firmin's

is

for

I

M.

Laffitte

lends

me

francs— Condemnation

thousand

three

of

Beranger

THE

execution of Henri III.

was,

relatively

speaking,

rapid; as soon as the plot was completely settled in

my mind

it

scarcely took

I recollect that, in

me

two months to

finish the work.

the interval between the composition of the

and the execution of the piece, I went to Villers-Cotterets,
I believe;
on my return, I started before the
carriage, and my young friends, Saunier, Labarre and Duez, put
me on my way as far as the village of Vauciennes. During
our walk I told them the whole of Henri III. from beginning
to end.
Henri III. was completed directly the plot was

plot
to

shoot,

completed.
is

a help to

When I am
me to tell the

busy working
story

;

as I

the conclusion of one of these recitals,
the play

is,

ready finished.

But

it

at

one of

tell it

some

I

my

plays

it

invent, and, at

fine morning, there

often happens that this

way of composing, namely, by not beginning the composition
have finished the plot, is very slow. I kept Mademoiselle
de Belle-Isle nearly five years thus in my head, and since 1832
I have had the plot of z.Juif errant in my mind, waiting till
I can get a moment's leisure to finish it
it will be one of my
best pieces of work.
I have only one fear, and that is that I
until I

;

shall die before I

can get

it

done.
3x8
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When
circle

I

had finished Henri III.

of friends

great impression
to

at
;

Madame
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read

I

it

The

Waldor's.

a

to

but the unanimous advice was that

have Christine produced

They

first.

said that

small

made a

play

I

ought

Henri

III.

was too daring for a first production. I need hardly say that
M. Villenave thought all these new movements in literature
monstrous aberrations of the human intellect. It was the
period when an entirely fresh generation was springing up
around us and with us. Several journals had just been begun

by men of our

age,

full

of the

new

ideas

then

afloat,

Constitutionnel^ the

opposition to the views of the

in

Courrier

Journal de Paris and the Journal des Debats^
which from that time reserved the whole of its praise for

fran(ais, the

Victor Hugo,

1^^

^fe.

These journals were the Figaro and the Sylphe. They
were edited by Nestor Roqueplan, Alphonse Royer, Louis
Desnoyers, Alphonse Karr, Vaillant, Dovalle and a dozen other
I invited them all
meet in Nestor Roqueplan's rooms, also asking Lassagne
and Firmin to join us. In those days Nestor Roqueplan was
not magnificently lodged in his apartments at the Op^ra his
salons were not ornamented by Boule, nor were the corner-stones
from Coromandel. He had a small room on the fifth floor,
with a chimneypiece ornamented with a washhand basin, in
lieu of a clock, and duelling pistols instead of candlesticks.
we laid out
Nearly a score of us were packed in this room
the mattresses from the bed on the floor to form divans we

bold champions of the Romantic school.

to

;

F«

;

I
*

;

transformed the bedstead into a
lit

by plain candles

;

I

time, I was dealing with

cup of tea

men

—and

I

so that each

began.

This

:

they

all

declared

ought to abandon Christine to her
and to push forward Henri III. Firmin was

with one accord that
lot

fire

of daring opinions, and their

advice was therefore exactly the opposite

unhappy

stood before a table

the kettle was put on the

act could be divided by a
.

sofa.

I

enchanted; he could understand the part of Saint-M(!grin
much better than he had been able to enter into that of

IMonaldeschi.

He

undertook to ask for a reading

for

me and

;
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In the meantime,
one forward.
he would gather his fellow-actors together
to hurry

so that I could read

my

success

I

;

so.

I

would have read

it

if I

were wilHng,

own

at his

them before the

play to

reading at the Theatre-Frangais.

do

DUMAS
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I felt
fifty

house,

definitive

beside myself with

my

times had I been asked to

placed myself in his hands and told him to do what-

As

ever he wished.

I

was going away, Lassagne caught

me

by the arm.

"My

he

friend,"

Firmin fixed
necessary that

said,

"you were only

half right in the

Henri I11.^''
the reading for the following Thursday it was
Beranger should be present at it. You must

matter of Christine

;

you are altogether

right in

;

understand the import of those few words, "
that Beranger should be present ai

of the hour

;

of

!

it

It

was necessary

Beranger was the hero

"

him Benjamin Constant had

just said, "

Good

he thinks he is writing chansons and really he is
composing odes " This mot had gone round, it hit the mark so
deliciously, and the whole of the Liberal party had pronounced
Beranger to be the greatest poet of his age. This partisanship
old Beranger

!

!

had roused some opposition, but the only
enthusiasm to the utmost pitch.
I

do not wish

Please

let

effect w^as to

me make

carry

clear that

convey the impression that Beranger was overit was rather unjust on the others
and by the
mean Lamartine and Hugo. They also composed odes,
to

rated, but I think

others I

it

;

admirables odes, too, and no one went so

could not also compose chansons.

Lamartine and

Hugo were both

The

far as to say that

they

explanation was that

out-and-out

members

of the

Royalist party, and the RoyaUst party was far from representing

Now, this popular enthusiasm
was not on account of Beranger as a poet pure and simple
it was for Beranger as a national poet, for Beranger as the
author of the Vieux Drapeau, the Dieu des bonnes gens^ the
GrancV mere. Here the instincts of the masses were not at

the opinion of the majority.

fault; they fully realised that

Beranger was a

fiery socialist,

that each of his political chansons was the blow of a pickaxe

aimed to undermine the foundations of the throne, and they
applauded with hands and with voices the bold pioneer who

B^RANGER
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dug the trench by which the people were, one day,
access

the

to

immense

influence

all

;

should gain B^ranger to their
Cross and he refused
refused

it

;

he refused

it

They

side.

offered

him the

they offered him a pension and he

;

Academy and

they offered him membership in the
it

to gain

B^ranger enjoyed an
parties vied with each other as to who
Therefore,

Tuileries.

no one became possessed of B^ranger,

;

but,

on

the contrary, B^ranger gained the confidence of everybody in
general and of

Lafifitte in particular.

and Beranger's influence
France
owed the reign of Louis-Philippe to these two men that is
to say, the indispensable transition as I deem it from
Lafifitte's

on

Lafifitte

friendship with B^ranger

displayed

itself in

a singular way in 1830.

;

royalism

aristocratic

to

democratic rule

—that

intermediate

stage which has been termed la royaute bourgeoise.

have some strange
time and place;

details to relate
for,

when we reach

We

shall

the proper

throughout that great week, we were

makers and unmakers of kings. But,
that Firmin promised me was
of politics, but Beranger the poet, the author of

closely associated with
for the

moment, the Beranger

not the

man
Deux

Lisette^ the

Soeurs de Charite

besides, to have such authorities

and Samson
I

wished

;

Mile. Leverd

my mother

and

Fretillon.

MM.

as

We

were,

Taylor, Michelot

and Mile. Mars.

to have the pleasure of being present

at this reading, as I felt quite certain of a successful issue, so I

persuaded her to accompany me.
Alas

poor mother

!

!

I

might have had a presentiment that
its performance

she would not be present at

The

reading created a

Although,

I

in

the

nature

thoroughly enter into the

moved
fifth

!

great

of
spirit

things,

and did not

on everybody.

Beranger

could

not

of dramatic form, he, too, was

to enthusiasm along with

acts

impression

the

rest,

by the third and

hesitate to predict that I should have

a great success.

From

that night dates a friendship

—a friendship which has never
took a sardonic, almost
form of
— 21
me

failed.

bitter

III.

between Beranger and
This friendship often

expression, for Beranger
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good-humoured man people imagine, he has
but this friendship was always
sincere and ready to be put to the proof by deeds and
is

not at

too

the

all

much

genius to be genial

;

tokens.

The

had a marked effect upon
the five Comedians impressed by it
Firmin, Michelot, Samson, Mile. Mars and
Mile. Leverd.
It was settled that when the Committee met
two days hence, a special reading should be asked for and
that, making use of the guarantee which was given me with
regard to Christine^ special favour should be sought on my
reading,

present

all

;

as

I

have

said,

but especially were

—

account so that the piece might be played as soon as possible.

The

play was read on 17 September 1828 and received with

acclamation.

After the reading, I was called into the director's

was vacant, for the time being. There I
found Taylor, Mademoiselle Mars, Michelot and Firmin.
Mademoiselle Mars began the subject with her usual
frankness, I was going to say with her usual brutal frankness.
I was not to allow Henri III. to be put aside as I had in
the case of Christine-, everything must be settled at once,
while the Committee was in the mood
the distribution of roles,
the signing of the contract ; and, taking advantage of the eager
enthusiasm of the Committee, steps were immediately to be
office,

which

—

taken to obtain the mise en scene from the Administration.

Moreover,

my

generous patron Taylor was about to quit the

theatre to travel in the East

;

he had kept his promise to the

author of Hecube and was setting out, not only for Alexandria

and

Cairo, but even as far as Luxor.

of his absence to

do me a bad

turn.

Advantage might be taken
I

endowed

Mile. Mars,

Firmin and Michelot with plenary powers, and they undertook
my affairs, constituting themselves my tutelary guardians, and
declaring that I was incapable of carrying out the necessary

negotiations myself.

When
Mile.

the question of the distribution of roles was discussed,

Mars met with

to be the page.

She wished Armand
Henri iii. and Madame Menjaud
wanted Louise Despreaux to be the

great opposition.

to undertake the part of

Now,

I

STRUGGLES WITH ACTORS
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page and Michelot to be Henri in. The discussion was
This struggle was the beginning
protracted, lasting for a week.
of a series of battles between Mile. Mars and myself which,
our real friendliness, lasted first with regard to one
and then another, until the death of that estimable
actress.
But I stood firm. I had profited by the reproaches
Madame
of Mile. Mars and I turned the tables against her.
Menjaud was a very talented woman, but she was neither
young enough nor pretty enough for a page boy, and it was
just precisely on this account that Mile. Mars could not get
rid of that egoism which is the defect of even the most
eminent of artistes, objecting to the contrast of a young and
fresh face by the side of her own, she being at that time fiftyone years of age. I had to be satisfied with retorting that as
Louise Despreaux was a pupil of Firmin I was bound to have
in spite of

subject

her.

My

reason for declining to

let

Armand

play the part of

Henri 11 1. was more difficult to divulge. Although Armand
was five or six years the senior of Mile. Mars, he was still
good-looking, looked quite young and was the most presentable of the French Comedians, but nobody save Armand
himself would ever have dreamt of his taking the part of
Henri in.
I was obHged to tell Armand that his acting of
the part was too realistic, and that I did not wish him to take
it.
This answer made Armand my enemy for life, and very
nearly caused me to fall out with Mile. Mars.
Such were my worries at the theatre there were plenty
!

—

more
As

for

me

at the offices.

in the case of Christine^ the

the news of

my

reception,

and

papers immediately published
as in the

case of

Christine

commotion about it in the offices. However,
nothing was said to me at first.
Thanks to the easy means of
communication between the Committee and my little office,
Firmin called on me several times, and my subsequent absences
after his calls, which had reference to various difficulties that

there was a great

arose about distribution of parts or the tnise en sdne^ having

been noted, an accusation was concocted against
sufficiently grave nature to constitute a

me

of a

charge of insubordina-

—
324
tion.
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Consequently,

I

received

one morning, through the

agency of Feresse, a request to step upstairs and appear before
M. de Broval received me with a severe
the director-general.
I was at once reminded of M. Lefevre
on the well organised machine, and the
wheel, which, small though it was, prevented the whole from
working. Alas
for the last six years I had not grown into
a much larger wheel, and I felt as small before M. de Broval as
But there was something stirring
I had done before M. Lefevre.
in the depths of my being that was growing, and that was a
self-confidence which six years of work had given me and the
reception of my two plays Christine and Henri III.
So I
awaited the tempest with a calmness that surprised and
almost disconcerted M. de Broval.
At length, in dulcet tones, he explained to me that literature
and official work were incompatible and that, knowing how,
in spite of the natural antipathy between them, I had been
endeavouring to combine them, he requested me to make my

look that boded a storm.

and

his discourse

!

choice between the two.

M. de Broval was a

fine talker, for

clerk in the diplomatic service.

On

he had been a third-class
great days he wore, as I

and
on this coat the medal of Saint-Janvier, which he had received
on the marriage of the Due d' Orleans with the daughter of
Ferdinand of Sicily on ordinary days, he dressed like everybody else. One of his shoulders was higher than the other
and he had a big red nose. I was always unlucky with
deformed persons. I knew that the time had come when I
must stake my last throw I let M. de Broval proceed with
the rounding off of his sentences, and his greatly beloved
climaxes, until he had finished, and then I said
" Monsieur le Baron, as far as I have been able to follow
your discourse, I gather you leave me the choice between
my place as copying clerk and my vocation as a literary
man."
" That is so, Dumas," the baron replied.
*'
My place was obtained from the Due d'Orl^ans by General
believe I have mentioned, a coat with a braided collar,

;

;

I

;
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was accorded me by the Due d'Orleans through his
;
now, before I can believe that the first prince of
royal, a man whom everybody declares to be a
blood
the
patron of letters and who justified this title by receiving into
his library M. Casimir Delavigne, dismissed from his office for
before, I say, I can credit that such
the crime of making poetry

Foy

;

it

influence

—

—

a

man

me

could dismiss

from

his administration for the

same

crime as that committed by M. Casimir Delavigne, which, in
the case of M. Casimir Delavigne, was a title to favour, I must
receive my exeat^ whether verbal or in writing, either from the

hand of M.

the

lips or

Due

le

I will neither resign

d'Orleans.

nor accept dismissal. As for my salary, as M. le Baron has
given me to understand that the one hundred and twenty-five

payment I draw monthly is an exorbitant tax upon His
Royal Highness's budget, I am willing to renounce it on the

francs

spot."

ah " M. de Broval exclaimed in surprise ; " and
"
how do you and your mother propose to live, monsieur ?
bowed
and
and
I
business,
monsieur";
own
"That is my
"

Ah

!

!

prepared to take

my

leave.

Monsieur Dumas," said M. de Broval, " from
the end of next month you shall not receive any further
"

Take

notice,

salary."

"From
will

this present

one, monsieur,

if

you wish

it.

This

enable you to save one hundred and twenty-five francs

on His Highness's account, and I have no doubt that His
Highness will be duly grateful to you for this economy."
Whereupon I again bowed and withdrew.

M. de Broval kept
office, I

was

officially

his

word.

When

I

informed that in future

returned to
I

my

could dispose

since from that day my
seems incredible and yet it is a fact.
Furthermore, the salaries in the prince's offices were as a
general rule so poor they were not enough for us to live on.
So each had recourse to some particular industry to ameliorate
his constant state of penury
some had married sempstresses
who kept little shops ; others had shares in livery stables

of

my

salary

time as

was

I

thought proper,

suspended.

It

:

!
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there were even

some who ran thirty-two sous restaurants in
who laid down the ducal pens at five o'clock

the Latin Quarter,
to take

up the

Ah

!

well

serviette of a waiter in a

cheap eating-house.

nothing was said to these, they were not reproached

with lowering his princely dignity in the eyes of others

was extolled and

;

no,

was looked upon as quite
natural and quite ordinary ; whilst I, who felt no vocation to
marry a shopkeeper; who did not possess any capital to
invest in the cab trade ; who was accustomed to put a serviette
on my knees and not over my arm, was looked upon as a
criminal because I sought a way of salvation in literature
They suspended my salary because I had a tragedy and a
drama accepted by the Comedie-Frangaise
Well, I had prepared my plans beforehand, and these plans
had fortified me. I had decided that I would lay my case
before Beranger, and ask him to obtain for me an interview
with Laftitte.
It was just possible that Laffitte might do for
me what he had done for Theaulon, under similar circumstances.
Laffitte might, perhaps, lend me a thousand crowns.
I went
and told Firmin all my difficulties, and he took me to Beranger.
And Beranger took me to Laffitte. I should misrepresent the
their industry

it

!

truth

if

I

said that

I

rendering

me

M.

Laffitte

this service

;

but

jumped
I

at the opportunity of

should also misrepresent

did not hasten to add that he did render

it

me.

I

it if

signed a

promissory note for three thousand francs, I deposited a copy

my manuscript of Henri III. with the
my word of honour to return the three

of

the

sale

of

the

manuscript.

cashier, and I pledged
thousand francs upon

There' was

no

question

of

interest.
I

left

Laffitte's

francs each in

my

house with

my

three notes of a thousand

pocket, I shook hands warmly with Beranger

and I ran home to my mother. I found her in despair she
had already heard what had happened. I drew the three notes
of a thousand francs from my pocket and put them into her
;

hands.

it.

I'hey represented

how

my salary for

two

years.

I explained

had come by the money, but she could not realise
Nevertheless, my poor mother began to believe that I was

to her

I
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my senses for writing plays, since I could
borrow a thousand crowns on the bare manuscript of one of
That
these plays
a sum equivalent to two years of my salary.
not altogether out of

—

Villenave's what
at M.
M. Villenave blamed me, but everyone else

night,

I

related

had

happened.

said I

had done

right.

A fortnight after B^ranger had rendered me this service he
was sentenced by the tribunal de police correctionnelle de la
Seine to pay a fine of ten thousand francs and to nine months'
imprisonment, as author of the Ange gardien, of the Gerontocratie and of the Sacre de Charles le Simple.
Beranger did not
l^kppeal against the judgment and he was a prisoner at the
^^^beginning of the year 1829. A month after his entry into
prison, M. Viennet visited him.
" Well, my noble songster," began the author of the Philip" how many chansons have you already composed under
IHde^
"
ock and key ?
" Not one yet," replied Beranger " do you suppose chansons
;

are written as easily as epic

poems ? "

—

CHAPTER XVI
The Due

d'Orleans has

my

salary

stopped

—

—A

scribbler [folliculaire)

—

and the Censorship My mother is seized with paralysis
Cazal Edmond Halphen A call on the Due d'Orleans First night
Effect it produced on M. Deviolaine
of Henri HI.
M. de Broval's

Henri

III.

—

—

—

—

—

—

congratulations

under these conditions that the year 1829 broke upon
IT was
me — the year in which was to take place the grand duel

and my future. My intimate intercourse with
had been the means of opening to me
several of the salons of the day, and among these that of the
Here it was that I met Lady Morgan,
Princess de Salm.
Cooper and Humboldt.
Meanwhile, Henri III. was causing a great sensation. Nothing
was talked of save the revolution which its representation
between

my

past

the Villenave family

meant.

I

attended the rehearsals with great assiduity, attracted,

so I asserted, by
Mile.

Mars, the

my
real

interest in the

work

exceedingly pretty and charming lady,
Bourbier,

month

who played

;

but, according to

reason was the interest
a trifling part in

named

my

I

took in an

Mile. Virginia

drama.

Since the

had not put foot inside the office. Now,
had worked hard for nine months of the year and,

of October I

although

I

consequently,

was entitled to three-quarters of

my

bonus,

everyone save myself seemed to have had share in the distribu-

and in the munificence of His Royal Highness.
was not a simple oversight, as I might have hoped, although
that would have been humiliating enough
no, the fact had
been debated, considered and decided, and His Royal Highness
had condescended to write beside my name, in his own hand
" The gratuities of M. Alexandre Dumas are to be withheld,
as he is engaged in literary work."
tion of funds,
It

—
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—
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III.

Among

number

the

of

my

old Bichet, whose head being turned by

M. Parseval de Grandmaison maintained
.

.

.

that I

make my name known.

The

partisans was

M. Pieyre and
should do great
I

should

others were Lassagne,

Lamy,

not so great, of course, as Piron

secretary of Mile.

my

bravely dared to take the side of literature

against bureaucracy.

things

—

;

Administration was divided into two camps over

position.

little

"

;

but

still,

Adelaide, the son of the director of the

whose admiration for the English actors,
charming English actress, had brought him
over to the Romantic school, and some others, who were too
dependent on their positions to dare to manifest their sympathy
with me openly.
Oudard remained neutral. M. Deviolaine
wavered; all this talk there had been about me had shaken
Was I right, in spite of the whole world, and, in
his opinion.
spite of my education at three francs per month, should I
succeed where scores of others had failed ? He expressed his
doubt, from time to time, nearly always winding up his
hesitation by the following words
" The
is crazy enough to do it
As is usual in theatrical matters, the production was postponed from day to day but at last it was fixed to take place
on 1 1 February. A grave anxiety, however, hovered over everybody and myself in particular, like a black cloud. The Censor
had not yet given his final decision upon the play. A wretched
creature occupied the office at that time, who lived on scandal,
making capital of others' self-esteem or their weakness, beside
whom Geoffroi was honesty itself and a conscientious critic.
The following lines on the Folliculaire by Laville might have
been written about him
comptabilite Jamet^

and

specially for a

:

!

:

**

Un
Du
On

vase de vermeil, une bague de prix,
vin surtout, voil^ ses cadeaux favoris.
assure

—

^je

crois que, sur ce fait probable,

Pour le vrai, la chronique a pris le vraisemblable
Qu'au jour ou nos amis viennent du vieux Nestor

Nous

Au

souhaiter les ans, et bien d'autres encor

jour ou les fiUeuls aiment tant leurs marraines

Jour de munificence ou, sous

le

nom

d'6trennes,

—
3

"

;

:
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Chacun de son voisin attend quelques tributs,
Et d'une honnete aum6ne accroit ses revenus,
revend au rabais, ou plut6t k I'enchere,

II

Le superflu des vins et de la bonne chere
Dont I'accable le zele ou I'effroi des acteurs
Et que

De
Se

pour qui les directeurs
de chapeaux renouvellent I'emplette,
pendant deux mois, marchande a la toilette

Follicula,

schalls et
fait,

"
!

The entire theatrical world paid tribute to this man.
Mademoiselle Mars gave him a pension he received subsidies
from the Theatre- FranQais, the Odeon, the Op^ra and the
Op^ra-Comique. They came to him as to the open market
he sold eulogy to one, calumny to others ; he sold everything,
;

even his silence.
Mademoiselle Mars, Firmin, the company of the ComedieFranQaise, and even Taylor himself had urged me to pay this

man a call but I had obstinately refused. So, one morning,
someone brought me his paper, which contained the following
;

lines

:

" In the play that has just been accepted by the ComedieFrangaise, the work of an author who, we are told, possesses
great merit, there appear characters who had a disgraceful
connection with the subject (the Court of Henri in.), whose
new appearance on the stage may possibly serve to prove the
author's talent, but whose presence, it cannot be denied,
History has precreate an impropriety impossible to tolerate.
served the names of these miserable heroes, those infamous
personages, who took part in a debauch as dissolute as it was
inexcusable ; we will venture to call them by their true names,
and to signify our detestation of the representatives of these roles
of mtgnons, on account of the scandalous mischief they will
do to the masses. If the information we have received upon
this subject be correct, the authority which honours the theatre
with its guardian vigilance will not permit an innovation of
this nature, for it knows that its first duty is only to authorise
those plays concerning the representation of which a son or a

daughter can be innocently satisfied when they ask of their
parents, What does that mean ?
'

'

I

had expected

this

and was prepared

to

meet

it.

I

had

—
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the above

hardly read

paragraph before
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had armed my-

I

with a substantial cane and had reappeared at the offices.
" De la Ponce," I said, in scriptural phrase, " take up your

self

cloak and your hat."
I

more satisfaction
when he was no coward if a

set off in search of the critic with all the

in that I

knew

there were days

:

duel would serve his purpose he would fight one.

my name.
He had
name

been expecting me, he

said,

the frame of

Was

I

mind

in

which

I

sent in

when he heard my
to come to him in

me

but he probably did not expect

;

I

presented myself before him.

going to be lucky or unlucky

?

I

could not

tell,

but

was not in one of his brave moods he beat about
the bush, spoke of his influence with the Government, tried to

Xhtfolliculaire

show us
by

his last

offering

Martignac,

:

New

Year's presents

and ended

my

up, in short,

M. de
who was a friend of his and owed him some money.
to

use his

influence

on

behalf with

I quote this sentence especially, as an example of the man's
impudence.

him I had not come to solicit his influence but to
him to withdraw as quickly as possible and in the
manner his article in that day's papers. Next day, his

I told

request
fullest

paper contained the following apology
"

We

:

exceedingly sorry to find our brief article on
accepted by the Com^die-Fran^ais, in
yesterday's issue contained imputations which were far from
our intention.
We had not received the accurate information
on the subject which is now in our possession, and we can
satisfy our readers concerning the taste, the delicacy and the tact
with which the scenes and personages to which we referred are
This method of treating romance is too closely
handled.
akin to classic traditions to admit of objection on our part."

Henri

are

III., recently

My readers may, perhaps, be surprised that I should have
had one moment's uneasiness in connection with such a
man, but I must repeat it to be believed despicable and
despised though this man was, he had his influence.
Instead

—

—
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of his expressions of opinion being torn

those to

whom

the eyes of

up before

by

his eyes

they referred, they received due attention in

and I knew intimately one director of
who paid him, for many years, a pension of a

critics,

the Beaux-Arts

thousand francs.

For

the

whether

rest,

this

apology

in-

fluenced the Commission of Examiners or not, the day after
the appearance of the apology the piece was returned less cut

about and lacerated and mauled than
to-day

!

it

would have been

M, de Martignac, who had heard much about
desired to be its censor, and M. de Martignac, as

True,

the play,

man that, while he was in the
Government, even Charles x. showed signs of cleverness.
I was at the theatre, full of delight at this unexpected escape
of my play, which was now to be produced the following
Saturday, when one of M. Deviolaine's servants came hurriedly
to me, looking very scared, to tell me that my mother had
fallen ill as she was gomg down the stairs after visiting
M. Deviolaine, and that they could not bring her back to
consciousness.
M. Deviolaine lived on the fourth floor of the
house of one Chaulin, a stationer, at the corner of the rue SaintHonore and the rue de Richelieu. I rushed away from the
everyone knew, was so clever a

theatre,

sending the property-lad to

tell

M. Florence,

the

my mother needed his
with my mother she was

doctor belonging to the theatre, that
assistance.

In a few seconds

seated in a large arm-chair

;

I

was

:

her eyes were open and she had

but she could hardly speak. The
whole of one side of her body was quite paralysed. She
had been to call on Madame Deviolaine; as usual, I had
been the subject of conversation ; as usual, they had been
telling her I was a wilful blockhead, unworthy the clemency
the House of Orleans had shown me that my play would be a
failure and would not even produce enough to pay back
M. Laffitte his thousand crowns, and that then I should find
myself out of a berth and with no future before me.
My poor
mother had wept copiously, going away in great distress of
mind, and as she was about to step downstairs she was seized
regained consciousness,

;

with faintness, absolutely lost

all

power and

fell

down

in

a
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heap, her legs on the stairs and her body on the landing.

lodger found her in this position as he

M.

Deviolaine's door-bell,

and they

came

upstairs

carried her in

;

A

he rang

and put her in

My poor mother had somewhat regained consciousness

a chair.

by the time
arm, which

I

I felt her pulse, and held up her
pinched her to find the extent of her

reached her.

fell

inert

;

I

insensibility, and I came to the conclusion that she had just
had a stroke of apoplexy, serious enough at any rate to cause
paralysis of her left side.
I sent for some mustard and put
her feet in hot water till the doctor came.
Then, as he was a
long while in coming, I sent to an instrument maker, who
lived nearly opposite, for a lancet, and decided to bleed her
myself in the foot if Florence did not come.
But he came,
and performed this operation himself; a slight improvement at
once manifested itself, and, her tongue feeling freer, she was
Meanwhile my sister had
able to pronounce a few words.
hastened there fortunately, she was in Paris, having come up
;

to see

the

first

there was an

performance of

empty room

in the

my

Fortunately, too,

play.

house

—and

—on

the third floor,

I

we took it for a quarter. Madame Deviolaine
sent a bed down to it for my mother; we carried mattresses for ourselves from the rue du Faubourg SaintDenis; we put the mattresses on the floor of my mother's
room; and both my sister and I were determined not to
leave her alone for a single moment.
think

was away from

Madame

de
from consumption and had required a doctor to accompany her to
Unluckily, Thibaut

Celles, daughter of

Paris.

General Gerard, was

sufl"ering

Italy.
Madame de Leuven had recommended Thibaut, and
he had gone with her. As we only knew Florence slightly, he
thoughtfully withdrew of his own accord after he had rendered
first

So I called in another of my friends,
was an extremely clever fellow who, when

aid to our invalid.

named

Cazal.

he found

He

that, in spite of his

medical

skill,

his practice did not

new kind of umbrella and parasol, took
them and made a fortune. Cazal spent the

increase, invented a

out a patent for

whole night with us by

my

mother's side

;

and next day,

as the
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improvement continued, he believed he might look for her
recovery if she had no relapse.
How I rejoiced that the idea had come to me of applying
how I rejoiced that M. Laffitte had lent me
to M. Laffitte
We could at least be certain of one
the thousand crowns
thing, that, no matter how things turned out, our mother
would want for nothing during her illness. Furthermore, on
learning this news, one of my friends, son of a celebrated
diamond merchant, Edmond Halphen, not knowing I was as
!

!

rich as Ali Baba, sent
I

louis.

me

a small purse containing twenty

returned him the louis, but

I

kept the purse, in

remembrance of that delicate kindness which so few have
shown to me, and I recall the act with gratitude, for it touched
me deeply. I have, however, sometimes met with the same
spontaneous
friends, not

generosity

elsewhere,

among my men

but

among my women

friends.

—

Deeply troubled as I was, God alone knew how deeply
I was obliged to leave my mother
blow had struck me
for a few hours ; my drama w^as so novel, even to those who
were rehearsing it, that, unless I was present, their confidence
took flight. I returned and found everyone greatly concerned
by the misfortune that had overtaken me in such an unexpected
manner. Taylor was present to prompt in my place in case I
was unable to turn up. The play was ready or all but ready,
and there was no doubt it would be performed the following
When I returned home, I found the whole of the
Saturday.
They
Villenave family awaiting me, from Theodore to Elisa.
had missed me the night before, I who never missed going to
this

their

!

—

house a day, and, when the

letter arrived that told

my

kind friends what had happened, they came off to see me at
No one can have any idea of the strain of the next
once.

—

two or three days the profound grief at watching my mother's
dying condition, and the terrible labour of preparing a first

drama

The

for

its

public ordeal.

I took a step that I had
some time previously. I presented myself at
The
the Palais-Royal and asked to see M. le Due d'Orl^ans.

night before the representation,

decided upon

for

—

r
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request was so unusual and so audacious that, no doubt, the

They informed

attendants expected I had an audience.

Due

my

d'Orl^ans of

him.

Tiie

Due

d'Orl^ans

twice and gave

orders to

M. Dumas?" he

said.

rather,

!

!

"What good wind blows you

blows you back again

" Monseigneur,"

the

my request to speak to
repeated my name over to himself
ah
is it you,
admit me. " Ah

presence and of

I

said

said, " I

know

?

hither or,

"

him,

to

"to-morrow they play

Henri III
" Yes,"

he

that."

" Well, monseigneur, I have

come

to ask a favour of you, or

rather an act of justice."

"What is it?"
" To give me your

A

presence at

my

representation.

first

year ago, your Highness was informed that

.

.

.

was an emptyheaded, vain fool for a year I have been working as a humble
poet; without giving me a hearing, monseigneur, you have
sided with those of your retinue who have been my
accusers
perhaps your Highness should have waited, but
your Highness thought otherwise and did not wait.
Tomorrow things will be put to public trial ; all I come to beg
of you, monseigneur, is that you will be present at the
I

;

—

sentence."
at me for a moment, and, seeing how
met his scrutiny, he replied
"I would have granted your request with great pleasure,
M. Dumas, for various people have told me that if you were
not a model of industry you were an example of perseverance

The duke looked

calmly

I

;

but, unfortunately,

it is

impossible."

" Your Highness probably means that a
to talk with people in high places

should

to interrogate a prince
in

; but, monseigneur,
such exceptional circumstances that I

whence
appoints

"You

that impossibility,

arises

me

for

I

I

man who
know

aspires

better than

have come to you
venture to ask

will

must confess

it

dis-

greatly."

shall

judge for yourself: to-morrow

to thirty princes

and princesses

to dinner."

I

expect twenty
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"Would

it

not be a novel entertainment, monseigneur, to

take these princes and princesses to see
" How could I take them to see it

Henri III. ? "
when dinner begins

at

"
and Henri III. begins at seven ?
" Let monseigneur advance his dinner one hour and I will
delay Henri III. for an hour that would allow monseigneur

six

;

three

hours wherein to assuage the hunger of his august

guests."

"Well,

that

not a bad idea.

is

... Do you

think the

Theatre-Frangais would consent to the delay?"
"

They would be only too

delighted to

accommodate your

Highness."
" But where should

I seat them ?
I only have three boxes."
" I asked the Administration not to dispose of the first circle

until I

"

had seen your Highness."

You

presumed, then, to think that

your play ?
" I

I

should consent to see

"

relied

monseigneur,

upon your sense of

justice.

.

.

You

.

see,

appeal to Philippe awakened."

I

Go and

" Very well.

tell

M. Taylor

that, if the

Comedie-

Frangais consents to put back the representation an hour,

I

be present at it, and in order to carry this out I will engage
the whole circle."
" I will hasten there immediately, monseigneur."
" Are you satisfied ? "
" Enchanted
I trust also that your Highness will not
have reason to repent of this kindness."
" I hope so too.
Away with you, and good luck "

will

!

.

I

bowed and

.

.

!

left.

Ten minutes later, the theatre had been told twenty minutes
the Due d'Orleans had received an answer in the affirma;

later,

tive.

That very

evening

letters

were

sent

to

the

guests

informing them of the change of hour.

The long-expected day came at last
On that day there
was neither rehearsal nor any other meeting I could remain
by my mother's side until the evening. They had given me
!

:

a certain number of theatre

tickets,

especially tickets for the

"

FIRST NIGHT OF HENRI
the claque^

pit

;

in

those days as

and
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hired applause, was not a recognised thing

i.e.

is

it

now, and the post of entrepreneur de

succh was almost a sinecure
friends

III.

it

:

was

left

to the care of one's

to the impartiality of the public.

me

of the theatre allowed

The

generosity

each of

to sign a pit ticket for

my

Porcher and his wife had each a
balcony ticket. I had a little box on the stage itself which
My sister had one of the boxes in the first
held two persons.
row, where she entertained Boulanger, de Vigny and Victor
old

companions.

office

Hugo.

I

did not

know

either

me

introduced themselves to
otherwise.
night.

made

I

Hugo

M. Deviolaine had an
and the exorbitant

one box.
At a quarter

to

and they

orchestra ticket.

chance

them

the acquaintance of both of

of the remaining seats in the house
past,

or de Vigny,

in despair of getting a

that

The whole

had been taken

for a

week

price of twenty louis was given for

my

kissed

eight I

mother, who, in the

clouded state of her brain, scarcely realised what a battle I
was on the eve of fighting. I met M. Deviolaine in the
corridor.

" Well,

you young

your way at

last

rip

!

.

."

.

he

said,

" so

you have got

!

^ "What did I tell you?"
" Yes, but we have yet to see what the public thinks of your
P
prose."
" You will see, since you are here."

n

"

I

shall see,

I

shall see,"

growled M. Deviolaine.

ighly probable that I shall see
I

" It

moved away from him, not knowing what he meant by

words, and
stage.

I

I

reached

my

is

..."
his

box, which, as I have said, was on the

could see the whole house from

Those who were present

at that

my box

performance

will

perfectly.

recollect

what a splendid sight it was the first circle was filled with
princes smothered under the orders of five or six nations the
whole of the aristocracy crowded into the first and second rows
of the boxes ladies sparkled with diamonds.
The curtain rose. I have never experienced such a sensation

i

:

;

;

III.

— 22
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from the theatre caused me as it
The first act was listened to
with patience, although the narrative was long, cold and tireThe words of the Due de Guise,
some. The curtain fell.
" Saint- Paul if I can only hunt out the men who assassinated

as that

which a breath of

passed across

my

air

feverish brow.

!

Dugast

were heartily applauded, and

!

"

this

warmed up both

audience and actors.

how my mother was. On my return to the
met M. Deviolaine in the corridor but, as soon as I
appeared, he quickly retired into a small antechamber, on
ran off to see

I

theatre I

;

I did the poor dear man
he had quite other intentions in his thoughts.
The second act began ; it was an amusing one the scene

purpose, as I imagined, to avoid me.
injustice

!

;

concerning which

pea-shooter

the

of

was

I

much

passed without any signs of objection, and the

afraid,

curtain

fell

amidst pretty general applause.

The

was the one to decide the success of the play.
comes the scene between the page and the duchess,
and the scene between the duchess and the duke the scene
where M. de Guise compels his wife to appoint a meeting
In

third act

this act

—

with Saint-Megrin.

If the strong situations in that scene

The

favour with the public, the battle was won.
cries of horror,

was the

first

same

but, at the

found

scene roused

time, peals of applause;

it

time any dramatic scenes had been presented

with great freedom

—

I might even call it with brutal frankness.
was very anxious to see my poor mother
her, although she was then hardly in a condition to understand who it was that was embracing her.
How happy I should have been if she had been in the
theatre, instead of on her bed
She was sleeping quite peacefully ; I kissed her without waking her, and returned to the
theatre.
Under the porch I again met M. Deviolaine, who was

went out;
and to embrace
I

I

!

going away.

"What!"

I

said,

"are

you

not going

end?"
"

How

"

Why

can I stay to the end, you brute
."
can you not stay ?
.

.

?

"

to

stay

to

the

—

"

SUCCESS AT LAST!
" Because
inside out

"

Ah

!

am

I
.

thoroughly upset

an attack of

.

" I exclaimed,
"

going to the lavatory

!

me

me

will ruin

"

sous

fifty

!

I

am

why

I

Because

turned

colic."

laughing

;

" so that was

saw you

?

" Yes, that was the reason, monsieur.
cost
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at

.

two sous each time

.

You have

.

it

is

.

.

.

already

Why, you

!

you exaggerate. Whatever could you do at the
time?"
" Nothing, you young puppy
And the last time, if I had
not been stopped by the hair of my head, I should have disAh what a business
appeared entirely
Oh dear I
am horribly ill " and M. Deviolaine laid both hands on his
stomach and began running towards the Rue Saint-Honor^.
I^b I went into the theatre ; as I had indeed foreseen, from the
*^^ fourth act to the end it was more than a success, it was an increasall hands applauded, even those of the ladies.
ing delirium
Madame Malibran, who had only been able to find a seat on
the third row, leant right out of her box, holding on to a pillar
Then, when Firmin appeared to
to keep herself from falling.
give the name of the author, the enthusiasm was so universal
that even the Due d'Orleans himself stood up and called out
l^ftthe name of his employ^, the success of whose work if not
^^^ the most merited, at least the most striking of the epoch had
just caused him to be greeted as a poet.
That very night, when I returned home, I found a letter
I^&
^"from M. le Baron de Broval, which I will give word for
word

Bah

!

twenty-fifth

!

!

!

!

.

.

.

!

!

:

f-

k
l^»

—
—

:

"I cannot sleep without first telling you, my dear young
how very happy I am at your splendid triumph, without
congratulating you and, above all, your estimable mother most
heartily, for I know you felt more anxious on her behalf than
on your own. My sister and I and all at the office sympathised
deeply with you; and now we rejoice at a triumph justly
deserved both on account of your very great and persevering
talent and your filial devotion.
I am very sure that your

friend,
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open before you, will not stand
and I assure you that my
very warm.

way

of your friend-

laid

in the

ships,

feelings towards

" lo February 1829

This was the

me

to

renounce

you are

Baron de Broval "

"

man who,

my

salary

five
!

months

before,

had compelled

—

—

CHAPTER XVII
—

my victory Henri III. is interdicted I obtain an
M. de Martignac— He removes the interdiction Les
His
homnies-obstades The Due d'Orleans sends for me into his box
Another scribbler
talk with Charles X. on the subject of my drama

The day

following

audience with

—

—

Visit

to

—

—

Carrel— Gosset's shooting-box and

No.

pistols

5

—An

impossible duel

I TO

few

men

has

it

been given

to see

such a rapid change

take place in their lives as took place in mine during

those four hours of the representation of Henri III.

unknown
evil, I

until that night, and, next day,

was the

talk of all Paris.

whom

whether

for

I

was totally
good or for

From that night dated the hatreds

—

had never seen hatreds roused by the unwelcome fame attached to my name. But friendships also dated
from that epoch. What multitudes of people envied me that
night, who had no idea that I spent it on a mattress on the floor
Next day, the room was filled
by the side of my dying mother
with bouquets I covered my mother's bed with them, and she
touched them with the hand that was left unparalysed, pulling
them nearer to her or pushing them away, unconscious what all
these flowers meant
and, possibly, even unconscious that they
were flowers at all. By two o'clock in the afternoon, the day after
the performance, my manuscript had sold for six thousand francs.
These six thousand francs were paid me in six bank-notes and
I went to show them to M. Deviolaine.
of people

I

!

;

—

;

"
"

see

What are those? " he asked.
They are the price of my manuscript," I
it amounts to M. Laf^tte's three thousand

replied.

"

You

francs

and three

" are there idiots

who have

thousand francs besides."
"

What

bought

I

it

!

M. Deviolaine

" cried

of you

?

"

;

—

"
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"

You see for yourself."
" Well, they are brainless idiots

Then, handing me back the
shoulders, he said
" You do not inquire how I am
" I did not dare.

"A
"

.

.

How

.

!

and shrugging

notes,

his

!

are you

"

?

better, happily."

little

Were you

able to return to the theatre
" Yes, I was there for the conclusion."

"Were you there when my name was
"The deuce I was!"
"

And

"

A

"

Come now

did

little

not give you a

it

Why, you

!

!

cost

it

?

"

given out

gratification ?

little

"

baby "
acknowledge that.

rascal, I w^ept like a

you a

lot to

"

?

!

.

.

.

Let

us shake hands."

"Ah

!" said

M.

Deviolaine, "if only your poor father could

have been there "
" My mother could have been there
her so unhappy."
!

"

Come, come
your mother

fault

tormented

me

!

you are not going
in bed, are you ?

sufficiently

Good

me

that

gracious

during your representation.
;

I

... By

the beastly colic.

people had not

to tell

is

not think of anything else

me

if

believe

it

made

it is

me
I

my
!

it

could

was that which gave

the bye, what are they saying in

the office?"
I

showed him M. de Broval's

twice over.
" Well, I never

back,

!

.

.

shrugging his

office?"
" I?

."

he

shoulders.

Dear me no "
I think you are

letter.

said,

as

He

read

he

handed

it

me

return

to

the

"Shall you

it

through

!

"Well,

right.

Shall

you

go and see

M. Fossier?"
" No, indeed."
"

He

"

Then why

too?"

likes you, nevertheless."

did he not write

me

a letter of congratulation,

"

DELIGHT OF

DEVIOLAINE

M.
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" Well, but he might have expected tickets for his daughter."
" That reminds me.
Shall I save you a box for the second

performance

You

?

hadn't a good place for the

first

.

.

you

.

were close to the door."
"

You

scoundrel

Do you

believe

!

I

was right where

I

was, near the door.

mad prank you have

this

.

played

just

.

.

is

going to bring you in any more than what you have just

shown me?"
" Certainly I do."
" About how much

?

"

" Fifteen thousand francs."

"What!"
"

About

fifteen

"And how

I

thousand

long

will

it

francs.*'

run to gain that?"

" Perhaps

"

So

in

two months."
two months, you

will

have earned the whole year's

salary of three chief clerks, including

" Call in your three chief clerks

bonuses

and

tell

?

"

them

do

to

as

much

for themselves."

" Get out
I am afraid the very ceiling will
heads while you are saying such monstrous things

fall

!

"

To-morrow

night, then

" Yes, to-morrow night,
I

was quite easy.

better to do, nor

?

if

on our

!

"
I

have nothing better to do."

M. Deviolaine would not have anything

would he have accepted a year of

his salary

to be kept away.

From M.

Deviolaine's house I ran to M. Laffitte's.
I was
be able to pay him what I owed him so promptly.
I gave him his thousand crowns, and he returned me my
promissory note and my manuscript.
But I always remembered the service rendered me, which, coming when my mother
was taken ill, was of priceless value. Still, 1 had not reached

proud

the

to

conclusion of

my

temporary dwelling-place,

worries.
I

When

found a

letter

I

returned

to

my

from the Thdatre-

me to go to the office there immediately. I
rushed there, and found the Committee in a state of conFran9ais asking

sternation

from Taylor downwards.

They had

received a
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letter

from the

was a

far

more

Home

proposed

Martignac.
that

it

This

my

salary.

had made up

mind what should be done.
of M. de
He himself undertook to take the letter and see

Luckily, Taylor

He

Minister suspending Henri III.

serious matter than the suspension of

I

his

demand an audience

should urgently

was conveyed to him.

sat

I

down and wrote

asking for an audience for the next day.

I

at once,

received an answer

two hours later. M. de Martignac would see me at seven
next morning.
By seven next morning I was at his house.
Oh what a blessing it is to find a Minister who is both
polished and cultivated, like M. de Martignac rara avis, as
We
Juvenal would call it, and, worse still, a bird of passage
remained together for an hour, not talking of the play, but of
all sorts of subjects ; in ten minutes, we came to an understanding over the play, and I carried my manuscript back,
saved, this time not from Annihilation, but from Limbo.
Oh
poor M. de Martignac how well he understood Art
How
thoroughly well he knew that type of human being who
obstructs all progress he meets with on the way, with a view
rather of hindering others from advancing than of advancing
himself!
It was not under M. de Martignac's administration
that Art, wherever it turned, encountered the notice, " This
road is closed by order of the authorities." And to think that
for twenty years the same men blocked the same avenues;
that, from being old men, they grew into being decrepit ones,
whilst we young men grew old; that, by dint of ill-will and
persecution, they managed to drive both Lamartine and Hugo
!

!

!

!

!

into

politics,

Soulie

!

and Balzac

my

into

their

graves;

that

I

them that they
set their mark on things, like the seal of Solomon which
enclosed the genii of the Thousand and One Nights in clay
vases and that all this political and literary compression will
one day burst in their faces, killing and overturning all
stood almost alone, in

struggle against

;

;

around
lastingly

it

without injuring

stir

things, at least, are very clear

were petty,

—wrinkled

itself

up the glowing

paltry,

;

fires

that, for

of

dwarfs

who

revolutions

!

ever-

Some

twenty years, these rulers

contemptible; that they

left

behind them

—

;

GOVERNMENTS AND ART
a sad and shameful
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the Germans, Hungarians,

memory amongst

along the banks of the Nile as well as on the shores
of the Bosphorus, at Mogador even as at Montevideo, in the
old World as well as the New that, during the whole of the
Italians,

;

time which transpired between the day on which M. S^bastiani
made his announcement at the Tribune that " Order reigned

Warsaw," and that on which M. Barrot wrote in the Moniteur
The French have entered Rome," they gave the lie not
whether these
only with respect to every promise made by man
promises came through M. de la Fayette or M. de Lamartine
but still, more, with respect to everything hoped of God, who
at

that "

—

destined France to be the Pole Star to other nations, who said
to the peoples, " You wish to sail towards the unknown world,

Promised Land called Liberty; there is your
Spread your sails and follow boldly " Instead of
keeping faith with men and fulfilling God's will, what did you
do, you poor slaves of passion, and miserable servants of
You made the sea rough and the winds contrary
blindness ?

towards the

compass.

for every

!

noble vessel that set

sail

under divine

inspiration.

You know it is so, I am not telling you anything fresh you
know that whatever is young and noble and pure, that has
;

not been dragged through the
forth

to

ethereal

regions

in

mud
the

of the past, and reaches
future,

is

against

you

whom you allowed to be murdered by
ustrian rods, those whom you left shut up in pontifical
ngeons, those whom you suffered to be shot down by

you know that those

life'
eapolitan cannon, were martyrs.
You
wh
whilst
people hail you, you tyrants, as you go
tertainment, we shall have their devotion

i

are

aware

that,

to your places of
;

you are aware,

short, that we, the torchbearers, are loved, whilst you, the

orkers of darkness, are detested

ever be forgiven your deeds,

it

;

will

you know that should you
be because of what we have

on your behalf; and hence come your persecutions
God, like all things that come from below
and seek to harm what is above.
Yes, what is above,
for he who can say " I have just written this page, and you
said

powerless, thank

.

.

.

"
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Let us return to Henri III., which had nothing to do with
this, and which suddenly and unexpectedly found itself
raised sky-high.
My return was awaited with impatience, for

all

they dared not advertise without the minister's
I

permission.

brought them that permission, and they advertised.

Due

M.

le

d'Orleans announced that he would be present at the

second performance. When I reached the theatre that night,
I was told that he had already arrived and had asked me to go
to his box.
I did as I was bidden, between the first and second
The densely packed theatre bore witness to the genuine
acts.
strength of my success.
The Due d'Orleans received me most
graciously.

"

said, " are

you not satisfied ? You
have gained your case against everybody the public and myself
included. Even Broval, Deviolaine and Oudard are enchanted."
I bowed.
" But for all that, do you know," he continued laughingly,
"you have very nearly got me into serious trouble ?"
" You, monseigneur ? "

Now, M. Dumas," he

—

" Yes, I."

"How
"

is

that?"

The king

sent for

me

yesterday."

"The king?"
" Yes, indeed."

"And what

about, monseigneur?"
About your drama."
" About Henri III. ? "
"'Are you aware of what I have been informed, cousin}^
he said, laying emphasis upon the last word.
I have been
told that you have a youth in your offices who has written
a play in which both you and I figure
I as Henri iii.,
and you as the Due de Guise ?
" Monseigneur, you could of course have replied that the
king was mistaken and that the young man was no longer in
"

'

—

'

your employ."
"

No

since I

I much preferred to
mean to keep you on."
;

reply otherwise,

and not

to

lie,

—

—

;

SMILES FROM THE GREAT
"

Then what did your Highness

" I

said,

reasons

three

Madame

la

:

—

First,

.

my

do not beat

I

my

think

would have advised

me

wife

and

me

it is

I

go about your business
bowed.

"

By the

:

the

said

than

you

"

more

infinitely

nearer the truth, monsieur.

bye,"

a cuckold

subject

faithful

for

secondly,

;

reply was equal to anything

make ?

to

" Indeed, monseigneur,

And

."

.

Duchesse d'Orl^ans has not made

Do you

myself.'

rising

?

your Majesty has not a more

thirdly,

"

say

people have misinformed you,

Sire,

'
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mine

;

.

.

is

"

duke,

.

witty."

Ah

the curtain

!

is

to listen to you."

Madame

Duchesse

la

d'Orldans desires to see you to-morrow morning, to inquire

how your mother
I

is."

bowed and withdrew.

Oh

!

over a

what a power

name

;

with

is

its

success, with

notoriety

its

and

fuss

calm and serene supremacy of mind

over matter
M. de Broval, M. Deviolaine and M. Oudard
were enchanted ; the Due d'Orleans had called me to his box
!

mot he had said

to repeat a witty

to the king

;

Madame la Duchesse d'Orleans would see me on
to ask me news of my mother
Birth, it would
!

bestows principalities

friend
it

seem, only

paid

I

;

envelope a newspaper, the
sent

morrow

my visit to the Duchesse d'Orleans, who
me as could be but, alas why did all this
come so late ? When I returned, I found in an

Next day,

some

finally,

the

talent gives the dignity of princehood.

;

was as gracious to
kindness

and,

who was

me.

It

name

!

of which

sensitive concerning

I

have forgotten

my

;

reputation had

announced the success of Henri IIL^ and

added
"

That success, great though

it

be,

is

not surprising to those

who know how these literary and political jobs are put up by
the House of Orl(^ans.
The author is an underling in His
Royal Highness's payT
The article was painful as well as untruthful a lie, because
House of Orleans, as was well known, had not schemed
;

the

to help

me in

any way

;

and

painful,

because the writer by the
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use of the word "pay
that I was only a

"

(gages)

common

had evidently intended
looked

to

imply

my

poor
was reading, was trying
to express the first desires of returning consciousness by smiles
of tender affection; and at such a moment as this I was
compelled, by an individual whom I had never set eyes upon,
whose very existence was unknown to me and who had no
reason for hating me, to leave her in order to demand an apology
for a gross and gratuitous insult
I went to de la Ponce.
I
begged him to go to the office of the paper and arrange there
and then, with the writer of the article, the conditions of a
duel for the following morning.
Such a long time has
elapsed since then and I have so short a memory for injuries,
that I have completely forgotten both the name of the paper
and the name of the writer with whom I had the quarrel. I
regret the latter, for he bore himself so well in the whole affair
that I am still of opinion he took upon himself the responsibility for an article that was not his.
As I cannot recollect his
name, allow me to speak of him as M. X
De la Ponce
returned in about an hour's time.
The duel had been accepted
who acknowledged
for the next day but one, as M. X
himself the author of the article, had a duel on the day
between with Carrel. I went to call on Carrel, whom I had
known for a long time, having met him at M. de Leuven's and
also with Mery.
Like myself, he, too, had been gratuitously insulted; like me, he had demanded satisfaction, and he was
sick mother, who,

servant.

unaware of what

I

at

I

!

.

,

to

meet

my

future adversary in a pistol duel at eight o'clock

Carrel complimented me on my success, and
would not be
promised to do his utmost so that M. X
It was a sad fact that
able to fight with me the day after.
scarcely had I begun my dramatic career before, in less than
a week, I was compelled to demand satisfaction from two men,

next morning.

not on account of criticisms passed upon

my

talent,

but for

done to my personal character. A few words de la
Ponce dropped led me to believe that pistols would be the
weapons chosen, and Carrel confirmed me in this opinion
so, when I met Adolphe, I told him what had happened and
injury

;

"

AN AVERTED DUEL
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begged him to come and practise shooting with me next day.
Although I could not afford to squander money, I still had
sufficient to permit myself a turn once a month at Gosset's.
I
had become a habitue there. We reached the place about
ten o'clock.
" Philippe

!

" I

shouted to the lad attendant as

and twenty-five
Philippe came up.

''pistols

"

No.

No.

5

You can have
5,

I

passed

in,

balls."

twenty-five balls," he said, " but not pistols

unless you are going to practise alone."

"Why

so?"

" Because they were lent this

morning to a gentleman who
had a duel, and you should see the state in which he brought
them back."
And, indeed, the second No. 5 pistol had the trigger-guard
broken and the butt end blown off.

"What did that?"
"Why! a bullet," said

Philippe.

"Quite so, but what about the gentleman who held it?"
" He had two of his fingers cut."

"Cut?"
"Yes, cut!"
" So he had to pay the price of two of

his fingers ?

And also for the mending of the pistol."
"What was this gentleman's name?"
" I do not recollect his name
he was

"

"

;

M.

with

fighting

Carrel."

" Stuff and nonsense
" It's true."

" Are you certain

"Of course

I

!

"
?

am.

M.

Carrel's seconds brought

back the

pistols."

" See," I said to Adolphe, " this will postpone my duel of
to-morrow and no mistake."
And then I related to him that my adversary had arranged
to fight a duel with

probably he

Carrel

who had had

his

that

two

very day,

and

fingers injured.

that

it

was

—
3
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so
" It

is

very easy to find out," said Adolphe; "let us go

and

inquire."

We went to M. X
's house, and found that it was really
he who had been fighting he had had two fingers blown off
his third and little fingers.
I sent up my visiting-card by his
man-servant, and we took our departure.
We had not gone
more than two storeys downstairs when we heard the man
running after us. M. X
begged me to go in. I found
;

him smiling

in spite of his

wounds, and very courteous

in spite

of his attack.

"Pray excuse me, monsieur," he said, "for the liberty I took
you to come back and see me I use the privilege of
a wounded person."
in asking

;

" Is your injury a serious one, monsieur ? " I asked.
" No
I escaped with the loss of two fingers from

—

my

right

hand and since I still have three left with which to write and
tell you how sorry I am for having made myself unpleasant
;

towards you,
"

You

still

monsieur,"

I

I have all I need."
have the use of your left to shake hands with me,
said, "and that would be better than tiring your

right over anything imaginable."

We shook
ten minutes

conversed on indifferent topics

hands

;

later,

we took

leave of one another.

never seen each other since, and, as
forgotten his name.

ever

I

bear

remember him with

I

have

my memory

said, I

;

and then,

We
have

a grudge, for

have

totally
I shall

pleasure.

If this man had not had a
and if Carrel had not deprived him of his
two fingers, he would have fought with me, and he might have
killed me or been killed by me.
And for what reason, I ask
you?

Singular freak of chance

quarrel with Carrel,

!
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CHAPTER
The

I

— Nodier's house— The master's profile—The congress of
—The three candles — Debureau — Mademoiselle Mars and
Merlin — Nodier's family — His friends — In which houses
am at my
best — The salon of the Arsenal — Nodier as a
of
— The ball
Arsenal

bibliophiles

I

teller

tales

and the warming-pan

PROMISED

I

my

I

would return

to Nodier,

and

I will

keep

me by

After the service Nodier rendered

word.

opening the doors of the Thdatre-Fran^ais to me, I went to
thank him. Nodier did better for me on my second visit than
he did on the

And,

lest

think that I
let

me

first

my

—he opened the doors of the Arsenal

to

me.

readers should be frightened at the word, and

mean

a collection of arms, a

museum

of

artillery,

hasten to add that the doors of the Arsenal were the

doors of Charles Nodier's house.

Everybody knows the

large,

gloomy-looking building called the Arsenal, in a line with the
quai des C^lestins, at the back of the rue de Morland, looking
over the

river.

This was where Nodier

lived.

In these un-

Memoirs it would take us too far afield to relate
how, once upon a time, when Paris was preparing for war, this
heavy building was raised upon a piece of ground called the
Champ-au-Platre how, when the heavy-looking building was
raised, Frangois i. had the cannon cast there which did much
pretentious

;

unlucky work at Pavia ; how, requiring a plot of ground, he
borrowed a farm from his good town of Paris, promising to
return it ; how, having borrowed this first farm, he borrowed a
second from it, and a third how, in short, on the principle of
;
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"What

good to take is good to keep," he kept the
we will relate these matters when, at
the end of our impressions of Europe, Asia and Africa, we
the axiom

is

three borrowed farms

set

—

about putting down our impressions of rambles

in Paris.

These farms, together with the great building of which we have
spoken, were used to store cannon and powder.
One day,
in the reign of Henri ii., a spark, coming from nobody knew
where,
set fire to the
who knows whence terrible fires spring
powder-magazine and exploded it. Paris shook as Naples and
Catana shake when Vesuvius or Etna are in a state of eruption ;

—

!

—

at the unexpected concussion the
;
swayed and then collapsed one upon
Melun, a dozen leagues off, shuddered at the noise
another.
thirty persons blown into the air by this
of the explosion
volcano fell down in fragments, a hundred and fifty were
wounded and, unacquainted with the cause of the accident,
attributed it to the Protestants, against whom they were not
It will be readily understood that
slow to pick a grievance.
the buildings erected by Frangois i. and the three farms of the
Charles ix.,
city of Paris disappeared in this commotion.
who was a great hand at building, and was responsible for
the sculpturing in the Louvre and the carving of the fountain

the fish perished in the river

neighbouring houses

;

of the Innocents, paid a visit to the ruins with his architect.

He

designed the plan of a new building, began the fresh erection

as he was both a great artist and a great poet, it is
probable that he would have made a good piece of work
But Queen Catherine of Medici, having already
of it.

and,

got rid of one son, was not sorry to be rid of Charles
after

the

fashion

of

Frangois

ii.,

in

order to hasten

ix.,

the

coming of Henri iii. In case this accusation against Catherine
de Medici should strike our readers as rather too strong, who
may prefer to look upon the death of Charles ix. as the
judgment of God (an act which, indeed, might quite possibly
go hand in hand with the poisoning of Charles ix. by his
mother), we will here reproduce a dialogue recorded by
Bassompierre ; it is short, but instructive.
"Sire," Bassompierre said to King Louis

xiii.,

who was

THE ARSENAL
seated in the embrasure of a

—"
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window of the old Louvre,

fiercely

you ought not to blow with all your
strength like that you are weak in the lungs, and the same
thing might happen to you as happened to King Charles ix."
blowing a horn,

sire,

;

"

My

Bassompierre,"

dear

Louis

xiii.

"

replied,

King

ix.

did not die from blowing his horn too long and too

frequently;

he died from being so imprudent as to become

Charles

reconciled to his mother, after he had had the prudence to
quarrel with Catherine of Medici."

Let us return to the Arsenal, and to another king who was

—
—

so imprudent as to quarrel with his wife

or, rather,

with the

House of Austria to which she belonged to Henri iv. He it
was, in fact, who finished the Arsenal and laid out the beautiful
garden, which we can still see in pictures of the period of

He

gave

to carry on his
was that the parsimonious
minister amassed the millions with which Henri in. intended
to carry on his war with Flanders, when the poignard of
Ravaillac put an end to that strange dream of the seventeenth
century, which was to become a reality in the nineteenth,
namely, the union of the seven elective republics and of the
six hereditary monarchies, under one supreme head, established
under the title of the Congres de la Faix,
Ah my dear Mr. Cobden, you with whom I once spent
several dull days and shared some melancholy dinners in
Spain, the idea of this Peace Congress did not originate with
you ; it came from our unfortunate King Henri iv., " Let us

Louis

XIII.

ministry of finance;

t

IK
^r

it

to Sully, wherein

and here

it

!

—

render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's."

And

all you who visit the Arsenal should know that those
rooms which now form the library were decorated
by Sully with Henri iv.'s money.
In 1823, Charles Nodier was appointed librarian of this
library, and left the rue de Choiseul, where he lived, to establish
himself in his new habitation.
But the building that was often

so

It beautiful

the subject of illustrations was not a very magnificent place to
live in
On the first landing of a flight of steps with massive
!

balustrades,

you came upon a badly

III.— 23

fitting

door on the

left

—
354
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which led to a bricked corridor; the dining-room and the
were paved with bricks Uke the corridor. Three other
rooms completed the suite three luxurious rooms, with
one was Madame
parquetried floors and panelled walls
and the third the
Nodier's bedroom ; the other the salon
office

—

:

;

Charles led
workroom, library and bedchamber of Charles.
two separate existences his week's existence was that of a
his Sunday existence was that of a
worker and bibliophile
Nodier was an adorable personality
society man and host.
I have never met nor ever known anyone so learned, so much
:

;

of an

artist

and

he hadn't a

man

originality of the

He

and

vice,

careless, dilatory

so

yet

kindly in disposition as he, save,

And though he

perhaps, Mery.

possessed plenty of faults

sprang from the
Nodier was extravagant,

his winning faults

of genius.

but his was the delightful idleness of a

;

have been accused of being
sprang from his carelessness,
It was
in not taking the trouble to examine into his feelings.
rather the whole community of martyrs, so to speak, that
Nodier loved after this fashion; he had an inner circle of
privileged friends whom he loved with all his heart ; others,
he liked only intellectually. Nodier was par excellence a man
he knew everything and a host of things besides ;
of learning
if he did
for he exercised the prerogative of men of genius
not know a thing he invented his knowledge of it, and it must
be confessed his invention was generally far more likely, far
more ingenious and romantic and specious and, I will venture
It will be
to say, far nearer the truth than the reality itself.
readily guessed that, with this gift of invention, Nodier was a
But he never tried to force you
veritable mine of paradoxes.
to accept these paradoxes ; he created three-fourths of his
Figaro.

might,

rather too worldly

;

perhaps,

but

that, too,

:

:

paradoxes for his own diversion.
One day, when I had been lunching with a minister,

I

was

asked

How did the luncheon pass off?"
" All right," I replied ; " but if I hadn't been there myself
"

I

should have been horribly bored

!

CHARACTER OF NODIER
And

so

made up
I

was with Nodier;

it

being bored, he

fear of

paradoxes, just as I told stories.

must return

much

for
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to

what

I said

about Nodier being a Httle too
My sentence sounds some-

inclined to love everybody.

what reproachful, but

it

must not be taken

so.

Nodier was

man unto whom

nothing is
Nodier loved, as fire warms, as a torch lightens, as the
sun shines; he loved because to love and make friendships
the philanthropist of Terence, the

alien.

were as

much

the

the fruition of his nature as grapes are the fruit

Let

of the vine.

man who

me

be permitted to coin a mot to describe

himself coined so many, he was a lover {aimeur).

have said he loved and made friendships because, for Nodier,
As he loved all men of goodexisted as well as men.
will, so, in his youth (and Nodier was never old), did he love
I

women

all

women.

lovable

How

he managed

this

he himself would

have found it impossible to explain. But, in common with
all eminently poetic minds, Nodier always confused the dream
with the ideal, and the ideal with the material world

Nodier, every fancy of his imagination really existed

Aubert,

Fee aux

la

midst of

miettes, Ines

de

las Sierras

these creations of his genius,

all

;

for

—Therese

— he lived in the

and never sultan

had a more magnificent harem.
It is interesting

many

worked.

I

to

know how

a writer

and such entertaining ones

books,

am

going to

tell

you.

We

will

who produced

so

he did,
take the Nodier

too,

as

of the week-days, romance-writer, savant and bibliophile, the
writer of the Dictioniiaire des Onomatopees^ Trilby^ the Souvenirs

de Jeunesse.

In the morning,

after

two or three hours of easy

work, when he had covered a dozen or fourteen pages of paper
six inches

long by four wide, with a regular, legible handwriting,

without a single erasure, he considered his morning task done,

and went

When

out.

he was out of doors, Nodier wandered

about aimlessly, going up now one street of the boulevards,
now another, now along this or that quay. No matter what
road he took, three things preoccupied him

:

the stalls of

the second-hand bookshops, booksellers' windows and bookbinders' shops

;

for

Nodier was almost as fond of

fine bindings

3
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and I believe he really classed Deneuil, Derome,
Thouvenin and the three Elzevirs in the same rank in his
mind. These adventurous walks of Nodier, which were protracted by discoveries of books or by meetings with his friends,
usually began at noon and nearly always ended between three
and four o'clock at Crozet's or at Techener's. In these houses,
as of rare books,

about that hour, the book-lovers of Paris gathered together: the
Marquis de Ganay, the Marquis de Chateaugiron, the Marquis

at

de Chalabre; Berard, the Elzevir collector, who, in his spare
moments, made the Charter of 1830; finally, the bibliophile
Jacob, king of bibliographical knowledge when Nodier was
not present, viceroy when Nodier came on the scenes. Here
they exchanged opinions and discussed de omnt rescibili et
These causeries lasted till five o'clock. At
qiiibusdam aliis.
five o'clock, Nodier went home by some other route than that
which he had traversed in the morning ; thus, if he had come
by the quays he would return by the boulevards, and if he had
gone along the boulevards, he would return by the quays. At
six o'clock, Nodier dined with his family.
After dinner, came
a cup of coffee sipped like a true Sybarite, in little and big
draughts, then the cloth was removed with everything on it,
and three candles were placed on the bare table. Three
Nodier preferred tallow
tallow candles, not three wax ones.
why, no one ever knew it was one of Nodier's
to wax
These three candles, never more, never fewer, were
caprices.
placed triangularly. Then Nodier brought out the work on
which he was engaged and his quill pens he detested steel
pens and he worked until nine or ten o'clock at night. At
that hour, he went out a second time; but, this time, he

—

:

—

—

invariably followed the course of the boulevards

;

and, accord-

ing to what might be on, he would go to the Porte-Saint-Martin,
to the

Ambigu

that

it

was

first

time.

or to the Funambules.

be remembered
met him for the

It will

at the Porte-Saint-Martin that I

—

There were three actors whom Nodier adored Talma, Potier
and Debureau. When I made Nodier's acquaintance. Talma
had been dead three years ; and Potier had retired two years

"

CELEBRATED BIBLIOMANIACS
before;

only

there

so

attraction

of Debureau.

;
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remained to him the irresistible
He it was who first extolled the
respect, Janin came after Nodier and

famous Pierrot ; in this
was merely his imitator. Nodier saw the Bosuf enrage nearly
At the first representation of the piece he
a hundred times.
waited for the ox until the end, and not seeing it, he went
out and spoke about it to the boxkeeper.
" Madame," he asked, " will you please inform me why this
pantomime that I have just seen is called the B(£t/f enrage}"
"Monsieur," replied the boxkeeper, "because that is its
title."

"

Ah

!

"

exclaimed Nodier

;

and he withdrew

satisfied with

the explanation.

The
way

:

six

days of the week were spent in exactly the same

then came Sunday.

Every Sunday Nodier went out at
morning to breakfast with Guilbert de
whom at that time he had a profound

nine o'clock in the
Pix^rdcourt,

for

admiration and the friendliest feelings.
Corneille

of the

boulevards.

He

him the

called

Here he met the

scientific

gatherings of Crozet or of Techener.

We

have mentioned that one of these bibliomaniacs was
Marquis de Chalabre. He died leaving a very
valuable library, which he bequeathed to Mademoiselle Mars.
Mademoiselle Mars read very little or, to be truthful, she did
not read at all.
She commissioned Merlin to classify the books
left her and to arrange for their sale.
Merlin was the most
honest man on the face of the earth ; and he set about this
commission with his usual conscientiousness, and he turned
and re-turned the leaves of each volume so carefully that one
day he went to Mademoiselle Mars with thirty or forty onethousand franc notes in his hand, which he laid on a table.
"What is that, Merlin?" asked Mademoiselle Mars.
" I do not know, madame," he replied.
" What do you mean ? Why, those are bank-notes
called the

!

" Certainly."
"

Where have you found them

?

"

" In a pocket-book, within the cover of a very rare Bible

—

"
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and,

the

as

Bible

belongs

to

you,

these

bank-notes

are

yours too."

Mademoiselle Mars took the bank-notes, which were of
course hers, and she had the greatest difficulty in

making

Merlin accept a present of the Bible in which he had, as
understand, discovered the bank-notes.

I

Nodier would return home between three and four o'clock,
M. Villenave, would allow his daughter Marie to
dress and titivate him.
For we have omitted to mention that
Nodier's family was composed of his wife, his daughter, his
sister Madame de Tercy and his niece. At six o'clock, Nodier's
table would be laid.
Three or four spare covers would be
and, like

provided in excess of the number of the family party, and
these were for regular habitues.
Three or four more covers

were put for chance comers.

Musee

The

habitues were Cailleux, the

Baron Taylor, who was soon to leave
his place vacant because of his journey to Egypt Francis Wey,
whom Nodier loved as though he were his own child, whose
old French aristocratic accent was but little less noticeable
than Nodier's own, and Dauzats'. The casual diners were
Bixio, the huge Saint- Valery and myself.
Saint-Valery was a
librarian, like Nodier.
He was six feet one inch in height and
an extremely well informed man but possessed of no originality
or any wit it was of him that Mery wrote this line
director of the

;

;

:

"II

se baisse, et

ramasse un oiseau dans

les airs

!

When

he was at the library, it was a very rare thing for
need a ladder to reach down a book, so tall was he.
He would stretch up one of his long arms, standing on tiptoe,
and find the book that was required, even if it were close to
the ceiling.
He was susceptible in the extreme, and could
not bear any joking references to his tall figure no matter
how harmless they were; he was angry with me for a long
while because once, when he was complaining to Madame
Nodier of a violent cold in his head, I asked him if he had
had cold feet a year ago.

him

to

When

you were admitted into that charming and desirable

DUMAS AS CONVERSATIONALIST
inner circle of the Nodier family, you could dine with
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them

as

two or three covers were needed
beyond the number already laid, they were added if the table
had to be enlarged, it was made longer. But unlucky was
the man who happened to be the thirteenth he was pitilessly
often as you liked.

If one,

;

!

by himself, unless a fourteenth
guest, still less expected than he, should turn up to relieve
him of his penance. I was very soon among the number
of the more intimate friends of whom I have just spoken, and
my place at the table was settled once for all, between Madame
Nodier and Marie Nodier. When I appeared at the door I
was greeted with exclamations of joy; they all rushed at
me, from Nodier downwards, who stretched out his two great
arms to embrace me or shake me by the hand. At the end
of a year, from being an accepted fact, my place became recognised as mine by right it remained vacant for me until after
the soup course ; then they ventured to fill it, but if I
happened to arrive, either ten minutes, or a quarter of an hour,
or half an hour late, even if I did not arrive until dessert, the
interloper got up, or was made to do so, and my place given
up to me. Nodier used to make out that I was as good as a
fortune to him, because I saved him from doing the talking ;
but what may have been a pleasure, in this respect, to the idle
master of the house, was a source of sorrow to his guests to
relieve the most fascinating talker imaginable from conversing
was tantamount to a crime.
Nevertheless, when I was
charged with being viceroy of the conversation I was on
my metde to fill my position to the best of my abilities.
There are certain houses wherein one is spontaneously
brilliant
others where one is dull no matter how one tries to
be the reverse. There were three houses where I was at my
best, three houses in which my spirits ever rose and scintillated with youthful exuberance
these houses were Nodier's,
Madame Guyet-Desfontaincs' and Zimmermann's. At all
other places I could still be entertaining, but merely in the
ordinary way of social intercourse.
However, no matter
whether Nodier himself was the talker (and when this was
placed at a

little

table to dine

:

:

;

;
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the case, grown-up people and small children

peace to

listen)

whether his silence

;

left

all

held their

the conversation to

Dauzats, to Bixio or to me, the time flew by unheeded until the
close of dinner was reached

—a

dinner that might have been

envied by the most powerful prince of the earth, provided his
tastes

too

Dinner over, coffee was
Nodier was far

were intellectually inclined.

handed round, while we were

much

at table.

Mocha
when he

of a Sybarite to rise from the table to take his

standing

uncomfortably in a half-warmed

could take

it

lolling

back in his

well scented with the
this last

still

act,

a warm dining-room,
liqueurs.
During

chair, in

aroma of

fruits

salon,

and

or rather this epilogue to the dinner,

Madame

Nodier and Marie rose to go and light up the salon, and I,
who took neither coffee nor liqueurs, accompanied them,
help

to

them

in

my

tall

being very useful to

figure

and candelabras without the
of standing on chairs.
I need hardly say that if

necessity

M.

their task,

lighting the lustres

in

who was a

Saint-Valery,

charge of lighting up

When, thanks

fell

to

foot taller than

him by

to us, the salon

I,

were there, the

right.

was

lit

up,

—a ceremony that

only took place on Sundays, for on week-days the receptions

were held

in

—

Madame

white panelled

Nodier's room
the light illuminated
waHs with Louis xv. mouldings, and furniture

of extreme simplicity, comprising a dozen chairs or easy-chairs

and a

sofa covered with red cashmere, the hangings being of

the same colour

a bust of Hugo, a statue of Henri iv. as a
Nodier and a landscape of a view in the

;

child, a portrait of

On

you entered, was Marie's
This recess was
itself.
large enough, like the spaces between bedsteads in the time of
Louis XIV., for the friends of the household to stand round
and talk with Marie as she played quadrilles and valses
with her clever, agile fingers.
But quadrilles and valses did
not begin before the given moment: two hours, from eight
Alps, by Regnier.

the

left,

piano, in a recess almost like a

to

ten,

in

devoted to conversation; then we
one in the morning. Five minutes after
Nodier, Marie and I had lighted up the salon, Taylor

were invariably

danced from ten

Madame

as

room

to

;;
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—

and Cailleux were the first to come in they were far more at
home in the house than was Nodier himself; then came Nodier
with his arm through that of Dauzats or Francis Wey or Bixio
for although Nodier was only thirty-eight or forty at that time,
he was like a tall climbing plant that covers walls with leaves
and flowers, but already needs something to lean on. Behind
Nodier entered the rest of the guests, with his little daughter
dancing and skipping. Ten minutes later, the usual callers
began to drop in Fontanay and Alfred Johannot, with their two

—

impassive faces, always melancholy in the midst of our laughter

and gaiety, as though they were under some vague presentiment of death; Tony Johannot, who never came without a
fresh drawing or an engraving to enrich Marie's album or
collection;

tumult, for

from his

who looked

Barye,
it

lonely in the midst

of the

always seemed as though his mind were far away

body

quest

in

of

something wonderful;

Louis

Boulanger, with his variable moods, to-day sad, to-morrow gay,
ever the

same

great

Francisque Michel,

great poet

artist,

a seeker of old

and

faithful

manuscripts,

friend;

often

so

preoccupied with his researches of the day that he would forget
he had come in an ancient hat of the period of Louis xiii.

and yellow

de Vigny, who, in ignorance of his future
deigned to mix with mortals ; de Musset,
almost a boy, dreaming over his Contes (TEspagne et d*Italic ;
slippers

transfiguration,

and,

;

still

bringing up the

rear,

Hugo and

Lamartine,

the two

kings of poetry, the peaceful Eteocles and Polynices of Art,

one bearing the sceptre of the ode and the other the crown of
elegy.

Alas
there

?

!

and alas what has become of all those who gathered
Fontanay and Alfred Johannot are dead ; de Vigny has
!

made

himself invisible ; Taylor is given over to his travels
Lamartine, with his provisional government, has let France slip
through his fingers; Hugo is a deputy and strives to hold the

country together,
colleague's

following

hands
his

a task
;

own

that

and the
laborious

proved too

rest of

us are

career,

difticult

all

for

his

scattered, each

hampered with

spiteful

enemies, harassing laws and petty ministerial hatreds;

we

;
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struggle

which we

and weary, towards

blindfold

on,

which Providence

is

new world

that

preserving for our sons and our grandsons,

shall not see, but towards

which

at least our tombs,

like milestones, will point the way.

Let us go back to our salon, into which those of whom I
have just been speaking were now entering, hailed with effusive
If Nodier, when he left the dinner-table,
went and stretched himself out in his arm-chair by the fireside,
it
was because he liked, after the fashion of the egoistic
Sybarite he was, to enjoy at his ease some chance play of
his imagination, during that blissful moment which follows in
the wake of coffee ; if, on the other hand, making an effort to
remain standing, he leant against the chimneypiece, his calves
to the fire and his back to the mirror, it meant he was going
to tell some of his stories.
We were then all on the qui vive
to smile at the anecdotes which were to drop from those finely
modelled, satirical and witty lips
everybody kept silence
and he would pour forth one of the delightful stories of his
youth, which sounded like a romance of Longus, or an idyll
of Theocritus.
He seemed like Walter Scott and Perrault;

greetings of delight.

;

the savant grappling

with

the

poet,

memory

battling with

Nodier was not merely amusing to listen to, but
in addition he was delightful to watch.
His tall, lean body,
imagination.

his long thin

arms, his white tapering hands, his long face,

all harmonised and fitted in with
and with the afore-mentioned aristocratic accent
and, whether Nodier were reciting a love-story,
or describing a fight on the plains of la Vendue, or some drama
that happened in the place de la Revolution, a conspiracy of
Cadoudal or of Oudet, his hearers would hold their breath to

full

of a serene melancholy,

his rather languid voice,
;

listen,

so wonderfully did the story-teller

the heart of everything he described.
the middle

bowed

silently

and

leant against the wainscotting

;

sat

know how

to get at

Those who came

down

in

in in

an arm-chair or

the recital always

came

to

an

end too soon; why he ever concluded was a mystery, for we knew
that Nodier could draw eternally on that purse of Fortunatus
which we call imagination.
We did not applaud, do we

—

—

"

;
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applaud the murmur of a stream, the song of a bird, the
perfume of a flower ? but when the murmur ceased, the song

—

died away, the perfume evaporated, we listened,

longed for more

Then Nodier would

we

waited,

we

back quietly from
his position at the fireplace into his big arm-chair; would
smile and turn to Lamartine or Hugo with
"Enough of such prose as that now let us have poetry,
!

slide

—

poetry

!

And, without a second bidding, one of the two poets would,
from where he was, with hands leant on the back of an armchair, or shoulders propped up against the panelled walls, give
birth to the harmonious and eager flow of his poetic fancy
then every head would turn in the fresh direction, every intellect

would follow the

them on

among

eagle's

flight

of a thought which soared above

wings to play

now

the lightnings of the tempest,

in

the

now

mist of clouds

in the rays of the

sun.

On

these

occasions applause followed

applause had ceased, Marie would go to
brilliant

;

then,

when the

her piano and a

rush of notes would burst upon the

air.
This was the
and chairs were put away,
corners, and those who, instead of
with Marie, would slip into her

signal for a quadrille; arm-chairs

card-players took refuge in

dancing, preferred to talk
alcove.

Nodier was one of the

earliest at the card-tables

;

for

a long time he would only play at bataille, at which he claimed
to be very expert; but, finally, he was induced to make a
concession to the taste of the century and played ecarte. When

I

the ball had begun,

would

call for cards.

Nodier,

From

who was usually very unlucky,
moment he began, Nodier

the

effaced himself, disappeared

and was utterly forgotten ; he was
one of those old-fashioned hosts who obliterated themselves
in order to give precedence to their guests, who, when
made welcome, become masters of the house themselves.
Moreover, after Nodier had disappeared for a time, he would

He went to bed in good time, or, to speak
he was put to bed early. To Madame Nodier
belonged the care of putting this great child to bed; she

disappear entirely.

more

correctly,
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would therefore leave the salon first in order to get his bed
If it were winter, and very cold, and the kitchen fire
had perchance gone out, a warming-pan would be seen to
thread its way amidst the dancers to the salon fireplace, its
wide jaws would open to receive the glowing coals, and
then it would be taken away to Nodier's bedroom. Nodier
followed the warming-pan, and we saw him no more that
ready.

night.

Such was Nodier; such was the life of that excellent
man.
Once we came upon him in a mood of humiliation and
shame and embarrassment. The author of the Roi de Boheme
etses Sept Chateaux had just been nominated an Academician.
He made very humble apologies to Hugo and to me, and

we

forgave him.

After haying been rejected five times,
in his turn.

He

offered

me no

Hugo was nominated

excuses, which was as well,

since I should certainly not have forgiven

him

!

I

CHAPTER

II

the desires of the Due d'Orleans — am appointed
— How this saved His Highness four hundred francs
— Rivalry with Casimir Delavigne — Petition of the Classical School
against Romantic productions — Letter of support from Mademoiselle
Duchesnois —A fantastic dance —The person who called Racine a
blackguard— Fine indignation of the Constitutionnel— First representa-

Oudard

transmits to

me

I

assistant librarian

tion of

Marino Faliero

remembered that, during the brief conversation
had the honour of holding with M. le Due
d'Orldans in his private box, he had expressed the desire to
keep me near him. I had no motive, now I had gained my
liberty of action, for leaving the man who, at any rate, had
assured me a living for six years and had allowed me to conMoreover, at
tinue my studies and to become what I was.
that time, M. le Due d'Orleans was a typical representative of

IT whichbe
will

I

that Opposition party to which I belonged

of a Republican general.

member

M.

le

Due

by

rights as the

son

d'Orleans, son of a regicide,

and indebted
must admit, if he
had not greatly degenerated since 1 793, to be far more advanced
in 1829 than I was myself.
He acted well up to the mot he
" Monsieur
uttered the day I was writing to his dictation
Dumas, bear in mind that, if one is descended from Louis xiv.,
if only by means of one of his bastards, it is still a sufficient
honour to be proud of." I had, of course, called forth this
mot by my ignorant hesitation. Besides, one could be proud
of the Jacobin Club, defender of Marat

to Collot d'Herbois, seemed, indeed, to me, I

:

of being descended from Louis xiv., while

turpitude of Louis xv.

and the

faults of

still

more, where had even our Republican fathers
365

blaming the

Louis xvi.

;

further-

come from?

—
366

"
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—the Parc-aux-Cerfs and the

So then the Due
as he had
been styled in 1792, was at least a citizen prince, as he was
called in 1829.
In short, it was good for my position, and in
harmony with my sympathies, to remain attached to M. le Due
All these reflections had had sufficient time to
d'Orleans.
ripen in my mind before I received a letter from Oudard
asking me to call on him at his office.
Formerly, such an
invitation would have made me very uneasy ; now, it only
made me smile, and I presented myself. Raulot bowed
nearly to the ground before me; he opened the door and
announced
" M. Alexandre Dumas."
Oudard came to meet me with a laughing face.
" Well, my dear poet," he said, " it seems you have had an
undoubted success ? "
d'Orldans,

Petit Trianon.

not precisely a

if

Repubhcan

prince,

" Yes."
"First, let

me

have foreseen
" Those

my

salary

;

congratulate you heartily.

it ?

.

.

"

But who could

who suppressed my bonus money and kept back
for I

presume

that

they had foreseen a failure

if

they would not have had the cruelty to expose

me

.

"

my mother and

to die of starvation."

Did not M. de Broval write to you the night of the
? " Oudard asked in some confusion.

re-

presentation

"Yes, indeed; here is his letter."
showed him the letter the reader has seen.
" And I am keeping it as a model," I continued, putting
back into my pocket again.
" As a model of what ? "
" Of diplomatic lying and of stupid sycophancy."
I

"

it

Come, that is strong language
" True, but one ought to call a spade a spade."
" However that may be, let us drop the subject and speak of
!

your position here."
" That is equivalent to discussing castles in the air."
" I do not refer to your past position, for I am well aware

—

;
:

DUMAS ASKS A FAVOUR
you would decline to remain

that

old conditions

must have

neither

;

do we

in the

desire

you
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household under the

do

to

so.

.

.

You

.

your work."
" Continue, my lord Maecenas, speak in the name of Augustus;

I

am

leisure for

listening."

" No, on the contrary
desire ?
"I ?

is

it

for

you

What do you

to speak.

"

desired success and I have had

I

I

it.

do not want

anything else."
"

" But what can we do that will be agreeable to you?
" Not a great deal.'*
" Nevertheless, there must be some position in the house

you would
" There
suit

my

like."
is

"Which
"

is

tive of, "

"

Oh

"

You
Of

;

but there

is

one post that would

Casimir Delavigne's colleague at the library."

facial

You

indeed

!

muscles twitched with an expression indica-

are indeed ambitious,

see,"

and Casimir, a
"

covet

I

that?"

To be M.

Oudard's

I

none

convenience."

course,

I quite

my

understand the

friend."
difficulties," I said.

Oudard continued, " we already have Vatout
and assistant librarian."
and that is ample, is it not, when there is no

librarian

library?"
For, as a matter of fact, the library of the

Due

d'Orl^ans, at

was very inferior.
" What do you mean by no library ? " Oudard exclaimed
for, like the servant of a curd, he could not bear to have
" We have three thousand
his master's house depreciated.
"
volumes
that time especially,

I

I

!

"

You

are

mistaken,

thousand and four

my

dear Oudard

:

there

are

three

saw the Memoires de Dumouriez^
which had just come from London, in the house of M. le Due
d'Orldans, the day before yesterday."
I gave the thrust good-humouredly, and so Oudard took it.
He could not ward it off without acknowledging himself hit
he continued
;

for I

ALEXANDRE DUMAS
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" Well, well, you are wonderfully clever,

my

friend

;

I will

convey to monseigneur your desire to become attached to the
household as librarian."
I

stopped him.

let us quite understand one another, Oudard."
do not wish for anything better."
" Did you not ask me to come to you ? "

"Stay,
" I

" Certainly."
"

It

was not

who came on my own

I

initiative

?"

"No."
" I should not have

come if you had not written to me."
"That would have been very remiss on your part."
" Possibly

;

but, all the same, I did not come.

talk of a desire

:

I

have not expressed any ;

it

is

Now
not

I

you

who

If they want to
desire to remain attached to the household.
keep me, they must make me librarian ; as to salary, they need
not give me any. You see I am making things exceedingly easy
for His Royal Highness."
" Ah are you always going to be wilful ? "
" No, but I remember what M. le Due d'Orleans condescended to write, by the side of my name, in his own handSuppress his bonuses,' etc. etc. "
writing, a month ago
" Come, I will tell you something that will restore the prince
!

:

in

'

your estimation."
" Ah my dear Oudard,
!

am

I

indeed

far

too insignificant an

individual to lay claim to the right of quarrelling with him."

"Well, then,

I

fancy he would accept the dedication of your

drama."

"The dedication of my play, my dear Oudard, belongs
man who got it acted; my drama Henri III. will

the

to

be

dedicated to Taylor."

"You are making a mistake, my dear friend."
" No, I am repaying a debt."
" All right, we will not continue the subject ; so, a librarian
like

Casimir Delavigne ..."

"Or

like Vatout, if the

simpler."

comparison seems to you to be
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Are you aware how epigrammatic you have become since

*'

your success

No

"

only that I can

is

it

;

"

?

now

thought unspoken."
" Well, I see clearly that you
"

Of course

An

answer.

;

try

and

find a

say aloud what I formerly

mean

to

word

to which I cannot

have the

last

word."
fit

an

revoirl^^

"Adieu!"

Two

days

later,

me in again he had disme much better than being
be reader to Madame la Duchesse

Oudard

called

;

covered a post that would suit
librarian

namely,

:

d'Orldans.

my

held to

We
I

first

but

;

I

assured him that

idea of being librarian or nothing at

parted rather more coldly than at

first.

Two

I still

all.

days

later,

received a third letter; this time, he had found something

that

would

me best of all. They would make me chevalier
I persisted obstinately that
Madame Adelaide

suit

d^honneur to
I

to

thanked Oudard

I

wanted

and

!

be

librarian.

paid a fourth

I

request,

1200

to

and

I

Finally, I received a fourth invitation,

visit.

They had decided

was appointed assistant

to grant

my

librarian, at a salary of

francs.

I had announced beforehand that the question of money
was not of any consequence, they had taken advantage of it to
suggest to monseigneur to pay me 300 francs less as librarian
than they had paid me as a clerk. That didn't matter ; but
listen, and may Harpagon and Grandet hang themselves for not

As

having invented what the people devised who arranged the
le Due d'Orl^ans and myself.
As they had not
any salary for six months, they antedated my nomination by six months. Consequently, as I had a salary of 1500
francs as clerk and 1 200 francs as librarian, they saved, by paying

affairs

paid

me

of

M.

me

months as a librarian, the sum of 150 francs,
unpaid up bonuses of 1829, saved them
350 francs; and the 350 francs, added to the 50 francs cut
off my bonus of 1828, amounted to a net total of 400 francs more
for these six

which, added to

my

into the princely coffers.

the

Due
III.

It will

be admitted,

d'Orl^ans was surrounded by

— 24

men

will

it

not

?

that

of large views

I
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Unfortunately,

these

were the very same

men

who,

later,

surrounded the king.

When

installed at the Library, I became acquainted
and Casimir Delavigne, who, as Oudard had
warned me, did not welcome my advent with much warmth.
Casimir Delavigne in particular, who, although he made it up

was

I

with Vatout

with
1

me

afterwards, at

first

had had with Henri III.

me the success
my success with Henri III,

could not forgive
Indeed,

continued throughout the year, and, as there

is

the effect that two successes, on the stage, never

a proverb to

come

together,

Henri III prevented the success of Marino
Faliero^ which was awaiting its turn, and in which Mademoiselle
Mars was to play Helena. But Mademoiselle Mars was engaged
then came her two
for three long months in Henri III
months' holiday; so Marino Faliero was put off until the coming
the success of

;

This did not in the least suit Casimir Delavigne.
have related how Casimir Delavigne's dramatic affairs were
conducted a family council was called on account of Maritio
Faliero^ and it was decided that the Doge of Venice should
winter.
I

:

migrate to the Porte-Saint-Martin

;

that

Madame

Dorval, whose

reputation had begun to spread, should replace Mademoiselle

Mars and

that Ligier should be seduced from the

Odeon

to

This migration made a great sensation.
It was Coriolanus among
Casimir at the Porte-Saint-Martin
the Volscians; all the papers wailed aloud and made moan
over this exile of the national bard, and people began to look
on me as a usurper who had risen up to drive out a crowned

play Marino Faliero.

!

and anointed king from his legitimate throne. The situation
was complicated by an event as novel as it was unexpected.
A petition to the king appeared, entreating His Majesty to do
for Corneille, Moliere and Racine
who stood on their marble
what His
pedestals in the foyer unmoved by this agitation
Majesty's august predecessor had done for King Ferdinand vii.
when he was expelled by the Cortes
to re-establish them on
Alas no one was ever less ambitious to snatch
their thrones.
other people's thrones than I. ... I was willing enough to take

—

—

:

—

!

a seat or a comfortable arm-chair, ay, an elevated one, well in

—

"

;
!

THE OLD SCHOOL TAKES FRIGHT
view,

by

all

were too
ceivable,

means, but a throne

classic,
is it

and

I

the word and the position

!

never aspired thereto.

It

is

silly

and ridiculous

incon-

men

not? that there could be found seven

sufficiently intolerant,

letters
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of

appeal

to

method of art, an invisible, indeand intangible conception, and boldly to say to him,
" Sire, we are the representatives of Art
we alone know
what is beautiful; we alone possess knowledge, taste and

to a king to proscribe a
finable

;

genius
true,

true,

;

the public hisses at us as soon as

we appear

our tragedies do not attract anyone when they are acted

the Comedians play our pieces with marked aversion,

it

is

do not draw the same profits from them,
although expenses are the same but what does all that matter
we would rather
It is hard for us to die and to be forgotten
true,

since they

;

;

be hooted at than buried.
plays,

and ours

Sire, issue

alone, be played

;

your

commands

that our

—for we are the sole descend-

ants of Corneille, and Moliere and Racine, whilst these newcomers are but the bastards of Shakespeare and Goethe and
Schiller

!

How very logical I was a bastard of Shakespeare, of
Goethe and of Schiller, because I had just composed Henri I11.^
a play so pre-eminently French, that, if it were open to any
reproach, it would be that I had represented the manners of
And as the
the end of the sixteenth century too faithfully.
thing really sounds incredible, we will place before our readers'
own eyes the petition of these gentlemen
!

:

" Sire,

—The glory

of letters

is

not the least brilliant

among

and the glory of our theatre is not the least
brilliant of our literary glories.
So thought your ancestors
when they honoured the Thdatre-Frangais with a special
protection
so thought Louis xiv., to whom it owed its first
organisation.
That regal protector of letters, persuaded that
the chefs d^ceuvre which his reign had produced could not be
P^ench

glories,

;

represented too perfectly, decreed that the best actors who
were scattered about in the various companies which the
capital then possessed should be united into one company,
to be called the Comedians in Ordinary to the King. He gave
rules to this select company, granted them rights and, among
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and high
endowment.
His object in doing this, sire, as you are aware, was not solely
to reward those actors who had the good fortune to please
him, but also to encourage them in the exercise of an art
which by its elevation should be in harmony with his royal
spirit; also to perpetuate the prosperity of that art, and to
establish a model theatre on a solid foundation, for both actors
and authors. For a long while, the intentions of Louis xiv.
were fulfilled by his successors, in whom there was no falling
the two arts that he
off, either in good taste or in generosity
loved, and to which the French stage owed its dignity and its
others, the exclusive privilege of representing tragedy

comedy

;

and he added

to these favours that of

;

superiority,

have reigned there

in

almost undisputed sway.

Such was the condition of things at the time of the decease of
your august brother why must it be confessed that it is no
longer the same to-day ? The death of the actor whose talents
vied with those of the most perfect artist of any epoch, has
brought about more than one injury to the noble art which
he upheld. Whether from depravity of taste or from con;

sciousness of their inability to take his place, certain associates
of the Theatre-Fran^ais have pretended that the method of
art in which Talma excelled could no longer be beneficially
carried on ; they are seeking to exclude tragedy from the stage
and to substitute for it plays composed in imitation of the

—

most eccentric dramas that foreign literature affords dramas
which no one had ever dared before to reproduce except in
It is quite conceivable that third-rate
our lowest theatres.
actors should pursue these tactics, which are in accordance
with their indifferent performances ; and that, since they are
incapable of rising to the height of tragedy, they should
wish to lower art to the level of their talent ; but it is almost

inconceivable,

those

sire,

that this attitude should be encouraged by
They not only violate the
it.

who should combat
them

privileges granted

occasion, the

in order to advance,

particular

become attached

;

method of

art

to

on every possible
which they have

but, in order to satisfy the exigencies of this

method, which seeks less to elevate the soul, entice the heart
and occupy the mind, than to dazzle the eyes by material
means, by the distraction of vain show and by stage effect,
they are exhausting the capital of the theatre, increasing its
debt and bringing about its ruin. And, in addition, as tragedy
some success, against its
still struggles, and struggles with

I

PETITION TO THE KING
ignoble

in spite of all that
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done

to prevent it, the
undertake necessary
expenses and supply the apparatus needed, are doing their
rival,

is

authorities, not satisfied with refusing to

best to discourage tragic representations altogether, and only
give subsidies to the principal actors in subjects of which
the public disapproves; far worse still, in order to make all
tragic acting henceforth impossible, in anticipation of the time
when the two leading exponents of tragedy, Mademoiselle

Duchesnois and M. Lafond, shall have retired from the stage,
they have compelled them to submit to an exile of a year,
under cover of a holiday, during which time they promise
themselves to complete the absolute ruin of the theatre of
Racine, Corneille and Voltaire.
*'
Sire, are the agents in whom you have placed confidence,
to watch over and control the theatre, responding properly to
your beneficent designs ? Was it intended that the liberty with
which they were entrusted was to be used to advance the cause
of melodrama to the detriment of tragedy ?
Ought the funds
placed, by your liberality, at their disposal, in order to advance
the cause of good taste, to be squandered over their own
particular fancies, which tend to make the greatest names in
Art subservient to the Melpomene of the boulevards, and to
reduce their sublime art to the condition of a vile trade ? We
are convinced, sire, that the glory of your reign is concerned in
the preservation of all sources of French glory, and we therefore
consider it our duty to call your attention to the degradation
by which the foremost of our theatres is threatened. Sire, the
evil is already grave
In a few months' time it will be past
redress ; in a few months' time the theatre founded by Louis le
Grand will be entirely closed to works which have been the
delight of the most polite of courts, the most enlightened of
nations ; it will have fallen below the level of the meanest of
stages, or, rather, the Theatre-Frangais will have ceased to
!

exist.
^^

{Signed)

Arnault, N. Lemercier, Viennet,
JouY, Andrieux, Jay, O. Lerov "

A. V.

This curious epistle was capped by another quite as strange
or, more correctly speaking, it was preceded by it.
The
letter of Mademoiselle Duchesnois, which we shall produce in

—
its

entirety, in the

same way

that

we have produced the

petition

—
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of these gentlemen, was the rocket which warned the public
that a great pyrotechnic display was about to take place.

My

ask

me

who could

play

visit M. Lafond paid me in
had a smart, well-groomed fellow in

readers will recall the

office, to

if

I

say to

Queen

your

Christine, '•^Sacrebleul

Majesty has not the right to assassinate

be remembered that I told him
M. Lafond had turned daintily upon

will

I

this

had

poor devil
not.

his heels,

my
my

!

It

"

Whereupon

remarking that

his visit was, therefore, fruitless.

After the reading of

Henri

III.,

M. Lafond had

said to

himself that the part of that extremely well set up courtier,
the

Due de

Guise, would be his by right

seen the role given to Joanny,

although he was not irreproachable.
for

;

but, alack,

who played

poor Mademoiselle Duchesnois

It
:

it

he had

strikingly well

had been

just as

bad

she had seen successively

the role of Christine and that of the Duchesse de Guise pass

she had done me the honour of wishing to act them
;
and each time, with infinite trouble, I had had to

over her
both,

explain to her
either role

bad

;

how

impossible

it

was

for her to

consequently, she was furious.

counsellor, so

it

came about

wrote the following letter under

undertake

Now, anger

is

a

that Mademoiselle Duchesnois
its

sway

:

—

" Monsieur,
I should have preferred to keep out of the
quarrel which is engaging the attention of the newspapers
concerning the Theatre-Frangais ; but, inasmuch as the defence
of a system which is compromising our social existence is based
upon erroneous facts, I have thought it my duty to the public
to offer certain explanations which will show the question in its
true light.
Unquestionably, the first duty of the French

Comedians should be to retain the favour of the public, and
we cannot be reproached with respect to this, since, during the
past three years, we have successively produced, at a very
heavy expense, all the works of the new school ; in consequence, our shares have fallen from sixteen thousand to seven
thousand francs, and we have contracted, in the interim, a debt
estimated at a hundred thousand francs.
However, the old
repertoire and works based on those of the old masters, such
as Tartufe, Phldre, Zaire,
Germanicus, Sylla, Pierre de

—
;
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Portugal^ Marie Stuart^ VAcole des Vieillards, Blanche, le
Roman, while they no longer glorify the stage, still bring some
money to our pockets, and help to provide for the terrible
expenses of the scenery and properties required for the dramas.
In spite of the ruin of our prosperity and the increase of our
liabilities, I should have kept silence if the rumour had not
spread abroad that we were about to dissolve our Association in

order to prepare ourselves for a

new management, and

to raise

a so-called Romantic theatre on our ruins. These reports have
gained enough strength to be repeated by several papers, and
it has been noticed that the usual supporters of the Commissary Royal have gone out of their way to point out the
advantages of such an absurd proposition, instead of denying it.
The tragic actors, who, since the arrival of M. Taylor, have
been the object of an animadversion for which, until recently,
they have not been able to find a cause, were attacked in
these same papers with unheard-of bitterness, and with the catchword of the moment. The public does not want any more tragedies.
There is no denying that tragedy no longer brings in the enormous sums of the prosperous days of Talma and of the first

my theatrical career ; but, without dwelling upon
importance and its necessity, it can be seen by the receipts
not those obtained from the Commissary Royal, but the actual
receipts entered on the registre des pauvres (which I am having
looked out, at this very moment, in order to their publication)
that tragedy would again see prosperous days if the Government would grant it the protection that is its due, rather than
fifteen years of
its

I

—

persecute the actors and authors who are still its supporters.
It would be a difficult task to enumerate all the instances of
M. Taylor's ill-will here are one or two which will be enough
to convince you.
Three young actors who were taken away
from the Od^on showed some interest and aptitude for
tragedy.
M. Taylor tried to drive them away from the
Com^die-Frangaise. He succeeded with regard to MM. Ligier
and Victor; and, if M. David has been saved to us, it was
because a decision of the court overruled the Commissary
Royal.
M. Beauvallet, a young man who roused high hopes
among the friends of dramatic art, has been obliged to
take an engagement at a secondary theatre.
Nor is this all
my presence and that of M. Lafond were obstacles in the
way of carrying out the plans of the Romantic school. So we
received, this winter, an intimation, almost tantamount to a
:

I

—
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command,

to leave Paris for a year, without having solicited
anything of the kind, as certain wrongly informed journals
have announced. It is under these circumstances, monsieur,
that distinguished literary men who, by their connection with
actors, are much better acquainted with the situation at the
Theatre-Frangais than are the writers of many articles, have
felt it their duty to present a memorial to the King, not in
order to exclude the new style of drama (a pleasantry invented
by M. Taylor's friends to hold up to ridicule a perfectly
justifiable proceeding), but to claim a protection for authors
who belong to the Classical school and for the actors who
support them, at least equal to that given to the Romantic

school.
" I beg you, monsieur, to have the goodness to announce
Taylor and the Vicomte de la
that I have just cited

MM.

Rochefoucauld before the courts to answer for their violation
of the rules of our company, by means of which they have
prorogued a committee for the past four years, a third part of
which, according to the terms of our statutes, ought to have
been renewed annually. I beg you also to be so good as
to announce, in my name, that the article contained in the
Journal de Paris of this morning is incorrect in all its statements and in all its calculations, and that I shall hasten to put
the proofs of this statement before the public with the least
Allow me at the same time to contradict the
possible delay.
false statement that any one of those who signed the petition
wished to withdraw or to disown his signature ; on the contrary, I know that several of our most distinguished authors
are preparing to make public their adhesion to the memorial
"
I am, etc.,
to the King.
J. Duchesnois

—

We

said before that under a clever ministry everybody, even

the king, has his wits sharpened.

The

king

made answer

"Gentlemen,
desire

;

I

to his petitioners as follows

:

—

I cannot do anything in the matter you
only occupy one seat in the theatre, like every other

Frenchman."

Now, I shall be asked how it was that M. Arnault reconciled
demand directed against me with his friendliness towards

this

me ?

How

could he receive

me

intimately at his house

and

—

a

;
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he was doing his best to have me
?
Oh be quite easy on that

table every Sunday, while

driven away from the theatre

!

mind than
Sunday following the production of Henri III.

score

M. Arnault had

!

very next day

—

I

a

found

more

logical

Madame

that.

On the

—namely, the

Arnault quite alone in the

house, and she said to me, in course of conversation
" Dumas, when you intend dining with us, tell us beforehand

you will run the risk of dining tete-a-tete with me,
which is not very entertaining for you."

for otherwise

as to-day,
I

took the hint, and

The

success of

I

Henri

never returned there again.
III., therefore,

and

in its train all the advantages

successes.

I

all

it

will

be seen, brought

the drawbacks of great

was the fashionable author

for the rest of the

1829; I received invitations innumerable, and
M. Sosthene de la Rochefoucauld, Minister of the King's House-

winter

of

hold, wrote

me

a

letter,

giving

me

free entry to all the royal

shrewd enough to see that, if he did not give
me the privilege, I was just the sort of man to take it. Deveria
made a lithograph of me ; David d'Angers, a medallion. It
will be seen that nothing was wanting to complete my triumph,
not even the ridiculous side which always accompanies a rising

theatres, being

I

reputation.

Then a crowd of anecdotes were related about me, each
more absurd than the last. It was said that, after the representation oi Henri III, when the lights in the house had all
been put out, a sabbatical dance took place round the bust of

I

Racine
fires

in

(it

is

the

set against the wall

green-room,

!),

by the

light of the

similar to Boulanger's

dying

magnificent

dance

that the spectral dancers were heard to utter the sacri;
legious refrain, " Racine is fallen " and that even shouts for
!

blood were raised by a young fanatic of the name of Amaury
Duval, who demanded the heads of the Academicians

—

was the son of
and nephew of M. Alexandre

parricidal cry, since this unfortunate creature

M. Amaury Duval of the Institut,
Duval of the Acad^mie fran^aise.
Further, a rabid Romantic, to

the seven plagues of Egypt

I

in

whom God had
punishment

sent one of

for his sins,

was

—

"
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accused

—and

this

story

might

—

be true of saying
"Racine was a regular

well

a burst of frenzied scratching,

in

!

scoundrel

This fanatic was called Gentil.

by the fireside, were enough, it may
be imagined, to make the hair of all respectable people
stand on end, and the Constituttonnel, which has always been
the literary and political representative of respectable people,
was particularly shocked.
It was from this period that every worthy man gave himself
up to hatred of all ideas which did not date back a half-century,
and of every author who was not at least sixty years of age
a style of writing which lasted from 1830 to 1850 the vigorous
style of hatred to which Alceste refers, and which, we think,
eats far more readily into the hearts of weak-minded, wicked
Stories like these, told

well

—

and jealous people, than
People

waited

in

into the hearts of
daily

men

expectation

of goodwill.

of

a

new

St.

Bartholomew's Eve, and poor M. Auger, who had just killed
himself under such sad circumstances, was congratulated on
having escaped a general massacre by means of suicide. So
great was the consternation

that

party only produced one play

— which was a

the whole of the Classical
failure.

This was

M. Ancelot. For we do not call
Casimir Delavigne's Marino Faliero, pompously christened a
melodrama in verse, a classical production. The very choice
of subject, Marino Faliero, and the imitation of Byron's
Elisabeth d' Angleterre^ by

principal scenes,

and

to

modern

formed a twofold concession to foreign genius

taste.

Casimir Delavigne, as we have remarked elsewhere, was
born fifteen years too soon to take part whole-heartedly in the

new

school

vacillating

his style seemed ever hampered, and incessantly
;
between Voltaire and Byron, Chenier and Shake-

speare, never succeeding in

clothing

his

ideas in a definite

make Marino
The papers had made much of the ingratitude of the members of the Com^die-Frangaise and of
the transfer of M. Ligier to the Porte-Saint-Martin.
It was
manner.

Still,

nothing had been neglected to

Faliero a success.

\

;
:
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announced that the music of the overture was by Rossini,
and the costumes by M. Delaroche. Now M. Delaroche was
the exact analogy in painting of what Casimir Delavigne was in
Hterature
to last,

;

both

at that

time enjoyed

and were destined

to see

almost expire during their

composed

the

life-time.

and

music,

too great a reputation

far

it

pale and decrease and

However, Rossini had
had designed the

Delaroche

costumes.

The

play was produced on 30 May,

but, strange to relate, the author's
role

and was very successful
most elaborately conceived

was not the most applauded one, nor did the actor's
fall to the share of Ligier or of Madame Dorval

chief success

to Gobert, who played
The work was mounted

the role of Israel Bertuccio.

it fell

scrupulous

care,

especially

sumptuousness and

with

great

with

regard to

the

costumes.

M. Delaroche, having deemed it desirable, in order to lend a
more picturesque effect to his designs, that they should be
wafted by the wind,

the

theatrical

costumier devised the

ingenious notion of sewing air into the mantles.
I

have elsewhere given

my

opinion of this play.

—

;

CHAPTER

III

— Experiment during a trance — submit to being mes— My observation upon — myself
to mesmerise
Experiment made in a diligence — Another experiment in the house
of the procm-eur de la Rdpublique of Joigny— Little Marie D
— Her
predictions— cure her of fear

Mesmerism

I

merised

it

political

BETWEEN

I

start

I

my

and Casimir
taken up
with an important event which established the power of
magnetism, that had been under dispute since Mesmer's day.
the representation of

play

Delavigne's, the scientific world was

One

much

of the cleverest surgeons of the time, Jules Cloquet,

performed an operation on Madame PI
for cancer
without her feeling the least pain, she having
been put into a trance by mesmerism.
One word about mesmerism. Let us leave actualities and

had

just

in the breast,

turn to abstractions.

upon whom this strange experiment had just
Madame PI
been made, was between sixty-four and sixty-five years of age
she had been a widow ten years and had suffered for two
or three years from glandular swellings on the right breast.
Doctor Chap
was her medical adviser ; he had practised
magnetism for some time and found himself apt at it. He
,

attempted to apply

to the cure of

Madame

PI

but the
might be
possible to lessen her pain while the operation was being
performed. Jules Cloquet was consulted, and it was proposed that he should operate on the sleeping patient. He
consented, welcoming the opportunity of seeing for himself
a phenomenon concerning which he was sceptical, and also,
it

disorder had gone too

at

the

same

far,

and he decided

to try

,

if it

time, glad to be able to spare the patient
380

the

—

"
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connected with one of the most painful of
magnetised Madame
Doctor Chap
and rendered the whole of her right side completely insenThe ablation of the breast began by an incision
to pain.

suffering inevitably

surgical operations.

PI
sible

eleven inches long, followed by another nine inches long.

means

By

of these two incisions they could get at several glands

under the armpit, which were carefully dissected. During the
operation, which lasted ten minutes, the patient gave no signs
of sensibility.
To use the surgeon's own words
" It seemed as though he were operating on a dead body ; save
that, when the operation was over and the patient's wound was
being bathed with a sponge, she twice cried out, without
coming out of her state of trance, " Be quick and finish, and
do not tickle me like that
When the operation was over, Madame PI
was brought
out of her trance she did not remember anything, had not
felt any pain and showed profound astonishment that the
operation was over.
The dressing was done in the usual way,
and the wound showed every symptom of quick healing. At
the end of a week's time Madame PI
drove out in a carriage.
The suppuration was decreased and the wound was making
rapid progress towards healing, when, about the evening of the
fifteenth day, the patient complained of feeling great oppression,
and swellings began to show in the lower extremities.
All this is nothing but the simple truth
now comes in the
marvellous. Madame PI
had a daughter who came from the
!

:

:

country to nurse her mother.

Dr.

Chap

having seen that

,

she had a very clear mind, put her into a magnetic sleep and consulted her about her mother's condition.

At the first attempt she

made to see, her face grew troubled and tears
Then she announced that the peaceful but
of her mother would take place the next

rose to her eyes.
inevitable death

morning.

When

questioned upon the internal state of her mother's chest, she
said that the right lung

was quite dead, that

it

was empty,

suppurating on the side nearest the lower portion of the spine

and bathed

in serous fluid

alone supported

life.

As

;

that the left lung was

for the

abdominal

sound and

viscera, the liver,

—

;
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according to her, was whitish and wrinkled

;

but the intestines

were sound.

These depositions were taken down

presence of

the

in

witnesses.

The next day, at the given
made in the

hour,

autopsy was

Academic, and the

Madame PI

The

died.

presence of deputies from

the

body was found to conform
precisely with the description given by the mesmerised girl.
This was what was reported in the papers, stated in the
official return, related to me and confirmed by Jules Cloquet
himself, one day when we were talking together
before the
discovery

which

state of the

of chloroform

human

—of

—

the great mysteries

when

of nature

was preparing
my book Joseph Balsamo^ being interested to fathom the
often debated question of the power or impotence of magnetism,
baffle

intelligence.

Later,

I

I decided to make some personal experiments, not relying
upon those produced by foreigners interested in accrediting
magnetism. So I studied magnetism first hand, and the result

my

investigations was as follows
was endowed with great magnetic powers, and this power,
as a rule, took effect on two out of every three persons upon
whom I experimented. Let me hasten to state that I never
practised it except upon young girls or women.
This power

of

:

I

in connection with physical

woman who
slave of the

man who

waked she remembers
according to the
to kill

phenomena

is

incontestable.

has once submitted to magnetic sleep

she would never

after she

has

or forgets what passed during her sleep,

She could be made
he willed that she
ignorant of having committed her crime,

will of the magnetiser.

someone during her

should be totally

Even

sent her to sleep.

A
the

is

sleep and,

know anything about

can make his victim

feel

if

it.

The mesmeriser

pain of any kind in any part

;

he has

only to touch the place with the tip of his finger, the end
of a

stick,

or

the end

of

a sensation of warmth with

an iron
ice,

rod.

He

can cause

a sensation of cold with

fire

he can cause drunkenness with a glass of water, or even with
an empty glass. He can put an arm, a leg or the whole body

I

EXPERIMENTS
into a state of catalepsy,

IN

and make

of iron or as soft and supple as a
bility to

MESMERISM
it

scarf.
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hard and rigid as a bar
He can cause insensi-

the prick of a needle, to the blade of a bistoury or the

smart of cautery.
these things come under the domain of physical
Even the brain can be impelled to such a pitch
of excitement as to make an ordinary being a poet, a child of
twelve possess the ideas, feelings and manner of expressing
them of a person of twenty or twenty-five.
In 1848, I made a tour in Burgundy. My daughter and I
were in the same coach with a very charming lady of thirty
we only exchanged a few words it was eleven
to thirty-two
o'clock at night and one of the things she had told me was
that she never slept when she was travelling.
Ten minutes
I

believe

all

phenomena.

;

;

;

later,

she was not only asleep, but asleep with her head on

my

waked her up; she was extremely surprised to
find she had fallen asleep, and fallen asleep in the position in
which she found herself. I renewed the experiment two or
three times during the night, and my strength of will was
shoulder.

sufficient,

I

without

my

needing to touch

my

neighbour, to be

successful in every instance.

When

the coach stopped at the posting-house and horses

I woke her abruptly and asked her what
was ; she opened her eyes and tried to pull out her watch.
" Never mind that," I said to her ; " tell me the time by
your watch without looking at it."
"Three minutes to three o'clock," she replied immediately
We called the postillion, and by the light of his lantern we
verified that it was exactly three minutes to three.
These were nearly all the experiments I tried upon that lady ;
they yielded the results I have just related, and, with the excep-

were being changed,

time

it

tion of the time being told without looking at the watch, they
all

appertain to the order of physical phenomena.

At Joigny,

made an

on M. Lorin, the prohad never met before. It
was just about the time of the publication of BalsamOy which
had made magnetism quite the rage. I rarely entered a
I

cureur de la Reptibliqiie^

official

whom

call

I

—

;
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salon

at

without being

that period

questioned about this

great mystery.
At Joigny I replied, as I always did
" Magnetic power exists ; it can be practised, but its scientific
basis

is

not yet known.

It is in

we can send them

a similar condition to that of

no means of directing
them have yet been devised."
Doubts were then expressed by persons present, and
especially by women.
I asked one of these ladies, Madame
if she would allow me to put her to sleep
she refused
B
in such a manner as to convince me that she would not be
air

balloons

:

up, but

;

,

overweeningly angry
theless, I

I did

if

assumed an

it

without her leave.

attitude of submission to her

;

Neverbut, five

minutes later, having got up as though to look at an engraving
hanging above her arm-chair, I summoned to my aid all my

magnetic power and

for five minutes I persistently willed her
go to sleep at the end of that five minutes she was asleep.
Then I began a series of extremely curious experiments on
this lady, who was a total stranger to me, in a house which I
had never entered before or have since re-entered. Madame
B
in spite of her will, obeyed both my expressed mandates
and also my mute wishes. Every ordinary sensation in her
was reversed fire felt like ice, ice like fire. She complained
of a bad headache I bound her forehead with an imaginary
bandage which I told her contained snow, and she immediately

to

;

,

:

:

experienced a delicious sensation of coolness

;

then, a

moment

she wiped away from her forehead the water from the
imaginary bandage, as though the heat of her head were

later,

melting the supposititious snow; but, soon, her handkerchief

was not enough
finally,

the

for the

demand

for a

;
she borrowed a friend's
handkerchief was followed by that

operation

then, her dress and the rest of her clothes
;
being damp, she asked to be allowed to go to a room to
for a serviette

change everything.
she shivered
to dry

;

I

let

her feel this sensation of cold

till

then, suddenly, I gave the order for her clothes

themselves, and they dried themselves.

thing, of course,

was

in the

She had an extremely

The whole

imagination of the lady mesmerised.

fine voice, of a fairly

wide range, but

EXPERIMENTS IN MESMERISM
which stopped short
high as re

;

at the Ionic

I

si.

she sang, and gave the two
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ordered her to sing as

last

notes perfectly

—an

impossible feat for her in her ordinary state, and one which

when

I had wakened her from her magnetic
was working in the next room. I put a paperknife in the somnambulist's hands and made her think it was
Then I ordered her to go and stab the worka real knife.
woman. Thereupon what free will she had left in her revolted ;

she tried in vain

A woman

sleep.

she refused, writhed, hung back on the furniture, but
only to will and to point in the direction

and she obeyed and went up

to

I

workwoman,

the

I

had

wished her to take,
utterly

stupefied, the knife raised.

Her

eyes were open and her face, which was a very lovely
assumed an admirable stage expression, as beautiful as

one,

that of Miss Faucit
in

Hamlet.

when she

The procureur

is

acting the sleep-walking scene

de la Republique was terrified at the

thought of such a power, which could urge a person to a crime,

When

in spite of herself.

to calmness, I tried to

When

Colonel

S.

M

I

had

willed

make her
who was
,

Madame B

see things

at

a

back
distance.

a friend of mine, had been

Joigny with his regiment, she had made his
acquaintance, so I asked where the colonel was at that hour,
staying

in

and what he was doing.
She replied that Colonel S.
and at that moment, at the

M

was
officers'

in garrison at
caf^,

Lyons

where he was

standing talking with the lieutenant-colonel, near the billiard-

Then, suddenly, she saw the colonel grow pale, totter
down on a bench. He had just been seized with
rheumatics in his knee.
I touched her on the knee and willed

table.

and

sit

same pain herself: she uttered a cry,
and shed many tears. We were so alarmed by this
fictitious grief, which showed every symptom of real trouble,
that I woke her up.
As soon as she was awakened, she
remembered what I wished her to remember, and forgot the
that she should feel the

grew

rigid

I commanded her to forget.
Then began another series of experiments on
when she was awake.

things

III.— 25

the

woman
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enclosed her within an imaginary

I

a stick, and

In

five

I left

circle,

which

I

drew with

the room, forbidding her to quit the

circle.

came back, and found her seated

in the

minutes' time I

centre of the salon, waiting

my

permission to regain her liberty.

one corner of the room, and I placed myself at the
opposite end; I told her to do her utmost to resist coming
over to me, and at the same time I commanded her to come
She clung tight to her arm-chair, but, drawn by
to me.
an irresistible force, she was obliged to release her hold ; then
she sat down on the floor to resist the attraction, but the
precaution was useless
she came, dragging herself along.
When she was at my feet, I only had to stretch out my hand
to her head and slowly lift my hand ; she rose obediently, and
in spite of her efforts, she stood before me.
She asked for a
glass of water; she tasted it, and it was really water; then,
before she had put the glass down, or it had left her hands,
I told her the water was Kirsch
she knew perfectly well
it was not, and yet, at the first draught she swallowed, she
cried out that it was burning her mouth.
Poor woman
She
was a charming young creature, who has since experienced an
even profounder mystery that of death
I wonder whether
she remembers or has forgotten what happened when she was
on the earth?
I have not yet done with the subject of magnetism ; on the
contrary, I have another most extraordinary incident of this
kind to relate which took place in the presence of twelve to

She

sat in

:

:

!

—

What

fifteen people.

follows

!

is

a simple

recital,

drawn up

in

the form of a legal report by two of the witnesses and signed at
the time by us

During

my

all.

was received into the house of
had two children, a boy of six and a girl of
Marie was the name of the daughter, and
eleven years of age.

M.

D

.

stay at Auxerre, I

He

she was a lovely child, like an angel, for her cheeks were pale

and her eyes were black and almost
itely delicate creature,

intelligence

and

austere.

She was an exquis-

but, of course, she only possessed the

and I had,
beyond remarking

qualities usual to a child of her age,

accordingly, paid very

little

attention to her,

"

THE CHILD MARIE
to

my
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And my

daughter that she was very pretty.

daughter,

who agreed with me, made a portrait of the child awake. One
day we were dining in a room which opened out on the garden.

We had reached dessert ; the two children had left the table
and were playing amidst the shrubs and flowers. We were
discussing the everlasting question of magnetism, a subject the

constant recurrence of which bored

me

more because the

the

usual doubts were expressed which I could only confront with
facts

;

now, as these facts had nearly always taken place in a
from that in which the discussion was being

different locality

was obliged to choose from among those present a
whom I guessed might be easily hypnotised, and,
whether willing or not, to operate on this subject. Now,
held, I

subject

anyone who has ever practised the hypnotic
exercise

art

knows

that the

as fatiguing to the hypnotiser as to the hypnotised.

is

I related several of

the incidents I have just recorded in the

preceding chapter, but they were received with the utmost
incredulity.

D

" I should not believe in mesmerism," Madame
said
to me, " unless, for instance (and she tried to think of the most
unlikely subject she could find),

— unless

you could send

my

daughter Marie into a trance."
" Call Mademoiselle Marie

place at the table

;

give

and

let

her

down

sit

to her usual

her a biscuit and some

fruit,

and

while she is eating I will try and put her into a trance."
" There is no danger, is there ? "

"Of what?"
" It will not injure my daughter's health
" Not in the least."
" Marie

?

"

!

They called the child, and she ran up; they put some
greengages and a biscuit on her plate and told her to eat them,
where she was. Her seat was near me, on my left. While
everyone continued talking, as though nothing were going on,
I stretched out my hand behind the child's head and was the
only one to keep silence,
the child go to sleep.

my will

being concentrated on making

In half a minute, she had stopped every

—

—
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movement, and seemed absorbed

in the

contemplation of a

greengage which she was just going to put into her mouth.
" What is the matter, Marie ? " asked her mother.
The child did not reply she was asleep.
The thing had come about so rapidly that I could hardly
believe it myself.
I made her lean her head against the back
:

of the chair without touching her, just by

my power

of attrac-

tion; her face looked the picture of perfect peace.

some passes with my hand, up and down in
She opened her
to make her open them.
lifted

I

made

front of her eyes,
eyes, her eyeballs

skywards, a light iridescent film appearing beneath them,

When

the child was in a state of trance.

in this condition the

and objects can be brought quite close
My
to the pupil without causing the slightest movement.
daughter drew her portrait, while she was in this trance, as a
companion to the other. There was such a striking likeness
in the second portrait to that of an angel, that she added wings
to it, and the drawing looked like a study after Giotto's or
eyelids

do not

flinch,

Perugino's lovely angel-heads.

now remained
of

to find out

my hand on

if

The

child was in a trance

she could speak.

hers gave her her voice

:

A

:

it

simple touch

a simple invitation to

up and walk about endowed her with movement. But her
voice was plaintive and toneless her movements were more
Whether
like those of an automaton than of a living creature.
get

;

her eyes were closed or open, whether she walked forward or

backward, she moved with the same ease and sense of safety.
I began by isolating her from others, so that she only heard me

and only

replied to me.

The

voices of her father

and mother

ceased to reach her a simple wish on my part I expressed by
a sign, changed her state of isolation and put the child again
;

in touch with whatsoever person
interrogator.

I

I

chose to select as her

transmitted several questions to her, to which

she responded so accurately, so intelligently and so concisely
that the idea suddenly

to

came

into her uncle's

head

to

say

me
" Question her upon political subjects."
child, let me repeat, was eleven years old.

The

All political
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unknown

questions were therefore perfectly
equally ignorant of politics

put

I will

down an

and of
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to her; she

was

political personages.

exact account of the proceedings of that

strange cross-examination, without

putting

the least faith in

any of the predictions the child uttered ; they were predictions,
I confess, which I should be extremely sorry to see fulfilled,
and I can only attribute them to the feverish state into which
the hypnotic sleep had thrown her brain.
I will devote the following pages to the dialogue and give
the exact terms in which it was conducted.
" In what social State are we at the present time, my
child?"
"

We

"

Can you

" It

are a Republic, monsieur."

is

explain to

me what

a Republic

is ?

"

the sharing of rights equally between every class of

people of which the nation

is

composed, without distinction of

rank or birth or circumstances."

We

all

stared at one another,

amazed

at this beginning

;

the

answers had come without any hesitation and as though she

had

them beforehand. I turned to her mother.
we proceed any further, madame ? " I asked.

learnt

" Shall

She was almost struck dumb with astonishment.
" Oh Heavens " she said, " I am afraid it will exhaust the
!

!

poor child too

much

to answer such questions as those

are far beyond the range of her age

way she answers them," added the mother,

*'

I

turned again to the child.

"
"

Does the hypnotic sleep tire you, Marie
Not in the slightest, monsieur."

"

You

easily

?

think,

then,

that

you

;

and understanding.

can

?

terrifies

they

The

me."

"

answer

my

questions

"

" Certainly."
" Yet they are not the usual questions that are addressed to

a child of your age."
"

God

We

is

willing that I should

understand them."

again looked at each other.

" Continue," said the mother.

"
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"

Go

on,"

all

the rest of the

company exclaimed,

in eager

curiosity.

" Will the present form of government continue
" Yes, monsieur ; it will last for several years."

" Will Lamartine or Ledru-Rollin be
" Neither the one nor the other."

"Then we

shall

"Yes."
" And after
" Henri v."
" Henri v.

he

is

in exile

.

.

bulwark ?

.

whom

shall

we have

But you know quite

"At

;

?

"

my

well,

child, that

"

How

No
" And

"

!

" Yes, but he will return to France."
"
will he return to France ?
By force

"

"

have a president?"

this president

?

its

?

?

"

by the consent of the French people."
where will he re-enter France ? "

Grenoble."

" Will he have to fight to gain an entry

?

"

No ; he
come by way of Italy ; from Italy he will enter
Dauphine, and one morning it will be reported, Henri v. is
"

will

'

in the citadel of Grenoble.'

"So

"

there is a citadel at Grenoble?"
"Yes, monsieur."
" Can you see it ? "
"Yes, on a height."
" And the town ? "
"The town is low down, in the valley."
" Is there a river in the town ? "
" There are two."
" Are their waters of the same colour ? "
" No ; one is white and the other is green."
We looked at each other in still greater astonishment than
at first.
Marie had never been to Grenoble and they did not
think she even knew the name of the capital of Dauphine when
she was in her ordinary senses.
" But are you quite sure that the Due de Bordeaux will be
at Grenoble ?

"

HYPNOTIC PROPHESYING
"

As

sure as though his

name were
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written here "

;

and she

pointed to her forehead.
"

What does he

him."
" He

is

of

look Hke

medium

Come,

?

give us a description of

height, rather stout

eyes are blue and his hair

;

he

is

auburn

;

his

fashioned in the same way as that

is

of the angels drawn by Mademoiselle Marie Dumas."
" Well, as he passes before your eyes, do you notice anything peculiar about his gait
" He limps,"

"
*'

"

?

And where will he go from Grenoble ? "
To Lyons."

" Will they not oppose his entrance at Lyons ? "
" They will try to do so at first, but I can see a

workpeople going before him, leading him
" Are there no shots fired? "
"

Oh

"

Where

"

On

monsieur, several

yes,

;

are those shots fired

Lyons

the road from

By which suburb will he
" By Saint-Martin."
*'

but not
?

number

of

in."

much harm

is

done."

"

to Paris."

enter Paris

?

"

my child, what will be the good of Henri v. becoming
King of France, since he has no children ..." I added hesi"
tatingly, " and they say that he cannot have any ?
" But,

"Oh

that is not his fault, monsieur; it is his wife's."
" It comes to the same thing, my dear Marie, since divorce

I

!

is

not permitted."
" Oh yes
but something

to

God and myself."
"What is it?"

!

will

happen

that

is

now

only

known

" His wife will die of consumption."

"And whom

will

princess, I suppose ?

he marry?

Some Russian

or

German

"

" No
he will say, I have returned by the will of the
French people, so I will marry a daughter of the People.'
We laughed divination was beginning to intermingle with
*

;

:

prophecy.

"

;
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"And

where

he find

will

daughter of the People,

this

my

child?"
" He will say, Seek the young girl I saw at No. 42
faubourg Saint-Martin, where she had climbed up on a
*

post

;

bough

in the
street-

she was clad in a white dress and was waving a green
in her hand.'

"Well,

will

"

they go to the faubourg Saint- Martin

?

" Certainly."
" Will they find the

young

girl ?

"

"Yes, at No. 42."
" To what family does she belong
" Her father is a joiner."

?

"

Do you know the name of this future queen
" L^ontine."
" And the prince will marry this young girl ? "
"

?

"

" Yes."

have a son by her ? "
will have two."
" What will the eldest be called— Henri or Charles ? "
"Neither.
Henri v. will say that these two names have
brought too much misfortune to those who have borne them

He
" He
"

will

:

they will call the boy L^on."
" How long will Henri v. reign

?

"

" Between ten and eleven years."
" How will he meet his death ? "

"

He

will

die of pleurisy, contracted from drinking cold

water from a fountain, one day, when he

is

out hunting in the

forest of Saint-Germain."

"But remember, my child, that you are making this
prophecy before twelve to fifteen people one of us here may
warn the prince and then, if he is told that he will die if he
:

drinks cold water, he will refrain from drinking it."
" He will be warned, but he will drink it, all the same

he will say he has eaten many an ice when he was hot, so
he can surely drink cold water."
for

"Who

will

"

son,

Your

warn him?"
who will be one of

his intimate friends."

i

IB|

—

;

EXPERIMENTS ON MARIE
"

What

my

!
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son one of the intimate friends of the prince

"Yes, you are well aware that your son's opinions
from yours."

My

daughter and

I

Alexandre and
"And when Henri
throne?"
ing, for

?

"

differ

exchanged glances and burst out laughI are eternally

squabbling over

dead L^on

v. is

i.

will

politics.

succeed to the

"Yes, monsieur."
"

What

will

happen during

" I cannot see any further

:

his reign

?

"

wake me."

made haste to awake her, but she did not remember anything
when she was awakened I asked her a few questions about
Lamartine, Ledru-Rollin, Grenoble, Henri v. and L^on i., and
I

;

I passed two thumbs across her
remember, and she remembered
instantly
I begged her to begin the story over again, and she
repeated it faithfully, in exactly the same terms, so that the
person who had written down my questions and her answers
while she uttered them was able to correct the first narration
by the second.
I have since, upon several occasions, carried out other
experiments on this child there seemed to be no limits to
the power which mesmerism had in or, rather, upon her I
could make her dumb, blind, or deaf at will ; and, by a word,
I could give her back all her faculties and excite them to a
degree of perfection which seemed to exceed the limits of
mortal knowledge.
For instance, if I sent her to the piano
asleep or awake, it mattered little
she would begin a sonata
some person present would hum in a low voice to me an air
that the child was desired to play, instead of the sonata
the
sonata would instantly cease, and directly I stretched out my
hand towards her the child would play the required tune.
We tried this experiment a score of times before the most
incredulous people, and she never failed.
Marie's father's house was built on the site of an old
cemetery; several burial inscriptions could be deciphered
even on the stones of the garden wall ; and, because of these,

she burst

out laughing.

forehead to

will

her

to

;

;

;

—

;

—
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when
with

night

fell,

me

but trembled
spoke to me of

stir out,

Madame D
was my influence

night I

and so

this terror,

she asked

the poor child dared not

The

fear.

left,

great

over the child, that

could not do anything in the matter.

if I

I

was

so accustomed to working miracles that I replied that nothing

could be easier and that we would at once

So

ment.

I called

make

the child, and, putting both

her head, willing that

all

fear should

the experi-

my hands on

be taken away from her,

I said

" Marie, your mother has just given

my journey
to wrap

;

go and fetch

them

me

me some

peaches for

a few vine leaves from the garden

in."

The child
at night, and very dark.
went out and returned singing; she brought back the vine
leaves which she had gathered from the very spot where the
tombstones were which caused her such terror by day.
From that hour, she showed no hesitation in going into the
garden or to any other part of the house, at any time of the
night and even without a light.
I returned to Auxerre three months later;
I had not
announced my journey to anyone.
Two days before my
arrival, they wanted little Marie to have a tooth drawn.
" No, mother dear," she said, " wait M. Dumas will be here
the day after to-morrow he will take hold of my little finger,
while they take out my tooth, and then I shall not feel the
It

was nine o'clock

;

:

pain."
I

feeling the least

If I
just

said ; I held the child's hand in mine
which was accomplished without her

came on the day she

during the operation,

am

pang of pain.
for an explanation of the phenomena I have
cannot give any.
I simply state what has

asked

related

happened.

I
I

am

not an advocate of magnetism,

I

only use

it

me

when people compel me

to

do

excessively.

a

dishonourable person might put

magnetism

I

believe

so,

and

it

always fatigues

and I doubt whether a well-intentioned
Magnetism
person does the least good by the practice of it.
is a pastime, it has not yet become a science.
to evil uses,

—

—

CHAPTER

IV

—The Mouton enragi— Fontan— Harel's
— The Fils de V HoDwie before the Police
Court—The author pleads his cause in verse — M. Guillebert's prose
Prison charges at Sainte-Pelagie — Embarrassment of the Due
d'Orleans about a historical portrait — The two usurpations

Fresh

trials

of newspaper editors

witticism concerning

WE
now

the

left

him

Government busy imprisoning Beranger

nine months, about the close of the year 1828

;

for

we

1829 prosecuting the Corsaire at the Police
Court, and sentencing M. Vremiot, its manager, to fifteen
days' imprisonment and to a fine of 300 francs, for an article
find

in July

it

deux parts. The same month it prosecuted
Fontan for an article in the Album called the Mouton enrage ;
and Barthdemy for his poem Fils de V Homme. As both these
entitled Sottise des

made

trials

a

great

sensation,

opinion that, by making
of the Government,

fall

it

and

as

it

was the general

unpopular, they took part in the

we

will

go into the matter more

fully.

On
Perkin

20 June 1829, Fontan, who had had a tragedy called
Warbeck acted at the Odeon a year or two before,

published in the old Alburn^ edited by Magallon, an article
entitled the
this article

and

Mouton

enrage.

was meant as an

The

Public Minister believed

insult to the

person of the king

referred the matter to the Police Court.

The

following passages are those particularly specified in the

accusation

:

" Picture to your imaginations, a pretty white sheep, combed,
curled and washed every morning; with goggle-eyes, long
ears, spindle-shanked legs, the lower jaw (or, in other words,
the lower lip) heavy and hanging down \ in short, a true Berry

"

;
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sheep.
He walks at the head of the flock of which he is
pretty nearly the monarch ; an immense meadow is his pastureland and that of his fellow-sheep ; some of the acres of this
meadow devolved upon him by right. And here grew the
tenderest grass, and he waxed fat upon it, which delighted his
soul
What a nice thing it is to inherit an estate
Our sheep
is called Robin ; he responds with gracious salutations to the
compliments paid him ; and shows his teeth as evidence of his
pleasure.
In spite of his gentle appearance, he can be disagreeable when roused he can then bite like any other animal.
I
have been told that a ewe which was related to him bit him
every time she met him, because she considered he did not
govern his flock with sufficient despotism.
I tell you this
His
under the seal of secrecy, poor Robin-Mouton is mad
madness is not apparent; on the contrary, he strives his
utmost to conceal it; if he feels a fit approaching, and a longing
to satisfy an evil thought, he takes good care to look first to
see if anybody is watching him ; for Mouton-Robin knows the
he
lot that is destined for animals touched with this malady
lives in dread of bullets does our Robin-Mouton
And
If only he were a
besides, he is conscious of his weakness.
!

!

;

—

!

—

!

how he would

use his horns he would soon let you
he would insist upon his prerogatives among the
sheep-folk of his acquaintance
He might possibly even be
brave enough to declare war against a neighbouring flock.
But, alas
he comes of a stock that is not very fond of fighting,
and however alluring the amenities of conquest may be to him,
he arrives at the bitter conclusion that he has but the blood
This fatal idea makes
of a sheep running through his veins.
him desperate. Never mind, Robin, you have not much to
complain of; all you have to do is to lead a luxurious life of
idleness.
What have you to do from morning to night?
Nothing.
You eat, you drink, and you sleep your sheep
faithfully carry out your commands and satisfy your smallest
they leap to do your bidding what more can you
caprices
Believe what I tell you and do not attempt to quit
desire ?
your state of animal tranquillity; crush these vast ideas of
glory, which are too great for that narrow brain of yours
vegetate in the same way your fathers have vegetated before
I tell you
you ; Heaven made you a sheep, die a sheep
frankly you would be quite a charming quadruped if, in petto^
you were only sane
bull,

see.

ah

!

!

How

!

!

—

:

;

;

!

!

I'

—

—

"

FONTAN
Fontan was condemned

and

imprisonment and a

to ten years'

The

fine of 10,000 francs.
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sentence was rather too severe,

caused a great outcry. It will be admitted that the
was not good enough to deserve this severe treatment.
The result was to raise Fontan to the height of a martyr.
And Fontan, who was of an energetic and headstrong
character, made no attempt to justify himself before his
it

article

judges.

^^ " Messieurs," he said simply, " whether or
^P my article to bear the interpretation you put

not

upon

I

intended
it,

I

have

the right of withholding any explanation of the subject;

I

examine the inner sanctuary of my conscience.
I wished to write an article about a mad sheep and I did
it; that is the only explanation I ought or desire to give

man

allow no

to

you."
I used to know Fontan very well at M. Villenave's house
i^» he was a great friend of Theodore an unpolished sort of man,
who nevertheless did not lack some poetic feeling. He was
unclean to the point of cynicism, and less aristocratic than
Schaunard in the Vie de boheme instead of having one pipe
for continual smoking and a finer one when he went out,
he had but one cutty pipe which never left his mouth,
which smelt vilely when alight and between his teeth, but
which smelt far worse when it was extinguished and in his

1^^

i^K

—

;

pocket.

I^B

This condemnation made Fontan's

name

notorious.

I

found him at Poissy. He
reappeared amidst a certain measure of popularity, but it was
believe

the

revolution

of July

only the transient popularity of persecution.
Harel,

who was

the

manager of the Oddon, quickly con-

ceived the notion of turning this popularity to account by
asking Fontan to write a play for him.

and wrote Jeanne
rate,

la

Folle^

only a partial success.

Fontan complied,
or, at any
Harel came up to me after the

but

it

was a

failure,

and said
"Unmistakably I have been deceived in Fontan.
more of the prison about him than of talent

representation

is

!

There
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This was, unfortunately, true.
Poor Fontan died quite
young and left nothing remarkable behind him ; he published
a volume of poetry and saw two or three dramas or tragedies
put on the stage.
Barthelemy's sentence was less severe he had three months'
imprisonment and was fined looo francs.
;

We

give the reasons that led to his

will

We

trial.

have

already entertained our readers with the debuts of Barthelemy

and Mery. They are aware how these two poets came together
and how the Vilieliade, the Peyronneide^ the Corbiereide and
a host

of other pieces were

attention

spell-bound

for

a

concocted which
couple of

kept

important of these poems was Napoleon en Egypte.
tremendously,

and ran

into

ten

editions

in

public

The most

years.

less

It

took

than

six

months' time.

Mery, who had pined for sunshine, had gone to find warmth
breezes, those two opposing elements which are,
however, admirably combined at Marseilles. Barthelemy, left
alone, conceived the idea of going to Vienna to offer a copy

and sea

of a

poem

to

the young

father figured as the hero.

Duke

To

wherein his

of Reichstadt,

use Benjamin Constant's words,

had been allowed to die of political cancer, so
way of being allowed to die of a disease of
A charming dancer and a beautiful archduchess
the chest.
were the two strange doctors that Austria deputed to follow
as the father

the son was by

the progress of the prince's malady, which, three years

became simply a matter of

later,

history.

Barthelemy's journey was, of course, useless

:

he was not

allowed to approach the prince, and he brought back his

poem

been suffered to offer it to him.
But
Barthelemy's Odyssey had furnished him with the subject of
a new poem entitled the Fils de V Homme, and this was the
poem that was denounced by the law. Barthelemy proclaimed
beforehand his intention of defending himself in verse. Of
course, such a proclamation as this filled the Police Court where
this poetical trial was to be held, from eight o'clock in the
morning. Barthelemy kept his word. Here are some of the
without

having

—

;

;

!

BARTHfiLEMY'S POETICAL PLEADING
lines of that singular pleading

which

is

without precedent in

the annals of justice.
" Messieurs," he began,
" Voili done mon

La

delit

sur

!

un

faible

poeme

en simarre appelle I'anatheme
Et COS vers, ennemis de la France et du
critique

Temoins accusateurs,
Helas

!

Quand
Et que

De

durant
seul,

se dressent contre

les nuits

je for9ais

dont

la

mes yeux a

paix

roi,

moi

me

conseille,

soutenir la veille,

aux lueurs de deux mourants flambeaux,

ce penible ecrit j'assemblais les lambeaux,

Qui m'eut dit que cette oeuvre, en naissant
D'un greffe criminel deplorable trophee,
Appellerait un jour sur ces bancs ennemis

Ma

6touff6e,

muse, vierge encor des arrets de Themis?

Peut-etre ai-je

Moi-meme,

failli

mais, credule victime,

;

bien pu m'aveugler sur

j'ai

mon

Puisque des magistrals, vieux au metier des
M'ont jug6 non coupable une premiere fois.

crime,
lois

Aussi, je I'avourai, la foudre inattendue,

Du

haut du firmament h mes pieds descendue,
D'une moindre stupeur eut frapp^ mon esprit,

Que

Ou

le soir si funeste

a

mon

livre proscrit

d'un pouvoir jaloux les sombres emissaires

Se montraient en echarpe a mes pales libraires,
Et, craignant d'ajourner leur gloire au lendemain,
Cherchaient

/e

Fits de

Phomme, un mandat a

la

Toutefois, je rends grace au hasard tutelaire

Qui, sauvant un ami de mes torts solidaire,
Sur moi seul de la loi suspend I'arret fatal.
Triste plus que moi-meme, au rivage natal
II attend aujourd'hui I'heure de la justice.
S'il efit kih

present,

il

serait

mon complice.
memes travaux,

Eternels compagnons dans les

Forts de notre union, freres et non rivaux,

dans I'arene k nos forces permise,
enlaces n'eurent qu'une devise,
Et jamais Tun de nous, reniant son appui,
N'eiit voulu d'un laurier qui n'eflt et^ (\\xk lui.

Jusqu'ici,

Nos deux noms

Trois ans, on entendit notre voix populaire

Harceler les grants

assis

au minist^re

Trois ans, sur les ^lus du conseil souverain

Nos
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Et jamais I'ennemi,

froisse

de nos

victoires,

N'arreta nos elans par des requisitoires.

Mais, des

La

le

jour vengeur ou, captive longtemps,

foudre du Chateau gronda sur

les titans,

Suspendant tout a coup ses longues philippiques,
Notre muse plus fiere, osant des chants epiques,

Evoqua du

milieu des sables africains

Les soldats hasardeux des temps republicains,
Et montra reunis en faisceau militaire,
Les drapeaux lumineux du Thabor et du Caire

De

nos coeurs citoyens

Notre muse se

tut,

et,

Allait sous le soleil

de

;

la fut le dernier cri

tandis que
la vieille

Mery

Phocee

Ressusciter un corps use par la pensee,

Danube egarant mon

'J'osai, vers le

A

la

cour de Pyrrhus chercher

essor,

le fils d'PIector.'

Je portais avec soin, dans mes humbles tablettes,
Ces dons qu'aux pieds des rois deposent les poetes,
Et, poete, j'allais pour redire a son

fils

L'histoire d'un soldat, aux plaines de

Memphis.

complot d'un long pelerinage.
Un pouvoir soup9onneux repoussa mon hommage,
Et, moi, loin d'un argus que rien n'avait flechi,
Je repassai le Rhin, imprudemment franchi."
Voila tout

le

The above was his defence as regarded facts. When he
had defended its theme Barthelemy went on to its form he
complained of the method of interpretation which judges of all
times have pushed to extremes, so that they persecute whether
under the elder or the younger branch of the Bourbons, whether
under M. Cavaignac or under M. Louis-Bonaparte he said
;

;

" Pourtant, voila mon crime
Un songe, une
Me condamne moi-meme a mon apologie
!

elegie

!

Partout, sur ce velin, je frissonne de voir

Des vers seditieux soulignes d'un trait noir
Le doigt accusateur laisse partout sa trace,
Et je

Ah

!

suis criminel

du moins,

il

jusque dans
fallait,

ma

preface

moins prompt a

me

Pour me juger, tout lire et tout interroger
II fallait, surmontant les ennuis de I'ouvrage,
Jusqu'au dernier
Et, traversant

feuillet forcer

mon

livre

un

votre courage,

scalpel a la main,

Avancer hardiment jusqu'au bout du chemin.

juger

;

THE
Certes,

si

comme

;

!;

'
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Combien peu

;

vous on depe^ait un
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livre,

de vivre
Qu'on pourrait aisement trouver de noirs desseins
d'ecrivains seraient dignes

et les ouvrages saints

Jusque dans I'Evangile

Ma
La

me

note

defend quand

tissu regulier

le texte

!

ma muse

prose est toujours prete k disculper

D'un

De

!

m'accuse

pourquoi rompre

le

fil ?

quel droit venez-vous, annotateur subtil,

mon histoire, attaquer mon poeme,
comme mon tout la moitie de moi-meme,
de ma pensee arretee au milieu,

Dedaignant
Prendre
Et, fort

moi

Diviser contre

Mais

I'indivisible

de

j'ose plus encor, fort

Arme du

aveu

mon

?

innocence,

texte seul, j'accepte la defense

Seulement, n'allez pas, envenimant mes vers,

D'un sens

clair et precis extraire

un sens pervers

Gardez-vous de chercher, trop savant interprete,
Sous ma lucide phrase une enigme secrete
!

Ainsi,

quand vous

lirez

:

'

qu'a mes yeux eblouis,

La gloire a derobe les fils de saint Louis
Qu'aveuglement soumis aux droits de la puissance,
Je ne

Que

me

doutais pas, dans

I'heritier

Regnait chez

des
les

lys,

exile

mon

adolescence.

de Mittau,

Anglais dans un humble chateau,
ans, sa bonte palernelle

Et que, depuis vingt

!

Redigeait pour son peuple une charte eternelle
Lisez de bonne

foi

comme chacun me

!

lit.

Pourquoi vous tourmenter a flairer un delit,
toumer ma franchise en coupable ironie,
voir un seul c&te de mon double genie?
Voulez-vous done me lire aux lueurs du fanal

A
A

Dont

la sainte

Gazette escorte son journal,

Et, serrant vos deux mains \ nuire interessees,

Exprimer du poison en tordant mes pensees?"

Those are
versifier

if

certainly the well-turned lines of a very clever

not of

a great poet.

At Athens, before the
M. Barthdlemy

Areopagitica where ^schylus pleaded his cause,

would have been acquitted
But what could he expect ? We
and our judges are by no means archons.
The poet proceeded, nevertheless, although it was easy to
read, in the frowning faces of the judges, their want of sympathy
!

are not Athenians,

with the defence of the accused.
III.

— 26

—
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Again

let

us listen to Barth^lemy

:

"Jusqu'ici, Ton m'a vu, d'un tranquille visage,

Conquerir pour.

ma

cause un facile avantage.

venge sans effort, dans mon livre semes,
Quelques vers, quelques mots par Themis decimes.
Redoublons de courage un grand effort nous reste

J'ai

:

Abordons sans

De

I'un a I'autre bout charge de sombres croix
La, sapant par mes voeux le palais de nos rois,
;^branlant de I'Etat la base legitime,
D'un sang usurpateur j'appelle le regime,

J'invoque la Discorde aux bras ensanglantes
Suis-je

Est-il vrai ?
'

Ce

Oh

done

done desormais,

II sait

coupable

si

?

!

.

.

.

!

^^coutez

!

n'a plus a connaitre

il

ce qu'il fut et ce qu'il pouvait etre.

qu'il est,

que tu dois souvent

!

;

palir ce passage funeste,

te dire et

repasser

Dans quel large avenir tu devais te lancer
Combien dans ton berceau fut court ton premier
Doublement protege par le droit et le glaive,
Des peuples rassures espoir consolateur,
!

reve

d'un Cesar, et fils d'un empereur,
Legataire du monde, en naissant roi de Rome,

Petit-fils

Tu

n'es plus aujourdhui rien

Pourtant, quel

fils

N'echangerait son

Mais quoi

Ne
La

de

le fils

ce

de

nom

rhomme

nom

qui vaut un diademe,

veux-tu rien, un jour, conquerir par toi-meme

quand douze

pendule a fremi,
Qu'aucun bruit ne sort plus du palais endormi,
Et que, seul au milieu d'un appartement vide,
Tu veilles, obsede par ta pensee avide,
Sans doute que parfois sur ton sort a venir
nuit,

Un demon
De

fois ta

famiiier te vient entretenir.

Oui, tant que ton

a'ieul,

sur ton adolescence,

sa noble tutelle etendra la puissance,

Les jaloux archiducs, comprimant

Du

leur orgueil,

vieillard tout-puissant imiteront I'accueil

Mais qui peut garantir
Peut-etre en ce

Tot ou

tard,

cette paix fraternelle?

moment

mort leve son

la

au milieu de

aile

D'un

il

sera

;

ses gardes hongrois,

Elle mettra la faulx sur le doyen des rois.
Alors,

\

obscur

son sceptre futur?

titre et

content d'un

!

que

roi contre

temps d'expliquer ce probleme
de toi-meme.

sort mysterieux ignore

?

;

!

—
";
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Napoleon, petit-fils de Fran9ois,
Entre deux avenirs il faudra faire un choix.
Puisses-tu, domine par le sang de ta mere,
Bannir de ta pensee une vaine chimere,
Et de I'ambition eteindre le flambeau
Le destin qui te reste est encore assez beau ;
Les rois ont grandement console ton jeune age
Le duche de Reichstadt est un riche apanage,
Et tu pourras, un jour, colonel allemand,
Conduire a la parade un noble regiment
Qu'a ce but desormais ton jeune coeur aspire
Fils de

!

Borne

la tes desirs,

ta gloire et ton empire.

Des regnes imprevus ne gardons plus
Ce qu'on vit une fois ne doit plus se

O

Not SO,
seen

;

the

poet

!

phantom

We

I'espoir,

revoir

!

'

see again what we have
you have invoked from its
be seen by history as a pale

shall never

child which

premature grave was only to
spectre held up to view in

dim

a

poetic

distance,

as

Astyanax or Britannicus; the days that have been we shall
know no more. But the future was reserving a still more
extraordinary vision for us, which was to confirm the words

me

1838 "History has been invented
examples she sets before us."
Meanwhile Barth^lemy was being sentenced to three
months' imprisonment and a fine of 1000 francs, in spite of, or
Dr. Schlegel said to

in

:

to prove the futility of the

of, his pleading.
But if the prisoner had not
done with Justice, neither had Justice done with the prisoner.
Barth^lemy was hardly inside the prison before he received
the following letter from M. Guillebert, Registrar

perhaps because

:

" Paris, 6 May 1830
Monsieur, I had the honour of asking you in my letter
of 22 March last, to settle the fines and expenses which
you were sentenced to pay by order of the Royal Court on

—

"

7

January

last,

amounting to

:

—

.......
.....
Invoice

Fine

Ten per cent.
Legal expenses and appeal ditto

.

.

.

Total,

francs

1,000
loo
8i

00
00

1,181

45

45

—

—
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request, as I made a mistake in my first
I beg you to
1208 francs 95 centimes.
discharge these payments by the loth instant, to avoid the

"I repeat my

application,

for

putting into execution of legal methods according to Article
52 of the Code penal.
" I have the honour to remain
"GuiLLEBERT, Registrar''

And M.

Guillebert,

who would have been

as polite to

any

prisoner but would, undoubtedly, not have been so punctilious

with him

if he had not been a poet, had the complaisance to
put that 52nd Article of the Code penal, to which he alluded
This is the article which, I
so delicately, in a postscript.

suppose, has remained unaltered under the government of

King Louis-Philippe

i.,

and under

that of

M. Bonaparte

:

Article 52

"Distraining for fines, restitutions, damages and interest,
and for costs, can be enforced by means of imprisonment."

Barthelemy replied, on 9 May 1830, by an
ou la Prison. But in comparison
with Fontan and Magallon, Barthdemy had nothing to
complain of: he was lodged in a palace. The palace was
rent free, but he gives us the tariff for the cost of furnishing

To

this letter

epistle entitled

La Bourse

it:

francs

Ordinary bed, two mattresses, sheets, one blanket and

—

—
DUMAS AND THE DUG

D'ORLfiANS

Ramel, Ney and Mouton-Duvemey

tion of Brune,

405

from the

;

middle classes by the dissolution of the National Guard ; and
was alienating a race far more dangerous still, namely poets,
journalists and men of letters, by the sentences which struck
successively

such

men

Paul-Louis

as

Gauchois-

Gourier,

Lemaire, Magallon, B^ranger, Fontan and Barth^lemy.

Now, a Government which has the people, the army, the
middle classes and literature opposed to it is in a very bad
way, and this Government was therefore in a very bad way on
31 July 1829, on which day it pronounced its sentence on
Barth^lemy; exactly a year later, to the day, it was
defunct.
Finally,

an anecdote

I

am

just

that I partially foresaw the trend of

position in the library of the

Due

have already pointed out to

my

about to relate

an immense

office,

where

I

readers,

ably than, in the Bibliothbque royale.

my

new

was more honorary

attendance than either of

my

me
my

of affording

and
and far more comfortSo I was more regular

could carry on

historical researches nearly as well as,

in

My

d'Orl^ans (a post which, as I

than lucrative) possessed the great advantage to

me

prove

will

coming events.

literary

two confreres, Vatout

and Gasimir Delavigne. Accordingly, one day, when the Due
d'Orl^ans came in, humming a tune from one of the masses
a habit of his when he was in a good temper, which, I must
he remarked
say, he nearly always was
" So are you by yourself, M. Dumas ? "

—

:

!

"Yes, monseigneur."

The Due d'Orl^ans took two or three turns round the library,
still continuing his singing.
Then he went on, a moment later
" Neither Vatout, nor Gasimir, nor Tallencourt

?

"
.

.

.

"MM. Vatout and Gasimir have not come, monseigneur,
and Tallencourt has gone out."
Twice again he perambulated round the library, still
humming

to

himself.

He

evidently

wished

conversation, so I ventured to ask him
" Does monseigneur want anything I can
of the other gentlemen ?

"

do

to

enter

into

in the absence

—

"
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"

No

;

I

wanted

to

show Vatout an

historic portrait

and

to

ask his opinion."
" Unhappily, as monseigneur needs advice, I

no

substitute for

"
I

Come

am

afraid I

am

M. Vatout."

with me, nevertheless," said the duke.

bowed and followed

the prince from the library to the

picture gallery.

Upon an easel rested a portrait that had just been brought
back from the framer; it was waiting for the name of the
original to be painted on the frame.
It was a portrait of the
emperor, painted by Manzaisse. To find, in 1829, a portrait
of the emperor in the palace of the first prince of the blood
royal was such a novel species of boldness that I could do
nothing but wonder at

"What do you

it.

Due

asked the

think of that portrait?"

d'Orleans.

"I am not very fond

M. Mauzaisse,

of the paintings of

monseigneur."
" Ah, true, I forgot

you were a romanticist

in painting and in
M. Delacroix ? "
"Yes, monseigneur; also of M. Delacroix, M. Scheffer,
M. Granet, M. Decamps, M. Boulanger, M. Eugene
Deveria oh we allow a wide margin
"Excellent I am aware you know all about these gentlemen

literature.

—

You admire

the painting of

!

!

!

my present purpose. This is a portrait
is not to
have just had painted for my gallery; and there is
nothing wanting, as you see, except the insertion of the name.
Ought I to put Bonaparte ? It would look like affectation only
but that

which

I

to recognise the First Consul.

would seem an
point on which

Ought I to put Napoleon ? It
him emperor that was the

affectation to call

;

wished to consult Vatout."
" But," I replied, " it seems a very simple matter to
Napoleon Bonaparte^ monseigneur."
if

I

"Yes; but

that

my memory

serves

still

me

;

put

Napoleon,
was unjust to your family

implies the emperor.
correctly,

me

and you have no love for him, I believe."
" Monseigneur, I must confess that where

.

.

.

that great

man

is

"

VIEWS ON DYNASTIES
concerned

I share

Madame

admiration."
" He was a great

man

;

Turenne's opinion of him, that of

but there were two terrible blots on

—one was a crime, the other a

his character

tion of the
*'

"

Due

fault

his usurpation ?

"

did not say so."

"Monseigneur knows the Medecin malgre
*'

— his assassina-

d'Enghien, and his marriage with Marie-Louise."

Does monseigneur pardon
I
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Yes, I admire

it

lui}^^

immensely."

" Well, in the Medecin malgr^ lui Sganarille remarks that

there are fagots and fagots."
" Meaning, I presume
" That there are usurpations
.

.

.

?

and usurpations."

•'Bah!"
" Yes, monseigneur."
"

I

"

I

do not understand your meaning."
mean to say and you who are so fair-minded, mon-

—

seigneur, will readily understand

which substitutes one dynasty

me

—that there

instrumentality of violence, breaking

dynasty throughout the country,

is

a usurpation

another dynasty by the

for

up

all

all

the roots of the old

the interests connected

wounds for long enough among the
and the middle and lower classes, which are slow to
heal; and there is the usurpation which purely and simply
substitutes one man for another, a green bough for a withered
branch, and popularity for unpopularity that is what I mean,
monseigneur, by my two usurpations."
The Due d'Orldans laughingly lifted up his hand, as though
with

it,

leaving raw open

aristocracy

—

me but he let me finish, all the
"M. Dumas," he said to me, "that

to stop

;

same.

is a somewhat subtle
you must have it answered, should
be referred to a council and not to a prince of the blood.
However, you are right about the portrait ; I will put Napoleon
Bonaparte y
I bowed and withdrew to the library.
The duke remained in the picture gallery lost in thought.

question,

and one which,

if

—

—

CHAPTER V
The

things that are the greatest enemies to the success of a play

—

—The
—

honesty of Mademoiselle Mars'as an actress Her dressing-room The
habitues at her supper-parties Vatout Denniee Becquet Momay

—
—
—
—
— Mademoiselle Mars her own home — Her days on the stage
of the success oiHenri III. — My
speculation —The
Material
looked
my inspiration—Two other
recasting of Christine — Where
in

last

result

first

for

I

ideas

AT

the

representation

thirty-fifth

moiselle

Mars was obliged

of

Henri

her utmost to persuade the Comedie-Frangaise to
her for this holiday

;

Made-

III.

She did
compensate

to take her hoHday.

she gave them every possible

the Comedie-Frangaise would not listen

facility,

to anything.

but

The

wounded

success of Henri III. served certain interests but

At the Comedie-Frangaise one suffers
from a peculiarity unknown, or very nearly so, in any other
The author whose piece is being acted makes enemies
theatre.
certain amour-propres.

of

all

the actors

Towards the

who

are not taking part in

close

of the

it.

run of Henri III.

I

noticed

Monrose, an excellent comedian whose talents should have
raised him above the paltry jealousies of those of lesser
genius, come into the green-room, rubbing his hands together

and exclaiming gleefully
" Ah
we have taken
!

at the last representation

five
"

hundred francs

less to-night

than

!

—

I was present
he had not perceived me at first, and, when
he caught sight of me, he pretended not to have seen me, and
went away.
Mademoiselle Mars was on the point of renouncing her
holiday, so reluctant was she to interrupt the success of the run.
408
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Mademoiselle Mars
honest actress,

I

was

an

409

exceedingly straightforward,

nearly said an honest man^

and

punctiliously

duty when connected with her,
because she did hers as carefully as a pupil during her first year

accurate; everyone did his

Once only was she a few minutes

at a boarding-school.

late

at a rehearsal.

" I beg your pardon for being a quarter of an hour late,"
" but I have just lost forty thousand
;

she said as she came in

Let us be quick and begin." And she rehearsed as
though nothing had happened.
Once, when she was going on the stage, she had a sort of
apoplectic fit; but, instead of interrupting the play, as any

francs.

.

.

.

would have done, she sent for leeches, and
between the first and third acts she took advantage of the
second act, in which she did not have to appear, to apply them

other actress

to her chest.

When

entered her dressing-room after the

I

was covered with blood down to her slippers.
Mademoiselle Mars had a very large room the same that
Mademoiselle Rachel now has. At the end of each performance the room was always filled with people. Mademoiselle

play, she

—

Mars did not trouble herself in the least about her visitors
being present ; she would undress and take off her paint and
rouge with a modest dexterity quite remarkable
she had in
particular a way of changing her chemise while talking, without
showing anything of her person beyond her finger tips, that
was a tour de force. When her toilet was complete, those
who wished to accompany her home went with her and
:

found a supper ready.
The regular attenders at these suppers
were Vatout, Romieu, Denni^e, Becquet and myself, among
men, and Julienne, her lady-companion a character the

—

—

beautiful

Amigo, the

fair

Madame

named Fusil.
Mornay called every evening

Mira, and sometimes an

old lady

to the theatre, or

My
in

saw her

safely

to

readers are acquainted with

company with

fresh to tell

his friend

about him,

conduct Mademoiselle Mars

home.

Romieu

Rousseau.

I will pass

him

;

So
over.

I

as

introduced him
I

have nothing

;

:
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But

;

;

I

have hardly as yet described Vatout

Madame Valmore

;

took him off well when she dubbed him a ^'butterfly in

top-boots,^^

and great qualities. He would
superciliously hold out a finger to you if you offered to shake
hands with him, and he put on the airs of a grand seigneur

Vatout was

without

full

of small defects

succeeding

ever

in

mistaken

being

He

for

a grand

had a good heart in spite of his uppish manners
and a charming mind behind his awkward appearance. He
had a way of saying certain things that did not sit at all well
on him.
One of his monstrous affectations was to try
and resemble the Due D'Orl^ans ; I have even been assured
that, in confidence, he let people draw conclusions about this
The Due d'Orleans was very fond of him and,
resemblance.
when king, maintained his friendship with him. At the Cour
Citoyenne they quoted his quips and sang his chansons. There
was one in particular about the Mayor of Eu, which became
Will our modest readers allow us to insert it here ?
the rage.
for, to our way of thinking, it constituted his worthiest claim
Do not let us do injustice to poor Vatout.
to the Academic.

seigneur.

LE MAIRE D'EU
Air
*'

— hfaire

L'ambition, c'est des betises

^a vous rend

triste et

;

soucieux

le vieux manoir des Guises.
Qui ne serait ambitieux ?
Tourmente du besoin de faire
Quelque chose dans ce beau lieu,

Mais, dans

.

.

.

J'ai brigue I'honneur d'etre maire,

Et

I'on

m'a

nomme

maire d'Eu

!

Notre origine n'est pas claire
Rollon nous gouverna jadis ;
Mais Cesar fut-il notre pere,
Ou descendons-nous, de Smerdis?
Dans I'embarras de ma pensee,
.

Un mot peut
Nous sommes

tout concilier
issus

de Persee

Voyez plutCt mon mobilier

!

.

.

;: ;

;;

;
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Je ne suis pas fort i mon aise
Ma mairie est un petit coin,

Et mon tr6ne une simple chaise
Qui me sert en cas de besoin
;

Mes

habits ne sentent pas I'ambre

Mon

:

peu
Mais que m'importe un pot de chambre
Suffit bien pour un maire d'Eu
equipage

brille

;

!

!

On

vante partout

Ce qu'on

ma

police;

ne m'^chappe pas.
A tous je rends bonne justice
J 'observe avec soin tous. les cas.
On ne peut ni manger ni boire
Sans que tout passe sous mes yeux
Mais c'est surtout les jours de foire
fait

me

Qu'on

voit souvent sur les lieux.

Grace aux roses que Ton

Dans mon

recueille

laborieux emploi,

Je prefere mon portefeuille
A celui des agents du roi.

Je brave

Qui

les ordres sinistres

brise leur pouvoir tout net

Et, plus puissant que les ministres,

au cabinet.

J'entre, en tout temps,

me complais dans mon empire
ne me cause aucun souci
Moi, j'aime I'air que Ton y respire

Je
II

On

;

voit,

on sent

la

Partout I'aisance et

Ma

mer
le

d'ici

!

bien-etre

;

un bouquet de fleurs
Aussi j'aime bcaucoup mieux etre
Maire d*E\i que maire d'ailleurs
vie est

.

!

Beau chateau

Mer

buti par les Guises,

d'azur baignant le Treport,

Lieux ou Lauzun fit des betises,
Je suis ^ vous jusqu'^ la mort
Je veux, sous I'^charpe fran9aise,
Mourir en s^nateur romain,
;

Calme

et tranquille sur

Tenant mes papiers k

ma

la

chaise

main

'
!

.

"
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Vatout was also the author of the famous mot said to
an official who, accompanying the king down a by-street
which the latter was determined to penetrate, made excuses
Many
at each step for the obstructions they encountered.
hens had laid there, of the type of which Henri iv. had
remarked, " Stop, stop, mother
hen than the egg
" Oh, sire," said the poor fellow,

—"

your Majesty intended passing

this

!

them
"

all

much

I

!

prefer to see the

oh, sire,

way,

I

had I only known
would have had

cleared away."

You would

not have had the right to do that, M. le maire,"
Vatout gravely remarked " they have their papers "
Between 182 1 and 1822 Vatout wrote a book which was an
enormous success. It was about the adventures of la Charte
and was entitled Histoire de lafille d\in Rot. Later, he wrote
Ideefixe^ which was scarcely read ; then, some sort of a novel
called the Conspiration de Cellamare ; finally, various publications about the royal chateaux.
In all, nothing very striking ;
but nevertheless he was consumed with the desire to become
an Academician, Scribe urging him to it. He reached his goal,
poor fellow j but in the interval between his nomination and
',

his reception, being as

!

the royal cause during

faithful to

its

he had been in the heyday of its powerfulness, he
went to pay a visit to the exiles at Claremont, where he was
exile

taken

as

ill

after dinner,

and died twenty-four hours

later

!

He

died without having had the joy of sitting once in the Academie

!

Poor Vatout
No one, I am sure, did him greater justice or
I obtained Hugo's vote for
regretted him more than I did.
!

him with much
The whole of
general,

who,

difficulty.

Parisian society

man

talked as though his

of wit

knew Denniee, ex-ordonnateur-

and pleasure-seeker

mouth were

full

host of stories and anecdotes, each

than the

last,

as

he was,

of nutshells, and told a

more strange and amusing

with such a defective pronunciation that they

air of originality.
He worshipped
Mademoiselle Mars, who was very fond of him in return. If
three days went oy without Denniee being seen at her house,

acquired a convincing

—

"

BECQUET'S DRUNKENNESS
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one asked what had become of him ; for nothing but illness or
an accident could, it was supposed, account for so long an
absence.

Becquet was as well known as Dennide perhaps he was
even better known. He was one of the weekly contributors
to the Journal des Debdts.
He was exceedingly clever ; but,
:

as he got

drunk regularly once a day, his intellect gradually
Two often quoted sayings of his will serve to
illustrate the sort of respect and filial affection he had for his
father.
Once when Becquet the elder took his son to task

became

dulled.

concerning his unfortunate habit of drunkenness, saying to
him,
" See,

you wretch, how

it

is

ageing you

;

you

will

my father, and I shall outlive you by ten years
"Ah!" Becquet languidly retorted, "why do
"
say such disagreeable things to me ?
for

be taken

!

you always

Becquet possessed another habit, that of contracting debts.

He owed money to everybody, and this widespread indebtedness
reduced his father to despair.
"

Wretch

—

!

" he said to him, on another occasion,
this
was old Becquet's usual term for his son, sometimes used
as an adjective, at others as a substantive,
" Wretch " he
said, "by God and the devil, I cannot conceive how you
can live like this."
"Stay, father," Becquet replied, "you have just mentioned
the only two powers to whom I do not owe anything."
The day his father died it is sad to relate that it was a
festival-day for Becquet, who made merry in heart and purse
he dined at the cafe de Paris and ordered his menu like a

—

!

—

man who

is

his

but, when it came to the
some doubt had probably arisen in

regardless of cost

wine, he called the waiter

;

;

mind, and he wished the opinion of an expert.

" Waiter," he asked, "

Two

hours

One

night, I

is

the Bordeaux in mourning

"
?

they carried Becquet home.
met Becquet in one of those marvellous

later,

states

of intoxication that he alone could carry off in such lordly
style.

It

was on the 21st of January.

—

—
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"

What

Becquet ?
"

May

"
!

said I to him, " drunk

I

ask

if

there

may not be drunk
bleu in

on

day of

this

days,

all

"

if

perchance, any day on which a

is,

he hkes

? "

man

asked the author of Mouchoir

amazement.

" Certainly,

should have thought there was, especially for
it being the anniversary of the death of

I

you who are a Royalist,
Louis XVI."

Becquet seemed

my

an instant over the gravity of

to reflect for

hand on my shoulder
" If they had not cut off the head of good King Louis
do you suppose he would be dead now ? "
" It is more than probable."
observation

;

then, placing a

xvi.,

" Well, then," said Becquet, carelessly snapping his fingers,
"

how can you

say anything to

me

?

"

And off he went with the aplomb of the drunkard, who,
from long practice, has learnt to be superior to the general
run of drinkers in being always able to walk straight when
intoxicated.
It was when dead-drunk, after having left the house of
Mademoiselle Mars, that Becquet wrote the famous article for
the Journal des Debats which concluded with the following
words, and which overthrew the monarchy
" Malheureuse France
" Unfortunate
Malheureux roi
France
Unfortunate King "
Becquet died of drink and died whilst drinking. For the
last six months of his life he was never sober
his eyes
became dull and expressionless his actions were involuntary
:

!

!

''

!

!

:

;

and

instinctive;

his

pour wine into
strength to empty.

to

hand mechanically
his

felt

for

the

bottle

which he had not sufficient
the last moment, Mademoiselle

glass,

To

Mars received him with the whole-hearted friendship that
was one of her finest virtues.
When Becquet died, she
had not the heart to regret him although she shed tears
at the news.

Mornay formed a singular contrast to all those of whom I
have been speaking. Mornay was elegant and aristocratic, he

;

MLLE. MARS IN PRIVATE LIFE
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was the gentry personified, and, in addition to all these qualifications, he had as much wit as all the rest of us put together.
When Mornay was appointed plenipotentiary, and left first
for the grand-duchy of Baden, and afterwards for Sweden,
Mademoiselle Mars lost the brightest star of her salon. There
are minds which possess the qualities of well-seasoned tinder,

and set fire to all around with whom they come in contact
Mornay was one of these ; the rest of us served him for flint.
When, perchance, he happened to be too fatigued to use
his own wits, he counted on our supplying his deficiency.
Mornay had no fortune but Mademoiselle Mars left him an
income of 40,000 livres per annum at her death. He took
down a portrait of her, which he carried away with him,
;

"That is the only thing to which I have a right
and he left the 40,000 livres per annum to the heirs of
Mademoiselle Mars.
Mademoiselle Mars at the theatre, and Mademoiselle Mars
On the
in her private home, were two quite different beings.
stage, her voice was entrancing, almost like a song, and her
At
looks were endearing and soft, full of bewitching charm.
home, her voice was harsh, she looked almost hard and her
movements were brusque and impatient. Her theatrical voice
was acquired, an instrument on which she had been taught to
play and which she played marvellously well, but she rightly
mistrusted it when she had to express great crises of passion,
or to give effect to great heights of poesy ; she was afraid then
of straining her gentle notes, and she almost envied Madame

remarking,
here,"

Dorval her hoarse, raucous voice which enabled her to utter
never
I
cries that went straight to the heart.

piteous

knew anyone who was more modest about her
she never spoke of
was Mademoiselle Mars

talents than

:

triumphs, or her creations

profoundly

;

it

her

it

gave her evident pleasure

She was also a great admirer of Mademoiselle
was odd to hear her confessing her inferiority

to this great actress,

cannot say

herself,

she admired her father, Mouvel,

she was his pupil, and

to talk of him.

Contat, and

;

if all

in regard to certain points

of

art.

I

the tales told about the age of Mademoiselle
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know she never concealed a week of it
She had a marble sculpture by Boule, in
her salon, which had been given by Queen Marie-Antoinette
to her mother because they had both been confined on the
same day. Therefore, Mademoiselle Mars must have been
exactly the same age as the Duchesse d'Angouleme, who was
born on 19 December 1778. When Mademoiselle Mars liked,
she could be charming, for she possessed a great fund of
humour ; her voice was just the voice that could imitate, and
Mars be
from her

but

true,

I

friends.

when she criticised the members of the Comedie-Frangaise,
from Mademoiselle Plessy to Ligier, it was tersely but capitally
done.
She showed much kindness towards and interest in
persons whom she thought to possess talent, and would help
them with her

advice, her talent

rescued a clown

and her

who was performing in

influence.

the square at

She once
Metz and

never rested until she had found a small position for him.

She recommended him to me in 1833 or 1834, but I had no
opportunity of giving him a part for fifteen or eighteen years,

when

I

entrusted

de Clichy.

him with the

role of Lorrain in the Barriere

The man's name was

Patonnelle and he was one

of the best riders at the Cirque.

common

with Talma, Mademoiselle Mars saw her
on increasing to the very day on which she
finally left the stage.
Her last creation, Mademoiselle de
I was her
Belle-Isle, was one of her happiest performances.
latest supporter at the theatre and, in all probability, I had the
good fortune of prolonging her career for two or three years.
The latter days of her period at the Comedie-Frangaise
were tinged with bitterness. One day, at an extra performance, someone threw a crown of immortelles at her feet, such
as are placed upon tombs.
It had been put together in one
of the very boxes of the theatre, and I could, if I chose,
mention in whose. When she left the stage the same thing
Everyone believed
occurred as after the loss of Talma.
himself capable of replacing Talma, and everyone hoped to
replace Mademoiselle Mars
they attempted it in their old
Managers and papers did
roles j they invented new ones.

In

reputation go

:

—

;
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by puffing and praising budding reputations. They
had they even the money of
had Turenne's money
Mademoiselle Mars?
Although Henri III. did not bring any very great wealth to
our household, it had, nevertheless, produced a considerfirst and foremost it had freed us from debt
able change
it had repaid Porcher and M. Laffitte
it had permitted us to
quit our humble lodgings in the rue Saint-Denis and to hire
for my mother a set of rooms on the ground floor, with a
garden, at No. 7 rue Madame.
She had been recommended
to have air and exercise, and I chose that street and quarter so
as to be close to Mesdames Villenave and Waldor, who from
family reasons had left their house in the rue de Vaugirard
and taken a suite of apartments at No. 1 1 rue Madame. I
had hired a separate room for myself, on the fourth floor, at
the comer of rue de 1' University and the rue du Bac, and, as
their part

;

.

.

—
.

:

;

my new

position brought

me

visitors

from among the ladies

and gentlemen of the Th^atre-Frangais,

I

made

this

room

as

pretty as I could afford.

As

had

from past experience never to trust too
had compounded for my food for one
year, paying 1800 francs in advance; or, to be more exact,
I paid for 365 breakfast coupons and 365 dinner tickets, wine

much

I

learnt

to the future, I

not included.

Unluckily,

a

month

after

I

had made

arrangement, the Caf^ Desmares went bankrupt, and

my

year's

payment and meals.

It

was

my

first

I

this
lost

speculation,

and it turned out badly, it will be seen.
Meanwhile, I had been receiving reproaches from an
exceedingly charming young lady at the Th^atre-Frangais, who
grumbled because, after having had an insignificant part in
Henri TIL, there was none at all for her in Christine for I still
flattered myself with the hope that my Christine would yet
be played at the Th^atre-Fran9ais, in spite of the delay owing
to M. Brault, who had died meanwhile ; and now the
Com^die-Fran9aise was not in a hurry to take up either.
Her reproaches went home, as they were deserved, and I felt
I owed her a double reparation.
I therefore replied

—

III.

— 27
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" Set your

mind

at rest

:

I will recast Christine in

order to

make it more dramatic and up to date, and something shall
come out of the transformation that will, I hope, satisfy you."
The mind of a worker is often full of singular prewhich are sometimes odd enough to border upon
at times he imagines he can only conceive his
in such and such a place
at others, that he can only
write his play on some special kind of paper.
I got it into my
head that I could only evolve a fresh Christine out of my old
Christine if I took a short journey, and was rocked by the
motion of a carriage. As I was not yet rich enough to go in
a carriage, I chose a diligence; it did not matter where the
diligence was going, provided I had the coupe, the inside or
the rotonde to myself.
I went to the cour des Messageries
and, after a couple of hours' waiting, I found what I wanted, a
coach with no passenger in the coupe. The diligence was
bound for Havre. This was, indeed, a chance for me, for
I had never been to a seaport, and I should be killing two birds
with one stone.
In those days it took fully twenty hours to
go from Paris to Havre ; this, again, suited me well enough.
Inspiration would have plenty of time to work, or it would

judices,

mania
schemes
:

;

never come at

all.

I

set

off and, as

plays a principal part in works of

had what

art,

imagination, naturally,

when my imagination

wanted in the way of external conditions for
began to work. By the time I reached Havre, my
play was recast ; I had divided the scenes between Stockholm,
Fontainebleau and Rome, and the character of Paula rose
out of this fresh genesis.
It meant a complete overhauling
and rewriting of the entire play, and very little was left of the
Although I was in great haste to set to work,
original one.
I did not start back again to Paris before I had seen the
sea.
I stayed at Havre just long enough to eat some oysters,
to have a sail on the sea, and to buy a couple of china vases
which I could have got cheaper in Paris, and then I got into
the diligence.
In seventy-two hours I had been my journey
and reconstructed my play.
I have spoken of the strange prejudices which imperiously
working,

it

it

AUTHOR'S CAPRICES
impose

certain

fulfilled.

who

No

under

conditions

one

is

less of

which

419
work

shall

be

a maniac than myself; nobody

acquires the habit of working incessantly, as I did, could

and yet, three times, I have
The first
obey a caprice.
occasion I have just related the second was over the composition of Don Juafi de Marana, and the third was connected
I was possessed with the notion that
with Capitaine Paul.
I could only conceive my fantastic drama to the sound of
some music. I asked for tickets from my friend Zimmermann,
for the Conservatoire, and, in the corner of a box together with
three strangers, my eyes closed as though I were asleep,
soothed into semi-unconsciousness by Beethoven and Weber,
I composed the principal scenes of my drama in two hours.
It was different in the case of Capitaine Paul
I needed sea,
a wide horizon, clouds scudding across the sky, and breezes
whistling through the rigging and masts of ships.
I went a
voyage to Sicily and anchored my little boat for a couple of

work with greater ease than

felt

absolutely

I,

compelled to
;

:

hours at the entrance to the Straits of Messina.

In two days'

time Capitaine Paul was finished.

On my

return, I found a letter from Hugo.
The success
Henri III. had inspired him with the desire to write a drama,
and he invited me to go and hear it read at the house of Deveria.
That drama was Marion Delorme.

of

—

;

CHAPTER

—

VI

Hugo — His birth — His mother — Les Chasseboeuf and
Cornet
—Captain Hugo —The signification of his name —Victor's godfather
The Hugo family in Corsica — M. Hugo
called
Naples by Joseph
Bonaparte — He
appointed colonel and governor of the province of
Avellino — Recollections of the poet's early childhood — Fra Diavolo
made a general, count,
Joseph, KLing of Spain — Colonel Hugo
marquis and major-domo — The Archbishop of Tarragona — Madame
Hugo and her children in Paris —The convent of Feuillantines

Victor

les

to

is

is

is

WE

will

we deem he
Victor

now devote

is

Marion
and Orientales\ for

a few pages to the author of

Notre-Dame

JDelorme,

de Paris

well worth the digression.

Hugo was born on

26 March 1803.

under what conditions the poet himself
page of his Feuilles d^ Automne

Where and

us on the

tells

first

:

" Ce siecle avait deux ans ; Rome remplajait Sparte
Deja Napoleon per9ait sous Bonaparte,
Et du premier consul, trop gene par le droit,
Le front de I'empereur brisait le masque etroit.
Alors, dans Besangon, vieille ville espagnole,
Jet6 comme la graine au gr6 de I'air qui vole,
Naquit, d'un sang breton et lorrain a la fois,

Un

enfant sans couleur, sans regard et sans voix

;

Si d^bile, qu'il fut, ainsi qu'une chimere,

Abandonn6 de tous, except^ de sa mere,
Et que son cou, ploye comme un frele roseau,

meme

Fit faire, en

Cet enfant que

temps, sa biere et son berceau.

la vie effa^ait

de son

livre,

Et qui n'avait pas meme un lendemain ^
."
C'est moi
.

vivre,

.

The
birth,

child was, indeed, so weak that, fifteen months after his
he could not even hold up his head on his shoulders.

J

—
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but, as

though

of which

on

it

it

were already weighted with

only possessed the germ,

it

all

the thoughts

persistently

fell

forward

his breast.

The

poet continues

:

" Je vous dirai peut-etre, quelque jour,
Quel kit pur, que de soins, que de voeux, que d'amour,
Prodigues pour ma vie, en naissant condamnee,
M'ont fait deux fois le fils de ma mere obstinee."

His mother, of Breton blood, who persevered in battling
life of her child, like a true mother and a

with death for the

Bretonne, was the daughter of a rich ship-owner of Nantes,
and granddaughter of one of the leaders of the bourgeoisie in
Furthermore, she was cousin-german
that land of opposition.
to Constantin Frangois, Count of Chassebceuf, who renounced
that grand feudal name, reminiscent of the barons pasteurs of
the Middle Ages, for that of Volney, which would merely
remind one of the name of a provincial comedian, if the
gentleman who had the strange fancy of taking that name
had not made it famous by putting it at the beginning of his
Voyage en Agypte^ and at the end of his Ruines\ she was,
besides, cousin of another imperial celebrity,

who was less
whose name

literary in his tastes

than

political.

Comte Cornet,
Comte Cornet,

is now, perhaps, forgotten, was deputy for Nantes
and one of the Conseil des Cinq-Cents ; he took part in the
doings of the famous 1 8 brumaire, which changed the aspect
Instead of defending the
of France for half a century.
privileges of the Assembly, he supported Bonaparte's pretenthe
sions; and Napoleon, out of gratitude, made him senator
then count and so that he
usual reward for such services

should possess everything

—

—

in

quantity

;

if

not in

—
quality — that

who had rallied
round the Empire, he gave him a coat of arms but, through
one of those pleasantries which a crowned soldier sometimes
permits himself, this coat of arms, which recalled the somewhat
plebeian origin of the person whom it was intended to ennoble,
was azure with three comets argent.

the

members

of the old nobility possessed,

;

—
422
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Madame Hugo's name was

Sophie Tr^buchet.

She had,

we have seen, two peerages in her family, that of Comte
Volney and that of Comte Cornet. Please remember this fact,
for we shall have occasion again to refer to it.
The Lorraine
blood of which the poet sings came from his father, JosephL^opold-Sigisbert Hugo.
From this side noble descent was
quite undoubted ; it sprang from an ancient German source.
His grandfather, Georges Hugo, was captain of the guards to
some duke of Lorraine, and had been ennobled in 1 531, by letters
patent dated at Lillebonne, in Normandy, by this duke, who
bestowed on him as coat of arms, on a field azure, au chef
(f argent, two martlets in sable.
Three martlets are, as is well
known, the arms of the House of Lorraine. So the duke could
not have done more for his captain another martlet, and he
would have put him on the same level with himself. But those
who wish for fuller details than we give on this subject, and a
as

;

greater authority, should consult Hozier, register

heading of Hugo.

names, we
give

will give

However,

as

we

iv.,

under the

believe in the magic of

some information

that Hozier does not

—namely, that the old German word hugo

is

equivalent to

the Latin word spiritus,

and means breath, soul, spirit
The feebler a babe is, the more need there is for haste to
baptize it.
Major Sigisbert Hugo, in command at that time
at Besangon, which was the depot of a Corsican regiment,
seeing his third son was so delicate, looked round and selected
Victor Faneau de la Horie for godparent, who was shot in
1

81 2 for being the instigating spirit of the conspiracy of which

Mallet was the active agent.
his Christian

name

of

Victor,

And from him

the poet received

which, added to his surname,

no matter whether it precedes or follows it, can be translated
no other way than to mean
" Conquering spirit triumphant soul victorious breath
The poet never thought of calling himself by any other
name than the accident of his birth had decreed, as had his
maternal cousin Chasseboeuf, and we shall even see later that,
when the addition would have been useful to him, he declined
in

—

to call himself

Hugo-Cornet.

—

!

VICTOR HUGO'S FATHER
Victor's father
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was one of the rough champions bred by the

Revolution; he took up arms in 1791, and did not sheathe
Others kept theirs in use until 1830
his sword until 1815.
it was rarely that it brought them good fortune.
In 1795 he was a lieutenant and fought in the Vend^an War.
It was his company which formed part of the detachment, led
by Commandant Muscar, that took Charette in the forest of

and 1848, but

la

Chabotiere.

Hugo who
Hugo who

By

a strange

coincidence,

captured Fra Diavolo in

it

Calabria,

was Colonel
and General

took Juan Martin, otherwise known as the
Empecinado, on the banks of the Tagus ; they were the three
principal leaders of that great period of wars which lasted more
than a quarter of a century.

Of course

it

will

be well under-

stood that we do not compare the noble and loyal Charette with
the Calabrian brigand or the Spanish bandit.
shot,

Charette was

Fra Diavolo hung and Juan Martin garroted.

After the

Vendue the lieutenant got his
captaincy, left the Loire for the Rhine and civil war for
foreign campaigns, and became attached to the general staff
peaceful

settlement

of Moreau, with

of

la

whom he made

the campaign of 1796; he

next went into Italy, to serve in Mass^na's army corps.

In connection with
antipathy Bonaparte

my

felt

father,

I

have mentioned what an

towards officers

who came

to

him

already distinguished by their actions in the armies of the

West and the Pyrenees and the North. Captain Sigisbert
Hugo was yet another instance. At the battle of Caldiero, he
was commanded by Massena to hold the head of the bridge,
with his company, and he was the pivot on which the fate of the
whole battle turned ; Massdna accordingly expected to be able
to recompense this magnificent feat of arms by obtaining
Captain Hugo his majority {chef de bataillon). But he had
not reckoned for^the general-in-chief s hatred.

Bonaparte asked

whence Captain Hugo had come, and when he learnt that
he had belonged to the Army of the Rhine, he cancelled the
nomination.
King Louis-Philippe did pretty much the same
injustice to the general as Bonaparte had to the captain
the name of the battle of Caldiero is on the Triumphal Arch at
:

—
424

"
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Etoile, but that of General Hugo is not
avenged this strange oversight in the last
stanza on the Arc de Triomphe de I'Etoile

The

there.
line

poet

of his final

:

" Quand ma pens6e

Te

ainsi, vieillissant

ton attique,

de I'avenir un passe magnifique,
Alors, sous ta grandeur je me courbe effraye
fait

et, fils pieux, passant que I'art anime,
Je ne regrette rien devant ton niur sublime,

J'admire

Que

!

Phidias absent, et

mon

pere oublie

!

However, as Captain Hugo was not among the number of
who are beaten in their career, he obtained his majority
at last, but under what circumstances I am not aware.
However that may be, he was a major, and happened to be in

those

when the conferences for the ratification
Campo-Formio were begun in that town. At
these conferences Joseph Bonaparte, who was later King of
Naples, then King of Spain and the Indies, was plenipotentiary
of the Republic.
I knew this King of Naples and Spain well
His disposition was more gentle than elevated,
at Florence.
more placid than bold; like his brothers Louis and Lucien,
and we might even say like his brother Napoleon, he had had at
the others had written memoirs,
first a passion for literature
comedies and epic poems, he had written novels.
His
daughter, Princess Zenaide, who is now Princess of Canino, was,

garrison at Luneville

of the treaty of

;

I

believe,

named

Bonaparte,

Hugo, who,

after

one of her

as plenipotentiary,
as

father's heroines.

Joseph

became intimate with Major

we have mentioned, joined

the depot of the

Corsican regiment at Besangon when the conferences were
concluded.
And we have also stated that it was there the
famous poet was born of whom we are now writing.
Some months after his birth, the depot of which his father
was in command received orders to undertake garrison duty on
the isle of Elba.
And on that island, where Napoleon began his
decline and fall, the author of the Ode d la Colonne^ or, rather,
of the Odes d la Colonne^ began to grow strong.
The first tongue that the child, who was predestined to be so

;
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and the first word he
which all human
was an
voices, lips and tongues begin, papa and mamma
apostrophe to his governess " cattiva 1 " he called out one day,
before anyone knew he had learnt the meaning of the word.
Perhaps it may not be generally known that cattiva means
naughty.
Of the isle of Elba the child remembers nothing,
and nothing of his early sojourn among his fellow-men ; nothing
of this earliest halt on the threshold of his existence has
remained in his memory.
In 1806 the plenipotentiary Joseph was made King of
Naples; he then remembered his friend the major of Lun^ville
he inquired what had become of him, learnt that he was living on
the isle of Elba, and that he had been promoted to the rank of
was

celebrated, learnt to talk

pronounced

—

Italian

those two words

after

;

with

—

:

lieutenant-colonel, or, as

He

was

it

still

called in 1806, gros-major.

wrote to him and proposed he should

fortunes with him,

and aid him

throne in the beautiful city which

come and

join

in the establishment of his
all

ought to see before they

and leave in order to die as soon as they have seen it. But
no one dared venture on such military escapades without the
die,

permission of the master.

Lieutenant-Colonel

Hugo asked

Emperor Napoleon to attach himself to King
The Emperor Napoleon condescended to reply that

leave of the

Joseph.

he not only authorised this change of service, but that he
should be pleased to see a French element in his brother's
armies, which were only the wings of his own army.

Frenchmen never take

I

a foreign army without
army was destined to be one
of the wings of the National Army.
And to ameliorate so
service in

certain feelings of regret, but this

far as

he could the hardships of

king promoted gros-major

Hugo

de-camp and appointed him
Avellino.

When

sent for his wife

him.

this exile,

a colonel,

governor of

installed in his

the newly

made him an
the

made
aide-

province

of

governorship, the husband

children, whom he longed to have near
Madame Hugo and her three sons set out

and

So, in 1807,

Naples; and the child continued the life of wandering
which had begun in his cradle, and which, continued through

for

—

:

;

;

;
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his youth,

was to be

alludes in the following lines
Enfant, sur un tambour

•*

:

ma

Dans un casque pour moi

Un

manhood. It is
dawning days that the poet

his lot to the threshold of

to these long journeys taken in his

creche

fut

posee

;

I'eau sainte fut puisee

;

m'ombrageant d'un belliqueux faisceau
quelque vieux lambeau d'une banniere usee,
soldat,

De

Fit les langes de

mon

berceau.

Parmi les chars poudreux, les armes eclatantes,
Une muse des camps m'emporta sous les tentes.
Je dormis sur I'affut des canons meurtriers
J'aimai les fiers coursiers aux crinieres flottantes,

Et

I'eperon froissant les rauques etriers.

Avec nos camps vainqueurs, dans
J'errai

;

1'

Europe

asservie,

je parcourus la terre avant la vie,

Et, tout enfant encor, des vieillards recueillis

M'ecoutaient, racontant d'une bouche ravie

Mes

jours

si

peu nombreux

et deja si remplis.

Je visitai cette ile en noirs debris feconde.
Plus tard premier degre d'une chute profonde

Le haut

!

Cenis, dont I'aigle aime les rocs lointains,

Entendit, de son antre ou I'avalanche gronde,
Ses vieux gla9ons crier sous mes pas enfantins.

Vers I'Adige et I'Arno, je vins des bords du Rh6ne
Je vis de I'Occident I'auguste Babylone
Rome, toujours vivante au fond de ses tombeaux,

Reine du monde encor sur un debris de tr6ne,
Avec une pourpre en lambeaux.
puis Florence, aux plaisirs toujours prete
;
Naple, aux bords embaumes ou le printemps s'arrete,
Et que Vesuve en feu couvre d'un dais brCdant,

Puis Turin

Comme
Jette,

un guerrier jaloux

au milieu des

fleurs,

qui,

temoin d'une

fete,

son panache sanglant?"

Happy, a hundred times happy, is the man who is able to
I
embroider the web of his life with such magic characters
too have had recollections similar to those of my literary
!
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mine in humble prose, and I
them expressed again in his splendid and
sonorous poetry. Thence ascend the earliest recollections of
the child, indelible recollections, which still shine clearly when
extreme old age has come upon us, as a mirage reflects a
brother, but I have expressed

rejoice

find

to

vanished

oasis.

Hugo, who had only once been across
talked to
his

me

memory

had been

beautiful Italy, often

that remained

about the grand pictures of

it

they were as present to his

mind

;

my companion

during

my

as

on

though he

twenty journeys

fifteen or

But he never remembered things in their normal
conditions; they always recurred to him in connection with
some momentary incident or accident that happened to have
changed their ordinary aspect. Thus, Parma was remembered
as surrounded by a flood ; Acquapendente's volcanic peak
therein

!

of a storm; the Trajan

stood out

lit

column

in

connection with the excavations that were being

carried

on round

as

it

with the

could be.

palaces,

it.

lightnings

And

granite fortresses

its

yet his recollection was as exact

Florence, with
;

its

embattled inns,

Rome, with

its

its

massive

leaping fountains,

which make it look like a town of ancient
colonnade of Bernino, twin-sister to that of the
Louvre; Naples, with its promenades, its Pausilippe, its rue
de Toledo, its bay, its isles and its Vesuvius. The three
children had amused themselves on the long journey by making
crosses with straw and putting them in the cracks between
its

obelisks

Egypt, and

the glass

its

doors and the grooves they ran

Italian peasants, especially those

who

hood of Rome, saw these simple

in.

When

the

lived in the neighbour-

Calvaries, faithful in their

worship of images, they would kneel

down

or at least

make

the

had been much
terrified at the sight of bandits' heads stuck on poles by the
roadsides, shrivelling up in the sun.
For a long time the poor
children refused to believe they were really human heads, and
persisted that they were bewigged masks like those hung
outside all hairdressers' shops at that period
but when they
were taken down and shown them, in all their hideous

sign

of the

Cross.

The young

travellers

;
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reality,

remained

they

deeply

very

on

engraved

Victor's

memory.

man

In the case of a

common

who has

run,

Hugo, a genius out of the

like

already played and will

still

play a great

and political history of his country, it is
the duty of those who knew him to depict him for his contemporaries and successors, in the light and shade which
formed the character of the man and the genius of the poet.
Let us hope that the genius of the poet will stand out flawless
part in the literary

throughout

speak for

our narrative

itself

by

:

the

his line of

character

conduct and

of the
his

man

will

accomplished

actions.

A
for

home

them

for

Madame Hugo and

at Naples,

over which

Colonel

home was

her sons was not prepared

but at Avellino, capital of the province

Hugo had been

appointed governor.

a palace of marble, like most
palaces in that country, where marble is more common than

This

in a palace,

stone; but this palace possessed a strange peculiarity which

was certain to

attract

memory of a child.
One of those shocks
the

end

and

to

remain in the

of earthquake which are

common

in

shaken Calabria from end to
the marble palace of Avellino had been shaken like the

Italian peninsula
;

the attention

had

just

yet, being on a more solid foundation
;
than they, after oscillating and trembling in the balance for a

rest of the buildings

moment,

kept upright, but remained cracked from roof to

it

The

crack extended diagonally across the wall of
bedroom, so that he could see the country through
this most original opening almost as plainly as through his
window. The palace was built on a sort of precipice, lined
with great nut trees, which produce the enormous nuts called
avelines (filberts) from the name of the district in which they are
grown. When these nuts reached maturity, the children spent
their days wandering among the trees, hung over the abyss,
to gather the bunches.
No doubt this taught Hugo that
base.

Victor's

familiarity

with high

that indifference to

places,

empty

that

scorn of precipices and

space, which he possessed

beyond

STORY OF THE TWO SICILIES
most men and which

me

filled

giddy on the balcony of a

with admiration,
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'for I

turn

first storey.

About this time, one of the bitterest enemies of the French
was Michel Pezza, nicknamed Fra Diavolo, about whom my
confrere Scribe composed a comic opera, although the life of
Fra Diavolo had
the original was a most terrible drama
begun as a brigand chief, something after the fashion of
!

Cartouche,

but

with

more

He

cruelty.

romantic profession, until Cardinal Ruffo,
chief,

practised

that

another brigand

only in a higher sphere of society, conceived the idea

of reconquering Naples for his beloved sovereign Ferdinand

who had abandoned

i.,

his capital, disguised as a lackey, in con-

sequence of the French invasion, which was provoked by his
insolent proclamations.

Everyone knows the

terrible story of the

orgies of blood presided over

whole generation

Two

by two courtesans,

disappeared,

and

in

which,

Sicilies,

in

in

the

which a
order to

prevent the ruin of the State, they were obliged to give fixed
salaries to the executioners,

who had been having

ten ducats

per execution.

Fra Diavolo joined his band to Cardinal Ruffo's army, with
which he marched upon Naples, recapturing it in company with
the cardinal, and finally being made colonel (and even count, so
Nevertheless, Ferdinand i. reI understand) by Ferdinand i.
turned to Sicily later, not only a fugitive before the French
invasion, but also before a brother of the emperor ; and Fra
Diavolo, with his rank of colonel and his title of count, started
afresh his guerilla warfare and his brigandage. Colonel Hugo was
commissioned to take him, and the price of 20,000 ducats was
put on his head.
He had already escaped once through a
He was pursued,
prodigious feat of audacity and address.
hounded out and hemmed in on every side, with two hundred
and fifty to three hundred men, the remnant of his band ; but

he hoped to be able to escape by a defile that he believed was
known only to himself. So he had directed his course towards
this defile, but, to his great surprise, he found this final way of
His last hope had vanished!
escape guarded like the rest.

!
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He had no means of turning back they had tried every gorge
and found a wall of bayonets barring the way.
."
" Come along, then ; we have but one way left us
;

.

!

" Perhaps they

exclaimed Fra Diavolo.

Bind me hand and foot to a
and are leading me

horse.

.

.

.

.

may let us take it
You have taken me

French colonel to obtain
Leave
your twenty thousand ducats, the price of my head.
the rest to my lieutenant and do as he does."
They had to hasten, for they were within sight of the French
detachment, which was growing uneasy as to who the troop of
men might be ; moreover, they were accustomed, especially in
desperate circumstances, to follow Fra Diavolo's instructions
In a second he was strapped and
with blind obedience.
bound down, like Mazeppa, on a horse, and the cortege
continued its way, making straight for the French detachment.
This detachment was composed of five or six hundred men
and was commanded by a major. When they saw the troop
marching to them, the French battalion m.arched to meet it
and the two corps came to close quarters. The Calabrian
troop halted within a hundred feet of the French, and only
to the

prisoner,

the lieutenant, clad like a simple peasant, stepped forward out
of the ranks and advanced towards the major.

"What

is

your business and

who

is

man you

the

have

strapped there ? " demanded the major.
" That strapped man is Fra Diavolo," replied the lieutenant,
" whom we have caught
and we want the twenty thousand
.

.

.

ducats promised for his head."
Instantly, the

name

of Fra Diavolo was passed from

mouth

to mouth.

"

You have taken Fra Diavolo ? " exclaimed the major.
" Yes," the lieutenant went on, " and, as proof, there he

bound hand and

foot

and strapped

Fra Diavolo's eyes flashed
" How did you take him ?

The

lieutenant invented

Diavolo, hunted, pursued,
in a village

is,

to the horse."

fire.

"

a

asked the major.
fable,

hemmed

to

the

effect

that

Fra

about, had sought shelter

which he believed to be friendly to him

;

but he

"

!
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had been arrested, seized and bound during the night, and the
whole village had formed his escort for fear he should escape.
" Bandits wretches traitors " exclaimed Fra Diavolo.
The explanation was all sufficient for the major ; besides,
!

!

!

caught; any accompanying explanations concerning the capture were mere
the chief thing was that Fra Diavolo was

questions of curiosity.
"

Very good

" Certainly
ducats."
"

How

me ? "

"

first

likely I

" hand me over your bandit."
hand over to us the twenty thousand
;

should have twenty thousand ducats with

that case," said

Diavolo
"

he said

but

retorted the major.

"In

I

is it

"
!

;

the

lieutenant,

"no money, no Fra

!

Humph
Oh I am
!

.

.

."

said the major.

well aware that you are the stronger force,"
the lieutenant, " and that you can take us if you

!

remarked

if you do take us, you will have stolen twenty
thousand ducats from our pockets."
The major was a logical soul, and he realised the justice of

wish; but,

the reasoning.

"take your prisoner to the headhundred men to accompany you."
The lieutenant and Fra Diavolo exchanged a sly glance
which implied that the major had played into their hands.
The hundred men of the escorting party and the two
hundred and fifty Calabrian peasants set off for the headBut the headquarters never
quarters six leagues away.
received news of Fra Diavolo, and the hundred men of the
When a defile was reached, the
escort never reappeared.
hundred Frenchmen were slaughtered, and Fra Diavolo 'and
his two hundred and fifty men regained the mountains
Colonel Hugo meant to go on with the pursuit; and, from
henceforth, there was a constant series of outwittings and
marches and counter-marches between him and the Calabrian
Taken
chief, which ended in Fra Diavolo being defeated.
a second time, Fra Diavolo was sent to Naples, where his

"Very

quarters

;

well,"
I will

he

said,

give you a
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was to take place, and the 20,000 ducats were immediately
who had taken him. One morning Colonel
Hugo learnt that Fra Diavolo was condemned to be hung.
" Hung " The word sounded odd to French ears. Colonel
Hugo at once started off for Naples and obtained an audience
of the king, from whom he wished to solicit a commutation,
not of the penalty, but of the manner of execution. He asked
that, as Fra Diavolo had been a soldier, he might be shot.
Unluckily, Fra Diavolo had been a bandit before he became
a soldier, and he had served his own ends before enlisting in
The docuthe services of Cardinal Ruffo and Ferdinand i.
mentary evidence shown to Colonel Hugo by King Joseph
was so crammed with wilful crimes, murders and incendiary
fires that Colonel Hugo was the first to withdraw his proposiConsequently, Colonel Michel Pezza, otherwise Fra
tion.
Diavolo, and Count of I know not what title, was summarily

trial

paid over to those

1

hung.

In 1808, Napoleon having declared that the Bourbons of
Spain had ceased to reign, Joseph Bonaparte passed from the
throne of the Two Sicilies to that of Spain, where Colonel

Hugo followed him. Upon his arrival in
Hugo was made brigadier-general, governor

Madrid, Colonel

of the Cours de
major-domo and first aide-de-camp to the king,
a grandee of Spain, Count of Cogolludo and Marquis of
These were high proofs of
Cifuentes and of Siguenga
favour; but there was one among them all which Colonel
Hugo accepted with some aversion and that was the title

Tagus,

first

!

:

of marquis.

"Sire," he said to Joseph, when the King of Spain condescended to announce his intentions towards him, " I thought
"
that the emperor had abolished the title of marquis ?

"

Not

in Spain,

"Sire,"

only abolished

where

my

insisted
it

dear colonel

the

new

in France,

.

.

general,

.

only in France."
"if

the

emperor has

Moliere has abolished

it

every-

else."

And

General

Hugo

contented himself with using the

of count, and never bore that of marquis.

title

But, in spite of

i

—

"

"

THE UGLY ARCHBISHOP
this,

he was none the

Among
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be-marquised and be-majordomoed.

less

the privileges which accompanied this latter office was

On one occasion the
King Joseph the Arch-

that of presenting people to the king.

new major-domo had

present to

to

bishop of Tarragona, who had
to the king.

The Archbishop

come

to profess his allegiance

of Tarragona had a reputation

which left far behind it that which General Hugo's
bestowed on the bell-ringer of Notre-Dame. So,
the major-domo looked at the worthy prelate and

for ugliness,

son

later

when

recognised that his ugliness had not only not been exaggerated

Jl

but that

it

was, perhaps, even worse than people

ignorant that the archbishop

had

said,

could speak and understand

French, he could not refrain from adding, after he had
pronounced the all-important formula in pure Castilian,
" Seiior^ presento d vuestra Mages tad el se sehor arzobispo de
Tarragona,^' the following words in French: "The most
villainous-looking brute in your Majesty's kingdom
!

The archbishop

respectfully saluted the king

Wft to the major-domo, he said
I

less

in the purest

;

then, turning

French, with a

fault-

accent

" I thank you, general

!

In the precarious state of unsettlement through which Spain
was then passing. General Hugo felt it to be out of the
question, when he left Naples, to bring his family with him.
So Madame Hugo, Abel, Eugene and Victor returned to

I

Directly Madame Hugo returned to Paris, she took
France.
an old convent that had belonged to the Feuillantines ; for,
during the two years spent in the palace of Avellino, she had
learnt to appreciate the effect

on the health of her children of

an airy residence, where they had room to run wild and play
We shall see, later, in connection with this conat liberty.
vent, what recollections its large garden, its glorious sunshine

and

its

cool shade

left

on the mind of the

poet.

Here the

had been allowed
in the great park of Saint-Remy whose splendours I have
Here Hugo managed to avoid going through the
described.
university treadmill, and learnt his Latin fairly well and his
three children were allowed

III.— 28

full liberty,

as I
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Greek scarcely
ex-Oratorian,
^^

II savait

at

all,

named
le

thanks to the care of a married

priest,

an

Lariviere.

latin tres-bte?t, tres-nial legrec/^^ his pupil said

of him, in a scrap of verse yet unpublished.

Madame Hugo

dwelt in this retreat, which sheltered her fine

brood, from 1808 until 181

1.

In the early part of 181

received a letter from her husband.

The government

of

1

she

King

Joseph seemed settled, and therefore it became necessary to
go to Madrid, where her three children could be attached to
the court as pages.

—

CHAPTER
—

VII

—

Journey from Paris to Bayonne The treasure
for Spain
Order of march of the convoy M. du Saillant M. deCotadilla Irun
Ernani Salinas The battalion of iclopp^s (cripples) Madame
Hugo's supplies of provisions The forty Dutch grenadiers
Mondragon The precipice Burgos Celadas Alerte The queen's

Departure

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

review

AS we

was then a "great business to
was France to cross
This was merely a question of time.

are about to see,

travel

to

Madrid.

it

First, there

from Paris to Bayonne.
A century ago it took five weeks, and forty years ago it took
nine days, to cover a distance that, later, was accomplished in

done in fifteen or eighteen. One used
Angouleme and at Bordeaux. Then
In due
there was Spain to cross, from Bayonne to Madrid.
course, we shall see what an uncomfortable business it was to
cross Spain from Bayonne to Madrid in the year of grace i8i i,

fifty

hours,

to sleep

and now

at

Blois,

is

at

in the seventh year of the reign of

Napoleon.

Madame Hugo
and her
and during

hired the whole diligence to take herself, her children
servants across France.

Diligences, at that time,

the whole of the period, bore the emperor's livery
;

cabriolets de cuir three

—a

seats

they were

;

the interior held six and the

large coaches, painted green

total of nine

places.

The

whole of the luggage was put behind and above. Six persons
only occupied the vast ark, which started on its journey at the
accustomed hour, and rolled heavily away towards the frontier.
At Poitiers, two passengers wished to take their seats in the
They were told that
coach, a Frenchman and a Spaniard.
the whole diligence was taken by a French lady
but they
;

appeared to be so disappointed that
435

Madame Hugo

offered

;
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both of them seats on condition that they did not pay anyand they accepted her offer. Madame Hugo kept the
interior of the coach for herself, Abel, Eugene, the servant and
thing,

her chambermaid
seat

on the

;

Victor declined to be dispossessed of his

cabriolet,

passengers.

He

and he stayed there with the two strange

kept an ineffaceable recollection of one of the

whose name was Isnel, because he stuffed him and
with cakes and sweetmeats the whole of the
journey.
At last, on the ninth day, they reached Bayonne
travellers

his

brothers

but there they were obliged to stop
Spain with what was called treasure.

:

they could not go into

This

is

a curious bit of

Joseph was King of Spain, but his sovereignty was
confined to Madrid, and to those parts occupied by the
French army. All the remaining portions of the country were
When any army corps entering the
in a state of insurrection.
country made an inlet through the insurrectionary forces, the
latter, after opening before it, closed up behind it again, and the
history.

army became a

sort of floating island

—a Delos,

constantly

There are no means of levying
contributions under such circumstances.
So the King of
Spain and of the Indies, who, in reality, was no more in possession of Spain than of the Indies, not only was unable to
maintain the splendours of his court, but would even have died
of starvation at Madrid, if Napoleon had not sent this prefect
King Joseph's
of the empire his income four times a year.
income was 48,000,000 francs. Therefore, every three months
And this
they sent him a consignment of 12,000,000 francs.
was called the treasure. Of course, it will be readily understood that this treasure trove was lovingly coveted by Spanish
guerilleros, and a strong escort had therefore to accompany
buffeted by the waves of revolt.

it,

to keep these gentlemen as

Travellers

who had

protection of this
selves

much

at a distance as possible.

go to Madrid put themselves under the
escort just as pilgrims to Mecca put themto

under the protection of caravans.

But, in

spite of

every precaution, and the escort of two or three thousand men,
the treasure and the pilgrims were not always safe

;

the pre-

ceding convoy had been attacked, pillaged and slain at Salinas,

I

—

;

THE TREASURE CONVOY
General Lejeune,

with frightful atrocity.

if I
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remember

rightly,

painted a picture of this attack, which was exhibited in the

Notwithstanding this, however, it was
go with the convoy, and our party therefore
waited nearly a month for it at Bayonne.
It arrived about the
end of April.
Meantime, Madame Hugo had had plenty of time to comSalon of 1824 or 1825.

much

safer to

plete her preparations;

she had purchased a carriage,

only one, moreover, there was for sale in Bayonne.

It

the

was

one of those large trunk-like conveyances only to be seen
nowadays in the drawings of Piranesi and also, perhaps,
occasionally in the procession of a pontifical gala in the streets

Rome.
Picture to yourself an enormous chest, hung
between two poles, upon colossal straps, with steps united to
these poles, so that you began to climb over the pole, and
ended by descending into the carriage. This vehicle had one
advantage, however, since, at a push, it could be converted
of

into a fortress,

its

sides being shot-proof,

and only

destructible

by bullets or grape-shot. Before starting, grave dispute arose
concerning the course to take during the march. There were
about three hundred carriages and
sengers waiting, like

and

it

five or

six

hundred pas-

for the reassuring escort

was no easy matter to enforce rules of etiquette

a crowd as
or

Madame Hugo,

women

members

this,

in

such

composed, besides, almost exclusively of

men

attached to the highest

offices

in

the State, or

of the oldest families of Spain.

it will be seen
which everyone put forth
his own special claims, possessed a value which make the
This
persistency with which they were quarrelled for excusable.

Casting a glance over the order of the march,

that the desirable places, concerning

is

how

the

march of the convoy was arranged, with

of a detachment of three thousand

men

its

escort

:

First, at the head as advance-guard, marched five hundred
men, with loaded arms. Next came the waggons containing
the treasure, twenty- five or thirty carriages, surrounded by a
thousand men placed five deep. Then came the travellers,

according to their rank,

title,

grade and, especially, according to
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the seniority of their
as

we have

three

said,

hundred

titles

might

These

to nobiUty.

easily

number some

some drawn by

carriages,

four

mules, forming a line a league in length.

travellers

hundred,

six

who,
filled

and some by

six

This line could not

be defended so energetically as the treasure; it would have
needed ten thousand men instead of three to protect it. So
the carriages were only guarded by a single line of soldiers,
Finally, the convoy was completed by
hundred more men dragging a piece of cannon forming the
extremity of this immense reptile, which could bite with its
The consequence of this dishead, and sting with its tail.
position was that, to be properly guarded, you had to be quite
sure you were of that portion of the convoy which was immediTherefore,
ately behind the waggons containing the treasure.
it was not simply a question of etiquette, who came first, second

instead of five abreast.
five

or third, but a matter of Hfe or death.

Madame Hugo, who had

to protect herself

and her three

children at the same time, advanced her claim not as a fearful

woman, but

as

an anxious mother.

Spain of very old family, and,
Villa-Hermosa, had a

right, if

of taking precedence over

Hugo was

Several grand ladies of

among them,

the Duchess of

they had chosen to enforce

Madame Hugo;

but as

it,

Madame

the wife of a French general, aide-de-camp to the king,

others and went first, in spite of the
and complaints of the grandees of
Spain, male and female, her superiors.
She had, also, been
wonderfully helped in her claim by the arrival at Bayonne of
an aide-de-camp from her husband, M. le Marquis du Saillant,
son of that sister of Mirabeau whom the famous orator loved
and held in sufficiently high esteem to acquaint with his
political sayings and doings, in one of the most curious letters

she took precedence of
protests,

he has

all

recriminations

written.

by the Due de Cotadilla,
and huge appetite, who
had thrown in his lot with Joseph and, secondly, by Colonel
de Montfort, a young man of thirty, who looked charming in
a

The
man

escort was

commanded,

first,

of noble name, great fortune
;

his

hussar's uniform,

and belonged

to

the

race

of curled

;

THE MARQUIS DU SAILLANT
darlings

who

amongst

whom
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were nevertheless brave young colonels
were Colonels Lef^vre, Bessieres and Moncey
all sons of marshals who had been left killed or mutilated
on the battlefields of the Empire; Colonel Moncey was,
probably, the only one who survived that ten years' tempest of

—

The Duke

shot and shell, and saw the Restoration.
dilla

and M. de Montfort produced a very

of Cota-

different impression

Twenty years
poet.
we find a reminiscence in Claude Gueux of the impression
made by the Due de Cotadilla's appetite.
"Claude Gueux was a great eater; it was a peculiarity of
his constitution; he possessed a stomach made in such a
on the youthful imagination of the future

later

fashion that the food supply for two
to last

him one

and laughed

at

day.
it

:

M. de

men was

hardly sufficient

had a

similar appetite

Cotadilla

but what

may be

a matter of mirth to a

who possessed 500,000 sheep
man and a misfortune to a prisoner."

grand-duke of Spain
to a working

There

is

is

a burden

no other mention either before or after this paraDue de Cotadilla in Claude Gueux ; so we see

graph of the

Spanish grandee left a very special mark
on Victor Hugo's memory.
I do not know whether Hugo has anywhere spoken of
Colonel Montfort but he will do so, some day or other, for
the earliest memories of childhood are bound to break forth
that this illustrious

;

sooner or

later.

The Marquis du
loved taking
if

Saillant

life easily,

was a man of

fifty

or

fifty-five,

who

always courageous, but bravest of

anyone disturbed him

at a

meal or during

all

his sleep, since

nothing being more disagreeable to him than to be disturbed,

he thereupon did his very best

to

make

the

enemy

suffer for

disturbing him.

Well, at last the huge cavalcade was set in motion

crossed the

Bidassoa in view of the

isle

and

des Faisans, the

and matrimonial island. The first night they
child's mind was vividly impressed by the
fresh style of architecture, strange manners and different
tongue.
He ever remembered that halt at Irun, and

famous

political

slept at Irun.

The

;

"

—

;

;
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revisited

it

in his poetical dreams, as well

as the towns of

Burgos, Vittoria and of Valladolid, noted in other ways
L'Espagne

*'

me

montrait ses couvents, ses bastilles

Burgos, sa cathedrale aux gothiques aiguilles

Irun,

Et

ses toits

toi,

de bois

;

:

;

;

Vittoria, ses tours

Valladolid, tes palais de families,

Fiers de laisser rouiller des chalnes dans leurs cours.

Mes

souvenirs germaient dans

J'allais

Et

ma

mon ame

^chauflf(6e

chantant des vers d'une voix etouffee,

mere, en secret observant tous mes pas,

Pleurait et souriait, disant

Qui

The manner

lui

:

'

C'est une fee

parle et qu'on ne volt pas

of travelling, too,

made

'
!

a deep impression on

the brain of the child who, as a man, was to possess the

How well one
hundred men wha formed the advance-guard
the thousand escorting the heavy, noisy waggons; the great
carriage with its gilding half worn off, that came next, drawn
by six mules, reinforced, in difficult places, by two and even
four oxen, led by a mayoral} escorted by two zagales ^ Think
of the burning sun^ the parching dust, the arms sparkling in
the glowing atmosphere, of villages laid waste and the hostile
and threatening populations, the unspeakably terrible and
bloody recollections which seemed to belong rather to the
isles of the Pacific than to a European continent
and we
shall have some idea of scenes which we cannot attempt to
describe, which only Hugo himself could relate.
The first day they went three leagues
The second day,
descriptive faculty in the very highest degree

can picture the

!

five

!

!

—

!

they halted for the night at the village of Ernani.

In the

name

to that

poet's recollections, the

of the village

is

changed

Everyone knows the romantic bandit, lover of Dona
adversary of Charles v., and rival of Ruy Gomez.
On the

of a man.
Sol,

third

day, a

spectacle

curious

battalion of kloppes.

A

met the

travellers'

soldiers of all arms, the debris of a score of combats, or,
^

Translator's note.

'

Young

shepherds.

gaze

:

a

battalion of ecloppes was a gathering of

— Spanish leader of a mule-team,

may

be,

;

A BATTALION OF fiCLOPP^S
of a single battle

conducted
as

many as

:

those days, battles were barbarously

for, in

;
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often, two, three or four regiments

were wiped out

a thousand, fifteen hundred or two thousand

wounded

would be picked up from the field of battle a leg would be
cut off here, an arm there, a bullet extracted from one, splinters
pulled out of another.
All these would go to the rear and,
when cured, or nearly so, from the debris of four or five
different regiments would be formed a battalion of ecloppes
(cripples), which was sent back to France and left to defend
itself on the way thither.
The poor fellows had to extricate
themselves from the terrible game of war as best they could.
Our cortbge, then, met one of these battahons at Salinas. It
was composed of Light Infantry, Cuirassiers, Carabineers and
Hussars. Not a man among them but had lost an arm or a
leg, a nose or an eye
but they were gay, and sang and shouted
" Vive I'empereur "
The children were particularly struck by
the fact that every man carried a parroquet or a monkey on
his shoulder or at his saddle-bow; some even had both.
They had come from Portugal, where they had left their limbs
behind them, and whence they had brought this menagerie.
At Mondragon, two or three leagues before Salinas, thanks
;

;

!

to the devotion of the soldiers, they escaped a very serious

By "they,"

danger.
children.

But a

I

mean Madame Hugo and

be necessary before

The

soldiers received their

giving an account of this incident.
rations

they

her three

slight explanation will

every three days

;

according to their usual custom,

consumed the three days' rations in the first twenty-four
away what food burdened them ; so that the

hours, or flung

whole cortege usually fasted one day, at least, out of three.
fast was the more painful to bear
especially in the matter
of liquids, which were not thrown away but usually consumed
prematurely as they journeyed over arid plains, under a
burning sun and in suffocating air. They started at break
of day, to avail themselves of the cool air, halted at noon,
to eat and drink and then they set off again and travelled
till nightfall.
The soldiers camped round the waggons; the

—

This

—

officers

and

travellers

lodged in the villages or towns on

billet
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Madame Hugo was generally lodged with the Alcade. There,
her distribution of rations was made her every night it was
:

the

same allowance

as that given to her

husband when he was

on campaign, namely, twenty rations. Now these portions
were very large; great- mountains of bread and meat and
more wine than she could possibly consume, were piled up
before her every night.
The soldiers who marched to right
and left of her carriage, by the side of the six mules and the
immense chariot, amounted to about forty men. They were
Dutch grenadiers ; for the French army, at that time, like the

Roman

legions of the time of Augustus, was a mixture of

all

These forty men shared the rations
of Madame Hugo, who had no need of twenty portions of
bread, meat and wine for herself, her children and her servants,
since she and they were nearly always supplied with meals by
the host with whom they lodged ; neither did the \7nay0ral and
the two zagales need any, since they lived on a glass of water, a
piece of bread smeared with garlic and the smoke of their
the nations of Europe.

cigarettes.

grateful to

The

forty

Dutchmen were

Madame Hugo, and

accordingly

deeply

found expression
once the second

their gratitude

on two occasions. We will relate the first at
will come in due course.
Mondragon is left by a dark and steep tunnel w^hich forms
the gate of the town the roadway through this tunnel takes a
sudden turn on the right, by the side of a precipice. Some
slight palings were placed at the edge of the roadway to give
:

;

any vehicles being carried over the abyss a last chance to pull
themselves up, if they happened, by chance, to knock up
against one of these barriers.
Whether the mayoral and
zagales were unacquainted with the geography of the district,
or whether they were unable to control the heavy coach, when
the vehicle came out of the dark tunnel it was advancing at a
rapid pace, carried away by its own weight, towards the

when the Dutch grenadiers, perceiving Madame
Hugo's danger, rushed to the heads of the mules and, forcing
them quickly to turn round, stopped the carriage just as
one of the wheels had begun to roll over the edge of the
precipice,
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For one instant the travellers were literally
suspended between life and death. But life gained the day.
Two or three soldiers were nearly flung off by the shock ; but
precipice.

some of them clung
And,
sores,

with

to the traces

and others

to the poles.

happened, the only injuries were a few bruises and
which did not prevent them making merry that night

as

it

Madame Hugo's

Cotadilla,

who was

distribution of rations.

The Due de

very gallant, in spite of his sixty years, and

who cantered by Madame Hugo's carriage door throughout the
added some bottles of rum to that distribution, and

journey,

there was a regular feast.

After about twelve or fourteen days' journey, they reached

Burgos.

They had had

frequent alarms since they

left

Bayonne,

but had often found that what they took for guerilleros were
only quiet mule-drivers, united into bands for their

own

pro-

This mistake was easily made, since the mule-drivers
were armed almost like soldiers and could not be distinguished
from such, on account of the dust raised round them, except

tection.

when

at close quarters,

horses.

At Burgos a

Madame Hugo

it

would be seen they rode mules, not
was made, and

halt of three or four days

took the opportunity these days offered to

show her children the

cathedral, that wonderful pile of Gothic

and the tomb of the Cid.
Of the tomb of the Cid, the soldiers had made a rifle-target.
The child left Burgos dazed and breathless with wonder.
Young as he was, he already possessed a passionate admiration
architecture, the gate of Charles v.

for

and the cathedral of

the chefs-d^(£uvre of architecture;

Burgos,

with

masterpiece of

its
its

sixty

kind.

or

eighty

By

bell-towers,

is,

indeed,

a

a strange coincidence. General

Hugo, who was in command of the Spanish retreat in 18 13,
knocked down three of these bell-towers when he blew up the
citadel of the town of Burgos, of which he was the last governor.
The farther they advanced, the more frequent did traces of
destruction become apparent.
After Burgos, they stopped at
a village which had once been Celadas
it was a heap of ruins
from one end to the other and, as though it had been feared
that the place might revive, the ruins had been thoroughly set
;

;

;
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Nothing could be sadder than to see that fire-destroyed
middle of the sunburnt plains. A few wall sides
stood crumbling and roofless and, of these, the children
belonging to the caravan made a fortress, soon dividing their
War, which was, in
small party into besiegers and besieged.
those days, the trade of the fathers, was the play of the children.
Little Victor and his two brothers formed part of the besieging
party.
Just when they were scaling a breach to enter the
town, and Victor, who always loved high places, was running
fire to.

village in the

along the top of a wall, doubtless to
the attack, he lost his footing and

make

a diversion during

head foremost from the
top of the wall into an uncovered cellar, and his head struck
against the corner of a stone with such violence that he was
stunned and lay where he fell. No one had seen him fall
his descent had been effected too rapidly for him to cry out.
So the assault was carried on as though the besiegers had not
lost one of their number.
When the town was taken,
vanquishers and vanquished counted their numbers, and only
then did they discover that one of them, young Victor Hugo,
was left gloriously on the field of battle. They began to search
for him, Abel and Eugene at the head, and so carefully did
they hunt into every nook and corner, that they soon disfell

covered the wounded victim in the depths of a cellar. They
thought he was dead, as he did not give any signs of life, and
they rushed off with him amidst great lamentations to Madame

Hugo, who soon saw he was still alive.
We have forgotten to mention that there were specimens of
all kinds of humanity in the convoy, including six or eight
Councillors of State, whom Napoleon was sending ready-made
to his brother
So a doctor was easily found. The doctor
attended to the child and, luckily, the shock had been worse
than the actual blow ; the wound was therefore more
terrifying to look at than dangerous and, although the mark
!

of the cut can even to-day be plainly seen, where
his hair,

and

like

Hugo

parts

by the next day the child had forgotten all about it
Kleber after the capture of Alexandria, he was ready

to take part in besieging a fresh town.

—
THE WAY

PERILS BY
So

far,

nothing serious had disturbed

the
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march of the

from a hidden guerillero
would bury itself in the thickness of the panels of one of the
carriages, or break the glass of a door ; and Colonel Montfort
caravan.

Occasionally, 'a

bullet

would send a score of hussars to search among the undergrowth from whence the stray shot had come but it was easy
enough in that part of the country through which the travellers
;

were then passing for the culprit to slip down the sides of a
gorge and put himself beyond

ravine or gain a mountain
reach.

One
this

night, however, they

had a genuine alarm, and expected

time that they were really face to face with a formidable

enemy.
They had traversed nearly two-thirds of their way
and had reached the small town of Valverde, a collection of
sombre-looking houses with high walls and no windows, looking
like

a nest of fortresses of the time of Louis

the escort had set up

its

camp

xiii.

As

usual,

at the entrance to the town,

had been posted in all directions and the travellers
had received their billeting papers for the houses
of the principal inhabitants.
Madame Hugo, as usual, lodged
with the Alcade.
As he left her, the Due de Cotadilla
sentinels

and

officers

|Said

"

r

Be on your

insurrection,

guard,

madame

;

we

are in the heart of the

and your host has not only a very bad reputation

but also a very evil-looking face."

f

p

Madame Hugo

could only judge of the face, and her opinion

Due de Cotadilla.
Moreover, the inside of the house accorded with the appearance
of the town and with her host doors were barred with iron

thereon entirely coincided with that of the

:

and

lined with sheet-lead

;

there were severe-looking vestibules

as dark as the passages in a convent,

huge bare-walled rooms

with only the earth for flooring on the ground floor and bricks

on the first floor ; and the furniture was composed of wooden
benches and leather arm-chairs. When Madame Hugo had
seen over the whole house to select the rooms that suited her
best, she decided on an immense low room on the ground floor,
lighted by a branch of

pinewood burning

in

an iron hand which

";
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was attached to the wall she drew out her bed from the immense
portmanteau which enclosed it during the day, and put the children to sleep on a dozen sheepskins, placed M. du Saillant in a
;

recess adjoining the large

room and, when

night

awaited

fell,

what might happen. The outlook was not a cheerful one ; the
events that might be expected were terrible to contemplate, for
the Spanish had been steadily gaining a reputation for ferocity
since the beginning of the war ; and the tortures they invented
for the wretched Frenchmen who fell into their hands were
unmentionably horrible.
Among primitive peoples, who are
wholly savage, like the Turks, for instance, you know what to
expect; it will be one of their three methods of torture and
execution chopping off heads, strangulation or impalement
and the imagination of the executioners does not exceed those
three ways of killing.
But with a civilised people like the
Spanish, who had their Charles v., Philip ii. and the Inquisithe miserable man under sentence
tion, it is another matter
of death may be roasted over a slow fire, sawed between two
planks, put on the rack, hung by the feet ; or have his entrails
unravelled like a skein of cotton ; or his body slashed in slices

—

:

like a sixteenth-century

his

doublet

tongue or his hands cut

of resource
tion, there

Besides,

!

if

off.

or his eyes put out, his nose,

;

Spanish executioners are

they had exhausted their

own

remained the resources of the Inquisition,

should be borne in mind that the

men who

men

imaginafor

it

fought against us

were Catholics first and foremost, priests and saints
In spite of reflections like these, dispiriting enough to a
mother who is answerable to her husband for the safety of her!

self

and

their

three

children,

Madame Hugo began

asleep, envying the tranquillity of Colonel

du

Saillant,

to

fall

who had

been asleep a long time in the recess they had discovered
adjoining this low room, when, suddenly, the cry " To arms
and the noise of sharp firing roused her. She had gone to bed
with very few clothes off, especially after the warning she had
The fusillade went
received, and she was up in an instant.
on continuously, though somewhat irregularly directed, and the
In the midst of these cries,
cries " To arms " redoubled.
!

!

NIGHT ALARMS!
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someone knocked on the outside shutters of the large low
room, loud enough to be heard, but meant evidently to be
reassuring.
Madame Hugo opened the shutter. It was
Colonel Montfort, who had knocked on the shutters with the
of his sword.
" It is I, madame," he said, " Colonel Montfort,

hilt

who have

the

honour to address you. The enemy has attacked us, but we
have taken measures to give it a warm reception, therefore
be tranquil. In any case, please barricade yourself in here,
and only open to the Due de Cotadilla or to myself."
Madame Hugo thanked Colonel Montfort for his attentive
M. du Saillant went out to him, and she shut the door
care
;

fast

behind him, barricaded

it,

with every available precaution,

and waited further developments. The firing continued for
some time, and even occasionally seemed to increase finally it
decreased and gradually died out. Which had been victorious ?
French or Spaniards ? She did not know as yet, but she had
good hopes that the French had won, and soon there came a
fresh rapping on the shutters, and, amidst shouts of laughter,
which Madame Hugo recognised as coming from the Due de
Cotadilla, Colonel Montfort and her husband's aide-de-camp,
she was asked to open the great door.
This done, the three
;

officers entered.

A

trumpeter of the hussars had discovered, just outside the
meadow where he thought that his horse, to

town, a bit of

which he was greatly attached, could find a

I

little

fresh grass

when the sentinels had been placed, he had picketed his horse in
this tiny oasis.
A peasant had noticed and wondered at this
confidence and, when night fell, he had slipped from bush to
bush, in order to steal the horse the animal had allowed him
;

approach until he felt the picket detached, when, with a
violent shake, he freed himself from his thief, and rushed off
neighing and rearing back to the French camp.
The sentinel
advanced shouting, " Who goes there ? " And the horse, of
to

course, went past

replying.
The sentinel fired
outpost, crying, " To arms "
The
cried, " To arms " and then the soldiers

him without

and

fell

first

outpost fired and

back on the

first

!

!
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had run to their piled and loaded muskets, fired
and shouted, " To arms " Hence the alarm, the firing, the
fearful tumult, which for an hour had filled the little town of
Valverde with fire, smoke and noise.
Nobody dreamt of trying to sleep again for the remainder
of that night, so Madame Hugo and the three officers spent
daybreak, they continued
it together, and next morning, at

in their turn

!

their

march.

The

following day, another scene almost as grotesque as the

alarming incident of the previous night, was in preparation
for the

travellers,

under the rays of the hot noontide sun.

They were halting at that hour in the middle of a great plain.
The soldiers were covered with dust, and streaming with perunder a sun of 35 degrees Centigrade, having finished
when a courier arrived for the Due de Cotadilla, to
announce that the queen, who was also on her way under
an escort to rejoin her husband, would soon pass by the
cortbge.
The Due de Cotadilla thanked the courier for his
information and, when he had learnt the time that they were
likely to meet the queen, and found they could still count on
Then he
nearly an hour, he sent the courier on his way.
went to the door of Madame Hugo's coach, where, we know,
he was accustomed to hold converse.
" Madame," he said, " I venture to ask you to lower your
blinds, first on account of the sun, and next because of the
The queen
sights you would see going on among the escort.
is going to pass by in an hour's time, and I desire to show
her due deference by making my men dress themselves in
parade attire; and, to do this, they will have to change
During this
everything, from their collars to their leggings.
transformation, which will be even more extensive than I have
described, there will be evolutions which may be all right for
a general or a colonel to see, but which are more unseemly
I have warned you, madame, and I
for a lady to look upon.
am now going to warn the Duchesse de Villa-Hermosa and
spiration,

their meal,

the other ladies."

And, with

his usual politeness, the

Due de

Cotadilla took

"

UNDRESS PARADE
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Madame Hugo and issued his commands. Madame
Hugo drew down her blinds.
The orders of the Due de Cotadilla were that the men

leave of

should at once put on parade dress to line the route for the

The men

queen.

of the roadside,
their

toilet.

quickly formed single line along the whole
piled

opened knapsacks and began
reached the most delicate
account of which the Due de

arms,

They had

just

toilet, on
had cautioned the ladies to lower their carriage
blinds, when a huge cloud of dust appeared on the top of a
mountain five hundred feet off, and cries of " The queen
The queen " rang through the air. The queen had come
half an hour sooner than the courier had announced.
A
stronger head than that of the Due de Cotadilla might have
been upset by such an accident as this ; moreover, in no book
on the art of warfare had provision been made for such
a contingency. So he kept silence, and, left to their own
inspiration, the drums beat the call to arms, the soldiers
shouldered their weapons and the non-commissioned officers

part

of

their

Cotadilla

!

!

yelled, " Fall in

Thus

it fell

!

out that the

Queen

of Spain held a review such

no other queen or empress, were she even Marguerite of
Burgundy or Catherine 11., had ever held and, as she learnt
Cotadilla had been forewarned of her
later that M. de
arrival, nothing removed the idea from her mind that the
nakedness of those three thousand men was a joke which
the illustrious duke had prepared for her.
The queen went by, and, as the parade dress was of no
further use, they resumed their everyday uniform, restored
as

;

their

fine

clothes to their knapsacks, the signal

was given and the journey was resumed.

III.
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AT

length they reached Valladolid

;

then, after a few days'

stay there, they proceeded from Valladolid to Segovia

across steep mountains, sometimes sharp peaked,

leading by gentler slopes to high summits

sometimes
from which they

could see vast plains basking in the June sunshine.
The Count of Tilly was governor of Segovia. He belonged
to the old court, was page to Louis xvi. and left Memoirs
which are not wanting in a certain picturesqueness of their
own a much rarer quality at that epoch than the quality of
arousing interest.
He came to the door of Madame Hugo's
carriage to welcome her, installed her in a palace and looked

—

after her

The

and her children during

most vividly
was his visit
famous but
with

their stoppage at Segovia.

event that struck the young poet most and remained

its

in his

memory during

to the Alcazar

as

beautiful

—

as

his sojourn in this

those of Granada and Seville,

gallery containing portraits of all the

painted in the

trefoils

town

that splendid fairy palace, less

and on backgrounds of

Moorish kings
We need

gold.

not explain to our readers that these pictures are later than

Arabian times, the religion of the Arabs forbidding them to
paint images.

Mint.

M. de

The

Alcazar at that time was also used as the

Tilly took

Madame Hugo and
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her children into
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the coining-room, where he had a doubloon struck specially
One of the greatest of Hugo's
for each child to keep.
youthful troubles was the

coin in Madrid by

of his

losing

through the crack of a carriage door.
They waited eight days for reinforcements ; for they dared
not risk setting out for Madrid without a fresh escort ; when

letting

it fall

arrived, they resumed their journey to
convoy party on the Madrid road. At Segovia,
Madame Hugo, as we know, had, through the intervention of
Count Tilly, been lodged in the palace of a Spanish grandee.
As in M. de la Calprenede's palace, everything was of silver,
chandeliers, plates, basins, washing-bowls, everything, even to
One of the pieces of furniture that
the chamber articles.

this

new

escort

rejoin the

especially

Here

Madame Hugo

charmed

originality of

shape was a delightful

I shall

beauty

its

a preacher.

after

name

and why a chamber

pupil of the Jesuits

I

will

and

bourdaloue.

be pulled up and asked why a night

should have been associated with the

been named

with

little

commode

of the celebrated

utensil should

explain, after I

done with Madame Hugo's fascination for this
furniture and the consequences that ensued.

have
have

little article

of

Well, Madame Hugo was so delighted with the form of the
charming bourdaloue that she asked the master of the house
in which she was staying if she might buy it of him.
But,
like

a true Spaniard, the old Castillian was an implacable

to our nation, so he replied that Madame Hugo could
have the coveted object if she wished, but that he never sold

enemy

anything to the

French.

equivalent to stealing

it,

As,

in

this

Madame Hugo

case, to take

the bourdaloue to form part of a collection which
a pity to spoil.
vessels

are

Now

called

let

it

was

refrained, supposing
it

would be

why those little elongated
The famous preacher gave

us explain

bourdaloues.

such interminably long sermons that ladies were compelled
to take certain precautions against their length which we think
we need not explain more fully. More happy than Christopher

I

Columbus, who gave

his

name to a new continent,
name to a new article

Christian eloquence gave his

the pillar of

of furniture,

!
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made
its

especially because of his doings

—an

article

which from

long and narrow shape was easily carried about.

Now

that

we think

we

have cleared up

question to the satisfaction of our readers,

we

this

historical

will rejoin the

convoy on

its journey to Madrid.
It had reached within a
league of Otero, where they were to pass the night and whose
towers they could already discern, when, because one of the
spokes of a back wheel of Madame Hugo's gigantic coach

had to make an enforced halt on the highpaved with enormous pieces of rock. Faithful
to his courteous habits, the Due de Cotadilla had ordered a
general halt, causing an outburst of objections.
A general
halt at seven in the evening
a halt which might last a couple
of hours and allow the convoy to be overtaken by nightfall
The duke could hardly have done more even if the accident
had happened to one of the waggons containing the treasure,
and he was exceeding his duties altogether when it was only
for the wife of a French general, a lady who had been a
member of the Spanish aristocracy for barely three years
So
there was a great clamour throughout the convoy.
There
had been precedents in similar cases, and the unfortunate
carriage had been left behind bag and baggage to the mercy of
Providence
The Due de Cotadilla wished to keep his word,
but he had to give way before the chorus of complaints.
The
convoy meant to continue its way to Otero; but help on
which she had not counted was to be giveni to Madame Hugo
and her poor abandoned coach. The forty Dutch grenadiers
asked to be allowed the favour of remaining by her coach as
escort until the wheel could be mended and it was possible to
continue the journey. This favour was granted them. The
convoy moved off and gradually, like a receding tide, left the
coach stranded on the highway. But never did shipwrecked
people alone on a desert island set themselves to work with
greater energy to construct a raft than did the forty Dutch
grenadiers to the mending of the wheel.
It was completed
When they set off again, the rear of the
in an hour or so.
convoy had long been lost to sight and darkness had begun to
snapped

in two, they

road, which was

!

!

!

;

"

; y ;

;

THE CAMPAGNA OF MADRID
However,

fall.

in spite of all these

Madame Hugo,

coach, with

453

adverse circumstances, the

her three children, the servant,

the chambermaid, the forty Dutch grenadiers, entered Otero

by ten that night, without having had to pay toll to the
During the
a most unusual stroke of good luck.
night, owing to the efforts of a local wheelwright, whom they
compelled by force to undertake the job, with two army
blacksmiths superintending his labours, the coach was mended

guerilleros

—

and next day
file

was ready to take

it

its

place at the head of the

of carriages.

They reached the chain of the Guadarrama Mountains and
began to climb them; ascending the highest summit, they made
a halt at the foot of the gigantic lion which turns its back on
Old Castile, and, with one paw on the scutcheon of the Spains,
looks

to

New

Castile

;

campagna round Madrid.

then

they descended

The campagna

of

towards

Rome

the

bare and

is

gloomy, but flecked with glorious sunshine, and looks

alive, if

one may so put it, in spite of its loneliness. The campagna
of Madrid is bare, arid and grey, and like a cemetery.
And
the Escurial rises up at the end of the plain like a tomb. This,
indeed, was the impression it left on me, and also the impression
it left on Hugo, who visited it thirty-five years before I did.
" L'Espagne

m'accueillit livree k la conquete

Burgare ou mugit

;

tempete
pour un tombeau^ je pris P Escurial

Je franchis

le

De

loin,

Et

le triple

la

aqueduc vit s'incliner
Devant son front imperial.

L^, je voyais

les feux

ma

tete

des haltes militaires

Noircir les murs croulants des villes solitaires

La

tente de I'eglise envahissait le seuil

Les rires des soldats, dans les saints monast^res,
Par r^cho r^p^t^s, semblaient des cris de deuil
!

The convoy wound
Madrid
at

like a long

Galapagar.

reached Madrid.

over the plain from the Escurial to
snake ; they only slept once on the road,

Next day, by six in the evening, they had
They had scarcely entered its streets before
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everybody disbanded, overjoyed

at

restraint of military discipline.

Madame Hugo bade

being no longer under the

Due de Cotadilla, of Colonel Montfort and
Dutchmen then Colonel du Saillant took her to the

to the

;

farewell

her forty
palace of

the princes of Masserano, which was prepared for her reception.

The

general was at his governorship in Guadalajara

:

we

shall

see later what he was doing there.

The palace of Masserano was in the Calk de la Reyna. It
was a vast building of the seventeenth century, in all the
splendour and severity of that period ; it had no garden but a
multitude of little square courtyards paved with marble, each
with a fountain in the centre.
These courtyards could only be
entered through a kind of postern gateway; the sun never
reached down into them, for the walls enclosing them were
some forty to fifty feet high; and they were only just large
enough for a wolf to walk round the fountain in fact, they were
simply store-places of shade and coolness.
So far as Victor's
memory carried him, the interior of the palace was of incredible
magnificence
especially the dining-room, which had large
glass windows on each of its four sides, the light through
which showed up in all their glory splendid paintings by
Fra Bartolommeo, Velasquez, Murillo, Sebastian del Piombo,
This
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael and Michael Angelo.
dining-room led into a large salon, upholstered in red damask,
which led into another salon upholstered in blue damask, which
in its turn led to what was called the princess's room, an im;

;

mense chamber, upholstered and furnished in blue figured silk
and silver. On the other side of the dining-room, through an
anteroom, ornamented solely with oak chests which were
meant to serve as seats for attendants, you entered a large
gallery

which contained a collection of

full-length portraits of

the Counts of Masserano, in court dress, also of princes of
the same

name

;

the principality, by the way, only dated back

as far as the middle of the seventeenth century.

these great galleries that the children played

It

was

with the sons of General Lucotte, in rooms a hundred and
feet long,

in

hide-and-seek
fifty

and among Chinese vases and porcelain ornaments
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Their evenings were spent on a large
whence they could see the comet, in which they
could distinguish the Virgin giving her hand to Ferdinand vii.,
six

feet

height

in

!

balcony, from

— so said the Spanish
One morning an

priests.

escort

of

Westphalian cavalry arrived,

accompanying a messenger bearing a letter from General
Hugo. The general was unable to come to Madrid, being
The
busily engaged in warfare on the banks of the Tagus.
main purpose of the letter was to recommend the best college
for

They were

the education of the three children.

to be

placed in the Seminaire des Nobles, where they would

be
was not usual to take boys
under thirteen, but, although Abel was only twelve, Eugene but
ten and Victor only eight, an exception was made in their
favour and a license from the king provided for their imprepared as pages of the king.

They had

mediate admission.
palace, with
tapestries,

to leave the splendid

beautiful paintings by old masters,

its

its

It

Masserano
its

splendid

interminable galleries decorated with Chinese

vases and the walls whereon three generations of counts

seemed

come

and

costumes
or in their trappings of war, for the gloomy seminary in the
Calk San-Istdro. The Seminaire des Nobles was, indeed, a
princes

to

to life again in their state

formidable and severe-looking edifice, with

its

great treeless

and one might almost go so far as to say its vast
schoolrooms without scholars. There were twenty-five pupils,
not including the three new-comers in this seminary, which
had contained three hundred before the French invasion.
courts,

This was, approximately, the proportion of the aristocracy of
Spain that had rallied round Joseph Bonaparte. And besides

we have

said, the three

a Spanish prisoner.

The seminary

the twenty-five scholars there was, as

sons of General

Hugo and

looked indeed a gloomy place to the poor children when
Imagine those schoolrooms and dormitories
they entered it.

and

lavatories

three

hundred

scholars,

seemed

and

refectories intended to

pupils,

who looked
entirely

to

now

meet the needs of

containing but twenty-five unhappy

lost therein.

meet the

Virgil's phrase,

case.

The

rari nantcs^

establishment was

;
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kept by two Jesuits
equal strictness

;

who

controlled the college with apparently

these two Jesuits each represented opposite

one was named Don Manoel and the
Bazilio was tall and nearly fifty-five
years of age ; his forehead was bare and bald, and his nose was
like a vulture's beak ; his mouth was large and firm, and his
chin protruded.
He was hard and severe in character and
But, at the same time, he was just, and never
never forgave.
punished unless punishment was deserved. The other, Don
Manoel, was plump and very broad. His figure was thick-set
he had a smiling, almost a gay, face ; and his manner towards
new-comers was gentle and gracious and caressing; judging
from his appearance, he was always ready to excuse, or at any
rate to make allowance for faults ; he was extremely false, very
deceitful and utterly mischievous; he directed the college
typjs of their order

other

Don

:

Bazilio.

Don

Don Bazilio,
When the first edge of
his appearance of sympathy had worn off, Don Manoel became
unbearable.
Lads began by detesting Don Bazilio; but,
alone, in spite of the pretended collaboration of

doubtless by order of his superiors.

as he was just, in spite of his severity, this hatred gradually

passed away
liking

when

Don
the

;

on the other hand, people began by
and ended by detesting him. But
feeling was aroused it went on increasing

whilst,

Manoel,

latter

crescendo.

The

studies which these two Jesuits set their pupils were

They were so feeble that, in a college composed of
young people of eighteen to twenty years of age, a special class
had to be started for the new arrivals of whom the oldest was

ridiculous.

They actually judged of the children's capacities
by their size when they began to examine them, and gave Abel
a Quintus Curtius, and Eugene De Viris, and little Victor an
Epitome.
But at sight of this book, with which he had
finished a long time before, the child rebelled and boldly
asked for Tacitus. The fathers looked at one another in
stupefaction and, refraining from punishing the audacious boy
who had delivered himself of this ill-timed jest, they brought
him the book. Victor opened it and immediately translated
but twelve.

—

;

THE HUGOS AND PLAUTUS
the

paragraph

alighted

at

Nerva on

Cocceius

about

The two

haphazard.

other

Tacitus in their turn, and gave an equal,

proof of
the

if

he

had

took up

a not superior,

They brought them Perseus and Juvenal

skill.

children

which

brothers
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were

both these

with

familiar

satirists,

and

could not merely interpret them, but even offered to recite

Thus

the children fresh from France

whole

satires

made

light of these three authors,

by

heart.

the Seminaire des Nobles as
of twenty

!

The two

who were looked upon

beyond the reach of

at

rhetoricians

Jesuits put their heads together, decided

must make a special class for the three new-comers
and settled that they would expound Plautus to them. Don
Manoel it was, a true Jesuit, who chose an author full of
that they

bristling with

ellipses,

idioms,

crammed with Roman

patois,

which Moliere puts into the mouths of his peasantfolk, and for ever alluding to customs that had disappeared
even in Cicero's time.
But Don Manoel's end was accomplished the children's brains grew dull over Plautus ; and this
was exactly what he wished, to break their pride. The twentytwo other pupils were Spaniards, sons of Spanish grandees who
had thrown in their lot with Joseph. Among them were two
like that

:

sons

of

high

birth

to

Souvenirs in his works

he put

whom
stanza

:

whom

Victor

in his Lucrece Borgia^

dedicated

different

Count of Belverana,

one, the

whom

and Raymond de Benavente, to

he addressed, in 1823, the

Ode

that begins with

this

:

" Helas

j'ai compris ton sourire,
Semblable au ris du condamn6

Quand

A

!

le

mot qui

doit le proscrire

son oreille a r6sonn6

En

!

pressant ta main convulsive,

compris ta douleur pensive,
Et ton regard morne et profond,

J'ai

Qui, pareil i

I'eclair

des nues,

mers inconnues,
Mais ne peut en montrer le fond."

Brille sur des

The young poet
manners,

namely,

noticed one custom peculiar to Spainish
these

children,

whose ages varied from
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thirteen and every year up to twenty, all used the familiar
form of address among tnemselves, as became sons of Spanish
grandees, and never addre^sed one another by their baptismal
or family names, but only by their titles of prince, duke,
marquis, count or baron.
They called Victor " Baron," which
filled

him with

Among

pride.

—

young folk and to be exact in our figures we
ought to reduce the number of these juvenile nobilities to twentyone was one who was neither knight, baron, count, marquis,
these

—

and who nevertheless was not the least
This was a young Spanish
officer named Lillo, aged fifteen, who had been taken prisoner
at the siege of Badajoz.
He had fought like a demon,
had killed a French grenadier with his own hand and had
been taken only after a heroic defence. They were about to
shoot him when Marshal Soult happened to pass by, and,
having inquired and been informed what was being done, had
him despatched to Madrid, with orders that he should be
placed in the college.
The order wa^ carried out, and Lillo
was sent to the college, but in the twofold capacity of pupil
and prisoner. The lad, who had borne the rank of second
Heutenant, had commanded grown men; had faced battle in
open field, equipped as a soldier, took badly to the college
discipline full of Jesuitical chicaneries, to which he had to
duke nor

prince,

remarkable inmate of the college.

submit

like all the others, save in the

matter of the

dormitory, where, however, each pupil had> his

He

common

own

cubicle.

was permitted, kept\to himself in solitude, rage burning at his heart's core, and in fiis relations with
the other young lads he was cold, melanchoiy and haughty.
Of course, the three French boys were the' object of his
particular aversion, and he was constantly picking quarrels with
one and sometimes with all three of the sons b^ the general
Once he
attached to Joseph, he a soldier of Ferdinand vM.
therefore, as far as he

called

Napoleon Napoladron before Eugene

—

'^true,

nearly

Spaniard called the conqueror of Austerlitz- by that
nickname, but Eugene was none the less sensitiveJ^ to the
every

insult

on that account, and he retorted

that Lillo

h^d been

—
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taken prisoner between the legs of a French grenadier.

Lillo

hand he did not wait for any
other weapon, but threw himself on Eugene and stabbed him
brutally with it on the cheek.
The wound, or rather the tear,
was an inch and a half in length. Eugene wished to fight
a duel, and Lillo was willing enough but the professors intervened and separated the youth and the lad. Lillo disappeared
the next day and neither Victor nor his brother ever heard
what became of him.
I can still hear Victor's grave voice
when he told me the anecdote, saying
" And the young fellow was right he was standing up for
his country
but children do not understand that."
The living at the Seminaire des Nobles was cloistral;
probably no monastery throughout Spain kept severer rules.
had a

pair of

compasses in

his

;

;

;

:

.

I

Once a

.

.

went for a walk, but even this was
and they might not even go to the D^lices (corre-

fortnight they

restricted,

sponding to our Champs-^lysdes), for fear of guerilla bands.
These twenty or twenty-five lads would have been a great prize,

and worth a good ransom, belonging, as they
the

first

thrown

had

did, not only to

families in Madrid, but also to the families
in their lot with the brother of

which had
Napoladron^ as Lillo

called him.

From time

to time, the boys

would look up

at the

sound

of an opening door and they would see a vision out of the

seventeenth century appear in the beginning of the nineteenth.

One

I

day,

when

in the refectory, eating their

meal

in silence,

while a junior master, seated on a raised chair in the midst
of an

immense

hall,

was reading to them

in

Spanish

out

of a pious book, suddenly, the door opened, after a couple

of knocks, as though a prince, cardinal or Spanish

grandee
Benavente boys had not seen
their mother for over a year, and it was the Princess of
Benavente.
She advanced a few steps into the room and
were outside.

waited.

Then

The

four

little

her four sons rose, ranged themselves according

to their age, eldest

first,

second next, and so on, and, without

taking one step faster than another, advanced ceremoniously

and kissed

their mother's

hand

in turn

from the

tallest to

the

—
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The

smallest.
at the

three

young French lads were
accustomed

as this, for they were
fling

greatly astonished

proceeding and at a loss to understand such etiquette
to rush to their

mother and

themselves on her neck, when they caught sight of her.

At the end of

six

months' sojourn at the S^minaire des

Nobles, Abel attained his

twelfth year

and was allowed by

special privilege to enter as a page at that age.

Then came

the winter

and famine. It was cold everywhere
1 812-18 13, although it was nothing

during the fatal winter of

compared with the
It

was the

severity experienced in Russia.

fate of

Napoleon to attract and concentrate the
upon him during his reverses as during

attention of the world
his victories.

The
Nobles,

twenty-five
in

the

pupils

buried in that vast Seminaire des

dormitories,

schoolrooms

and

refectories

intended for three hundred inmates, were perished with cold.

Nothing could warm those great rooms wherein there was not
braziers placed in the middle of the rooms
;
only served to emphasise winter's triumph.
Besides this,
the children were not only perishing of cold, but, worse still,
were dying of starvation. The wealthiest in Madrid could not
And King Joseph himself probably to
get bread in 181 2.
set a good example
ordered that nothing but soldiers' bread
should be served at his table. People were constantly found
in the streets who had not even as much warmth as the braziers
a single fireplace

—

—

at the

lying

Seminaire des Nobles, or King Joseph's army bread,

down on

the thresholds of the great in tattered cloaks

and dying of hunger and cold. If they were still alive, every
effort was made to feed and warm them
if they were dead,
they were removed and buried.
Bread was as scarce at the
Seminaire des Nobles as elsewhere, and the lads complained
bitterly of hunger
to the less patient, father Manoel would
;

;

say

"Make

the sign of the Cross on your stomachs, and that

will feed you."

The boys made many crosses, and, although the action
warmed them a little, it certainly did not nourish them. But
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Don Manoel, who kept fat amongst all the sad
and emaciated faces, to have an illicit intimacy with the
kitchen, which he hid even from Don Bazilio.
All this while, General Hugo was waging war along the
banks of the Tagus against the famous Juan Martin, nicknamed the Efnpecinado, as he had against Charette in the
Vendee and against Fra Diavolo in Calabria. He has himself
given a modest and learned account of the strategic movements of that fine campaign, which concluded with the capture
and execution of the captain of the guerilla hordes which

they suspected.

he combatted. We will select a few only of the picturesque
accounts of dangers incurred those fragments which History
drops from her robe and which chroniclers carefully collect for

—

their

Memoirs.

Hugo and a hundred men came to a
on one of the many little streams that run into
the Tagus.
In order to avoid rousing needless alarm, he
entered the village with only his two aides-de-camp, to
obtain from the inhabitants some information of which he
He came from his camp, which included
stood in need.
some five to six thousand men, who were a league lower
One

day. General

village situated

down

the river.

To

obtain the desired information, he applied

to the proprietor of a large sugar-refining factory, who, seeing

him accompanied by only two aides-de-camp, said never a
General Hugo was thirsty.
Unable to get his information, he thought he might at any rate get some refreshment and
word.

asked
"

I

is

for a glass of water.

Water ? " said the proprietor of the sugar

refinery.

" There

plenty in the river."

And

he shut the door

moment

in

the general's face.

The

general

door would be reopened.
Instead of the door, it was a window that was opened, the
muzzle of a gun slyly protruded, fired, and a bullet whizzed
past.
At the sound of the gunshot, the detachment which had
remained outside the town rushed in ; and when the soldiers
learnt what had just happened they wanted to demolish
General Hugo
the sugar factory and burn the village.

waited a

to

see

if

the

"
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stopped them and said to his orderly, " Go back to the camp,
and invite the whole of the six thousand men wao form it, in
my name, to come and drink some eau sucree; it will be a treat
for them
it is a long time since the poor devils tasted any
It was one of the special virtues of the Imperial epoch to be
the
quick to understand when one wished to understand
aide-de-camp understood and set off at a gallop. The soldiers
also understood.
They burst open the doors of the sugar

—

!

:

factory,

threw two or three thousand sugar-loaves into the

and for the rest of that day General Hugo's six thousand
This
men had as much eau sucree to drink as they wanted
was the only revenge he took on the refusal of a glass of
water and the gun fired at him.
The deed has remained in
the annals of the army of Spain as one of the most toothsome
jokes a general ever cracked with his men.
On another occasion, also when they were marching by the
river

;

!

—

banks of the Tagus, in the place where I myself I will tell the
story in due course
sojourned thirty years later, one wretched
night, on the great plains of Old Castile, between Toledo
and Aranjuez, and it was just such a burning sun as made
Sancho bitterly regret he had not an excellent curd cheese
at hand, suddenly, the scouts fell back at full gallop on the
advance-guard to warn General Hugo that what appeared to
be an army corps of the enemy, of considerable number,
was marching to encounter the French army. And, indeed,
so great a cloud of dust was to be seen on the horizon

—

as only a great

body of men or the simoom could produce.
like those clouds of crimson and gold

This dust shone

which appear

atmosphere during the hottest of the
gave orders for a halt.
He then
rode on in advance with a hundred men to examine the
enemy's position himself, and if possible to divine its intentions.
There was no doubt about it it was an immense
troop to judge by the space it occupied and the dust it raised,
and it was marching towards him with one of its wings on the
right bank of the Tagus.
The infantry instantly received
dog-days.

in the

General

Hugo

—

orders to prepare for battle, the artillery to plant their batteries

AN ARMY OF SHEEP!
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up a position on
men on horseback in front under the command of an orderly officer. But
both officer and men returned at a gallop a few moments later.
General Hugo thought his men must have been driven back,
and as not a single shot had been fired he was just preparing
to give the fugitives a good wigging when on nearer approach
he detected unequivocal signs of hilarity on the countenances
of both officer and men.
"
1^ " Well, what is it ? " asked the general. " Who is our enemy ?
is
"our
enemy
a
flock
IP "General," replied the aide-de-camp,
of three hundred thousand merino sheep being driven by two
hundred dogs, conducted by a dozen shepherds, and belonging
to M. Quatrece7itbergerr
"What tomfoolery is this, monsieur?" said the general,
^-frowning.
on a small

hillock,

the right wing.

"I am not

^P

i

minutes you

and the cavalry

Then

to take

they despatched a few

joking, general," said the officer,

will see that

I

"and

have had the honour to

in ten
tell

you

the precise truth."

A
eau

sheep

flock of 300,000

soldiers water
sucr'ee

!

What

!

It

made

which the general had provided

The army

the mouths of the

a suitable aftermath to the barrels of

corps consisted of 4000

men

for
;

them

!

each soldier could

at least a sheep to himself, and each began considering
what kind of sauce he would serve to his own dish.
At the announcement of this strange news, M. Hugo
advanced to the front. And there he saw through the dust
first a dozen men on horseback, armed with long sticks studded
with nails, like lances
behind these came the impenetrable
front of 300,000 sheep ; and upon the heels of these 300,000
sheep two hundred barking, biting dogs darting hither and

have

;

thither.

It

looked

like the migration of a great

the time of Abraham.

The

Arab

tribe, in

story was quite correct, except the

name

of the owner, which the officer had taken the liberty of
mispronouncing slightly to suit the occasion. The proprietor's
name was not Quatrecentberger (four hundred shepherds), but

Katzenberger.

It will

be seen that the

difl"erence in

pronuncia-
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tion

pun.

that the officer may be forgiven his
M. Katzenberger was a wealthy Alsatian

who had

risked almost the whole of his fortune in

was so

appropriate
speculator

slight

A

a speculation in merino sheep.

throughout the troops when

belonged

a

to

M. Hugo would

compatriot.

allow

it

great

melancholy spread

became known
It

was

utterly

M. Katzenberger's

that the flock

unlikely
to

flock

that

be im-

pounded, whether of 300,000 or even of 400,000 beasts. And,
as a matter of fact, the chief shepherd, who had trembled for a

moment
General

at the prospective ruin of his

Hugo

master, received from

a promise that not only should every single hair

of his merinoes go scot free, but that he should have a passport

requesting

all

the French

army corps

to treat

M. Katzenberger's

shepherds, dogs and sheep with the utmost respect.

The flock reached France without
It was an odd incident
any serious accident, and by this almost unexpected good
fortune M. Katzenberger doubled, trebled and quadrupled his
fortune.
His first action was to offer General Hugo a sum of
money proportionate to the service he had rendered him.
General Hugo's first and final decision was to decline the
ofl"ered sum.
I believe it was 300,000 francs
a franc per
!

—

sheep.

And

here

position

for

let

us state that General Hugo,

who held a high
who was

four years during the wars in Spain,

given the charge of conducting the retreat from Madrid to

Bayonne, a position which always allowed a general great
enriching himself, died without any picture gallery,
or a single Murillo or Velasquez or Zurbaran, possessing no
It seems incredible,
other fortune but his retiring pension.
facilities for

does

it

Musee

not?
will

And

yet so

it

was.

But, the directors of the

ask me, or those millionaire collectors

pictures for 600,000, 200,000, 50,000

who bought

and even 25,000

francs,

Marshal Soult, what
benefit did he derive from his disinterested conduct towards
M. Katzenberger? He was the gainer by an annual dinner
which M. Katzenberger came from Strasbourg on purpose to
give him and all the members of his family in Paris, on the
at the sale after the decease of the late
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anniversary of the great event that
this

dinner was on a splendid scale

grateful Strasbourgian at least

made
:

it

his fortune.
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And

must have cost the

fifty louis.

During the winter of 181 2 and the early months of 18 13,
in consequence of our misfortunes in Russia, matters began
to assume such a threatening aspect in Spain that General Hugo
felt it was dangerous to keep his wife and children at Madrid.
Therefore Madame Hugo and her two youngest sons were put
under the protection of quite as strong an escort as the one we
have described, and they made the return journey from Madrid
to Bayonne on their way to Paris, as successfully as they had
travelled between Bayonne and Madrid.
Madame Hugo had
thought it best to keep the convent of the Feuillantines, so
the two children returned to their old nest with its light and
shade, its recollections of work and of play, and, furthermore,
the abb^ Lariviere and his Tacitus.
Abel Hugo, a soldier boy
of thirteen, remained with his father.

III.— 30

—

—

CHAPTER
The

—

;

IX

—
—

and the garden of the Feuillantines Grenadier or general
Hugo's first appearance in public He obtains honourable
mention at the Academy examination He carries off three prizes in
the Jeux Floraux
Han d'hlande The poet and the bodyguard
Hugo's marriage The Odes et Ballades Proposition made by cousin
Cornet
college

Victor

—

—

1813
THAT wretched Un jour
year

trospection.

was a strange period of inBut we will let the poet
the verses below
.

himself describe matters, in

—
—

.

.

:

"J'eus, dans ma blonde enfance, helas, trop ephemere,
Trois maitres
un jardin, un vieux pretre et ma mere.
:

Le jardin etait grand, profond, mysterieux,
Ferme par de hauts murs aux regards curieux,
Seme de fleurs s'ouvrant ainsi que des paupieres,
Et

d'insectes vermeils qui couraient sur les pierres

Plein de bourdonnements et de confuses voix

Au miHeu
Le

presqu'un champ, dans

pretre, tout nourri

Etait

un doux

viellard

de Tacite
;

ma mere

Ainsi, je grandissait sous

C/n jour

.

.

.

Oh

!

si

le

et

un

Gauthier

fond presqu'un bois.

d'Homere,

etait

triple

me

ma

rayon

mere.

!

pretait son crayon,

Je vous dessinerais d'un trait une figure
Qui, chez ma m^re, un soir entra, facheux augure
Un docteur au front pauvre, au maintien solennel

Et

je verrais ^clore a vos

;

;

bouches sans

!

fiel,

Portes de votre coeur qu'aucun souci ne mine,

Ce

rire eblouissant

qui parfois m'illumine.

Lorsque cet homme entra je jouais au jardin,
Et rien qu'en le voyant je m'arretai soudain.
C'^tait le principal d'un college quelconque ;
Les tritons que Coypel groupe autour d'une conque,
Les faunes que Watteau dans les bois fourvoya,
Les sorciers de Rembrandt, les gnomes de Goya,
466
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Dont

varies, vrais

en

Callot,

Sont

cauchemars de moine,

taquine saint Antoine,

riant,

mais sont channant

laids
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;

difiFormes,

mais remplis

D'un feu qui, de leur face, anime tous les plis,
Et parfois, dans leurs yeux, jette un eclair rapide
Notre

homme

;

ce que

j'ai

6tait stupide

il

comme un

Pardon, j'en parle encor
C'est mal

mais

etait fort laid,

franc ^colier

!

!

;

tachez de I'oublier.

dit,

Car de votre age heureux, qu'un pedant embarrasse,
J'ai gardait la colere et j'ai

homme

Cet

chauve

perdu

et noir,

la grace.

Ires effrayant

pour moi,

Et dont ma mere aussi d'abord eut quelque
Tout en multipliant les humbles attitudes,
Apportait des avis

Que

et

des sollicitudes

I'enfant n'^tait pas dirige

;

:

que, parfois,

emportait son livre en revant dans

II

effroi,

les bois

Qu'il croissait au hasard dans cette solitude

Qu'on devait y songer, que la severe etude
Etait fille de I'ombre et des cloltres profonds
Qu'une lampe pendue k de sombres plafonds,
Qui de cent ecoliers guide la plume agile,
liclairait mieux Horace et Catulle et Virgile,
Et versait a I'esprit des rayons bien meilleurs

Que

le soleil

;

;

;

qui joue a travers I'arbre en fleurs

Et

qu'enfin,

Le
La

joug, le dur travail, et les larmes ameres.

il

fallait

;

aux enfants, loin des m^res,

dessus le college, aimable et triomphant,

Avec un doux

sourire,

au jeune enfant,

offrait

Ivre de liberie, d'air, de joie et de roses,

Ses bancs de chene noir, ses longs dortoirs moroses,

Les

salles

qu'on verrouille

et

qu'^ tous leurs pilliers

Sculpte avec un vieux clou I'ennui des 6coliers

I

;

Les magisters qui font, parmi les paperasses,
Manger I'heure du jeu par les pensums voraces,
Et, sans eau, sans gazon, sans arbres, sans fruits mCirs,

Sa grande cour pavee, entre quatre grands murs

Here
prose

Oh

!

;

I

would

but, to

what

fain

tell

!

break off the quotation and continue in

the truth, I have not the courage to do so.

fine lines yours are,

to me, not simply to cause

my

them

and what a joy it is
be read all the world

friend,

to

—

—

—

!

—

—
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has read

them— but

to cause

them

thousand readers whose eyes

and who

will sigh,

be reread by the hundred

to

travel

will

over

chapter

this

with looks turned towards England

"Soupir qui va vers

du

toi sur la brise

soir,

Fait d'un quart de tristesse et de trois quarts d'espoir."

Let US pick up the thread of Hugo's lines, into the middle
had the temerity to venture to put a couple of my

of which I

own

:

" L'homme congedi^, de ses discours frappee,
Ma mere demeura triste et preoccupee.

—Que

faire ? que vouloir ? qui done avait raison,
morne college ou I'heureuse maison?
Qui sait mieux de la vie accomplir I'cEuvre austere,

Ou

le

L'ecolier turbulant ou I'enfant solitaire

Problemes

!

questions

De
Au
Qui

Le

par

le destin

?

Elle hesitait beaucoup.

bien grave.

L'afifaire etait

Ame

!

Humble femme

non pas

apr^s tout,

les livres faite,

quel front repousser ce tragique prophete

ton

si

magistral, aux gestes

lui parlait

si

certains,

au noms des Grecs

pretre etait savant, sans doute

et
;

des Latins?

mais, que sais-je,

Apprend-on par le maitre ou bien par le college?
Et puis enfin, souvent ainsi nous triomphons,
L'homme le plus vulgaire a de grands mots profonds

—

// est indispensable! il convient !

il

importe

Qui trouble quelquefois la femme la plus forte
Pauvre mere, lequel choisir des deux chemins ?
Tout le sort de son fils se pesait dans ses mains.
.

Tremblante,

elle tenait cette

.

lourde balance,

Et croyait bien la voir, par moment, en silence,
Pencher vers le college, helas en opposant
Mon bonheur k venir ^ mon bonheur present.
Elle songeait ainsi, sans sommeil et sans treve
C'etait I'ete vers I'heure ou la lune se leve,
Par un de ces beaux soirs qui ressemblent au jour,
Avec moins de clarte, mais avec plus d'amour.
Dans son pare, ou jouaient le rayon et la brise,
!

;

Elle errait toujours triste et toujours indecise,

Questionnant tout bas

I'eau,

le ciel,

la foret,

]£coutant au hasard les voix qu'elle entendrait.
C'est dans ces

La

moments la que le jardin paisible,
remue un insecte invisible.

broussaille ou

.

;

;;

;

;

;'
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Le scaraWe, ami des feuilles, le lizard
Courant au clair de lune au fond du vieux puisard,
La faience k fleur bleue ou vit la plante grasse,
Le dome oriental du sombre Val-de-Grace,
Le cloitre du couvent, bris6 mais doux encore,
Lcs marroniers, la verte all6e aux boutons d'or,
La statue ou sans bruit se meut I'ombre des branches,
Les pales liserons, les paquerettes blanches,
Les cent fleurs du buisson, de I'arbre, du roseau,
Qui rendent en parfuras les chansons a I'oiseau,
Se mirent dans la mare ou se cache sous I'herbe,
Ou qui, de I'ebenier chargeant le front superbe,
Au bord des clairs etangs, se melant au bouleau,
Tremblent en grappes d'or dans les moires de I'eau,
Et
Et

ramees,
repandant de charmantes flim6es
C'est dans ces moments-la, comme je vous le
le ciel scintillant derriere les

les toits

Que
Tous
Tous

ces vieux

murs croulants, toutes ces jeunes

roses,

ces objets pensifs, toutes ces douces choses

ma mere

Parlerent a

Et

dis,

tout ce beau jardin, radieux paradis,

lui dirent tout

avec I'onde

bas

:

*

et le vent,

Laisse-nous cet enfant

!

Laisse-nous cet enfant, pauvre mere troublee

Cette prunelle ardente, ingenue, etoil^e,
Cette tete au front pur qu'aucun deuil ne voili,
Cette ame neuve encor, mere, laisse-nous la,

Ne

va pas

La

foule est

la jetter

au hasard dans

un torrent qui

la foule

:

brise ce qu'il roule.

Ainsi que les oiseaux, les enfants ont leurs peurs.
Laisse a notre air limpide, a nos moites vapours,

A

nos soupirs legers

comme

I'aile

Cette bouche ou jamais n'a passe

Ce

O

sourire naif

d'un songe,

mensonge,
que sa candeur defend.
le

mere au coeur profond, laisse-nous cet enfant

!

Nous ne lui donnerons que de bonnes pens^es
Nous changerons en jours les lunes commenc^es
Dieu deviendra visible k see yeux enchant^s;
Car nous sommes les fleurs, les rameaux, les

Nous sommes

Ou

la nature,

toute soif s'6tanche,

et la
oil

clart^s

source ^ternelle

se lave toute aile

;

Et les bois et les champs, du sage seul compris,
Font r^ducation de tous les grands esprits
Laisse croitre I'cnfant parmi nos bruits sublimes,

Nous

le pt^netrerons

dc ces parfums intimes

;

"
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souffle celeste epars

Qui font

Comme

de I'homme
chant d'un luth,

sortir
le

dans tout beau

comme

I'encens d'un vase,

L'esperance, I'amour, la priere et I'extase

Nous pencherons

ses

lieu,

monter jusqu'a Dieu,

et

yeux vers I'ombre

!

d'ici bas,

Vers le secret de tout entr'ouvert sous ses pas.
D'enfant nous ferons homme, et d'homme poete ;
Pour former de ses sens la coroUe inquiete,
C'est nous qu'il faut choisir, et nous lui montrerons
Comment, de I'aube au soir, du chene aux moucherons
Emplissant tout, reflets, couleurs, brumes, haleines,
La vie aux mille aspects rit dans les vertes plaines ;
Nous te le rendrons simple et des cieux ebloui,
Et nous ferons germer de toute part en lui.
Pour I'homme, triste d'effet, perdu sous tant de causes
Cette pitie qui nait du spectacle des choses.

Laisse-nous cet enfant, nous

Qui comprendra

Ou

la

femme

;

un coeur
non moqueur,

ferons

lui

un

esprit

naitront aisement le songe et la chimere

;

Qui prendra Dieu pour livre et les champs pour grammaire
Une ame pour foyer de secretes faveurs,
Qui luira doucement sur tous les fronts reveurs,
Et,

comme

le

soleil

dans

;

les fleurs fecondees,

Jettera des rayons sur toutes les idees.'

Ainsi parlaient, k I'heure ou la ville se
L'astre, la plante et I'arbre,

Enfant

—

et

tait,

ma mere

ecoutait.

promesse sacree ?
Je ne sais, mais je sais que ma mere adoree
Les crut, et m'epargnant d'ennuyeuses prisons,
Confia ma jeune ame a leur douces le9ons
!

ont-ils tenu leur

!

We see

from what the poet tells us himself, what a struggle
mother had to keep up (having for ally the beautiful garden
of the Feuillan tines) against a master of the college, sent by
M. de Fontanes, who was uneasy, after the fashion of
Napoleon, that a child should grow up wild in the depths of
an old cloister, thus escaping the university training which, in
all ages and in every reign, has had for its object the breaking
Thus, at fifteen, the old convent
in of high-stepping colts.
of the Feuillantines had fulfilled its promises, and made the

his

child a poet.

moment

let

We

shall see

more of

this presently,

but for the

us go back to General Hugo, who, at the very

—
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time when the mother and son conflict was proceeding was
assisting at the retreat

from Spain,

after the

two great battles

and Vittoria, the Leipzig and Waterloo of the
He had with him, as aide-de-camp, his son Abel, who,
South.
when only fourteen, had already been present at and taken
He
part in three pitched battles and seventeen skirmishes.
had no need to envy his old schoolfellow Lillo, of the S^minaire
des Nobles, who was an officer at fifteen years of age.
When the remnant of the army of Spain returned to
France they found a French corps d'observation awaiting them with Imperial orders to incorporate the Spanish
army with the French army. But those four years of service
in Spain, that arduous campaign during which they had had
of Salamanca

to struggle not only against
entire population

;

when women and children defended every corner of

warfare,

home and

the ramparts, every

poignard in hand;
Titans,

two armies, but also against the

those dreadful sieges rivalled only in ancient

when

fires

those

were

lit

every stone, with musket and

sierras,

recalling

the wars of the

on every high peak

;

those jagged

mountains taken by charges of cavalry those rock fortresses
defended and carried one after another those scores of passes
each like another Thermopylae that butchery in which torture
and death awaited anyone taken prisoner, all went for nothing,
was forgotten, had ceased to exist, had never existed directly
;

;

;

Spain was evacuated.

why he evacuated

It

might have been asked of Napoleon
But it had taken a very god to

Russia.

bend the invincible one beneath him like Thor, son of Odin,
he had struggled with Death itself he had not been vanquished
The distinclike Xerxes, he had been crushed like Cambyses.
tion is subtle, but one no more dreamt of disputing with the
conqueror of Austerlitz than with the hero vanquished at
So the services of the French in Spain were reBeresina.
;

;

garded as of naught, and

— except

the 200,000

men

left

upon

the battlefields of Talavera, Saragossa, Bayleu, Salamanca and
Vittoria

—

all

was as though nothing had occurred.
Hugo found this order addressed

Consequently, General
himself at Bayonne

:

to

—
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''•Major

Hugo

will at

once put himself under the

command

of General Belliard."

On

the following day, General

Hugo

presented himself at

the house of General Belliard in the uniform of an ordinary-

grenadier with woollen epaulettes.

him.
"

General

What does

Hugo

Belliard did not recognise

gave his name.

this private soldier's

uniform mean

? "

Belliard

inquired.
" Grenadier or general," was Hugo's response.

And Belliard flung his arms round him.
That very
day he sent back the order to the emperor. It was returned with this correction in the margin in Napoleon's handwriting

:

" General

Hugo

immediately take up the

will

command

at

Thionville."

History has related the details of that siege in which General

Hugo defended

and governed the town. The
was one of the latest to float the tricoloured flag.
But it had to yield, though to the Bourbons,
not to the enemy.
General Hugo could not stop in Paris
there were too many heart-breaking scenes for the old soldier
in the capital, where women strewed flowers in front of the
Cossacks, where the people shouted " Vivent les allies I and
where the statue of the emperor was dragged through the
the

citadel

citadel of Thionville

:

^^

gutters.

He

bought the chateau of Saint-Lazare

there.

Means did not

Feuillantines being kept any longer.
at Paris

in

at Blois

and

retired

allow of the beautiful convent of the

modest apartments,

Eugene and Victor being placed

Madame Hugo remained

to look

after

her children,

abbe Cordier's boarding school, rue Sainte-Marguerite No. 41.
Abel, an officer
exempt from these things, was left free. Eugene and Victor
were destined for the Ecole polytechnique.
We have already pointed out that the convent of the Feuillantines had kept its word and turned Victor into a poet.

Now let us hear about
How grateful would

the boy's
I

in the

first

attempts.

have been to-day to any contemporary

—

—
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me

similar

of Dante, Shakespeare or Corneille
details of their lives, that

Hugo

me

enables

who would

give

twenty years of friendship with Victor

to give here

!

was just at the height of the Restoration. The Academic
had announced as the subject for its annual prize, to be awarded
on 25 August, Saint Louis's Day, "The happiness that study
It

brings in

all

situations of life."

Victor went in for the competition without saying a word to

anyone about

He put

it.

his

name down, according

to the rules

of the competition, in a sealed paper together with his piece

name, he added

and

of verse

;

a

Besides giving his age thus, there were these lines in

half.

but, after his

the course of the
**

Moi

De

poem

qui,

his age, fourteen

:

toujours fuyant les cites et les cours,

trois lustres a

peine

ai

vu

finir le

cours."

Think of this future philosopher, who,
What delicious
from cities and courts

fied

!

But, strange to relate,

it

was

this

at

fourteen,

had

childish naivete

!

admission of fourteen years of

age that condemned the poet, and prevented him from winning
the prize.
M. Raynouard, the rapporteur^ declared that the
competitor, by allowing himself trois lustres a peine

—

this

was

method of counting in 1817 and is still used by the Academic
had intended to make game of the Academic. And, as
though it were not a customary thing for the Acad^mie to be
made fun of, the prize was divided between Saintine and
Lebrun.
However, they read the whole piece composed by
the impudent person who made fun of the Academic by
speaking of his fourteen years and a half.
The assembly,
which enjoyed the Academie being thus made game of,
highly applauded the lines of the young poet, who at the
very moment he was being praised at the Academie was
the

—

playing prisoners'-base in the college courtyard.
The following stanza was specially applauded, and would

have been encored
'*

Mon
Que

if

encores were allowed at the Academic

Virgile a la main, bocages verts et sombres,

j'aime 4 m'^garer sous vos paisibles ombres

!

:

;
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Que

A

j'aime, en parcourant vos gracieux detours,

pleurer sur Didon, a plaindre ses amours

!

mon

ame, tranquille et sans inquietude,
S'ouvre avec plus de verve aux charmes de I'etude
La, mon coeur est plus tendre et sait mieux compatir
Lik,

A
It

des

maux que

peut-etre

had been a remarkable contest

besides those

Lebrun

doit

il

;

for,

we have named who won

— were

Casimir

Delavigne,

un jour

sentir."

among

the competitors,

the prize

Loyson,

—Saintine and

\^ho

has since

acquired a certain popularity which has been interrupted by
death,

and Victor Hugo.

Victor Hugo, in spite of

Loyson obtained the

accessit^

M. Raynouard's contention

had made game of the Academic, was the

first

to

and

that he

have honour-

able mention.

who had really committed the crime of
Academic by treating the subject in exactly
the opposite way, had a separate honourable mention apart
Casimir Delavigne,

poking fun

at the

from the competition.
Victor was playing at prisoners'-base, as we have said, whilst
he was being applauded at the Academic. The first news he
heard of his success was brought him by Abel and by Mali-

who came

leapt on him and told him what
he would in all probability have
obtained the prize if the Academic had been ready to admit
that a poet of fourteen could have written the lines.
The
supposition
not that he had wished to mock the Academic,
but that he could lie
hurt the child exceedingly, and he
procured his birth-certificate and sent it the Academic.

tourne,

had

just

rushing

happened and

—

in,

that

—

Vide pedes ! vide latus 1

They then had

to believe

it.

And

the indignation of that

worthy grandmother changed to admiration.
M. Raynouard, the perpetual secretary, sent the honoured
poet a characteristic letter.
There was a deliciously fine
mistake in spelling in the letter sent by the perpetual secretary
:

he told Victor Hugo that he should be pleased
{fairait)

Academic

his

acquaintance.

wrote

to

the

Two
young

other

poet

to

members
without

make

of

the

suggestion

"

;

THE BUDDING POET
from

These were Frangois de

outside.
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Neufchateau

and

Campenon.
" Tendre ami des neuf

mes bras vous

sceurs,

Venez, j'aimie toujours

les vers

sont ouverts,

!

wrote Fran9ois de Neufchateau.
*

L'esprit et le

•

J'ai

bon

nous ont rassasies

gofit

rencontre des coeurs de glace

Pour des vers pleins de charme

Que

Malfilatre eut envies

et

de verve

et

de grace

"
!

wrote Campenon.

And

Hugo

Chateaubriand called

" V Enfant sub lime. ^^

The

was no

own

appellation stuck to him.

From

moment

that

the youth

longer his

master, but was given over to that [consuming tyrant

we

call

Poetry.
still went in for the Jeux Floraux^ and
two successive years, i8i8 and 18 19. He
won three prizes. The successful pieces were Mo'ise stir le Nil^
the Vierges de Verdun and the Statue de Henri IV.
Besides
The satires were
these, he published two satires and an ode.
the Telegraphe and the Racoleur politique \ the ode was the

In those days, people

Hugo competed

Ode sur

la

in

Vendee.

his

own expense

800

francs.

He

published these three things at

and, strange to relate, they brought him in

Poetry sold in those days
and,

when anything new was

:

society

offered

was greedy
it,

for novelties

eagerly put

its lips

to

the cup.

Meanwhile, two years of rhetoric in Latin, two years of
philosophy and four years of mathematics had prepared the
student for entrance at the Ecole polytechnique.

He now
and

it

began to face the future

terrified

him.

The

seriously, for the first time,

vocation for which he was being

educated was not the one for which he was fitted.
Just when he was about to take the leap and present himself
for examination, he wrote to his father that he had found a
profession

:

he was a poet and did not wish to enter the 6cole

\

—
:
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he would do without his allowance of 1200 francs. General
Hugo was a man of decision himself and he realised that the
boy had made up his mind there was no time to be lost
;

He

Victor had eighteen months yet to study.

allowance and abandoned the poet

to

his

suppressed the

own

resources.

Victor possessed within himself as inexhaustible a treasure

Thousand and One Nights, and he had the
800 francs from his satires and the ode. On these 800 francs
he lived for thirteen months, and during these thirteen
months he composed Han d^Islande. That curious book
was the work of a youth of nineteen.
While he was writing Hari d'Islande Victor's mother died
an event that influenced the sombre tone of his work considerably.
This was his first sorrow and he never forgot it.
From the day that that deep sorrow settled on his life, Victor
never wore anything but black clothes or a black coat, and
he never sealed his letters with aught but black sealing-wax.
And, indeed, we who have seen him grow up, from his childish
days at the Feuillantines, at Avellino and at the Seminaire
des Nobles, can guess how much his mother was to him.
One day, in one of those moments of profound grief when
as those in the

the sorrowful heart
its

own mourning,

sorrowful
caf^,

for

seeks for surroundings in

the youth went

and mournful of

all

harmony with

to Versailles,

places.

He

that

most

breakfasted at the

holding a paper in his hand which he was not reading,

he was deep

in thought.

A

life-guardsman,

who was not

given to thought and wanted to read, took the paper out of his

hands.
Victor at nineteen was fair and delicate of complexion
and he looked only fifteen. The life-guardsman thought he
was dealing with a boy, but he had insulted a man a man
who was in one of the dark crises of life, when danger often
comes as a blessing. So the young man accepted the quarrel
that was thrust upon him, coarse and foolish though it was.
They fought with swords, almost there and then, and Victor

—

received a slash in the arm.

appearance of

Han

grief-stricken heart

This cotitreiemps hindered the

d'Islande for

had

its

a fortnight.

star as every

Happily, his

dark night has, and

its

!

HUGO'S MARRIAGE
flower as has every

precipice

;

—he

was

in

477
love

!

passionately in love with Mademoiselle Foucher, a
fifteen with

young

girl,

whom he had been brought
and she is to-day the devoted

up.
wife

He was
maiden of

He

married this

who

followed the

Han d'Islande, sold for looo francs, was the
exile.
dowry of the wedded pair, who between them could only
add up thirty-five years. The witnesses of the marriage were
Alexandre Soumet and Alfred de Vigny, both poets just
This thousand
starting out in life and in art themselves.
francs had to be used for housekeeping.
The first volume of poetry Victor published at this time
was printed by Guiraudet, No. 335 rue Saint-Honor^ and sold
by Pdissier, place du Palais-Royal; it brought him in
900 francs, which were to be spent on luxuries. And out of

poet into

these 900 francs the poet bought the first shawl he gave his
young wife. Other women, wives of bankers and princes, have
had more beautiful Cashmere shawls than yours, Madame
Hugo, but none were woven out of more precious and

valuable tissue

This

first

volume was an immense

in

when

success.

I

remember

was in the provinces.
Lamartine's first volume, Meditations poetiques, had appeared
1820.
It had an enormous and deserved success, and

hearing about

it

I

was destined to be superseded by another
chanced this time that the rival proved
equally successful, and the two successes kept pace with
one another, hand in hand supporting each other. Nothing
happened that could set the poets at variance, their styles
were so unlike ; nor did politics, thirty years later, succeed in
severing the two men, no matter how different their opinions

sooner or later

successful rival.

it

It

were.

The wedding took place at the house of M. Foucher, the
who lived at the War Office. The wedding

father of the bride,

feast took place in the very hall where,

by a strange coincidence
which we shall presently return. General la Horie, Victor's
godfather, was sentenced.
Han d'lslande^ which we have most unfairly deserted,

to
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achieved, by reason of

admired

its

curious originality, quite as great a

and

fresh Odes.
But it
was impossible to guess
that that bunch of lilies and lilacs and roses called Odes et
Ballades grew under the shade of the rugged and dark oak
Nodier read and marvelled at the
tree called Han d'Islande.
latter production.
Good and worthy Nodier he was always
to be found feeding his mind on everything that could nourish
it and on everything that could expand his intellect.
He announced that Byron and Mathurin were surpassed and that the
unknown author of Han d^Islande had attained the ideal of a
nightmare.
He, the man who was to write Smarra was,
upon my word, very modest. Nodier was not the sort of man
from whom an author could long conceal his anonymity, no
matter in what disguise he masqueraded.
The great bibliomaniac who had made so many discoveries of this kind, quite
as difficult to detect, discovered that Victor Hugo was the
author of Han d'Islande.
But who was Victor Hugo ? Was
he a misanthrope like Timon, a cynic like Diogenes or a
mourner like Democritus? He raised the veil and found, as
we are aware, a fair-complexioned youth who had only just
reached his twentieth year and looked but sixteen.
He
recoiled in amazement
it was incredible.
He expected to
find the distorted countenance of an aged pessimist; he
found the youthful, open, hopeful smile of a budding poet.
The very first time they met each other the foundations of a
friendship were laid that nothing ever changed.
Nodier always
loved and was loved in return after this fashion.
Meanwhile, a competence amounting almost to a fortune,
had come to the young housekeepers the first edition of Han
d'Islande^ which was sold for looo francs, had run out, and
just when Thiers was making his literary debut, under cover

success as

its

did not bear

its

sisters

author's

the

fair

name and

it

!

!

:

:

of the

name

of Felix Bodin, with his Histoire de la Revolution^

Victor was selling his second edition of

10,000 francs.

Han

d'

Islande for

Lecointre and Durey were the publishers

who

upon the nuptial bed of the young people.
Honours now knocked at their door. We have spoken before

thus showered gold
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who had been made a senator and count under
Empire, and a peer of France under the Restoration;

of cousin Cornet,

the

Victor's

growing fame pleased the family pride of the old
member of the Cinq Cents. He had no

depute of Nantes and
child of his

azure with

own

its

to

whom

to

bequeath his coat of arms of

and

three cornets argent

his

peer's

robes; so

he proposed to throw the mantle over the young poet's
shoulders on one condition.
True, the condition was a severe
one in order that the giver's name should not be forgotten,
:

the young poet was to call himself Victor Hugo-Cornet.

The

proposition was transmitted by General

Hugo

Han {Tlslande and of
Han d'lslande and

Ballades replied that

of

he preferred to

the

Odes

of the

so

through his

offer

et

The

author

Hugo; and if he
some future period he
the assistance of another, but would become
own unaided efforts.
So Comte Cornet's

call

himself simply Victor

wanted to become a peer of France
did not require

Ballades.

et

Odes

to the author of

at

was declined.

He

had another cousin, Comte Volney, who nearly made
similar proposal to become his heir
but, unluckily, he
discovered that Han d'lslande had been written by the same
hand as the Odes et Ballades^ so he shook his head and
buttoned his peer's robes over his own shoulders more tightly

him a

than before.

;

—

—

—

CHAPTER X
— The opinions of the son of the Vendeenne — The Delon conDelon shelter — Louis xviii. bestows a pension
— Hugo
of twelve hundred francs on the author of the Odes
Ballades— Th^
of the director-general des postes — How he learns
poet at the
the existence of the cabinet noir — He
made a chevalier of the
Legion d'honneur — Beauchesne Bug-Jargal—The Ambassador of
Ode a la Colonne — Cromwell — How Marion
Austria's soiree

Leopoldine

spiracy

offers

et

office

is

Delorme was written

1824, at the same time as
IN volume
of Odes, delightful

the appearance of a fresh

Leopoldine was born,
whose death he witnessed later under such sad circumstances in
front of the chateau de Villequier, drowned with her husband,
on a fine day, by a sudden gust of wind. It was a cruel stroke
of destiny, perhaps intended to prove the temper of the father's
heart, which was to be severely tried during the days of civil
All these Odes bore the
strife that were in preparation for him.
The young man, scarcely past
impress of Royalist opinions.
childhood, was the son of his Vendeenne mother, that saintly

woman who

saved the

lives

little

of nineteen priests in the civil

General Hugo's friends, who held what were
called at that time " Liberal opinions," without openly belonging
to the Opposition, were yet often concerned at these ultra-

war of 1793.

monarchical tendencies

;

but the general shook his head and

answered them smilingly.
" Leave things to time," he
mother's opinions

Here

is

;

the

man

will

said.

"

hold his

The boy

holds

his

father's."

a statement of the poet himself, which sets forth

the promise

made by

his father, not only to a friend, but to

France, to the future and to the whole world
480
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December 1820

"The

callow youths who succeed nowadays to political
ideas are in a strange predicament our fathers are generally
Our fathers only see
Bonapartists and our mothers Royalists.
in Napoleon the man who bestowed epaulettes upon them ; our
mothers only see in Bonaparte the man who took their sons
away from them. Our fathers see in the Revolution the
grandest result that the genius of a National Assembly could
produce ; the Empire, the greatest thing that the genius of a
:

man

could devise.
our mothers, the Revolution only meant the guillotine,
and the Empire a sword. We children who were born under
the Consulate have all been brought up at our mothers' knees,
our fathers were in camp, and since they were often deprived
of their husbands and brothers through the vagaries of the conquering Man, they riveted their hopes on us, young schoolboys
of eight and ten years of age, and their gentle motherly eyes
would fill with tears at the thought that by 1820 we should be
eighteen, and by 1825 be either colonels, or else killed.
The
acclamation that greeted Louis xviii. in 1814 was the delighted
There are very few adolescents of our
cry of our mothers.
generation but have sucked in, with their mothers' milk, a
hatred of the two periods of violent upheaval which preceded
Robespierre was the bogey that frightened
the Restoration.

"To

—

the children of 1803 ; and Bonaparte the bogey that terrified
the children of 18 15.
I was lately strongly upholding my
Vend^en opinions in my father's presence. He listened to me
in silence, then he turned to General L
who was with him,
and remarked, Leave things to time the child holds his
mother's opinions; the man will follow his father's.' This
Whatever the case may be,
prophecy set me to thinking.
and even admitting that, up to a certain point, experience
modifies the impressions that we receive during our early
years, the honest-7?iinded man is sure not to be led astray if
he submits all these modifications to the severe criticism of
his conscience.
good conscience kept ever aivake saves him
from all the devious pitfalls wherein his honesty might go
astray.
In the Middle Ages people believed that any
liquid in which a sapphire had rested was a preservative
against plague, carbuncles, leprosy and every kind of disease.
Jean-Baptiste de Rocoles said, 'Conscience is a similar
sapphire
,

*

:

A

'

!
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These few

lines

completely explain Victor's political conduct
of

periods

different

at

his

Meantime,

life.

the Royalist

opinions which he revealed in his beautiful verses to those

who

looked upon such opinions as heresy were absolved by good
deeds.

Let us mention a
life

fact that will also serve to

from an original aspect.

burst

forth,

Among

and

all

eyes

the conspirators,

and Cafe, who opened
of broken

glass,

—was

Deviolaine, to

poet's

—besides

Berton,

who died

bravely,

his veins like a hero of old with a scrap

a young

caught occasional glimpses of

M.

show the

In 1822 the Berton conspiracy
were turned towards Saumur.

whom

this

he was

man

called

young man

Delon.
at the

I

had

house of

related, either carrying little

Victor on his shoulder or jumping the future poet up and

down

He

was the son of an old officer who had
served under General Hugo's orders.
In the famous trial of
the Chauffeurs this officer was the captain rapporteur \ in the
equally famous trial of Malet he was major rapporteur, and,
in both trials, without making any distinction between the
accused, he had pronounced sentence of death on them.
So
General la Horie, Victor's godfather, of whom mention has
been already made, was shot by Delon's orders. It was a
strange coincidence that the son of the man who had pronounced
sentence of death on others for conspiracy, should be doomed

on

his

knees.

death for the same cause
Since the day on which
Major Delon had delivered sentence on General la Horie,
instead of declining to adjudicate in the case, there had
been a complete rupture between the Hugo and Delon
to

!

family.

But although intercourse between the fathers was broken
there had not been any rupture between the children.
Victor lived then at No. 10 rue de Mezieres.
One morning
he read in the papers the terrible story of the conspiracy
of Saumur.
Nearly all those concerned were arrested, with
the exception of Delon, who had escaped.
Very soon,
childish recollections,
strong and indelible, rose to the
poet's mindj he seized his writing materials and, forgetting
off,

—
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the family hatreds and the difference of opinion, he wrote to
Madame Delon, at Saint-Denis
:

"Madame,

—

I

learn

your son

that

is

proscribed

and a

we hold different opinions, but that is only another
I shall
reason why he would not be looked for at my house.
expect him at whatever hour of day or night he comes he will
fugitive;

;

I am sure that no other place of refuge can be
him than the share of my room which I offer him.

be welcome.
safer for

a house without a porter's lodge, in the rue de M^zibres
No. 10, on the fifth floor. I will take care that the door shall
be kept unlocked day and night.
"Accept my most respectful greetings, dear madame, and
Victor Hugo "
believe me, yours,
I live in

When

this

was written, with the guilelessness of a

letter

child, the poet entrusted

it

to the post.

addressed to the mother of a

man

when

for

To the post A letter
whom the whole police
!

was posted, Victor crept
the neighbourhood,
expecting to find Delon in each man who was leaning against
Delon never appeared. But something else appeared,
a wall.
to the immense surprise of the poet, who had not made any
move towards it whatever, namely, a pension of 1200 francs
which the author of Odes et Ballades received one morning
in his small room in the rue de M^zi^res, the grant being
signed by Louis xviii.
It could not have arrived at a more
opportune time, for the poet had just married.
On 13 April 1825, Hugo went to the hotel des Postes to
engage three places on the mail coach for himself, his wife and
They were going to Blois. He was anxious to
a servant.

force

was

in search

Well,

!

out every night at twilight to

it

explore

secure these three seats in advance, but, unfortunately, this

was not an easy thing

the mail went as far as Bordeaux,

and
meant risking the emptiness of
the seats from Blois to Bordeaux.
However, the favour which
Victor required could be granted by one man, and that man
was M. Roger, the Postmaster-general. M. Roger was by
way of being a literary man, he belonged to the Academic
and might possibly grant Victor Hugo his desire. So Victor
:

to save places as far as Blois

—

:
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decided to go to the Postmaster-general's house.

The

usher

announced the poet and, at Victor Hugo's name, which at
that time was already well known, especially by reason of
the ode which had appeared on the death of Louis xviii. (the
ode we have already partly quoted), M. Roger rose and
approached the poet with demonstrations of the greatest
friendliness.

Needless to

relate,

the

request for reserved

on the mail coach to Blois was at once accorded. But
M. Roger, having the good fortune to have secured a visit
from the poet, would not let him go easily he made him sit
down, and they talked together.
" By the way," M. Roger suddenly burst out in the middle
of the conversation, " do you know to what you owe your
"
pension of twelve hundred francs, my dear poet ?
places

:

" Why, I probably owe

it

to

my

Victor answered laughingly.
" Yes, of course," replied the

would you

like

small efforts in literature,"

Postmaster-general

" but

to tell

" Certainly, I
" Do you remember the conspiracy of

"Of

;

you exactly how you got it ? "
should be glad to know, I must confess."

me

Saumur ? "

course."

Do

you recollect a young man named Delon who com"
promised himself in that conspiracy ?
"

" Perfectly well."

''You remember writing to him or, rather, to his mother,
offering the outlaw half your room at No. lo rue de
Mezieres
Victor

?

"

made no answer

this

time; he stared at the Post-

master-general with startled eyes, not

cence of the worthy M. Roger, but

He

had written

that letter

amazed

at the magnifi-

powers of penetration.
alone, between his own four walls
at his

he had not told a single soul about it. Not even his own
nightcap that confidant which Louis xi. thought ought to be
burned, since it had been the recipient of certain secrets
knew anything about it, seeing he never wore a nightcap.
" Well," continued the Postmaster-general, " that letter
was laid before King Louis xviii., who already knew you as

—

—
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he possesses great talents
that young man must be rewarded
and a good heart
and he ordered a pension of twelve hundred francs to be
settled on you."
" But," Victor finally stammered out, " how did my letter
"
get to the notice of King Louis xviii. ?
The Postmaster general burst into shouts of Homeric
laughter.
And, simple-minded though the poet was, at last he
a poet.

'

!

ah

!

said the king,

'

'

!

.

.

.

understood.

"But," he exclaimed, "what became of the letter?"
"

Why,

"

And

naturally^

reached

it

was replaced

destination

its

?

in the post."

"

"Probably."
" But if Delon had accepted my offer and had come to me,
what would have happened ? "
" He would have been arrested, tried and probably executed,

my

dear poet."
" So that my letter would have been regarded as a death-

him

trap for
.

.

and

;

if

the pension I

.

money

!

Oh

!

.

.

he had been arrested, tried and executed
have received would have been blood-

."

Victor uttered a cry of horror at what might have happened,

clapped his hands to his head and rushed out into the ante-

where M. Roger followed him, laughing
him he had left his hat behind him and saying

chamber,
telling

"

Remember

for the

day

that the mail

after

coach

is

greatly,

entirely at your service,

to-morrow, April 15."

what might have happened gradually subsided
and Hugo breathed again when he realised that
Delon was in safety in England. But he began to believe in
the existence of that famous black cabinet that he had looked
on as a fable, and he vowed never again to offer an outlaw
His horror

at

into calmness,

shelter through the

medium

of the ordinary post.

When the day of departure for Blois arrived, he and Madame
Hugo and her lady's-maid went to the hotel des Postes and, just
as he

was about to enter the coach, an orderly officer, who was
late, rode up at full gallop and placed a letter

very nearly too
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hand which bore the

in his

king's seal.

contained a com-

It

mission making him a chevalier of the Legion
signed by Charles x.

Hugo was

d'honneur,

only twenty-three at the

an age when such things cause immense
In the
if they are bestowed graciously.
general promotion, Hugo and Lamartine had at first been
mixed up together in what is popularly termed a batchy and
King Charles x. had struck off both their names. M. de la

and that

time,

is

delight, especially

Rochefoucauld, who approved of the

list and was particularly
young poets, ventured to
inquire of His Majesty why he had cancelled two such
celebrated names as theirs ?

glad of the inclusion of the two

"Precisely because they are so famous, monsieur," replied

"in order that they may not be confounded with
You must present me with a separate report
for MM. Lamartine and Hugo."
The warrant was accompanied by an official letter from
M. le Comte Sosthene de la Rochefoucauld and by a friendly
letter from his secretary, M. de Beauchesne.
M. de Beauchesne, or rather Beauchesne, was a true guide to
M. de la Rochefoucauld in every piece of good work he did,
Charles

x.,

other names.

and

it

should be mentioned that the Director of the Fine Arts,
greatly taunted by the Opposition papers at that time

who was

—

—

am

not referring to political matters did excellent work
way of encouraging literary efforts. Let me repeat,
however, that Beauchesne was his guide in these matters.
Beauchesne was then a charming fellow of twenty-four or
So
twenty-five, and has since developed into a charming poet.
loyal a heart was his that he seemed to have taken for his
motto, " Video nee invideo " ; and, indeed, what more could he
have wanted ? All who were great called him brother^ and all
who were good called him friend. A free and loyal Breton
when the true monarchy fell, but Beauchesne remained faithful
I

in the

to

its

ruins.

I

shall relate in its proper place

very nearly had a duel over politics, and

we were never

better friends than then,

other sword in hand.

Dear Beauchesne

!

I

shall

how once we
maintain that

when we faced each

He

disappeared quite

I

—

;

BEAUCHESNE
suddenly

it

:

was ten or
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fifteen years before

but one morning he came to see

me

I

as though

saw him again,
he had only left

He brought with
the previous day, and we embraced heartily.
him a charming tragedy or drama, I forget which now, a phantasy
taken from one of our ancient fabliaux

— which,

—the Epreuves de

la belle

be read, received, played
and applauded at the Thdatre-Fran9ais. He had a bewitching
Ivy has
little mansion in the bois de Boulogne which he sold.
Griseldis

in all probability, will

no time to grow over the homes of poets. I remember when
he had just built his house he sent me his album to write a few
Hnes in, and I wrote these
:

" Beauchesne, vous avez une douce retraite
Moi, je suis sans abri pour les jours de malheur

Que

!

votre beau castel, pour reposer sa tete,

Garde dans son grenier, une place au poete,
Qui vous garde en echange une place en son coeur."

Beauchesne a second time. A catastrophe
which left me indifferent, but which most
I opened a letter full
people look upon as a great misfortune.
I did not
It was from Beauchesne.
of tender sympathy.
answer it then ; I will answer it to-day. As this is by no
means the last time I shall mention dear Beauchesne I will not
bid him adieu but au revoir /
So Hugo received his brevet of chevalier, and M. de la
Rochefoucauld's official letter, with Beauchesne's friendly
He buttoned them all three next
one, at the same time.
to his heart, climbed upon the coach and composed the
whole of the ballad of the Deux Archers during the drive
When he arrived at Blois he
between Paris and Blois.
I

lost sight of

happened

to

me

.

.

.

joyfully laid his brevet in his father's hands.

The

old soldier

from an ancient coat, that had received the dust
of many lands, one of his old decorations that had faced

took
the

off

fire

of

many

battles,

wiping away a tear
is

—

I

and

tied

it

to his son's buttonhole,

strongly suspect that every father's eye

capable of that weakness.

During

this visit to Blois

poet received a private letter from Charles

x., inviting

him

the
to
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be present at his coronation at Rheims, and Hugo set out in
company with Nodier.
At Rheims he found Lamartine, with whom he became
acquainted.
They each acknowledged the king's hospitality,
Lamartine by his Chant du sacre; Hugo by his Ode a
Charles X.

In 1826 Bug-Jargal appeared. Just as Christine had been
composed before Henri III., so Bug-Jargal had been finished
I do not know why this chronological
before Han dVslande.
transposition was

made

in the publication.

In 1827 the Austrian Ambassador gave a grand soiree, to
which he invited all the most illustrious persons in France, and
the most illustrious persons in France,

all

attend soirees,

to

who

are always eager

went to that of the ambassador.

marshals were there

among

the

rest

of the

people,

The
and a

At the door
announce the names
of the visitors who had been deemed worthy of an invitation.
When Marshal Soult arrived, the lackey asked him, "What
name shall I announce ? "
" The Due de Dalmatie^'' replied the marshal.
"J/, le marechal Soult" announced the lackey, who had
singular thing

happened

at this particular soiree.

of the salon was the customary lackey to

received his orders.

This might very well have been thought to be a mistake, so
the illustre epee (as he

had been

called since the time of Louis-

him the Due de
Dalmatie any more than did the Austrian Ambassador) paid no

Philippe, who, probably, did not care to call

attention to the matter.

Marshal Mortier came next.
" What name shall I give ? " asked the lackey.
" The Due de Trevise^
" M. le marechal Mortier^^ called out the lackey.

The

eyes of the two old comrades of the emperor flashed

one another ; but they did
was not yet quite clear what

lightnings of interrogation across at

not

know what

to reply, for

it

would be the best course to take.
Marshal Marmont came third.

;
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" What name shall I announce ? " asked the lackey.
" The Due de Raguse."
" M. le marechal Marmont" announced the lackey.

This time
so

the two

their

could

there

not

be

arrivals joined the

first

But they

difficulty.

all

any mistake about
third

and

told

it;

him of

three decided to wait a while

longer.

The Due de Reggio, the Due de Tarente and all the other
dukes of the Imperial creation came, one after another, and,
although they all gave their ducal titles, they were only
announced by

The

insult

their family names.
was open and patent, and offered publicly, and

yet the insulted

men

silently withdrew, to

nurse the insult they

had endured. Not one of them thought of striking the
insulter.
But a poet was ready to demand redress and to
obtain it on their behalf! Three days after this insult had
been offered to the whole of the army, in the person of
its chiefs, the Ode a la Colonne appeared.

ODE A LA COLONNE
O monument

*

vengeur, trophee indelebile

!

Bronze qui, tournoyant sur ta base immobile,
Sembles porter au ciel ta gloire et ton neant,
Et de tout ce qu'a fait une main colossale,
Seul es rest6 debout ruine triomphale
!

De

r^difice

du g6ant

!

Debris du grand empire et de la grande armee,
Colonne d'ou si haut parle la renommee
!

Je t'aime ; I'etranger t'admire avec
J'aime tes vieux h6ros sculptes par

effroi,

la victoire,

Et tous ces fantomes de gloire
Qui se pressent autour de toi.
J'aime a voir sur tes flancs, colonne ^tincelante
Revivre ces soldats qu'en leur onde sanglante

Ont

Tu

roul^s le

mets,

Danube,

comme un

et le

Rhin, et

le

panache

PO

guerrier, le pied sur la conqucle,

J'aime ton pi6destal d'armures

Dont

le

!

est

et ta tete,

un drapeau.

;!
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Au

mon

bronze de Henri,

orgueil te marie.

J'aime a vous voir tous deux, honneur de la patrie,
Immortels, dominant nos troubles passagers,
Sortir, signes

jumeaux d'amour

et

de colere,

Lui, de I'epargne populaire,

Toi, des arsenaux et rangers.

Que de

quand

tu le sais,

fois,

la nuit sous ses voiles

Fait fuir la blanche lune, ou trembler les etoiles,

Je viens, triste, evoquer tes fastes devant moi,
Et d'un ceil enflamme, devorant ton histoire.
Prendre, convive obscur,

Comme

ma

part de tant de gloire

un patre au banquet d'un

roi

Que de fois j'ai cru voir, 6 colonne fran9aise
Ton airain ennemi rugir dans la fournaise
Que de fois, ranimant des combattants epars,
Heurtant sur

!

tes parois leurs arraees derouillees,

J'ai ressuscite ces

melees

Qui s'assiegent de toutes parts

!

monument meme ivres de leur nombre,
Les etrangers sans peur, n'ont passe sur ton ombre
Leurs pas n'ebranlent point ton bronze souverain,
Quand le sort une fois les poussa vers nos rives ;

Jamais, 6

!

lis n'osaient etaler leurs

Devant

Mais, quoi

De

!

parades oisives

tes batailles d'airain.

n'entend-je point, avec de sourds murmures,

armures ?
Colonne il m'a semble qu'eblouissant mes yeux,
Tes bataillons cuivres cherchaient a redescendre
ta base a ton front bruire les
!

;

Que

tes

demi-dieux, noirs d'une heroique cendre,

Interrompaient soudain leur marche vers les cieux.

Leurs voix melaient des noms a leur vieille devise
Tarente, Reggio, Dalmatie et Tr6vise,

Et

leurs aigles, sortant

de leur puissant sommeil,

Suivaient d'un bee ardent cette aigle a double tete

Dont
Se

I'oeil,

ami de I'ombre ou son essor s'arrete,
comme au feu de soleil.

baisse h leur regard

:

;
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Rome,

Qu'est-ce done, et pourquoi, bronze envie de
Vois-je tes legions fremir

comme un

homme ?

seul

Quel impossible outrage a ta hauteur atteint ?
Qui done a reveille ces ombres immortelles,
Ces aigles qui, battant ta base de leurs ailes,

Dans

leur ongle captif pressent leur foudre eteint

?

Je comprends I'etranger, qui nous croit sans memoire,
Veut, feuillet par feuillet, dechirer notre histoire,
:

Ecrite avee du sang, k la pointe du fer

.

.

.

imprudent, heurter tant de trophies?
ce bronze, forge de foudres etoufifees,

Ose-t-il,

De

Chaque

etincelle est

un

eclair.

Est-ce Napoleon qu'il frappe en notre armee

?

Veut-il, de cette gloire en tant lieux semee,

Disputer I'heritage a nos vieux generaux?
Pour un fardeau pareil il a la main debile
L'empire d' Alexandre et les armes d'Achille
:

Ne

se partagent qu'aux heros.

Mais non

;

I'Autrichien, dans sa fierte qu'il dompte,

Est content
II fait

si

de sa

leurs

defaite

noms ne
un

titre

disent que sa honte

;

a nos guerriers,

Et, craignant des vainqueurs moins que des feudataires,
lis

pardonne aux fleurons de nos dues
Si ne sont que des lauriers.

Bronze
Subi de

il

!

n'a

done jamais,

fier

militaires,

pour une victoire,

tes splendeurs I'aspeet expiatoire?

D'ou vient tant de courage k eet audacieux ?
impunement toucher h nos annales?
Et comment done lit-il ces pages triomphales

Croit-il

Que

tu deroules dans les cieux

?

Est-ce un langage obscur a ses regards timides

Eh

A

!

qu'il s'cn fasse instruire

?

au pied des Pyramides,

Vienne, au vieux Kremlin, au morne Escurial

Qu'il en parle k ces rois, cour doree et nombreuse,

Qui naguere peuplaient, d'une lente poudrcusc,

Le

vestibule imperial

!

;
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quoi pense-t-il done, I'etranger qui nous brave?
N'avions nous pas hier 1' Europe pour esclave?

Nous, subir de son joug I'indigne talion
Non, au champ du combat nous pouvons reparaitre.
On nous a mutiles, mais le temps a peut-etre
!

Fait croltre I'ongle du lion.

De

.

.

.

quel droit viennent-ils decouronner nos gloires?

Les Bourbons ont toujours adopte des victoires
Nos rois t'ont defendu d'un ennemi tremblant,
O trophee A leur pieds tes palmes se deposent
Et si tes quatre aigles reposent,
C'est a I'ombre du drapeau blanc.
!

Quoi

!

globe est

le

emu de

volcans electriques,

Derriere I'Ocean grondent les Ameriques,

Stamboul
Lisbonne

rugit,

Helle remonte aux jours anciens

se debat

aux mains de I'Angleterre

Seul, le vieux peuple franc s'indigne que la terre

Tremble a

d'autres pas

Prenez garde, etrangers

La

!

que

les siens.

nous ne savons que

faire

;

paix nous berce en vain dans son oisive sphere,

L'arene de

guerre a pour nous tant d'attrait

la

!

Nous froissons dans nos mains, helas inoccupees.
Des lyres a defaut d'epees
Nous chantons comme on combattrait.
!

;

la France, ou grandit un autre age,
morte encor, qu'elle souffre un outrage
pour un temps voileront leur drapeau.

Prenez garde
N'est pas

Les

partis

!

si

Contre une injure,

ici,

Tout s'arme,

Vendee

Sur

et la

la pierre

tout grandi, tout se leve.

aiguisera son glaive

de Waterloo.

Quoi done, faut-il qu'on aille
Vous derobez des noms
Lever sur tous vos champs des titres de bataille?
Faut-il, quittant ces noms par la valeur trouves,
Pour nos gloires chez vous chereher d'autres baptemes;
!

Sur

Ne

I'airain

de vos canons memes

sont-ils point assez

graves?

;

;

;;

!

;;;

;
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L'^tranger briserait

On

Ah

!

blason de

France

la

6cussons tomber son

fiers

comme

ce

Remain

vil

qui remuait

Vous portez, 6 Fran9ais, et la paix
Dans les plis de votre manteau

Votre

aile

!

enhardi par notre indifference.

verrait,

Sur nos

le
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en ce

moment

marteau
la

!

terre,

et la guerre
!

touche, k sa fantaisie,

L'Afrique par Cadix et par Moscou I'Asie

;

Vous chassez en courant Anglais, Russes, Germains
Les tours croulent devant vos trompettes fatales,
Et de toutes les capitales
Vos drapeaux savent les chemins.

Quand

leur destin se p^se avec vos destinees,

Toutes

les

nations s'inclinent detr6nees

pour vos noms n'a point assez de bruit
Sans cesse autour de vous les Etats se deplacent

La

gloire

Quand votre astre paralt tous les autres
Quand vous marchez, I'univers suit.

s'effacent

Que

I'Autriche en rampant, de noeuds vous environne,
Les de\ix geants de France ont foule sa couronne
L'histoire, qui des temps ouvre le Pantheon,
Montre, empreints aux deux fronts du vautour d'AUemagne,
La sandale de Charlemagne,
L'^peron de Napol6on.

AUez, vous n'avez plus I'aigle qui, de son aire,
Sur tous les fronts trop hauts portait votre tonnerre
Mais il vous reste encor I'oriflamme et le lys
Mais c'est le coq gaulois qui reveille le monde,
Et son cri peut promettre k votre nuit profonde
L'aube du soleil d'Austerlitz.

C'est

moi qui

Mon nom
Moi

me

tairais

!

moi qu'enivrai nagu^re

saxon melc parmi des

cris

de guerre

qui suivais le vol d'un drapeau triomphant

Qui, joignant aux clairons

ma

voix entrecoupee,

Eus pour premier hochet le noeud d'or d'une 6p6e
Moi qui fus un soldat quand j'6tais un enfant

;

"

";
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Non, freres non, Fran9ais de cette age d'attente
Nous avons tous grandi sur le seuil de la tente
Condamn^s a la paix, aiglons bannis des cieux,
Sachons du moins, veillant aux gloires patemelles,
!

!

Garder de tout affront, jalouses sentinelles,
Les armures de nos a'ieux."

This was the

sign of opposition against the

first

In the course of that same

The poem

published.

itself

year,

Government

Hugo had

of the Bourbons of the older branch that

did not raise so

given.

Cromwell was

1827,

much

discussion

as the preface, which was a novelty in the poetic world.

In
Dernier jour (Tun
16 February 1829, as I have said,

Orient ales and

1828 appeared the

condamnL Finally, on
Henri III. was played.
Hugo and Lamartine were almost

the

entirely responsible for the

revolution in the poetical world, but the revolutionising of the

whole of the drama had yet to come. Happily Henri III,
began the work with its bold and new style. Besides, this
representation, the full details of which I have already given,
delighted Hugo, and gave him much encouragement.
We

saw each other
"

Ah

!

your hand
I

I

"

and he held out his hand to me.
" at last I have the chance of grasping

after the play

cried,

!

was very happy over

my

success, but the right to clasp

those hands was the most precious thing I had won.
" Now," said Hugo, " it will be my turn next
!

"

When

"

You

" Is
" It

the day comes don't forget me.

.

.

."

be at the first reading."
"
that a promise ?
"
is a definite engagement
shall

!

With that we parted.
And, indeed, the very next day Hugo chose the drama of
Marion Delorme from among the different subjects that were
already in his mind.
For, just as a mother carries her babe
within her until

it

is

we mental

ripe for birth, so

our subjects in our brains

before

Then, one day, he said

himself,

to

creators carry

they are brought forth.

"On

i

June 1829

I

—

—
MARION DELORME
will

On
the

my

begin

set to

drama."

work upon

he did actually

that date

it.

had completed the

the 19th, he

20th,

And on
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three acts.

first

break of day, as the sun rose and

at

On

filled

his

up his room in the rue
Notre-Dame-des-Champs, he composed the first lines of his

window with
fourth act

its

golden

rays, lighting

:

"Le Dug de Bellegarde.
Condamn6 ?

Le Marquis de Nangis.
Condamne
!

Le Due DE Bellegarde.
Bien

Next day,

!

.

.

.

mais

just twenty-four hours later,

again paying his accustomed

"On

peut bien, une

visit,
fois,

etre roi par

During those twenty-four hours he
but he had written
;
an act which I
six hundred lines
piece ; six hundred lines which to my
finest in the French language.

—

27 June

Marion Dclorme was

grace?

..."

when the sun was

he wrote the

drunk, nor slept

On

le roi fait

last line

megarde!"

had neither eaten, nor
an act containing nearly
take

to

be a master-

thinking are

finished.

among

the

—

—

CHAPTER

XI

—

Reading of Marion Delornie at the house of Deveria Steeplechase of
Marion Delorme is stopped by the Censorship
directors
Hugo
obtains an audience with Charles x.
His drama is definitely interdicted
They send him the brevet of a pension, which he declines
He sets to work on Hernani, and completes it in twenty-four days

—

—

had no need
Nodier
HUGO
an appointment
and
to write to

already as famous before

Henri

as I

had done,
he was

with Taylor

to wait for

before

—

—

Marion Delorme

as I

:

was unknown

III.

have already mentioned, Hugo notified me of a reading
at Deveria's house, and invited Taylor to this reading, together

As

I

with de Vigny,

Emile Deschamps, Sainte - Beuve, Soumet,
in fact, the whole Pleiades ; and

Boulanger and Beauchesne

—

so the reading began.

The

first

nothing in

act of
it

Hugo's mania

to

Marion Delorme is a masterpiece there is
which one can take exception, apart from
;

making

for

his characters

enter

by windows

instead of by doors, which here betrayed itself for the

No
So

one could be more

free

I listened to this first act with the

intermingled, however, with

first

from envious feelings than

some

time.
I

am.

profoundest admiration,

sadness.

and how long

I

felt

how

far

would be before
I attained to it, if I ever should at all.
Then came the second
and the last three acts successively. I was seated next to
Taylor, and at the last line of the play he leant over to me
and said
" Well, what do you think of that ? "
I replied that I would be hanged if Victor had not shown us
And I added, " I am certain he has."
his finest piece of work.
behind

his

style

I

was,
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do you think so ? "
" Because Marion Delorme shows all the qualities of the
work of a mature man and none of the faults of a young one.
Progress is impossible to one who begins by perfect work or
work very nearly perfect."
I am interested to find I was right, whether from conceit or
not
I still believe that Marion Delorme is, if not quite his
I congratulated him
best piece of work, yet one of his best.
very heartily and very sincerely I had never heard anything
to compare with the lines of Marion Delorme.
I was overwhelmed by the splendour of their style, I who lacked style
throughout my work.
If I had been asked to exchange ten

Why

"

;

;

my

years of
that,

life

in return for

have given them instantly
the
I

some day

attaining such a style as

should not have hesitated for one moment,

I

fifth

act

Hugo

between

us,

me

I

should

greatly in

Sainte

-

more humane spirit for that
Beuve agreed with me and,

we obtained poor Marion's pardon.

Now came
believed that

admirably

thing offended

to substitute a

character.

inflexible

One

Didier goes to his death without forgiving Marion.

:

entreated

!

None

the question of the Censorship.
it

would pass the character of Louis

drawn,

simply

and the vividness of
contained Louis

xiii.

its

because
colouring.

of

its

of us

though
accurate drawing

True,

xiii.,

the

act

which

could have been taken out without in

any way spoiling the interest of the piece, and Crosnier many
times omitted it at the theatre of the Porte-Saint-Martin, without
It was what critics of petty
the public perceiving the omission.
words and petty things call a superfetation, a hors iVceuvre,
What a magnificent hors d^ceuvre it was
What a sublime
!

would allow anyone to take their choice
among my dramas, if I might but have written the fourth act
For that matter, it was a great failing
of Marion Delor7ne.
with Victor Hugo, for a time, to compose his fourth acts so
that they could be taken out like separate episodes.
The
fourth act of Hernani^ which contains the stupendous monologue of Charles v., can be taken out without injury to the
play, and it is the same with the fourth act of Ray Bias.
But,
superfetation

!

III.— 32

I

;
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because

this fourth act

does

follow

was not an

integral part of the play,

conception ought to be
Because a woman is beautiful, is it absolutely
necessary to throw her jewels into the water, especially if they
be worth thousands ?
Reports of the reading leaked out in Paris, and there was
quite a steeplechase of theatrical managers to the rue NotreDame-des-Champs to obtain Marion Delorme.
Harel came
it

marvellous

a

that

suppressed?

.

first.

.

.

Directly he entered, he seized hold of the manuscript and,

on

regardless of everything, began writing

"Received by the Odeon

it

below the

title,

It was
14 July 1829."
the anniversary of the taking of the Bastille, and Harel thought

theatre,

he would take Marion Delorme by surprise as the Bastille had
been taken by our fathers
Harel was repulsed with loss
but, as his name was on the manuscript, he stuck to it that he
had taken possession of it.
!

A day or two after Harel's attempt, M. Crosnier was
announced and introduced into the drawing-room. Hugo was
reading a newspaper
he rose and showed M. Crosnier to
a seat.
When M. Crosnier took it, Hugo himself resumed his
seat and waited.
But, as M. Crosnier kept silence, Hugo took
up his paper again ; which course decided M. Crosnier to open
;

his

mouth.

Hugo, " I have come to see
was told he lived here. If it is not taking too
much advantage of your kindness, would you be so good as to
" Monsieur," he said, addressing

your father

tell

him

I

" Alas

I

;

am

I

here

?

"

Hugo

monsieur,"

replied,

"

my

father died a year

and I presume it is with me you desire
"I wish to speak to M. Victor Hugo."
"I am he, monsieur."

ago,

Crosnier could not

coloured young man,

could be the
stir for

believe that this

man about whom
visit.

slightly

who looked nothing but
there

the past five or six years.

object of his

to speak."

He

had come

built,

fresh-

a boy of twenty,

had already been so much
However, he revealed the

to ask

the theatre of the Porte-Saint-Martin.

Marion

Hugo

DeIor??ie for

smiled and gave

—

—

MARION DELORME FORBIDDEN
him

the

same answer

that Harel

had
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received, namely, that the

Thdatre-Frangais had been promised the first refusal. Crosnier
smiled in his turn, with the fine-edged smile that is peculiarly

own then, taking up a pen
"Monsieur Hugo," he said, "allow me

his

;

inscribe

to

acceptance under that of my confrere."
" Write what you please, monsieur," said

must remember

that there are already

yours."
" No matter, monsieur

me

!

who knows ?

I

;

may be

I

my

Hugo " but you
two acceptances before

wish to take

;

my

For, bless

place.

the one to bring out your play in
"

been already accepted twice
And he wrote under Harel's acceptance
"Received by the Porte - Saint - Martin theatre,

spite of its having

!

16

July

1829."

Marion Delorme was
and was received with
unanimous applause. I recollect that as we were leaving the
reading, full of enthusiasm over what we had all heard, Emile
Deschamps pointed to a bill which announced the evening's
Supported by

this

presented to the

twofold acceptance,

Th^atre-Frangais

play and, shrugging his shoulders, exclaimed compassionately,
at the sight of Racine's chef-d-osuvre

—

"
And they are going to play Brita?inicus
None of us to-day, not even Emile Deschamps, would

"

fess to

that

.

!

having given utterance to the above mot.

we should

all

has since paid his

him the phrase

The

.

have said
visit

at the

it

in 1829,

.

I

am

con-

certain

and more than one who
Academicians envied

to the thirty-nine

moment.

play was distributed, and immediately after

its

recep-

began to be rehearsed.
Mademoiselle Mars played
Marion ; Firmin, Didier Joanny, Nangis ; Menjaud, Saverny,
But, one morning, the dreadful news spread abroad that
etc.
the play had been stopped by the Censor
The same thing
had happened to Henri III. ; the Censor always stopped
everything it was his business, and then the sentence could
afterwards be relaxed, if the work justified its existence, or
the author clamoured loudly enough.
1 had remonstrated and

tion

;

!

;

—

"

;
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Henri III. had escaped safe and sound out of his claws,
thanks to M. de Martignac, who had come to my aid.
So

Hugo

applied

M.

to

de

But well-meaning,

Martignac.

cultured and even literary as was this model of ministers past,

present and future, he confessed himself powerless.

It

was a

question that did not merely affect a Valois but a Bourbon

not merely a predecessor but the grandfather of Charles x.

No

one

but Charles x. could pronounce judgment on

family question.

and

it

this

Hugo decided to ask an

audience of Charles x.
In those days persons who approached

was granted him.

the kings of France had to wear court dress a la fran^aise

Hugo

and a sword.
submit to

raised

this disguise

;

great objections at having

necessary articles of apparel.

He

set great store

Delorme, and to gain permission to produce

Hugo

to

but Taylor undertook to collect the

it

by Marion

he would have

The day of the
where he found
Among those in attendance were
the antechamber crowded.
Madame du Cayla, who had just put the finishing touch to the
Polignac ministry; and Michaud of the Academic, who was
Michaud was Reader to the king. He
going to Palestine.
was covered with as much gold braid as the coats of four
Nevertheless, he was a man of
generals all put together
much genius. Hugo was busily talking to him when the
two doors opened and His Royal Highness Monseigneur the
Dauphin was announced. Hugo had never seen the being
for whom he had wished the Arc de triomphe to be raised,
dressed up

as a

audience came and

Turk or a Chinaman.

Hugo went

to Saint-Cloud,

!

except at a distance
*'

:

Que

le geant de notre gloire
Put y passer sans se baisser

He saw what looked
monkey's grace ; a kind of

like

a

!

monkey,

mummy,

with

contorted with neuralgia, crossing the

yet

its

hall,

without

a

face perpetually

responding to

all

homage with a deep growl, from
which you could not make out one single word clearly. And
the bows and greetings and

that

was

the

conqueror of the Trocadero

!

the pacificator

—
VICTOR HUGO AT COURT
of Spain

He

!

than of the

him

Madame du

took no more notice of
Perhaps,

rest.

if

some

$<[

Ca^

had whispered

courtier

to

that a great poet was present, he might have stopped to

No courtier informed
Monseigneur le Dauphin and he passed without stopping.
Soon afterwards, King Charles x. passed through with as
gracious and smiling a presence as his son's was grotesque and
ill-tempered.
He greeted Madame du Cayla with a word,
shook hands with Michaud and Victor, bowed to others and
see what sort of an animal a poet was.

entered his audience-chamber.

A

moment

later,

Madame

la

Comtesse du Cayla was summoned. Without troubling himself
concerning the length of time she had been waiting, or whether
she had come before the other visitors, the last king of the line
of chivalrous kings sent for her first, because she was a woman.
Madame du Cayla remained nearly an hour with the king.
This was not too long wherein to give birth to a ministry
which itself a year later was to give birth to the Revolution of
Then, when Madame du Cayla withdrew, the poet was
July.
called.
Charles x. first recollected that he was the successor of Fran9ois i. and then that he was the descendant
of Louis XIV.
The poet went in, and we will let him
relate what took place at that remarkable interview in his
own words
:

**

C'etait le sept aofit.

—O

sombre destin^e

!

C'etait le premier jour de leur derniere

annee
Seuls, dans un lieu royal, cote k c6te marchant,
Deux hommes, par endroits du coude se touchant,
Causaient.
Grand souvenir qui dans mon coeur
.

Le premier

Comme

.

.

faible front qui porte

un lourd

projet.

epaulette k couronne chargeait

Son uniforme vert k ganse purpurine,
Et I'ordre et la toison faisaient, sur sa poitrine,
Pres du large cordon moire de bleu changeant,

Deux

se grave

avait I'air fatigue, triste et grave,

un trop

Une double

!

foyers lumineux, I'un d'or, I'autre d'argent.

un roi, vieillard k la tete blanchie,
Pench6 du poids des ans et de la monarchie
L'autre 6tait un jeune homme Stranger chez
Un poete, un passant, une inutile voix

C'etait

.

.

.

!

les rois,

!

;;

:
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Dans un

une

coin,

Miraient dans

table,

un

fauteuil

de velours

parquet leurs pieds dores et lourds

le

Par une porte en vitre, au dehors, I'oeil, en
Apercevait au loin des armoires de Boule,
Des vases du Japon, des laques, des emaux

;

foule,

Et des chandeliers d'or aux immenses rameaux.

Un

salon rouge orne de glaces de Venise,

Plein de ces bronzes grecs que I'esprit divinise,
Multipliait sans fin ses lustres de cristal

Et,

comme une

On
Un

voyait, casque au front, luire, dans I'encoignure,

statue a lames de metal,

garde argent et bleu, d'une

fiere

tournure.

Or, entre le poete et le vieux roi courbe,

De

quoi

s'agissait-il ?

D'un pauvre ange tombe

Dont I'amour

I'ame avec son haleine
Marion, lavee ainsi que Madeleine,

De
Qui

La

refaisait

boitait et trainait son pas estropie,

mordue au

censure, serpent, I'ayant

Le poete

voulait faire,

un

soir,

pied.

apparaitre

un pretre
Tout un siecle marquis, bourreaux, fous, bateleurs
Et que la foule vlnt, et qu'a travers les pleurs.
Par moments, dans un drame etincelant et sombre,
Du pale cardinal on crut voir passer I'ombre.
Louis-Treize, ce roi sur qui regnait

;

:

Le

— Que

;

de mettre a nu
mal venu ?
A quoi bon remuer un mort dans une tombe ?
Que veut-on ? ou court-on ? sait-on bien ou Ton tombe ?
Tout n'est-il pas deja croulant de tout cote ?
Tout ne s'en va-t-il pas dans trop de liberte?
N'est-il pas temps plutot, apres quinze ans d'epreuve,
vieillard hesitait.

Louis-Treize, ce

De

roi,

sert

chetif et

relever la digue et d'arreter le fleuve?

un
Quant au
Certe,

roi

peut reprendre alors qu'il a donn^.

theatre,

il

faut,

le

trone etant mine,

Etouffer des deux mains sa flamme trop hardie

;

Car la foule est le peuple, et d'une comedie
Peut jaillir I'etincelle aux livides rayons
Qui met le feu dans I'ombre aux revolutions
Puis il niait I'histoire, et, quoi qu'il en puisse

etre,

!

A

ce jeune reveur disputait son ancetre

—

'
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bon, royal, gracieux,

;

questionnant sur ses proprcs aieux.

Tout en

aux rois les noms dont on les nomme,
fermement, comme un homme

laissant

Le poete

luttait

Epris de liberte, passionne pour

I'art,

Respectueux pourtant pour ce noble vieillard.
* Tout
est grave, en ce siecle ou tout penche.
II disait
L'art, tranquille et puissant, veut une allure franche.
Les rois morts sont sa proie ; il faut la lui laisser.
II n'est pas ennemi ; pourquoi le courroucer
Et le livrer, dans I'ombre, k des tortionnaires,
Lui dont la main fermee est pleine de tonnerres ?
:

Cette main,

Sur

la

On

redoutable envoy6,

I'ouvrait,

s'il

France eblouie

s'epouvanterait

Louvre

et le

— trop

tard,

effraye,

faut le dire,

s'il

D'y voir subitement tant de foudres
Oh les tyrans d'en bas nuisent au
Le peuple est toujours la qui prend

reluire

la

!

d'en haut.

roi

!

muse au mot,

Quand I'indignation, jusqu'au roi qu'on revere,
Monte du front pensif de I'artiste severe
!

appuye?

Sire, a ce qui chancelle est-on bien

La

censure est un

mauvais, mal etay6,

toit

Toujours pret a tomber sur les noms qu'il abrite.
Sire, un souffle imprudent, loin de I'eteindre, irrite

Le

coup

foyer, tout a

terrible et tournoyant,

Et, d'un art lumineux, fait

un

art flamboyant.

ne cherchat-on que la splendeur royale.
Pour cette nation moqueuse mais loyale,
D'ailleurs,

Au

lieu des

grands tableaux qu'offrait

Roi-soleil fecondant les

le

grand Louis,

6panouis,

lis

Qui, tenant sous son sceptre un

monde en

^quilibre,

Faisait Racine heureux, laissait Moliere libre.

Quel spectacle, grand Dieu

Armes

A

plat ventre couches,

Le drame,
Ici,

fier

voyant vers

lion,

lui,

^piant I'heure

dans

I'histoire,

oil

rentre

son antre

!

d'un front plus incline,

Se tourner doucement
II

qu'un groupe de censeurs

!

et parlant bas, vils esclaves chasseurs,

le vieillard

6tonn6,

hasardait plus loin sa pens^e inquiete,

Et, laissant de c6tc le
Attentif,

il

sondait

Qu'au fond de ce

le

drame

et le poete,

dessein vaste et noir

roi triste,

il

venait d'entrevoir.

—

'
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pourrait-il ? quelqu'un aurait cette esperance

Briser le droit de tous

!

?

retrancher a la France,

Comme

on 6te un jouet k I'enfant depite,
de la lumiere et de la liberte
Le roi ne voudrait pas, lui? roi sage et roi juste
Puis, choisissant les mots pour cette oreille auguste,
II disait que les temps ont des flots souverains ;
Que rien, ni ponts hardis, ni canaux souterrains,
Jamais, excepte Dieu, rien n'arrete et ne dompte
Le peuple qui grandit ou 1' Ocean qui monte
Que le plus fort vaisseau sombre et se perd souvent,
Qui veut rompre de front et la vague et le vent,
Et que, pour s'y briser, dans la lutte insensee.

De

I'air,

!

!

;

On

a derriere

Tout son

Le

port

soi,

siecle,

meme

roche partout dressee.

les moeurs,

ou

la

qu'on veut braver,

I'esprit

nef aurait pu se sauver

Charles-Dix, souriant, repondit

:

'

O

poete

!

.

.

.

!

Le

soir, tout rayonnant de lumiere et de fete.
Regorgeant de soldats, de princes, de valets,
Saint-Cloud, joyeux et vert, autour du fier palais
Dont la Seine, en fuyant, reflete les beaux marbres,
Semblait avec amour presser sa touffe d'arbres ;
L'arc de triomphe, orne de victoires d'airain
Le Louvre, etincelant, fleurdelyse, serein,
Lui repondaient de loin du milieu de la ville
Tout ce royal ensemble avait un air tranquille,
Et, dans le calme aspect d'un repos solennel,
"
Je ne sais quoi de grand qui semblait eternel
;

;

!

The day

—
—

and the refusal for Charles x.
Marion Delorme to be played Victor Hugo's
pension, which had been 2400 francs, was raised to 6000 livres,
Everybody knows how the poet refused
in compensation.
we will not say scornfully, but with dignity this increase of
after this interview

refused to allow

—

his pension.

A

this refusal.

Certain puritans even

great deal of discussion has since raged

of the senator of

now hold

round

to the opinion

M. Louis Bonaparte, and blame

the poet for

keeping his original pension of 2400 francs after the interdiction of Marion Delorme by Charles x.
God have mercy
on them
They are now in the Halls of Elysium and
!

—

—

"

HERNANI
the finest

Hugo

I

!

as the

ask

Lamartine's forgiveness

to him.

is

have
world

"The

said,

first

:

Hugo

is

too generous not to yield the palm

Lamartine were

If

the sake of his fame, I

is

speaking of

for

poet of France and of the world

first

and Lamartine

exiled,

and therefore of the world,

poet of France,

Jersey

in
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am

Hugo

banished like

two

poets

— and,
—

for

he is not I would
of France and of the

sorry that

!

One

day,

Bonaparte,

a club,

in

and

I

I

called

was speaking

of

Prince

him " Monseigneur."

A

the time of Prince Louis Bonaparte's exile.

It

Louis
was at

voice shouted

to nie

"

There

no longer any Monseigneur^

is

"I always speak of those who

by that

are exiled

title,"

I

replied.

I

I

And my voice was drowned by applause.
When Hugo returned from Saint-Cloud, he
news of

like the

found Taylor

The news he brought back was bad enough,

awaiting him.

Madame

Malbrouck's page.

Taylor was in

despair.

" We have nothing else in our portfolios " he repeated.
At that time the Com^die - Frangaise had ten plays of
M. Viennet, four or five of M. Delrieu, two or three
of M. Lemercier, without reckoning M. Arnault's Pertinax and
!

M. de Jouy's Julieti^

etc. etc.

And

having nothing in his portfolios
"

We

were building on Marion Delorme for the winter
he said, "and now our winter season will be

season,"

ruined

that was what Taylor called

!

"
!

Hugo let him go on lamenting and then asked
" When did you hope to play Marion Delorme ?
"

Why,

" Ah,

"

either in January or February."

."
then we shall have a margin.
Very well
and he fell to making a calculation. " This is the 7th of
August come back to me on the ist of October."
Taylor returned on the ist of October.
Hugo picked up a
manuscript and gave it to him.
It was Hernani,
Hugo had

good

:

!

.

.

.

.

.
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begun this second work on 17 September and had finished
it on the 25th of the same month.
He had taken three days
less

over

Let

us,

its

composition than in the case of Marion Delorme.

however, hasten to explain that the plots of both plays
had been matured beforehand in the poet's head.

CHAPTER
The

—

XII

—

invasion of barbarians
Rehearsals of Hernani Mademoiselle Mars
and the lines about the lion The scene over the portraits Hugo
takes away from Mademoiselle Mars the part of Doila Sol
Michelot's

complaisance to the public

flattering

board

—

— The

—

—

quatrain about the cup-

—^Joanny

I THERE
ship

was nothing

:

was

this

unless

it

time nothing to fear from the Censor-

were on the ground of modesty, there

Hernani

Upon my

to which it could take exception.
I
have spoken of the modesty of the Censorship
word, how shocking of me but since I have said it,

let it stay

!

in

really believe I

I

The

!

!

piece naturally took the place of his first-born,

Delorme

;

it

was read

hurrahs and acclamation

own works

— Hugo

— the parts were
do not

Marion

for form's sake, received with shouts of

read very well, especially his

allotted

and the rehearsals

started

Hugo's fine reading here
because I think his manner of reading had any influence
either way on the enthusiasm of his reception, but because,
never having heard him speak at the Tribune, I cannot form
any idea of the style of his public speaking from the very
different opinions I have heard expressed concerning his
oratorical style.
I can only say that his speeches when read
always seemed to me to be masterpieces of language and

at once.

I

state the fact of

logic.

With the rehearsals began the worries. No one at the
felt much real sympathy with the Romantic
school save old Joanny the rest (and Mademoiselle Mars was
first among their number, in spite of the splendid success she
had just achieved in the Duchesse de Guise) really looked

Th^atre-Fran9ais

;
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as a species of invasion by barbarians,
which they were laughingly obliged to submit. Underneath
the flattery paid us by Mademoiselle Mars, there was always
mental reservation of an outraged woman. Michelot,
the

upon the encroachment
to

professor

at

the

Conservatoire,

a

man

of the

world, with

most gracious and agreeable
but at heart he loathed us. And as to Firmin, whose
side
a real talent, although it had
talent was so essential to us
nothing to do with the highest reaches of form, namely, the
well, his literary judgment was worthless;
plastic side of art
he merely possessed a kind of dramatic instinct, which served
He
in lieu of art, and gave movement and life to his acting.
finished manners,

showed us

his

;

—

—

liked us well enough, because
exercise his qualities of action
fear

in

we supplied him with means
and life but he was terribly
;

of the older school, and

all

the

literary

quarrels,

rarely

but,

in

accordingly remained neutral

appearing at a reading,

He

so that he might avoid being obliged to give his opinion.

was not a stumbling-block,

to

on the other hand, he was

certainly not a support.

—

—

by which we mean the leading parts was disbetween the four principal actors of the TheatreMademoiselle Mars
Frangais whom we have just mentioned.

The

play

tributed

played

Dona

Sol

;

Joanny,

Ruy Gomez

;

Michelot, Charles

v.

and Firmin, Hernani. I have said that Mademoiselle Mars
felt no sympathy with our style of literature ; but I ought to
add or, rather, to repeat that, in her theatrical dealings, she
was strictly honourable, and, when she had gone through her
first representation of a, part and endured the fire of applause
or of hissings that had greeted the fall of the curtain, no
matter what the play was in which she was acting, she would
have died rather than give in; she would submit to a
we will not say deny her faith,
martyrdom rather than

—

because our School was not included in her creed

— break

her word.
But, before this point was reached, there were between

fifty

be gone through, at which an incalculable number of observations were hazarded at the expense

and

sixty rehearsals to

THE TROUBLES OF AUTHORS
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were made, and pin-pricks given him.

author, faces

happened that these pin-pricks peneand stabbed to the heart. I have recounted my own sufferings from Mademoiselle Mars during
the rehearsals of Henri III. ; the discussions, quarrels, disputes even which I had with her, the passionate scenes which,
in spite of my obscurity, I was unable to refrain from
The same
causing, no matter what I risked in the future.
thing was just as likely to happen to Hugo, and did happen.
But Hugo and I were two absolutely different characters he
was cold and calm and polished and severe, and harboured
the remembrance of good or ill done him
whilst I am open
and quick and demonstrative, and make game of things,
forgetful of ill, and sometimes of good.
So the arguments
between Mademoiselle Mars and Hugo were entirely different
from mine.
And remember that, on the stage, dialogues
between actor and author usually take place before the footlights
that is to say, between the stage and the orchestra
so
that not a word is lost by all the thirty to forty actors,
of course

it

often

trated through the skin

:

;

—

—

musicians,

supernumeraries,

managers,

and firemen present

at rehearsals.

understood, always does

its

call-boys,

lighters-up,

This audience, as

will

be

best to catch any episode likely

to distract the ennui of the daily work, the rehearsal itself;
this fact

considerably adds to the nervous

irritability

of the

interlocutors and, in consequence, tends to introduce a certain

amount of

tartness in

the telephonic communications which

take place between the orchestra and the stage.

Things happened somewhat after this fashion.
In the
middle of the rehearsal Mademoiselle Mars would suddenly
stop.

"Excuse me, my friend," she would say to Firmin or
Michelot or Joanny, " I want a word with the author."
The actor to whom she addressed her remark would

bow

his assent and stand motionless and silent where he
happened to be.
Mademoiselle Mars would come up close to the footlights,
with her hand shading her eyes, although she knew well

— —

"

—

"

'
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enough

whom

part of the orchestra to look for the author

what

in

This was her

she was pretending to find.

little

curtain

raiser.
"
M. Hugo ? " she would ask. " Is M. Hugo here ?
" I am here, madame," Hugo would reply, as he rose from

"

his seat.

"

Ah

that

!

right

all

is

Hugo
" Madame ? "

me, M.

.

!

—thanks.

.

.

Will you please

.

tell

."

.

" I have this line to say
*

" Yes,

Ne

Do you

superbe

j'aime pourtant d'une
.

.

donnerais

reply to
'

lion,

Hernani says

;

pleure pas
te le

Je

And you

!

mon

etes,

madame

Helas

'

"

Vous

Vous

Mourons

.

to

et

genereux

'

you

amour bien profonde
plut6t

Que

!

n'ai-je

Je suis bien malheureux

!

"

!

!

un monde,

!

him
etes,

mon

lion,

like that phrase,

superbe

et

genereux

!

'

M. Hugo ? "

"Which?"
"

mon
"That was how
Vous

'

etes^

lion I
I

'

"

wrote

it,

madame;

so I think

it

is

all

right."

"

Then you stick to your lion ? "
may or may not, madame.

"I

better, I will insert

it

If

you can find something

instead."

" It is not my place to do so ; I am not the author."
" Very well, then, madame ; if that be so, leave what
written exactly as you find it."
" Really it does sound to me very comic to call

mon
"

lion

Oh

!

M. Firmin

!

that

is

Dona Sol you
you were a true

because while acting the part of

think of yourself as Mademoiselle Mars.
pupil of

is

Ruy Gomez de

If

Sylva, a noble Castilian of the six-

teenth century, you would only see Hernani in

would look upon him

M. Firmin you
who made

as a terrible robber-chief,

;

"

"
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even Charles v. tremble in his capital ; then you would
comprehend how such a woman could call such a man son liotty
"
and you would no longer'look upon it as comic
" Very well if you stick to your lion we will say no more.
It is my duty to say what is written, and as the manuscript has
f?ion lion I
mon lion I
I will say
Of course, it is all one
!

!

'

*

'

*

And

'

Let us go on, Firmin

me.

to

Vous

mon

etes,

!

lion,

superbe et g^nereux

'
!

the rehearsal would be resumed.

But, the next day,

when Mademoiselle Mars reached the same
on the day before and, as on the day

place, she stopped as

approached the

before, she

footlights, again

going through the

pretence of looking for the author with her hands shading

her eyes.

"M. Hugo?"
of Mademoiselle

she would say in her harsh
Mars and not of Celimene.

voice, the voice

" Is

M. Hugo

there?"
"

Here

I

am, madame,"

Hugo would

reply with the

same

placidity.

Oh

that is all right.
I am glad you are here."
had the honour of presenting you my compliments
before the rehearsal, madame."
"
" True.
Well, have you thought over it ?
" Over what, madame ? "
" Over what I said to you yesterday."
" You did me the honour of saying a great many things to

"

!

" I

.

me

.

.

yesterday."

"Yes, that was so

.

.

.

but

mean about

I

that

famous

hemistich."
" Which ? "
"

Oh,

mean

good

" I swear

and

gracious

you know quite well the one

!

I

valuable

do

not,

madame

suggestions

that

;

I

other."

"

I

I

!

mean

the line about the

liotiJ^

you make so many neat
confuse one with the

"

'
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Ah yes Fous etes, mon lion 1
I remember
" Well, have you found another line ? "
" I confess I have not tried to think of one."
"

"
"

!

'

'

You do not then think the line
What do you mean by risky ? "

" Anything that

likely to

is

"I have never presumed
hissed."
" That

may be

risky

?

."

.

.

"

be hissed."
to claim exemption from being

much

but you should avoid being hissed as

;

as possible."

" So you think the lion phrase will be hissed
" I am certain of it

?

"

!

"Then, madame,
it

it

will

be because you have not rendered

with your usual talent."
" I shall say it as well as I can.

prefer

.

.

.

.

All the same, I should

."

.

"What?"
" To say something different
"What?"
" To have it altered altogether
.

."

.

"
!

"For what?"
"

To

say "

to find the

—

and Mademoiselle Mars made a show of trying
word which she had really been turning over in her

mind

for three

say

.

.

.

days

ahem
'

—

" to say, for instance

.

.

ahem

.

!

.

.

.

!

Vous

etes,

monseigneur, superbe

et

genereux

!

Monseigneur enables the line to be scanned just the same as
mon lion, does it not ? "
" Quite so, madame ; only mon lion lightens the line, and
monseigneur makes it heavy."
" I would much rather be hissed for a good line than
Very well, very well
we will
applauded for a bad one.
not bother any longer about it. ... I will say your good line
.

.

without changing anything in
let

us go on.
•

.

.

Vous

it

!

Come, Firmin, my

.

etes,

mon

lion,

.

superbe

et

genereux

!

"
'

friend,

—

"
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a well-known fact that, on the day of the first representaMademoiselle Mars said, " Fous etes^ monseigneur /
"
instead of " Vous etes, 7no?i lion 1
It is

tion,

The

line

was neither applauded nor hissed

:

it

was not worth

either notice.

A little farther on, Ruy Gomez, after having surprised
Hernani and Dona Sol in one another's arms, at the announcement of the king's coming hides Hernani in a room, the door
of which is hidden by a picture.
Then begins the famous scene
known by the title of the sdne des portraits^ which is composed
of seventy-six lines and takes place between Don Carlos and
Ruy Gomez, the scene in which Dona Sol listens as mute
and motionless as a statue, in which she only takes part
when the king wishes to have the duke arrested; when she
tears off her veil and flings herself between the duke and
the guards, exclaiming
*'

Un

Roi don Carlos, vous

mauvais

roi

etes

."

.

.

!

This long silence and absence of movement had always been
an offence to Mademoiselle Mars. The Theatre- Fran9ais was
used to the traditions of Molibre's comedies or the tragedies
of Corneille and was up in arms against the mise en sdne of the
modern drama, neither understanding, as a whole, the passion
The consequence was that
of action nor the poetry of stillness.
poor Dona Sol did not know what to do with herself during
these seventy-six lines.
One day she decided to have the
matter out with the author.

You know

her way of interrupting

the rehearsals and of advancing to the footlights.

was

in front of the orchestra

the footlights.
" Are you there,

M. Hugo?

"

" Yes,

madame."
"Ah, good ... Do me a
!

service."

" With the greatest pleasure.
" Tell me what I am to do here."
.

"Where?"
III.— 33

The author

and Mademoiselle Mars was behind

.

.

What

is

it?"

—
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"

On

the stage, while

M. Michelot and M. Joanny are holding

their dialogue."

"You
" Yes

madame."
... I know

are to listen,

am

I

!

to listen.

that

ing rather tedious."
" Yet you know the scene was originally

but

;

much

I find listen-

longer and

have already cut it down by twenty lines."
" Yes, but could you not cut out another twenty
" Impossible,

"Or,
in

at

madame

"

lines ?

"
!

events, arrange that

all

I

I

take

some

sort of part

it."

" But you naturally take part by your very presence.

It is

a

man you love whose life or death is being
seems to me that the situation is sufficiently

question of the

debated;

it

moving and strong
the close."
" All the same
" I do not feel
"

Very good

!

the public are

you

to enable

...

it is

long

to wait in patient silence to

"
!

madame."
we will say no more about it.
But
certain to ask, 'What is Mademoiselle Mars
so,

it

then

.

.

.

supposed to be doing with her hand upon her breast ? It was
not necessary to give her a part just to remain standing still,
saying a word for half

with a veil over her eyes, without

an act

"

!

'

"The

public will say that under the hand of

of Mademoiselle Mars

Dona

veil of

Sol

—her heart

—not

is

Dona

of Mademoiselle

silence

— not

of Mademoiselle

Hernani's lover, the tempest
bursts

forth

in

these

is

— not

—her face
during
but — of Doiia
Mars

crimsoning with hope or turning pale with terror
the

Sol

beating; that, beneath the

Mars

is

;

that,

Sol,

gathering in her heart which

none too

words,

respectful

from a

subject to her sovereign

Un
And,

believe

public."

*
Roi don Carlos, vous etes
.'
mauvais roi

me,

!

madame,

.

.

it

will

be

sufficient

for

the

—

;

A WOMAN'S PERSISTENCY
" If that

account

the scene

your idea, well and good.

is

am

I

it

troubling myself about

not be at

will

speak one word.

.

.

me

Come

.

it

It is

not on

they are hissing, as

on, Michelot

;

my

they hiss during

if

:
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come

I

on,

do not
Joanny

us proceed.

let

Roi don Carlos, vous etes
.'
mauvais roi
*

Un

!

.

.

"

There, does that satisfy you, M. Hugo ?
" Perfectly, madame." And Hugo bowed and sat

down

with

his imperturbable serenity.

The
the

next day. Mademoiselle Mars stopped the rehearsal at

same

place,

came up

to the footlights and, shading her eyes

with her hand, said, in exactly the same voice as that of the day
before
" Are you there, M. Hugo
" I am here, madame."
" Well,

I

have you found

me

"

?

something to say?"

"Where?"
"Why, you know where ...

in the

these gentlemen say a hundred and

them and do not

utter a word.

to contemplate, but a

...

hundred and

fifty

I

famous scene where
lines while I stare at

know

they are charming

fifty lines

take a long time

to say."

" In the
fifty lines

them;

first

then, I

madame, the scene

place,

in length,

did

is

it

not

is

not a hundred and

only seventy-six, for

I

have counted

make you any promise

to

put in

something for you to say, since, on the contrary, I tried to
prove to you that your silence and immobility, from which you
emerge with terrible eclat^ is one of the beauties of the whole
scene."
" Beauties, beauties

!

...

I

am much

afraid the public will

not agree with you."
"

We

shall see."

"Yes, but you may see a little too late.
definitely mean to have your way in not giving
"
say through the whole scene ?
" I do."

...
me

So you

anything to

—
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"It

and
of

is

one to me;

all

will

I

go to the back of the stage

these gentlemen talk over their business in the front

let

it."

"You

can

madame, but
as

you

theirs,

madame,

And

retire

to

back of the stage if you wish,
under discussion are as much yours

the

as the affairs

will spoil the scene.

.

.

When

.

it

suits

you,

the rehearsal shall be proceeded with."

the rehearsal was continued.

But, every day, there were

some

interruptions of the kind to

which we have just drawn attention ; this annoyed Hugo
greatly, for he was still only at the outset of his dramatic
career, and imagined that the greatest difficulty was the creation
of the play and the most vexatious that of putting it into
he now discovered that

was child's play
one day, he lost
patience and, when the rehearsal was over, he went on the
stage and, approaching Mademoiselle Mars, he said
"Madame, may I be allowed the honour of a few words
proper form

;

compared with the

with you?"
" With me
this

? "

rehearsals.

At

replied Mademoiselle

all

this

last,

Mars

in astonishment at

solemn beginning.

"With you."
"Where?"
" Where you

will."

"

way, then

Come

this

Mars led Hugo

"
;

first, Mademoiselle
was called the />e^it
believe, situated where

and, walking

into what in those days

foyer (small green-room), which was, I
nowadays is the salon belonging to the manager's box.

Louise

Despr^aux was seated in a corner by herself.
We have mentioned that Louise Desprdaux was one of the
pet aversions of Mademoiselle Mars, Madame Menjaud being
I have described, in due course, the scene I
her favourite.
had with Mademoiselle Mars over Louise Despreaux concerning the distribution of the part of page to the Duchesse de
Guise.
When she saw Mademoiselle Mars and Hugo enter,
she discreetly rose and left the room ; although I have strong
suspicions that, with the inquisitiveness of seventeen years of

"

;

THE AUTHOR LOSES PATIENCE
age,

she glued her ear and her

rosy

young

face
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the

to

keyhole.

Mademoiselle Mars leant against the mantelpiece, holding
her part in her hand.
" Well, what do you wish to say to

"I wished

madame,

to tell you,

me ? "

she asked.

that I have just

made

a

resolution."

What

"

To

ask you to give up your part."

"

My

part

monsieur ?

is it,

!

.

.

.

Which ?

"The one you asked

I

"

"

"

for

in

my

drama,

my

to

great

honour."
"

What

!

Dona Sol," exclaimed Mademoiselle
And she
"do you mean this part?"

the part of

Mars, astounded;
pointed to the

.

roll

.

.

of paper which she held in her hand,

frowning her black eyebrows over those eyes which could on
occasion assume an incredibly hard expression.

Hugo bowed.
" Yes," he said, " the part of Doiia Sol which you hold in

I

your hand."
"

Ah

!

that

is

it,

is

it ?

" said

Mademoiselle Mars

;

and she

struck the marble chimneypiece with the roll, and stamped on
" This is the first time an author has
the floor with her foot.

ever asked me to give up my part
" Very well, madame ; I think it
!

be

I

and I will set it."
" But why do you want

is

time an example should

set

to take

it

from

me ? "

" Because 1 believe I am right in saying, madame, that when
you honour me with your remarks you appear totally to forget
to whom you are speaking."
" In what way, monsieur? "
" Oh I am aware that you are a highly talented lady
but there is one point, I repeat, upon which you seem
to be ignorant, to which I ought to call your attention
.

!

namely, that
this

fact

into

accordingly."

I

also,

madame, am a

consideration,

I

talented person

beg of you, and

:

treat

.

.

take

me

"

"

"
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You think, then, that I shall act your part badly ? "
know that you will play it admirably well, madame, but
also know that, from the beginning of the rehearsals, you
"

"I

I

—

have been extremely rude to me conduct that is unworthy
both of Mademoiselle Mars and of M. Victor Hugo."
"

Oh

!

"

she muttered, biting her pale

lips,

deserve to have your part given back to you

" you do indeed

!

Hugo held out his hand.
" I am ready to take it, madame," he said.
" And if I do not play it, who will ? "
Oh upon my word, madame, the first person
*'

!

to hand.

.

.

.

Why, Mademoiselle Despreaux,

of course, does not possess your talent, but she

she

is

and
demands

pretty,

the part

so will
;

that

for instance.
is

She,

young and

two out of the three conditions

fulfil

then, too, she will yield

me

the deference

which I am entitled, of the lack of which, on your
have had to complain."

to

And Hugo

comes

part, I

stood with his arm stretched out and his hand

open, waiting for Mademoiselle Mars to give him back the
part.

" Mademoiselle Despreaux
Mademoiselle Despreaux
" Ah indeed that is a good
muttered Mademoiselle Mars.
joke ... So it seems you are paying attentions to
Mademoiselle Despreaux ? "
!

!

!

!

I ?
I have never spoken a word to her in my life
" And you definitely and formally ask me to give you back

"

my

!

part

?

"

"Formally and

definitely

I

ask you to give

me back

the

part."

" Very well

I shall keep the role. ... I shall play it, and
no one else would play it in Paris, I swear."
" So be it.
Keep the role ; only, do not forget what I have
said to you with regard to the courtesy that should obtain
between people of our distinction."
And Hugo bowed to Mademoiselle Mars and left her
utterly overcome by that haughty dignity to which the authors
of the Empire had not accustomed her; they had grovelled

as

;

—

"
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before her talent, conscious that, without her, their plays would

not bring them in a halfpenny.

From that day, Mademoiselle Mars was cold but polite to
Hugo and, as she had promised him, when the night of the
first

representation came, she played the part to perfection.

Michelot, a very different person from Mademoiselle Mars,

was polite almost to the verge of sycophancy; but as he
detested us in his heart of hearts, when the hour of the
struggle came, instead of fighting loyally and valiantly, as
Mademoiselle Mars did, he slyly went over to the enemy and
gave the sharpshooters in the pit the hint where, at the most
opportune

moments, they

might find our weakest places.
were taken with Michelot's part which an actor
who had cared less for popular opinion would never have
allowed himself to take. As a matter of fact, before the

Many

liberties

representation,

we had waged rude

passages in the part of

Don

having very regretfully

made Hugo

Carlos

;

warfare against the risky
I

Michelot seemed to cling tenaciously

These four

why.

lines

remember among

others

cut out a quatrain to which

I have since discovered
were of that charmingly quaint turn
:

is natural to Hugo and to no one else.
When Ruy Gomez de Sylva goes back to his niece's house
and is on the point of taking Don Carlos and Hernani by sur-

which

prise, the latter, fearful for the reputation of

Dona

Sol, wishes to

hide the king and himself in the very narrow cupboard which

Don

Carlos was about to vacate, wherein he was sufliciently

uncomfortable by himself; but the king rebelled against the
suggestion.

Is

it,

indeed, he says

" Est-ce done une game a mettre des Chretiens?
Nous nous pressons un peu vous y tenez, j'y tiens.
Le due entre et s'en vient vers I'armoire ou nous sotnmes,
Pour y prendre un cigare. ... II y trouve deux hommes
;

I

For these

1

have their comic

effect, they ought to be
and easy bearing of a king
who numbers only nineteen years, and who is in the heyday

lines to

flung off with the lightheartedness

of prosperity (notice that Charles

I

v.

was but nineteen when

—

"

;
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he was made Emperor of Germany)
in the

same tones

as

Mahomet

—

well, they

were declaimed

saying

repondre a d'autres que Topyre,
que le Dieu qui m'inspire
Le glaive et I'Alcoran, dans mes terribles mains,
Imposeraient silence au reste des humains

"Si

j'avais a

Je ne

ferais parler

!

It

was perfectly

produce their

adhered

effect^

my

and in spite of
hoped those lines would
the erasure was decided on and pitilessly

idiotic

Michelot's objections,

so,

!

who

on

persuasion,

privately

to.

he was
I have said that it was very different with Joanny
an old soldier, the soul of honour and openness, who came to
the fourth rehearsal without his manuscript, for he already
knew his part thoroughly so if one had to find any fault with
him at all, it was that he became blase by the thirty to forty
general rehearsals, before the first public performance of the
:

;

^

piece.

This

first

representation was an important affair for our party.

literary revolution
Hugo must
win the Jemmapes in order that the new school might be
well on the way to victory.
So, when the time comes to
speak of the first reproduction of Hernani^ we will give it the
I

had won the Valmy of the

full

attention

it

But for the moment we must be
and pass from Victor Hugo to de Vigny,

deserves.

slaves to chronology

;

from Hernani to Othello.

I;

CHAPTER
— The

XIII

— Harel, the manager at the
— Parenthesis about Lassailly
— Letter of Harel, with preface by myself and postscript by Soulie —
read my Christine at the Odeon — Harel asks me to put
into prose
— First representation of the More de Venise—The actors and the

Alfred de Vigny

Odeon

man and

— Downfall of Soulie's

his

works

Christine

it

papers

WHILST

the Th^atre-Frangais was waiting for the famous

which Hugo had engaged to
which he was working, in place
of Marion Delorme^ they decided to rehearse Shakespeare's
Othello^ translated by Alfred de Vigny, which, in common with
Henri III. and Marion Delorme, had been received with
St

I

provide the

of October, on

unnamed drama

enthusiastic acclamation at

at

its

reading before the committee.

Alfred de Vigny completed the poetic trinity of the period,

although his work was of a lower order:

Hugo and

Alfred de Vigny as of the next rank.
very

little

people talked of

Lamartine, or Lamartine and Hugo, and spoke of
Alfred de Vigny possessed

imagination, but he had a fine and correct style

he was known by his romance Cinq-Mars, which would only
have met with a medium success had it appeared nowadays,
but,

coming as

it

did at a time of dearth in literature,

it

had

a great run.

When Hugo
to his friends

—that

—

read Marion Delorme de Vigny had whispered
this sort of thing

is

always said to one's friends

Didier and Saverny, the two principal characters in

the drama, were an imitation of Cinq-Mars and

But

I

am

convinced

that,

when Hugo wrote

his

de Thou.
play, he

never even thought of de Vigny's romance.
Besides

the novel

Cinq-Mars, de Vigny had

composed

!
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several dainty

had

little

poems

set the fashion for this

in the then current

kind of poem.

manner

Among

:

Byron

these five

little poems were Eloa and Dolorida.
Finally,
he had just published an extremely touching elegy on two
unhappy young people who had committed suicide at Montmorency, under cover of the noise of the music of a ball.
De Vigny was a very singular man ; he was polite and
affable and gentle in all his dealings, but he affected the most
an affectation, moreover, that accorded
utter unworldliness
perfectly with his charming face, its delicate and refined
features, encased in long fair curly hair, making him look like
De Vigny never descended to
a brother of the cherubim.
earthly things if he could avoid it ; if perchance he folded his
wings and rested on the peak of a mountain, it was a concession which he made to humanity, because, after all, it was
useful to him when he held his brief intercourse with us.
Hugo and I used to marvel greatly at his utter unconsciousness of the material needs of our nature, which many of us,
Hugo and I among the number, satisfied not only without
any feeling of shame but with a certain sensual enjoyment.
None of us had ever surprised de Vigny at table. Dorval,
who for seven years of her life had passed several hours a day
with him, declared to us with an astonishment almost amount-

or six charming

—

ing to terror, that she had never even seen

Now

him

eat a radish

even Proserpine, a goddess, was not so abstemious as
carried off by Pluto to the lower regions, she had, from

that

;

the

first,

in

spite

of the

preoccupation of mind to which

her unappetising sojourn had naturally disposed her, managed to
eat seven

pomegranate seeds

!

Nevertheless, these character-

being an agreeable
companion, a gentleman to his finger-tips, always ready to do
you a kindness and totally incapable of doing you a bad turn.
Nobody exactly knew de Vigny's age ; but, judging approximately, as it was known that de Vigny had served in the
guards on the return of Louis xviii., and supposing he was
eighteen at the time he entered the service, say in 1815, he

istics

did not prevent de Vigny from

must have been

thirty-two in 1829.

DE VIGNY'S OTHELLO
be observed that

It will

all
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these great revolutionaries were

very young and that the revolutionary poets were very
like the three

generals of the Revolution of

whom

I

much

have, I

believe, spoken, who commanded the army of Sambre-et-Meuse,
and whose combined ages reckoned seventy years Hoche,
Marceau and my father.
The coming representation of Othello made a great stir. We
all knew de Vigny's translation, and although we should have
preferred to have been supported by national troops and a
French general, rather than by this poetical condottiere, we
realised that we must accept all the arms we could against our
enemies, especially when such arms came from the arsenal of
the great master of us all
Shakespeare.
Mademoiselle Mars
and Joanny were allotted the principal parts. They were powerful auxiliaries, but they were not precisely the kind we wanted.
Mademoiselle Mars and Joanny looked a little awkward
:

—

in

which (dramatically speaking) were not
Mademoiselle Mars was a charming

habiliments

the

suitable to their figures.

woman

of the

satirical,

Empire

period, refined, light, delicate, graceful,

possessing none of the gentle, innocent melancholy of

and Joanny, with his retrouss'e nose h la
no grandeur or majesty in them,
did not recall the gloomy and terrible lover of Desdemona.
The part of lago that Ducis had replaced by that of Pezarre,
as one replaces a flesh-and-bone leg by a wooden one, fell to
the lot of Perrier, and was to make its appearance in full day-

the Moor's mistress

Odry and

;

his gestures with

light for the first time.

So the representation was looked forward to with much
impatience; but, whilst awaiting this solemn occasion, which,
as

we have mentioned, was

to take place at

the

Th^atre-

Frangais, another production was being prepared at the

Od^on

which was of special importance to me, namely, the Christine
d Fontai?iebleau by Frdd^ric Souli^. M. Brault's Christine
died a few days after

its birth, as I have said in due course,
and had disappeared without leaving any trace
The Od^on had been recently reorganised on new lines.
Harel, whom we have seen attempting to seize Marion

I

!

;

5
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Delorme

at Hugo's
house by surprise, formerly secretary
Cambaceres, formerly sous-pr^fet of the department of
I'Aisne, formerly prefet of the Landes, a political refugee in
1 815, editor of the Nain Jaune in Belgium, in short, one of

to

the most versatile
director of the

men who

Odeon,

ever lived, had just been appointed

I believe in place of Eric

Bernard.

He

had opened the theatre with Lucien Arnault's i,tats de Blots,
which did not meet with a great success, in spite of the
sumptuous manner in which the piece had been mounted
and, being a good journalist and clever at handling the triple
element which comprises the feuilleton, the short paragraph
and the puff, Harel knew how to set the drums sounding in
favour of my friend Frederic Soulie's Christine a Fontainebleau,

had not seen Frederic since the night upon which we had
of coldness towards one another and
had each decided to go on with our own Christines.
Henri III. and its success and all the renown it had brought
with it had passed without my hearing mention of Soulie's
name. His Christine was finished and that was the last I
heard of him. He had sent me two seats in the gallery for his
Juliette and I had sent him two balcony tickets for my
Henri III., and that was the extent of our exchange of politeI

parted with feelings

ness.

my

I

expected seats to be sent

great astonishment,

I

me

for

Christine, but, to

did not receive them.

Later,

I

found out that this was due to Harel, who feared I should do
the play an ill turn, and so opposed tickets being sent me.
As I had no seat for the first production I made no effort
to procure one for myself; and I went to bed quite satisfied
that I should hear first thing next morning whether the play
had been received with applause or hissed at. As a matter of
fact, one of my good friends, a lad who had done nothing then
beyond showing promise of talent but who has since made his
mark, Achille Comte, came to my room at seven next
morning.
Poor Christine had fallen quite flat. Souli^,
apparently, had conceived the notion of introducing an Italian
bandit in the forest of Fontainebleau, and this had produced

;

LASSAILLY
the

most grotesque

effect
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imaginable.

The day

before,

should have thought that this news would have delighted
after Souli^'s treatment of

me

feel

wretchedly

me

miserable.

;

but,

The

I

me

on the contrary, it made
innocent and primitive

friendships of our youth are the only real friendships.

reading of Marion had not only impressed me deeply,
had done me immense service it had opened out to me
it had revealed to
hitherto undreamed-of poetic suggestions
me possibilities in the way of treating poetry of which I had
never thought finally, it had given me my first idea for Antony,
The day after the reading of Marion Delornie I set to work
Before the music of the lines I had
with unusual courage.
listened to the previous night had ceased ringing in my ears,
I had started, inspired by the harmony of their dying strains
and the new Christine opened its eyes to the strains of the
distant and melodious echo which still lived in my spirit,
although the sound itself had ceased.
I must be allowed a brief digression on the subject of
Christine I give it as a study in manners and customs and I
hope it will not be mistaken for boasting.
There was in those days, outside the literary world, a big
fellow who was half an idiot, with a long crooked nose and
legs like Seringuinos in the Pilules du Diable.
He was, I
believe, the son of an Orleans apothecary and he played the
young Don Juan to chambermaids and daughters of the porter,
whom he transformed into baronesses and duchesses in his
he wrote a novel which was published
elegies and sonnets
This novel was entitled
but, I am certain, was never read.
the Roueries de Trialph.
His name was Lassailly.
There are certain people who acquire the odd privilege of
introducing the grotesque into the most mournful and heartrending of scenes, and Lassailly was one of the most highly
favoured of these purveyors of the ridiculous. Once, I had
gone to bed and was writing the first scene between Paula
and Monaldeschi and had got to these lines

The

but

it

:

;

;

:

;

—

"Oh!

garde-moi

!

je serai ta servante

Tout ce qu'une amour pure ou

!

d^lirante invente

;
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bonheurs, oui, pour

Quand

tu

me

toi, je

maudiras, moi,

les inventerai

!

je te benirai

mots d'amour qui gueriront ton ame
Garde-moi
Je consens qu'une autre soit ta femme
Je promets de I'aimer, d'obeir a sa loi
garde-moi
Mais, par le Dieu vivant, garde-moi

J'aurai dejs

;

!

!

Suddenly I heard the door of my

sitting

being of some sort or other approached

my bedroom

!

.

;

.

."

room open and a howling
my bedroom next I saw
;

door open and Lassailly entered, flinging himself

on the carpet and tearing his hair. The apparition was so
unexpected, so strange and even so terrifying that I stretched
out my hand for the double-barrelled pistols I kept in a recess
When I saw that it was Lassailly, I
at the head of my bed.
pushed the pistols back and awaited an explanation of this
The explanation was sad enough
exhibition of buffoonery.
the poor devil's father had thrown himself into the river and
Lassailly had just learned both that his father had been drowned
and that his body, after having been taken out of the water,
was exposed at the Orleans Morgue, whence it could not be
taken away without the payment of a certain sum of money.
Lassailly had not a halfpenny towards this sum and he had
come to ask it of me. At the sight of the son weeping for his
father, who had met with his death in this deplorable manner,
I was not so much
I could only visualize one mental picture
impressed by the son's grief, which, however extravagant in
expression, to the point of grotesqueness, was still, perhaps,
sincere at bottom ; but by the thought of the real, unforeseen
and irreparable misery of the poor wretch that had been drawn
from the waters of the Loire, pale and streaming, and sad, with
eyes dimmed by death, and face smeared with river weeds, now
I did not attempt to
laid on the damp stones of the Morgue.
console Lassailly one does not offer comfort unless people ask
Rachel weeping for her children in Ramah, and filling
for it.
the air with her lamentations, would not be comforted, because
:

:

they were not.
" My friend,"

I said,

the business.

You want

" let us get to the most pressing part of
to go to Orleans,

do you not ?

To

—

"

;
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You
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you a hundred francs
and I would like to
but I can only offer you
offer you as
Open that chiffonier drawer, which
as much as I possess.
contains a hundred and thirty-five francs, take a hundred and
."
thirty and leave me five
Lassailly tried to throw himself into my arms, made an
but I
attempt to embrace me and called me his saviour
gently pushed him away, pointed with my hand to the drawer
bury your father ?
think

I

say

will cost

it

you more than
much as you will need

that,

will cost

it

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

and repeated
" There, there

He
and

.

.

and leave me

francs,

took the

finished

up

^H
^^

;

.

.

.

take a hundred and thirty

left,

and when he had gone

I

resumed

A

be accurate also the last, number
paper was brought to me. A critic announced in a

little

first,

it

and

to

meant

to tell the truth for the first

various high-flown false

the

reputations

time

sprang

that

The article went on to say that it meant at
men and things in the places God had intended

in a night.

last to

I

it

scene between Paula and Monaldeschi.

prefatory article that

1^^
^B about

take

five."

sum and

my

fortnight later, the

of a

.

them

put

to occupy.

This series of the avengers of

justice, these literary executions,

I

began

with

" Lassailly,"

man who

Dumas.
The article
and had brought him in a hundred
Alexandre

me

brought

was
francs

signed
!

The

the paper was acquainted with what I

had done

for Lassailly a fortnight before.
" Well," he asked, " what do you say to that ? "
" Poor boy " I replied
" he has perhaps had to bury his
!

',

mother

And

!

I stuffed

the journal into the chiffonier drawer from

whence he had taken the hundred and
never paid back.

which he
and the paper was

thirty francs

Lassailly has since died,

never resuscitated.

Let us now return to the two Christines. Directly, as I
have said, I learnt the failure of Souli^'s, I finished mine within
a

month almost, and it then had the form it now bears. I went,
same day, to find the manager of the Th<^dtre-Fran9ais,

that

—— —
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whose name I have
big eyes and yellow

He

was a kind of mulatto, with
committee
in my hand, M. Brault's Christine having been played, I asked
There was, indeed, to
that mine should be put in rehearsal.
be a committee the next day; and the manager replied that he
would lay the matter before them. The committee decided
forgotten.

skin, and, with the letter of the

was a matter of common knowledge that I had
work, I ought to submit to a second reading.
But
as this second reading was, in reality, a third reading, I declined
the proposal outright. And with this struggle with the ComedieFrangaise began a lasting series of friendly dealings between us.
In the middle of the conflict I received a letter from Harel
that

as

altered

it

my

in the following terms

couched

:

—

" My dear Dumas,
What do you think of this idea of
Mademoiselle Georges ? To play your Christine immediately,
on the same stage and with the same actors as those who
played Soulie's Christine ? The conditions to be settled by
You need not trouble your head with the idea that
yourself.
you will strangle a friend's work, because it yesterday died a
Yours ever,
Harel "
natural death.

—

I called

transcribed

"

My

my
I

My
the

and on the

dear Frederic,

friend Harel

hour

servant,

epistle

which

I

have above

wrote the words

is

!

—Yours,

— Read

this letter.

What

a rascal your

Alex. Dumas

"

servant took the letter to the sawmill at la Gare and, an
later,

same

he brought

letter.

me back

this

answer

at the

bottom of

Frederic had written

—

"My dear Dumas, Harel is not my friend, he is a
I would
manager. Harel is not a rascal, only a speculator.
not do what he is doing, but I would advise him to accept.
Gather up the fragments of my Christine and I warn you
throw them into the basket of the
there are plenty of them
first rag-and-bone man that passes your way and get your own
"
F. Souli^
Yours ever,
piece played.

—

—

—

HAREL NO

CRITIC
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It will be admitted that Harel's letter was a very curious
document, with its preface and its postscript. With this
authorisation, I did not see any difficulty in the way of
My sole stipulation was that,
accepting Harel's offers.
whether my play were received or not at the reading of the
committee, it should be proceeded with within six weeks of

the date of the agreement.

The

reading before the committee was fixed for the following

Saturday and the reading before the actors for Sunday night.
I had my reasons for being suspicious of the committee
it
had received me under reservation of correction and, as the
committee of the Theatre- Frangais had given me Samson as
reviser, the committee of theOd^on appointed MM. Tissot and
As Cave rose to leave, he
Sainte-Beuve as their advisers.
:

declared that the play contained
it

I

was not suitable for acting.
had on the committee

some

fine passages,

And he was

but that

the only friend

!

Harel was completely staggered
able man, he could not distinguish

did not
I

know what was

wish

it

for, although he was an
good poetry from bad, and
;

great or beautiful.

do not mean
doubts about Christine^ but

to be thoroughly understood that I

these remarks to apply to

his

only to his judgment generally.

He

worshipped Voltaire, and,

before he died, he had the happiness to be decorated for his

While I strongly admired
and narrator, on the other hand
I thought but little of him as a poet, and specially as a
dramatic poet
as a dramatist, his methods are ordinary,
worn-out and melodramatic; as a writer, his lines are poor,
sententious and badly rhymed.
It is unfortunate for the
philosopher of Ferney, but it must be confessed that it is
eulogium on the author of Zaire.

Voltaire as a philosopher

;

only in his infamous

unapproachable

;

and

poem
even

the Pucelle that he
those

who

is

are

well-nigh

revolted

by the impiety, historical calumny and patriotic ingratitude
of it are compelled to admire the work, for it is a masterpiece.

In spite of Cav<^'s opinion and Harel's perturbation, the
III.— 34

;
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reading before the actors was

still allowed to take place on
had been agreed upon. I say // had been
agreed upon, because, if it had not been, the reading would

the following day

it

:

And Harel asked

certainly never have taken place.

permission

Janin to be present at the reading. Janin had then
over all his rights to Harel, and although I did not

for Jules

made

place absolute reliance in the fanciful and capricious taste of
the

prince

future

assurance

of

supreme
to cure
I

of

that

of

my

It

read to the actors

!

to

his

has taken a great deal of success

.

—that

things into consideration,

opposition

amount
accompanies inexperience and

always

conceit

made no

that time, the horrifying

at

self-satisfaction.

me

I

critics,

I possessed,

presence.

is

class of people which, taking all

the quickest at judging beforehand

of the effect of a piece, although every actor, in general, listens
to the

work that

own particular
own part and
neighbours.
The

being read to him from his

is

point of view, thinks mainly of the effect of his

does not worry himself over those of his
reading was a great success, but

Harel was none the

troubled by an idea that he did not reveal until next day.

came

to

me

break of day to propose to me, in

at

And

to put Christine into prose.

me

himself to

laughed

this

all

less

He

simplicity,

was how Harel exhibited

in all his glory at the very outset.

in his face and, after laughing at him, I

Of course

I

showed him

the door.

The

following day, the

first

rehearsal took place, as though

no such suggestion had ever been made. The piece was
capitally mounted Georges played Christine Ligier, Sentinelli
Lockroy, Monaldeschi; and Mademoiselle Noblet, whose
debut it almost was, played Paula. It had been decreed on
high that the person for whom the latter role had been
:

made was not
Even the two
were

to play
slight

it

Just

!

"

Man

parts of the

proposes,

God

assassins

of Monaldeschi

by two actors of the
and Duparay.

played

Stockleit

Our

;

as

my

highest

merit,

began, Alfred de Vigny's ended.
were exasperated with us, and with some

rehearsals

relative partisans

very

disposes."

—
LE MORE DE VENISE
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They demanded loudly that we should not be played,
we demanded with even louder outcries that we should

reason.
whilst

be played.

The first representation of the More de Venist was introduced with every appearance of a battle. Mademoiselle Mars
had gone over bag and baggage from the old style of comedy to
the new modern school of drama; we had won over Joanny,
Perrier and Firmin, and in short there was not an actor down
to the excellent David, who had accepted the small part of
'Cassio, who would not be acting in the Shakespearian exhibition
that was preparing.

The

rage of the

men who

for thirty years

had monopolised the Th^atre-Frangais had to be seen, before
an idea could be conceived of the howls and curses that
were flung at us.
These gentlemen only seemed acquainted
with Shakespeare through what Voltaire had said about him,
and Schiller by means of M. Petitot. When M. Lebrun and
M. Ancelot had borrowed their Maria Stuart and Fiesque from
the

German Shakespeare, they decided

and Lebrun had done
a host of articles had
works

—works

classical

only

that

!

MM.

Ancelot

honour thereby, and

demonstrated that very indifferent
the stage of a fair were real
This time, the public was not going

—

for

fit

masterpieces

Schiller great

—
—

and docked, but save
he must necessarily sustain from translation the
giant himself, who had kept the crowning place in England
to see Shakespeare corrected, castrated

for the loss

and eighteenth centuries.
what could Zaire
say confronted with Desdemona, Ninus with Hamlet or the
Deux Gendres with King Lear} Such pale and sickly
counterfeits of nature and truth must fail and come to nothing
or suffer by comparison
I opened a paper by chance and in it I read

during

the

sixteenth, seventeenth

If these sacrilegious exhibitions continued,

!

:

"The representation of the More de Venise is being
prepared for as though there were going to be a battle to
decide some great literary question.
It is to settle whether
Shakespeare, Schiller and Goethe are to drive Corneille, Racine
and Voltaire from the French stage."

—

"
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ful

This was a delicious lapse from truth and exquisitely spitefor, thanks to the notion of the expulsion of the masters,
;

it

excited the bourgeois classes,

entirely beside

the

justification to those

and the

question, which was

mark, by the very form

who put

gave

took,

it

it.

No indeed no These masters of art were no more driven
from their time-honoured Parnassus than the bourgeoisie drove
out the aristocracy from the positions they had occupied since
!

!

the beginning of the monarchy.
No, we did not say to these
great masters, " Retire and give up your places to us " but,
" Allow us to aspire to the same rights with you, if we deserve
!

do so. The heathen Olympus was large enough to contain
thousand gods, make then a little space, ye gods of old
France, for the Scandinavian and Teutonic gods.
The
religion of Moliere, of Corneille and of Racine was ever
that of the State; but let liberty for
all
religions be
to

six

!

proclaimed

But they were too narrow and exclusive, and, instead of
welcoming these new gods, instead of hailing all that was lofty
in them and only criticising what was unworthy in them, the
political exiles of yesterday wanted to-day to enforce a literary
proscription.
It seems incredibly strange and mysterious, but
nevertheless so it was
!

In spite of violent opposition,

Othello

people were

moved and

of that terrible wrath.

draped

gloomy

in a

time,

and

Joanny, carried away by his part, was

and once or twice he was

never saw anything more picturesque than that

I

great African figure as
night,

first

shivered and trembled under the sobs

often remarkable in his acting,

sublime.

The

succeeded.

groans of the jealous African were heard for the

it

strode the stage in the darkness of

like a spectre in its large white burnous,

voice, with

whispering

arms extended towards Desdemona's

dwelling
**

.

.

.

Get you

to

bed on the instant;

I

will

be returned

forth-

with ..."

Mademoiselle Mars, who was of a much wider discernin her art than Joanny, was uniformly excellent;

ment

—
ATTITUDE OF THE NEWSPAPERS
once

was

she

namely,

sublime,

where,

her bed, she exclaims, giving the

lie

in

springing

533
up

on

advance to lago's

accusation

am

I

writing

all

"He

will not say so."

this

from memory,

as

will

be readily

guessed, so I quote only the parts that stand out most clearly in

my

mind, after an interval of twenty-two years.
I may therefore
be pardoned for not quoting more than these two instances.
Well, the strange part of the situation was that the Liberal
papers, those which cried

up movement and progress

were the reactionaries in

literature

;

in politics,

while the Royalist papers,

those which took the side of stagnation and conservatism in

were the revolutionaries in

politics,

more

literature.
It was still
one did not know that the
the Courrier fran^ais and the Pandore were

difficult to

Constitutionnel,

edited

MM.

by

comprehend

if

Jay, Jouy, Arnault, fetienne, Viennet,

whilst the Quotidienne, the

etc.,

Drapeau blanc and the Foudre were

under the management of Merle, Theaulon, Brisset, MartainLassagne, Nodier and Mely-Jeannin.
The one set worked

ville,

for

the Theatre-Frangais

meant

to

keep

it

;

and, having usurped the position,

the others, in general,

had only worked

for

the boulevard theatres, and these were eager to have a breach

made

in the classical ramparts to give access to themselves.

Merle was, besides, the husband of Madame Dorval, whose
talent was just beginning to make a sensation and who had
created with incontestable success the roles of Am^lie in Trente
Ans ou la Vie d'un Joueur and of Charlotte Corday in Sept
HeureSy also of Louise in V Incendiaire.
We need not mention
the part of H^l^na in Marino Faliero^ for the part was poor
and Madame Dorval was not able to transform a bad part into
a good one.
I have mentioned that the rehearsals of Christine had begun.
Let us leave them to pursue their course and take a peep into
the world of city-life, which we have deserted for a very long
time for the world of the stage.
Whilst changing scenes, we

will nevertheless

conduct our reader to the house of a comedian
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who was worth
leaving.

quite as

much

attention as the actors

Furthermore, he was not

among

those

who

we

are

for fifty

had been playing the less conspicuous parts in the great
drama which had attracted all attention and occupied all minds,
during the conclusion of the eighteenth and the beginning of
the nineteenth century.
Let us reveal the fact that we are
years

about to speak of Paul-Frangois-Jean-Nicodeme, Comte de
Barras.

—

CHAPTER XIV
— Doctor Cabarrus introduces me to him —Barras's
— His dinners —The Princess de Chimay's footman
Fauche-Borel — The Due de Bordeaux makes a mess — History lesson
happiness
given to an ambassador — Walter Scott and Barras — The
of the old directeur— His death

Citizen-general Barras

only two regrets

last

HAVE
I

related

launched

me

how my
in the

successful play

Henri

III.

had

world and the curiosity there was

Barras was among the number of
be introduced to me. The name which
I inherited from my father was of special historic significance to
the Man of the Convention, the Directoire, 9 thermidor and
excited over

those

its

author.

who wanted

to

13 vendemiaire.

The

history of Barras

is

He was the son
heart.
and he had entered the army
the isle of France and to India,

known by

of an ancient Provengal family,

early; he had been sent to
where he had valiantly taken part in the defence of Pondicherry.
He left the service with the rank of captain, and had come to

where he had led an extremely dissipated life. Taken
life of pleasure by his fellow-citizens of Var, who
made him their depute, in 1792, he had been a member of the
Convention amongst the Montagnards; was charged with
a mission, the following year, to suppress both the Federalist
and Royalist movement which was agitating the South ; had

Paris,

from

this

and
recapture of Toulon from the English
had become acquainted with Major Bonaparte, thus
being able to judge the advantage such a man would be to
any party. On 9 thermidor, he was made commander of the
armed forces of Paris he it was who seized Robespierre and
gave him up to the scaffold. Some days later, he was himself

assisted at the

;

here

:
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attacked by the Sections (called by the Convention instead of

my

who could

father,

who was on

we have

not, as

appeal because of his absence)

;

seen, respond to the
he pushed Bonaparte forward,

on 13 vendemiaire and against him on
was said at that time (but this, I think, is

his side

18 brumaire.

It

one of the calumniating statements that conquerors are only
too willing to make, concerning the vanquished, with respect to
their victories,

negotiations

when not
the

for

won) that Barras was carrying on
of the Bourbons and twelve

fairly

return

millions were promised to this

new General Monk

as the price

of their restoration.

The

events on 18 brumaire having squashed the

counter-revolution,

being proscribed

Barras,

protector, retired to Brussels

turned to France in 181 6

;

and then

settling

to

down at

Bourbon

by his former

He

Rome.

only

Chaillot, where

re-

he had

and where, thanks to an income of 200,000 livres
which he had saved out of the various shipwrecks of his
political career, he kept a charming and very luxurious household, waited on by a large retinue of servants.
I specially
refer to the number of servants, because Barras always had at
his sumptuous table as many servants as guests, and several
times I have dined there when there were twenty to twentysince dwelt,

five guests.

was introduced to the old dictator by one of my oldest
friends, a man whom I was always delighted to see
when I was well and still more pleased to see if I were ill,
namely, Doctor Cabarrus, son of the handsome Madame
Tallien.
Cabarrus was then, and indeed still is, a fine strongly
built man, with a sympathetic face and a character to accord.
Endowed with a charming nature, sound learning and untiring
I

and best

observation, Cabarrus had, less by his social position than by
his

own

personal work, been thrown into the midst of

aristocratic circles

No

one could

— the aristocracies of

tell

a story better than he,

a better listener than

he

mouth, and showed a lovely
lit

up

his

face.

birth, talent

Barras

:

he had a

and

or, rarer gift

fine,

delicate

all

the

science.
still,

be

smiling

set of teeth

when he laughed, which

was

fond

very

of

him,

which

I

—
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was not astonishing, because everybody who knew Cabarrus
liked him.

was Cabarrus who took me, one Wednesday morning,
I had been warned that the old dictator was
always addressed as Citizen-general ; there was no compulsion
in the matter, of course, but that was the title which pleased

So

it

to Barras's house.

him

best.

Barras received us seated in a great arm-chair, which he

vacated as rarely during the
left

last years

He remembered my

his.

of his

accident that had prevented his taking

on 13 vendemiaire, and

forces

life

as Louis xviii.

father perfectly well

I

command

and the
armed

of the

recollect that several times

that day he repeated over to

me

word
" Young man, do not
you
I have but two

what an old Republican says to
I ought rather to call them

word

for

this

sentence which

:

give

forget

regrets,

remorses, which will be the only ones present at

when

I

:

come

my

bedside

have the two-edged remorse of having
overthrown Robespierre by the 9 thermidor, and of having
raised Bonaparte to power by the 13 vendemiaire."
It will be observed that I have not forgotten what Barras
said to me, although on one of the two points (I will leave my
I

to die.

I

reader to guess which) I

Wednesday was
chosen

it

am

Barras's

not entirely of his opinion.
reception

day.

hoping that the " Citizen-general

"

Cabarrus had
would keep me to

dinner, where I should meet with various representatives of the
end of the last century and of the early days of the present
one representatives who, by the way, whatever they might be,
when inside Barras's house, became subdued to the Republican
spirit, and
were simply citizens, whether male or female.
Cabarrus was not disappointed the old dictator invited us to

—

:

stay dinner and,

if

we did not wish

to return to Paris, offered

us the use of a carriage to take us a drive in the
the dinner-hour came.
to,

and

I

had mine

;

so

woods

until

Cabarrus had his business to attend

we accepted the

invitation to dinner,

but declined the carriage, and took leave of Barras.

In 1829, Barras was an extremely fine-looking old

man

of

5
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I can see him now in his arm-chair on wheels,
head and hands seeming to be the only portions of him
which were still alive, but these appeared to contain vitality
enough for his whole body he wore a cap which never left
his head and which he never took off for anybody.
From
time to time, this moral life, if one may use such a phrase,
this artificial life, replete with will-power, deserted him and
then he looked like a dying person.
We returned to dinner. I have dined with Barras three
times, and at each dinner I witnessed an unusually odd
incident.
On the first occasion the one of which I am
speaking we were between twenty and twenty-five in number.
Among the guests was Madame Tallien, who became the
Princess of Chimay.
She came accompanied by a footman
whose marvellous plumes were the admiration of the whole
company. We had been introduced into the salon, where the
first comers did the honours of the house to those who arrived
later.
Barras never appeared except at the dinner - table.

seventy-four.
his

:

—

—

When

the dinner-hour arrived, the folding doors were flung

open into the dining-room and each guest found the place
the bedroom door was then
that had been put for him
opened and Barras was wheeled to the centre of the table;
then the guests sat down and attacked the delicate repast
with good appetite.
Barras's own meal was very odd a huge
leg of mutton was brought to him and carved in such a fashion
the joint was then carried back
as to bring out all the gravy
to the kitchen, and the gravy was left in Barras's deep plate.
He sopped bread in the gravy and this concoction formed his
meal.
I never saw him eat anything else on the three
occasions I dined with him.
On this particular day, in the middle of dinner, a great
noise was heard in the kitchen as though a fight were going
on, and we could hear shouts mingled with bursts of laughter.
Barras was accustomed to be admirably waited on and in an
unusually silent manner.
Not a single one of the servants
who waited behind the guests ever breathed a word or rattled
a plate or jingled the silver.
Apart from the luxuriousness of
;

:

;

"
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the food with which the table was loaded, one could have

imagined oneself in a pythagorean school. Only one man
was allowed to speak when he wished and that was the valetde-chambre, the steward, and, better

still,

His name was Courtand.
" Courtand " Barras asked, frowning,
!

the friend of Barras.
" what

all

is

that

"

noise ?
" I do not know, citizen-general," Courtand replied, himself
as greatly astonished at this infraction of the rules of the

house

;

" I will go

and see."
Courtand went out and,

five

seconds

later, re-entered,

every

face turning to the door to look at him.

"Well?" asked
"

Oh

it

!

is

laughing.
" But what was

"The

Barras.

nothing,

servants

it

about

citizen-general,"

?

Courtand

replied,

"

belonging to

the

citizens

present"

— and

Courtand pointed towards the guests, who, it should be
"are plucking
said, mostly belonged to Republican opinion
feathers from citizen Tallien's footman and the poor devil

—

because they pinch his skin a

shrieks

doing
"

bit

while

they are

it."

And what

has he done to deserve to be plucked alive by

the other servants ? " asked Barras.
" He called his mistress Madame la Princesse de Chimay
" Then he deserves his punishment
his mistress is not
!

:

called the Princesse

On

de Chimay, she

—

is

called citizen Tallien."

—

one
at table
remained empty. The guest who was late was the
famous Royalist agent with whom you are acquainted, FaucheBorel, who, six months later, was reduced to misery by the
ingratitude of the Bourbons, and committed suicide by
He was very
throwing himself from a window at Neuchatel.
intimate at Barras's house and it was said that it was through
his mediation that the abortive negotiations were entered
another occasion

this,

too,

happened

place

1792 between the Bourbons and the old dictator.
Fauche-Borel was late he arrived at the roast course,

into in

Well

!

:

"
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with

tear-stained

hands.
" Ah

face,

here you are,

!

holding

my

dear

handkerchief

his

his

in

Fauche-Borel," Barras ex"

" Why are you so late as this ?
claimed.
" Ah citizen-general, rather ask why I am so upset."
" Well, my dear fellow, what is the matter ? "
!

"Oh,

general,

I

have seen the most touching, the most
I have just come

moving, the most instructive spectacle ...

from the Tuileries ..."
" Ah ah l^and was it there you saw this touching, moving,
instructive scene ?
You were very lucky, my friend, to have
Come, tell us what you saw,
managed to fall on your feet
!

!

so that we too may be moved and softened and edified."
" Well, citizen-general, M. le Due de Bordeaux spilt

some

water on the floor of the great salon where he was playing."
" Really
!

"And

Due de Damas said to him, Monseigneur,
you have made a mess on the floor; I am much distressed
What I must wipe it
about it, but you must wipe it up.'
Why are there no servants
the young prince exclaimed.
up
There are, but, as the mess was made this time by
here ?
your Highness, your Highness must wipe it up. ... Go and
fetch a mop
said the duke to a footman ; and, when the
The
man hesitated, he added, Do as I command you
lackey arrived with a mop five minutes later, and His Highness
shed many tears but M. de Damas was firm and Monseigneur
What
was himself obliged to mop up the mess he had made
"
do you say to that, citizen-general ?
the

*

'

!

!

'

'

'

'

!

'

!

'

'

;

!

" I should say," Barras replied, in the sarcastic tones that
were habitual to him, " that the tutor of the Due de Bordeaux did
quite right to teach his pupil a trade so that when his noble
parents depart he will have something in his hands to take to."
Another time again it happened at table a famous
general, who was an eminent soldier and a man of striking
;

—

abilities,

then ambassador at Constantinople,

bitter feeling,

By

—

related,

with

a scene that took place during the Revolution.

chance, Courtand, Barras's valet and steward and a free-

—

WALTER SCOTT AND BARRAS

SIR
spoken

"

friend,

He

stood behind the general's chair.

541

touched

the general on the shoulder in the very middle of his story.
" General," he said, " I must stop you
it did not happen

—

at

you

as

all

Revolution

The

are

telling

it

you

:

slandering

are

the

!

general turned indignantly to Barras to call his atten-

tion to this familiarity

on the part of

But Barras

his lackey.

broke out
" Messieurs,

Courtand

right

is

the episode

Tell

!

as

it

happened, Courtand; re-establish the facts and give a lesson
in history to Monsieur the ambassador."

And Courtand

had occurred, to the
and the amazed astonishment of

related the facts as they

great satisfaction of Barras

the company.

When

Walter Scott came to Paris to hunt up documents

connected with the reign of Napoleon, whose life he was
proposing to write, Barras, who had some precious papers
to show him, desired to see him and begged Cabarrus

—who

knew

the

no offence
invite the

to

memory

the

Revolution as

of the

history

as did Courtand, but could

tell

it

of

intimately

better than he (we

celebrated romance-writer to

mean

Barras)

Citizen-general

—to

come and dine with

Cabarrus began by having a long conversation with
Walter Scott, who, knowing that he was in the society of the

him.

son of

Madame

Tallien, talked

much

of

transmitted

Barras's

invitation

the

to

the

all

which Cabarrus's mother had played a
messenger approached the real object

part

of

:

events

his

and
But

visit

Scottish

poet.

"

I shall

in

the

finally,

Walter Scott shook his head.
"

I

cannot dine with that man," he replied.

against him,

and

it

would be

I have flung his own
One
him

said, as

we

dinner-plates at his head

afternoon, Cabarrus invited

in the afternoon,

and

I

put in

me
my

the time appointed.
" Barras will die to-day," he said to
to see

him

say in Scotland,

for the last

write
'

that

"

!

'

to spend an hour with

appearance punctual to

me

time before his death

" would you like

;

?

"

"
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"Certainly," I replied

for I

;

who had

later to people,

only

was anxious

to

be able to say

known him by name,

" I

saw

for

the

Barras on the day of his death."

"Very

well,

come

me:

with

I

am

going

literally

purpose of saying good-bye to him."

We got into a carriage and went to Chaillot. We found
Courtand looking very melancholy, and, when Cabarrus asked
him how his master was, he only shook his head. He showed
Cabarrus into the room of the dying

me

as I was with Cabarrus, let

go in

man

all

too.

the same, and,

We

expected to

and pale and weak and depressed, but he
was merry and smiling and almost rosy-looking, though this
colour was but the flush of fever.
We began by apologising
for my presence
I had met Cabarrus in the Champs-Elys^es
and, learning that he was going to inquire after Barras, I
wished to accompany him. Barras made me a little friendly
inclination with his head to indicate that I was welcome.
" But," Cabarrus exclaimed, " what did that pessimist of a
Courtand tell me, general ? He made out that you were
"
worse on the contrary, you look ever so much better
" Ah yes " said Barras, " because you find me alone and
cheerful
that does not alter the fact that I shall be dead
Do you hear that, Dumas ? I
to-night, my dear Cabarrus
I shall
am like Leonidas and shall sup to-night with Pluto
be able to tell your father, who would be happy enough to
see you, that I have seen you to-day."
" But what were you laughing at when we came in ?
Cabarrus inquired, trying to turn the conversation from talk
find Barras sad

:

;

!

!

.

.

.

!

!

of death to matters of life.
" What made me laugh

?

"

Barras replied.

" I will tell you.

Because I have just played a capital trick on our rulers.
As I have been a man of power, they have had their eyes on
me they know I am dying, and they have been watching
for the moment of my death to seize hold of my papers.
I have therefore, since the morning, been busy attaching my
.

.

.

;

seal to these thirty or forty boxes.

be seized

;

but

I

After

have given directions

my
for

death, they will

counsel to

be

A LAST LEGACY
called in

and the matter

of justice.
.

.

.

after

property.

.

.

.

This

which

my

They

will

which you see

there,

will

may
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be publicly tried before a court

last for four or six

heirs will

lose,

my

months or a year

papers being State

then solemnly open these forty boxes
before a council of ministers

.

.

.

and,

instead of the precious papers, which are in a place of safety,

do you know what they will find ? "
" No, I confess I have not the slightest
"
will

My

laundress's bills

idea."

years

for thirty-five

.

.

.

and they

take a lot of adding up, for I have sent plenty of dirty

linen to the laundries since 9 thermidor

.

.

."

Barras burst into such a frank and merry peal of laughter
that he

fell

back exhausted, and that evening he died, as he

predicted, shortly before the Revolution of 1830.
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Batten (Loring W.), Ph.D., S.T.D.

^

A BOOK OF THE RHINE:
to Mainz.

and Illustrated by the
School.
A New Edition.

trated.

6s.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY.

net.

<,s.

A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND
RHYMES. Edited by S. Baring-Gould,

Bastlan

6s.

A BOOK OF SOUTH WALES.
Cr. 8vo.

editorship of Cecil J. Sharp, Principal of
the Hampstead Conservatoire. Large Im-

Serial 8vo.

MERCE OF NATIONS.

6s.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES.

Crown

With 8 Illustraby D. Murray Smith. Second Edi-

tion.

See also Junior School Books.

6d.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR: A

8vo.

tions

New and Revised Edition, under the musical

Books.

Bally (S. E.). See Commercial
Banks (Elizabeth L.).

Baring

A BOOK OF GHOSTS.

With

Beard (W.

S.).

ALGEBRA.

With
Second Edition.

over

Demy

100
Zvo.

EASY EXERCISES IN

Cr.Zvo. is. 6d. See Junior
Examination Series and Beginner's Books.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

THOUGHTS ON

Beckford (Peter).

HUNTING.

and

Edited by J. Otho Paget,
by G. H. Jalland. Second
Demy 8w. 6s.

Illustrated

Edition.

Beckford (William).

See Little Library.
Beeching (H. C), M.A., Canon of Westminster. See Library of Devotion.
Begbie (Harold). MASTER WORKERS.

DemyZvo,

Illustrated.

•js.6d.Het.

Behmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE

SUPERSENSUAL

LIFE.

Bernard Holland.

by

Edited

Fcap. Svo.

^s.

6d.

THE SKIRTS OF THE

Bell (Mrs. A.).

GREAT

CITY. Seconded. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
With
(Hilaire), M.P. PARIS.

Belloc

Maps and
Revised.

Second Edition,

Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo,

6s.

HILLS AND THE SEA.
Crown

Zvo.

6s.

Second Edition.

THE INNER AND

Bellot(H.H.L.), M.A.

MIDDLE TEMPLE.
Crown

Illustrations.

Cr.

Communion

7s. 6d.

B7jo.

GOD'S BOARD:
Fcap. Svo.

Addresses.

3J.

6d.

net.

Benson

C), M.A.

(A.

NESS

See Oxford Bio-

THE WAY

OF HOLI(R. M.).
a Devotional Commentary on the
:

119th Psalm.
Cr. Svo.
Bernard (E. R.), M.A.,

AWRENCE BiNYON. Quarto.

Canon of

Salisbury.
Fcap. Zvo.

THE ENGLISH SUNDAY.
rs. 6d.
THE LIFE
de),
OF FATHER IGNATIUS. Illustrated.

Devotion.

Bloom

of

SHAKE-

Harvey), M.A.

(J.

SPEARE'S GARDEN.

Illustrated.'

Fcap. Bvo. 35. 6d. ; leather, /{S. 6d. net.
See also Antiquary's Books
Blouet (Henri). See Beginner's Books.
Boardman (T. H.), M.A. See Textbooks
of Science.
Bodley (J. E. C), Author of France.'

THE

CORONATION OF EDWARD VIL

Demy Bvo.

21s. net.

By Command

of the

THE SOUL'S

PILGRIMAGE : Devotional Readings
from his writings. Selected by J. H. Burn,
B.D., F.R.S.E. Demyi6mo. 2s. 6d.
Bona (Cardinal). See Library of Devotion.
Boon (P. C). See Commercial Series.
Borrow (George). See Little Librar>'.
Bos

AGRICULTURAL

Ritzema).

(J.

ZOOLOGY.

Translated by

worth Davis, M.A. With
Third Edition.

Botting (C. Q.), B.A.

EXERCISES.

Cr.

R.

J.

Ains-

155 Illustrations.
3J. 6d.

EASY GREEK
Bvo.

See also

2s.

Boulting (W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
With 24 Illustrations. DetnySvo. los. 6d.
net.

Boulton (E.

S.),

GEOMETRY ON

M.A.

MODERN LINES.

Boulton

jos. 6d. net.

Bvo.

21s. net,\

See also I.P.L. and Little Library.
See Library
M.A.
(B.),

Blaxland

Junior Examination Series.

5s.

Bertouch (Baroness

Demy

6d. net.

-js.

With a General Introduction by

iOB.

Cr. Bvo.

graphies.

Benson

Bvo.

Body f George), D.D.

6s. net.

BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Fourth

Benson (Archbishop)

Demy

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF

With numerous

8vo.

Bennett (W. H.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.
Bennett (W. H.)and Adeney (W. P.). A
Edition.

Original Manuscripts, witlTatl
Introduction and Notes, by Archibald G.
With 12 Illustrations;
B.
Russell.

from the

(William

Cr. Bvo.
B.).

2s.

THOMAS

GAINSBOROUGH With 40 IllustraBetham- Edwards (M.).
HOME LIFE
tions. DemyBvo. js.6d.net.
IN FRANCE. Illustrated. Fourth a7id SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With
Beruete(A.

See CLnssics of Art.

de).

Cheaper Edition.

A Colonial

CroivnZvo.

49 Illustrations.

6s.

Edition

Bethune-Baker(J.

is also published.
See HandP.), M.A.

books of Theology.

Bidez (M.). See Byzantine Texts.
Biggs(C. R. D.), D. D. See Churchman's Bible.
Bindley (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OECU-

MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH.

With Introductions and Notes.

Second Edition.

Binns (H.

B.).

WHITMAN.

Cr.

2,vo.

6s. net.

THE LIFE OF WALT
Illustrated.

Demy

8vo.

10s. 6d. net.

A

Colonial Edition

is

Binyon (Lawrence).

also published.

THE DEATH OF

"js.

6d. net.

THE IMITATION OF

Being

Quotations from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Year. Fifth Edition. Cr. 167/10. zs. 6d.

Boyd-Carpenter

THE

(Margaret).

CHILD IN ART.

Illustrated.
Bvo.
6s.

Second

Large Crown

Edition.

Boyle (W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO.
With Verses by W. Boyle and 24 Coloured
Pictures by H. B. Neilson. Super Royal
x6>no.

2S.

Brabant (P. G.), M.A. See Little Guides.
Bradley (A. G.) ROUND ABOUT WILT-

SHIRE.

See Little Books on

Bradley (J. W.). See Little Books on Art.
Braid (James) and Others.
GREAT

Cr. Bvo.

Art.

Blair (Robert). See LP. L.
Blake (William).

THE LETTERS OF

Life by Frederick

DeniyBvo.

With 30 Illustrations of which
i4are in colour by T.C.Gotch. Second Ed.

y. 6d. net.
See also W. Blake.

WILLIAM BLAKE,

M.).

BUDDHA:

Cr. Bvo.

ADAM, AND OTHER POEMS.

Birnstingl (Ethel).

Bowden(E.

together with a
Tatham. Edited

6s.

GOLFERS IN THE MAKING.

Thirty-Four Famous Players.

an Introduction, by

34 Portraits. Demy Bvo. js. 6d. net.
Colonial Edition is also published.

A

By

Edited, with

Henry Leach.

With

General Literature
Brailsford (H.

N.).

RACES AND

MACEDONIA:

ITS FUTURE.
Demy%vo. 1.2s. 6d. net.
Brodrick (Mary) and Morton (Anderson).

ITS

Illustrated.

A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF EGYPTIAN ARCHEOLOGY. Illustrated. Cr.
3s. 6d.

Svo.

Brooks (E.

See Textbooks of

B.Sc.

E.),

Technology.

Brooks (E. W.).

(P. H.), LL.D., Fraser Professor of
Ancient (Scottish) History at the University

SCOTLAND IN THE

TIME OF QUEEN MARY. Demy Svo.
•js.

(S. E.), M.A., Camb., B.A., B.Sc,
Senior Science Master at Upping;
School.
CHEMIS-

London

A PRACTICAL
TRY NOTE-BOOK FOR MATRICULA-

TION AND ARMY CANDIDATES:
Easier Experiments on the Commoner
Substances. Cr. ^to. is. 6d. net.

Browne

(Sir

Thomas).

Standard

See

Library.

Brownell

THE HEART OF

L.).

(C.

JAPAN.
Cr. ^vo.

Third Edition.

Illustrated,

Demy Zvo.

ts. ; also

Browning (Robert).

6d.

T.).

by H. B. Neilson.

Cr.

Cr. %vo.

:

8z/o.

3s. 6d.

THE BURDEN OF

Buckton (A. M.)

a Ballad-Epic. Second Edition.
6d. net,

"1,5.

KINGS IN BABYLON. A Drama. Crown
%vo.

\s. net.

EAGER HEART A
:

Mystery Play.

Fifth

Edition. Cr. Zvo. \s. net.
Budjre (E. A. Wallis).

THE EGYPTIANS.

THE GODS OF
With

over

100

Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.
Two Volumes, Royal Zvo. £3, 35, net.

THE MOTOR YEAR

Buist(H. Massac).

BOOK
AND AUTOMOBILISTS'
ANNUAL FOR 1906. Demy Zvo. 7J. td.

net.

Army Chaplain. GOD AND
SOLDIERS.
Second Edition.

Bull (Paul),

OUR

Cr. Zvo.

6j.

Bulley (Miss).

See Lady Dilke.

Bunyan (John). THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. Edited, with an Introduction,
by

H. Firth, M.A. With 39 Illustraby R. Anning Bell. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
See also Library of Devotion and
C.

tions

A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illustrated.

Cr.

3J.

Zt'o.

BE THEM.

GOOPS AND

Illustrated.

HOW TO

Siuall

i,to.

6s.

Burke (Edmund). See Standard Library.
Burn (A. E.), D.D., Rector of Handsworth
and Prebendary of

SONG.

Demy

Third Edition.

Portrait.

Zvo, gilt

6s.

top.

OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY FOR USE IN

Burnside (W.

F.),

M.A.

Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6d.

3J.

Burton

(Alfred). See I.P.L.
Bussell (F. W.), D.D., Fellow and Vice
Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY AND SOPROGRESS: The Bampton

CIAL

Demy Zvo

Lectures for 1905.

loj. 6d. net.

Butler (Joseph). See Standard Library.
Caldecott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks
of Theology.

Calderwood (D.

S.), Headmaster of the Normal School, Edinburgh.
TEST CARDS

AND ALGEBRA.

In three

packets of 40, with Answers,

u. each.

in three Books, price id., 7d.,

and

Or

3</.

Cambridge (Ada) [Mrs. Cross]. THIRTY
YEARS IN AUSTRALIA. Demy Zvo.
•js.

6d.

Canning (George). See Little
Capey (E. F. H.). See Oxford
Careless (John). See
Carlyle (Thomas).

REVOLUTION.

I.

Library.
Biographies.

P. L.

THE FRENCH

Edited by C. R. L.
Fletcher, Fellow of Magdalen College,

Three Volumes.

Oxford.

Cr. Zvo.

\Zs.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER
CROMWELL. With an Introduction
by C. H. Firth, M.A., and Notes and
Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas. Thret
Volumes. Demy Zvo. iZs. net.
Carlyle(R. M. and A. J.), M.A. See Leaders
of Religion.
(C.

Channer

C.)

and Roberts (M.

E.).

LACEMAKING in THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT.

With

page

25. 6d.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrations.

Chapman

16 full-

Sec Books on Business.
(Thomas).
Standard
See

(S. J.).

Chatterton
Library.

Chesterfield (Lord),

TO HIS SON.

THE LETTERS

OF,

Edited, with an Introduc-

by C. Strachey, and Notes by A.
Calthrop. Two Volumes. Cr. Zvo. 12s.
Chesterton (G. K.). CHARLES DICKENS.
With two Portraits in photogravure. Fourth
tion

Standard Library.
Burch (G. J.), M.A., F.R.S.

Burgess (Qelett).

OF

RECORDS AND

IN EUCLID

See Little Library.

CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

Buckland (Francis

ENGELA

TREASURY

SCHOOLS.

6d. net.

Brown
ham

THE CHURCH-

B.D.

H.),

(J.

MAN'S

Selected and Edited by. Fcap %vo. >,$. 6d.
net.
See also Library of Devotion.
Burnand (Sir F. C).
REMINISCENCES. Wiih a Portrait by
H. v. Herkomer.
Cr. Zvo. Fourth ana
Cluaper Edition. _ 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS OF. Edited
by Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigie. With

See Byzantine Texts.

Brown

of Edinburgh.

Burn

5

Lichfield.

See Handbooks of Theology.

Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Childe (Charles

P.), B.A.,

How Cancer

JS. 6d. net.

is

THE

F.R.C.S.

CONTROL OF A SCOURGE
Curable.

:

Demy

Or,
Svo.

'

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
THE CAROLINE

Christian (F. W.).

ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy Zvo. i-zs. 6d. net.
Cicero. See Classical Translations.
Clarice (F. A.), M.A. See Leaders of Religion.
Clausen (George), A.R.A., R.W.S. AIMS
IDEALS IN ART :Eight Lectures
delivered to the Students of the Royal

AND

Academy

With 32
Large Post

of Arts.

Second Edition.

SIX LECTURES

Illustrations.
$s. net.

?>vo.

ON PAINTING.

First

Third
19 Illustrations.
Post Zvo. 35. ()d. net,

With
Series.
Edition, Large
Cleather (A. L.). See Wagner.
Clinch (Q.). See Little Guides.

Lecturer on Mental Diseases in the Uni-

THE HYGIENE

versity of Edinburgh.
With 10 Illustrations.
Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.
Coast (W. G.), B.A.
IN VERGIL. Cr. 8w.
Cobb (W. F.), M.A.

OF MIND.

Fourth

EXAMINATION

PSALM S
•LOS.

zs.

THE BOOK OF

with a Commentary.

:

Demy Zvo.

6d. net.

Coleridge (S. T.). POEMS OF. Selected
and Arranged by Arthur Symons. With
a photogravure Frontispiece.
2s.

6d. net.

Fcap.

8z/o.

M.A. THE LIFE
RUSKIN. With Portraits.

Collingwood (W.

OF JOHN

G.),

Sixth Edition. Cr. %vo. 2s. 6d. net.
Collins (W. E.), M.A.
See Churchman's
Library.

HYPNEROTOMACHIA POLL
HUMANA OMNIA NON
NISI SOMNIUM ESSE DOCET
ATQUE OBITER PLURIMA SCITU
SANE QUAM DIGNA COMMEMO-

Colonna.

PHILI UBI

RAT. An

edition limited to 350 copies on
handmade paper. Folio, £2, 3s. net.
Combe (William). See LP. L.

THE MIRROR OF

Conrad (Joseph).

THE

SEA: Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo- 6s.

Cook (A.

M.A.,andMarchant(C.

M.),

E.),

M.A.
PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Selected from Greek and
Latin Literature. Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Third Ed. Cr.Zvo. rs.6d.

THE FACTORY
2s. 6d.
THE PASSING OF THE

Cooke-Taylor (R. W.).

SYSTEM.

Cr.

Corelli (Marie).

2,vo.

GREAT QUEEN. Second Ed. Fca/.^to. is.
A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr. 4to. is.
Corkran

See Little Books on Art.

(Alice).

Cotes (Everard).

AND

SIGNS

TENTS IN THE FAR EAST.
Illustrations.

Second Edition.

PORWith

Demy

24

8vo.

js, 6d. net.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTE'S GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece.
Second Edition.
Fcap, 8vo.

2s.

6d.; leather,

BIBLE FLOWERS.
and Plan.

Fcap. Zvo.

3^.

With a
2s.

6d. net.

Frontispiece

6d. net.

See Little Library.

THE POEMS

OF.

Edited with an Introduction and Notes by
Illustrated, including
J. C. Bailey, M.A.
two unpublished designs by William

Blake.

Cox (J.

Demy Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

Charles), LL.D., F.S.A. See Little
The Antiquary's Books, and Ancient

Guides,
Cities.

Cox

LAND

M.P.

B.A.,

(Harold),

NATIONALISATION AND LAND
Second Edition revised.
TAXATION.
Cr. Zvo.

3^. 6d. net,

Crabbe (George).
Craigie(W.

Clough (W. T.). See Junior School Books
and Textbooks of Science.
Clouston (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D,, F.R.S.E.,

PAPERS

Cowley (Abraham).
Cowper (William),

A.).

See Little Library.

A PRIMER OF BURNS.

Cr. &V0. zs. 6d.
Craik (Mrs.). See Little Library.
Crane (Capt. C. P.). See Little Guides.

AN

Crane (Walter).

MINISCENCES.

ARTIST'S

RE-

Second Edition.

Crashaw (Richard).

See Little Library.
Crawford (F. G.). See Mary C. Danson.
Crofts (T. R. N.), M.A.
See Simplified
French Texts.

Cross

(J.

THE

THE FAITH OF
2s. 6d. net.
THE LOVING BAL-

M.A.

A.),

BIBLE.

Fcap. 8vo.

Cruikshank(G.).

LAD OF LORD BATEMAN.

With

11

Cr. iSmo. is. 6d. net.
See Wagner.
Cunliffe (Sir F. H. E.), Fellow of All Souls'
College, Oxford.
HISTORY OF
Plates.

Crump (B.).

THE
THE BOER WAR. With

many

trations, Plans, and Portraits.
Quarto. 15 J. each.

Cunynghame

(H. H.), C.B.

seur's Library.
L.), D.D.

Cutts (E.

In

Illus2 vols.

See Connois-

See Leaders of Religion.
M.A. See Leaders of

Daniell (Q. W.),
Religion.

Danson (Mary

and Crawford

C.)

(F. G.).

FATHERS IN THE FAITH. Fcap.
rs. 6d.
Dante. LA COMMEDIA DI DANTE.
Svo.

The Italian Text edited by Paget Toynbee,
M.A.,D.Litt.

Cr.8vo.

6s.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
Translated

into

Spenserian Prose by C.

Gordon Wright.

With

the Italian text.

Fcap. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.
See also Paget Toj'nbee, Little Library,
Standard Library, and Warren-Vernon.
Darley (George). See Little Library.
TRIGONA
D' Arcy (R. P.), M.A.

NEW

OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS.
numerous diagrams.

Davenport

Cr. Bvo.

zs.

With

6d.

See
Connoisseur's
Library and Little Books on Art.
PAGEANT OF
Davey (Richard).
With 40 Illustrations in
Colour by John Fulleylove, R.I. InTivo
Volumes, DemyZvo. j^s. net.
Davis (H. W. C), M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Balliol College, Author of Charlemagne.
(Cyril).

LONDON

THE

'

ENGLAND UNDER THE NORMANS
AND ANGEVINS: 1066-1272. With Maps

and

Illustrations.

Dawson (Nelson).

Detuy

Bvo.

10s. 6d, net.

See Connoisseur's Library.

General Literature
Dawson

See Little Books on

(Mrs. N.).

Art.

Deane (A. C). See Little Library.
Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF

CHRLST. With

8 Illustrations in

by E. Fortescue-Bkickdale.
Zvo.

6s.
zs.

2,7'o.

Demosthenes.

CALLICLES.

Second Edition.

Fcap.

2S.

Dickens (Charles).

See Little Library,

POEMS.

Dickinson (Emily).

Cr.

8vo.

M.A., Fellow of King's
College,
Cambridge.
THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr.
L.),

6d.

Dilke (Lady), Bulley (Miss), and Whitley

WOMEN'S WORK.

(Miss).

Cr.

8vo.

2S. 6d.

Dillon (Edward).

See Connoisseur's Library
and Little Books on Art.
Ditchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A.

THE

STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.

With an Introduction by Augustus
Jessopp.D.D. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.
OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at
the Present Time.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES.
Edition.

Illustrated.
2S. 6d. net.

Cr. 8vo.

THE PARISH CLERK.
Third Edition.

Illustrations.
•js. 6d. net.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A.

TENNYSON.
2S.

Second

With

A PRIMER OF

Second Edition.

Cr.lvo.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.
2S.

Cr.

6d

A

i>vo.

2,^.

SONGS OF THE REAL.
6d. net.

volume of poems.

THE MAN IN THE

Douglas (James).

PULPIT.

Dowden

Cr. 8vo.

zs.

6d. net.

D.D., Lord Bishop of EdinSee Churchman's Library.
See Books on Business.
Driver(S. R.),D.D.,D.C.L., Canon of Christ
Church, Regius Professor of Hebrew in the
University of Oxford.
SERMONS
(J.),

burgh.

Drage (Q.).

ON

SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE
OLD TESTAMENT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Westminster Commentaries.
Dry (Wakeling). See Little Guides.
Dryhurst (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

Du Buisson(J. C),

M.A.

.See Churchm.-in's

Bible.

Duguid

(Charles). See Books on Business.
Dumas (Alexander).
MEMOIRS.
Translated by E. M. Waller. With Portraits. In Six Volumes. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

MY

Volume

I.

Frank

by

Illustrations

Cr. %vo.

6s.

gate, R.B.A.
7S.

With
by Frank South-

Second Edition.

Demy

6d. net.

See also Little Guides.
Earle(John), Bishop of Salisbury.

MICRO-

COSMOGRAPHIE, or A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post
1

6mo.

2s net.

Edmonds (Major J.

See

E.).

Edwards (Clement), M.P.

NATIONALIZATION.
Revised,

Crown

2>vo.

W.

B.

Wood.

RAILWAY

Second Edition

2s. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas).

See Commercial

Series.

Egan (Pierce).
Egerton (H.

See LP. L.

E.),

M.A.

A HISTORY OF

BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. New
Issue. Demy 8vo. js. 6d. net.

and Cheaper

A Colonial Edition is also published.
31

Demy Bvo.

6d.

Doney (May).

SOUTJIGATE.

Zvo.

4S. 6d. net.

Dickinson (Q.
2S.

With coloured

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA.
16 Illustrations in colour

I.P.L., and Chesterton.

87>o.

Second Edition.
114 Illustrations.
Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.
Dunstan(A. E.), B.Sc. See Junior School
Books and Textbooks of Science.

A REPORT ON
(The Earl of
THE METRIC SYSTEM. Durham
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Detity Zvo. 4^. 6d. net.
AGAINST CONON AND
Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
Edited by F. Darwin

Swift, M.A.
%VO.

Large Cr.

With

).

Delbos (Leon).
Cr.

Colour

Dunn (J. T)., D.Sc, and MundelIa(V. A.).
GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.

Ellaby(C. Q.). See Little Guides.
Ellerton (F. Q.). See S. J. Stone.
Ellwood (Thomas), THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited by C. G. Crump,
M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Epictetus. See Aurelius.
Erasmus.
A Book called in Latin EN-

CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIANI,

and in English the Manual of the Christian
Knight.

From
Worde,

the edition printed

Fcap. Zvo.

1533.

SOPHY OF
Edition.

Cr.

by Wynken de

3s. 6d. net.

M.A. THE PHILOT. H. GREEN.
Second

Fairbrother(W.

H.),

St'o.

3J. 6d.

Farrer (Reginald). THE GARDEN
ASIA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

OF

SOME BEAUTIES OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. With

Fea (Allan).

82 Illustrations.
Second Edition.
Zvo. I2S. 6d. net.

Demy

Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.
Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E.
See
Books cm Business.
Fielding (Henry). Sec St.nnd.ird Library-.
Finn(S. W.), M.A. See Junior Ex.imination
Scries.
(J. B.).

FIrth
Firth

(C.

See Little Guides.

H.),

ARMY: A

M.A.

CROMWELL'S

History of the English Soldier

during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth,
and the Protectorate. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
M.A.
ANNALS OF THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. Illustrated.
ENGLAND. Thirteenth Edition. ReDemy Zvo, xos. 6d.
vised. With Maps and Plans. Cr. Zvo. 35.
FitzQerald (Edward). THE RUBAiYAT ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
OF OMAR KHAYYAm. Printed from
Second Edition. Cr. Zno. 2s. 6d.
Fisher (G. W.),

the Fifth and last Edition.
With a Commentary by Mrs. Stephen Batson, and a
Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.
8zo.
See also Miniature Library.
6s.
FitzGerald (H. P.). A CONCLSE HAND-

BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,

AND WALL SHRUBS.
Fcap. Zvo.

-^s.

Illustrated.

6d. net.

Fitzpatrick (5. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.
Flecker (W. H.), M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster

Dean Close

of the

School, Cheltenham.

THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.

The Text of Morning and Evening
Prayer and Litany. With an Introduction

and Notes.

Cr. 8vo,

zs.

dd.

Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor
of Political Economy in M'GIII University,
Montreal.

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.

Demy

ys, 6d. net,

8vo.

Fortescue (Mrs. Q.). See Little Books on Art.
Fraser (David).
A MODERN CAM-

PAIGN

OR,

;

WAR AND WIRELESS

TELEGRAPHY IN THE FAR EAST.
Illustrated.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
Fraser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With loo Illustrations.
Fifth Edition Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Fretich (W.), M.A.
See Textbooks

TERIOLOGY.

of

DAIRY BAC-

A

Short Manual for the
Use of Students. Translated by J. R.
AiNSWORTH Davis, M.A. Second Edition.
Revised. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.
Fulford (H. W.), M.A.
See Churchman's
Bible.

THE
J.).
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.

Qallaher (D.)and Stead (W.

With an Account of the Tour of the New
Zealanders in England. With 35 IllustraDemyZvo. ios.6d.net.
Gallichan (W. M.). See Little Guides.
Gambado (Geoff rey, Esq.). See I.P.L.
Gaskell (Mrs.).
See Little Library and
Standard Library.
Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.
tions.

George(H.B.), M.A.,FellowofNewColIefio,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HISTORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition.
Revised, with a new Chapter
including the South African War. Cr. Bvo.
3.9.

6d.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE.
Cr. Zvo.

2,s.

Second Edition.

6d.

Gibbins (H. de

B.),

Litt.D.,

DUSTRY IN ENGLAND
CAL OUTLINES.

Edition.

Demy

Bvo.

With

5

:

M.A.

10s. 6d.

IN-

HISTORI-

Maps.

THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.

Edited with Notes, Appendices, and Maps,
by J. B. Bury, M.A., Litt.D., Regius ProIn Seven
fessor of Greek at Cambridge.
Volumes. Demy Svo, Gilt top, 8s. 6d. each.
Also, Cr. Zvo.

Fifth

6s.

each.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRITEdited by G. Birkbeck Hill,

INGS.

LL.D

Cr. Svo.

6s.

See also Standard Library.
Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bishop of
Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Biographies.

Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.
Gloag (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.).

BOOK OF ENGLISH
With

A
GARDENS.
Demy

24 Illustrations in Colour.
xos. 6d. net.

8vo.

A BOOK OF RE-

Godfrey (Elizabeth).

MEMBRANCE.

Edited by.

Fcap. Svo.

2S. 6d. net.

Godley(A.
College,

Science.

Freudenreich (Ed. von).

See also Commercial Series and R. A.
Hadfield.

Gibbon (Edward).

Magdalen

D.), M.A., Fellow of

LYRA FRIVOL A.

Oxford.
Fcap. Svo.

Third Edition.

VERSES TO ORDER.
Fcap. Svo.

zs.

6d.

Second Edition.

zs. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS.

Fca^.

Svo.

zs.

6d.

THE

VICAR OF
(Oliver).
With 10
Fcap. szmo.
Plates in Photogravure by Tony Johannot.
Leather, zs. 6d. net.
See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.

Goldsmith

WAKEFIELD.

Goodrich -Freer

A

IN A SYRIAN

(A.).

SADDLE._ Demy

Svo.

Colonial Edition

is

7s. 6d. net.
also published.

THE
DREN OF THE NATION.

Gorst(Rt. Hon. Sir John).
Edition.

Demy Svo.

Goudge (H.

CHILSecond

js. 6d. net.

M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. See Westminster Com-

mentaries.
(P.

Graham

EXODUS.
Granger

L.),

THE RURAL

Anderson).
Cr. Svo.

zs.

6d.

PSYCH(F. S.), M.A., Litt.D,
Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

OLOGY. Third Edition.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN. Cr.Svo. 6s.
Gray (E. M'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.
Svo.

zs. 6d.

L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:

Gray (P.

an Elementary Text-Book.
Diagrams. Cr. S7>o. 3J. 6d.

Green (G. Buckland), M.A.,
of St. John's College, Oxon.

GREEK

AND

Second Edition.

LATIN
Crown

Svo.

With
late

181

Fellow

NOTES ON
SYNTAX.
2^. 6d,

:

General Literature
Green (E.

M.A.

T.).

Churchman's

See

Henley (W.

Greenidge (A. H. J.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ROME: From 133-104 B.C. Demy

OF ENGLISH PROSE.

A

Astronomy.

See Miniature Library.

THE VAULT OF

Henson(H.

Cr. 8vo.

Illustrated.

zs.

See Library

of

Gwynn(M. L.). A BIRTHDAY BOOK.
New and cheaper issue. Royal 2>vo. ^s.net.
Haddon (A. C), Sc.D,, F.R.S. HEADHUNTERS BLACK, WHITE, AND
With many

Illustrations

Social .Sermons.

Zvo.

dd.

2S.

N.) and Neal (W. G.)-

THE

ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
Second

Illustrated.
Zvo.

Demy

Edition^

revised.

See Byzantine Texts.

Hamilton (F.

J.). I^-D.
(J. L.).

CHARLES JAMES
Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1688. IllusHammond

Demy Bvo.

FOX.

each.

THE

SPIRIT

AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
THE WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Fcap.
35. td. net.

Zvo.

Hardie (Martin). See Connoisseur's Library.
Hare (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUCTION OF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
With numerous Diagrams. Demy 8vo. 6s,
READING AND
Harrison (Clifford).

READERS. EcaA

8vo.

Harvey (Alfred), M.B.

zs. 6d.

See Ancient Cities.

Hawtliorne(Nathaniel). See Little Library.

HEALTH, WEALTH AND WISDOM.
Cr.

is. net.

Sz>o.

Heath (Frank R.). See Little Guides.
Heath (Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library.
Hello (Ernest).
STUDIES IN SAINTSHIP. Translated from the French by
V. M. Crawford. Fcap Zvo. -^s, 6d.
Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
College,

THE LIFE AND

Oxford.

PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated, Neiv and cheaper
issue.

Demy

Bz'o.

AT INTERVALS.

js. 6d. net.

Fcap^vo.

SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY.
Illustrations, sonic of

Cr. Zvo.

zs. 6d.

8vo.

2S.

6d. net.

AND PONTE

(W.). PALIO
Book of Tuscan Games.

Heywood

A

21J. net.
also St. Francis

of Assisi.
Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technology.
Headmaster
of the Boy's
Hill (Henry), B.A.,
High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A

See

SOUTH
Cr. Svo.

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
W.) See Books on Business.

Hirst (F.

Hoare (J. Douglas). ARCTIC EXPLORA-

TION.

Demy

With 18

Sz>o,

Illustrations
6d. net.

yj.

Hobhouse(L.

T.), Fellow

Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

and Maps.

ofC.C.C, Oxford.

THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.

A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE A Study of Economic Principles.
Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d. net.
PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. Sixth Edition.
Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d.
THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-

Hob8on(J.

:

PLOYED. Third Edition.
Hodgkin

(T.),

D.C.L.

Religion.

Hodg8on(Mr8.

VV.)

Cr.lvo. 2S.6d.

See

Leaders

of

HOW TO IDENTIFY

OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Second
Post Zvo. 6s.
Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
Edition.

Fcap. Zvo.
de).

See

2s. net.

Books on

Business.

Holdich (Sir T.

H.),

K.C.I.E.

BORDERLAND:

THE

INDIAN
being a
Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illustrated. Demy%vo.
\os.6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

in colour,

6s.

A

ARITHMETIC.

AFRICAN
3 J. 6d.

Hind(C. Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by William
Second
Pasco K, and 20 Photographs.

With many

which are

Illustrated.

Royal 8vo.

Holden-Stone (G.

(T. F.). See Little Library and
Oxford Biographies.
Henderson (T. F.), and Watt (Francis).

ENGLISH

B.A,

S.),

R. A. Streatpkild.
^s. 6d. net.

Henderson

6s.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcap.

10s. 6d.

Demy Bvo. ys. 6d,
trated.
Hannay (James O.), M.A.

Historical and

:

Bt'o.

TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. 8vo.

los. 6d. net.

GREAT ZIMBABWE.
Hall (R. N.).
With numerous Plans and Illustrations.
10s. 6d. net.
Second Edition. Royal Svo.

Cr.

ture Library.

Hewins (W. A.

and a
Cr.

:

Herbert ^^George). See Library of Devotion.
Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia-

Map. Demy Zvo. \$s.
Hadfield(R. A.) and Gibbins (H. de B.).

A SHORTER WORKING DAY.

Canon of Westminster,
As Illus-

LIGHT AND LEAVEN

Devotion.

Hall (R.

2s. 6d.

trated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the
Corinthians. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

6d.

Grubb(Ii. C). See Textbooks of Technology.

H.), B.D.,

APOSTOLICCHRISTIANITY

Popular Introduction to

Gregory (Miss E. C).

BROWN.

ABOOK

Cr. Zvo.

net.

Greenwell (Dora).
Gregory (R. A.).

HEAVEN.

2S. 6d. net.

Cr. 8vo.

HenIey(W.E.)andWhlbley(C.)

JOS. 6d. net.

%vo.

ENGLISH LYRICS.

E.).

Second Edition.

2

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

10
Holdsworth (W.

Demy

A HISTORY

M.A.

S.),

OF ENGLISH LAW.

Vol. I.

Two

In

Volumes.

los. td. itet.
Canon of St.

Zvo.

Holland

Paul's

(H. Scott),
See Library of Devotion.
Holt (Emily). THE SECRET OF POPULARITY How to Achieve Social Success.
:

Cr. Zvo. IS. td. net.
A Colonial Edition

is

also published.

J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT TO-DAY. Fourth Edition.

Holyoake (G.
Cr. Zvo.

6d.

2S.

Hone (Nathaniel J.).

See Antiquary's Books.
See Little Galleries.
Horace. See Classical Translations.
Horsburgh (E. L. S.), M.A.
A Narrative and Criticism. With Plans.

Hoppner.

WATERLOO

:

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. ss.
See also Oxford Biographies.

Horth(A. C). See Textbooks of Technology.
Horton(R. P.),D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

MANCHURIA.

Hosie (Alexander).

With

Second Edition.
Illustrations and a Map.
Zvo,
ys. 6d. net.
Colonial Edition is also published.

De7ny

A
How (F.

GREAT SCHOOL-

SIX

D.).

MASTERS. With

Portraits

Howell (A. a. Ferrers).

DAYS.
Zvo.

Illustra-

DemyZvo.

Second Edition.

tions,

and

7s. 6d.

FRANCISCAN

Translated and arranged by.

Cr.

3J. 6d. net.

TRADE UNIONISM— New

Howell (G.).
AND Old.

Fourth Edition.

Cr.

ivo.

zs. 6d.

MEMORIALS OF A
(Robert).
WARWICKSHIRE PARISH. Illustrated.

Hudson

Demy

15s. net.

8vo.

Huggins

(Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,
ROYAL SOCIETY
D.C.L., F.R.S.

THE

the State and

OR, Science in

Royal

%vo.

(C.

25 Illustrations.
±s. 6d, net.
PRAISE
E.).

SHAKESPEARE.

logy.

Defny

in

With

Schools.

Hughes

;

the
Wide

THE

OF

An

English Antho-

With a Preface by Sidney Lee.
Bvo.

3^.

6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas).

SCHOOLDAYS.

TOM BROWN'S

With an Introduction
and Notes by Vernon Rendall. Leather.
Royal

2s.

•xiriio.

6d. net.

THE NEW

Hutchinson (Horace G.)

FOREST,

Illustrated

50 Pictures by

in

by Lucy Kemp-Welch.
Cr. 8vo.

colour

with

Walter Tyndale and

4

Third Edition.

See Leaders
(A. W.), M,A.
Religion and Library of Devotion.

Hutton (Edward).

UMBRIA.

THE

CITIES

of

THE
js.

6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited

^

Fcap.

an Introduction.

Sz>o.

with

3J. 6d. net.

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Portraits.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ss.
See also Leaders of Religion.

Hyde (A. G.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
With 32 Illustrations.
HIS TIMES.
Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.
(F. A.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
FLORENCE. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.
BRAND. A Drama.
Ibsen (Henrik).

Hyett

Third
Translated by William Wilson.
Edition. Cr. %vo. 3 J. 6d.
Inge (W. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Hertford College, Oxford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. The Bampton Lectures for

Demy

1899.

Zvo.

i2.y.

6d. net.

See also

Library of Devotion.

Innes(A.

A HISTORY OF THE

M.A.

D.),

With Maps and

BRITISH IN INDIA.
Cr.

Plans.

2,vo.

6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
Demy

With Maps.

Svo.

Jackson

(C. E.), B.A.
Science.

10s. 6d. mt.
See Textbooks of

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.
Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Guides.
Jacob (F.), M.A. See Junior Examination
Series.

James (W. H.

N.), A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E. See
Textbooks of Technology.
TRUSTS, POOLS,
(J. Stephen).

Jeans

AND CORNERS.

Cr. Zvo.

2s. 6d.

See also Books on Business,
Jeffreys(D. Gwyn). DOLLY'S THEATRICALS. Described and Illustrated with 24

Coloured Pictures. SuperRoyal T.6}no. 2s.6d.
(E.), M,A., Reader of Law in the
University of Oxford. ENGLISH LOCAL

Jenks

GOVERNMENT.
Bvo.

Second Edition.

Cr.

2s. 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.
Jennings (Oscar), M.D., Member of the

EARLY WOOD-

Bibliographical Society,
INITIALS, containing over thirteen

CUT

hundred Reproductions of Pictorial Letters
of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries,
21s.net.

Jessopp (Augustus), D.D.

See Leaders of
Religion.
(F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.
RELIGION IN
Cr. 8vo.

OF Jevons

With many Illustrations, of
in Colour, by A. Pisa.
Second
Cr. Bvo. 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
CITIES OF SPAIN. Second Edition.
With many Illustrations, of which 24 are in
Colour, by A. W. Rimington. Demy 8z'o.
which 20 are

CANY. With Coloured Illustrations by
William Parkinson. Cr. Zvo._ 6s.

Demy ^to.

6s.

Hutton

Edition.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUS-

EVOLUTION,

2S. 6d. net.

See also Churchman's Library and Handbooks of Theology.

Johnson (Mrs. Barham),

HAM DONNE AND
Illustrated.

Demy

%vo.

WILLIAM BODHIS FRIENDS.
ioj. 6d. net.

General Literature
Johnston
Cr.

and Six Maps.

With nearly 200
Third Edition.

\Zs. net.

j^to.

A

BRITISH

(Sir H. H.), K.C.B.

CENTRAL AFRICA.

Illustrations

Colonial Edition

Jones (R.

is

also published.

M.A.

Crompton),

OF THE INNER LIFE.

Kinsrlake (A. W.).

See Little Library.

BARRACK-ROOM

Kipfing (Rudyard).

BALLADS.

8otA Thousand.
Twentysecond Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Colonial
Edition
also
is
publibhed.
A

POEMS THE SEVEN SEAS. 63rd Thousand,
Eleventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Selected by.

Thirteenth Edition. Fca^.ivo. "zs.td.net.
Jones (H.). See Commercial Series.
Jones (H. F.). See Textbooks of Science.
Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P.

THE

THE FIVE NATIONS,
Second Edition.

A

iist

Cr. 8vo.

Colonial Edition

is

Thousand,

6s.

also published.

MINERS' GUIDE TO THE COAL DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteenth
MINES REGULATION ACTS. Cr.ivo.
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
2S. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
COMMERCE IN WAR. RoyalZvo. nis.net. Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE
Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.
CRICKETER. l\\\x$,.pemy8vo. ys.6d.net.
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich.
REVELAA Colonial Edition is also published.
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Ed.by Grace Knight (H. J. C), M.A. See Churchman's
Warrack. Second Edit.
Juvenal.
'Kappa.'

A

Cr. 8vo.

3^.

6d.

See Classical Translations.

LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:

Plea for Reason in Education.

Cr, Zvo.

3J. 6d. 7tet.

(M.).
SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition.
zs. 6d. net.
Keating (J. F.), D.D. THE AGAPE AND
THE EUCHARIST. Cr. 8w. 3^. 6d.
Keats (John). THE POEMS OF. Edited

Kaufmann
Cr.

?,vo.

with Introduction and Notes by E. de SelinSecond Edition. Deiny ?,vo.

court, M.A.
7S. 6d. net.

REALMS OF GOLD.
Works

of.

See also

Selections from the

Fcaji. 8vo.
3s. 6d. net.
Little Library and Standard

Library.

Keble(John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W. Lock,
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Illustrated
byR.ANNiNoBELL. Third Edition. Fcap.
8vo.

35. 6d. ;

padded tuorocco,

5^^

See also Library of Devotion.

Kelynack

(T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P., Hon.
Secretary of the Society for the Study of
Inebriety.

THE DRINK PROBLEM

IN ITS MEDICO -SOCIOLOGICAL
ASPECT. Edited by. With 2 Diagrams.
Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.
Kempis (Thomas h). THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gere.
Third Edition. Fcap.

Zvo.

^s.

td.;

padded

morocco. 5J.
Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. Cr.
8vo.
See also Library of Devotion
35. td.
and Standard Library.
Kennedy (Bart.).
SPHINX. Cr. Zvo. 3J. td. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE GREEN

Kennedy (James Hougrhton),

D.D,, Assist-

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of
Dublin.
ST. PAUL'S

SECOND AND
THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN-

THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations
and Notes.

Kimmins

Cr. 8vo. 6s.

(C.

W.), M.A.

Cr.

£w.

THE CHEMIS-

TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH.
trated.

2s.

6d.

Illus-

Bible.

(R. J.), M.A., Professor of New
Testament Exegesis^ at King's College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.
Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS
OF. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated
In Seven Volumes. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d. each.
See also Little Library and E. V. Lucas.
Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides.
Lambros (Professor). See Byzantine Texts.
Lane- Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF

Knowling

EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo.

Fully

6s.

Langbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADSOFTHE
BRAVE Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy.
Third Edition.
:

Cr. 8vo.

IS.

6d.

Law

(William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.
Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustrations.
Detny8vo. i2j. 6d. net.
See also James Braid.

GREAT GOLFERS IN THE MAKING.
With 34 Portraits. Deviy8vo. js.6d.net.
Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF

PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
GosTi.iNG. Illustrated in colour. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.
Lee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. 8vo.
3^. 6d. net.

Leigh (Percival).

GRAMMAR.

THE COMIC ENGLISH

P^mbelllshed with upwards
of 50 characteristic Illustrations by Johm
Leech. Post i6mo. 2s.6J.net.
WATER.
Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR
^

AND

Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo.

Lewis (Mrs. Qwyn).

2s.

6d.

A

CONCISE

HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.

Fcap. 8vo. ^s.6d. net.
Lisle (Fortun^ede). See Little Bookson Art.
LittlehaIes(H.). See Antiquary's Books.
Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
Illustrated.

ST. PAUL, THE MASTERCollege.
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
See also Leaders of Religion and Library
of Devotion.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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Locker (F.).

Lodge

See Little Library.
F.R.S.

THE

(Sir Oliver),

Macklin (Herbert W.), M.A.

SUB-

See Anti-

quary's Books.

STANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M.A., M.D.,
D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.
and Teachers. Eie;hthEd. Cr.Zvo. 2s.net.
Lofthouse (W. F.), M.A. ETHICS AND Mdlle Mori (Author of). ST. CATHERINE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.
With 28 Illustrations. Demy8vo. ys.6d.net.
Demy Zvo. ss. net.
Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER OF
Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.
WORDSWORTH. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT Mahaffy (J. P.), Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
TO HIS SON. Sixteenth Edition. Cr.Zvo.
Fully Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
y. 6d.
Maitland F. W. LL. D. Downing Professor
A Colonial Edition is also published.
of the Laws of England in the University of
OLD GORGON GRAHAM. Secofid Edition.
Cambridge. CANON LAW IN ENGCr. %z'o. 65.
_
LAND. Royal8vo. ys. 6d.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
Maiden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RELover (Samuel). See I. P. L.
CORDS. A Companion to the History of
E. V. L. and C. L.'Q. ENGLAND DAY BY
England. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.
DAY Or, The Englishman's Handbook to
Efficiency. Illustrated by George Morrow.
THE ENGLISH CITIZEN: HIS RIGHTS
^

(

),

,

^

:

Fourth Edition. Fcap.

Lucas (E.

v.).

LAMB.

\s. net.

i,to.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES

With

Third
25 Illustrations.
Edition. Demy ?>vo. ^ -js. 6d. net.
Colonial Edition is also published.

A
A WANDERER IN HOLLAND.

With

many Illustrations, of which 20 are in Colour
by Herbert Marshall. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo.

6j.
_

^

_

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A WANDERER IN LONDON. With

16
Illustrations in Colour by Nelson Dawson,
Illustrations.
Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6j.
_
^
^
Colonial Edition is also published.

and 36 other

A

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE.

Third

Fcap. 8vo. 5^.
OPEN ROAD a Little Book for Wayfarers. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 5s. ;
India Paper, js. 6d.
Edition.

THE

:

THE FRIENDLY TOWN
for

Zvo.

the Urbane.
1$.

;

:

a Little

Third Edition.

India Paper,

-js.

Book
leap.

6d.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY.

Second

See Classical Translations.
.

A.).

Seventh Edition.

WOMEN AND

Cr.

6d.

LOGY

GREEK

Second Edition.

Cr. 8vo.

35.

6d.

See also A. M. Cook.
Marr(J. E.), F.R.S., Fellow of St John's ColTHE SCIENTIFIC
lege, Cambridge.
STUDY OF SCENERY. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo.

Illustrated.

6s.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Marriott (J. A. R.). FALKLAND AND
HIS

TIMES.

Second Ed.

With

Demy

8vo.

20

Illustrations.

ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial

Edition is also published.
Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library.
Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN NELCr. 8vo.
SON'S TIME.
Illustrated.
3 J. 6d. net.

ON THE SPANISH MAIN.
Illustrations
10s. 6d. net.

Selected by.

Lyde (L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.
Lydon(Noel S.). Seejunior School Books
Lyttelton(Hon. Mrs.

IS.

See also School Histories.
Marchant (E. C), M.A,, Fellow of PeterANTHOhouse, Cambridge. A

and a

Maskell

With

Cr. 8vo.

-^s.

22

Demy

8vo.

Edited

and

Map.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND.

Edition.

Lucian.

AND DUTIES.

8vo,

6d. net.

See Connoisseur's Library.
Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
EVOLUTION OF
Massee (George).
PLANT LIFE Lower Forms. Illustrated.
(A.).

THE

THEIR WORK. Cr. %vo. 2s. td.
Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HISCr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C. Mon- Masterman (C. F. G.), M.A., M.P.
tague, M.A. Three Volujnes. Cr. 8vo. 18s.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
The only edition of this book completely
TEACHER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
annotated.
Matheson(Mrs. E. F.). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.
M'AIlen(J. E. B.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.
May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
MacCulloch (J. A.).
Second Edition, i^to. is. net.
See Churchman's
Library.
Mellows (Emma S.). A SHORT STORY
MARY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr.
MacCunn (Florence A.).
STUART. With over 60 Illustrations, in8vo.
3^. 6d.
eluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Methuen (A. M. S.). THE TRAGEDY
Second and Cheaper Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
OF SOUTH AFRICA. Cr. 8vo. 2s. net.
See also Leaders of Religion.
A Iso Cr. 8vo. 3^. net,
McDermott (E. R.). See 13ooks on Business.
A revised and enlarged edition of the
:

M'Dowall(A. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Mackay(A. M.). Sec Churchman's Library.

author's
Africa.

*

'Peace

or

War

in

South

General Literature
ENGLAND'S RUIN

Discussed in Six:
TEEN Letters to the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. Seventh EdiCr.

tion.

8z/o.

3</.

net.

LIFE AFTER

M.A.

Miles (Eustace),

THE THEORY OF REINCARNATION. Cr.
2S. dd. net.
THE LIFE AND LETMlllals (J. G.).
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
LIFE, OR,

Szfo.

MILLAIS, Presidentof the Royal Academy.
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in

New

Photogravure.
•]s.

Demy

Edition.

Zvo.

ROMAN EGYPT.

Fully lUus. Cr.Zvo.

6s.

A DAY BOOK OF.
Milton (John).
Fca/, 8vo.
Edited by R. F. Towndrow.
3*. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard
See R. Peel.

OUTLINES

Mitchell (P. Chalmers), M.A.
tion,

HER

Morton (Miss Anderson). See Miss

6s.

JANE AUSTEN AND

E.).

TIMES. With many

Illustrations.
Cr. ivo. 6s.

Second Edi-

Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo.

Moule(H. C.

G.), D.D., Lord Bishop of DurSee Leaders of Religion.
Pattison), M.A.

ham.

Portraits

and

Second and Cheaper Edition.

CHEMISTRY OF
Cr. Svo.

PRUSSIA. With 20 Illustrations. Fourth
Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

Edition.

See Books on Business.
(A.).'
Moir (D. M.). See Little Library.
Molinos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of
Devotion.
Money (L. G. Chlozza), M.P. RICHES

Moil

Zvo.

Third Edition.

Demy

ss. net.

Montagu (Henry),

Earl of Manchester. See
Library of Devotion.
Montaigne. A
OF. Edited
by C. F. Pond. Fcap. Zvo. ^s. 6d. net.

DAY BOOK

Montmorency (J. E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
THOMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND

BOOK.

With 22

Edition.

Demy

Illustrations.
7s. 6d. net.

Svo.

Second

8vo.

Moore (H. E.). BACK
An Inquiry into Rural

TO THE LAND.
Depopulation.

Cr.

2S. 6d.

Moorhouse

LADY HAMILTON.

Second Edition.^

With

Demy

Bvo.

NELSON'S
51 Portraits.
ys. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moran(CIarenceG.). See Books on Business.
More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
Morflll (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A

Morlch

M.A.

(V. A.),

Newman

See J. T. Dunn.
See Antiquary's Books.

HUGO WOLF.

(Ernest).

Svo.

6s.

Lecturer on Public Health at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and Medical OfEcer of
Health of the Metropolitan Borough of
Finsbury.
INFANT MORTALITY, A
Social Problem.
With 16 Diagrams.
js. 6d. net.

Zvo.

Newman (J.

H.) and others.

Plans.

Cr.8vo.

y. 6d.

(R. J.), late of Clifton College.
School Examination Series.

Nichols
Nicklln

See Little Library'.
(J. B. B.).
M.A.
(T.),
IN
Cr. Svo. 2s.

EXAMINATION

PAPERS

THUCYDIDES.

Nimrod. See I. P. L.
Norgate (G. Le Grys).

WALTER

SIEGE

:

THE LIFE OF

SCOTT.

js. 6d. net.

Illustrated.

THE GREAT

(B. W.).
The Investment and Fall of Port

Arthur. Illustrated. Demy Svo. ios.6d.net.
(A. H.^. NAPLES. With 25 Coloured illustrations by Maurice GrhiffenHAGEN. Second Edition. Cr. Sro. 6s.

Norway

THE DISCIPLES AT SAiS AND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss

Novalis.

Una Birch. Fcap. Svo.
Oldfield (W. J.), M.A.,

%s. 6d.

Prebendary

of

A PRIMER OF RELIGION.

Lincoln.

Based on the Catechism of the Church
OF England. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Oldham

(F. M.), B.A.

See Textbooks of

Science.

Ollphant (Mrs. ). See Leaders of Religion.
Oman(C. W.C.), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR. The Middle Ages, from the
Oxford.

Fourth to the Fourteenth Century.

Demy S710.

Illus-

10s. 6d. net.

See Handbooks of
Ottley (R. L.),D.D.
Theology and Leaders of Religion,

Overton

(J. H.).

Owen (Douglas).
Oxford (M.

See Leaders of Religion.
See Books on Business.

N.), ofGuy's Hospital.

BOOK OF NURSING.
Cr. Svo.

THE SCIENCE OF

C).

Illustrated.

M AN CH UR

Edition,

A HAND-

Fourth Edition.

3^ . 6d.

Palmer(Frederlck).
See

See Library

of Devotion.

HISTORY OF RUSSIA F"ROM PETER Pakes (W. C.
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.
HYGIENE.
With Maps and

Illustrated.

Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
Neal (W. G. ). See R. N. Hall.

trated.

Hallam).

(E.

FIRE.

2S. 6d.

Munro (R.), LL.D.

SIR

AND POVERTY.

THE

Muir (M. M.

Demy Svo.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF Norregaard
*

Brod-

rick.

Demy

Library.

MInchin (H. C.),M. A.

OF BIOLOGY.

izr. 6d,

Colonial Edition is also published.
Morris (J. E.). See Little Guides.

A HISTORY OF Newman(George),M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E.,

M.A.

(J. G.),

Demy Svo.

A

Demy

Technology.

Mitton (G.

THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.

(J.).
24 Illustrations.

net.

Mundella

td. net.

See also Little Galleries.

MiUin (G. F.). PICTORIAL GARDENING. Illustrated. Cr. %vo. >,$. 6d. net.
Minis (C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Textbooks of
Mllne

Morris
With

13

Demy

I

A.

Svo.

Demy Svo.

15s.

WITH KUROKI IN
Illustrated.
7s. Cd. net.

T/iird

Messrs. Methuen*s Catalogue
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Parker

A LOVER'S DIARY.

(Gilbert).

Fcap. %vo. $s.
Parkes (A. K.).

SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEASANT FLOWERS. Folio. £3, 3s. net.

Parkinson (John).

Parmenter (John). HELIO-TROPES,

NEW

POSIES FOR SUNDIALS,

Edited by Percival Landon.

OR

1625.

Quarto.

3s. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon).

See Byzantine

Texts.

Parsons (Mrs.

AND

HIS CIRCLE.

trations.
Second
IIS. 6d. net.

A Colonial
Pascal.

Paston

TURE

GARRICK

Clement).

With

36 Illustra-

Demy

Edition.

Edition

is

CARICA-

Imperial Quarto. £2, 12s. 6d. net.
See also Little Books on Art and I. P. L.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU.
With 24 Portraits and
Second Edition. Demy 8z>o.

A Colonial Edition

is

Illustrations.
15J. net.

also published.

Paterson(W. R.)(Benjamin
Patterson (A. H.).

Swift).

Cr. 8vo.

Colour by F. Southgate.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

LIFE'S

3s. 6d. net.

Illustrated in

Second Edition.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
series

of observations on

the

Fishes, Mammals, Reptiles, and
eyed Crustaceans found in that
bourhood, with a list of the species.
12

Birds,
Stalkneigh-

With

in
colour, by
Frank
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.

Illustrations

Southgate.
6s.

Peacock (N.). See Little Books on Art.
Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-

CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.

With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.
Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C), M.A.
OXFORD. With 100 Illustrations in
Colour.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Commission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTICAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition.

Cr. 8vo.

ts. 6d.
,

,

A HISTORY OF EGYPT,

from the
Earliest Times to the Present Day.
Fully Illustrated.

8vo.

In six volumes.

Cr.

6s. each.

Prehistoric Times
Dynasty. Sixth Edition.
I.

RELIGION AND

CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr.
zs. 6d,
8vo.
SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AM ARN A TABLETS. Cr.8vo. 2s. 6d.
EGYPTIAN TALES. Illustrated by Tristram

Ellis.

3s. 6d.

each.

In Two Volumes.

Cr. 8vo.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART.

38

With

3s. 6d.

Cr. 8vo.

120 Illustrations.
Phillips (W. A.).

See Oxford Biographies.

MY DEVON

YEAR.

by J. Ley PethvSecond and Cheaper Edition.

Illustrations

BRiDGE.

6s.

Cr.

ifto.

Claude

by

Illustrated

Shkpperson.

^s. net.

A volume of poems.
See School Histories.
See Standard Library.

Plarr (Victor G.).
Plato.

Plautus. THE CAPTIVL Edited, with
an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Commentary, by W. M. Lindsay, Fellow of
Jesus College, Oxford. De7ny8vo. ios.6d.net.

tion Series.

Podmore (Frank).
TUALISM. Two

to

XVIth

MODERN

SPIRI-

Demy

Volwnes.

8vo,

21s. net.

A History and a Criticism.
A
Poer (J. Patrick Le).
LEGIONARY.

Cr. 8vo.

MODERN

6s.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art.
Pollard(A. W.). OLD PICTURE BOOKS.

Demy 8vo.

Illustrated.

7s. 6d. net.

Pollard(ElizaF.). See Little Books on Art.
See Books on
Pollock (David), M.I.N. A.
Business.

A TEXT-

Potter (M. C), M.A., F.L.S.

BOOK OF AGRICULTURAL BOTANY.
Cr.
Second Edition.
Illustrated,
4J. 6d.
(J. O'Connor).
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

OF AN ORATOR.

Prance

See R. Wyon.

(G.).

Prescott(0.

WHAT

8vo.

THE MAKING

Power

L.).

IT IS

6d. net.
Price (L. L.),

ABOUT MUSIC, AND

MADE

OF.

Cr.

8vo.

3s.

M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH

Oxon,

Petrle (W. M. Flinders), D. C. L. LL. D. Professor of Egyptology at University College.

Vol.

Egypt. J. G. Milne, M.A.
Egypt in the Middle Ages.
Stanley Lank-Poole, M.A.
VI,

(J. T.), B.A., Kings
NOTES OF AN EAST Plowden-Wardlaw
College, Cambridge. See School Examina-

COAST NATURALIST.

A

Litt.D.

Roman

v.

With

With over 200

QUESTIONINGS.

Mahaffv,

P.

Cr. 8vo.
EIGHTEENTH UPLaree
ALONG AND DOWN ALONG.
Illustrations.

THE

IN

J,

Vol.
Vol.

Phillpotts (Eden).

also published.

See Library of Devotion.
SOCIAL
(George).

CENTURY.

Zvo.

The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Vol. n.
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.
Vol. in. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Vol. IV. The Egypt of the Ptolemies.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.
tion.

Cr. 8vo.

2s. 6d.

Fourth Edi-

MODERN

A
Primrose (Deborah).
BCEOTIA. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. Geography in its Human
Aspect.
Cr. 8vo.

With 32
2S.

full-page

Illustrations.

General Literature
THE MICRO-

Pugrln and Rowlandson.

COSM OF LONDON,

or London in
Miniature,
With 104 Illustrations in
colour. In Three Volumes.
Small i,to.
3J- *tet.

£1,

Couch).
THE
GOLDEN POMP. A Procession of
English Lyrics. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.

•Q*

(A.

Quiller

T.

2S. 6d. net.

Suevedo

See Miniature Library.

Villeeas.
.R. and E.S.

THE WOODHOUSE COR-

RESPONDENCE.
A Colonial Edition

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
also published.

(R. B.). M.A.
Commentaries.
Rag? (Laura M.).

See Westminster

THE WOMEN-ART-

ISTS

OF BOLOGNA.
Demy

trations.

Ragg

With 20

75. 6d. net.

Zvo.

(Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon.

AND

HIS ITALY.

With

Illus-

DANTE

32 Illustra-

tions largely from

contemporary Frescoes
and Documents. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.
Rahtz (F. J.), M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in
English at Merchant Venturers' Technical

HIGHER ENGLISH.

College, Bristol.

Second Editio7t. Cr. Zvo. 3^. td,
(B. W.), D.D.
See Library of
Devotion.
Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. Cr. 8vo.

Randolph

3s.

6d.

Rashdall (Hastings),
Tutor of

New

M.A.,

College,

Fellow and

Oxford.

TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT.
Bvo.

DOCCr.

6s.

Raven (J. J.), D-D. See Antiquary's Books.
Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq.). See LP. L.

Raymond

(Walter).
A Real Paddy. See
Reason (W.), M.A.

See School Histories.
I.

P. L.

UNIVERSITY AND

SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS.
2S.

Cr.

8vo.

6d.

Redpath (H.

A.), M.A.
See Westminster
Commentaries.
See Little Galleries.
Rhoades (J. F.). See Simplified French Texts.
Rhodes (W. E.). See School Histories.
Rieu (H.), M.A. See Simplified French

Reynolds.

Texts.

Roberts (M. E.).
Robertson (A.),

See C. C. Channer.
D.D., Lord
Bishop

REGNUM

Robinson (A. W.), M.A.
Bible.

Robinson

of

Exeter.
DEI. The Hampton
Lectures of 1901. Demy 8vo. js. 6d. net.
Robertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of All
Souls' College, Oxford, Examiner in the
Honours School of Modern History, Oxford,

See Churchman's

THE MINISTRY

(Cecilia).

OF

DEACONESSES. With an Introducby the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.
Robinson (F. S.). See Connoisseur's Library.
Rochefoucauld (La). See Little Library.
Rodweli (G.), B.A.
GREEK.
Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D., Warden
of Keble College. Fca/>. 8vo. ^s. 6d.
tion

NEW TESTAMENT

A

Roe(Fred).

is

Rackham

15

OLD OAK FURNITURE. With

many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Demy8vo. 10s. 6d.
net.

Rogers

G.

(A.
Business.

M.A.

L.),

See Books on

Romney.

See Little Galleries.
Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.

THE ROSE READER.

Rose (Edward).
Illustrated.

Cr.

Tarts

Parts.
III. 8d.

8vo.

and

I.

Part IV.

;

2s. 6d.
II. 6d.

DRUG TRADE. A
(N.

Second Edition. Cr.
E.), D.D.

of
8vo.

Rubie (A.

2s. net.

THE PILLOW

G.).

A Garner

:

Part

Re-Statement of
Second and

THE Opium Question.
Cheaper Edition. Cr. 8vo.

BOOK

;

THE IMPERIAL

Rowntree (Joshua).

Royde-Smith

Also in 4
each

lod.

Many Moods.
4J. 6d. net.

See Junior School

Books.

(W. Clark).
THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.

Russell

With Illustrations by F. Brangwyn.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.

PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA.

Demy

8vo.

ns. 6d. net.

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.
St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.
St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.
Sales (St. Francis de).
See Library of
Devotion.
St. Cyres (Viscount).
See Oxford Biographies.

St. Francis of

Assisl.

THE LITTLE

FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND HIS

FRIARS. Newly tran.slated by William
Heywood. With an Introduction by A.
G. F. Howell, and 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters.
Demy 8vo. «. net.
See also Standard Library' and Library of

SELECT STATUTES, CASES, •Saki»Devotion.
(H. Munro). REGINALD. Second
CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUEdition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.
MENTS, 1660-1832. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d. Salmon
(A. L.). See Little Guides.
net.
Sargeaunt (J.), M.A.
ANNALS OF
Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
WESTMINSTER
SCHOOL. Illustrated.
(J. G.),
F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S.
A HISDotty 8710. js. 6d.
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF Sathas (C). See Byzantine Texts.
1901.1904.

AND

THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

DemyQuarto.

AS. 6d. net.

Robertson(SirG.S.),K.C.S.I. CHITRAL:
The Story of a Minor Siege. Third

I

Edition.

Illustrated.

Cr.8To,

2s.6d.net.

Schmitt (John).

.See

Scott (A. M.).

WINSTON SPENCER

CHURCH

trations.

1

l.L.

Cr. 8vo.

Scudamore (Cyril).

Byzantine Texts.

With
-^s.

Portraits
6d.

and

lllus-

See Little Guides.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

i6

THE MECHANICS

Sells (V. p.), M.A.

OF DAILY

LIFE.

JUNIOR ARITHMETIC.

With Answers,
Smith (R. Mudie).
2S.

2S. 6d.

TOMMY

Selous (Edmund).

ANIMALS.

Illustrated

School Edition,

TOMMY

zs.

SMITH'S

THE DAY.

by G. W. Oru.

Fcap. Zvo.

Ninth Edition.

2S.

2J. dd.

6d.

ANECDOTES

H.).
SOLDIERS. Cr. Zvo.
(J.

Demy

Little

VICTORIAN POETS.

(A.).
25. 6d.
Zvo.
Sharp (Cecil).

E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF
6d.
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy Zvo.
i,s.

and

See Classical Translations.
Sornet (L. A.). See Junior School Books.
South (E.Wilton), M.A. See Junior School

Cr.

Southey

Books.

Sharp (Mrs. E.

S.

A.).

Baring-Gould.
See Little Books on

Zvo.
(J.

SONATA.

THE PIANOFORTE

S.)
Cr. Zvo.

SEAMEN.

Hannay.

(Howard, Clifford, Hawkins,
Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. Cr.
Vol.

Art.

Shedlock

ENGLISH

(R.).

Edited by David

See

IVide

A BOOK OF EXMOOR.

Sophocles.

Quarto Shakespeare.

Sharp

Edited by

Snowden(C.

;

I2S. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.
Folio 2 is nearly ready.
See also Arden, Standard Library

Zvo.

Recollections of the

Illustrated.
Zvo. 125. 6d. net.
Snell (P. J.).
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Illustrated.

OF

;

Fcap.

by.

Events of the Years 1766-1833.

2s. 6d. net.

;

Edited

6d. net.

Wilfred Whitten.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623 1632 1664
Each ^4, 4s. net, or a complete set,
1685.
£12,

Zvo.

THOUGHTS FOR

A RAINY DAY: Or,

With 12 Illustrations by Augusta Guest.
Third Edition. Fcap.Zvo. zs.Sd.

Settle

Crown

25. 6d.

Smith (Nowell C). See W. Wordsworth.
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR

OTHER ANIMALS.

SMITH'S

ANEW

M.A.

Smith (H. Bompas),

Cr. Svo.

Illustrated.

I.

6s.

Vol. II. (Richard Hawkins,
Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Zvo.
See also Standard Library.

5s.

Shelley (Percy B.). ADONAIS an Elegy
on the death of John Keats, Author of

Grenville,
ts.

;

'

Endymion,'

25-.

Sheppard (H.

From

Pisa.

etc.

Didot, 1821.

Spence (C.

P.),

M.A.

See

I2J. 6d. net.

Gould.

Spooner (W.

Sherwell (Arthur), M A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON, Third Edition. Cr. tvo.
2J.

Staley (Edgcumbe).

FLORENCE.

AN ENGLISH
(Mary E.).
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD.

Shipley

A.D. 597-1066. With a Preface by
the Bishop of Gibraltar. With Maps and
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.
Illustrations.

Sime (J.).
Simonson

See Little Books on Art.
(O.

G U A R D I.

i,to.

£2,

A.).

With

FRANCESCO
Imperial

41 Plates.

Sketchley (R. E.

D.).

See Little Books on

Art.

I

I

1

K.).

See Little Books on

Art.

Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Small (Evan), M.A.

^s. net.

THE EARTH,

Introduction to Physiography.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Smallwood (M.

Q.).

An

Illustrated,

See Little Books on

Art.

Smedley(F. E.).
Smith (Adam).

Illustrated.

Stedman(A. M.
tary Accidence.

M.), M.A.
:
Easy Lessons on ElemenTenth Edition. Fcap.

is.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS.
Cr. Zvo.

Tenth Edi-

2S.

FIRST LATIN READER.
adapted to
Vocabulary.
IS.

With Notes
the Shorter Latin Primer and
Seventh Ed. revised.

iZtno.

6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM C^SAR.
The Helvetian War.
iZ juo.

Third

Edition.

IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM
Kings of Rome.

Seel.P.L.

Second Edition.

AND

tion.

Sladen (Douglas).
SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. With over 200 Illustrations.

of

THE GUILDS OF

See Library of
Devotion.
'Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S
DONT'S.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is.
Stead (W. J.). See D. Gallaher.

Zvo.

Skipton (H. P.

Leaders

See

Royal Zvo. j6s. net.
Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D.

INITIALATINA

2S. net.

M.A.

A.),

Religion.

6d.

REN.

See School Examina-

THE PAPER TRADE.
Spicer (A. D.).
Demy Zvo.
With Maps and Diagrams.

Baring-

S.

M.A.

H.),

tion Series.

the types of

net.

iZmo.

LIVY. The
Third Edition.

IS. 6d.
THE WEALTH OF
LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction EASY
TRANSLATION. Eleventh Ed. Fcap.

and numerous Notes by Edwin Cannan,

M.A.

Ttvo volumes.

Demy Zvo.

Smith (Horace and James).
Library.

21s, net.

See Little

Zvo.

IS.

6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA.

Exercises
Vocabulary.

First

Latin Accidence.
With
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. is.

in

General Literature

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE
Exercises.
6d.

IS.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM

Miscellaneous
:
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
/V/JfA
Edition.
Zvo.
Idioms.
Fcap.
With Vocabulary. 2s. Key, zs.
IS. 6d.

Library Edition. Dern^Bvo.

:

Fcap. Zvo.

is.

iBtno.

vised.

Stevenson (M.

Edition.

Cr. Svo.

many
B7>o.

Stokes

Arranged according to SubFourth Edition. Fcap. 2>vo. is 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.

For the use of Schools. With IntroducNotes, and Vocabulary.
Fourth

tion,

Edition.

Fcap.

87>o.

iSmo.

Stone

FIRST

SEEN TRANSLATION.
Fcap. Zvo.

tion, revised.

Sixth

is.

lary.

Fourth Edition.

Key.

35. net.

Cr. &vo.

Bible.

AND MUSICIANS.

With

of the Technical College,
Bradford,
and Suddards (F.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds.

ORNAMEN-

TAL DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS.
Illustrated.
-js. 6d.

Demy

8vo.

Third Edition,

THE CHIEF

Stephenson

(J.),

M.A.

FAITH.

Cr. 8vo.

^s.

Edition.

6d.

3 J. net.

THE SPORTS AND
PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND. Illustrated by many Engrav-

ings.

F.S.A.

Revised by J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,
Quarto. 21s. net.

Stuart (Capt. Donald). THE STRUGGLE
FOR PERSIA With a Map. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
Sturch(F.)., Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING

DRAWING (WOODWORK).

Its

Prin-

and Application, with Solutions to
Examination Questions, iSga-ioos, Orthoraphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection,
W,
'ith 50 Plates and 140 Figures.
Foolscap.
ciples

6d.

See Little Library.

7s.

(H.),

Strutt (Joseph).

TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN

Sterne ( Laurence).
Sterry (W.). M.A.

24 Illustra-

Demy Bvo,

D.Sc, M.A. PRACTICAL
PHYSICS. With many Diagrams. Second

147

Stephenson (C),

With

net.

THE

Illustrations, Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 2s. 6d.
See also School Examination Series.

MODERN MUSIC

Second Edition.

tions.

RE-

Arranged according to Sub:
Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.
See also School Examination Series.
Steel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S.

SCIENCE.

PURPOSE

5J. net.

Streatfeild (R. A.).

PETITION

jects.

WORLD OF

;

MENT AND

Stroud

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR

POEMS AND HYMNS.

Archbishop of Canterbury

Bvo.

6d.

2s.

(S. J.).

Straker (F.). See Books on Business.
Streane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's

Edi-

6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELEMENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-

Bio-

HOURS WITH

formerly Fellow
of University College, Oxford. DEVELOPDIVINE
Cr.

Ei^-hth Edition.

FRENCH LESSONS. Eig-hth EdU
Cr. 8710. is.
EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-

Oxford

See

_

8d.

Hon, revised.

Edited

With a Memoir by F. G. Ellerton,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Lecturer in
the Philosophy of Religion in Cambridge
University ; Examining Chaplain to the

2s. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH.

B.A.

G.),

(P.

net.

RE-

PETITION.
jects.

C

RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir
T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d.

6d.

IS.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR

Being Letters

Stevenson during

Balfour. With
Second Edition Cr.

Illustrations.
6s. net.

graphics.

Second

See

6s. net.

Stoddart (Anna M.).

EASY GREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Fourth Edition, reFcap, Zvo.

I.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95.

6d.

is.

Cr. Bvo.

1887-8.

IS.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER.

vised.

by Mrs. M.

and arranged by M.

re-

Sixth

FROM SARANAC

I.).

TO THE MARQUESAS.

6d.

Fourth Edition, is.
Third Edition,

iSnto.

William Strang.

THE

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
STEPS TO GREEK.

by

Portrait

Edition. Cr. Bt'O. Buckrain. dr.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON.
G. Balfour.

written

Fourteenth Edition.

12s.
2 vols, ass.nei.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched

net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION Arranged according to Subjects.

Sidney Colvin.

Selected and Edited by
Third Edition. Cr Bvo.

:

Second Edition.
With Vocabulary. 2s.

Rules and
Cr. Svo.

AND FRIENDS.

HIS FAMILY

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER.
With
Vocabulary. Eleventh and Cheaper Edition,
re-7vtitten.
Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.
Original
Edition. 2J. 6d. Key, 3^. net.

17

5 J. net.

Suddards

(F.).

See C. Stephenson.

ANNALS OF ETON Surtees (R. S.). See LP. L.
COLLEGE. Illustr.ited. DemyZvo. is.td. Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
BY ALLAN
REVOLUTION. Second Edition. Cr.Bvo.
Steuart (Katherine).
WATER. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
2S. 6d.
Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF Synip80n(E. M.), M.A., M.D. See Ancient
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
Cities.

A3

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue

i8

AGRICOLA.

Tacitus.

Notes, Map,
Fcai>. Zvo.

GERMAN
8va.

With Introduction
by R. F. Davis, M.A,,

etc.,

ss.

By the same Editor. Fca/.
See also Classical Translations.

I A.

2S.

MEMORIES,

nerny

Zvo.

ioj. 6d. net.

See Library of Devotion,

THE ELEMENTS OF

E.).

METAPHYSICS.

DemyZvo.

ios.6d.net.

Taylor (F. Q.). M.A. See Commercial Series.
Taylor (I. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF

THE SAINTS

Imagination and Studies
in Early Church History and Tradition.
:

With 26 Illustrations. DeyttyZvo. js. 6d.net.
Taylor T. M.). M.A., Fellow of Gonville

A CONSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
^s. 6d.
Cr.
Zvo.
ROME.
OF
HISTORY
Teasdale-Buckell (Q. T.)- THE COMIllustrated.
SecondEd.
SHOT.
PLETE
and Caius College, Cambridge.

Tennyson

POEMS

THE EARLY

(Alfred, Lord).
Edited, with
OF.

an Introduction, by

M.A.

Cr. Zvo.

Notes and

Churton Collins,

J.

6s.

MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton

IN

Collins, M.A.

Cr. Zvo.

See also

6s.

Illustrated.
"IS. 6d.
Zvo.

Thompson

Second Edition Revised.

Tileston(MaryW.).

DAILY STRENGTH

FOR DAILY NEEDS.
tion.

Cr.

See Little Guides.

(A. H.).

Medium i6}no.

Fourteenth EdiAlso an

2s. 6d. net.

edition in superior binding, 6s.

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S.

See Little

Townley" (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE
NOTE-BOOK With i6 Illustrations and
2 Maps. Third Ed. Demy 2>vo. \os. 6d. net

Toynbee (Paget),

M.A., D.Litt.
Oxford Biocrraphies.
Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE

AND OTHER POEMS.

See

WEDDED

Cr. Zvo.
5s.
episode of Thirty hours delivered by
the three voices. It deals with the love of
Deirdre for Naris and is founded on a Gaelic
Version of the Tragical Tale of the Sons of

An

Usnach.

ENGLAND UNDER THE

Cambridge.

STUARTS. With Maps and Plans.
Edition.

Deiny

Troutbeck (G.
Tyler (E.

A.),

%vo.

Second

Jos. 6d. net.

See Little Guides.
B.A., F.C.S.
See Junior

E.).

School Books.

Tyrrell-Qill (Frances).
on Art.
Vardon (Harry).

GOLFER.
Demy Zvo.

See Little Books

THE COMPLETE

Illustrated.
Eighth Edition.
10s. 6d. net.
Colonial Edition is also published.
Vaugrhan (Henry). See Little Library.

A

Demy Bvo. los. 6d. net.
RIVERIA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour
HAGEN. Cr. %vo.

by Maurice Greiffen6s.

A Colonial Edition
Voegelin

(A.),

M.A.

is

also published.

See Junior Examina-

tion Series.

WaddelI(CoL L. A.), LL.D.,C.B. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTERIES. WithaRecord
With 155
and Maps.
Illustrations
Third and
Cheaper Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.
Wade (G. W.), D. D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Fifth Edition.
of the Expedition of 1903-1904.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Wagner

MUSIC DRAMAS

(Richard).

:

Interpretations, embodying Wagner's own
explanations.
By A. L. Cleather and
B. Crump. In Four Volumes. Fcap 8vo.
2S. 6d. each.

Vol. l— The Ring of the Nibelung.
Third Edition.
Vol. il— Parsifal, Lohengrin, and
The Holy Grail.
Vol. III.— Tristan and Isolde.
(J.

C).

DEVILS.

Illustrated

Author and from photographs.

by

the

Demy ivo.

See also Antiquary's Books.
Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Art
4J. 6d. net.

and Classics of Art.

Walton (F. W.). See School Histories.
Walton (Izaac) and Cotton (Charles).
See I.P.L., Standard Library, and Little
Library.

Warren-Vernon (Hon. William), M.A.

READINGS ON THE INFERNO OF
DANTE, based on the Commentary of
Benvenuto da Imol a and otherauthorities.
With an Introduction by the Rev. Dr.
Moore. In Two Volumes. Second ^rfA
Cr.8vo.
Alfred).

^?V«, entirely re-written.

Waterhouse (Mrs.

i^s. net.

WITH THE

SIMPLE-HEARTED:

Little Homilies to
in Country Places. Second Edition.
2S. net.
Sjttall PoitZvo.
See also Little Library.
(Francis). See T. F. Henderson.

Women

Watt

(T. C), M.A. EXAMINATION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr.Zvo.

Weatherhead
zs.

Trevelyan (G. M.), Fellow of Trinity Collecre,

THB

Second Edition.

Wall

Little Library.

Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (F. v.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

B. A. (Oxen.).

LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrations.

HOWARD LETTERS AND THE NAPLES

Tallack(W.).

Tauler (J.)«
Taylor (A.

Vaughan (Herbert M.),

See also Junior Examination Series.
See Textbooks of Techno(F. C).

Webber
logy.

(Archibald), M.A.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Weir

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks of Science.
Wells(J.),M.A.,Fe]lowandTutorofWadham
College.

LIFE.

OXFORD AND OXFORD

Third Edition.

Cr

.tvo.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME.
Edition.

With

3

Maps.

Cr. 8vo.

See also Little Guides.

Wheldon(F.W.). A LITTLE
TO THE BIRDS. With 15

y.6d.
Eighth
3J. 6d.

BROTHER
Illustrations,

General Literature
7 of which are by A. H. Buckland. Large
Cr.

6s.

2,vo.

See W. E. Henley.
Whibley(L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
GREEK OLIGARCollege, Cambridge.

Whibley

(C).

CHIES

THEIR

:

AND CHARACTER.

WhitakerCQ.

H.).

Kible.

ORGANISATION

M.A.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.
See Churchman's

THE NATURAL

White

(Gilbert).
Edited by
L. C. MiAix, F.R.S., assisted by W. Warde
Fowler, M.A. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
See also Standard Library.
Whitfield (E. E.). See Commercial Series.
Whitehead (A. W.).
C O L I G Y. Illustrated. Detny Zvo.

HISTORY OF SELBORNE.

GASPARDDE

N

I2J. 6({. net.

MAKERS OF

Wilmot- Buxton (E. M.).

EUROPE.

Cr. Bvo.

Eighth Ed. y.

6d.

A Text-book of European History for
Middle Forms.
THE ANCIENT WORLD. With Maps and
3s. 6d.
Illustrations. Cr. Bvo.
See also Beginner's Books.

WiIson( Bishop.). See Library of Devotion.
Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.
Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.

Wilson

(J.

A.).

See Simplified

Texts.

TORALIS

:

French

LYRA

Wilton (Richard), M.A.

P A S-

Songs of Nature, Church, and

Home. Pott Hvo. 2s.
Winbolt (S. E.), M.A.

6d.

EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. Bvo. rs. 6d.
LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE An Aid
:

Whiteley

(R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Bromwich.
TEXT-

AN ELEMENTARY

BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Cr. Zvo.

19

as. td.

Cr. Bvo.

3J.

Key,

6d.

Windle (B. C. A.), F.R.S., F.S. A. See AntiGuides, Ancient
Little
quary's Books,
and School Histories.
M.A., B.Sc,
(Canon),
See Churchman's Library.
(Sir Evelyn), F.M., V.C, G.C.B.,

Cities,

Whitley (Miss). See Lady Dilke.
Whitten (W.). See John Thomas Smith.
Whyte(A. G.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.
Wilberforce (Wilfrid).
on Art.
Wilde (Oscar).

to Composition.
ss. net.

See Little Books

DE PROFUNDIS.

LL.B.

Wood

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO

G.C.M.G.

FIELD-MARSHAL.

Tenth

Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE DUCHESS OF PADUA.

Winterbotham

Demy Zvo.

With 24 lUustraTvuo Volumes.
Fifth
Edition. Demy Bvo. z^s. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
See Textbooks of
Wood (J. A. E.).
tions

and Maps.

Technology.

J2S. 6d. net.

POEMS. Demy Zvo. \-2s. 6d. net.
INTENTIONS. Demy^vo. rns.6d.net.
SALOME, AND OTHER PLAYS. Demy

Wood

(J.
trated.

Hickory). DAN LENO.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo.

Illus6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
8vo. 12s. 6d. net.
Wood (W. Birkbeck), M. A., late SchoUirof
LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN. Demy
Worcester College, Oxford, and Edmonds
Zvo.
12s. 6d. net.
(Major J. E.), R.E., D.A.Q.-M.G. A
A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE.
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
Demy Bvo. 1 2s. 6d. net.
THE UNITED STATES. With an
AN IDEAL HUSBAND.
Demy Zvo.
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
\2S. 6d. net.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Demy Bvo.
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR12s. 6d. net.
NEST. Demy^vo. 12s. 6d. vet.
See AntiWordsworth (Christopher).
A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES and
quary's Books.
THE HAPPY PRINCE. Demy Zvo. Wordsworth (W.). POEMS BY. Selected
bySTOPFORD A. Brooke. With 40 IllusX2S. 6d. net.
With a
LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME and
trations by Edmund H. New.
OTHER PROSE PIECES. Demy Zvo.
Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Detny Bvo,
12S. 6d. net.
6d. net.
Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
A Colonial Edition is also published.
INVASION. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.
Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
Williams (A.). PETROL PETER: or
See Little Library.
•js.

Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures.
trated in Colour by A. W. Mills.
^to.

3^.

Illus-

Demy

6d. net.

Williamson (M. Q.).
Williamson (W.).

GARDENER.

See Ancient Cities.

THE BRITISH

Illustrated.

Demy

2,vo.

Williamson (W.), B.A.

See Junior Examination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginner's Books.
Willson (Beckles).
: the Story of his Life.
Illustrated.

LORD STRATH-

CONA

Bvo.

7s.

6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

(Arthur). D.D., Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge.
See Churchman's
Library.
Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.

Wright
IS.

(J.
6d. net.

Wright

JOS. 6d.

Demy

Wright

C).

(Sophie).

TO-DAY.

Demy

LARIES FOR REPETITION.
zs.

i6mo.

GERMAN VOCABUFcap. Bvo.

6d.

Wrong

(George M.),

the

in

University

EARL OF ELGIN.
Bvo.

7s.

Professor of History
of Toronto. T

HE

Illustrated.

Demy

6d. net.

A Colonial

Edition

is

also published.
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Wyatt (Kate
Wylde(A.

M.).

B.).

Revised and Enlarired Edition.

See M. R. Gloag.

MODERN

With a Map and a

ABYSSINIA.

Portrait.

Demy

3S.

6d.

Young

8vo.

(Filson).

MOTORIST.

15J. ftet.

Cr. 8vo.

THE COMPLETE
With 138

Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Demy ?>vo. 1 2s. td. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
Wyndham(Rt. Hon. George). M.P. THE
POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE- THE JOY OF THE ROAD An Apprecia.
:

SPEARE. With an Introduction
Demy %vo. Buckram, gilt

Notes.
T.OS.

and

tion of the

top.

5J. net.

Young

6d.

Wyon (R.)and Prance (G.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. Being

Work and Workers.
paper boards^

Study

Cr. 8vo. Cloth,

of

2s. 6d. ;

dd.

WHAT DO WE
(Antonia).
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRL

A BOOK OF

VERSE.

i j.

Zimmern

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.
IRISH
B.).
Selected from Modern Writers.

Illustrations.

Yeats (W.

(T. M.).

Zvo,

THE AMERICAN

COTTON INDUSTRY: A

With 40

a Description of Montenegro.

Small Demy

Motor Car.

CITY ?

Fcap. 8vo.

6d. net.

is.

Ancient Cities

WINDLE,

General Editor, B. C. A.
Cr. 8vo.

Chester.

Lincoln,
By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.,
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.
By Alfred Harvey. Illustrated
Bristol.
by E. H. New.
Dublin. ByS. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated
by W. C. Green.

By

Illustrated

Shrewsbury.

B. C. A. WIndle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
by E. H. New.
By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.

Illustrated.

By J,

Canterbury.

C. Cox,

D.Sc, F.R.S.

4s. 6d. net.

LL.D., F.S.A.

Illustrated.

By M.

G. Williamson, M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

Edinburgh.

The
General Editor,

J.

Antictuary's

Books

CHARLES COX,

Dejny Svo.
By the Right

LL.D.

F.S.A.

ys. 6d. net.

The Royal Forests of England.

English Monastic Life.
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.
Third Edition.
Remains of the Prehistoric Age in
England.
By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and

C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.

By J

Illustrated.

The Manor and Manorial Records.
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.
English Seals.

^

By

J.

Harvey Bloom.

Illustrated.

Inquest.
By Adolphus
LL.B. With 27 Illustrations.

The Domesday

Plans.

Old Service Books of the English
Church.
By Christopher Wordsworth,

Ballard, B. A.,

The Brasses of England. By Herbert
W. Macklin, M.A. With many Illustrations.

With
M.A., and Henry Littlehales.
Coloured and other Illustrations.
Celtic Art. By J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.
Archaeology akd False Antiquities.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.
Shrines of British Saints. ByJ. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

Second Edition.
Parish Life in Medi-eval England. By
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With many Illustrations. Second Edition.
The Bells of England. By Canon J. J.
Raven, D.D., F.S.A. With Illustrations.
Second Edition.

The Arden Shakespeare
Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. net each volume.
General Editor, W. J. CRAIG.
An

edition of Shakespeare in single Plays.

Notes, and a

Hamlet. Edited by Edward Dowden.
Romeo and Juliet. Edited by Edward
Dowden.

Edited with a

Commentary
t

full

Introduction, Textual

at the foot of the page.

King Lear. Edited by W. J. Craig.
Julius Caesar. Edited by M. Macmillan.
The Tempest. Edited by Moreton Luce.
[Continued
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Arden Shakespeare—c<7«/m«/</.

The Merchant op

Othello. Edited by H. C. Hart.
Titus Andronicus. Edited by H.

B. Bail-

don.

Edited by Edward Dowden.
of Windsor. Edited by

Cymbeline.

The Merky Wives
H.

C. Hart.

A Midsummer

Night's Dream. Edited by
H. Cuningham.
King Henry V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
All's Well That Ends Well. Edited by

W. O.

Knox

Edited by

Vknicb.

Pooler.

Edited

by K.

Deighton.

Antony and Cleopatra.

Edited by R. H.

Case.

Edited by H.

Love's Labour's Lost.

C

Hart.

The Two Gentleman of Verona.

R,

Warwick Bond.

Brigstocke.

The Taming of the Shrew.

Edited by

Edited by K. Deighton.
Edited by H.

Pericles.

The Comedy of Errors.

R. Warwick Bond.

TiMON OF Athens. Edited by K. Deighton.
Measure for Measure. Edited by H. C.

Cuningham.

King Richard

by A.

Edited

hi.

H.

Thompson.

Hart.

Twelfth Night.

I

C.

Troilus and Cressida.

Edited by Moreton Luce.

King John.

Edited by Ivor B. John.

The Beginner's Books
W. WILLIAMSON. B.A.

Edited by

Easy French Rhymes.
Second Edition.

By Henri

Illustrated.

Blouet.

Fcap. Zvo.

By

Easy Stories from English History.

E. M. Wilmot-Buxton, Author of Makers
of Europe.' Third Edition. Cr. Zvo, is.
'

Easy Exercises
by W.

in Arithmetic.
Arranged
Beard. Second Edition. Fcap.

S.

I

8vo,

Without Answers,

With Answers,

is.

is.

Easy Dictation and Spelling. By W.
Williamson, B.A. Ftytk Ed, Fcap. ivo. is.
An Easy Poetry Book. Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A., Author
of ' Dictation Passages.' Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. IS.

Books on Business
Cr. 8vo.

Ports and Docks. By Douglas Owen.
Railways. By E. R. McDermott.
The Stock Exchange. By Chas. Duguid.
Second Edition.
Business of Insurance.

By

A. J.

Wilson.

Lighting,

:

A. G. Whyte,

B.Sc.

The Shipbuilding Industry

:
Its History,
Science, Practice, and Finance.
By David
Pollock, M.I.N. A.
The Money Market. By F. Straker.

The

Business Side of Agriculture.

A. G. L. Rogers,

The Automobile Industry. By

G. de H.

Stone.

Mining and Mining Investments.

By

'A. Moil.'

The

The Electrical Industry
Traction, and Power. By

2s. 6d. net.

By

M.A.

Law in Business. By H. A. Wilson.
The Brewing Industry. By Julian
Baker, F.LC.F.CS.

The

Business of Advertising. By Clarence
G. Moran, Barrister-at-Law. Illustrated.
Trade Unions. By G. Drage.
Civil Engineering.
By T. Claxton Fidler,
M.Inst. CE. Illustrated.
The Iron Trade of Great
J.

Stephen Jeans.

Britain.

F.

W.

By

Illustrated.

Monopolies, Trusts, and Kartells.

By

Hirst.

The Cotton Industry and Trade.

By

Prof. S. J. Chapman, De.in of the Faculty
of Commerce in the University of Man*

L.

Chester.

Illustrated.

Byzantine Texts
Edited by

A series of texts of Byzantine
Zachariah of Mitylene.
J.

Evagrius.

M.

Transl.ited

Hamilton, D.D., and

Demy &vo.
Bidez.

J.

E.

B.

BURY,

W.

by

F.

Brooks.

Edited by Lion Parmentier and
Zvo.

The History of
Satli.-'S.

and

los. 6d. net.

foreign scholars.

Psellus.

DemyBro,

EcTHKsis Chronica.

i2s. 6d. net,

Demy

M.A., Litt.D.

Historians, edited by English

i^s.

Lamliros. Demy 8r<?. 7*.
The Chronicle of Mokea.
Schmitt.

DemyZvo.

Edited by

G

mt.

Edited by Professor
6</.

net.

Edited by John

15X. net.

^
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The Churchman's Bible
J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

General Editor,

J^cap. 8vo.

is.

6d. net each,

A series of Expositions

on the Books of the Bible, which will be of service to the
general reader in the practical and devotional study of the Sacred Text.
Each Book is provided with a full and clear Introductory Section, in which is
stated what is known or conjectured respecting the date and occasion of the composition of the Book, and any other particulars that may help to elucidate its meaning
as a whole. The Exposition is divided into sections of a convenient length, corresponding as far as possible with the divisions of the Church Lectionary.
The
Translation of the Authorised Version is printed in
deemed necessary being placed in footnotes.

The Epistle of

St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Galatians. Edited by A. W. Robinson,

M. A.

Second Edition,

Edited by A. W. Streane,
D.D.
The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Philippians. Edited by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.
The Epistle of St. James. Edited by
H. W. Fulford M.A.
Ecclesiastes.

full,

such corrections as are

Isaiah. Edited by W. E. Barnes, D.D. Two
Volumes. With Map. -zs. net each.
The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Ephesians. Edited by G. H. Whitaker,

M.A.

The Gospel According to
Edited by

J.

C.

Du

Buisson,

Mark.

St.

M.A.

2j. dd.

net.

to the Colossians
AND Philemon. Edited by H. J. C. Knight,
M.A. -zs. net.

St. Paul's Epistles

The Churchman's Library
J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

General Editor,

Crown

8vo,

3^. (id. each.

The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.
The Kingdom of Heaven Here and Hereafter. By Canon Winterbotham, M.A.,
B.Sc.LL.B.

The Workmanship

of the Prayer Book
and Liturgical Aspects. By J.
Second Edition.
Evolution. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., LItt.D.

:

Its Literary

Dowden

,

D. D.

Some

New Testament

Arthur Wright, D.D.

M.A. 6 J.
Comparative Theology.
CuUoch.

By

J.

College, Oxford.

A

menides.

LL.D.

— Agamemnon

Choephoroe, EuTranslated by Lewis Campbell,

5s.

Cicero— De Oratore
P.

Moor, M.A.

Cicero— Select

I.

3^.

Translated by E. N.
6d.

Orations (Pro Milone, Pro
Mureno, Philippic ii., in Catilinam). Trans1 ated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A.
55.
Cicero— De Natura Deorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, M.A. 3s. 6d.
Cicero— De Officiis. Translated by G. B.
Gardiner, M.A. zs. 6d.

A. MaC-

6j.

series of Translations from the Greek and Latin Classics, distinguished
excellence as well as by scholarly accuracy.

iEscHYLUS

By

The Churchman's Introduction to the
Old Testament. By A. M. Mackay, B.A.
The Church of Christ. By E. T. Green.

Classical Translations
FOX, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose
Crown Svo.

Edited by H. F.

Problems.

6j.

Horace— The Odes and

Epodes.

by literary
Translated

by A. D. Godley, M.A. 2s.
LuciAN Six Dialogues (Nigrinus, Icaro-Menippus, The Cock, The Ship, The Parasite,
The Lover of Falsehood) Translated by S.
T. Irwin, M.A. 35-. 6d.
Sophocles Electra and Ajax, Translated by
E. D. A. Morshead, M.A. 2s. 6d.
Tacitus Agricola and Germania. Translated by R. B. Townshend. 2s. 6d.
The Satires of Juvenal. Translated by
2S. 6d.
S. G. Owen.

—

—

—

—
General Literature
Classics of
Edited by Dr.

J.

The Art of the Greeks. By H.
With

B. Walters.
112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the

Text.

lVid€ Royal ivo.

H.

23

Art

W. LAING

Velazquez. By A. de Beruete. With 94
Plates.
IVide Royal Zvo. los, 6d. tut.

12s.6d.net.

Commercial Series
GIBBINS.
Crown Svo.

Edited by H. de B.

Commercial Education in Theory and
Practice. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. 5s.

An introduction

Methuen's Commercial
Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both the point of view
of the teacher and of the parent.
British Commerce and Colonies from
Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B.
to

Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition, as.
Commercial Examination Papers. By H.
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. 6d.
The Economics of Commerce, By H. de
B. Gibbins, LittD., M.A. Second Edition.
xs.

6d.

A German
Bally.

Commercial Reader.
With Vocabulary, as.

By

Edition,

A

By

Commercial Geography of

By

F. C. Boon, B.A.

»

Foreign
zs.

With Vocabulary.

E. Bally.
Edition. 25.
S.

Third

German Commercial Correspondence. By
S.

With Vocabulary.

E. Bally.

Edition,

zs.

SeconJ

6d.

A French Commercial

Reader.

By

S.

E.

Bally. With Vocabulary. Second Edition. 2j.
Precis Writing and Office Correspondence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Secand

Edition,

By H.

zs.

to Professions and Business.

Jones,

is.

6d.

The Principles of Book-keeping by Dodblb
By

as.
J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A.
Commercial Law. By W. Dougla.s Edwards.
Second Edition. 2s.

Entry.

as.

Nations.

Primer of Business. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Third Edition, is. 6d.
Commercial Arithmetic. By F. G. Taylor,
M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.
French Commercial Correspondence. By

A Guide

British
Sixth
L. W. Lyde, M.A.

M.A.

A

S. E.

A Commercial Geography of the
Empire.

Litt.D.,

The Connoisseur's Library
IVtde

A sumptuous series of 20 books

Royal Svo.
on

illustrated in photogravure, collotype,
duly treated. The first volumes are

and

By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.
By Edward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and 5 in

Mezzotints.

colour.

Photogravure.

By Dudley Heath.

With

9

Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in
Photogravure.
Ivories. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in
Collotype and Photogravure.

By F. S. Robinson.
English Furniture.
With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in
Photogravure.

Second Edition.

by experts

The

for collectors, sujjerbly
technical side of the art is

By Henry H. Cunynghame, C.B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

European Enamels.

Porcelain.

Miniatures.

25^. nel.

art, written

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work. By
Nelson Dawson.
With many Plates in
Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photogravure. Second Edition.
English Coloured Books.
By Martin
Hardie.
With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.
Glass. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illustrations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.
Small Pott 8z/<7, clothe 2s. ; leather^ 2s. 6</. ml.
The Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited The Imitation of Christ.
byC.

Bigg,

D.D.

Sixth Edition.
Edited by Walter
Third Edition.

The Christian Year.
Lock, D. D.

Bigg, D. D.

A

Edited by

C

Fourth Edition.

Book of Dkvotions.
Stanbridge. B.D.

Edited by
Second Edition.

J.

W.

{CoHtimu4d.
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The Library of Devotion—continued.
Lyra Innocentium.

Edited

by Walter

Lock, D.D.

A

Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth
Edition.

The Temple.

A

Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition.
Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

The Psalms of David.

Edited by B.

W.

By

Newman

Cardinal

and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland
and Canon H. C. Beeching. M.A.

The Inner Way. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.
The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C.
S. Jerram,

:

An Introduction to The Devout

Life.
St. Francis de Sales.
Translated and
Edited by T. Barns. M.A.
Manchester al Mondo: a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality.
By Henry
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by Elizabeth Waterhouse,
Editor of A Little Book of Life and Death.'

By

Randolph, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica.

A Book of Sacred Verse.
Edited by H. C. Beeching, M.A., Canon of
Westminster.
A Day Book from the S aints and Fathers.
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.
Heavenly Wisdom. A Selection from the
English Mystics. Edited by E C. Gregory.
Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the
German Mystics. Edited byW.R.Inge,M. A.
Lyra Sacra

'

The Little Flowers of the Glorious

M.A.

On the Love

of God. By St. Francis de
Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.
A Manual of Consolation from the
Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.
The Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland,

M.A.

Messer

St.

Francis

to the Fruition of Perfect

The Devotions of

St. Ansklm. Edited by
Webb, M.A.
Grace Abounding. By JohnBunyan. Edited
by S. C. Freer, M.A.
Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata.
Edited
C. C. J.

of

his

Contemplation,

and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
Written by Dr. Michael deMolinos, Priest.
Translated from the Italian copy, printed at
Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction
by Kathleen Lyttelton. With a Preface by

Canon Scott Holland.

by A. E. Burn, B.D.

The

and

Friars. Done into English by W. Heywood.
With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.
The Spiritual Guide, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way

Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain
Fcap

Zvo.

3J-.

(id,

and Coloured Books

net each volutne,

A series, in small form, of some of the famous illustrated books of fiction and
These are faithfully reprinted from the first or best editions
general literature.
without introduction or notes. The Illustrations are chiefly in colour.

COLOURED BOOKS
Old Coloured Books. By George
With

Paston.

16 Coloured Plates. Fcap.Zvo. 2$. net.

The Life and Death of John Mytton, Esq.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken and T.

J.

Rawlins.

Fourth

Edition.

The Life of a Sportsman.

By Nimrod.

With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Aiken.
Cross. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech. Second Edition.
Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour. By R. S.
With 13 Coloured Plates and 9c
Surtees.
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.
JoRROCKs' Jaunts and Jollities. By R. S.
Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Alkea Second Edition.

Handley

This volume is reprinted from the extremely rare and costly edition of 1 843, which
contains Aiken's very fine illustrations
instead of the usual ones by Phiz.

Ask Mamma.

By R. S. Surtees. With 13
Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech.

The Analysis of the Hunting

By

Field.

R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.
The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.
The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search

OF Consolation.
By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Third Tour of Doctor Syntax in
Search of a Wife. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured

Plates

by T. Rowlandson.

The History of Johnny Quae Genus

:

the

Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.
By the Author of The Three Tours.' With
24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.
The English Dance of Death, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of
Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volumes.
This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.
The Dance of Life A Poem, By the Author
of 'Doctor Syntax.'
Illustrated with 26
Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.
Little

'

'

:
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Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books—continued.

Life in London

:

Day and Night

the

or,

Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and liis
Elegant friend, Corinthian Tom.
By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruikshank.
With numerous
Designs on Wood.

Real Lifk

in London: or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Aiken and Rowlandson, etc.

Two Volumes.
The Life of an

By

Actor.

Pierce Egan.

With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.

The Vicar

of Wakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Military Adventures of Johnny
Newcome. By an

Officer.

With

15 Coloured

by T. Rowlandson.
The National Sports of Great Britain.
With Descriptions and 51 Coloured Plates
by Henry Aiken.
This book is completely different from the
large folio edition of National Sports by
the same artist, and none of the plates are
Plates

'

'

The Adventures of a Post

Captain. By
Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates
by Mr. Williams.

A

Gamonia

the Art of Preserving

or,

:

Game

;

and an Improved Method of making Plantaand Covers, explained and illustrated
by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq.
With 15
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.
An Academy for Grown Horsemen : Contions

taining

the

completest

Instructions

^

for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with
27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait

of

the

By

Author.

Geoffrey

Gambado, Esq.
Real Life in Ireland, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his
Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.
Real Paddv. With 19 Coloured Plates
by Heath, Marks, etc.

By a

The Adventures op Johnny Newcome

in

By Alfred Burton. With 16
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

the Navy.

A Poem. By
With 20 Coloured

The Old English Squire
John Careless, Esq.

:

Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

similar.

PLAIN BOOKS
The Grave
Illustrated

:

A

Poem.

By Robert

Blair.

by 12 Etchings executed by Louis

Schiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an Eneraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo-

gravure.

Illustrations of the Book of Job. Invented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations— 21 in number

—are reproduced in photogravure.

yEsop's

Fables.

With 380 Woodcuts by

Thomas Bewick.
WiNisoR Castle. ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts
by George Cruikshank.

in the

Text

By W. Harrison
Ainsworth. With 4oPlates and 58 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.
Frank Fairlegh. By F. E. Smedley. With
30 Plates by George Cruikshank.
Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author.
The Compleat Angler. By Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.
This volume is reproduced from the beautiful edition of John Major of 1824.
The Pickwick Paiers. By Charles Dickens.
With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 3a Con-

The Tower op London.

_

temporary

Onwhyn

Plates.

Junior Examination Series
Edited by A.

M. M.

STEDMAN,

Junior French Examination Papers. By
F.Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.
Junior Latin Examination Papers. By C.
G. Bolting, B.A. Fourth Edition.
Junior English Examination Papers. By

W.

Williamson, B.A.

Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers.
By W. S. Beard. Fourth Edition.
Junior Algebra Examination Papers. By
S. W. Finn, M.A.

M.A.

Fcap. 8vo.

is.

Junior Greek Examination Papers. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A.
Junior General Information Examination Papers. By W. S. Beard.
A Key to the above, y. 6d. net.
Junior Geography Examination Papers.

By W. G. Baker, ^LA.
Junior German Examination Papers.
A. Voegelin, M.A.

By

,
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Junior School-Books
Edited by O. D.

A

INSKIP, LL.D,, and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

Class-Book of Dictation Passages.

W.

Williamson, B.A.

Cr. ^vo.

St.

Matthew.

by E. Wilton South, M.A.

Three Maps.

Cr.

Stjo.

is.

by A. E. Rubie, D.D.
IS.

154 Diagrams.

With
Edited

With Three Maps.

6d.

A Junior English Grammar. By W.WilliamA

tion.

Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6d.

The Acts of the
A. E. Rubie, D.D.

A

Apostles.
Cr. 8vo.

Edited by

Cr. Zvo.

Junior Geometry.
With 276 Diagrams.

2S.

By Noel S. Lydon.
Fi/th Edition.
Cr.

Elementary Experimental Chemistry.
By A. E. Dunstan, B. Sc. With 4 Plates and
109

Diagrams.

Zvo.

2S.

Second

Edition.

Cr.

A

Junior French Prose.
By R. R. N.
Baron, M.A. Second Edition. Cr.&vo. zs.
The Gospel According to St. Luke. With
an Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B.A. With Three Maps. Cr.
Zvo.

zs.

Junior French Grammar. By L. A.
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Second Edition.

and

Cr. Zvo.

Zvo. 2S.

son, B.A. With numerous passages for parsing
and analysis, andachapteron Essay Writing.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. is.
Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tyler, B.A.
F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Fourth Edi-

2 Plates

Fi/th Edition.

2S. 6d.

A

td.

The Gospel Accordingto St. Mark.
Cr. &V0.

Elementary Experimental Science. Physics by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. Chemistry
by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With

The Gospel According to
p:dited

By

Thirteenth Edition.

IS. €>d.

The

2.V.

First Book of Kings.
Edited by
With Maps. Cr. Zvo.

A. E. Rubie, D.D.
2S.

Leaders of Religion
Edited by H. C.

BEECHING,

M.A., Canon of Westminster.
Cr. 8vo.

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell,
M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
Charles Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
John Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.
Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Lancelot Andrewes. By R. L. Ottley,
D.D. Second Edition.
Augustine of Canterbury.
Cutts, D.D.

By

E.

Little

With many

A

L.

With

Portraits.

2S. net.

William Laud.

By W. H. Hutton, M.A.

Third Edition.

John Knox. ByF.MacCunn. Second Edition.
John Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Bishop Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
George Fox, the Quaker. By T. Hodgkin,
Third Edition.

D.C.L.

John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
Bishop Latimer, By R. M. Carlyle and A.
J. Carlyle, M.A.
Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

Books on Art

Illustratiojis.

Demy

i6mo.

2s. 6d. net.

monographs in miniature, containing the complete outline of the
These books are produced
subject under treatment and rejecting minute details.
Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from
with the greatest care.
series of

30 to 40

illustrations,

Greek Art. H.

including a frontispiece in photogravure.

Third Edition.
Bookplates. E.Almack.
Reynolds. J. Sime. Second Edition.
Romney. George Paston.
Greuze and Boucher. Eliza F. Pollard.

Watts.

Vandvck. M. G. Smallwood.
Turner. Frances Tyrrell-Gill.
Durer. Jessie Allen.
Hoppner. H. p. K. Skipton.
Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst.
Millet. Netta Peacock.
Illuminated MSS. J. W. Bradley.
Christ in Art. Mrs. Henry Jenner.
Jewellery, Cyril Davenport.

B. Walters.

R. E. D. Sketchley.
Leighton. Alice Corkran.
Velasquez. Wilfrid Wilberforce and A. R.
Gilbert.

CoROT.

Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstingl.

[Continued.

General Literature
Little Books on A-rt—continued.
BuRNE-JoNES. Fortun^e de Lisle.

Second

Edward

Claude.

Thb Arts ok

Edition.

Rembrandt.

Enamels.

Mrs. E. A. Sharp.

The Little
Demy i6mo.
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Dillon.
Tai-an. Edward Dillon.

Mrs. Nelson Dawson.

Galleries
2s. 6d. net.

A series of little books containing examples of the best work of

the great painters.

Each volume contains 20 plates in photogravure, together with a short outline of the
life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.
A Little Gallery of Millais.
A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
A Little Gallery of English Pokts.
A Little Gallery of Romney.
A Little Gallery of Hoppner.

The
With many

Illustrations

Small Pott

Little Guides

New and other artists,

by E. H.

and from photographs.

8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.; leathery 3^. 6d. net.

Methuen are publishing a
The Little Guides. The main

small series of books under the general title
features of these books are (i) a handy and
charming form, (2) artistic Illustrations by E. H. New and others, (3) good plans
and maps, (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or
Messrs.

of

district treated.

By A.
Cambridge and its Colleges.
Hamikon Thompson. Second Edition.
Oxford and its Colleges. By J. Wells,
M.A. Seventh Edition.
St. Paul's Cathedral. By George Clinch.
Westminster Abbf.v. By G. E. Troutbeck.

The English Lakes. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
The Malvern Country. By B. C. A.
Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.
Shakespeare's Country.

Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.

By

C.

B.

A.

Third Edition.

Hertfordshire.
By H. W. Tompkins,
F.R.H.S.
The Isle of Wight. By G. Clinch.
Kent. By G. Clinch.
Kerry. By C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. By John B. Firth.
Northamptonshire. By Wakeling Dry.
Norfolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Oxfordshire. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
Suffolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Surrey. By F. A. H. Lambert.
Sussex. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Secofid
Edition.

Thb East Riding of Yorkshire. By J.

Buckinghamshire. By E. S. Roscoe.
Cheshire. By W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall.
Derbyshire.

By A. L.
By J.

The North Riding of Yorkshire.

Salmon.
Charles Cox,

E.

Morris.

LL.D.,

By J.

E.

Morris.

F.S.A.

Devon. By S. Baring-Gould.
Dorset. By Frank R. Heath.
Hampshire.
By J. Cliarles Cox, LL.D.,
F.S.A.

Sicily.

The
With
Small Pott
Anon.

By S. Baring-Gould.
Normandy. By C. Scudamore.
Rome By C. G. Ellaby.

Brittany.

Each Volume,

and Photogravure

OF.

PRIDE AND PREJU-

Austen
DICE. KditedbyE. V.Lucas. Two
(Jane).

Frontispieces.

cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather^ 2s. 6d. net.

ENGLISH LYRICS, A LITTLE

BOOK

F. Hamilton Jackson.

Little Library

Introductions, Notes,
Svo.

By

Vols.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E. V.
Lucas.
THE ESSAYS OF LORD

Bacon (Francis).

BACON.

Edited by

Edward Wright.
{CoMtinued*
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The Little Library—continued.
THE INGOLDSBY
Barham (R. H.).
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlay.
Two Volufues.
Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE.

THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited

Beckford (William).

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
Perugini.
(George).

by

F.

LAVENGRO.

Edited
Two Volumes.
Edited by John

HiNDES Groome.

THE ROMANY

RYE.

Sampson.

Browning

SELECTIONS

(Robert).

Masefield.

Kinglake (A. W.).

FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.

Hall Griffin, M.A.
Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with George
Canning's additional Poeras.
Lloyd Sanders.

Edited by

THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.

Cowley (Abraham).
MiNCHIN.

EOTHEN.

Introduction and Notes.

With an
Second Edition.

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE
dited by
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA.
E. V. Lucas,

Locker (F.).

by E. Denison Ross.

Borrow

POEMS. With an Intro
duction by L. Binyon, and Notes by J.

Keats (John).

LONDON LYRICS.
A

by A. D. Godley, M.A.
First Edition.

Edited

reprint of the

SELECTIONS

Longfellow (H. W.).

FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by
M. Faithfull.
THE POEMS OF
Marvell (Andrew).
L.

ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John).

Edited by E.

THE MINOR POEMS

OF JOHN MILTON.

Edited by H. C.

Beeching, M.A., Canon of Westminster.
Moir(D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH. Edited
by T. F. Henderson.

A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.
THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated

Nichols (J. B. B.).

Rochefoucauld (La).

by Dean Stanhope.
Powell.

Edited by G. H.

SELECTIONS FROM
(Horace and James). REJECTED
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C. Smith
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. Godley,

Crabbe (George).
Deane.
Craik (Mrs.).

JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Edited by Anne

Matheson.

Crashaw

Two

Voluvies.

THE ENGLISH

(Richard).

POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by

Edward Hutton.

M.A.
Sterne (Laurence).

A SENTIMENTAL

JOURNEY.

Edited by H.
(Alfred, Lord).

W. Paul.

THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-

Tennyson
SON.

Edited by J.

Churton Collins,

M.A.

THE INFERNO OF IN ME MORI AM. Edited by H. C.
Beeching, M.A.
by H. F. Gary.
Edited by Elizabeth
Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt. THE PRINCESS.
Wordsworth.
THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans- MAUD.
Edited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
Dante

(Alighieri).
DANTE. Translated

by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

lated

THE PARADISO OF DANTE.
lated

by H.

Edited by Paget

Cary.

F.

Toynbee, M.A.,
Darley (George).

Trans-

D.Litt.

SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.

Thackeray (W. M.). VANITY FAIR.
Edited by S. Gwynn. Three Volutnes.
PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn.
Three Volumes.

ESMOND. Edited by S. Gavynn.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by S.G\vynn.
Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward

A LITTLE BOOK OF
(A. C).
Hutton.
LIGHT VERSE.
(Izaak).
THE COMPLEAT
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Walton
ANGLER.
Edited by J. Buchan.
Two Volumes.
(Mrs. Alfred). A LITTLE
Ferrier (Susan).
MARRIAGE. Edited Waterhouse
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
Deane

Dickens (Charles).
by

A.

Goodrich

Iddesleigh.

Two

-

Freer

and

Lord

Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE.

Two

Volumes.
CRANFORD. Edited by

Gaskell(Mrs.).
E. V. Lucas. Second Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel).

LETTER.
Henderson

THE SCARLET

Edited by Percy Dearmer.
(T. P.).

A LITTLE BOOK

OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Tenth Edition,
Also on Japanese Paper.

by.

Leather,

^s,

net.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSWORTH. Edited by Nowell
C. Smith.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by George
Sampson.

,
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare
W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and

In 40 Volumes. Leather^ price
Mahogany Revolving Book Case.

Notes

net each volume.

\s.

\os. net.

Miniature Library
Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of
humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

EuPHRANOR A Dialogue on Youth.
By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub:

by W. Pickering

lished

^imo.

Leather,

PoLONius

or

:

in

Demy

1851.

2s. net.

Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances.
By Edward FitzGerald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in
-^"zvio.
Leather, 2S. net.
1852.

Demy
The RurAiyAt of Omar KhavvAm.

^

By

Edward FitzGerald. From the ist edition
of 1859, Fourth Edition. Leatlur, is. net.

The Life of Edward, Lord Herbert

of

Cherbury. Written by himself. From the
edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the
year 1764.
Demy -^zmo. Leather, 2s. net.
Visions of Dom Francisco Queveuo
ViLLEGAS, Knight of the Order of St.
James. Made English by R. L. From the
edition printed for H. Herringman, 1668.

The

Leather.

2s. net.

By Dora

Poems.

Greenwell. From the ediLeather, 2s. net.

tion of 1848.

Oxford Biographies

I

£ach volume,

Fcap. Svo.

Dante Alighieri. By
With

D.Litt.

12

cloth, 2s. 6d. net

Paget Toynbee, M. A.

Second

Illustrations.

Savonarola. By E. L. S. Horsburgh, M.A.
With 12 Illustrations. Second Edition.

John Howard.

By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.
By A. C. Benson, M.A. With

Tennyson.

By

I.

A. Taylor.

With

By E.

F.

H. Capcy.

With

12

By

C.

S.

Terry.

T.

F.

Henderson.

With

M'Dowall.

of Assisi. By Anna M. Stoddart.
With i6 Illustrations.
Canning. By W. Alison Phillips. With 12
Illustrations.

By Walter

With

Sichel.

12

Illustrations.

By H.

G. Atkins.

With

12 Illus-

trations.

By

Viscount St

Cyres.

With

12 Illustrations.

12 Illustrations.

I

Edited by A.

School Examination Series
M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr.

French Examination Papers. By A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Edition.

A

S.

Illustrations.

Fenelon.

Illustrations.

Thk Young Pretender.
With

By A.

St. Francis

Goethe.

12 Illustrations.

By

12 Illustrations.

Beaconsfield.

9 Illustrations.

Walter Raleigh.
Erasmus.

With

Chatham.

Edition,

leather, 35. 6^. net.

;

Robert Burns.

Kry, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only to be had on application
to the Publishers.
/•////* Edition.

Crown Zvo. 6s. net.
Latin Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.

Kky

{Sixth Edition) issued as above.

6^. net.

Greek Examination Papers. By

A.

M. M.

Stedman, M.A. Ninth Edition.
Key {Fourth Edition) issued as above.
6s. net.

German Examination
Morich,

Pai'Ers.
Sixth Edition.

By R.

J.

Key {Third

Zvo.

2J.

dd.

Edition) issued as above

6s. net.

History
Papers.

and Geography Examination
By C. H. Spence, M.A. Third

Edition.

Physics Examination Papbrs.
Steel, M.A., F.CS.

General

Knowledge

By R.

E.

Examination

Papers.
By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition.
Kky {Fourth Edition) issued as abore.
TS. net.

Examination Papers in English IIistostBy J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.
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School Histories

Crown Svo. is. 6d.
A School History

Illustrated.

A
A

A

By

School History of Warwickshire.
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.
School History of Somerset.
Walter Raymond. Second Edition.
School History of Lancashire,

W. E.

of Surrey.

By H. E.

Maiden, M.A.

By

A School

By

V.

M. A., B.Sc, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.
The Complete School Chemistry. By

F.

by

History of Middlesex.

W.

G. Plarr and F.

Walton.

Rhodes.

Textbooks of Science
Edited by G. F.

GOODCHILD,

Practical Mechanics. By Sidney H. Wells.
P'ourth Edition, Cr. Zvo.

Practical Chemistry. Part i.
French, M.A. Cr. Zvo. Fourth
zs. 6d.

Part

11.

By W.

M. Oldham, B.A,

3J. 6d.

By W.
Editioti.

French, M.A., and

M.A. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.
Technical Arithmetic and Geometry.
Cr. Zvo.
By C. T. Minis, M.I.M.E.
T. H. Boardman,

3^.

dd.

in Physics.
By C. E. Jackson,
Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.
Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School.
By Horace F. Jones, F.CS. With 320
Diagrams. Cr. 2>vo. 3 J. 6d.

Examples
B.A.

With 126

Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo.

An Organic Chemistry for Schools and
Technical Institutes. By A. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc.
(Lond.),
Cr. Zvo.

F.C.S.

Illustrated.

Elementary Science for Pupil Teachers.
Physics Section.
By W. T. Clough,
A.R.C.S. (Lond.), F.CS.
Chemistry
Section. By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S.

With

Cr. 8vo.

2

Plates and 10 Diagrams.

2s.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.
One Shilling each.
R La Chanson de Roland.

L'HiSTOiRE d'uneTulipe. Adapted byT,
N. Crofts, M.A. Second Edition.
Abdallah. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.

Rieu, M.A.
Memoires de Cadichon.

Adapted by H.
Adapted by

J. F.

Rhoades.

Methuen's Standard Library
In Sixpenny Volumes.

The Standard Library

new series of volumes containing the great classics of the
world, and particularly the finest works of English literature. All the great masters will be
represented, either in complete works or in selections. It is the ambition of the publishers to
place the best books of the Anglo-Saxon race within the reach of every reader, so that the
The
series may represent something of the diversity and splendour of our English tongue.
characteristics of The Standard Library are four
1. Soundness of Text. 2. Cheapness.
Clearness of Type. ^4. Simplicity. The books are well printed on good paper at a
3.
price which on the whole is without parallel in the history of publishing.
Each volume contains from 100 to 250 pages, and is issued in paper covers, Crown 8vo, at Sixpence net, or in
cloth gilt at One Shilling net. In a few cases long books are issued as Double Volumes
or as Treble Volumes.
is

a

:

—

The Meditations^ of Marcus Aurelius.

The

The translation is by R. Graves.
Sense and Sensibility. By Jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The New

By Edmund Burke.
The Poems and Songs of Robert

Atlantis.

By

Francis

Bacon,

Lord

Verulam.

Religio

Medici and

Urn

Burial.

By

Sir Thomas Browne. The text has been
collated by A. R. Waller.

Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan.
Reflections on the French Revolution.

Burns.
Double Volume.
Religion, Natural and
Revealed. By Joseph Butler, D.D.
The Poems of Thomas Chatterton. In 2

The Analogy of

volumes.
I.
Miscellaneous Poems.

Vol.

—

\Continued.

;
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—

Methuen's Standard Library continued.
Vol. II.— The Rowley Poems.
The New Like and Sonnets. By Dante.
Translated into English by D, G. Rossetti.
Jones. By Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

Tom

Cranford. By Mrs. Gaskell.
The History of the Decline and Fall op
THE Roman Emkire. By Edward Gibbon.
In

7

double volumes.

The Text and Notes have been revised by
J. B. Bury, Litt.D., but the Appendices of
the more expensive edition are not given.
By Oliver
The Vicar of Wakefield.
Goldsmith.

The PoemsandPlaysofOliver Goldsmith.
The Works ok Ben Jonson.
Vol. — The Case is Altered. Every Man
in His Humour. Every Man out of His
I.

Humour.
Vol. II.— Cynthia's Revels; The Poetaster.
The text has been collated by H. C. Hart.

The Poems of John Keats. Double volume.
The Text has been collated by E. de
Selincourt.

On the

By Thomas

Imitation of Christ.

a Kempis.

The
Canon

translation

is

by C. Bigg, DD,,

of Christ Church.

A

Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. By William Law.
Paradise Lost. By John Milton.
ElKONOKLASTES AND THE TeNURE OF KiNGS
AND Magistrates. By John Milton.
Utopia and Poems. By Sir Thomas More.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
The translation has been revised by

W. H. D. Rouse.
The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Translated by W. Heywood.
The Works of William Shakespeare. In
10 volumes.

Vol. I.— The Tempest The Two Gentlemen
of Verona ; The Merry Wives of Windsor ;
Measure for Measure ; The Comedy of
;

Errors.

—

Vol. 1 1. Much Ado About Nothing Love's
A Midsummer Night's
Labour 's Lost
Dream The Merchant of Venice As You
Like It.
Vol. III.— The Taming of the Shrew ; All 's
Well that Ends Well; Twelfth Night The
;

;

;

;

;

Winter's Tale.

IV.—The Life and Death of King John;
The Tragedy of King Richard the Second ;

Vol.

The

First Part of

King Henry

Second Part of King Henry

iv.

;

The

iv.

King Henry v. The
The Second
First Part of King Henry vi.
Part of King Henry vi.
Third
Part
of
King
Henry
VI.—
The
Vol.
VI. ; The Tragedy of King Richard 11 1.
The Famous History of the Life of King
Henry viii.
The Poems of Percy Bysshe Shelley. In 4
Vol.

v.— The

Life of

;

;

volumes.
Vol. I.— Alastor ; The Daemon of the World
The Revolt of Islam, etc.
The Text has been revised by C. D. Locock.
The Life ok Nelson. By Robert Southey.

The Natural History and Antiquities of
Selborne.

By

Gilbert White.

Textbooks of Technology
Edited by G. F.

GOODCHILD,

M.A., B.Sc, and G. R.

MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated.

How to Make

a Dress.
Fourth Edition. Cr.

By

J.

Bvo.

A. E. Wood.

is.

6d.

Carpentry and Joinery. By
Ftyth Edition.

Cr. 8vo.

F. C. Webljer.
^s. 6d.

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical.
By Clare Hill. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.
2S.

An Introduction to the Study

of Textile Design. By Aldred F. Barker. Dtiny

8vo.

TS.

AS.

By H.

C. Grubb.

6d.

R6pouss6 Metal Work.
Cr. Bvo.

ing.

By

E.

E.

Brooks,

B.Sc.

(Lond.)

Second Master and Instructor of Physics
and Electrical Engineering, Leicester
Technical School, and W. H. N. James,
A.R.C.S., A.I.K.E., Assistant Instructor
Engineering,
of Electrical
Manchester
Municipal Technical School. Cr. Svo.

4s. 6d.

Engineering Workshop Practice.

6d.

Builders' Quantities.
Cr. 8vo.

Electric Light and Power: An Introduction to the Study of Electrical Engineer-

By A.

C. Horth.

By

Lecturer on Engineering,
Municipal Technical Institute, Coventry.
With many Diagrams. Cr. &vo. as.
C.

C._ Allen,

as. 6d.

Edited by R. L.

Handbooks of Theology
OTTLEY, D.D., Professor of Pastoral
and Canon of Christ Church,

Theology

at Oxford,

O.xford.

The series is intended, in part, to furnish the clergy and teachers or students of
Theology with trustworthy Textbooks, adequately representing the present position
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of the questions dealt with in part, to make accessible to the reading public an
accurate and concise statement of facts and principles in all questions bearing on
;

Theology and Religion.

The XXXIX. Articles of the Church of An Introduction to the History of the
Creeds.
By A. E. Burn, D.D. Demy
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
Fifth and Cheaper Edition in one

D.D.

Svo.

Volume. Demy Zvo. iis, 6d.
An Introduction to the History

By

Religion.

B.

F.

Jevons.

and America.

Demy

Third Edition. DemyZvo. los.td.
The Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R.
Ottley,
D.D. Second and Cheaper
L.
lAti.'D.

Edition,

Demy

i2J. td.

Zvo.

los. 6d.

The Philosophy of Religion

of
M.A.,

A

^vo.

By

in England
Alfred Caldecott, D.D.

xos. 6d.

History of Early Christian Doctrine.
F. Bethune-Baker, M.A. DemyZvo,

By J.
\

JOS. 6d.

The Westminster Commentaries
WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble

General Editor,

Dean

College,
Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The object of each commentary is primarily exegetical, to interpret the author's
The editors will not deal, except very suborto the present generation.
dinately, with questions of textual criticism or philology; but, taking the English
text in the Revised Version as their basis, they will try to combine a hearty acceptance of critical principles with loyalty to the Catholic Faith.
meaning

The Book of

Genesis. Edited with Introduction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D,

Sixth Edition Demy Zvo. los. 6d.
The Book of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition. Demy^vo. 6s.
The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R.
Demy Zvo. Third
B. Rackham, M.A.
Edition.

Part

II.

Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James), Author
of 'Stephen Remarx.'

BEHOLD THE

Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Cr.

6s.

THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE.
Cr. Svo.

Cr. Zvo.

Second Edi-

6s.

LOVE AND LOUISA.

Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY.
Edition.

I

Cr. 8vo.

KNOW A
Cr. Zvo.

Third

MAIDEN.

Third Edition.

6s.

(P.).

Author of 'Vice Versa.'

BAYARD FROM BENGAL.

V. 6d.
Bagot (Richard). A
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.
Cr. Zvo.

THE PASSPORT.

A

Illustrated

Third Edition.

ROMAN MYSTERY.
6s.

Fourth Edition.

Cr.

6s.

TEMPTATION.
6s,

6s.

6s.

by Bernard Partridge.

Bvo

los. 6d.

Fiction
8z)o.

Twelfth Edition. Cr.

6s.

DONNA

DIANA. A Nnv

Edition.

Fifth Edition,

Cr, Zvo.

Cr.

6s.

Cr.Zvo.

6s.

Baring=aouId
Edition.

URITH.

(S.).

Cr. Zvo.

ARMINELL.
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Seventh
Edition.

6s.

MARGERY OF QUETHER.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth
Cr. Zvo.

Fifth

6s.

Fifth Edition.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,
CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

PETER, A PARASITE.

Anstey

DemyZvo.

D.Litt.

SUSANNAH AND LOVE'S PROXY. A New Edition.

Albanesi (E. Maria).
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition.

tion,

M. A.,

CASTING OF NETS.
Zvo.

35. 6d.

Zvo.

First Epistle of Paul the Apostlb
TO THE Corinthians. Edited by H. L.
Goudge, M.A. Demy Zvo. es.
The Epistle of St. James. Edited with \ntroduction and Notes by R. J. Knowling,
D.D. Demy Svo. 6s.
The Book of Ezekiel. Edited H. A. Redpath,

\os. 6d.

DAYS COME.

The

Third
Edition.

6s.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo.

6s,

THE BROOM-SQUIRE.
Fifth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Illustrated.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS.
Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
GUAVAS THE TINNER.
Illustrated.
Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Fiction
BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY.
Second Edition.

trated.

Cr. 8vo.

Illus6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. St'o. 6s.
WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
MISS QUILLET. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
INDEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
LITTLE TU'PENNY. A Nezu Edition. 6d.
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Conrad

THE

(Joseph).

AGENT.

Second Edition.

Corelll (Marie).

SECRET
Cr. 8vo.

6s.

A ROMANCE OF TWO

WORLDS. Twenty-Eighth Ed. Cr.Zvo.
VENDETTA. Twenty- Fi/th Edition. Cr.

6.-.

8vo.

6s.

THELMA.

Thirty-SezenthEd. Cr.8vo.

6s.

ARDATH THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Eighteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fifteenth EdiSee also Shilling Novels.
tion.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS WORMWOOD. Fifteenth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
A DREAM OF THE
BARABBAS:
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-second
Barr (James). LAUGHING THROUGH
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A WILDERNESS. Cr. Svo. 6s.
THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-second
IN THE MIDST OF
Barr (Robert).
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
ALARMS. Tkird Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. THE MASTER CHRISTIAN.
Tenth
THE STRONG ARM. Second Edition.
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
SUPREMACY. 150/A Thousand. Cr.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
8vo. 6s.
Fourth GOD'S GOOD MAN A SIMPLE LOVE
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
STORY. Twelfth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE LADY ELECTRA. Second Edition. THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-sixth EdiCr. Svo. 6s.
tion.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT. BOY a Sketch. Tenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Illustrated.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. CAMEOS Twelfth Edition. Cr.8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels and S. Crane.
Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette
Begble (Harold). THE ADVENTURES
Duncan.
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
Belloc(Hilaire). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
:

:

:

MERCHANT.

With 36

Illustrations

by

G. K. Chesterton. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Benson (B.F.) DODO. Fifteenth Edition.

Cr. 8vo.

Edition.

(Stephen)

Crane

6s.

and

Barr

(Robert).

THE O'RUDDY. Cr8vo. 6s.
Crockett (S. R.), Author of 'The Raiders,'
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
etc.
LOCH INVAR. Illustrated. Third
See also Shilling Novels.
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CAPSINA. Second Edit. Cr.lvo. 6s.
BEARER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
STANDARD
THE
Benson (Margaret).
SUBJECT TO Croker (B. M.). THE
OLD CANTONVANITY. Cr. 8vo. 3J. 6d.
MENT. Cr.8vo. 6s.
Bretherton (Ralph).
THE MILL. Cr. '[OYik'^'^k. Second Edition. Cr.8vo. 6s.
8vo. 6s.
THE HAPPY VALLEY. Third Edition.
Burke (Barbara). BARBARA GOES TO
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
OXFORD. Second Edition.
Third
NINE DAYS' WONDER.
Burton (J. Bloundelle).
THE FATE A Edition.
Cr. 8zjo. 6s.
OF VALSEC. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Stxtk
See also Shilling Novels.

Capes (Bernard), Author
Wine.'

Edition.
of

'The Lake of

ANGEL.

FESSIONS OF DIANA PLEASE. Third
Edition.

Cr.

87/0.

6s.

A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.8vo. 6s.
LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo.

Second Edition.

87'0.

SKENE

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

3J.

Cr. 8vo.

Dawson

MYSTERY.

6d.

8vfl.

6s.

(A.
-^s.

J).
6d.

Deane (Mary).
Cr. 8vo.

6s.

GREAT

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Charlton (Randall). MAVE. Second Edition.

6s.

Crosble (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr.

A ROGUE'S^TRAGEDY.

THE

Cr. 8vo.

Fourth Edition. Cr. 8to. 6s.
Third Edition. Cr.

THE EXTRAORDINARY CON- A STATE SECRET.

DANIEL WHYTE.

THE OTHER PAWN.

6s.

Doyle (A. Conan), Author of 'Sherlock
'The White Company,' etc.
Holmes,"

ROUND THE RED LAMP.

Edition.

Cr.

87<o.

Tenth

6s.

LOVE THE JUDGE. Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Second Edition. O. 8vo. 6s.
THOSE DELIGHTFUL
Cotes).
Chesney(Weatherby). THE TRAGEDY
AMERICANS. Illustrated. Third Edition,
OFTHKGRKAT EMERALD Cr.8vo. 6s.
Cr. 87V. 6^. See also Shilling Novels.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW. Plndlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
Second Edition. Cr. 8-'o. 6s.
OF BALGOWRIE.
Fi/tk Edition.

Carey (Wymond).

Sec also Shilling Novels.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.
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THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Sixteenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
NARROW WAY. THE
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,
Third Edition. Cr.
6s.
(Anthony).
THE GOD IN THE
THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition. Hope
CAR, Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Cr. %vo. 6s.
A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. With 8 Illus- A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
trations.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANSee^lso Shilling Novels.
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE WEANS AT PHROSO.
Fitzpatrick (K.)
Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
THE LADDER TO THE STARS.
Cr. %vo.

Edition.

Second

6j.

See also Shilling Novels.
Findlater (Mary). A
2>vo..

RUWALLAN.

Second Edi-

Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
STEPPING WEST(M. C.)»
WARD. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

tion.

Francis

MARGERY

O'

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

THE

MILL.

Second

Sixth Edition.

SIMON DALE.
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE KING'S MIRROR.
QUI SAN TE.

6s.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Illustrated. Seventh Edition.

Fourth Edition.

Fotirth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Stolen
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE SLAKING OF THE A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. IllusSWORD. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
trated.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD. TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Seco7id Ed.

Fra8er(Mrs. Hugh), Author of The
Emperor.'

Third Edition.

Fry

(B.

and

Crown

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

'&vo.

A MOTHER'S SON.

C.B.),

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
FuIIer-Maltland (Ella), Author of The
Day Book of BethiaHardacre.* BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Gates (Eleanor), Author of The Biography
'

'

of a Prairie Girl.'
Cr. Zvo, 6s.

THE PLOW-WOMAN.
'

HOLY MATRIMONY.
Cr. Zvo.

Second Edition.

6s.

MADE OF MONEY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Zvo.
THE IMPROBABLE IDYL.
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Third

6s.

THE TOWN

THE CROWN OF

LIFE.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

BUNTER'S CRUISE.

Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.
Hamilton (M.), Author of 'Cut Laurels,'
FIRST CLAIM. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Harraden (Beatrice).
MOODS. Fourteetith Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
Illustrated,

THE

IN VARYING
HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMITTANCE MAN. T7velfthEd. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE SCHOLAR'S DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
(F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
BRUTE. Cr.
OF

Harrod

THE

THE TAMING
Zvo.

6s.

Herbertson (Agnes

DEAN,

Cr. Zvo.

G.).

PATIENCE

6s.

Hichens (Robert).

THE PROPHET OF

BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE, Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Fifth Edition.

FELIX.

Cr. Zvo.

THE WOMAN WITH THE
Edition.

BYEWAYS.

Housman

Cr. Zvo.
Cr. Zvo.

6s.
6s.

6s.

FAN. Sixth

Cardinal and

THE LADY

etc.

OF LYTE.

Second Edition. Cr.Zvo.
THE LIFE
(Clemence).

SIR AGLO VALE DEGALIS.

Hueffer (Ford Madox).
GIRL. Second Edition.

6s.

OF

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

AN ENGLISH

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
(C. J. Cutcliffe), Author of Captain
'

Kettle.'

MR. HORROCKS, PURSER.

Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

PRINCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Third Edition.
Jacobs (W. W.).
MANY
Illustrated.

See also Shilling Novels.
Gissins: (George), Author of 'Demos,' 'In
the Year of Jubilee,' etc.
TRAVELLER. Second Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Oleig (Charles).

•

his Conscience,' etc.,

Hyne

Gerard (Dorothea^, Author of Lady Baby,'

6s.

Hope (Graham), Author of A

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

CARGOES.

Tzventy-Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.
SEA URCHINS. Fourteenth Edition.. Cr.
3^. 6d.

Zvo.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated,
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.
LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Sixth
Edition.

THE

Cr. Zvo.

35. 6d.

SKIPPER'S WOOING. Eighth Edi-

tion.

Cr. Zvo.

-3,^.

6d.

DIALSTONE LANE.
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Seventh

3^. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Seventh EdiCr. Zvo.
tion.
6d.
AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated.
Seventh Edition. Cr.
3
6d.
James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE, Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
HE THAT
Keays (H. A. Mitchell).
EATETH BREAD WITH ME. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
(Vaughan).
THE
FORTUNES
Kester
Of THE LANDRAYS. Cr. Z7v. 6s.
Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ESSEX
3i-.

Zz'o.

IN IRELAND,

Cr. Zvo.

J.

6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Le Queux (W.).

THE HUNCHBACK OF

WESTMINSTER.

Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
ThirdEd. Cr.Zvo.6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK.

Fiction
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THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW. IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Illustrated.
Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition. THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE.
Cr.

Second Edition.

6s.

8z'o.

Levett-Yeats

ORRAIN.

(S.).

Second

Edition. Cr. ^vo. 6s.
London (Jack), Author of The Call of the
Wild,' 'The Sea Wolf,' etc.
FANG. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Lucas (E. v.). LISTENER'S
An
Oblique Narration.
Crown Svo. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
'

WHITE
LURE
:

Lyall (Edna).

NOVELIST.

Cr. 8vo.

Feathers,' etc.

HOUSE.

CLEMENTINA.

H.),

Cr.Bvo. 6s.
Comin'thro' the
Rye.' HONEY. Fourth Ed. Cr.Bvo. 6s.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr.Bvo.
6s.

Bvo.

Maxwell (W.

Third Edition. Cr.

Messenger.'
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

'

Illustrated.

Second Edition.

Cr.

6s.

Author of If I were

THE LADY OF LOYALTY

Illus-

Second Edition.

trated.

TALLY-HOI

M'Carthy (Justin

6s.

Mathers (Helen), Author of

DERRICK VAUGHAN, THE FERRYMAN.

42nd T/tousand.

3S. 6d.

King.'

Cr. Bvo.

See also Shilling Novels.
(A. E. W.), Author of 'The Four

Mason

Fourth Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.
B.), Author of 'The Ragged
VIVIEN. Ninth Edition.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third
6s.
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
THE SEA MAID. FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh EdiA HUMAN TRINITY. Second Edition.
tion.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s,
THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY. Fourth
Macnaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
Edition. Cr. Bno. 6s.
CHRISTINA MACNAB. Fourth Edition. ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Meade (L.T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.
Malet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
Cr. Bvo. 6s.
8vo.

6s.

THE DRYAD.

Second Edition. Cr.Zvo.

Macdonald (Ronald).

WIFE. Fourth

Edition.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Edition.

Cr. Svo.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Fifteenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALM ADV. Seventh Edition. Cr.8vo. 6s.
See also Books

Boys and

for

Mann (Mrs. M.

Girls.

E.). OLIVIA'S
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed.

RESURGAM.

Cr. Bvo. fo.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

New VICTORY.

6s.

SUMMER.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Melton

CESAR'S
(R.).
Cr. Bvo, 6s.
(Ellis).
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Edition.

HEART.

Miller (Esther).
Edition.

LIVING LIES.

Cr. Bvo.

Second

Third

6s.

THE
GREAT RECONCILER. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
THE SIGN OF THE

•Miss Molly'

(The Author oQ.

Mitford (Bertram).

SPIDER.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WIFE.

HEART OF MY

Meredith

Sixth Edition.

Illustrated.

Cr. Bvo.

3J. 6d.

Cr. Bvo.

6s.

THE PARISH OF HILBY. A New Edition. IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition. THE RED DERELICT. Second Edition,
Cr. Zvo.

6s.

GRAN'MA'S JANE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A WINTER'S TALE. A Ne^v Edition.
Cr. 8vo.

Edition.

Cr. Bvo.

8vo. 6s.

See also Books

for

Third Ed. Cr.
Boys and Girls.

THE MEMORIES OF RONALD
THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS.
Edition. Cr. 2>vo, 6s.
THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS.
Edition.

Marriott
Column.'

Marsh

Cr. 8vo.

LOVE.
Third

Author
of
'The
GICNEVRA. Second Edition.

(Charles),

(Richard).

THE TWICKENHAM

second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.
MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second

Edition.

Cr. Bvo.

A DUEL. Cr

8vo.

STREETS.

Cr.Bvo.

6s.

TALES OF MEAN

Seventh Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.
J AGO. Fifth Edition.

A CHILD OF THE
Cr. Bvo.

6s.

TO LONDON TOWN. Second Edition.
Cr. B7J0. 6s.
CUNNING MURRELL. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi.
Cr. Bvo.

tion.

Second

6s.

P1<:E1-IA(11':.

THE

Ne^v

6s.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT.

Third Edii. on.

Morrison (Arthur).

6s.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A

Montresor (F. P.), Author of 'Into the
Highways and Hedges.' THE ALIEN.

6s.

DIVERS VANITIB:S.
Nesbit

Cr. Bvo,
(Mrs. E. Bland).

(E.).

HOUSE.
Cr.

B7'o.

Illustrated.
6s.

See also

Norrls(W.

6s.

THE RED

Fourth Edition

Shillino:

E.).

Novels.

HARRY AND URSULA.
B710.
6s,
OWD BOB, THE

Second Edition. Cr.
Ollivant (Alfred).

6s.

GREY DOG OF KENMUIR.

6s.

Edition.

Cr. Bvo.

6s.

Ttnth
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Oppenheim

MEN.

Oxenham

(E. Phillips).

MASTER OF THE MAYOR OF TROY.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6j.
Barbe
(John), Author of
'

Cr. Zvo,

of

Fourth Edition.

6s,

MERRY GARDEN AND OTHER

Grand Bayou.' A WEAVER OF WEBS.
STORIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6j.
MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Second Edition.
THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Fifth
Cr. Zvo, 6s,
Edition, Cr. Zvo. ts,
Rawson (Maud Stepney), Author of 'A
PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
Lady of the Regency.' 'The Labourer's
in photogravure by Harold Copping.
THE ENCHANTED
Comedy,' etc.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
QPi.^'D'^^, Second Edition. Cr.Zvo, 6s.
THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece Rhys (Grace).
THE WOOING OF
by Harold Copping.
Cr, Zvo.

SHEILA. Second Edition,

Fourth Edition.

Ridge (V^.

ts.

Cr, Zvo.

6s.

LOST PROPERTY.

Pett).

LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Second Edition. Cr, Zvo, 6s.
Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s,
ERB. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s,
Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Pain (Barry).

PEOPLE. Sijvth Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.
MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition, Cr.Zvo.

Cr, Zvo,

3J. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition.
Cr, Zvo.

3J. id.

Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE. MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus- SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Cr. Zvo.
trated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s,
ZS. 6d,
WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTI AC THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition,
:

The Story of a Lost Napoleon.
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Sixth

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures
Third Edition,

of

Cr. Zvo.

'Pretty Pierre.'
6s,

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illustrated.
Fifteenth Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms.
Fifth Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

6s,

Illustrated.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d.
MY DANISH
Russell {W. Clark).

SWEETHEART.

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

Illustrated.

Second Edition.

Fifth

6s.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Cr. 6vo.

6s.

Illustrated.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES. ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Second Editioti. Cr. Zvo, 35. 6d.
See also Books for Boys and GirlsBARBARA'S
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS Sergeant (Adeline).
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
MONEY. Cr. Zvo, 6s.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,
THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr.
I CROWN THEE KING.
With IllustraZvo,
6s,
tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.
THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. Second
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS. THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS.
Third Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth EdiSee also Shilling Novels.
tion,
Cr. Zvo, 6s,
THE MESS DECK.
Shannon. (W.F.
THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Cr. Zvo. 3 6d.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Shelley (Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed,
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,
Cr. Zvo, 6s.
THE RIVER. Third Edition, Cr.Zvo. 6s. Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred), Author of 'CynTHE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
THE KINSMAN. With 8
thia's Way.'
Edition. Cr.
Third Ed.
6s.
Illustrations by C. E. Brock.
THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Z7'o. 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
DEEP-SEA
VAGA(Albert).
Sonnichsen
KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a FrontisBONDS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
piece.
HA'PENNY
Third Edition, Cr, Zvo, 6s.
THE
Sunbury (George).
THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Ed, Cr.Zvo. 6s.
MILLIONAIRE. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition. Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COMCr. Zvo. 6s.
MONPLACE. Second Ed. Cr, Zvo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
Waineman (Paul). THE SONG OF THE
Pickthall (Marmaduke).
FOREST. Cr. Z7'o. 6s.
SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Sixth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s. THE BAY OF LILACS. Second Edition.
BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third EdiSee also Shilling Novels,
tion.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Waltz (E. C). THE ANCIENT LAND.
•Q,' Author of 'Dead Man's Rock.' THE
MARK A Kentucky Romance. Cr. Zvo.
WHITE WOLF. Second Ed, Cr. Zvo. 6s,
6s.
J.

Zt>o.

_

:

Fiction
Watson

ALARUMS

(H. B. Marriott).

AND EXCURSIONS.
CAPTAIN FORTUNE.
Cr. Zvo.

Cr. %vo.

trations
Cr. Zvo.

With 8 Illus.
Third Edition.

6s.

THE HIGH TOBY.
Third Ed{tio7i. Cr.
A MIDSUMMER
Third Edition.

With a
8vo.

Frontispiece.

Crown

8vo.

a.).

THE SEA LADY.

The

6s.

PAPA.

Cr. 8vo.
(C.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

6s.

THE
N. and A. M.).
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: Being the
Romance of a Motor Car.
Illustrated.

Williamson

6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Wells (H.

8i>o.

Third Edition.

DREAM.

8vo.

Cr,

'

Second Edi.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.

6s.

DAY'S

N.). Author of

HIE ADVENTURE

OF PRINCESS SYLVIA.
Hon.

6s.

by Frank Craig.

C

Williamson (Mrs.
Barnstormers.'

6s.

TAir^ Eaition,

TWISTED EGLANTINE.
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Cr.

Sixteenth Edition.

6s.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES. Illustrated.
Eighth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
of France.' UNDER THE RED ROBE.
MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
Woodville.
With Illustrations by R. C.
\6 Illustrations.
Ninth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Twenty Jirst Edition. Cr. %7>o. 6s.
THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
White (Stewart E.), Author of The Blazed
ERRAND
IN SPAIN. Fourth Edition.
A
Trail.'
CONJUROR'S HOUSE.
Illustrated.
Romance of the Free Trail. Second Edition. LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Cr.
Ninth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
White (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Fourth Ed.
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE PATIENT MAN. Second Edition. Wyllarde (Dolf), Author of 'Uriah the
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Hittite.'
THE PATHWAY OF THE
PIONEER (Nous Autrcs).
Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.
Fourth
Weyman (Stanley), Author of

'

A Gentleman

'

8z>o.

8vo.

6s.-

Edition,

6s.

Cr, 8vo.

6s.

Methuen's Shilling Novels
Cr. Svo.

T^uthorof 'Miss Molly.'

Cloth,

THE GREAT

RECONCILER.

VENGEANCE

\s.

net.

AT
Capes (Bernard).
FIRE.
Chesney (Weatherby).

A WINTER'S

THE BAPTIST
RING.
THE BRANDED PRINCE.
Baring-Gould (S.). MRS. CURGENVEN THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
JOHN TOPP.
OF CURGENVEN.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
DOMiriA.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.).
THE FROBISHERS.
A FLASH OF
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.
SUMMER.
IDYLLS.
DARTMOOR
Cobb, Thomas. A CHANGE OF FACE.
Barlow (Jane), Author of 'Irish Idylls.' CoIIingwood (Harry).
THE DOCTOR
OF THE 'JULIET.'
FROM THE EAST UNTO THE
Balfour

(Andrew).

IS

MINE.

TO ARMS.

WEST.

A CREEL OF IRISH STORIES.
THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES.
THE LAND OF THE SHAMROCK.

Cornford (L. Cope).
SITY.

SONS OF ADVER-

THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES.
THE VICTORS.
Crane (Stephen). WOUNDS IN THE
RAIN.
Bartram (George). THIRTEEN EVENDenny (C. E.). THE ROMANCE OF
INGS.
UPFOLD MANOR.
Benson (E. F.), Author of 'Dodo.' THE
CAPS IN A.
Dickinson (Evelyn).
THE SIN OF
ANGELS.
Bowles (G. Stewart). A STRETCH OFF
Dickson (Harris). THE BLACK WOLF'S
THE LAND.
BREED.
Brooke (Emma). THE POET'S CHILD.
Duncan (Sara J.). THE POOL IN THF:
Bullock (Shan F.). THE BARRYS.
CHARMER.
DESERT.
THE
THE SQUIREEN.
A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illustrated.
THE RED LEAGUERS.
Burton (J. Bloundelle). THE CLASH Embree (C. F.). A HEART OF FLAME.
OF ARMS.
Illustrated.
DENOUNCED.
Fenn (G. Manvllle). AN ELECTRIC
FORTUNE 'S MY FOE.
SPARK.
A DOUBLE KNOT.
A BRANDED NAME.
Barr (Robert).

Cotterell (Constance).
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A DAUGHTER OF

Pindlater (Jane H.)-

Fitzstephen

THE
AN OCTAVE.

Nesbit, E. (Mrs. Bland).

ARY SENSE.

STRIFE.

Norris(W.

LITER*

MORE KIN THAN MATTHEW AUSTIN.
THE DESPOTIC LADY.
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
THE SWORD OF THE TWO MARY'S.
Rendered (M. L.). AN ENGLISHMAN.

(Q.).

KIND.

E.).

DAVID MARCH.
LUCIAN THE DREAMER.
Fletcher

(J. S.).

Forrest (R.

E.).

AZRAEL.

Phillpotts

FANCY FREE.
Pryce

Randall

LING.
Rayner (Olive
Rhys (Grace).

MRS. CLYDE.

THE REDEMPTION OF

Rickert (Edith).

SWAMP.

DAVID CORSON.

Gray

(E.

M 'Queen).

MY STEWARD-

Hales (A. G.). JAIR THE APOSTATE.
Hamilton (Lord Ernest). MARYHAMIL-

Russell,

(W.

ROSALBA.

THE DIVERTED VIL.
OUT OF THE CYPRESS

Roberton(M.H.).

SHIP.

BETHIA'S

FORTUNE'S DAR-

Pratt).

LAGE.

WORLD'S PEOPLE.
(C. F.).

AUNT

(John).

BUTTON.
Raymond (Walter).

RIDER.

Goss

TIME AND THE

(Richard).

WOMAN.

WILLOWBRAKE.
THE DESPATCH

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
THE INCA'S TREASURE.
Gordon (Julien).

(Eden).

HOURS.

HAVE HAPPENED.
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
THE SUPREME CRIME.
Gilchrist (R. Murray).
Glanville (Ernest).

A MIXED MARTHE STRIKING

Penny (Mrs. Frank).
AGE.

Francis (M. E.). MISS ERIN.
Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
THINGS THAT
Gerard (Dorothea).

AGALLANTQUAKER.
ABANDONED.
ROSE A CHAR-

Clark).

Saunders (Marshall).
LITTE.
Sergeant (Adeline).

!

TON.

ACCUSED AND
A PRINCESS
ACCUSER.
OF THE HILLS. Illustrated.
BARBARA'S MONEY.
Hooper (I.). THE SINGER OF MARLY. THE ENTHUSIAST.
Hough (Emerson). THE MISSISSIPPI A GREAT LADY.
BUBBLE.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
ANNE MAULE- THE
•Iota' (Mrs. Caffyn).
MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
VERER.
SUSPICION.
THE KEEPERS OF UNDER
Jepson (Edgar).
THE
YELLOW
DIAMOND.
THE PEOPLE.
THE
MYSTERY
OF THE MOAT.
THE
JOURNALIST.
Keary (C. P.).
Shannon
(W. F.). JIM TWELVES.
Kelly (Florence Finch). WITH HOOPS
Stephens
N.).
AN ENEMY OF THE
(R.
OF STEEL.
Harrison (Mrs. Burton).

Langbridge

and Bourne

(V.)

(C.

MENT.

A

Lorimer (Norma).

WOMAN OF

SENTI-

JOSIAH'S WIFE,

THE AUTOCRATS.
THE STORY OF
TERESA.
THE PUPPET
Macgrath (Harold).
CROWN.
Mackie (Pauline Bradford). THE VOICE
IN THE DESERT.
Marsh (Richard). THE SEEN AND
THE UNSEEN.
Lush (Charles

Macdonell

K.).

(Anne).

GARNERED.
A METAMORPHOSIS.
MARVELS AND MYSTERIES.
BOTH SIDES OF THE VEIL.
Mayall

(J.

SYREN.

W.).

KING.

H.).

THE VALLEY OF INHERITANCE.

Linden (Annie).

THE CYNIC AND THE

Strain (E. H.). ELMSLIE'S DRAG NET.
Stringer (Arthur). THE SILVER POPPY.
Stuart (Esmfe). CHRISTALLA.

A WOMAN OF FORTY.
Sutherland (Duchess

of).

ONE HOUR

AND THE NEXT.
Swan (Annie). LOVE GROWN COLD.
Swift (Benjamin). SORDON.
SIREN CITY.
Tanqueray (Mrs. B. M.).

QUAKER.

Thompson

(Vance).

THE ROYAL

SPINNERS OF

LIFE.
Trafford=Taunton (Mrs.E.W.).

DOMINION.

SILENT

Upward (Allen). ATHELSTANE FORD.
Waineman(Paul).

A HEROINE FROM

FINLAND.
Meade (L. T.). RESURGAM.
BY A FINNISH LAKE.
Monkhouse (Allan). LOVE IN A LIFE. Watson H. B. Marriott). THE SKIRTS
OF HAPPY CHANCE.
Moore (Arthur). THE KNIGHT PUNCTILIOUS.
Zack. TALES OF DUNSTABLE WEIR.
(

•

'

Fiction
Books

Boys and Girls

for

Illustrated.

Crown

The Getting Well ok Dorothy. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition.
Only a Guard-Room Dog. By Edith E.
Cuthell.

The Doctor of the

By Harry

Juliet.

Collingwood.

By Lucas

Malet.

Second

Master Rockafellar's Voyage.

By W.

Little Peter.
Edition.

Third Edition.

Clark Russell.

The Secket of Madamk de Monluc.

39

By

the Author of " Mdlle. Mori."

3^. dd.

%vo,

SvD Belton Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn.
The Red Gkange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
A GiKL OF THE People. By L. T. Meade.
:

Second Edition.

Hepsy Gipsy. By L. T. Meade,
The Honourable Miss. By L.

is. 6d.

T. Meade.
Second Edition.
There was once a Prince. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.
When Arnold comes Home, By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Price 6d.

Double Volumes,

The Adventures of Captain Pamphile.

part of

Double

the

in

second

part

Bragelonne.

Iron
of

Mask.

Being

The Vicomte db

Double volume.

The Mouth of Hell.

volume.

Chicot the Jester. Being
The Lady of Monsoreau.
Conscience.
The Convict's Son.
The Corsican Brothers

;

the

and

first

part of

Otho the

Archer.
Crop-Eared Jacquot,
The Fencing Master.
Fernande.
Gabriel Lambert.
Georgks.

The Great Massacre.

Being the first part of

Queen Margot.

Henri de Navarre.

Being the second part

of Queen Margot.

(Jane).

JUDICE.
Bagot (Richard).

A ROMAN MYSTERY.
BY STROKE OF

(Andrew).

SWORD.

Nanon. Double volume.
Pauline; Pascal Bruno; and Bontekoe.
P6re La Ruine.
The Prince of Thieves.
The Reminiscences of Antony.
Robin Hood.
The Snowball and Sultanetta.
Sylvandire.
Tales of the Supernatural.
The Three Musketeers. With a long
Introduction by Andrew Lang.
Double
volume.

Twenty Years After. Double
The Wild Duck Shooter.
The Wolf-Leader.

volume.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
LOVE AND LOUISA. THE MUTABLE MANY.
PRIDE AND PRE- Benson (E. F.). DODO.

AlbanesI (E. M.).

(S.).

FURZE BLOOM.

ZITA.

KITTY ALONE.
URITH.

THE HROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOEMI.
A ROOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.
LITTLE TU'PENNY.
THE FROBISHERS.
WINEFRED.
Barr

first

Double Volume.

the

CHEAP JACK

part

MaItre Adam.

The Chevalier D'Harmental.

Baring-Gould

first

Being the

The Vicomte de Bragelonne.

The Man

Cecile.

Balfour

Being the

of the Regent's Daughter.

Louise dh la VALLifeRE.

Amaury.
The Bird of Fate.
The Black Tulip.
The Castle of Eppstein.
Catherine Blum.

Austen

js.

H^L^NE DE ChAVERNY.

ACTfi.

(Robert).
JENNIE BAXTER,
JOURNALIST.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART

JAPAN.

Burton

SALT SEAS.
Caffyn (Mrs).,

ANNE MAULE-

('Iota').

VERER.
Capes (Bernard).

WINE.
Clifford (Mrs.

SUMMER.

W.

OF

ACROSS THE

(J. Bloundelle).

THE LAKE OF
K.).

A FLASH OF

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian).

GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. AL).

BARTON.S.

A STATE SECRET.

A BUSINESS IN

PEGGY OF THE
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THE JOSS.
A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE VISION OF Mason (A. E. V/.). CLEMENTINA.
DANTE (Gary).
Mathers (Helen). HONEY.
Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT.
LAMP.
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT.
OF CONSOLATION.
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
spidEr
THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
THE MILL ON THE Montresor (F. P.). THE ALIEN.
Eliot (George).
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE IN
FLOSS.
THE GREEN
THE WALL.
Findlater (Jane H.).
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.
Nesbit(E.). THE RED HOUSE.
ANGEL.
JOHANNA.

Dante (AHghieri).

Gallon (Tom).
Gaskell (Mrs.).

RICKERBY'S FOLLY.

CRANFORD.

MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.

Norris(W. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD.
HOLY MATRI- MATTHEW AUSTIN.
MONY.
CLARISSA FURICSA.
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
Oliphant (Mrs.
THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
MADE OF MONEY.
THE PRODIGALS.
Gissingr (George). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.
Glanville (Ernest).
THE INCA'S Parker (Gilbert). THEPOMPOFTHE
TREASURE.
LAVILETTES.
THE KLOOF BRIDE.
WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC.
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Glelg (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Grimm (The Brothers).
GRIMM'S Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.
OF A THRONE.
Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
I CROWN THEE KING.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT CHILDREN OF THE MIST,
'Q.' THE WHITE WOLF.
ANTONIO.
PHROSO.
Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
LOST PROPERTY.
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL GEORGE AND THE GENERAL.
NO TALES.
Russell (W. Clark). A MARRIAGE AT
SEA.
Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
ABANDONED.
DAVID.
LeQueux(W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
WESTMINSTER.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Levett- Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S Sergeant (Adeline) THE MASTER OF
WAY.
BEECHWOOD.
Linton (E. Lynn).
THE TRUE HIS- BARBARA'S MONEY.
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
Lyall(Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Malet(Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
Surtees (R. S.).
HANDLEY CROSS.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Illustrated.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). MRS. PETER MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
HOWARD.
Illustrated.
A LOST ESTATE.
ASK MAMMA. Illustrated.
THE CEDAR STAR.
Walford(Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
COUSINS.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD- THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
LEY'S SECRET.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
A MOMENT'S ERROR.
THE FAIR GOD.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
Watson (H. B. Marriot). THE ADVENJACOB FAITHFUL.
TURERS.
Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAR.
PEERAGE.
White <Percy). A PASSIONATE
THE GODDESS.
PILGRIM.
Gerard

(Dorothea).

).

y\
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